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PREFACE

This volume marks the beginning of an enterprise undertaken on the

initiative of the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press. They
decided, first, that there was room for a comprehensive history of

ancient Greek philosophy in English, on a considerable scale. The only

such history available is the four-volume translation of Theodor

Comperes Greek Thinkers^ the last volume of which was finished by

Gomperz in 1909. This was a valuable work for its time, though some

what discursive, but a vast amount of detailed research has been carried

out during the last half-century which has left no corner of the field

untouched, and in some places has radically altered its contours.

Secondly, the Syndics took the view that the plan of a composite

history by several hands, of which the Press has produced such notable

examples in the past, had certain drawbacks, and that in this subject

it would be preferable for the whole to be the product of a single mind.

Their third wish was that the work should not demand from its

readers a knowledge of Greek.

I am well aware of the magnitude of the task, and of my temerity

in accepting the proposal of the Syndics that 1 should undertake it*

The difficulties are the reverse of those which beset a pioneer. Far

from being a pioneer study, this history deals with a subject of which

almost every detail has been minutely worked over many times* What

is needed (and few would dispute the need) is a comprehensive and

systematic account which will so far as possible do justice to the

opposing views of reputable scholars, mediate between them, and

give the most reasonable conclusions in a clear and readable form. The

qualities called for are not originality and brilliance so much as clear

headedness, sober sense, good judgment and perseverance.

Yet to throw light on the Greek mind calls in addition for gifts of

imagination, sympathy and insight* It means entering into the thoughts

of men moulded by a civilization distant in time and place from our

own who wrote and spoke in a different language* For some of them,

chough we may call them philosophers, not only reason but also

ix



Preface

poetry^ myth and divine revelation were paths to truth. Their inter

preter must be a scholar with an ear for the subtleties and overtones

of the Greek language^ capable of comparing a philosopher's use of It

with that of the writers of non-philosophical poetry and prone. Where
modem techniques of philosophical criticism will aid elucidation* he

should ideally be equipped to invoke them also, while remaining
immune from any tendency to anachronism,

Such a paragon does not exist. By setting forth his qualification*

1 have no intention of making any claims for myself: I hope only thai

a conscious and explicit awareness of the idea! may induce a proper

humility and help one to fall less woefully short of it. One thing that

no one can do is to master the whole flood of writing on the subject

from the Greek commentators to our own day, I can only hope that

my own selection ofauthorities has not been too arbitrary or inadequate*
and associate myself with one of the most sensitive of modern critic^

who wrote: 'Although a conscientious working over of the whole

enormous specialist literature would have been highly desirable in

itself! it seemed to rne more important to finish during my lifetime/
1

A reader new to the subject should perlwps be wanted tliat at the

early period covered by the present volume, from the beginning of

the sixth to the middle of the fifth century *.<:., no fine is yet drawn
between philosophy* theology, cosmogony and cosmology, astronomy*
rmthematics* biology and natural science in general The word philo

sophy must therefore be interpreted in a very wide sense, though
possibly not much wider than that which it borr in Europe* down tt*

the seventeenth century A.D, By the fifth century tu% history, geo
grtphy* and to i krge extent medicine did receive separate treatment

by certain writers* These will only enter incidentally, and our main
concern will be with those who took all nature for their province md
fried to determine its origin and prenent constitution and (whether
or nor from religious motives) the origin and destiny of human life

and Its place in the whole* The medical writer^ it is true, hud to cimr
to terms with these broad theories which they criticised m relying too

confidently on general principles instead of on empirical investigation.
There was action and motion here, and an acquaintance with the
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medical literature is essential for an understanding of the philosophers.

On the other hand, much that might now be regarded as philosophical

ethical and political theory, logic and epistemology is either wholly

lacking in this early period or present only at an embryonic stage.

The importance of the writers of mythical cosmogonies and theo-

gonies Hesiod,
*

Orpheus *, Pherecydes and others as precursors

of the philosophers, and the existence within them of a development

away from mythopoeic towards rational thought, has become more and

more clearly recognised in recent times. Readers aware of the new light

that has been thrown on the ideas of the early philosophers by the

study of these mythographers may be surprised and disappointed that

no preliminary chapters appear to be devoted to them and to their

influence exclusively. I hope however that a reading of the chapters

on the philosophers themselves will show that this aspect has not been

neglected- It was a difficult choice, but I decided that this was the best

course, namely that the question ofhow far the thought of, for example,

Thales or Anaximenes was moulded by the myths of their own people,

as well as those of Egypt and the Orient, should be discussed in direct

connexion with them, but not before. (See also pp. 39 f. below*)

It is my intention, Deo votmte^ to continue this history to include

the Hellenistic period, stopping short of the Neoplatonists and those

of their predecessors who are best understood in conjunction with them,

(C p. ^4 below. I understand that the Press has plans for a con

tinuation by other hands.) I had thought to confine the Presocratics

to one volume^ but as it has turned out, the period down to Heraclitus,

with a comprehensive account of Pythagoreanism, has proved sufficient

for this if the volumes are not to become uncomfortably large. Although

it means that there is a large task ahead, 1 make no apology for the

scale of the work* Excellent short outlines exist already, and there

could be no justification for adding to their number* Students of a

particular philosopher^ school or period will I hope find sufficient in

the separate sections to orientate them and form a starting-point for

their own researches.

For the benefit of classical scholars, Greek has not been excluded,

but for tlte sake of others it has been confined to footnotes unless

translated* As to these, I have tried to follow the principle enunciated

xi
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by Dr Edgar Wind, and make them 'indispensable as foundations for

the argument, but superfluous for understanding it'.
1

Books have usually been referred to in the notes by short titles, and

articles by periodical, date and page only. Full particulars of books,

and titles of articles, will be found in the bibliography. The standard

collection of Greek texts relating to Presocratic philosophy is that of

Diels, re-edited by Kranz (abbreviated DK: see bibliography, p. 493),

to which reference is constantly made in the following pages. Under

each philosopher the texts are divided into two sections. The first (A)

contains testimonia, that is, accounts in later Greek authorities of the

philosopher's life and doctrines, or paraphrases of his writings; in

the second (B) are collected what in the opinion of the editors are

genuine quotations from the philosopher himself. In this book the

number of a *B' passage is normally preceded by 'fr.
3

(fragment),

while for the others the letter 'A' is retained.

My thanks are due to Mr F. H. Sandbach, Professor H. C. Baldry
and Mr G. S. Kirk, who between them have read the volume in

typescript. I owe much to their friendly and pertinent comments. I

should also like to thank Mr J. D. Bowman for help in the preparation
of the index.

May I conclude with a request? To continue this work necessitates

keeping up with the flow of periodical literature, and it is all too easy
to overlook important articles or monographs. If scholars who see

this volume think the enterprise worth while, perhaps they will be
kind enough to send me offprints of their articles or particulars of

newly published works. I cannot promise any adequate quidpro quo:
I can only say that I shall be sincerely grateful.

W.K.C.G.
DOWNING COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

1
Preface to Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance (Faber, 1958).
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NOTE ON THE SOURCES

The meagreness of our inheritance of original works of the Greek

philosophers is commented on in Chapter i (24 f.). For the Pre-

socratics in particular we depend on excerpts, summaries and comments

made by later writers. The problems to which this gives rise have

always been recognized, and adequate accounts of the nature of the

sources are available in several works, of which the best and most

accessible is that of G, S, Kirk in KR, 1-7. (Others will be found in

Ueberweg-Praechter, io-a6,Zeller? Outline^ 4-8., Burnet, EGP^ 31-8.)

In view of this I am making no attempt at a general appraisal at the

beginning, but shall rather deal with particular source-problems as

they arise over individual thinkers. (For the all-important Aristotle

see especially pp- 41-3.) But a certain amount must be briefly repeated

here in order to make intelligible such references as will be necessary

to *A8t/> 'the Placha\ 'Plut. Strom.
9

or 'Stob* Eel:

Theophrastus the pupil of Aristotle wrote a general history of earlier

philosophy and special works on some individual Presocratics* Only
extracts survive, though they include the greater part of the book On

Stns&tion* These works of Theophrastus formed the main foundation

for what is known as the doxographical tradition, which took different

forms:
*

opinions* arranged according to subjects, biographies, or

somewhat artificial
*

successions* (SiaSoxod) of philosophers regarded

as master and pupil
The classification of the doxographical material was undertaken in

the monumental work of Hermann Diels, Doxogmphi Gra&ci (Berlin,

1879), to which all subsequent researchers into Presocratic philosophy

owe an incalculable debt. The collections of the works of the early

thinkers were known as 86ou ('opinions', hence Moxography*) or

T& dpicmovra (Latinized as Placita). There are two such collections or

summaries extant, the Epitome falsely claimed as Plutarch's, and the

Physical Extracts (<pv<nKccl fexXoyoci) appearing in the Anthology or

FhrUegium of 'Stobaeus* (John of Stobi, probably fifth century A.D.).

From a reference in the Christian bishop Theodoret (first half of fifth

xiii



Note on the Sources

century) it is known that both of these go back to a certain Aetius,

and the two are printed by Diels in parallel columns as the Placita of

Aetius. Aetius himself, who is otherwise unknown, was probably of

the second century A.D.

Between Theophrastus and Aetius was a Stoic summary, of the first

century B.C. at the latest, which can be detected behind doxographical ac

counts in Varro and Cicero, and was namedby Diels the Vetusta Placita.

The doxographies in Hippolytus's Refutation ofall Heresies^ and the

pseudo-Plutarchean Stromateis ('Miscellanies') preserved in Eusebius,

appear to be independent of Aetius.

The Lives of the Philosophers by Diogenes Laertius (probably

third century A.D.) exists entire, and contains matter from various

Hellenistic sources of uneven value.

To sum up, our information about the Presocratic philosophers

depends first of all on extracts or quotations from their works which

range from one brief sentence in the case of Anaximander (and of

Anaximenes perhaps not even that) to practically the whole of the

True Way of Parmenides. Secondly we have occasional mention and

discussion of Presocratic thought in Plato, and a more systematic

exposition and criticism in Aristotle. Finally there is the post-

Aristotelian information which (with a few exceptions which will be

mentioned in discussing the sources for particular philosophers)

depends on brief, and sometimes garbled, epitomes of the work of

Theophrastus, the distortions frequently taking the form of adaptation
to Stoic thought. To see through this veil to the mind of archaic

Greece is the primary task of Presocratic scholarship. Whether it is

worth while no one had a better right to say than Hermann Diels, who
at the end of his life declared, in a posthumously published lecture :

'I count myself fortunate in that it has been vouchsafed to me to

dedicate the best part of my powers to the Presocratics.' 1

For further details readers are referred to the account of Kirk

mentioned above. In addition, an appraisal of the historical work of

Theophrastus, which does him more justice than earlier accounts, is

to be found in C. H. Kahn, Anaximander^ 17-24.

1
*Ich schatze mich gliicklich, dass es mir vergonnt war, den besten Teil meiner Kraft den

Vorsokratikern widmen zu konnen' (Neuejahrbb.f. d klass. Altenum, 1923, 75).

xiv
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

To write a history of Greek philosophy is to describe the formative

period of our own thought?
the making of the framework which sup

ported it until at least the latter part of the nineteenth century. The

discoveries about the nature of matter (if that term may still be used),

the size and character of the Universe, and the human psyche which

scientists have been making during the last hundred years are indeed so

revolutionary that they may result in a radical reshaping of our funda

mental outlook* Apart? however, from the fact that they are still in

such a state of rapid transition that it is difficult to see what this new
framework of thought will be, the conservatism of ordinary human
minds ensures that much in the older outlook will continue to colour

our general presuppositions for a long time to come. Even the modern

natural philosopher who studies the records of the earliest European
thinkers may find that he has more in common with them than he

expected. It is this fundamental and dateless character of much Greek

thought which makes it worth while to attempt a fresh presentation of

it for a contemporary reader*

There is another side to the coin. With the Greeks we stand at the

beginning of rational thought in Europe, It follows that we shall not

only be concerned with reasoned explanation or scientific observation,

but shall be watching the emergence of these activities from the mists

of a pre-sctentific age. This emergence is not sudden, but slow and

gradual 1 shall try indeed to justify the traditional claim of Thales to

be regarded as the first European philosopher; but I shall not intend

by that to assert that at one bound the line was crossed between pre-

rational, mythical or anthropomorphic conceptions and a purely

rational and scientific outlook. No such clearly-marked line existed, or

exists today* Besides appreciating what is ofpermanent value in Greek

thought, we may also learn from observing how much latent mythology

it continued to shelter within what appear to be a roofand walls of solid
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reason. This is naturally more obvious in the earliest period, but even

Aristotle, to whom in spite of his critics in all ages we owe so much of

the indispensable groundwork of abstract concepts on which our

thinking is based, has some fixed ideas which we encounter with a sense

of shock; for example, a conviction that the heavenly bodies are living

creatures, a belief in the special perfection
of circularity or sphericity,

and some curious notions about the primacy of the number three which

clearly antedate the beginnings of philosophical thought.

This is not a condemnation of myth as false in itself. Its stories

and images may be, at an early stage of civilization, the only available

means (and an effective one) of expressing profound and universal

truths. Later, a mature religious thinker like Plato may choose it

deliberately, and as the culmination of a reasoned argument, to com

municate experiences and beliefs, the reality and cogency of which is

a matter of conviction outrunning logical proof. This is genuine myth,

and its validity and importance are undoubted. The danger begins

when men believe they have left all that behind and are relying on a

scientific method based solely on a combination of observation and

logical inference. The unconscious retention of inherited and irrational

modes of thought, cloaked in the vocabulary of reason, then becomes

an obstacle, rather than an aid, to the pursuit of truth.

The reason for making this point at the outset is that the implicit

acceptance of mythical concepts is a habit that never completely

relaxes its hold. Today it is even more heavily overlaid than in ancient

Greece with the terminology of rational disciplines. This makes it more

difficult to detect and therefore more dangerous.

Without belittling the magnificent achievements of the Greeks in

natural philosophy, metaphysics, psychology, epistemology, ethics and

politics, we shall find that because they were pioneers, and therefore

much nearer than ourselves to the mythical, magical or proverbial

origins of some of the principles which they accepted without question,

we can see these origins clearly; and this in turn throws light on the

dubious credentials of some of the principles which gain a similarly

unquestioned acceptance among many today.

Examples of these axioms in Greek thought are the assumption of

the earliest school in Miletus that reality is one, the principle that like
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is drawn to, or acts upon, like (in support of which Democritus the

atomist was not above quoting the proverb 'Birds of a feather' and a

line of Homer), and the aforementioned conviction of the primacy and

perfection of circular shape and motion which affected astronomy until

the time of Kepler. It is not hard to detect the popular, unscientific

origin of these general principles, but what of some to which our own
scientists subscribe, or subscribed until recently? Professor Dingle

quotes the following:
1 *

Nature abhors a vacuum', 'The Universe is

homogeneous* (compare the Milesian premiss), 'Nature always works

in the simplest way*. It is not only in the ancient world that, as he says,

*the Universe, instead of being a touchstone, becomes a mould,

fashioned first of all to the investigator's liking and then used to give

a false form to the things of experience**

The history of Greek philosophy can be conveniently divided into

periods which show a real difference of outlook and interest, cor

responding in part to changes of outward circumstances and habits of

life. They also differ in the locality of the centres from which the main

intellectual influences were exerted upon the Greek world. At the same

time, if this division is adopted, it is important not to lose sight of the

equally real continuity that runs through the whole development of

thought from the Milesians to the Neoplatonists. To bring out this

continuity, it will be worth while attempting a brief sketch of the

development of Greek philosophy before we proceed to consider it in

detail The next few pages may be regarded as a map of the country

which we have to traverse, and it is always as well to run the eye over

the map before setting out on the journey itself.

Our attention is first directed to the eastern fringe of Greek settle

ment, Here in Ionia, on the western border of Asia Minor under

Lydian and Persian rule, something happened in the sixth century before

Christ which we call the beginning of European philosophy. Here

opened the first, or Presocratic period of our subject^ with the Milesian

school These men, inhabitants of one of the largest and most pros

perous of Greek cities, with numerous colonies of her own and wide

spread foreign contacts, were endowed with an indefatigable curiosity
1 Th* Sd*nt$e Adwntun (Pitman, xps i), 168.
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about the nature of the external world, the process by which it reached

its present state, and its physical composition. In their attempts to

satisfy this intellectual craving for knowledge, they by no means

excluded the possibility ofdivine agency, but they reached a conception
of it very different from the polytheism current in contemporary
Greek society. They believed that the world arose out of a primal

unity, and that this one substance was still the permanent base of all its

being, though now appearing in different forms and manifestations.

The changes were rendered possible by an everlasting motion of the

primary stuff due, not to any external agent, but to its own essential

animation. The distinction between a material and an efficient principle

had not yet been felt, and the primary entity, since it lived for ever and

was the author of its own movement and change, and of all the ordered

world of earth, sky and sea, was naturally thought to merit the epithet
*

divine'.

Before the end of the century, the philosophical impulse was carried

from the eastern to the western borders of the Greek world by the

migration of Pythagoras of Samos to the cities of Greek settlement in

, South Italy. Together with physical translation, it underwent a change
of

spirit. From now on, the Ionian and Italian branches of philosophy

develop in different ways, though the division is not so clearly marked
as some later Greek scholars and classifiers supposed, and there was
some cross-fertilization, as for example when Xenophanes from Asiatic

Colophon followed in the track of Pythagoras and settled in Magna
Graecia. So far as Pythagoras and his followers were concerned, the

change in
spirit affected both the motive and the content of philosophy.

From satisfaction of the sheer desire to know and understand, its

purpose became the provision of intellectual foundations for a religious

way of life; and in itself it acquired a less physical, more abstract and
mathematical character. Study ofmatter gave way to study ofform. The

logical trend was followed up in the West by Parmenides of Elea and
his school, and reached its climax in his teaching that true being was not
to be found in the physical world because, from the propositions 'It is'

and 'It is one' (on which Milesian cosmology might be said to have
been based; in any case Parmenides argued that the second followed
from the first), the only valid conclusion was an unqualified denial of
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physical movement and change. Reason and the senses gave contra

dictory answers to the question:
*

What is reality? ',
and the answer of

reason must be preferred.

About the same time, or a little earlier, the unique and enigmatic

Heraclitus of Ephesus was also advancing towards the fateful division

between reason and the senses. He preached the folly of relying on

sense-perception unchecked by the judgment of its rightful interpreter,

reason, though without going so far as to reject its witness absolutely

as did Parmenides. In contrast to the Eleatic, who denied the very

possibility of movement, he saw the whole natural world in terms of a

continuous cycle of flux and change. Rest, not movement, was the

impossibility. Any apparent stability was only the result ofa temporary

deadlock between the opposite tensions which were ceaselessly at work.

Everlasting is only the logos^ which in its spiritual aspect is the rational

principle governing the movements of the universe, including the law

of cyclic change. The qualification ("in its spiritual aspect') is necessary

because at this early stage of thought nothing is yet conceived as real

without some physical manifestation, and the logos is intimately con

nected with that substance which had a kind of primacy in the world of

Heraclitus, namely fire, or 'the hot and dry'.

The original and paradoxical philosophies of Heraclitus and

Parmenides both had considerable influence on the mind of Plato,

The rest of the Presocratic period was marked by the efforts of natural

philosophers to escape the distasteful conclusion of Parmenides by a

change from monism to pluralism. If the monistic hypothesis led to

denying the reality of the apparent multiplicity of the world around us,

then in the interests of the phenomena that hypothesis must be

rejected. This was the reasoning of Empedocles, Anaxagoras and the

atomists, Empedocles was a Sicilian, and like other philosophers of

Magna Giaecia combined his search for the ultimate nature of things

with the demands of a deeply religious outlook, to which the nature

and destiny of the human soul was of fundamental interest* He saw

the answer to Parmenides in the substitution of four ultimate root-

substances or elements (earth, water, air and fire) for the single principle

of the Milesians, Anaxagoras brought the spirit of Ionian physics from

Asia Minor to Athens, where he lived in the time of Socrates and

5
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Euripides, and enjoyed the friendship of Pericles and his circle. His

doctrine of matter as consisting of an infinite number of
qualitatively

.different 'seeds' was a kind of half-way house to the culmination of this

pluralistic physics in the atomism of Leucippus and Democritus.

An interesting result of the uncompromising logic of Parmenides

was to face philosophers with the problem of a moving cause. At its

start, rational thought had inherited from mythology the conception of

all physical entities as in some degree animate.(The separation of

matter and
spirit was as yet undreamed-of, and to the Milesian monists

it was therefore natural to suppose that the single primary substance of

the world water or mist or whatever it might be was the author of

its own transformations. It did not occur to them that this was some

thing that needed explaining, or that anyone might demand a separate

cause of motion. The intellectual drawbacks of this naive combination

of matter and
spirit, moved and mover, in one corporeal entity are

already becoming obvious in Heraclitus. By bringing the world to a

full stop, as it were, Parmenides drove home the lesson that motion

was a phenomenon in need of its own explanation, and in the later

Presocratics we see not only the change from a unity to a plurality of

physical elements, but also the emergence of a moving cause beside

and apart from the moving elements themselves.

Empedocles, impelled by the needs of his moral and religious, as yell
as ofhis physical system, posited two such causes, which he named Love
.and Strife. In the physical world, these are used in a mechanical way
to bring about respectively the combination with, and separation from
each other of the four elements, whereby the cosmos is brought into

being. In the religious sphere they allow for a moral dualism, being the

causes of good and evil respectively./Anaxagoras was hailed by Plato

and Aristotle as the first man to asserrthat Nous, Intelligence, was the

originator of the motions leading to the formation of a cosmos from
the tiny sgermata of matter which, in his view, were its material con
stituents. Moreover he explicitly insisted on the transcendent character

of this Ndus, which 'existed alone and by itself and 'was mixed with
no thing'.

Leucippus and Democritus did not provide as their cause of motion

any separate entity existing, like the opposite forces of Empedocles or

6
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the Nous of Anaxagoras, in the same positive way as the elements

themselves. For this reason Aristotle condemned them as having

neglected the whole problem of the moving cause* In fact their answer

was more subtle, and more scientific in spirit than those of the others.

Part of the difficulty had been that Parmenides had denied the existence

of empty space, on the strength of the abstract argument that if Being

is, emptiness could only be the place where Being was not. But

nothing exists besides Being, and to say of Being 'it is not' is a logical

impossibility. Emptiness is not Being, therefore it does not exist* Out

facing Parmenides on his own ground, the common-sense of the

atomists declared that 'not-Being exists as much as Being'; that is,

since Being was still conceived as tied up with corporeal existence, they

asserted that there must be place which was not occupied by body.

They supposed the sum of reality to be made up of tiny solid atoms

floating in infinite space. Once this picture is made conscious and

explicit, as it now was for the first time, matter is, as it were, set free,

and, ofatoms let loose in infinite space, it might perhaps seem as reason

able to ask
*

Why should they stay still?' as
*

Why should they move?"

Though he gives them no credit for it, Aristotle comes near to the

heart of their achievement when he says that the atomists 'made void

the cause of motion'* 1 To appreciate this at its true worth, one must

understand what a bold step it was to assert the existence of empty

$pace in face of the new logic of Parmenides*

The gradual emergence into consciousness of the problem of the

first causa of motion, bound up as it is with that of the relation between

matter and life, is one of the main threads to be followed in an exposition

of Presocratic thought.

In the time of Anaxagoras and Democritus, there occurred at Athens

the change which the ancients universally associated with the name of

Socrates, From the middle of the fifth century to the end of the fourth,

we are in our second main period, which most people would agree to

call the zenith of Greek philosophy. Athens is its centre, and the out

standing intellectual figures are Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. The shift

of interest which marked the beginning of this period may be described

as being from the universe to man, from interesting intellectual questions^
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of cosmology and ontology to the more pressing business of human

life and conduct. Nor was the physical
side of the microcosm excluded.

Contemporary with Socrates were Hippocrates and the earliest of those

anonymous followers of his who with him produced the impressive

body of medical and physiological writings known as the Hippocratic

Corpus. At this time, says Aristotle roundly, 'the investigation of

nature came to a stop, and philosophers turned their attention to

practical morality and political thought'.
1 Some three centuries later,

Cicero was saying much the same thing. Socrates 'called down

philosophy from the skies and implanted it in the cities and homes of

men'. He 'brought it into communal life, compelling it to attend to

questions of virtue and vice, good and evil'. As for what went on in

the heavens, that was far removed from our grasp, and even had it not

been, it had no relevance to the good life.
2

It might indeed be claimed that in Socrates the new spirit found its

first genuine philosopher. To say that he was actually responsible for

the change of outlook goes much too far. The teaching of the con

temporary Sophists was very largely ethical and political,
and in this

they needed no prompting from Socrates. These were the days of

Athens's growth to political maturity, to the leadership of Greece

through her conduct in the Persian Wars and the subsequent founda

tion of the Delian League, and to the democratic form of government

which gave every free citizen the right not only to elect his rulers but

to vote in person on matters of public policy and even take his turn in

exercising high and responsible office. To fit himself for success in the

busy life of the city-state became a necessity for everyone. As the

power and wealth of Athens grew, there followed her increasing

arrogance in external relations, the impact of war between Greeks, the

disaster of the Sicilian expedition (in contemporary eyes an inevitable

retribution for kylris\ and the downfall of Athens at the hands of her

rival Sparta. The years ofwar were marked internally by the increasing

corruption of Periclean democracy, a murderously cruel oligarchic

revolution, and the return of a democracy from which the spirit of

vengeance was by no means absent. All these events took place in

Socrates's own lifetime, and created an atmosphere inimical to the

1
Part. An. 642328.

3
Tusc. V, 4, 10; Ac. I, 4, 15.
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prosecution
of disinterested scientific research. To Aristophanes, a

faithful enough mirror of the better opinion of his time, natural philo

sophers were a useless sort of people and a suitable butt for not always

good-tempered
ridicule.

The state of physical speculation itself must also have made the time

seem ripe for a reaction against it of common sense. In the absence of

precise experiment and the scientific instruments which make it

possible,
the natural philosophers appeared to be not so much ex

plaining
the world as explaining it away. Faced with the choice of

believing either, with Parmenides, that motion and change were un

real, or else that reality consisted of atoms and void atoms which

were not only invisible but lacking also the other sensible qualities
of

taste, smell and sound which mean everything to the human being

it is not surprising if most men decided that the world of the philo

sophers had little to say to them.

At the same time, the contrast between certain things which were

only 'conventional' and others which existed *in nature' (whether it

was borrowed from the physicists
or merely shared with them as part

of the general spirit
of the age) was eagerly seized on by some as the

basis for an attack on absolute values or divine sanctions in the ethical

sphere- Virtue, like colour, was in the eye of the beholder, it did not

exist 'by nature'. In the ensuing controversy, Socrates employed all

his powers in the defence of absolute standards, through the impli

cations of his paradoxes:
*

Virtue is knowledge' and 'No man does

wrong willingly*. His point was that if anyone understood the true

nature ofgoodness its appeal would be irresistible, and failure to comply

with its standards could only be due to a lack of full understanding*

This full understanding he did not claim to have reached himself, but

unlike others he was aware of his ignorance. Since this at least was a

starting-point, and an unjustified
confidence in ethical matters m his

view the chief cause of wrongdoing, he conceived it his mission to

convince men of their ignorance of the nature of goodness and so

persuade them to seek, with him, to remedy it. In carrying out this

task, he developed the dialectical and elenchtic methods ofargument to

which later philosophers owed so much,

To account for the extraordinary influence of Socrates over sub-
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sequent philosophy is something that must be left until later. Here it

may be said that almost all later schools, whether originating with his

own disciples or, like Stoicism, founded long after his death, whether

dogmatic or sceptical, hedonistic or ascetic in character, acclaimed

Socrates as the fountain-head of all wisdom including their own. This

at least suggests that we shall err ifwe regard him as a simple character.

Schools founded by his immediate disciples included the logically

subtle Megarians, the pleasure-loving Cyrenaics and perhaps the ascetic

Cynics, as well as the Academy of Plato, but only of the last have we

anything more than fragmentary knowledge.

Socrates had bequeathed to his successors some of the most intract

able of intellectual problems. It might seem that in bidding men seek

'the true nature of goodness
9

as the sole requirement for right living,

he had decided by an act of faith rather than of reason (a) that goodness
has a 'true nature', (<5) that the human mind can grasp it, (c) that the

intellectual grasp of it will be an all-sufficient incentive to right action

in practice. But this, in modern terms, is to raise fundamental questions

of ontology, epistemology, ethics and psychology. To contem

poraries it would seem like begging the question involved in the
c

nature-versus-convention* controversy rather than settling it.

Determined to defend and expand his master's teaching, Plato with

his more universal genius, though he had no names for the branches of

more recent philosophy just mentioned, wove something of all of them

into the superb tapestry of his dialogues. Goodness had a real nature

because it stood at the head of the world of 'forms'. These were ideal

entities having a substantial existence beyond space and time, and

constituting the perfect patterns after which were modelled the fleeting
and imperfect representations of truth in ethical, mathematical and

other spheres which are all that we encounter in this world. Knowledge
is possible because, as Pythagorean and other religious teachers claimed,
the human soul (of which for Plato the intellect was the highest and
best part) is immortal and enters again and again into mortal bodies.

Between its incarnations it is face to face with the eternal realities.

Contamination with the corporeal dulls the memory of these, which

may be reawakened by experience of their imperfect and mutable

representations on earth, and, thus started on its way, the philosophic

10
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soul may, even in this life, recapture much of the truth by a process of

rigorous intellectual and moral self-discipline. Philosophy is a canaliz

ation of the will and emotions as well as of the intellect. The soul has

three parts, a concupiscent, a spirited or impulsive, and a rational The

eras, or libido, of each is directed towards a different class of object

(physical pleasure, honourable ambition, wisdom). In the soul of the

true philosopher the lower two are not allowed to exceed the bounds

"of their proper functions; the amount of eras directed towards their

objects is diminished, and it flows with a corresponding increase in

strength towards the objectives of reason, which are knowledge and

goodness. In this way the Socratic paradoxes receive a broader

psychological base,

Plato's was not a static mind. What I have said so far probably

represents not unfairly his convictions in middle life, as expressed in

the great dialogues of that period, especially the Meno, Phaedo^

Republic and Symposium. From this root sprang his political theory,

aristocratic and authoritarian. Later it became apparent to him that

the doctrine of eternal, transcendent forms, which he had accepted with

a partly religious enthusiasm, entailed serious intellectual difficulties*

As a theory of knowledge it demanded further investigation, nor did

the relations between forms and particulars, or between one form and

another, lend themselves easily to rational explanation. Plato did not

hesitate to tackle these problems, and in doing so was led to produce
the critical writings which in the view of some twentieth-century

philosophers constitute his most important philosophical achievement,

notably the Parmenides, Themtetus and Sophist* The Parmenides raises,

without solving, a number of difficulties involved in the theory of

forms, the Th&mtetus is an inquiry into the nature of knowledge, and

the Sophist, in a discussion of methods of classification, of the relations

between the most comprehensive forms, and of the different senses of
*

not-being*, lays the foundations for much future work in logic*

Plato retained to the end a teleological and theistic view of nature.

The Timaeus contains a cosmogony which sets out to show the primacy

of a personal mind in the creation of the world: it was designed by
God*s intelligence to be the best of all possible worlds. Yet God is not

omnipotent* The world must ever fall short of its ideal model since its

ii
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raw material is not made by God but given, and contains an irreducible

minimum of stubbornly irrational 'necessity'. That the world is the

product of intelligent design is argued again in his last work, the Laws,
as the climax of a detailed legislative scheme. His aim is to undermine

the sophistic antithesis of nature and law: law is natural, and if the 'life

according to nature' is the ideal, then it should be a law-abiding life.

Aristotle was for twenty years the friend and pupil of Plato, and this

left an indelible impression on his thought. Since his own philosophical

temperament was very different from his master's, it was inevitable that

a note of conflict should be discernible at the heart of his philosophy.
His more down-to-earth mentality had no use for a world of transcen

dent entities which it saw as a mere visionary duplication of the real

world of experience. He had a great admiration for his fellow-

Northerner Democritus, and it is conceivable that, had it not been for

Plato, the atomic view of the world as an undesigned accretion of

particles might have undergone remarkable developments in his keen

and scientific brain. As it was, he retained throughout life from his

Academic inheritance both a teleological outlook and a sense of the

supreme importance of form which sometimes led to difficulties in the

working out of his own interpretation of nature.

Every natural object is a compound of matter and form, 'matter' in

its absolute sense meaning not physical body (all of which possesses
some degree of form), but a wholly unqualified substratum with no

independent existence but logically demanded as that in which the

forms inhere. Immanent form takes the place of the transcendent forms

of Plato. Everything has an indwelling impulse towards the develop
ment of its own specific form, as is seen most clearly in the organic

progress of seed to plant or embryo to adult. The process may also be

described as that from potentiality to actuality. This dichotomy of

existence into potential and actual was Aristotle's reply to Parmenides's

denial of change on the ground that nothing can come to be either out

of what is or what is not.

At the apex of the scala naturae exists purely actual form, which as

perfect Being has no part in matter or potentiality; that is, God. His

existence is necessary on the principle that no potentiality is called into

actuality save by the presence of an already actual being: in physical
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generation?
a seed is first produced by a mature plant, a child must

have a father. (It is fundamental to Aristotle's teleology that the hen

came before the egg.) On this plane, actual and potential are only

relative terms, but to sustain the teleological order of the whole

Universe calls for a perfect and absolute Being. To Aristotle as to

Plato, teleology implies the actual existence of a telos, an ultimate final

and efficient cause for the sum-total of things as well as the individual

and relative causes which are at work within the separate species.

In his own nature God is pure mind or intellect, for that is the highest

type of being and the only one that can be conceived as existing apart

from matter. He is not a deliberate creator, since any concern for the

world of forms-in-matter could only detract from his perfection and

involve him in one way or another in the potential. But his existence is

enough to keep in motion (not 'set in motion', for to Aristotle the

world is eternal) the whole world-order by activating the universal and

natural impulse towards form. In other words, everything is striving to

imitate within its own limitations the perfection of God, Physically, his

existence leads directly to the circular motions instigated by the intelli

gences that move the heavenly bodies, which in turn render possible

the processes of terrestrial life. From this point ofview mankind exists

at many removes from, God, but his possession of reason gives him a

unique position, a kind of direct line of communication. Thus the way
of intellectual contemplation, of philosophy, is for man the way to

fulfil his proper nature* For him, as for the rest of nature, it is natural

to develop the activity of his highest part, to strive to realize his proper

form. For him, unlike the rest of terrestrial nature, this is (as Aristotle

says in the tenth book of the J&tkics) to cultivate a divine spark that is

within him.

The abandonment ofthe transcendent forms of Plato had momentous

consequences for ethics* The existence of justice, courage, temperance,

etc., among the absolutes of this transcendent world meant that the

answers to questions of conduct were bound up with metaphysical

knowledge. A man might act rightly by doing what he was told,

relying on an 'opinion* implanted by another; but he would have no

'knowledge* of why he was behaving thus. Morals must be securely

founded on fixed principles, and for this we need the philosopher who
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by long and arduous training has recovered his knowledge of
reality,

that is of the absolute forms of the virtues which are but palely reflected

in any virtuous acts on earth For Aristotle all this is changed Moral

virtue and rules of conduct lie entirely within the realm of the contm

gent In the first two books of the Ethics he reminds us no less than six

times of the principle that precision is not to be sought indiscriminately

in all subjects and is out of place in the study of morality, the goal of

which is not knowledge but practice The sentence We are not trying

to find out what virtue is, but to become good men seems aimed

deliberately at Plato and Socrates

In psychology, Aristotle defined the soul as, m his technical sense of

the word, the form of the body., that is, the highest manifestation of

the particular compound of form and matter which is a living creature

This does not of course imply an epiphenomenalist view That would

be to turn his philosophy upside down Form is the prior cause and is

in no way dependent on matter It does, however, exclude the doctrine

of transmigration which Plato shared with the Pythagoreans Aristotle

is shy of the subject of immortality, but seems to have believed in the

survival, though not necessarily the individual survival, of nous, which

is our link with the divine, and, as he once puts it, the only part of us

which comes in from outside

A great part of Aristotle s achievement is scientific, especially m the

descriptive and classificatory work of natural history, where the extent

of his knowledge and the soundness of his method still excite the

admiration ofworkers m the same field The identification and descnp
tion of species was of course a task particularly suited to the genius
of the philosopher who, like his master, saw reality m form, yet

discovered this formm the natural world instead ofbanishing it beyond

space and time He was the founder of the natural sciences as separate

disciplines, though the doubtful advantage of an admitted cleavage

between science and philosophy still laym the future In logic, which

he regarded not as a part of philosophy but as its organon or tool, he

stood on Plato s shoulders to a greater extent than is sometimes realized

Yet here as elsewhere, his genius for system and order takes him far

beyond the mere rearrangement of other men s ideas, and entitles him

to his place as the true founder of formal logic and scientific method
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Aristotle was the tutor of Alexander the Great, remained his friend

throughout the period of his conquests, and died within a year of

Alexander's death in 323. He stood therefore on the threshold of the

new historical order which begins the third main period of Greek

philosophy. Whether or not Alexander aimed at establishing a world

wide community (and this is a much-disputed question), he at least

succeeded in bringing it about that after his time the small, independent
and self-contained city-states, which had formed the essential framework

of classical Greek life and thought, lost much of their reality as fully

independent communities. Dying early with his work unfinished, he

left a vast European, Asiatic and African dominion to his successors,

who carved it up into unwieldy empires monarchically ruled. The

changes in outlook that followed these momentous military and political

events were manifold, though doubtless gradual. Certainly the Greek

did not easily or quickly give up his belief in the city as the natural

unit, the community to which he belonged and owed his loyalty. These

local loyalties were fostered by the successor-kings themselves, who

respected the power of the city-states and also saw in their preservation

the best hope for the survival of Hellenic civilization among the exotic

influences of the Eastern lands to which it was now transplanted. The
cities therefore still exerted a direct controlling power over local affairs

and the lives of their citizens, though supervised by the central govern

ment, and the old political spirit of the Greeks was kept alive, though

inevitably, as time went on, it became (as Rostovtzeff has said) rather

municipal than political in the true sense. On the mainland, especially,

the combination of the cities into leagues went with a growing con

sciousness of Hellenic unity.

In the early part of the new age, signs were not lacking of a spirit of

optimism and confidence, of faith in hurtian capacities and the triumph
of reason. The enormous expansion of the Hellenic horizon, the faci

lities for travel to, and commerce with, what had been little-known and

barbarian parts of the world, and the opportunities for a fresh start in

new lands, increased the sense of activity and hopefulness. As time

went on, however, the continual political struggles and wars between

the dynasties, and the disconcerting effect of the sudden new contacts

between Greek and Oriental modes of life, as well as the effective
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absorption of the cities in the new kingdoms, began to create a
feeling

of uncertainty and depression, which, together with the other general

features of the age, was reflected in its philosophy. The growing sense

of the unimportance and helplessness of the individual, and even of the

long-familiar social and political units, in the face of great and intract

able powers which seemed to mould events with the impersonal

inevitability of fate, had an effect on the minds of men not unlike that

of our own age.

On the one hand, those of studious bent were set free for the pursuit

of knowledge for its own sake, in which also they could find a refuge

from the uncertainties of the present life. This did not manifest itself

in bold and original flights of speculation like those of the dawn of

philosophy. Scholarship and the special sciences, which had been given

such a remarkable start by Aristotle and his collaborators, were in

dustriously pursued first in the Lyceum itselfby men like Theophrastus

(Aristotle's friend and successor) and Strato, and then at Alexandria,

whither Strato himself migrated to become tutor to the son of the

reigning monarch of Egypt. Here at the beginning of the third

century B.C. the Museum, with its great library and research centre,

was founded by the early Ptolemies, possibly instigated by Demetrius

of Phaleron. Exiled from Athens, this scholar-statesman, who was a

friend of Theophrastus and had almost certainly attended the lectures

of Aristotle himself, carried the spirit
of the Lyceum to the Egyptian

court of Ptolemy I about 295. A novel and characteristic feature of the

age was a serious, well-documented study of the past, and in this the

lives and works of previous philosophers had their share of attention.

The application of science to technology, especially in the military

sphere, also made notable advances in the Hellenistic -age.

If the gradual loss of a sense of community, the decreasing oppor

tunity to play a decisive part in public life, meant more freedom for the

intellectual to indulge in the secluded pursuits of study and research, it

also induced a widespread feeling of uneasiness, loss of direction,

homelessness. In earlier, more compact polities the individual was first

and foremost a citizen, with comprehensible rights and duties and a

niche of his own in society. The largest community known to him was

one in which he himself was widely known. All other communities
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were foreign, to be encountered only in the course of diplomacy or

war. His world, like Aristotle's universe, was organically disposed. It

had a centre and a circumference. As the Hellenistic age advanced, he

became more like a Democritean atom, aimlessly adrift in an infinite

void. Under this sense of strangeness, the common accidents of

poverty, exile, slavery, loneliness and death took on more frightening

shapes and were brooded over more anxiously. One result of this,

especially in the later Hellenistic period, was an increase in the popu

larity of mystery-religions, both Greek and foreign, which in one form

or another promised 'salvation'. Cults of this sort, from Egypt and

the Asiatic countries, not unknown to Greeks before, gained adherents

from all ranks of society. Philosophy also was naturally not unaffected.

New systems arose to meet the new needs, systems whose declared goal

was the attainment of ataraxia, undisturbed calm, or autarkeia, self-

sufficiency.

The philosophies which dominated the scene from the end of the

fourth century onwards were Epicureanism and Stoicism. The latter in

particular attained such widespread influence that it might almost be

called the representative philosophy of the Hellenistic and Graeco-

Roman ages. Both harked back for their inspiration to the thinkers of

the great creative period which ended with Aristotle. They were not

on this account lacking in originality, to which Stoicism in particular

has strong claims. Indeed, to say at what point a philosophic system

ceases to be a synthesis of earlier thought and becomes an original

creation is by no means easy. Few would deny originality to Plato,

yet his philosophy could be plausibly represented as arising simply from

reflection on the utterances of Socrates, the Pythagoreans, Heraclitus

and Parmenides. What distinguishes the Hellenistic systems is rather, as

I have indicated, a difference of motive. Philosophy no longer springs,

as Plato and Aristotle rightly said that it did in the first place, from a

sense ofwonder. Its function is to bring an assurance of peace, security

and self-sufficiency to the individual soul in an apparently hostile or

indifferent world. It was natural therefore that philosophers should be

less directly interested in questions of cosmology and physics, and

should choose as the physical setting for their moral teaching an

adaptation of some existing scheme. In this way the speculations of the
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earlier physical schools, though to some extent transmuted, live on in

the Hellenistic world*

Epicurus, who was in his late teens when Aristotle and Alexander

died, singled out religion as the root of spiritual malaise. The greatest

single cause of mental distress lay in fear of the gods and of what might

happen after death. It was an outrage that men should be tormented

by the notion that our race was at the mercy of a set of capricious and

man-like deities such as Greece had inherited from Homer, gods whose

malice could continue to pursue its victims even beyond the grave, The

atomic theory of Democritus, which accounted for the origin of the

Universe and for all that happens therein without the postulate of

divine agency, seemed to him at the same time to express the truth and

to liberate the mind ofman from its most haunting fears. Undoubtedly

the gods exist, but if,
as true piety demands, we believe them to lead a

life of calm and untroubled bliss, we cannot suppose them to concern

themselves with human or mundane affairs. At death the soul (a

combination of especially fine atoms) is dispersed. To fear death is

therefore foolish, since so long as we live it is not present, and when it

comes we no longer exist and are therefore unconscious that it has come*

Unlike Democritus, who almost certainty posited an initial random

motion of the atoms in all directions, Epicurus supposed the un

impeded motion of the atoms to be uniform in direction and speed,

caused by their weight* Since he had the remarkable perspicacity to

anticipate the finding of modern science that in a vacuum all bodies

will fail at an equal speed, irrespective of their relative weights, he had

still to account for their collision and entanglement* This he did by

assuming a power in the atoms to make a tiny swerve from their course

at a time and place undetermined, and this apparently unexplained

hypothesis became a key-point of his system* In conjunction with his

theory of the material, atomic composition of the mind, he used it to

account for free-will, for, while taking over the atomic system, he was

resolved at all costs to avoid the determinism of his predecessor- To

suppose oneself a slave to destiny, he said, was worse than believing

the old myths about the gods*

The highest good in life he named
*

pleasure\ but it would be more

correctly described as absence of pain* The Hne of conduct which he
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recommended was the reverse of a voluptuary's, since indulgence in

rich food and drink and other sensual pleasures is by no means calcu

lated to produce that 'freedom, from pain in the body and trouble in

the mind' in which alone lies the pleasure of the wise man. Moreover

'it is not possible to live pleasantly without living prudently and

honourably and justly'. (Gicero said with some reason that Epicurus

only succeeded in maintaining that pleasure was the summum lonum by

giving the word a meaning which no one else would recognize.)

Though blameless, the Epicurean ethic was somewhat negative, not to

say egoistic, since the attainment of the quiet mind, which was its aim,

called for abstention from all public duties and responsibilities. The

ideal was 'to live unnoticed'.

However, even if in the wrong hands it was capable ofbeing debased

to the level of Horace's pig, yet as taught and lived by Epicurus himself

his philosophy was not lacking in intellectual courage or moral nobility.

Nevertheless, in spite of his arguments to the contrary, a message of

hope and comfort which relies for its effect chiefly on the assurance that

death means complete extinction does not seem to the majority of men

to carry the word of salvation. As a counter-lure to the mystery-

religions it had no great force. At the same time its explicit hedonism,

and relegation of virtue to the second rank in the hierarchy of goods,

earned it the disapproval of other philosophical schools. Stoicism in its

pure form was an even more austere creed, yet it proved capable of

existing at different levels and making a wider appeal. Stoicism became

a potent force, especially when adapted by the Romans to their own

ideals of conduct.

The note of the new Hellenism is struck at the outset by the nation

ality of the founder of this philosophy, Zeno of Citium, not a Greek at

all but a Phoenician Semite, as was almost certainly the great system-

atizer of Stoic doctrine Chrysippus of Soli near Tarsus. Zeno reacted

strongly against the idea that the Universe was the product of chance.

He found the germ of truth rather in the mind-matter complex of

Heraclitus, and put at the centre of his system the logos which has its

material embodiment in fire. This union of mind and matter, for

Heraclitus a naive assumption, was for Zeno a conscious achieve

ment, following on study and explicit rejection
of the Platonic and
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Aristotelian forms of dualism. Nothing can exist without material em

bodiment. The cosmos is thework ofa providence which orders ail things

for the best, a product of conscious art, yet its designer is not transcen

dent. The divine essence impregnates everything, though not every

where in the same purity. Only in man among sublunary creatures

does it take the form of logos, materially represented by warm breath

(pneuma). In the outer heavens it is even purer,
sheer fiery mind free from

the lower elements which contaminate it in and around the earth. By the

possession of%<w, which the lower animals lack, man, though his body

is animal, shares the highest part of his nature with divinity; and since

everything strives to live in accordance with its best nature, this that

is, a life in conformity with the logos is the proper goal for man, f lence

the Stoic ideal of the Sage?
who has learned that nothing matters but the

inner self. Externals (health, possessions* reputation), though the

animal side of man may justify
him in putting some before others, are

intrinsically indifferent. To be right within is all that matters* This

knowledge of the indifference of outward circumstances makes the

Sage unshakably autarky and that is the sole requisite for a happy life*

Not pleasure, but virtue (equated with wisdom) is the highest good-

Unity was restored to the soul by Chrysippu% who reduced impulse

and desire to judgments (*This is good for mc\ etc.), thus building a

new foundation for the Socratic dictum that virtue is knowledge-

Virtue is an absolute, like straighmess or truth* Hence the much-

criticized Stoic paradox that there are no degrees between absolute

goodness or wisdom and absolute folly or vice* The perfect Sage is

extremely rare, yet all others are fools, and *all sins are equal** This was

illustrated by various analogies, for instance that a man is drowned

just the same whether his head is one foot or several fathoms below the

surface* Yet as with externals, the Stoics generally conceded that there

must be an intermediate class of action^ some preferable to others*

though none properly good or bad*

The unity of virtue, and the universal human possession of /0/pur,

catried for the Stoics the momentous corollary that wisdom was as

likely to be found in women or slaves as in free men* Indeed all men

were by nature free and equal. Allied to this is the Stoic conception of

the human community* To live communally is as much a natural
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human instinct as self-preservation, and the ideal community is one

that embraces the whole human race, the Cosmopolis or world-city,

for all men are kinsmen, sons of the one God. The whole idea of the

brotherhood of man, even if it originated (as some would claim) in the

mind ofAlexander himself, owes much of its development and diffusion

to Stoic teaching. It should be said, however, that this conception

probably did not mature until some time later than Zeno and his

followers, and reached its climax with Epictetus in the late first

century A.D. Meanwhile a man has a responsibility to the state in which

he finds himself, though existing law may differ widely from the

natural law of the Cosmopolis. Unlike Epicureanism, Stoicism

recommends active participation in the life around one, and tries to

restore to the Greek something of the sense of community which had

gone with membership of the independent city-state.

Zeno and Chrysippus made notable contributions to the particular

disciplines of epistemology, logic and philology. For the first time,

theories of the nature and use of language were being discussed by men
who used the Greek language and were steeped in the tradition of

Greek thought, but who were yet bilingual, with not Greek but

another as their mother-tongue. They adopted the contemporary
division of philosophy into logic, ethic and physic, but these elements

were united, and the system integrated, by the universality of the

logos. This vital cosmic force, or deity, has a twofold function as the

principle both of knowledge and of causation. One is reminded some

times of Plato's Idea of the Good, which he compared to the sun as

that on which depend not only the existence and life of the natural

world but also our perception of it through sight. The logos has also

obvious affinities with the hylozoistic principle of several of the Pre-

socratic cosmologists besides Heraclitus. They were fond of saying that

their single principle, at once the material of the cosmos and the

efficient cause of its evolution, both 'knew all things' and 'steered all

things'. Yet we may say of Zeno, as of Plato, that however much he

owed to his predecessors, his synthesis is infused with that new spirit

which entitles it to be called in its own right one of the great philo

sophical systems of the world.

To trace the later developments of Stoicism is not the function of this
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preliminary survey* It received fresh impetus and a new direction in

the second century B.C. at the hands of Panaetius of Rhodes, who was

largely responsible for its introduction at Rome and its adaptation to

Roman ideals and habits of thought. Regarding Socrates as the founder

of all recent philosophy, he looked to Plato and Aristotle no less than

to Zeno. Fitted by nature to be a man of the world, the friend of

Scipio and of the historian Polybius, he emphasized the necessity of

bringing Stoic principles to bear on practical affairs* His aristocratic

leanings led him to abandon the earlier theory of the natural equality
of all men for one of natural differences between them, and his relations

with Roman society were in fact bound up with his conviction that the

ideal state, which he saw as a mean between autocracy and democracy

giving to each section of the population its due rights and duties but

no more, came nearest to practical realization in the Roman con

stitution.

Meanwhile other schools Sceptic^ Peripatetic^ Academic con

tinued, but may fairly be said to have been overshadowed by the Stoa.

Under Carneades in the second century, a notable opponent of Stoicism,
the Academy took a turn towards scepticism and disbelief in the possi

bility of certain knowledge* This was reversed under Antiochus, the

teacher and friend of Cicero, who said of him that he was
s
'si perpauca

mutavisset, germanissimus Stoieus** He held indeed that the differences

between Academic, Peripatetic and Stoic teaching lay in words rather

than substance. In general one may say that in spite of sharp mutual

criticisms, there was always felt to be much common ground between
these schools, and that, especially in the ethical field* Epicureanism
stood isokted and apart, disapproved of by all-

Rome was now a world-power, and the Roman ethos making its

impact everywhere* The Roman genius did not lend itself to originality
in philosophy, yet the mere act of interpreting the Greek philosophical
achievement in the Latin language, which was so successfully carried

out by Cicero, was bound to bring its own modifications* Cicero's

treatise on
*

Duties', the Stoic KO^KOVTOC, though largely dependent cm

Panaetius, became a treatise *De Qfficik\ and cfficium was a conception
which already had a purely Roman history and associations* Again,
the Stoic ideal of the human community was not quite the same when
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seen through the mirror of the Latin humanitas, and similar, either more

or less subtle, differences exist between other pairs of equivalents such

as the Greek -rroAiTeioc and the Latin res pullica.

The lifetime of Cicero saw also a revival of the Pythagorean philo

sophy by certain spirits who were impressed by the religious needs of

the age and attracted by a mystical conception of the relation between

god and man, but wished to give this a more philosophical basis than

was offered by the emotional cults of Isis or Cybele. It is, however, by
no means free from the superstitious credulity of its time. It is the

existence of this Graeco-Roman school that accounts for much of

the difficulty of reconstructing the Pythagoreanism of the time of

Plato and earlier. Most of our information about Pythagoreanism
comes from writers ofthe later period, and what they sayabout the earlier

phase is contaminated with post-Aristotelian ideas. Whole books were

freely written and promulgated in the name of well-known early

Pythagorean thinkers.

Perhaps the chief importance of the Neopythagoreans is that they

helped to pave the way for Plotinus in the third century A.r>. and the

whole of the great and influential movement of Neoplatonism. The

Neoplatonists Porphyry and lamblichus both wrote lives of Pythagoras,

and there was a close affinity between the two schools, as was only

natural and inevitable, considering how deeply the successors of

Pythagoras affected the mind of Plato himself.

We have now crossed the line between the pre-Christian and the

Christian eras. In its primitive form, the teaching of Jesus and his

handful of Hebrew followers may seem to have had little to do with the

impressive and continuous unfolding of Greek philosophy. But after

the conquests of Alexander, this continuing development was accom

panied by ever widening opportunities for impact on other peoples.

Greek and Semite had already met in Zeno and later Stoic philosophers.

The first men to set down the new Gospel in writing did so not in their

own vernacular but in the language of Plato and Aristotle as it had now

adapted itself to its function as the linguafranca of the greatly enlarged

Hellenic world. The task of converting the Gentiles brought the need

to meet them on their own ground, as we see Saint Paul already doing

in his famous speech to the Athenians, in which he commends the
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Christian belief that all men are sons of God by quoting a line of the

Stoic poet Aratus. Later on, there is a continuous interaction between

Christian and pagan thought. The Christian attitude varies in individual

writers between extreme hostility and considerable sympathy, from the

'What has Jerusalem to do with Athens?' of Tertullian to the idea of

Greek philosophy as zpraeparatio evangelica^ the idea that, as Clement

of Alexandria put it, philosophy had prepared the Greeks for Christ,

as the Law prepared the Jews. With the birth of the highly spiritual

religious philosophy of Neoplatonism, the interaction became even

more marked. Whether for hostile and apologetic purposes or not,

understanding and some degree of assimilation of the views of the

opposite camp became indispensable. Thus even with the growth of

Christianity to be the recognized religion of the civilized world, the

continuity is not broken nor the influence of the Greek tradition at an

end. Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics continue to exert their power over

the scholastics of the Middle Ages. We have our Cambridge Platonists

in the seventeenth century, our Catholic Thomists and our Protestant

Platonists today.

To trace this whole story is not the work of one book, nor probably .

of one man. I mention the continuance of the Greek tradition in

Christian philosophy because it is something that must not be forgotten,
and constitutes one of the reasons for continuing to study ancient Greek

thought today. But the present work will be confined to the non-
Christian world, and that being so, I think it is best to make the break
before the Neoplatonists rather than attempt to include them. With
Plotinus and his followers, as well as with their Christian contemporaries,
there does seem to enter a new religious spirit which is not fundamentally
Greek (Plotinus himselfwas an Egyptian and his pupil Porphyry a Syrian
who originally bore the name of Malchus), and points rather forward as

a preparation for medieval philosophy than back to the ancient world.

One other point must be made clear before we start. In the course of
this history I shall mention the names ofa large number ofphilosophers
and attempt to assess their achievement. Yet only of three or four of
these do we possess any whole or connected writings. Plato's dialogues
have come down to us entire. Of Aristotle we have a large amount of
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miscellaneous writings which are partly the notes for lectures and

partly collections of material more or less worked up into scientific

treatises on the subjects with which they deal. Within this corpus it is

not always easy to be sure whether what we possess is from the pen
of Aristotle himself or ofone of his pupils, nor how far what is basically

Aristotle's has been reworked and enlarged by pupils or editors. In

addition to these manuscripts, which were intended for use within the

school and have little pretension to literary merit, Aristotle left a

number ofpublished dialogues which were greatly admired in antiquity

for their style as well as their content. These, however, are lost. We
have some complete treatises of his successor Theophrastus. Of

Epicurus, who was one of the most prolific writers of antiquity, we now

possess only three philosophical letters to friends (of which one,

though containing genuine sentiments of Epicurus, is probably not

from his hand), a collection of forty 'Principal Doctrines' each a

mere sentence or brief paragraph and some aphorisms.
For all the other major figures in Greek philosophy, including for

example all the Presocratics, Socrates (who wrote nothing), and the

Stoics not excepting Zeno himself, we are dependent on quotations and

excerpts of varying lengths occurring in other authors, or paraphrases

and accounts of their thought which often display a more or less

obvious bias. This, the outstanding difficulty for a historian of Greek

philosophy, must be appreciated at the outset. Except for Plato and

Aristotle, the question of the nature and trustworthiness of our sources

inevitably obtrudes itself at every turn.



II

THE BEGINNINGS OF
PHILOSOPHY IN GREECE

nec reditum Diomedis ab interim Mclcagri

nee gemino bellum Troumum ordhur ab ovo*

Purely practical considerations ordain thai we should not pursue our

subject too far into its embryonic stage, or at least not to a time before

its conception. What may we call the conception of Greek philosophy?
It occurred when the conviction began to take shape in men's minds

that the apparent chaos of events must conceal an underlying order,

and that this order is the product of impersonal forces. To the mind of

a pre-philosophical man, there is no special difficulty in accounting for

the apparently haphazard nature of much that goes on in the world*

He knows that he himself is a creature of impulse and emotion, actuated

not only by reason but by desires, love* hatred, high spirits, jealousy,

vindictlveness* What more natural than that the ways of the world

around him should have a similar explanation? I le sees himself to be

at the mercy of superior and incomprehensible forces* which sometimes

seem to act with little regard for consistency or justice. Doubtless they
are the expression of beings like-minded with himself, only longer-
lived and more powerful* Our present purpose does not require us to

enter the troubled regions ofanthropological controversy by suggesting
that these remarks have any necessary bearing on die ultimate origin,

or origins,, of religious belief* All we have to notice is that these are the

assumptions of that type of polytheism or polydaemonism which

dominated the early mind of Greece and can be studied in alt its

picturesque detail in the Homeric poems* Everything there lias a

personal explanation not only external and physical phenomena like

rain and tempest, thunder and sunshine, illness and death, but also

those overmastering psychological impulses through which a man feels

no less that he is in the power of something beyond his own control
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A guilty passion is the work of Aphrodite, an act of folly means that

'Zeus took away his wits', outstanding prowess on the field of battle

is owed to the god who 'breathed might into' the hero. In this way
human frailty provides for one of its most constant needs, the need for

an excuse. Responsibility for impulsive action which is bound to be

regretted when (in our significant expression) the doer 'comes to

himself can be transferred from the agent to an external compulsion.
In our own age the impersonal factors (repression, complex, trauma and

the like), which have replaced Aphrodite or Dionysus, are sometimes

put to the same use.

The belief that men are the playthings of powerful but morally im

perfect deities may seem to put them in a very humble and pitiable

position, and expressions of pessimism about the human lot are fre

quent in Homer. At the same time it contains an assumption almost

of arrogance, which the advent of a moire philosophical outlook must

dispel; for at least it assumes that the ruling powers of the universe

concern themselves intimately with human affairs. The gods take

thought not only for the fate of humanity as a whole or of cities, but

even for the fortunes of individuals (to whom, if the men are chieftains,

they may even be related by blood). IfA prospers, while his neighbour
B is ruined, this will be because the one has earned the favour, the other

the enmity, of a god. Gods quarrel over whether Greeks or Trojans
shall win the war; Zeus pities Hector, but Athena insists on the glorifi

cation of Achilles. Men may meet gods and express their feelings to

them. When Apollo, after deceiving Achilles by taking the human form

of Agenor, finally reveals himself, the infuriated hero bursts out in his

presence: 'You have wronged me, Apollo, and if I had the power,
I should requite you for it/ In spite of the ultimate invincibility of the

gods, this familiar intercourse between earth and heaven must have had

its satisfying and stiirtulating side. Under the influence of the earliest

philosophical thinking, the 'Father of gods and men' and his divine

family were dissolved into an impersonal 'necessity', an affair of

natural laws and the interaction of 'airs, ethers, waters and other

strange things', as Socrates calls them in the Phaedo. To many this

must have brought a feeling of loneliness and desertion, and it is no

wonder that the old and colourful ^polytheism
retained its hold to a
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considerable extent after the rise, in the sixth century B.C
?
of more

rationalistic cosmological views.

Moreover, to appreciate the extraordinary achievement of the early

philosophical thinkers, we must recognize that in the prevailing state of

knowledge the religious explanation would seem by far the most

natural and probable. The world as our perceptions show it to us is

chaotic and inconsistent. The freedom and irresponsibility of personal

will, still more the unpredictable consequences of a clash of conflicting

wills, account for its vagaries, on a superficial view, far better than the

hypothesis of a single underlying order- Indeed in attempting to

explain the world on such a hypothesis, the first philosophers, as I lenri

Frankfort rightly said,
*

proceeded with preposterous boldness on an

entirely unprovtd assumption j,

Religious explanations had sufficed to account not only for the day-

to-day events of the contemporary world, but also for its far-off

origins. In this respect we can see a considerable development^ even

before the days of philosophy, in the direction of an orderly process*

The tendency towards systemati^ation reaches perhaps its highest

point in Hesiod's Tkeogony^ yet in that poem the origins of sky, earth

and ocean and all that they contain are still represented as the outcome

of a series of marriages and begettings on the part of personal beings.

The names of these beings Ouranos (Heaven), Gala (Earth) and so

forth may seem to indicate that they are no more than a transparent

disguise for physical phenomena; yet it must be remembered that Gaia

was a genuine goddess who had been from remote antiquity the object

of popular belief and widespread cult. In the cosmogony of tiesiod

the all-powerful cosmic force is still Eros,
*

fairest among the immortal

gods'. He is Love, the power of sexual generation* and his presence
from the beginning is necessary to set on foot the matings and births

which ate thought of as the sole means of generation for all parts of

the universe as well as for the creatures who inhabit it. How far this

earlier view of the world remained an influence even on the minds of

those who first sought a more natural and impersonal explanation is

something which we must try to determine when we come to consider

their work in detail For the present we may say that in their attempt to

conceive of the world as an ordered who!e> and their search for its
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arche or beginning, they had predecessors in the genealogies of the

theologian and his idea of the dasmos^ or distribution of provinces and

functions between the chief gods: but the final stripping away of

anthropomorphic imagery, with all its momentous consequences for

the free development of speculation, was theirs alone. 1

The birth of philosophy in Europe, then, consisted in the abandon

ment, at the level of conscious thought, of mythological solutions to

problems concerning the origin and nature of the universe and the

processes that go on within it.

'

For religious faith there is substituted

the faith that was and remains the basis of scientific thought with all its

triumphs
1

'

and all its limitations: that is, the faith that the visible world

conceals a rational and intelligible order, that the causes of the natural

world are to be sought within its boundaries, and that autonomous

human reason is our sole and sufficient instrument for tke search. The

next question to be considered is who were the authors of this intel

lectual revolution, in what conditions they were living, and to what

influences they were open.

Its first exponents, Thales, Anaximander and Anaximenes, were

citizens of Miletus, an Ionian Greek city on the west coast of Asia

Minor, from the beginning of the sixth century B.C. onwards. In their

time Miletus, which had already existed for some five hundred years,

was a centre radiating a tremendous energy. Ancient tradition hailed it

as the mother of no less than ninety colonies, and modern research

confirms the reality of about forty-five ofthem in itself an astonishing

number? One of the oldest of these was the commercial settlement of

Naucratis in Egypt, founded in the middle of the eighth century.

Miletus possessed great wealth, which it had obtained both by acting as

a trading-centre for materials and manufactured goods brought to the

coast from inner Anatolia and by the export of a variety of manu

factures of its own.^ Milesian woollen goods were famous throughout

Greek lands. Thus shipping, trade and industry combined to give this

1 On Hesiod as a predecessor of philosophical cosmogonists see O. Gigon, Der Ursprung,

ch. I, and F. M. Cornford, Princ, Sap. ch. n. One of the most interesting of these figures on

the borderline between myth and philosophy is Pherecydes of Syros in the sixth century, for

whom see the excellent account of Kirk in KR, 48-72.
a
Pliny, N.H. v, 112: Miletus loniae caput. . .super XC urlium per cuncta mana genetrix.

Cf. Hiller v. Gaetringen in RE, xv, 1590.
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busy harbour-city a leading position and wide connexions, extending to ,

the Black Sea in the north, Mesopotamia in the east, Egypt in the south

and the Greek cities of South Italy in the west* Its government was

aristocratic., and its leading citizens lived in an atmosphere of luxury and

of a culture which may be broadly described as humanistic and material

istic in tendency. Its high standard of living was too obviously the

product of human energy, resource and initiative for it to acknowledge

any great debt to the gods. The poetry of the Ionian Mimnermus was

an appropriate expression of its spirit in the late seventh century. To
him it seemed that, if there were gods, they must have more sense than

to trouble their heads about human affairs*
* From the gods we know

neither good nor evil/ The poet looked inward, at human life itself, f le

extolled the enjoyment of momentary pleasures and the gathering of

roses while they lasted, mourned the swift passing of youth and the

misery and feebleness of old age* The philosopher of the same period

and society looked outward to the world of nature, and matched his

human wits against its secrets. Both are intelligible products of the

same material culture^ the same secular spirit. Both in their own way

relegate the gods to the background, and explanations of the origin and

nature of the world as the handiwork of anthropomorphic deities seem

no more appropriate than the notion of a divine providence in the

affairs of men* Moreover once the moment for this abandonment of

mythological and theological modes of thought seemed 10 have come>
its development was facilitated by the fact that neither here nor in

any other Greek state was freedom of thought inhibited by the demands

of a theocratic form of society such as existed in the neighbouring
Oriental countries*

The environment of the Milesian philosophers^ the% provided both

the leisure and the stimulus for disinterested intellectual inquiry, and

the dictum of Aristotle and Plito^ that the source and spring of philo

sophy is wonder or curiosity,
1
finds its justification, tradition describes

these men as practical, both active in political life and interested in

technical progress; but it was curiosity* and no thought of mastering the

forces of nature in the interests of human welfare or destruction, which

led them to those first attempts at a grand simplification of natural

1
Ar,
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phenomena which constitute their chief title to fame. In the appli

cation of various techniques to the amelioration of human life the

Egyptians of a thousand years before could probably have taught these

Greeks some useful lessons. Yet the torch of philosophy was not lit in

Egypt, for they lacked the necessary spark, that love oftruth and know

ledge for their own sakes which the Greeks possessed so strongly and

embodied in their own word philosophia* Philosophy (including pure

science) can only be hampered by utilitarian motives, since it demands a

greater degree of abstraction from the world of immediate experience,

wider generalization and a freer movement of the reason in the sphere

of pure concepts than submission to practical ends will allow. That

practical purposes may also be served in the long run, if free rein is

given to the flights of pure scientific speculation, is true but irrelevant.

Philosophy did not arise from a demand for the necessities or amenities

of human life. Rather was the satisfaction of those demands a pre

condition of its existence. We may agree with Aristotle, who, after

making his point that philosophy has its origin in wonder, adds:
'

History supports this conclusion, for it was after the provision of the

chief necessities not only for life but for an easy life that the search for

this intellectual satisfaction began'; as also in this matter with Hobbes,

who said much the same thing: 'Leisure is the mother of Philosophy;

and Common-wealth, the mother of Peace and Leisure: Where first

were great and flourishing Cities, there was first the study of Philo

sophy/
A glance at the geographical position of Miletus, and its relations

with neighbouring powers, will also be relevant to our subject. Situated

on the eastern fringe of the Greek-speaking peoples, it had at its back

door the very different world of the East; in fact, as a recent historian

of ancient Persia has emphasized, its situation and activities placed it

'in the full current of Oriental thought'.
2 This is something which has

long been generally recognized, but the conclusions which have been

drawn concerning the actual extent of Oriental influence on the earliest

1
It is true, and historically important, that the word ao<p{cc developed this meaning of philo

sophical wisdom out of an original connotation of skill in a particular craft or art. A good

carpenter, surgeon, driver, poet or musician had his particular acxpia. Yet this was not the

meaning in the minds of those who used the word 9iAocro9{a.
a A. T. Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire, 208.
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Greek philosophers show wide discrepancies, and have sometimes

tended to be mere guesses based on prejudice rather than knowledge.
It was difficult for some philhellenes of the nineteenth century to admit

any detraction from the pure originality of Greek thought. When the

inevitable reaction set in, it became equally difficult for some, who felt

that the adulation of everything Greek had gone to extreme lengths,

to grant them any originality at all. In any case, it is no long time since

the decipherment of many thousands of clay tablets (even now far

from complete) provided material for an appreciation of the science and

philosophy of the ancient Near East and hence for a balanced estimate

of what it could have taught the Greeks.

To take first of all the question of contacts and opportunity for the

interchange of ideas, we must remember that most of Ionia was under

the rule of Lydia in the time of its king Alyattes, who had conquered

Smyrna but met his match in the Milesians and made a treaty with

^them.
1

Alyattes ruled from about 610 to 560, a period which covers

much of the lifetime of Thales. His son Croesus completed the con

quest of the Ionian coastal
strip, and after his defeat by Cyrus in 546 it

became a part of the Persian Empire. Both these monarchs, however,
seem to have felt bound to respect the power and reputation of

Miletus, which retained within their dominions a position of privilege
and independence and continued to live its own life without much
interference. Clearly from this, which might be called the passive,

aspect, Milesians like all lonians must have had plenty of opportunity
of getting to know the Oriental mind. On the active side, these enter

prising Greeks made journeys by land to Mesopotamia and by sea to

Egypt; and the evidence all suggests that the first philosophers were
no recluses, who shut themselves off from this ferment of their times,
but energetic and practical men, of whom Thales at least made the

voyage to Egypt.
We are inclined to think of Egypt and the Mesopotamian states as

having been, for all the high level of their civilizations, places where

j

freedom of thought was inhibited by the demands of a religion^which

weighed heavily on every branch of life and was used, in the interests of
a despotic central government; where the King was the embodiment

1
Hdt. i, i7 ff.
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of divinity, of Ra or Marduk, and the priesthood which surrounded

him took care that its authority was not diminished by any encroach

ment of free thought. This is true, and one of the most striking merits

^of the Greeks is their intolerance of all such systems. Nevertheless

these unwieldy theocratic empires were by no means barren of intel

lectual achievement. As a historian of science puts it:

To deny the title of men of science to those ingenious workers who created

the technique of multiplication and division; who made an error of only one

inch in the 755^ feet base lines of the Great Pyramid; who discovered how
to mark out the passing of the seasons by taking as a unit the lapse of time

between two heliacal risings ofthe star Sirius would be to narrow down the

meaning of the term beyond what in this industrial age we should be willing

to do. 1

To predict an eclipse, as he is credited with doing, Thales must have

made use of Babylonian knowledge.
2 These were in any case the earliest

human civilizations, and had to their credit the fundamental techniques

of the domestication of animals, agriculture, pottery, brick-making,

spinning, weaving and metallurgy. The Egyptians and Sumerians

alloyed copper with tin to make the more useful bronze, and in the

manufacture of their famous textiles Ionian cities like Miletus copied

the Asiatic technique, which was superior to the Greek.

The debt of Greek mathematics to Egypt and Babylon was one

which the Greeks themselves acknowledged. Herodotus writes that in

his opinion geometry was invented in Egypt and brought from there

into Greece, and that the Greeks learned from the Babylonians the

^division
of the day into twelve parts and the use of the polos and

gnomon, which were instruments (or possibly the same instrument

under different names) for marking the time of day and the chief

jurning-points of the year such as solstice and equinox. Aristotle

makes the general statement that the mathematical arts were founded

in Egypt.3 The cuneiform documents so far read suggest that if the

Egyptians led in geometry, the Babylonians were even further ahead in

arithmetic. In astronomy, arithmetical techniques were used by the

1 W. P. D. Wightman, The Growth of Scientific Ideas, p. 4.

*
Pp. 47 f., below.

3 Hdt. n, 109, Ar. Metaph. 98^23. For a comparison of these two passages see below, p. 35.
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Babylonians to bring the prediction
of celestial phenomena to a remark

able degree of accuracy, and these techniques were developed by

1 500 B.C. Recent research indeed suggests that, contrary to earlier

belief, Babylonian astronomy was based on mathematical calculation

rather than observation, which brings it even closer to the mind of

Greece, at least as represented by Plato. To mention another branch of

knowledge, papyrus documents from Egypt as far back as 2000 B.C.

show that considerable progress had already been made there in the

arts of medicine and surgery.

All this store of knowledge and skill was waiting, as it were, on the

doorstep of the Greeks, so that to call them the first scientists would, we

may agree, be to impose an impossibly narrow meaning on the term.

Yet if they did not create science, it is generally and on good grounds

agreed that they lifted it on to an entirely different plane. What without

them would simply have stagnated at a certain elementary level under

went at their hands sudden and spectacular developments. These

developments were not in the direction of the better fulfilment of

practical
ends. They did not, unless accidentally, further the Baconian

ideal 'to endow the life of man with infinite commodities'. It is indeed

probable, and has been too casually denied in the past, that the Ionian

philosophers were keenly interested in technical problems; but it is in

this sphere that they were most inclined to be the eager pupils of

neighbouring peoples. The uniqueness of their own achievement lies

elsewhere. We get a glimpse of it if we consider that although philo

sophy and science are as yet inseparable, yet whereas we speak of

Egyptian and Babylonian science, it is more natural to refer to the

philosophy of the Greeks. Why is this?

The Egyptian and Mesopotamian peoples, so far as we can discover,

felt no interest in knowledge for its own sake, but only in so far as it

served a practical purpose. According to Herodotus, taxation in Egypt

was based on the size of the rectangular plots of land into which the

country was divided under a system of private ownership. If a plot had

its area reduced by the encroachment of the river Nile, the owner could

put in a claim and royal surveyors were sent to measure the reduction,

in order that the tax mightbe suitably adjusted. In giving the Egyptians

credit for being the first geometers, Herodotus states it as his opinion
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that it was these problems which gave the stimulus to its development.

Aristotle, it is true, attributes the Egyptian achievement in mathematics

to the fact that the priests enjoyed leisure for intellectual pursuits.
1 He is

arguing that theoretical knowledge ('sciences that are directed neither

to the provision of pleasure nor of necessities
3

) only arose after the

practical
needs of life were satisfied.

'

Thus this knowledge first arose

in those regions where men had leisure. That is why the mathematical

arts first took their rise in Egypt, for there the priestly caste was free to

enjoy leisure.
3

Herodotus too writes elsewhere of the perquisites and

privileges attached to the priestly life, which arose from the possession

of land by the temples. If a priest was a scribe, he was immune from

any other kind of labour. Nevertheless Aristotle is too obviously

advancing a favourite theory of his own, which he presses on many
other occasions, and Herodotus

3

s account of the practical limitations

of Egyptian geometry remains the more probable.
1 In holding

"that disinterested intellectual activity is a product of leisure, Aristotle

is clearly right. His mistake lies in transferring to geometry in

Egypt the character and purpose that it had in fourth-century

Athens, where it was part of a liberal education and also a subject of

pure research. In Egypt it was the handmaid of land-measurement or

pyramid-building.
2

In Babylonia the conduct of practical life was governed to a large

extent by religious considerations! and the religion was a stellar one.

In this way astronomy was a practical study, its virtue lying in the

explanation which it gave to educated men of the behaviour of the

stellar gods. The observations and calculations which it called forth

were extensive and accurate, but were tied to the service of established

religion. Greek philosophy on the other hand was in its beginnings, so

far as the traditional gods were concerned, agnostic or positively hostile.

These peoples, then, the neighbours and in some things the teachers

of the Greeks, were content when by trial and error they had evolved

1
Cf. the interesting discussion of Hdt. II, 109 and Ar. Metaph. c>8ib2iff. between C.

Macdonald and J. Gwyn Griffiths in CR, 1950, 12 and 1952, 10.

a The practical bent of Egyptian mathematics emerges also from the interesting assessment of

it in Plato's Laws (819), which is the more impressive because Plato is expressing great admiration

and urging the Greeks to follow Egypt's example. Much Egyptian arithmetic was the equivalent

of the Greek logistic. (See Karpinski's essay "The Sources of Greek Mathematics* in d'Ooge's

translation of Nicornachus's Introducno Aritkmeticae.)
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a technique that worked. They proceeded to make use of it, and felt no

interest in the further question why it worked, no doubt because the

realm of causes was still governed by religious dogma instead of being

open to the free debate of reason. Here lies the fundamental difference

between them and the Greeks. The Greek asked
e

Why?'| and this

interest in causes leads immediately to a further demand: the demand for

generalization. The Egyptian knows that fire is a useful tool. It will

make his bricks hard and durable, will warm his house, turn sand into

glass, temper steel and extract metals from their ore. He does these

things and is content to enjoy the result in each case. But if, like the

Greeks, you ask wfy the same thing, fire, does all these different things,

then you are no longer thinking separately of the fire that is lit in the

brick-kiln, the fire in the hearth and the fire in the blacksmith's work

shop. You begin to ask yourself what is the nature of fire in general:

what are its properties as fire? This advance to higher generalizations

constitutes the essence ofthe new step taken by the Greeks. The methods
of the Babylonians have an algebraic character and show them to have

been aware of certain general algebraic rules, but 'they formulated

mathematical problems only with specific numeral values for the co

efficients of the equations'. 'No attempt was made to generalise the

results.'
1 The Egyptians had thought of geometry as a matter of indi

vidual rectangular or triangular fields. The Greek lifts it from the plane
of the concrete and material and begins to think about rectangles and

triangles themselves, which have the same properties whether they are

embodied in fields of several acres or in pieces of wood or cloth a few
inches long, or simply represented by lines drawn in the sand. In fact

their material embodiment ceases to be of any importance, and we have

made |he discovery which above all others stands to the especial credit

of the Greeks: the discovery of form.
f
The Greek sense of form im

presses itself on every manifestation of their activity, on literature and
the graphic and plastic arts as much as on their philosophy. It marks the

advance from percepts to concepts, from the individual examples per
ceived by sight or touch to the universal notion which we conceive in

our minds in sculpture no longer an individual man but the ideal of

1
S, F. Mason, A History ofthe Sciences (1953), 7; V. Gordon Childe, cited by Wightman, op.

cit. 4.
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humanity; in geometry, no longer triangles but the nature of tri

angularity and the consequences which logically and necessarily flow

from being a triangle.
1

Elementary generalizations were of course necessary even for

practical and empirical science and mathematics like those of the

Egyptians. But they did not reflect on them as single concepts, analyse

and define those concepts and so make them usable as the material for,

or the constituent units of, yet higher generalizations. To do this one

must be capable of dealing with the concept in abstraction, as a unity

with a nature of its own. Then further consequences will be seen to

flow from its nature as now defined, and a whole scientific or philo

sophical system can be built up which was unattainable so long as

thought remained at the utilitarian level. In astronomy the Babylonians

might amass data extending over centuries, based on careful observation

and involving considerable ingenuity of calculation. But it did not

occur to them to use this mass of data as the basis for constructing a

rational cosmology like that of Anaximander or Plato. This gift for

abstraction, with its limitless possibilities and (we must add) its inherent

danger, was the peculiar property of the Greeks. The danger lies, of

course, in the temptation to run before one can walk. For the human

reason to discover for the first time the extent of its powers is an

intoxicating experience. It tends to look down on the pedestrian

accumulation of facts, and in trying its wings to soar far beyond the

available evidence up to a grand synthesis that is very largely its own

creation. It did not occur to the earliest natural philosophers to spend

their lives in patiently examining, classifying and correlating the various

species of animals and plants; or in developing experimental techniques

whereby they might analyse the composition of various forms of

matter. That is not how science and philosophy began. They began by
1 Mr Arthur Lane makes this point well in his book on Greek Pottery (1948), n : 'Form can

be arrived at by empirical methods, as a happy accident supervening on the experimental manipu
lation ofa material; or it may be a concept in the mind, that struggles into tangible shape through

whatever channels it can. Their literature, philosophy and art show that the conceptual attitude

to form was more deeply ingrained in the Greeks than in any other people of whom we know.

To judge from the "geometrical" decoration of their early pottery, they might at that time have

been totally blind to the surrounding world of natural phenomena. It was impossible for them to

perceive an object, and then fluently translate this percept into a representational work of art.

After perception came the agonizing mental process of creating the concept; what the early

concept of "man" looked like we can see on a "geometric" vase.'
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people asking and claiming to answer all-embracing questions like
6 What is the genesis of existing things? ',

that is, out of what did they

come in the first place and what are they made of now? Is the whole

world ultimately of one substance or more? I have spoken of the

danger of this mode of procedure, which no doubt strikes a modern

scientist as in the literal sense preposterous. Yet if no one had begun
in the first place by asking these ultimate and universal questions,

science and philosophy as we know them could never have been born.

The human mind being what it is, they could not have arisen in any
other way. Even today, every scientist would admit that his experi

ments would be fruitless unless carried out in the light of a guiding

idea, that is, on the basis of a hypothesis formed in the mind but as

yet unproved, the establishment or refutation of which gives direc

tion to the factual inquiry. Too close an attachment to phenomena,
such as was dictated by the practical nature of Oriental science, will

never lead to scientific understanding. Scientific inquiry, as a French

scholar has put it, presupposes 'not only the love of truth for its own

sake, but also a certain aptitude for abstraction, for reasoning on the

basis ofpure concepts in other words, a certain philosophic spirit, for

science in the strict sense is born of the bold speculation of the earliest

philosophers'.
1

The Greeks themselves had a phrase which sums up well the way in

which they went beyond their predecessors and contemporaries. It is

the phrase A6yov 8iS6vcu. The impulse 'to give a logos' was the typi

cally Greek one. Logos cannot be satisfactorily rendered by any single

English word. Faced with a set ofphenomena, they felt that they must

go behind them and account for their existence in the particular form
and manner in which they did exist. A complete logos is a description

'

which at the same time explains. Besides form or structure, and ratio

or proportion, logos may mean, according to its context, account,
definition ind explanation all typically Greek notions, and all in the

Greek mind so closely connected that it seemed natural to express
them by the same word.* As Aristotle said, the only complete definition

is one which includes a statement of the cause.

R. Baccou, Histoire de la science grecquet 33.
a A fuller account of the uses of A6yoj is given later in connexion with Heraclitus (pp. 420 ff.),
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THE MILESIANS

A. INTRODUCTION

We have outgrown the tendency of which Cornford complained in

1907, to write the history of Greek philosophy
c

as if Thales had

suddenly dropped from the sky, and as he bumped the earth ejaculated:

"Everything must be made of water!'" It was a sign of the changed

outlook that, in preparing the fifth edition of Diels's Fragments of the

Presocradc Philosophers in 1934, Walther Kranz put into effect a

suggestion made by Diels himself in his preface to the fourth edition,

namely to place at the beginning a chapter of extracts from early

cosmological, astronomical and gnomic writings, which in the previous

editions had been relegated to an appendix. This raises the difficult

question whether the present work should follow the same plan.

A strong reason against doing so is the endlessly disputed authenticity

and date of the records of this
'

pre-philosophicaP tradition, which are

for the most part preserved only as quotations in writers of a much

later period. "We may be sure that Hesiod's Theogony (the only

uextant work of its type) preceded the Milesian philosophers, but when

we come to the fragments of Orphic cosmogony, or of the Theogony

of Epimenides, it is difficult to be sure whether they may be reckoned

as an influence on the Milesians or, on the contrary, as owing something

"to the Milesians themselves. Thus Kern saw in the fragments of

Epimenides the impact of Anaximenes, and Rohde maintained of the

'Rhapsodic Theogony' attributed to Orpheus that 'in the very few

passages in which a real coincidence exists between the Rhapsodies and

Pherekydes, Herakleitos, Parmenides or Empedokles, the poet of the

Rhapsodies is the borrower not the creditor'.
1 Recent opinion is on

the whole inclined to assign the main outlines of the world-view

1
Kern, De Orphei Epimeniclis Pherecydis theogoniis; E. Rohde, Psyche, App. 9, 'The Great

Orphic Theogony'. For a general discussion of this question see Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek

Religion, ch. IV.
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expressed in Orphic theogonical and cosmogonical fragments to the

sixth century B.C., but doubts remain. All things considered, it seems

best to proceed at once to an examination of the remains of those who

are usually, and not without reason, called the first of the philosophers.

The necessary reference to their actual or possible predecessors can be

made where this examination demands it.

It is to Aristotle in the first place that we owe the distinction between

those who described the world in terms of myth and the supernatural,

and those who first attempted to account for it by natural causes. The

former he calls theology the latter physici vt physiologi, and he ascribes

the beginning of the new, 'physical' outlook to Thales and his succes

sors at Miletus, hailing Thales himself as 'first founder of this kind of

philosophy'.
1 Such extraneous evidence as we have suggests that he

was justified,
nor is it likely that the man whose bias towards the

scientific outlook led him to speak in strong terms of the uselessness of

what he called 'mythical sophistry', and who suspected anthropo-

^morphic religion to have been invented 'for the persuasion of the mob

and in the interests of law and utility',* would have welcomed these

men as his own predecessors if they had not in fact accomplished

something like a revolution against the earlier, mythical modes of

explanation. When he speaks ofphilosophy having its origin in wonder,

he does indeed reach out a hand, in a sudden flash of understanding, to

those on the other side of the gulf, saying in a brief parenthesis that

there is a sense in which the lover of myth is also a lover ofwisdom, or

philosopher, since the material ofmyth also is that which has occasioned

wonder in men's minds; but he makes it quite clear that the resemblance

extends no further. The philosopher, he says in the same context, aims

at a knowledge which shall be both accurate and all-embracing, and

above all shall be knowledge of causes. Only universals are true

objects of knowledge: only generalization can lead to the discovery of

causes, by which Aristotle already, like a modern scientist, means

general laws. Myth on the other hand, thinking in personal terms,

demands rather particular causes for particular events. As Frankfort

wrote: 'We understand phenomena, not by what makes them peculiar,
1

Metaph. A, 983 b2O.
a

Metaph. B, ioooai8; A, 107^3.
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Aristotle as Historian of Philosophy
but by what makes them manifestations of general laws. But a general

law cannot do justice to the individual character of each event. And
the individual character of the event is precisely what early man

experiences most strongly.'
1

To understand the mentality of Aristotle is of primary importance
for us as students ofthe Presocratics, owing to the peculiar nature ofthe

sources of our information about them.* Not only is he himself our

earliest authority for much of what they taught, but the later doxo-

grdphical tradition goes back to the historical work of his pupil

Theophrastus and is stamped with the impress of his school, and to a

considerable extent ofhis own masterful personality.3 Here at the outset

we may note that, in the sense in which Frankfort uses the word
e

we',

he is already one of us, though separated from us by some 2300 years

and from the beginnings of natural philosophy by only 250. This,

incidentally, is some indication of the measure of both Plato's and his

own achievement. Some of his results, for example the structure which

he attributed to the Universe, may seem absurd today; but in the

method of his thought he moves easily among abstract concepts, and

his whole effort is directed to explanation by reference to general laws,

so much so that he founded formal logic and was already faced with

the perennial problem of scientific inquiry: how is scientific knowledge
of the individual possible at all, since science only explains by sub

suming under laws that operate universally? He has travelled far from

the first fumbling attempts to cast off mythological explanation, and

this obviously introduces the danger of distortion in his account of

what he knew, or thought he knew, about the early doctrines. He was

a systematic philosopher first and a historian second, and his exami

nation of his predecessors was explicitly directed towards eliciting how

fcfar they had travelled along the path that led to his own conception of

reality. That this might not have been their aim, and that they might

1
Arist. Metaph. A, 982]} 1 8 and ch. 2 in general; Frankfort, Before Philosophy, 24.

a See the note on the sources, pp. xiii ff.

3 That the OUOIKCOV A6ai of Theophrastus was largely influenced by Aristotle's accounts of

the Presocratics has been shown by J. McDiarmid (Harv. Stud, in Class. Philol. 1953).

This work, however, must be used with caution. It is over-bold to make statements like that

on p. 121 : 'There is nothing in Parmenides' poem to justify this interpretation' of the Way of

Opinion, when we possess only a few brief quotations from the Way of Opinion itself. A

juster verdict on Theophrastus is to be found in Kahn, AnaximanJer, 17-24.
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have taken tentative steps in other, and possibly even more promising

, directions, does not (naturally enough) occur to him.

Nevertheless the probable effect of this on the trustworthiness of

what he says about them has sometimes been immensely exaggerated.

We possess a large corpus of his worjss, quite sufficient to allow of a

just estimate of his mental quality "and powers of judgment. Any
reader of these can see that he was a thinker of the first rank, brilliant

at times, clear-headed and methodical, sane and cautious. To speak in

these terms of one of the leading philosophers of all time sounds

ridiculous. Yet it is not superfluous, for it is apparently possible

to suppose that whereas in logic, ontology, ethical and political thought,

biology and zoology he generally displays these qualities in the

highest degree, yet as soon as he comes to assess his predecessors

in the philosophical tradition he is so blinded by the problems and pre

suppositions of his own thought that he loses his common-sense and

even any idea of the proper way to handle evidence. This is entirely at

variance with the knowledge of his mind which we gain from other

portions of his work. We may add, also, first that he has a certain

advantage over us in the simple fact that he was an Ionian Greek,

writing and speaking the same language as his fellow-Ionians of two or

three centuries before and sharing far more of their outlook than we
can ever hope to do; secondly that he enjoyed a far more extensive

first-hand acquaintance with the writings of some of them; and thirdly
that the amount of attention which he bestows on his predecessors is in

itself some evidence of a genuine historical approach to his subject

which, followed out with the powers of an Aristotle, could hardly have

* such totally misleading results as are sometimes attributed to it. Not

only did he think it proper to begin his investigation of a new topic
with a full review ofprevious opinions; he also wrote separate works on
earlier schools of thought. His lost book on the Pythagoreans is one

which we might give a good deal to possess.

To sum up, the amount of extant writing either from Aristotle's own

pen or taken down by pupils from his teaching is sufficient not only to

guarantee the soundness of his judgment in general, but also to warn us

t
where it is most likely to fail him and to give us the material wherewith
to counteract for ourselves the effect of his personal philosophical out-
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look, to show us where distortion is likely to arise, and of what kind.

Of course when he describes the Milesians as having discovered only

the material cause of things to the neglect of the efficient, formal and

final, or castigates the atomists for
*

lazily shelving' the problem of the

motive cause, we understand that whereas his power of analysis has

raced far ahead of theirs, his historical sense has not kept pace with it

sufficiently to enable him to see them in a proper perspective. The

systems ofthe earlierphysici were not unsuccessful or partially successful

attempts to fit reality into his fourfold scheme of causation, although in

the first book ofthe Metaphysics he cannot well help speaking as though

they were. But since we are well acquainted with his philosophy in

general and in detail, it should not be too difficult to make the neces

sary allowances. His most serious fault is likely to be, not actual mis

understanding, but a distortion of the balance of their interests by

rigorous selection. He was only concerned with one facet of Milesian

thought, the 'philosophical', that is primarily the cosmogonical. Such

meagre information as we have from non-Peripatetic sources about

Anaximander, for instance, suggests that he had the true Ionian spirit

Df universal historic, and that his remarks about the origins of the

universe and of life were only introductory to a descriptive account of

the earth and its inhabitants as they at present exist, containing elements

ofwhat wouldnow be called geography, ethnologyand cultural studies.
1

7?he change from a 'mythical' or 'theological
5

to- a 'physical' or

'natural' view of the universe came, Aristotle tells us, with Thales of

Miletus, who with his fellow-citizens Anaximander and Anaximenes

form, what is today referred to as the Milesian School.^ In support of

the expression
c

school' we can say with confidence that all were citizens

of the same city, their lifetimes overlapped, later tradition described

their relations as those of master and pupil, associates or successors of

one another, and a thread of continuity is discernible in what we know

of their doctrines. To go further is to make inferences or conjectures,

though these are indeed probable enough.*

1 See below, p. 75. These remarks about Aristotle's merits as a historian are expanded in

Guthrie, JHS, 1957, 35~4i.
a In die doxographical tradition Anaximander is SidSoxos xocl noO-H-nte of Thales (Tneophr. ap.

Simpl., DK, 1 2A 9 ; TioM-nis xod fcrcctpos (id., DK, A 17; cf. Cic. Ac. Pr. n, 1 1 8 poputaris et sodalis,
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An appraisal of the Milesian philosophical achievement will best

come at the end (pp. 140 ff, below). The questions which excited them

were of this kind: Can this apparently confused and disordered world

be reduced to simpler principles so that our reason can grasp what it is

and how it works? What is it made of? How does change take place?

Why do things spring up and grow, then decline and die? How can

one explain the alternation of day and night, summer and winter? They
claim our attention by having been the first to suggest that answers to

these questions may be found by taking thought. They abandoned

mythological and substituted intellectual solutions. There might or

might not be a divine mind at the back of, or permeating, the works of

nature (that was a question to which some of them sought an answer),
but it was no longer satisfying to say that storms were roused by the

wrath of Poseidon, or death caused by the arrows ofApollo or Artemis.

A world ruled by anthropomorphic gods of the kind in which their

contemporaries believed gods human in their passions as well as in

their outward form was a world ruled by caprice. Philosophy and

science start with the bold confession of faith that not caprice but an

inherent orderliness underlies the phenomena, and the explanation of

nature is to be sought within nature itself. They did not discard in a

generation all preconceptions arising from a mythical or anthropo

morphic outlook. Mankind has not done that yet. But so far as we can

see, they were the first to make investigations in the faith on which all

Burnet, EGP, 50, n. 4); yvcbpinos nod iroM-nis (Strabo, DK, A<>); dxpoonrfis (HippoL, DK, AII).
See Kahn, Anaximander, 28 f. Anaximenes fjxouow *AvociudvSpov (Diog. Laert., DK, 13 A i); is

his frrotpos (Theophr. ap. Simpl., DK, Ay); auditor
^ d'tscipulus et successor (Cicero, Augustine,

Pliny in DK, A 9, 10, 140).

For modern inferences as to the existence ofa regular school cf. L. Robin, Greek Thought, 33^,
Burnet, jEGP^ntrod.^, S. Os^riecimski, in Charisterla T. Sinko, p. 233: 'I call attention to

the fact that the expression "school" is to be taken literally, in suitable proportion, of course,
to the modern meaning of the term. I do not think it necessary to prove this statement here, as

I suppose L. Robin and A. Rey (La Science dans I'Antiquite
1

it, 32) did it convincingly enough.
Considering the evident continuity and consonance in principal questions of ideas, methods,
and the general direction of researches ofthe three Milesians whom tradition always joins by such

expressions as [those cited above], it would be very strange if in such an active and rich town
as Miletus which besides the inherited old Minoan culture absorbed, too, the Egyptian and
Babylonian civilisation, there were not something like either a school or brotherhood or as A. Rey
(op. cit. 56) calls it "la corporation philosophico-scientifique". It could be the more so in
that antiquity, above all the East, already knew different kinds of colleges, of priests, magi,
astrologers, not to mention the exclusively Greek creation, Pythagoras's monastically scientific

school.'
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scientific thought is based, that the bewildering confusion of pheno
mena conceals a framework which is radically simpler and more orderly,
and so capable of being grasped by the human mind.

B. THALES

Diogenes Laertius (r, 13) says that the Ionian philosophy started with

Anaximander, but that Tliales, 'a Milesian and therefore an Ionian,
instructed Anaximander'. There is much to be said for the view of this

late compiler that, so far as our knowledge goes, Thales ought to be

regarded as a forerunner, and that the first philosophical system of

which we can say anything is that ofAnaximander. The name of Thales

was always held in high honour among the Greeks as that of an ideal

sage and scientist, and from the time of Herodotus onwards a consider

able amount is narrated about him; but all that we have to suggest that

he founded the Ionian school of philosophy is the simple affirmation

of Aristotle, who couples it with the bald statement that he regarded
water as the underlying substance out of which all things are made.

This 'material principle' is described in the terms of Aristotle's own

thought, which are far from any that Thales could have used. How far

the thought itself was different is a question for consideration. In any

case, Aristotle makes it clear that he is relying on secondary authorities

(AeyeTca, Metaph. A, 984 a 2), and knows nothing further about the

reasoning on which the statement was based, nor any details about his

cosmological notions save that he believed the earth to rest on water.

In view, however, of the authority of Aristotle, and the fact that he

felt justified in calling Thales 'the founder of this type of philosophy'

(i.e. the philosophy of those who according to Aristotle's ideas acknow

ledged only the 'material cause' and who were in his view the first to

deserve the name of philosophers), it will be worth while examining
the ancient evidence to discover, not necessarily what sort of man he

was (for he was obviously a shadowy figure even to some of those who

speak of him), but at least what picture of him was current in the

ancient world, and what kind of achievements stood to his credit. We
may then go on to consider the probable implications of the statement

about water which, from Aristotle to the present day, has been uni

versally regarded as constituting his claim to be the first philosopher.
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(i) Date: the eclipse

The earliest extant author to speak of Thales is Herodotus, who lived

roughly 150 years after him and gives us the most important indication

of his date in the following passage (i, 74, DK, A 5), which refers to

the war between Lydia under Alyattes and Media under Cyaxares:

When the war between them had dragged on indecisively into its sixth year,

an encounter took place at which it happened that the day suddenly became

night. This is the loss of daylight which Thales of Miletus predicted to the

lonians, fixing as its term the year in which it actually took place.

Various dates have in the past been assigned to this eclipse, which

must from Herodotus's description have approached totality, but

astronomical opinion seems now agreed that it is one which took place

on 28 May (2,2 Gregorian) 585 B.C.
1

Pliny (N.H. n, 12, 53), whose

ultimate source was the second century B.C. chronologist Apollodorus,

gives the date, ifnot exactly, yet to within one year ( Ol. 48 . 4 =
585/4).

This forecast of Thales, which according to Diogenes (i, 23) aroused

the admiration not only of Herodotus but also of Xenophanes who was

practically his contemporary, is as well attested as most facts of anti

quity. Herodotus himself expresses no doubts, in contrast to his

treatment of another story about Thales, that he assisted the passage
of the Lydian king Croesus across the Halys by diverting the course of

the river.
*

This ', says Herodotus,
'

is the favourite version of the Greeks,
but I maintain that Croesus used the existing bridges' (i, 75). It should

be added that the date 585 for the battle between Cyaxares and Alyattes
suits the historical circumstances well, now that it has been established

that the chronology of Herodotus, i, 130, which implies that Astyages
son of Cyaxares succeeded his father in 594, is slightly erroneous. It

rests on the assumption that the fall of Astyages at the hands of Cyrus
took place in the first year of the latter's reign (558), but comparison
with the extant records of the Babylonian king Nabonidus shows this

*
584 by astronomical reckoning, in which the number of the year is one less than that used by

chronologists. Tannery (Pour I'hist, de la science hetlene, 57) still accepted the year <Sio, but is

practically alone. There have been many discussions of this question, of which the following
may be cited and will provide the references to others: T. L, Heath, Aristarchus, 13-18;
ZN, 254, n. 15 Boll, art. Tinsternisse' in.&E,vr, 2341 and 2353; G. J. Allman, art.

*

Thales' in

JSncy. JSrxt.
11

; Burnet, EGP, 41-4- O. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity, 136.



Thahs: the Eclipse

date to be too early, probably by nine years.
1

Diogenes (i, 22) says

that Thales was given the title of Sage (Sophos; i.e., as Diogenes adds,

was accounted one of the Seven Wise Men) in the archonship of

Damasias (582/1).

Now Thales certainly had not the astronomical knowledge necessary

to predict solar eclipses accurately for a particular region, nor to foresee

their character, whether partial
or total. In particular he was ignorant

of the sphericity of the earth and of the allowance to be made for

parallax.
Had it been otherwise, his prediction would not have been

isolated., nor, as it appears to have been, merely approximate. Herodotus

gives the impression of choosing his words carefully to indicate that

Thales did no more than indicate the year ofthe eclipse? Until recently

it was believed that he could have done this with a fair chance of success

by means of a period of calculation commonly known as the Saros,

from the Sumerian character sdr. This is a cycle of 223 lunar months

(18 years 10 days 8 hours) after which eclipses both of the sun and

moon do in fact repeat themselves with very little change, and its

probable use by Thales was accepted by authorities of the calibre of

Boll and Sir Thomas Heath. The character itself, as Heath knew, in

addition to even less relevant meanings, had only a numerical value

(3600). Its first association with an astronomical meaning is in the

Suda,3 a passage which was only brought into connexion with the cycle

of 223 lunations by an erroneous conjecture of Halley's in 1691,

whence it has since found its way into all the textbooks.4 Neugebauer

1 So already Ed. Meyer in RE, n, 1865, who gives Astyages's reign as 584-550- Cf- How

and Wells, Commentary on Herodotus (1912, repr. 1949), I, 94, 3835 Heath> P- * X 5 - 3-

a C. Brugmann (Idg. Forsch. xv, 87-93) argued that the original etymological meaning^*

friars was not 'year' but 'resting-place* of the sun (from frtotoo; c e.g. 0<L x, 4*9), *-e-

solstice. Fired by this interpretation, Diels suggested (Newjahrtt. 1914, a) that Herodotus was

using it in this original sense. If so, Thales's prediction was that the eclipse would take place

before the summer solstice, i.e. before the end of June 585. This would tally with the conjecture

that it was based on the Egyptian eclipse of 603 as being one cycleearHer(seebelow),
for thattook

place on 18 May (Gregorian). But the suggestion has received little notice Kranz in his ntth

ed of Diels's own Forsokrat&er writes 'Da Herod, ein ganzes Jahr Spielraum lasst. . . and

it is no doubt more probable that Herodotus would use the word in its by then far commoner

sense of 'year'. Neugebauer (foe. at.) seems to be ignorant of Diels's suggestion.
^

3 Byzantine lexicon of c. A.D. 1000, commonly known until recently as Suidas .

^

4 This has been demonstrated by O. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences m Antiquity, 136;

cf. 114. In interpreting Babylonian material Neugebauer is on his own ground but some mis

giving about his handling of authorities is aroused when he relates to Thales the conclusion of

R. M. Cook's article on the lonians rnJHS, 1946, 9 CMy tentative conclusion is thatwe do not
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calls it a beautiful example of a historical myth. His conclusion

is that even after 300 B.C. the Babylonian texts only suffice to say
that a solar eclipse is excluded or is possible. Before 300 the chances

of successful prediction were still smaller, though there are indications

that an eighteen-year cycle was used for the prediction of eclipses of

the moon. The conclusions of Schiaparelli are similar.
1 We see, how

ever, from an early Assyrian text, that
e

to say that a solar eclipse is

excluded or is possible' was precisely what they did, and that it sufficed

for the astrological and religious purposes in which alone they were

interested. The tablet in question contains the words:

Concerning the eclipse of the moon. . .the observation was made and the

eclipse took place. . . .And when for an eclipse of the sun we made obser

vation, the observation was made and it did not take place. That which
I saw with my eyes to the King my Lord I send.2

Drastic political consequences are inferred from the eclipse of the

moon, and, as Tannery remarks, the important thing for these people
was not so much to make exact predictions as simply to see to it that

no eclipse occurred unannounced.

Considering his ample opportunities for contact with Orientals, it is

very likely that Thales was acquainted with the limited means of pre
diction at their disposal, and he could very well have said that an

eclipse was possible somewhere in the year which ended during

585 B.C. He may, as has been suggested,3 have witnessed the eclipse
which was visible in Egypt in 603, that is, eighteen years earlier. That
the eclipse of 585 occurred at the time and place of a battle, was nearly

total, and had the dramatic consequence of causing the combatants to

cease fighting and negotiate a truce, was a happy chance by which his

statement, in retrospect, acquired very naturally an air of precision that

know enough to say definitely -whether in the eighth and seventh centuries the lonians were

generally the pioneers of Greek progress, but that on the present evidence it is at least as prob
able that they were not'), without mentioning that earlier, on p. 92, Mr Cook has expressly
excluded the sixth-century philosophers from this judgment.

G. Schiaparelli, Scr. sulla storia della astron. antica, I, 74: *Quanto alle ecclisse di sole, essi

non potevano riuscire, data la loro ignoranza della sfericita della terra, e la nessuna idea che
avevano delTeffetto della parallasse/

a From the palace of Sennacherib at Nineveh; first published by G. Smith, Assyrian Dis
coveries,, 409. Cf. Schiaparelli, toe. cit.

y Tannery, Pour I'hist, de la science hell. 5 9, Heath, op. cit. 1 6 f.
3

Diels, Neuejahrbb. xxxin, a, n. i, Boll in RE, vi, 2341, Burnet, JSGP, 44, n. i.
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grew with the centuries and ensured its notoriety among his country
men.

The eclipse is important for two reasons: it fixes a date for what may
be called the beginning of Greek philosophy, or at least for the

activity of the man whom the Greeks themselves called the first of

philosophers, and it accounts for the exaggerated reputation as an

astronomer which he enjoyed among his countrymen of later centuries.

To take the latter point first, Eudemus, the pupil of Aristotle, in his lost

work on astronomy, made a statement which is variously reported as:

(a) Thales was the first astronomer: he foretold eclipses and solstices

[sic]. (D.L. i
? 23. T. H. Martin may have been right in regarding the words

Korrd TIVOCS as part of the quotation, in which case Eudemus would not even

be taking responsibility for the statement himself. See Heath, op. cit. 14.

More probably, however, they are due to Diogenes.)

() Thales was the first to discover the eclipse of the sun (etfpe TtpcoTos . . .

fjAiou EKAeivyiv) and that its period with respect to the solstices is not

always constant. (Dercyllides ap. Theon of Smyrna, ed. Hiller, 198.14,

DK,Ai7.)

(c) He foretold the eclipse of the sun which took place at the time of the

battle between the Medes and the Lydians. . .. (Clem. Alex. Strom, n, 41

St., DK, A 5.)

In all probability the last of these statements represents most closely

what Eudemus actually said. Even if he did attribute to Thales suffi

cient astronomical knowledge to discover the cause of eclipses and

predict them accurately, he did so no doubt by an unjustified inference

from the impressive incident of 585. Later writers expressly credit

Thales with the discovery that solar eclipses were due to the inter

vention of the moon (Aet. n, 24, i, DK, A 17 a), and that the moon

owes its light to the sun (Aet. n, 28, 5, DK, A iy). These achieve

ments were quite impossible for Thales, and his ignorance becomes

even clearer when we see the fantastic explanation of eclipses given

by his associate Anaximander.

To return to the question of date, the surest indication is provided

by the eclipse, which agrees well with the statement in Diogenes

already quoted that he was given the title of Sage in 582/1. The date of

his birth as given by Apollodorus will have been calculated by that
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chronologist's usual method of fixing the floruit by some outstanding

event in a man's life (for Thales doubtless the eclipse), and accounting
him forty years old at that date. In that case he dated Thales's birth

in 01.39.1 (624) not 35.1 as our text of Diogenes says which

agrees with Diogenes's other statement that he died in Ol. 58 (548-5)

aged seventy-eight. There were other late reports that he lived to

ninety or a hundred. We may be content to know that he lived at

Miletus in the time of Alyattes and Croesus kings of Lydia, Cyaxares
and Astyages of Media, and Cyrus the Persian, and was an almost

exact contemporary of Solon of Athens.

(2) Family

Herodotus (r, 170) says that Kis earliest forbears were Phoenician, and

it would be interesting to nnd a trace of Semitic blood at the very

beginning of Greek philosophy; but Diogenes in quoting this rightly

j-adds that most writers represent him as a genuine Milesian of distin

guished family. His father's name, Examyes, is native Carian no

unlikely ancestry for a citizen of Miletus and his mother bore the

Greek name of Cleobulina. Diogenes explains the Phoenician element

by the phrase 'descendants of Cadmus and Agenor', and Zeller sug

gested that the confusion arose through Thales's ancestors being

^Cadmeians
of Boeotia who, as Herodotus elsewhere says, came over

with the Ionian colonists (ZN> I, 255, n. i; cf. Hdt.
I, 146). Cadmus

was, of course, in Greek mythology son of Agenor, King of Tyre,
whence he had come to Boeotia to found the city of Thebes.x

(3) Traditional character

In the fluctuations of the traditional list of the Seven Sages, which in

our extant authorities goes back to Plato (Prot. 343 A), the name of

^Thales was constant, and he was often regarded as the foremost This

gave him a kind of ideal character, and many of the acts and sayings
associated in the popular mind with sophia were attributed to him as

1

Interesting, even if not strictly relevant, is the suggestion that the story of Cadmus, and
many other Greek references to Phoenicians C redskins'), may really belong to Minoans, (T. T.

Dunbabin, The Greeks and their Eastern Neighbours, 35.)
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a matter of course. Everything of this kind that we are told about him
must be classed as anecdote, but is of interest as showing at least the

kind of character that he had in the eyes of the Greeks themselves. He
had a reputation for practical statesmanship. Herodotus (i, 170)

praises him for his wise advice that in face of the Persian threat the

Ionian cities should federate, setting up a common centre of govern
ment in Teos,

1 and Diogenes (i, 25) relates a story that he dissuaded

Miletus from making an alliance with Croesus. Plutarch (Solon, 2,

DK, AII) mentions the tradition that he engaged in trade, and the

story related (but not believed) by Herodotus (i, 75), that he diverted

the course of the Halys for Croesus and his army, shows a reputation
for skill in engineering. His observation of the Little Bear as a better

standard than the Great Bear for finding the Pole, mentioned by
Callimachus (Pfeiffer, 1923, pp. 43 ff.), indicates a practical interest

in navigation. The Phoenicians, as Callimachus says, sailed by the

Little Bear, whereas the Greeks, according to Aratus (Phaen. 37-9)
and Ovid (Trist. iv, 3, 1-2), used the Great Bear. Similarly heis said to

have put his geometrical knowledge to practical use in measuring the

pyramids (Hieronymus of Rhodes, third century B.C., ap. D.L.
I, 27)

and calculating the distance of ships at sea (Eudemus ap. Procl. EucL

352. 14 Fried!., DK, A 20).

All this builds up an impressive picture of a practical genius and man
of affairs in which there is no doubt some truth. The title of Sophos was

granted in his day, as for example to Solon, on grounds of practical

wisdom,, and a similar picture is given of Thales's follower Anaxi-

mander. Nevertheless, once he had achieved in the popular mind the

status of the ideal man of science, there is no doubt that the stories

about him were invented or selected according to the picture of the

philosophic temperament which a particular writer wished to convey.

Immediately after telling how he frustrated the Milesian alliance with

Croesus, Diogenes says that Heraclides Ponticus, the pupil of Plato,

represented him (i.e. in a dialogue) as saying that he had lived in solitude

and kept apart from public affairs. The most amusing example of

mutually cancelling propaganda is provided by the stories of the olive-

1

Though in G. Thomson's opinion the suggestion would have had no value from a military

point of view in the contemporary situation after the fall of Sardis (The First Philosophers, 253).
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presses and of the fall into a well. The former is told by Aristotle

(Pol. A, 1259 a 6), anc* is to t^6 e êct ^^ ^7 means of his skill in

meteorology Thales was able to predict while it was still winter that

the coming season would be a bumper one for olives. He accordingly

paid small deposits for the hire of all the olive-presses in Miletus and

Chios, and when the olives ripened was able to charge his own price

for re-letting them, since everyone wanted them at once. He thus

demonstrated that it is easy for philosophers to make money if they

wish, but that that is not their aim, and the story was told, says Aris

totle, as Thales's answer to those who reproached him for his poverty,

which was supposed to prove that philosophy is of no practical use.

The tale is too much for Aristotle's critical mind, and he comments

that this is in fact a commercial device in general use, but men fastened

it on to Thales on account of his wisdom. 1
Plato, on the other hand,

in the Theaetetus (174 A), wants to show that philosophy is above mere

practical considerations and that its lack of any utilitarian taint is its

chief glory. He therefore says nothing about the olive-presses, but

tells instead how Thales, when engaged in star-gazing, fell into a well,

and was laughed at by a pert servant-girl for trying to find out what

was going on in the heavens when he could not even see what was at

his own feet. The process of selection persists, and a modern scholar,

who wishes to show that the Milesians were 'not recluses engaged in

pondering upon abstract questions. . .but active practical men* (in

which he is probably right), mentions the story of the olive-presses as

typical of Thales's reputation without a word about the well.*

(4) Mathematics

In mathematics, Thales was universally believed to have introduced

geometry into Greece, having become acquainted with the study during
his travels in Egypt and developed it further for himself (Procl. Eucl

1 Yet this is the man of whom Professor Cherniss would have us believe that when he

reports that Thales was said to have regarded water as the beginning of all things, all he had

really found was the statement that the earth floats on water, from which he made up the rest

(/. Hist. Ideas, 1951, 321.)
a
Farrington, Greek Science, i, 31. The star-gazing story was no doubt also fathered on Thales

as a typical or ideal philosopher. A more ribald version of the same kind of tale is told of Socrates
in Aristoph. Clouds, 171-3.
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65.35". Friedl., DK, AII). He was specifically credited with the

following theorems:

(1) A circle is bisected by its diameter.

(2) The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal.

(3) If two straight lines intersect, the opposite angles are equal.

(4) The angle inscribed in a semi-circle is a right angle.

(5) A triangle is determined if its base and the angles relative to the base

are given.

The ascription to Thales of theorems (i)-(3) and (5) comes from

Proclus (DK, AII and 20), whose authority was Eudemus. Theorem

(4) (actually in the form 'He was the first to inscribe a right-angled

triangle in a circle') is quoted by Diogenes (i, 24) from Pamphila, a

compiler of the first century A.D. It is impossible to estimate the actual

extent of Thales's achievement. The temptation to fasten particular

discoveries on to individuals with a general reputation for wisdom was

strong in antiquity. The story goes that when he had succeeded with

no. 4 he sacrificed an ox, exactly as Pythagoras is said to have done on

proving the theorem which commonly bears his name. Theorem (5) is

associated with the practical feat of measuring the distance of ships at

sea. This, however, like the calculation of the height of the pyramids

by measuring their shadows with which he was also credited (Hiero-

nymus ap. D.L. i, 27, Pliny, N.H. xxxvi, 82, Plut. Conv. 147 A, DK,
A 21), could have been accomplished by an empirical rule without any

understanding of the geometrical propositions involved, as Burnet

pointed out. 1
It must always be remembered that, even if we had

unimpeachable statements in ancient authorities that Thales
c

proved*
this or that theorem, the word 'proof has a meaning only in relation

to its historical context.^ Since no extant authorities, or even their

sources, possessed a first-hand written record ofany of Thales* s proofs,

^ 45 Cf. also Frank, Plato u. d. sog. Pyth. n. 201, pp. 361 f.

*
Cf. Cohen and Drabkin, Source Book in Greek Science, 34, n. 2 and 44:

*

Just as early attempts

at demonstrations must have differed considerably from the later canonical proofs, so the modern

mathematician cannot in every case be satisfied with Euclid's proofs.'
*The requirements for a

mathematical construction or proofmay vary from age to age, and indeed in early Greek mathe

matics probably varied from generation to generation.' Of Thales's theorem (3) above, Eudemus

actually says that it was discovered by Thales, but that the scientific proof (hriornuoviKfi <5or68eiis)

was provided by Euclid (Eud. ap. Procl. EucL p. 299 Friedl.).
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they would easily attribute to them the content which the word implied

in their own day. Nevertheless, without claiming certainty in details,

we may reasonably say that there was some truth in the tradition

followed by Proclus, that Thales, besides the knowledge that he

obtained in Egypt (which we know to have been limited to the solution

of practical problems, as in land-measurement), 'made many discoveries

for himself, and in many laid the foundations for those who followed

him, employing an approach that inclined now to the theoretical

(KocQoAiKcbTepov), now rather to the empirical (aio^TiKcoTepov)'. The

Greek talent for generalization, for the extraction of the universal law

from the particular instances, the 'form' from the
*

matter', was

already beginning to have its effect.

(5) Water as 'arc/ie': the unity ofall things

This impulse to generalize, to discard the individual and accidental and

bring out the universal and permanent, appears in a more extreme form

in the statement which is generally agreed to constitute his claim to

fame as the founder of philosophy. That is, the statement that the first

principle of all things is water. This statement comes to us first of all

from Aristotle, and it is doubtful whether any later occurrence of it is

independent of his authority. We must therefore consider it carefully

in the context in which he places it. First of all, he tells us that this

is what 'is said
5

of Thales. On the question whether Thales left any
written works, we have only the statements of later writers than

Aristotle, and these conflict.
1

It seems incredible that he should have

written down nothing, and of course the word 'publish* had little

meaning in his day; but at least the confusion of later writers and the

testimony of Aristotle himself make it plain that no writings of his

were available in Aristotle's time and probably long before. Aristotle

1 He wrote nothing but a Nautical Astronomy (Simpl.); set forth his views in verse (Plut);
wrote a work On First Principles in at least two books (Galen, who quotes a passage containing
obvious anachronisms as being from the second book) ; some say he wrote nothing, the Nautical

Astronomy being by Phocus of Samos, others that he wrote only two treatises, on the solstice and
the equinox respectively (D.L. ; all the passages inDK A 2, B i and 2). Proclus (A 20) says curiously
that in his statement of the proposition that the angles at the base ofan isosceles triangle are equal,
Thales followed the archaic fashion by using the word '

similar' (6uoto$) instead of
*

equal* (taocs) ;

but, in view of the obvious ignorance and confusion of other writers, little significance can be
attached to this.
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had no means of knowing the reasons which led Thales to make his

statement, and when he ascribes a possible line ofthought to him makes

no secret of the fact that he is guessing. The frankness and caution

with which Aristotle introduces any statement about Thales are highly

reassuring, and we may feel confident of the distinction between what

he has found on record and what is his own inference. Referring to

what he has read or heard he says: 'Thales is said to have declared',

'they say he said', 'from what is recorded he seems to have thought';
to his own conjectures he adds 'perhaps'.

With so much of preface, let us look at the passage in which he

introduces the 'first principle' of Thales.

(Metapk. A, 983b6ff.) Most of the earliest philosophers thought that the

principles which were in the nature of matter were the only principles of all

things: that of which all things that are consist, and from which they first

come to be and into which they are resolved as a final state (the substance

remaining but changing in its modifications), this, they said, is the element

and principle of all things, and therefore they think that nothing is either

generated or destroyed, since this sort of entity is always preserved, as we say

that Socrates neither comes to be absolutely when he comes to be beautiful

or musical, nor ceases to be when he loses these characteristics, because the

substratum, Socrates himself, remains. So it is, they say, with everything

else: there is always some permanent substance, or nature (90015), either

one or more, which is conserved in the generation of the rest from it.

On the number and nature of such principles they do not all agree.

Thales, who led the way in this kind of philosophy, says that the principle is

water, and for this reason declared that the earth rests on water. His suppo
sition may have arisen from the observation that the nourishment of all

creatures is moist, and that warmth itself is generated from moisture and

lives by it; and that from which all things come to be is their first principle.

Besides this, another reason for his supposition would be that the semina of

all things have a moist nature, and water is for moist things the origin of

their nature.

Some think that the very early writers, who first, long before the present

generation, wrote about the gods, also had this view of nature; for they

named Oceanus and Tethys as the parents of generation, and made the gods

swear by water in the oath by the river which they called Styx: what is

oldest is most revered, and one swears by what one most reveres. Whether

this view of nature is in fact ancient and primitive must perhaps remain in
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doubt, but Thales at least is said to have described the first cause in this way.

No one would think Hippo worthy of inclusion in the same class, owing to

the triviality of his thought.

In this, our earliest account of Thales's cosmological views, they are

already set forth in the abundant philosophical terminology ofa later age.

No early Ionian could have expressed his ideas in terms of substance

and attribute (oucricc and Tr&Oos), of coming-to-be in an absolute sense

(corXcos) as opposed to relatively, or of a substratum (urroKeiuevov) or

element (oroixeiov). These distinctions, now a part ofordinary speech,

were only achieved after much strenuous logical analysis on the part of

Plato and its elaboration into a technical vocabulary by Aristotle him

self. Great caution is needed here, but in spite of the close interrelation

between language and thought, it does not necessarily follow that what

Aristotle is giving is a complete misrepresentation of the earlier views. 1

We know more of the thought of Anaximander and Anaximenes, and

if we are justified in regarding all three Milesians as representing parts

of a continuous movement begun by Thales, we may safely call them

the first natural philosophers, meaning by this that they were the first

to attempt on a rational basis that simplification of reality which has

been the quest of the human mind in all ages. As a modern writer on

scientific method has expressed it, with no particular reference to the

Greeks:

There seems to be a deep-rooted tendency in the human mind to seek. . .

something that persists through change. Consequently the desire for

explanation seems to be satisfied only by the discovery that what appears to

be new and different was there all the time. Hence the search for an wider-

lying identity, a persistent stuff, a substance that is conserved in spite of

qualitative changes and in terms of which these changes can be explained.*

1 Not only Aristotle, but a historian of philosophy in any age, is compelled to interpret earlier

views in the language of his own day. Even the arrogance of Aristotle's assumption that he knew

what his predecessors wanted to say better than they did themselves is an arrogance of which

none of us is wholly innocent. It was Whitehead who wrote:
*

Everything of importance has

been said before by someone who did not discover it.' The ideas here attributed to Thales and his

successors by no means involve
*

the definition of identity and difference as formulated in con

sequence of Eleatic logic, and the distinction between subject and attribute as enveloped first

by Socrates and Plato* (McDiarmid, Theoph* on the Presoc. Causes, 92), and the statement that

Aristotle 'can seriously comment on the material theory ofHomer in the same context with those

of the physicists* is quite unfair. Thales is for him the dpxny&S T?J$ ToiotOrns 91^00*09(0$.
1
L. S. Stebbing, A Modern Introduction to Logic, 404.
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That tendency did not begin with Aristotle. It is as evident in religious

as in philosophical accounts of the world. As Professor Broad has

remarked, to introduce unity and tidiness into the world is something
which appeals to man's aesthetic no less than to his rational interests,

and, when pushed to its extreme limits, leads to the view that there is

one and only one kind of material. 1

It was natural that the first philosophical simplification should also

be the most extreme. The impulse to simplification was there, and

thought had not yet advanced sufficiently for a consideration of the

difficulties it involved. Hence the condescension with which Aristotle

regarded the (as it seemed to him) dim and fumbling efforts of the

earliest philosophers.

Although the terms 'substratum' and 'element' were beyond the

reach of the Milesians, Aristotle uses another word, arche^ to describe

their primary substance, which, whether they employed it in this way
themselves or not, was in common use in their time and well within

their comprehension in the senses of (a) starting-point or beginning,

(<5) originating cause. So used it is common in Homer, and the

usual translation of it in the Aristotelian passages as '(first) principle'

is not far from the mark. In all probability (though the point has been

disputed) it was already used of the primary substance by Thales's

younger contemporary Anaximander (see below, p. 77), and it is a

convenient term which we may regard as standing for a twofold con

ception in the thought of the Milesians. It means, first, the original

state out of which the manifold world has developed and, secondly, the

permanent ground of its being, or, as Aristotle would call it, the sub

stratum. All things were once, water (if that is the arche\ and to the

philosopher all things are still water, since in spite of the changes which

it has undergone it remains the same substance (arche or physis,

principle or permanent constitution) throughout them all, for there is

in fact no other? Since it is Aristotle in particular who insists on the

distinction between the first philosophers who believed in a single

arche of all things and those who held that there were more than one,

1 The Mind and its Place in Nature, 76.
2 For a fuller discussion of the meaning of <5cpxi

J

|,
see W. A. Heidel in CP, 1912, 2i5fT. Kirk

(KR, 89) conjectures that only the first sense may have been in Thales's mind. See also his

cautious remarks on pp. 92 f.
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it is worth noting that it appears in effect before his time also, and

is therefore not simply the outcome of an arbitrary classification of his

own. The author of the Hippocratic treatise on the Nature of Man,

which was probably written about 400 B.C.,
1

pours scorn on the un-

verifiable theories of non-medical philosophers who think that man is

composed of 'air, fire, water, earth or anything else which cannot be

clearly discerned in him'. 'They say', he continues, 'that whatever

exists is one, being at the same time one and all, but they do not agree

on its name. One of them says that this universal unity is air, another

fire, another water, another earth, and each supports his own view by
evidence that amounts in fact to nothing.'*

(6) Mythicalprecursors

For Thales's choice of water as the arche various reasons have been

suggested, from Aristotle down to modern times. They may be divided

into the mythical and the rational. Those who think that Thales was,

perhaps subconsciously, influenced by the mythical presuppositions of

the society in which he was born and bred have again a choice, between

Eastern and Greek mythology. Some point to the undoubted fact that

he lived in a country familiar with both Babylonian and Egyptian

ideas, and, according to an unchallenged tradition, had himself visited

Egypt.3 In both these civilizations water played a preponderant part

which was reflected in their mythology. Both were river-cultures, the

one based on the two rivers of Mesopotamia and the other entirely

dependent for its life on the annual flooding of the Nile. It was the

boast of the Egyptian priests that not only Thales but also Homer had

learned from Egypt to call water the principle of all things (Plut.

1
F- Heinimann, Nomos und Pkysist 158 with n. i. Cf. W. A. Heidel on Arist. Metaph.

io(>9a25, 988b22 and other passages (Proc. Am. Acal. 45, 1910-11, 122, n. 166): 'It is evident

that Aristotle is here enlarging upon the criticism of the monists contained in Hippocrates,

TT. q>0cr. <5cv8p. i.'

1 De Nat. Horn, i (vi, 32 Littre"). The writer gives the impression that he is speaking of

contemporary thinkers. Cf. the opening words 6<m$ \&v elcotav dxoteiv Xey6vrcov, and a little later

yvotii 8* &v TIS. . .TTccpocyev6wevos ocCnioicnv dvnAfryovcnv. Some monistic theories do seem to

have persisted until the end of the fourth century, but if any known thinker called earth the

sole Apxi*i it can only have been Xenophanes (pp. 383 f., below), nor is it easy to identify the

contemporary champion of fire.

3 A Babylonian origin for Thales's theory was suggested as long ago as 1885 by Berthelot

(Les Origines deTalchimie^ 251).
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Is. et Os. 34, DK, A 11). Each year the Nile submerged the narrow

cultivable strip beside its banks, and receded leaving it covered with

mud of an incredible fertility, in which the growth of new life was

extraordinarily rapid.- For those who crowded along this strip to get

their livelihood it was easy to believe that all life arose in the first place
from water. The earth itself had arisen out of Nun, the primordial

waters, which are still everywhere beneath it as Thales said and also

surrounding it like the Homeric Oceanus. At first the waters covered

everything, but gradually sank until a small hillock appeared, to

become the seat of primeval life. On this hillock the creator-god made

his first appearance. Among Egyptian peasants the belief still persists

that the fertile slime left behind by the Nile in its annual flooding has

the power of actually originating life, and this belief in the spontaneous

origin of life out ofmud or slime will shortly meet us in Anaximander.

The attribution to Thales of the notion that the earth floats on water,

mentioned by Aristotle in the passage already quoted, is put by him

rather more fully in the De Caelo (294 a 28) :

Others say that [the earth] rests on water. This is the most ancient explanation

which has come down to us, and is attributed to Thales of Miletus, namely
that the earth is at rest because it can float like wood or similar substances,

whose nature it is to rest upon water, though none of them could rest on air.

The Babylonian cosmology ofthe Enuma Elish, dating from perhaps

the middle of the second millennium B.C., gives a similar picture of the

primacy of water. I quote from the description by T. Jacobsen in

the book Before Philosophy, which contains excellent accounts for the

non-specialist of Egyptian and Mesopotamian ideas. After quoting

from the text, he continues:

This description presents the earliest stage of the universe as one of watery

chaos. The chaos consisted ofthree intermingled elements: Apsu, who repre

sents the sweet waters; Ti'amat, who represents the sea; and Mummu, who

cannot as yet be identified with certainty but may represent cloud-banks and

mist. These three types of water were mingled in a large undefined mass.

There was not yet even the idea of a sky above or firm ground beneath; all

was water; not even a swampy bog had been formed, still less an island; and

there were yet no gods.
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From this initial undifferentiated state cosmogony proceeds, as in

Hesiod, by a series of genealogies. Apsu and Ti'amat turn out to be

male and female principles who can unite, beget and give birth.

Such stories are common in Near Eastern lands, together with those

of great floods (a frequent fact of actual experience in Mesopotamia, as

the inhabitants of Iraq learned to their cost in 1954) whereby the all-

pervading water sought to reclaim what was once its own. We need

only remind ourselves of the Hebrew cosmogony, with its description

of the spirit of God moving upon the face of the waters, and its talk of

waters under the firmament and waters above the firmament. Olm-

stead, the historian of Persia, went so far as to say that the water of

Thales is simply 'the primordial mist familiar to us in the Biblical

Garden of Eden story'.
1

Parallels from Greek mythology suggested themselves, as we have

seen, to Aristotle himself. When he mentions Oceanus and Tethys

(Metaph. 983 b 30, above, p. 55), he is thinking of two lines of 7/zW,

xiv. Line 201 runs:

"60Keav6v TE Oecov y&eaiv xod |JiT|Tpcc TT)6\Irv

And Oceanus, first parent of the gods, and their mother Tethys,

and line 246:
'GkeocvoO 6s TOP yvcri$ Trdvrecrcri T^ancrai

Oceanus, who is first parent to them all.

Oceanus dwelt at the farthest limits of the earth (//. xiv, 200) ; his was

the great stream which flowing back upon itself (//. xvm, 399) en

circled the whole earth; he was the source of all rivers, sea, springs and

wells (//. xxi, 196). That he antedated the earth and heavens and was

the origin of all things is not said; but Homer was not interested in

cosmogony, and would take from earlier myths such portions as he

wished. In Oceanus and Tethys we at least have male and female

principles of water who are the parents of the gods, and the parallel

with Apsu and Ti'amat is striking enough. The Greek myth itselfmay
reflect the Oriental.* Those Greek mythographers who were interested

1
Hist. Persian Empire, 211.

3 This was suggested long ago by E. H. Meyer. See the critical remarks of F. Lukas, Kosmo-

gonien, 154, n., and now U. Holscher, Hermes, X953, 385, n. 3, 387.
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in cosmogony, however, though keeping Oceanus in a high position

relative to the other gods, do not seem to have placed him at the very

beginning. For Hesiod he is, like Pontus the sea, son of Earth and

Heaven, nor is there any strong evidence that a watery principle came

first in the earliest Orphic theogonies.

Consideration of these suggestions of a possible origin for Thales's

idea is justified by the interest of the subject, but it must be emphasized

that they are all conjectural. This applies also to the rational explana

tions which follow.

(7) Rational explanations

The first reason likely to occur to a modern mind is that water is the

only substance which can actually be observed, without any apparatus

of experiment such as was not available to Thales, to change, according

to its temperature, into solid, liquid and gaseous form. That therefore is

the reason given for Thales's choice by some modern scholars, for

example Burnet. But it was not the reason that occurred to Aristotle,

and though he, like ourselves, was making a conjecture, it is possible

that he came nearer to the mind of his Ionian predecessor. For him,

the most likely thoughts to have been in Thales's mind are those which

link water with the idea of life. Hence he observes that food and semen

always contain moisture, and that the very warmth of life is a damp
warmth. The connexion between heat and animal life, obvious to

experience, was insisted on as essential and causative by the ancient

world more than it is today. Aristotle himself speaks elsewhere of

'vital heat',
1 and it is obvious that this is also a wet, or damp, heat,

provided by the blood. At death two things happen at once. The body

goes cold, and it dries up. uypos, indeed, owing to these associations in

the Greek mind, is a word rich in meaning which cannot be imparted

by any single English equivalent. 'Moist', yes, but that will hardly do

when Theocritus applies it to a bow as being flexible, when Plato

describes Eros, god of love and generation, by the same word, or

applies it to the supple limbs of youth in contrast to the 'hardness' of

old age. Pindar uses it of the back of an eagle, Bacchylides of the feet

1
eepn6-nis SA/X"^ Gen. Anim. 762*20; cf. also De Vita et Morte, 46^7 ff. For the part played

by heat in the earliest development of the embryo in the womb see IT. 9^0105 ironSfov, 12, quoted

by Baldry in CQ, 1932, 27.
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of dancers, Xenophon of the legs of a swift horse (see the lexicon of

Liddell-Scott-Jones).

Burnet (followed by Ross) calls the reasoning which Aristotle here

attributes to Thales 'physiological', and suggests that Aristotle may
have transferred to the earlier thinker what was known to be true of

Hippo, the man whom he dismisses in this same passage as too trivial

a thinker to be worth consideration.
1 To introduce modern depart

mental distinctions like physiology and meteorology in speaking of

this early period is a serious anachronism.2 The thought here attributed

to Thales does not link him with a later age when physiology is

beginning to show itself as a special interest among others; rather it

shows him to be still under the influence of the more primitive stage

when all nature alike was conceived to be instinct with life. We saw

how, in the mythical cosmogonies of the Near East, the belief that

everything was water was closely and directly connected with the

observation of its properties as the giver of life. Thales would be well

acquainted with Egyptian ideas, and nothing is more likely than that

these ancient notions were still at the back of his mind and directing his

thought along certain lines, even though, at the conscious level, he had

made a deliberate break with mythology and was seeking a rational

account.

Moreover, the line of thought here attributed to him by Aristotle

consorts well with the only other remarks about the general nature of

things which tradition ascribed to him.

(8) Self-change and life: hylo^pism

Before turning to these, we may consider a little further the general

reasons which are likely to have impelled him to choose water as the

arche primarily on the grounds that, as Aristotle says, it seemed to him

to be the stuff of life. These reasons are not far to seek.

1

Hippo was a figure of the mid-fifth century, mentioned again by Aristotle in D& Anima

(405b2) as teaching that the soul is water.
*
Moreover, as Professor Baldry has pointed out (CQ, 1932, 28), an interest in birth and other

phenomena connected with sex is a regular feature of primitive societies long before other

aspects of biology are thought of. We notice Aristotle's reference to the wetness of semen as a

possible reason for Thales's choice (cf. Baldry, p. 33). McDiarmid (Theophr. on the Presoc.

Causes) unfortunately repeats the statement that *at the time of Thales the prevailing interest

appears to have been meteorological
1

with a mere reference to Burnet, GP, 48-5).
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We come here to something characteristic of all three Milesians

alike. To the more advanced, and highly analytical, mind of an Aris

totle the notion of principle or cause, ccpxr) or amov, appeared to be

(as it does to us) not simple but manifold, and for full understanding of

a phenomenon it was necessary to analyse it into its various components.

It was not enough to name the material arche, the stuff from which the

world is made. Why should this material substratum (if, as they claimed,

it is one only) appear in so many different forms? What is the cause

of its change into the multiplicity of phenomena? Why not a dead,

static world? Besides the one material substance, one must also discover

the force which is at work producing movement and change within it.

'Presumably', he writes, in explicit criticism of these same Milesians,

it is not the substratum itself that causes itself to change, just as neither wood

nor bronze is the cause of the change of either of them, nor does the wood

manufacture a bed nor the bronze a statue. There is something else which is

the cause of the change. And to seek this is to seek the second cause, as we

should call it: the cause whence comes the beginning ofmotion (Metaph. A,

When Aristotle produces his own rigid fourfold scheme of causation

and tries to fit the theories of his earliest predecessors into it,
then

indeed one may suspect that his criticism is not above criticism itself.

A little reflexion on the pioneer character of the Milesians, and the

undeveloped state of thought in their time, leads to a different con

clusion. What he dismisses as absurd, that 'the substratum itself

causes itself to change', does in fact more or less represent their view.

In this introductory book of the Metaphysics, he notes that none of the

monist philosophers made earth the primary substance, though each of

the other 'elements' had its turn (989 a 5). This meant little to him, but

is perhaps significant nevertheless. In his more advanced view, what

he called the four corporeal elements, or simple bodies, were all alike

mere matter. All would remain inert were there not some motive

cause at work on them. But
c

ifwe would understand the sixth-century

philosophers, we must disabuse our minds of the atomistic conception

of dead matter in mechanical motion and of the Cartesian dualism of

matter and mind'.1 To them there was no such thing as dead, inert

1
F. M. Cornford, Princ. Sap. 179.
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matter, and it was therefore impossible for them to see any logical

necessity to divide their first principle into a material and a motive

element. In accepting water or air or fire as the sole fount of being,

they had in mind as much as anything its inherent mobility. Water is

life-giving, and the sea shows an apparently causeless restlessness, air

rushes hither and thither in the form of wind, fire leaps and flickers and

feeds on other substances, and became later to Heraclitus literally the

life of the world. It is quaint to speak of those who thought like this as

interested in physiology. Rather they reveal themselves as being still on

the threshold of rational thought, nearer than we or Aristotle to the

animism of the pre-scientific and the childish mind. Earth would not

serve their purpose as the arche, for they needed something which

should be not only the material of change, but also its potential

author. 1 This the other elements could be because to these early

thinkers they were alive. Aristotle had reached a stage ofthought when

to call water or air a living, divine power was no longer possible, but

he had not advanced far enough to see his predecessors in a proper
historical perspective and so do justice to their state of mind, the state

of mind of an age before any distinction had been thought of between

spirit (or life) and matter, animate and inanimate.

For this reason the term hylozoists, commonly applied to the

Milesians, has been criticized as misleading, on the ground that it

suggests theories which explicitly deny the separate reality of matter

and spirit? We need not share this objection to the term itself,

which seems rather to suggest the truth, namely the state of mind of

men who still had no clear conception ofa distinction between the two.

The term which it is above all things important to avoid is the

term 'materialists', since that is a word currently applied to those who

deliberately deny any place to the spiritual among first principles. It

denotes all those who, well aware that a distinction has been drawn
between material and non-material, are prepared to maintain in argu
ment that nothing in fact exists which has not its origin in material

phenomena. To suppose the sixth-century philosophers to have been
1
Cf. Simpl. Phys. 25 . 11 616 -rf)v yfjv SUCTK{VT|TOV xcd 5uauerd^XT\TOV oftaocv oOmW TI

dpx^v Crrro0&T6au For a similar animism in the thought of children see the work of Jean Piaget, as

illustrated in The Child's Conception of the World, The Child's Conception of Causality and later
3
Burnet, EGP, 12, n. 3, Ueberweg-Praechter, i, p. 42.
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capable of thinking like this is a serious anachronism. H. Gomperz,
on the other hand, goes too far when he rejects the term hylozoism on

the grounds that the early Greeks simply accepted certain things as

'happening to be the case' and not needing explanation. The Greek

scientists, he says, no longer believed that winds were moved by gods,
but neither did they believe them to be living beings.

1 As I shall hope
to show, there is evidence to the contrary.

To return to Thales, we have seen that there are some general

considerations making it probable that his reasons for the choice of

water as arche may have been similar to those inferred by Aristotle.

The supposition also agrees with the few other statements attributed to

him. First, Aristotle in the De Anima says that he seems to have

identified soul or life (psyche} with the cause of motion. He writes

(DeAn. i, 40 5 a 1 9) :

c

Thales too seems, from what is recorded abouthim,
to have regarded the soul as a motive force, since he said that

the lodestone has a soul because it makes the iron move.' We are

the more inclined to believe him because it was in fact a universal

Greek idea to think of the primary and essential character ofpsyche
as being its motive power. Secondly, Aristotle also said that Thales

considered all things to be full of gods, and connected this on

his own account (adding the characteristic 'perhaps') with the belief

of other thinkers that 'soul is mingled in the whole* (De An. I,

41 1 ay). Plato in the Laws (8993) uses the same phrase, 'that all

things are full of gods', without ascribing it to any authority by

name, and the late compilation of Diogenes Laertius attributes to

Heraclitus the statement that 'all things are full of souls and spirits'.

Hence some have thought it to be one of those floating apophthegms
which tended to become attached to anyone famous for his wisdom.^

We may say, first, that Plato at any rate does not attribute it to anyone

else, and that Aristotle is a better authority than Diogenes, whose

statement is doubtless based on the well-known story about Heraclitus,

related by Aristotle himself, that some callers, seeing him warming
himself at the kitchen stove, hesitated to enter his house, but he told

1

/. Hist. Ideas, 1943, 166, n. 12.
2 So Ueberweg-Praechter, I, 44. Burnet's reference to Arist. Part. Anim. 645 a 17 in this

connexion (EGP, 50, n. 3; not 645 3.7) seems irrelevant, and his statement that 'Here too there

are gods' 'means only that nothing is more divine than anything else' is surely extraordinary.
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them not to be afraid, 'for there were gods there too'. Even if this

anecdote were true, it would be difficult to know what
philosophical

significance to attach to it. Secondly, there is no question of
claiming

that if Thales declared all things to be full of gods he was saying

something new or unique. It can easily be seen as a relic ofthe ineradic

able animism, or animatism, of the Greeks, which makes it all the more

likely that he should have shared the belief himself. Study of the

Milesian thinkers reveals a close
affinity between some of their beliefs

and the general contemporary climate of thought. The difference

a crucial one lies in their approach to these beliefs, their critical
spirit

and determination to fit them into a rational and unified scheme. Even
the meagre tradition about Thales gives us a glimpse of this.

That he saw no distinction between animate and inanimate is

emphasized by Diogenes (i, 24) on the authority of Aristotle and

Hippias: 'Aristotle and Hippias say that he attributed even to the

inanimate a share in
life, basing his conviction on the behaviour of

the magnet and of amber.' If this and the other passages imply, as

suggested above, an unconscious relic of mythological thinking, they
also show how completely the conscious mind of Thales has left such
a stage behind. His argument has a scientific quality, and he attempted
to base it on observation of the striking and unexplained phenomenon
of magnetism. The lodestone and amber, though belonging neither to
the animal nor to the vegetable kingdom, show themselves to possess
the psychical property (as it was to the Greeks) of initiating motion. 1

x An interesting point arises here, though as it is even more speculative than most of the things
that can be said about Thales, it is perhaps best confined to a footnote. Burnet USGP, 50) agrees
that he probably did say there was soul in the magnet and amber (this statement not having the
character ofa floating apophthegm), but argues that we should not suppose him to have general*
ized from this; for 'to say the magnet and amber are alive is to imply, if anything, that other
things are not'. (So also Ueberweg-Praechter, I, 45, and OSwiecimski, Thai**, 24$).) Pr'ma
facie this IB plausible: the noticeable thing about the behaviour of magnetic substances is its

difference from that of other bodies. But the observation of it in something which was neither
animal nor vegetablemay well have had the opposite effect on the earliest scientific mind. More
over amber only exhibits its peculiar property when heated, whether by friction or otherwise,"

7gh* mt^W* to * o^er kinds of matter would equally betray their
psychic character if we could discover the right way to make them reveal it If so, this is the
earliest Greek instance of an appreciation of the value of experimentThe argument of Burnet would apply equally well to the statement that all things are water

2S ^ 'V
8 C0ntr<f betWee

?,

** weto** ^ water, shared by other moist substances",
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Theophrastus, as we may judge from Aetius i, 3, i (Dox. 276), after

citing the biological arguments suggested also by Aristotle that the

sperm of animals is moist and that plants are nourished by moisture

added a third: 'that the fire of the sun and stars itself, and the whole

cosmos, are nourished by exhalations from water'. Moisture, as

Heidel notes,
1 was to the Greeks the nutritive elementpar excellence, as

fire is the motive element, and fire is 'fed' by it,
in the form of vapour;

and so Theophrastus refers Aristotle's words 'warmth itselfis generated

by moisture and lives by it' to the whole process of evaporation by
which the cosmic fire is produced and replenished. The phenomenon of

the sun 'drawing water to itself (Hdt. n, 25) made a deep impression

on Greek thinkers from an early date, and on this analogy (which to

them was more than an analogy) they explained the fundamental

processes of both microcosm and macrocosm, as we shall increasingly

discover.

The juxtaposition of these three reasons in the doxography, and the

natural use of the same word 'nourished' (TP^STCCI) for living

organisms and the celestial fires, show once again the error of trying

to separate 'physiological' and 'meteorological' considerations in this

context. They are united (or rather, they have as yet no meaning) in

the thought of those to whom the whole universe is a living organism.

(9) The unity ofbeing: science and myth

So far, then, as we can recover the mind of Thales from our meagre

authorities, he asserted in the first place that the world was of one

substance. To be the arche of the world, this substance must contain

within itself the cause of motion and change (this, admittedly, would

not be argued; it would be an assumption), and to a Greek this meant

that it must be ofthe nature ofpsyche, life- or soul-stuff. This condition

he thought best satisfied by water, or more generally the element of

moisture (TO uypov, including of course such substances as blood and

the sap of plants). This then was the arche, and as such was both alive

and everlasting.

At this point the Greek mind goes a step further. Ask any Greek

1 Harv. Stud. 22, 142, Arch.f. Gesch. d. Philos. 1906, 340. Cf. Hipp. De Victu, i, 3 (vi, 472

Littr6) T6 LJV y&p m/p Sfocrrctt TT&VTCC 5i& Trocvr6s Kivf\aat, T6 S 05cop -rrdvTOC 8i& Travrfcs $p&yoa.
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what, if anything, in his experience is ever-living (in his own word

athanatori), and he would have only one answer: theos, or to theion.

Everlasting life is the mark of the divine, and of nothing else. Hence

Thales, though rejecting the anthropomorphic deities of popular

religion, could retain its language to the extent of saying that, in a

special sense, the whole world was filled with gods. One may compare
the use of

c

the divine' attributed to Anaximander (pp. 87 f., below).

It is not the choice of water as the arche that gives Thales his main

claim on our attention. As a historian of science has vividly put it:

'Ifhe had championed the cause of treacle as the sole element, he would

still have been rightly honoured as the father of speculative science.' 1

Thales decided that, if there is any one thing at the basis of all nature,

it must be water. It is the hypothesis, the question he asked, that in the

scientist's view constitutes his claim to immortality. Others like

Hesiod, he admits, had adumbrated the same idea, but by having
recourse to gods and spirits endowed with special powers they begged
the question, because the existence of such beings can neither be proved
nor disproved by the means wherewith we know the natural world.

'In a word, it was Thales who first attempted to explain the variety of

nature as the modifications of something in nature.'

The mythological precursors of Thales are worth a little more

attention, in view of the importance of understanding something of the

climate ofthought into which Ionian philosophy was born. It would be

too much to say that they anticipated his idea, but they had familiarized

a conception of cosmogony which must have smoothed the path for it.

It was acommon feature ofearly Greek cosmogonical beliefs, which they
shared with those of the Near East and elsewhere, that in the be

ginning all was fused together in an undifferentiated mass.2 The initial

act in the making of the world, whether accomplished by the fiat

of a creator or by other means, was a separation or division. As the

Hebrew myth has it,

* God divided the light from the darkness. . .and

divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters

which were above the firmament', and so on. Diodorus at the be

ginning of his universal history gives a Greek account of the origin of

1 W. P. D. Wightman, Growth of Scientific Ideas, 10.
2

Cf. F. M. Cornford, Princ. Sap. ch. 12, K. Mar6t in Acta Antiqua, 1951, 35-63.
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the world which appears to go back to an early fifth-century original,
1

and which says that in the beginning heaven and earth had a single

form because their nature was mingled. Later these bodies separated,

and the world assumed the whole arrangement which it now displays.

He supports this with a quotation from Euripides, who as he notes

was deeply interested in the physical speculation of his own time. This

notion, however, Euripides sets in the legendary past, and there are

other indications also that it antedated the beginnings of philosophical

inquiry. In his play Melanippe the Wise^ Euripides makes Melanippe

say:*

The tale is not mine, I had it from my mother, how heaven and earth were

one form; and when they were parted from one another, they gave birth to

all things, and gave forth to the light trees, flying things, beasts, the nurslings

of the salt sea, and the race of mortals.

For an example of the mythology behind this we need look no

further than Hesiod. In the Theogony he tells the primitive story of

how Ouranos and Gaia, conceived as anthropomorphic figures, lay

locked in an embrace until Kronos forced them apart. Again, the

theogonies in the Orphic tradition that is, attributed by the Greeks

to Orpheus spoke of the world as having started in the form of an

egg. When it broke, Eros, the spirit of generation, emerged, and, of

the two halves of the egg, the upper now formed the sky and the lower

the earth. There are several versions in this tradition,3 but they all seem

to teach, of course in mythical form, the central doctrine which is

attributed by Diogenes Laertius to Musaeus the pupil of Orpheus f that

all things come to be from one and are resolved again into the same'.f

The familiarity of this pre-philosophical conception may well have

1 Diod. i, 7. Diels-Kranz print this among the fragments of Democritus (6885, vol. n,

p. 135), but it more probably antedates the atomists. For its date and sources see the reff. in

Guthrie, In the ^Beginning, 122, n. 10, and add Pfligersdorffer, Stud. %u PoseiJonios, 100-46.

r* 4 4 *

obs ovpocvos T6 ycff<5c
T* fjv

&rrel S' xcop{or6ricrccv dXAiftcov Sixoc

TtKTOV/on TrdvTcc K<5cv8a>Kov els 9605

3 For which see Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek Religion, ch. iv.

4 D.L. proem. l> 3 $ &&$ TO< -rrdvra ylyveadoa xod els TocCn:6v ir<5cXiv dvoMscjeoci.
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influenced Thales and his successors in the direction of monism it is

almost impossible to believe that it did not but does not detract

greatly from the extent of their achievement. The evolution of the

cosmos in these mythical accounts proceeds in sexual terms. It is

achieved by the mating and begetting of a series of pairs of powers

imagined in human form, and how near these stories are to the primi

tive is easily seen in Hesiod's description of the mutilation of Ouranos

by his son Kronos and of the birth of Aphrodite. Granted that the

Milesians had the ground prepared for them by these myths, it is more

important to reflect that they abandoned the whole mythical apparatus

of personal agents, and, as Wightman says, tried to 'explain the variety

of nature only in terms of something in nature itself, a natural

substance. \

The achievement of Thales has been represented by historians in two

entirely different lights, on the one hand as a marvellous anticipation

of modern scientific thinking, and on the other as nothing but a trans

parent rationalization of myth. In fact the perennial fascination exer

cised by the Milesians lies just in this, that their ideas form a bridge

between the two worlds of myth and reasoiy'The search for a unity in

the universe behind the multiplicity of phenomena is perennial and

universal. It is a religious and aesthetic, a philosophic and a scientific

need; and it appears at all periods of history. We have seen it in the

religious poetry of a pre-philosophical age, and shall encounter it in

its most extreme form a hundred years or so after Thales in Parmenides.

In modern times we have seen a philosopher remark on the aesthetic

appeal of unity and a logician describe it as the only thing which will

satisfy the desire for explanation. Turning to the physical scientists, we
find one of them writing of 'the endeavour of physics to achieve a

unified world-view. We do not accept appearances in their many-
coloured fullness, but we want to explain them, that is, we want to

reduce one fact to another.' 1 If there is any time and place at which

we can say that thisfsearch for unity emerged from the mythical and

entered its scientific phase, it is here in sixth-century Miletu^There is

a long way to go. Philosophy is so recently born that it can scarcely

stand on its own legs, and only with many a backward glance at its

1
C. F. von Weizszicker, The World-View ofPhysics, 30.
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parent
and even a grip on her hand; but it is born, because someone

has sought the desired unity in a natural substance and removed the

gods from the cosmogonical scene. Von Weizsacker continues his

paragraph by saying that in this process of unifying the variety of

appearances
the scientist finds it necessary to explain what is perceptible

by what is not perceptible, and whether or not we can credit this further

step to Thales, we shall certainly find it taken by his friend and successor

Anaximander.

Additional note: water and
'life'

One hesitates to draw attention to parallels between the views of these

early thinkers and those of more recent science, since it is so easy to

exaggerate resemblances and invite misleading conclusions. It may well

be that the Milesians, as one would expect from their methods and

results in other fields ofhistoric, were keen observers and may even have

had an embryonic awareness of the uses of experiment; but when it

comes to the constitution of the universe, there is almost an absurdity

in putting their inspired guesses beside the conclusions of modern

experimental science. (Another obvious field for pitfalls is the com

parison of ancient and modern atomic theory.) Nevertheless the

fascination which most people feel at the recurrence of similar ideas at

very distantly related phases of human history is natural and justified

if the human mind is a subject of interest at all; and, in due segregation

from the main argument, one may perhaps allow it a little indulgence.

In choosing water as the one basic substance, Thales was followed

by van Helmont, who at the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries exemplified a similarly transitional phase between super

stition and rationalism, with on the one hand his faith in alchemy and

devotion to Paracelsus, and on the other his solid scientific achieve

ment which has earned him the title of the father ofmodern chemistry.

In the present century, the following passage from the late Sir Charles

Sherrington is of especial interest in view of the likelihood that Thales's

choice was determined by the supposed connexion of water with life:

Water is the great menstruum of 'life'. It makes life possible. It was part

of the plot by which our planet engendered life. Every egg-cell is mostly

water, and water is its first habitat. Water it turns to endless purposes;

mechanical support and bed for its membranous sheets as they form and
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shape and fold The early embryo is largely membranes Here a particular

piece grows fast because its cells do so There it bulges or dips, to do this or

that or simply to find room for itself At some other centre of special activity

the sheet will thicken Again at some other place it will thin and form a hole

This is how the mouth, which at first leads nowhere presently opens into

the stomach In the doing of all this, water is a mam means *

Wightman sums up the idea of Thales thus

Thales was dealing with things as they are, and not with things neatly sorted

and cleaned up by chemists His dictum, then, though certainly not wholly

true, was, at its face value, very far from being nonsense The greater part

ofthe earth s surface is water water pervades every region ofour atmosphere

life as we know it is impossible without water water is the nearest approach

to the alchemist s dream ofa universal solvent water disappears when fanned

by the wind, and falls again from the clouds as ram ice turns into water as

does the snow that falls from the skies, and a whole country surrounded by

a barren desert is fertile rich, and populous because a huge mass of water

sweeps through it annually
3

C ANAXIMANDER

(i) Date^ writings, interests

Anaximander was a younger fnend and fellow citizen of Thales

(p 43 ?
n 2, above) Apollodorus says with unusual precision that he

was sixty four in the year 547/6 (D L n, 2)
3

Following the tradition

that Thales wrote nothing, Thermstius described him as the first of

the Greeks, to our knowledge, who was bold enough to publish a

treatise on nature Certain it is that he wrote a book, which seems to

have come into the hands ofApollodorus the chronologist, and we may
feel some confidence that it was in the library of the Lyceum under

Aristotle and Theophrastus Yet it is perhaps worth remarking that

neither Anaximander nor Anaximenes is mentioned by any writer

before Aristotle Plato, though he tells a story about Thales, and

quotes the dictum elsewhere attributed to him that all things are full of

gods, nowhere mentions the other two Milesians, nor makes any certain

reference to their doctrines This remarkable fact has led the Swiss

M nonhis Nat re 121 (Pelican ed n^f )

Growth ofS i ttfic Id as 10
3 On the date of Anaximander cf Heidel m Proc Am Ac 1921
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scholar Gigon to suppose that Aristotle, with his deep interest in the

historical aspect of his subject, must have sought out the works of these

two and discovered copies which up to his time had been lost

The Suda1
lists as titles of works by Anaximander On Nature,

Description of the Earth, The Fixed Stars, Sphere, and a few more

These probably come from the catalogue ofthe Alexandrian library and

represent divisions of a single work which Anaximander himselfwould

almost certainly, m accordance with the custom of his time, have left

unnamed, and, on the assumption that the titles are in fact sub titles,

the lists may well have varied Throughout antiquity the title On

Nature (irepi 9ucrecos) was given indiscriminately to the writings of

the Presocratics, who from the mam bent of their interests were known

as the natural philosophers or physiologers ^UCTIKOI, cpucrtoAoyoi

so in Aristotle) The phrase was already in use as a title in the fifth and

fourth centimes B c
, though this fact is not indeed proved by the

passages commonly cited to support it, in which a Hippocratic writer

or Plato refers to those who wnte on nature this and similar phrases

mark them off as a recognized group, but cannot be said to indicate

anything so definite as a title
* More certain proof comes from some

thing which does not seem to have impressed scholars in this con

nexion, namely the statement that Gorgias the fifth century Sophist

wrote a book which he called On the Non existent or On Nature 3

One cannot doubt that the deliberately provocative title was chosen by

Gorgias himself, nor that it was intended as a parody of titles already

extant He may have had particularly
in mind his contemporary

Melissus, whose book according to Simphcms (Phys 70 16, De Caelo,

557 10, DK, 30A 4) was called On Nature or the Existent

The classification of his writings in the Suda may be fairly taken to

represent the scope of Anaximander s interests Coupled with the

See p 47 n 3 above

Hippocr D V t M d 20 (i 620 Littr6) Plato Ly 2143 Ph edo $6 Eur fr 910 Nauck,

Xen Mem I i n Ar Gen. et Con 33jbi8 Phy i85ai8 (quoted by Verdemus lo tt

below) On the strength of some of these Heidel (Pr Am A d XLV (1910) 81) said Its

reasonably certain that philosophical wo ks were familiarly quoted as bearing the title TT 9 or cos

some time before the close -of the fifth century and Verdemus (Mnemos 1947 272-3) In the

fifth and fourth centimes TT fi/crecos was obviously regarded as the authentic title of early philo

sophical works
3 Sext Adv M th vir 65 (DK 8283) SVTCO hrypot9 nfrco
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well-authenticated fact that he drew a map of the known world, it

suggested to Heidel that he was more ofa geographer than a philosopher

and that the limited interest of the Peripatetics who were responsible

for the doxographic tradition has therefore given a somewhat distorted

picture of his achievements as a whole. The reports of his map go back

to the great Alexandrian geographer and librarian Eratosthenes, e.g.

that of Strabo who in claiming that geography is a study worthy to be

called philosophical says, after giving pride of place to Homer (i, i, 11,

DK, 12 A 6):

Those who followed him were clearly notable men and at home in philo

sophy, of whom Eratosthenes says that the first after Homer were two,

Anaximander the acquaintance and fellow-citizen of Thales, and Hecataeus of

Miletus. The one was the first to publish a geographical tablet [map of the

earth], whereas Hecataeus left a treatise which is authenticated as his from

the rest of his writings.
1

Anaximander was also noted for his astronomical achievements, a

f

natural accompaniment to his interest in the cosmos as a whole. He is

said (D.L. n, 2) to have constructed a sphere, that is, some sort of

model of the heavens, but unfortunately we have no details of this, and

we are still at the cloudy stage of history when the attribution of

particular actions or discoveries to an individual is almost impossible

of verification. We read in Cicero that the first celestial sphere was

fashioned by Thales (earn a Thalete Milesio primwn esse tornatam, De

Rep. i, 14, 22). Heidel mentions that according to Pliny (n, 31, DK,
12 A 5) Anaximander discovered the obliquity of the zodiac, but does

not here note that Eudemus in his Astronomical History credited this to

Oenopides in the fifth century (DK, 41 . 7). Like Thales, Anaximander

was said to have invented, or introduced, the dial with upright rod

(gnomon), and to have shown by its aid the
*

solstices, times, seasons,

and equinoxes' (Eusebius, DK, A 4, cf. D.L. n, i), Herodotus, as we

have seen (p. 33, above), regarded this as an importation from Baby-

Ionia, and the different words used by our authorities indicate at least

1 For supporting passages in the Greek geographical tradition (DX. n, 2, Agathemerus in

DK, 12x6, etc.) see Heidel, op. c. 247; and for conjectural details about the nature ofAnaxi-

mander's map, Kahn, Anaximander^ 82-4.
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9

s Work

some doubt as to the extent of Anaximander
3

s achievement here. 1 This

dial, according to Favorinus (op. D.L. n, i), he set up at Sparta, a city

with which he is further connected by a story in Cicero (De Div. I,

50, 112) that he was responsible for a considerable saving of life by

warning the Spartans ofan impending earthquake and persuading them

to spend the night in the open.
2
Thus, as one would expect from his

geographical interests, he evidently had the Ionian taste for travel, and

Aelian (c. A.D. 200) says that he led the expedition to found one of the

numerous colonies of Miletus, that at Apollonia on the Black Sea coast

(V.H. m, 7, DK, A 3). No doubt like Thales he took a full part in

the public life of his city, even if we may no longer accept the sixth-

century statue bearing the name of Anaximander, the lower part of

which has been discovered in the louleuterion of Miletus, as having
been erected in honour of the philosopher.3

Heidel's minute examination of the evidence from non-Peripatetic

sources led him to the conclusion that Anaximander's book was, in

short and summary form,
4 a universal history and geography, "pur

porting to sketch the life-history of the cosmos from die moment of its

emergence from infinitude to the author's own time
5

. Carrying this

tendency even further, Cherniss says:
'

Anaximander's purpose was to

kive a description of the inhabited earth, geographical, ethnological and

cultural, land the way in which it had come to be what it was.
*

This

would mean that the only part of Anaximander
5

s doctrine on which we

have anything but the smallest and most doubtful bits of information,

namely his cosmogony, was to him only incidental or preparatory to

the main purpose of his work. We may admit the likelihood that

Aristotle and his followers were silent about parts of the book that did

not interest them, but to go so far in the opposite direction is to outrun

the evidence.

1

etfpe D.L., KocreoKeOcxae Euseb., elo^yocye Suda.
*
Cicero denies that this was an act of divination, and compares it to the forecasts made by

doctors, seamen and farmers by reason of their special skill and experience, calling Anaximander

*physicus*. It would be interesting to know how Anaximander did it: perhaps by observing the

behaviour of the storks, like the inhabitants of the Larissa neighbourhood in the earthquakes of

1954. (The Times, 3 May 1954: 'We have watched the storks all day; it is the best way to know

when it is coming.*)
3 Burnet had no doubts (EGP, 52), but see now W. Darsow injik D.A.L 1954, 101-17: the

statue, it appears, is female, and the name must be that of the donor or dedicator.

4 Cf. D.L. II, 2 TCOV S dpecrK<5vTCOv ccOrqS TrerroiriToct Ke9aAaicbSr| T^V exfocnv.
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Here our main purpose must be to attempt a reconstruction of

Anaximander's cosmogonical views, and in this, as we have seen, we

are better situated than we were with Thales. None of our informants,

"or their sources, had knowledge of a book by Thales. They were

dependent on anecdotes or a few apophthegms, the authenticity of

which was doubtful or worse. The treatise of Anaximander could be

quoted, and its style criticized, by Theophrastus, and we are told that

Apollodorus saw a copy in the second century B.C. Whatever we may
think of their interpretations, it is safest to assume that Aristotle and

Theophrastus both had the work, and to be correspondingly cautious

in criticizing what they say from the standpoint of our own comparative

ignorance.

(2) The Unlimited as
*

arche*

The best starting-point will be the account which Simplicius gives, in

large part from Theophrastus (Phys* 24. 13, DK, A 9 and BI):

Anaximander named the arche (c p. 57, above) and element of existing

things 'the boundless', being the first to introduce this name for the arche.

He.says that it is neither water nor any other of the so-called elements, but

a different substance which is boundless, from which there come into being

all the heavens and the worlds within them. Things perish into those things

out ofwhich they have their being, as is due* for they make just recompense
to one another for their injustice according to the ordinance [or perhaps
*

assessment'] of time so he puts it in somewhat poetical terms.

Having thus paraphrased and in part quoted Anaximander's 'words,

^Simplicius, with Aristotle and Theophrastus before him, proceeds to

interpret them:

It is clear that when he observed how the four elements change into each

other, he xlid ndt think it reasonable to conceive of one of these as under

lying the rest, but posited something else. Moreover he does not account for

genesis by a qualitative alteration of the element, but by a separation of the

opposites caused by the eternal motion.

Few passages descriptive of Presocratic doctrine have escaped a

thorough mauling from many modern commentators. The above is no

^exception, and many difficulties have been discovered, if not created,

in it. The casual aside, that Anaximander's language here is rather

poetical, gives us the valuable information that the previous sentence,
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though cast in indirect speech in the Greek, preserves some ofhis actual

words. At a minimum/ the criticism must refer to the clause: 'for they
make just recompense to one another for their injustice according to

the ordinance oftime
',
and this is sufficient guarantee that the preceding

clause is a true representation of Anaximander's thought.
2 The state

ment in Simplicity's explanation that Anaximander accounts for the

origin ofthings
'

by a separation ofthe opposites \ etc., depends no doubt

on Aristotle, who writes (Phys. i, 4, i87a2o): 'Others teach that the

opposites are in the one and are separated out, as Anaximander says/3

It is clear (though a different view has been taken) that the first

sentence in the passage from Simplicius means that Anaximander was

the first to give the name apeiron (boundless, unlimited) to the arche.

That he was also the first to use arche for that which writers from Aris

totle onwards, with rather different ideas in their heads, called
c

the

substratum
5

appears not from this but from another passage of

Simplicius (Pfys. 150.22): 'Anaximander says that the opposites were

in the substratum, which was a boundless bfidy, and were separated out:

he was the first to name the substratum arche? We notice also that

Theophrastus deemed it necessary to explain the archaic word by

adding the Aristotelian term oroixelov (element).
4

1 Some previous opinions: Whole sentence &v 5. .TOU xp6vou T<5cftv is printed as a fr. by
DK; so also Comford in CQ, 1934, u, n. 2, who argues that Theophrastus, a very terse writer,

would not write f| yveoi$ Sort TOIJ oOoi for yiyvgrai T& ovroc or 9&opca; yiyvEodcxi for <p0ipa0ca.

Quotation is begun at Kor<3cT6xpecbv by Burnet (EGP, 52) and Vlastos (JPQ> 1952, 108, n. 5 1),who
thinks that KOCT&: TT\VTOU xp^vov T6iv is also not certain. Heidel is somewhatnon-committal in CP,

1912, 233. Cf. also U. Holscher in Hermes, 1953, 258f. (who, however, is more concerned with

separating Theophrastus from Simplicius), McDiarmid, Theophr. on Presoc. Causes, 141 f. See

also now the sensible remarks of Kahn, Anaximander, i66ff., and his review of earlier interpre

tations, i93ff.
3
In spite of McDiarmid, Theophr. on Presoc. Causes, 96 ff. McDiarmid is of course right in

saying that 'recompense to one another for injustice* can have nothing to do with the relation

of generated things to the apeiron.
3

cScrrrep 'AvaSfnccv6p6$ 91101. Aristotle here groups Anaximander's 'boundless* with the
*
mixture* of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, whose conceptions were in fact different, since they

represented conscious attempts to escape the dilemma posed by Parmenides. After him, philo

sophers were conscious of distinctions and difficulties of which Anaximander had no inkling.

This does not, however, invalidate the testimony, and it is probable if not, as Heidel said,

'proved beyond a doubt* (CP, 1912, 231) by this passage that Anaximander himself used the

word KKptv6<r6ai, or perhaps ArroKpfveoOoci (Kahn, Anaximander, xpf.)-
4 Cf. Heidel, CP, 1912, 215-16. McDiarmid (Theophr. on the Presoc. Causes, I38ff.) has cast

legitimate doubt on this final point, but his contention that Simpl. Pnys. 150 is no evidence that

Anaximander used theword &px^ is only maintained byan alteration of the received text. See also

on this point Jaeger, TEGPy 26 , Kahn, Anaximander, 30-2.
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With Anaximander physical theory takes a momentous step, to a

notion from which it has retreated many times before its reappearance

in very different form in the modern world: the notion of the non-

uperceptible.
'The physical

view of the world', writes the physicist von

Weizsacker, 'has always had a tendency towards the non-perceptible.

This stems immediately from the endeavour of physics to achieve a

unified world-view. We ydo not accept appearances in their many-

t
coloured fulness, but we want to explain them, that is, we want to

reduce one fact to another. In this process what is perceptible is often

explained by what is not perceptible.'
1

Anaximander then rejected the idea that water, or any of the popu

larly (and later philosophically) recognized elemental masses visible in

the world of today, could have served as a basis for all the rest. Instead

he posited an unnamed substance behind them all, y

less definite in

character, which he described as apeiron (from a -privative, indicating

absence, and peras
= limit or boundary). There was no reason for

regarding water, earth, fire or any such familiar, sensibly manifest

phenomenon as prior, to the rest. The original matrix of the universe

must be something more primitive and ultimate than any of them, of

which they are all alike secondary manifestations or modifications,

obtained by a process of 'separating out'.

The following questions therefore suggest themselves: Why did he

thus^go behind the phenomena? What did he mean by apeiron? What

were the 'opposites', and in what sense 'in the one and separated out'?

(3) The opposite*

The assumption of an imperceptible reality behind the perceptible was,

for one seeking a unity behind the multiplicity of phenomena, on

general grounds a reasonable one, as "von Weizsacker has confirmed

from the scientist's standpoint. Anaximander had also a more specific

reason for adopting it,
and this introduces a fundamental feature of

Greek thought with a long and influential history, namely'the notion

Lof the primary opposites. Later, when substance and attribute had

been clearly distinguished by Plato and Aristotle, it was said that the

1 The World-View of Physics, 30.
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elements earth, water, air and fire were characterized by one or

more of a set of contrary qualities, hot, cold, wet and dry, and'because

of their contrary attributes were always in a state of conflict. European

literature attests the vitality ofthis semi-anthropomorphic notion. From

Ovid

Frigida pugnabant calidis, umentia siccis

we pass to Spenser

The earth the air the water and the fire

Then gan to range themselves in huge array,

And with contrary forces to conspire

Each against other by all means they may

and Milton

Hot, cold, wet and dry, four champions fierce

Strive here for maistery.

When Anaximander first tried to give philosophical expression to the

idea, no clear distinction was possible between^ubstance
and attribute.

Just as he spoke of 'the boundless', so also he 'designated the opposites

by article and adjective^
as the hot, the cold, the wet and the dry.

1

These, as Cornford has said, are for Anaximander liot qualities but

things. '"The hot" was not warmth, considered as an adjectival

property of some substance which is warm. It is
j/a substantive thing,

and "the cold", its contrary, is another thing. Hence it was possible

to think of the hot and the cold as two opposed things which might be

fused together in an indistinct condition, like a mixture of wine and

water' (Princ. Sap. 162).

The conflict of the opposites is an undeniable fact of nature. Water

for instance, whose nature it is to quench fire whenever it meets it, can

hardly be the original substance out of which fire, along with all the

1
Simpl. 150.24, DK, A9. We may note that although by Plato's time the abstract nouns

'heat* or 'dryness' are currently distinguished from 'hot' and 'dry', he still has to apologize for

the general term 'quality* (irotdrris) as an uncouth neologism (Theaet. 182 A).

I cannot agree with the reasoning of Holscher (Mowing Reinhardt; see Hermes, 1953, 266)

that the opposites enumerated as Anaximander's by Simplicius are not 'anaximandrisch', nor see

why <r6 (Srrreipov is in a different class*. 'BecaXse', says Holscher, 'it stands not for a quality (like

the hot), but a phenomenon like fire/ Bu^the hot was also for Anaximander a material pheno-

jnenon.
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other forms of material existence, had its being. Aristotle puts the

argument thus, though without mentioning Anaximander by name:

Some thinkers make this [sc.
a substance other than the elements, out of

which they have evolved] the unlimited, not air or water, to prevent their

^destruction by that one of them which is unlimited; for they are marked by
mutual opposition e.g. air is cold, water wet, fire hot so that if one of

them were unlimited, the others would have perished. As it is, they say, it is

something else, out ofwhich the known elements come (Phys. in, 20^24).

The conflict is referred to by Anaximander himself in the only well-

f
attested fragment of his writings: 'They make just recompense to one

another for their injustice according to the ordinance of time/

To avoid misunderstanding, a distinction must be observed here

which may at first sight seem rather subtle. There is a sense in which

water (the cold and wet) can and does give birth to its opposite, fire

(the hot and dry). No other meaning can be attached to Anaximander' s

sentence than that the 'injustice' which they commit consists in an

encrdachment, say, of fire by swallowing up some of its rival water, and

vice versa. It was in fact a common Greek belief, which emerges still

more clearly in Anaximenes, that the fiery heat at the circumference of

the universe (that is, in the present world-order the sun) not only

vaporized the moisture of earth and sea, thus turning it into mist or

f air,
but finally ignited it and transformed it into fire. The process was

actually spoken of as the
'

nourishment
'

ofthe sun by water or moisture,

as we saw in connexion with Thales (p. 67 above).

In this sense fire can be created out of water, but only because of the

simultaneous existence of both, and, as Anaximander says, their balance

is always being redressed: the encroachment of one opposite is followed

by a retribution in which the other regains the lost ground. Fire

becomes cooled into cloud, cloud into rain which once more replenishes

the moisture on earth. This alternate advance and retreat of the hot and

the dry, the cold and the wet, is an obvious expression of the annual

variation ofthe seasons. 1
It in no way contradicts the observation which

led to the abandonment of one of the opposites as primal arche, for it

remains as true as ever that in a universe which was all water, like that

x So Heidel, 'On Anaximander', CP, 1912, 233-4, and Proc. Am, Acad, 1913, 684-5 ; Vlastos,

CP, 1947, 172; Cornford, Princ. Sap. 168.
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of the Mesopotamian and Egyptian myths which Thales perhaps

rationalized a little too precipitately, no fire could ever have come into

being. For water to turn into fire requires the action of fire already

existing.

Thus whether the sentence 'things perish into those things out of

which they have their being, according to necessity
5

is also Anaxi-

mander's or is a paraphrase by Theophrastus or Simplicius, it cannot

refer (as it has frequently been thought to do) to the primal generation

of the opposites out of, and final reabsorption into, the ultimate apeiron,

f
but 6nly to their mutual transformations in the present order. Other

wise its connexion with the quotation which follows would make no

sense.
1

To sum up, Anaximander had noticed that it is the natural tendency

of each of the elements to swallow up its opposite. Fire and water

must inevitably be in conflict. When they meet they struggle until one

or the other prevails, and either the fire is put out and nothing but the

water remains, or else the water is dried up and fire remains in sole

possession ofthe field. Conversely this may be described, in Simplicius's

words, as the conversion of water into fire and vice versa.'
1 There is of

course an intermediate stage, clearly visible to observation, of the con

version of water into steam or vapour, which for the Greeks are

included in the term aer. In the world as a whole, complete and final

victory is never granted to one or the other of the opposing forces (or

litigants, as Anaximander imagined them): the balance between them

is always being restored or maintained. If one gains a local advantage,

the other is encroaching elsewhere.

Now if the world is evolved from a single substance, there must be

at least enough of this substance to make the whole world, and prob

ably a good deal more besides. But if fire existed in that quantity,

it would inevitably enjoy a permanent victory over its potential

1
Vlastos (CP, 1947, 170) thinks the plural feg &v 'is strange, for the reference is obviously to

the Boundless', but concludes that 'the Boundless is explicitly thought of as a plurality*. This is

much less probable than that the reference is not to the Boundless at all. The view of H. Frankel

(Dichtung u. Philos. 345-7) is subtle and interesting, but as Woodbury says (CP, 1955, 1546)

it credits Anaximander with a more developed sense of the distinction between possible and actual

than he is likely to have possessed. The view here taken is now supported by Kahn, Anaximander,

, 195 f.

. 24.21).
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rivals, none of which could be allowed to come into existence; or if

f

the arcfie w&pfysis of the world were water, there could never be fire.

'This remains true whether we take Anaximander's word apeiron,

which he applied to his primary state of matter, to mean strictly infinite

in extent, as Aristotle did, or simply of an indefinite quantity large

enough to serve as source or reservoir
1 from which all that exists has

been drawn. What exactly he did mean by the word has been matter of

considerable controversy, and is now due for consideration.

It was long customary to regard the Milesians as interested only in

the question
' What is the world made of?' They assumed it to be made

of one material substance, and asked only whether that substance was

water, air or something else. This was Aristotle's view, because when he

'approached them from the standpoint of his own fourfold scheme,

seeking only, as he tells us, for anticipations
of the material, efficient,

formal and final causes as he conceived them, they appeared to be con

cerned only with 'principles
of a material kind' (T&S & OX^s et5s;

H6vas, Metaph. <)ty}>i).
But by thus limiting the scope and purpose

of his review, he has undoubtedly misled those who, ignoring his own

explicit
declaration of intentions, supposed him to be writing a history

of philosophy.
Not 'matter' (for which they had no word, since they

knew of no other form of existence) but rather
'

nature' (physis)
is the

correct keyword. It may be that no certain instance of this word occurs

in the scanty fragments of the philosophers before Heraclitus, but we

have it in a very similar sense in Homer,* and this with the universal

consensus of antiquity is enough to justify
the claim of Pohlenz that

'the concept of physis is a creation of Ionian science, in which they

summed up their new understanding of the world '.3 Most commonly

it meant the real constitution or character of things, including the way

they behave, though it could also mean 'birth* or 'growth' (e.g. in

Empedocles, fr. 8). The two are not unconnected, since, as Aristotle

said (Phys. 193 biz), 'Physis in the sense of coming-to-be is the

path to physis' (in the sense of state or structure finally reached).

1 Another meaning of arche, as Heidel has illustrated in CP, 1912, 119
a Od. x, 303, the 'bodily form* of a plant. See Kahn, Anaximancter, 4, n. I and zoi, n. 2.

3 'Nomos und Physis', Hermes, 1953, 426. For a goad discussion of the meaning of the word

see Kirk, HCF, 4*~3> "8-31.
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Physis could be both process and constitution or developed form, and

the Milesians were interested in both aspects, though the evidence, such

as it is, suggests that the latter sense (which it has in the Odyssey) is

likely to have predominated in the sixth century.

The 'new understanding of the world' consisted in the substitution

of natural for mythological causes, that is, of internal development for

external compulsion. This, as Pohlenz says, is well expressed by the

generalized use ofpfiysis* which is something essentially internal and

intrinsic to the world, the principle of its growth and present organiza-

d
tion, identified at this early stage with its material constituent. The

primary assumption is not simply that it consists of a single material

substance, but that the diversity of its present order is not from

eternity, but has evolved from something radically simpler at a parti

cular point in time.

(4) The meaning of 'apeiron

To this initial simple state or arche Anaximander gave the name of the

Boundless, and the process by which a world-order emerged from it he

described as a
*

separating-off\ To consider first the initial state itself,

how did he conceive it and why did he call it apeiron? Aristotle

(Phys. 203 b 15 ; DK, A 15), for whom the word had the strict sense of

infinite, mentions five considerations as leading to the belief that some

thing is apeiron. We may take it that they include all the traditional

aspects of the word up to and including his time. In the first of these

aspects, the temporal, the apeiron of Anaximander certainly deserves to

be called infinite. The notion of temporal infinity was familiar to the

Greek mind from remote antiquity in the religious conception of im-

r mortality, and Anaximander's description was in terms appropriate to

this conception, for like many of his successors, says Aristotle (Phys.

203 b 13; DK, 63), he called his arche 'deathless and imperishable'.

According to Hippolytus he also applied to it the words 'eternal and

ageless
5

(Ref. I, 6, i; DK, B2). This marks it off as something of a

different order from anything recognizable in the present world, and

also illustrates the meaning of arche as both the original state of things

for it has existed from all time and the permanent ground of their

1
Very possibly at this stage with a limiting genitive like TOU 5Aov or TCOV Svrcov, though

Heraclitus (fr. 123 DK) already uses it absolutely.
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being. The arche of all things cannot itself have an arche a beginning
because then not it but that further arche would be the ultimate one.

And what has no arche, and also no ending, is apeiron^ for an arche

would be a limit. So, in effect, says Aristotle (Phys. 203 by), using an

argument which seemed to Cornford to have 'an archaic ring'.
1

Apart from the temporal sense of 'everlasting', apeiron has two main

meanings, according 4s the 'boundaries' (perata) which it lacks are

thought of as external or internal. If a body is limited externally, this

can only be because it comes up against something else, or so at least

it seemed to Aristotle and later writers.* Beyond its limit there must
be something other than itself. Conversely, then, a body which is un
limited in this sense must continue infinitely, or at least

indefinitely, in

space. In the Placita of Aetius (DK, A 14) we are told that Anaxi-

mander regarded the apeiron as infinite in this quantitative sense 'in

order that becoming might not fail
5

. The extant
'

opposites ', as we have

seen, and more complex bodies composed of them, are continually

perishing. Consequently, it seems to be argued, if the supply of them
is to be kept up as it is and has been for time out of mind the

reservoir out of which new supplies come that is, the apeiron must

be inexhaustible and therefore infinite.

It seems doubtful, however, whether Anaximander used this argu
ment himself.3 It looks rather

x
as if the author had drawn that inference

from a sentence in which Aristotle denies that this is a valid reason for

supposing the existence of an infinite body, but without suggesting
that Anaximander did so.

'

Nor is it necessary', writes Aristotle (Phys.

2o8a8j DK, AI4), 'for an infinite sensible body to exist in actuality in

order that becoming may not fail
j for the destruction of one thing may

be the genesis of another, while the whole sum remains finite.
3

What
Aristotle says is clearly right. The process of becoming and perishing
is circular. Perishing does not mean vanishing into nothingness, but

changing into a different form of matter. This circularity, symbolized

by Anaximander as the alternation of
'injustice' and 'reparation',

1 For reasons in favour of supposing that the whole argument goes back to Anaximander
himself see C. H. Kahn in Festschr. Kapp> 1958, 19-25).

a
Phys. 203 b 20 T6 Trempacruvov del irp6s TI irepatveiv.

3 What follows goes against the opinion of Burnet (EGP, 57), Cornford (Princ. Sap. 173),
Cherniss (ACP> 379) and others.
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seems to have been central in his thought. If he did not see that it does

away with the necessity for an inexhaustible reservoir of primal matter

which is everlastingly being drawn upon to form new creatures and

other things in the world, then his mind was less acute than the evi

dence suggests it to have been.

It is unlikely that Anaximander was capable of grasping the notion

jrf strict spatial or quantitative infinity, which came with further

advances in mathematics. It is indeed purely conceptual, and has no

tmeaning in the world of immediate sensible experience. As one of the

five reasons for believing in an infinite, Aristotle' says that number,

mathematical magnitude and the space beyond the sky are thought to

be infinite 'because they never give out in our thought'.
1

It is hardly

credible that Anaximander reasoned like this. He certainly regarded

the apeiron as an enormous mass surrounding (irepiexeiv, Ar. Phys.

203 b 1 1) the whole of our world, but it may even have presented itself

to his mind, as Cornford suggested, as a vast sphere. The word was in

use in Greek to describe both spherical and circular shape, and, in an

age without any sciences of grammar, semantics or logic, men were at

the mercy of words to an extent which it is not always easy to realize.

A word was more like a single whole entity, and its various meanings,

which we without difficulty analyse and separate, could only appear as

different aspects or facets of a single meaning.

It is right therefore to take into account the fact that apeiron was used

of spheres and rings, to indicate no doubt that one can go on and on

^around them without ever coming to a bounding line. This comes out

particularly clearly when Aristotle says (Phys. 207a2) that finger-rings

are called unlimited if they have no gem-socket. Empedocles (fr. 28)

speaks of an unlimited sphere, and the word is also applied to a seamless

robe and a circular band of worshippers round an altar.
2

Secondly apeiron was used with internal perata chiefly in mind, to

indicate that no line could be drawn between part and part within the

^hole. In this way it approximates to the notion of indeterminacy.

A body unlimited in this sense may be made up of different sorts of

1

Phys. 203 b 23 5i& T6 4v TTJ VOT^OSI \tf\ OrroAehreiv.

2
Eur. Or. 25 (cf. Aesch. Ag. 1382), Aesch. fr. 379 Nauck. (These and other examples are

(_cited by Cornford, Prtnc. Sap. iy6f.)
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matter, but they are fused into an indistinguishable mass. Standing on

the shore, we can see clearly where sea and earth and air begin and end.

The world is not apeiron in the sense we are considering. But we can

imagine some cataclysm occurring which would destroy those boun

daries, just as we can imagine an initial state of chaos before the main

divisions of the world were so cleanly distinguished as they are now.

If earth, sea and sky were fused in one heaving, molten mass, the world

..might be described as a boundless, or unlimited, mixture (in Greek

orreipov ^lytJioc), meaning that the boundaries between its various

components were non-existent and they were inextricably confused.

The extent of the world's own boundaries is not in question.

Let me repeat that we are not at a stage of thought when clear

distinctions between different uses of the same word are possible.

Some inheritance of the magical idea that a word or name has an

independent existence and essence of its own, and can only therefore

be one thing, persisted until later times than this, and influenced even

the thought of the most enlightened, however far it may have receded

into the subconscious. Of that the Cratylus of Plato is ample evidence.

There is no question then of deciding in which of several senses Anaxi-

mander intended us to take his word, but only which sense was upper
most in his mind. This is likely to have been the notion of internal

indeterminacy rather than of spatial infinity, since the former offered a

solution to the problem that he was trying to solve. He was impressed,

as we have seen (pp. 79 ff., above), with the difficulty of supposing the

single primary element to be water, or
*

the wet*, as Thales had done, or

any ofthe actual opposites with their determined characteristics. Owing
to his belief in the inherent hostility and

*

injustice* of these, any single

one of them, far from serving as source of being to the rest, would

prevent it altogether. A primitive stuff must be, so to speak, a neutral

in these hostilities, and must therefore have no definite characteristics

of its own. It must hold, inactive in the first place and suspended as it

were in solution, the characteristics of all the future opposites which in

due course were to be, in the significant word which was probably his

own, 'separated off
5

(or 'out') from it. Here we may find, in all

probability, the chief reason why he called his arcfie simply 'the

apeiron
9

. There were noperata in it between the hot, the cold, the wet
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and the dry. Before the formation of a cosmos, the opposites as such

could be said to be as yet non-existent, because they were indistinguish-

ably mingled. At the same time (to use a resource of language that was

not at Anaximander's disposal) they were present in a potential state,

so that their subsequent emergence into actual and active being was

always a possibility.

The difficulties of this conception, at least as it was expressed in the

crude language of his time, were not immediately apparent. To bring

them out fully required the uncompromising clarity of a Parmenides.

If the opposites could be separated out from the arche, we may say, it

must have contained them all the time and therefore could not be

described as a unity. In applying the ancient formula
*

everything

came into being out of one thing', Anaximander virtually cheated.1

But to make this criticism belonged to a more advanced stage of

thought, a necessary stage between the naive monism of the Milesians

and the Aristotelian distinction between various modes of being.
z

(5) The 'apeiron
9

divine

There is a little more to be said about Anaximander's arche, based on

the words of Aristotle in PKys. 203 b 6 (DK, A 15):

Everything either is an origin or has an origin: the unlimited has no origin,

for that would be a limit of it. Moreover, being an origin [or source or

principle: arche\, it is ungenerated and imperishable. . . .Therefore, as I say,

there is no origin for it, but it appears to be the origin of other things and to

encompass all things and direct all things, as those philosophers say who do

1 The fact that this is an ancient formula, going back beyond the beginning of philosophy, is

our best guarantee that in calling the earliest philosophers monistic in intention we are not (as

some modern interpreters have argued) foisting on them the misconceptions that we have

absorbed from Aristotle. Cf. pp. 68 f., above.
*

It is no wonder that later writers, both ancient and modem, have been puzzled to know

whether Anaximander's apeiron is a single substance or a mixture. (Cf. Cheraiss, ACPy 375 ff.,

McDiarmid, Theophr. on Presoc. Causes, 100.) Probably the explanation given above comes closer

to the mind of Anaximander than an outright denial of Aristotle's supposition that the opposites

were in the apeiron, which was therefore a mixture. He had not faced the question. The distinc

tion which some have emphasized between separating out and separating off (^KKpivecrecxi and

<5rrroKptv6CTeon) seems to me of little significance in this connexion. (For Holscher's contrary view

see KR, 130.)

Perhaps the explanation which shows most insight is that of Kahn (Anaximander, 236). In

the light of Anaximander's conception of the universe as a living organism (cf. pp. 90 f.,

below) he writes :

*For a Milesian they [sc. the opposites] were no more pre-existent in the frrrapov

than children pre-exist in the body of their parents before conception.'
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not posit besides the unlimited other causes such as Mind or Love; and this

they say is the divine, for it is immortal and imperishable, as Anaximander

and most of the writers on nature call it.

Aristotle is here distinguishing later thinkers, to whom the belief in

an animate self-moving stuff was beginning to seem unsatisfactory so

that like Empedocles and Anaxagoras they moved towards the notion

of a separate moving force, from those who like the Milesians were still

_at the hylozoist stage. For these a single arche filled the dual role; it

mcludedj or|surrounded
all things, and was also the directive force. This

verb (xufiepvav), literally 'to steer', was applied in the fifth century by

Diogenes of Apollonia (fr. 5) to air, which he adopted as the arche

Jrom Anaximander's successor Anaximenes. Elsewhere among the

Presocratics we find it in Heraclitus (whatever the correct reading and

interpretation of fr. 41, for which see below, p. 429) and Parmenides

(fr. 12, v. 3). In all probability this word and the rest of the language

Jaere quoted from 'philosophers of the unlimited' go back to Anaxi

mander as well as the two epithets explicitly vouched for by Aristotle

as his.
1

These words, as Aristotle says a little later (207 a 1 8), impart a certain

loftiness of tone to the pronouncements of early philosophers on the

apeiron. Indeed the attribution to the arche not only of life but of

directive powers immediately suggests divine status. The same verb

(to steer, Ku(3epv3v) is of course applied to divinities in non-philo

sophical contexts? It is therefore no surprise when Aristotle goes on to

ascribe divinity explicitly to the arche of Anaximander and those who

thought like him. For a Greek indeed, as he indicates in the next

clause, it follows directly from the fact of immortality. If it includes

directive or governing power it also implies at least some form of

consciousness. For Anaximander we have no further evidence on this

point, but later monist philosophers ascribe consciousness and intelli

gence explicitly to their single material arche. This is the beginning of

the road which will lead ultimately to the separation of matter and

1
Cf. Jaeger, TEGP, 29 ff.

*
-rr&vra y&p. . .crfj Kupepv%ai 9pevt, says Odysseus to Athena in Soph. Aj. 35, and the doctor

Eryximachus in Plato's Symposium says that his own art of medicine Tracra Crrr6 TOU 0eoO TO\!TTOU

Kv/ppvarai (i.e. by Eros: i86E).
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moving cause, that is of matter and spirit, as the difficulty of their

identification becomes more apparent; but that is still in the future. At

present the very word 'matter' is an anachronism. 1

(6) Cosmogony and cosmology

From the primal state, or original source of all things, we turn to the

process by which a world-order comes into being. This is described as

being, in general terms, one of
c

separating-out', caused by an 'eternal

motion' in the apeiron. In Aristotle's words (Phys. 187320), 'the

opposites are in the one and are separated out'. This statement of

the process follows well on our description ofthe primary nature of the

apeiron as an initial indeterminate fusion of all the opposites.
2 But we

are not confined to the general term ekkrisis (or apokrisis) for our

knowledge ofhow Anaximander supposed a world to be formed from

the apeiron. Part of a description of his cosmogony, taken by Eusebius

1
It must be stated in fairness that Prof. G. Vlastos has written (PQ, 1952, 113)

' 'There is no

good conclusive evidence that either Anaximander or Anaxagoras called their cosmogonic

principle "god" or even "divine".* I can only say that for me the evidence of Aristotle makes it

much more probable than not Vlastos produces two arguments exsilentio: (i) T 6e!ov does not

occur as a substantive for
*

divinity* in any of the Presocratics or any other text prior to Aes

chylus and Herodotus, while it is one of Aristode's favourite terms; (ii) the ancients did not

understand this particular text or any other text at their disposal to say that Anaximander himself

taught that the apeiron was T6 Gelov; even the chapter in Aetius (i, 7) which generously supplies

even Democritus with a god (= fire I) does not say that Anaximander's apeiron was god, but

only that
*

Anaximander declared that theinfinite ouranoi were gods '. (i) isbyno means conclusive

when we consider the general frequency of article and neuter adj. at an early stage (cf. -r6 forcipov

itself). The expression -rd 6eTov is frequent in Aristotle not because it is a
*
favourite' but because

divinity is so frequendy his subject. If Herodotus, who uses it several times, had written treatises

on natural theology it would no doubt have been a
*

favourite* expression of his also. As for (ii),

the denial goes beyond the evidence, as arguments ex silentio, based on fragmentary sources, are

almost bound to do.

But whether or not Anaximander called his principle
*

divine', it is ofcourse true and important

(and this is Vlastos's main point) that it had nothing whatever to do with the gods or cults of

popular religion.
*
Aristotle is in the context drawing a distinction, from his own point of view, between two

kinds of early physical theory, those involving an alteration in the nature of the primitive

stuff (dXXoicoms), and those of which Anaximander's was the first -which speak only of a

separating-out ofwhat was there all the time. Thales he leaves out ofthe account, probably on the

grounds that too little was known about him. Following him Simplicius says (Phys. 150.20):
*

Another way is not to adduce a change of matter as the cause, nor to account for the generation

of things by the alteration of the substratum, but by separation (jEwcpims). Thus Anaximander

says that the opposites were in the substratum, which was an indeterminate (Srrrsipov) body, and

are separated out* This dtaotcoois is a notion that belongs properly to Aristotelian physical

theory, and its introduction here throws little light on his early forerunners; but that does not

concern us now.
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from the compilation called Stromateis and originating in Theophrastus,

reads thus (DK? AIO):

He says that at the birth of this cosmos a
1

germ ofhot and cold was separated

off from the eternal substance, and out of this a sphere of flame grew about

the vapour surrounding the earth like the bark round a tree. When this was

torn away and shut off in certain rings, the sun, moon and stars came into

existence.

The last sentence can be better understood by comparison with the

following (see further below, p. 93).

(a) (Act. ii, 13, 7, DK, A 1 8) Anaximander says that the stars are wheel-

shaped concentrations (lit. 'fellings') of mist filled with fire, breathing out

flames through openings in a certain quarter.

(5) (Hippolytus, Ref. i, (5, 4, DK, AII) The stars come into being as

a circle of fire, separated off from the fire that pervades the cosmos and
surrounded by mist There are breathing-places, certain pipe-like pas-

sages,
2
through which the stars appear. "When these are blocked, eclipses

occur.

The word yovijaov, here translated 'germ', is an adjective meaning
generative, fertile, able to bring to birth, and is used of eggs and seed.3

It is used again by Theophrastus in De Igne, 44 in relation to the life

ofanimals and plants only.4 We can never know whether it is the actual

word used by Anaximander, but it is in keeping with the language of

organic generation which seems to pervade the passage and, as we saw
in discussing Aristotle's conjecture about Thales, is a likely colour for

the thought of these early speculators to have taken (pp. 61
, above).

The whole sentence strongly suggests, as Professor Baldry has well

brought out,5 that Anaximander conceived his cosmogony on the

analogy ofearly views concerning the seed ofanimals and the develop-
* Or 'the'; but cf. Diels, Dox. 579, crit. n.

.*
P
!?aps Ae shnile is kteoded compare the breathing-holes to the holes in a (musical)

pipe. Tins would be appropriate, but cannot be said to be a certain translation of the Greek.
Examples: enroot ydvipov (as opposed to fiyovov), An H.A. 523325; of eggs, Ar. GA

73a<5, Plato, Theaet. i5iE (as opposed to OTTTJV^IOV or dvemccTov, a 'wind-egg*)4
y6vipo$ Kd 34>cov Kod 9urcov (of the sun).

f

5
CQ, 1932, 296 There is admittedly an element of speculation in this, and for a more cautious

view the reader is referred to Kirk in KR, i 32f, but I should certainly not go further in that
direction than to agree wirfi Kahn that though die phrasing may be more recent, nevertheless the
idea is old (Anaximander, 57).
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merit of the embryo The mythical world egg of Orphic and other

cosmogonies shows how primitive such a notion could be, and the

separation (ooroKpiais) of the seed in the womb, the part played by
hot and cold, the word <pAoio$, and the detachment

(criroppccyfjvai) of
the new organism from the parent body, are all familiar from Greek
medical waters as well as finding their place m the present account
As to 9X010$ (the word translated bark above), one may note with

Baldry that it means any skin that forms round a growing organism,
whether plant or animal Aristotle (HA v, 5j8a28) uses it of the
membrane round an egg, and Anaximander himself is said to have

applied it to the prickly skin which on his theory surrounded the
earliest forms of animal life It looks as if Anaximander saw the outer
skin of the embryo world, separating it from the womb of the
Boundless m which it was formed,

1
as a parallel phenomenon to this

membrane which developed round eggs, animal embryos and trees

alike 2 Since the world s skin is spherical, the reference to trees (which
may have been added by Theophrastus or even later) is obviously not
intended to be pressed

3

That cosmogony should be described m terms of organic life is

appropriate to the mentality of these intellectual pioneers The
arche of Anaximander, the doxographers tell us,4 was in eternal

motion The reason for this is nowhere explained, an omission

censured by Anstotle but no doubt due to persistence of the belief that

the arche is eternally alive Since for the Greek the very notion of life

involves self caused motion, no external cause was conceivable, let

alone demanded Anaximander has rejected the anthropomorphic
imagery of sexual mating which formed the basis of mythical cosmo

gomes, but for him it is still natural and rational to regard the matrix of

the world as animate and its origin as takmg place from a kind of seed

or egg

& udSf must refer to the firrep which Anaximander is elsewhere said to have described
as dOAvcrr v and <icyf|pco (p 88 above)

Cf eg D N t P n ii(vii 488Lttr<) fjy vfiuwev urcc 9 aco^ (quotedby Baldry 27)
Leu ppus actually spoke of a \j\xf\ forming about the nascent cosmos (D L. ix, 32)

3 The word meant sometimes the soft inner rind rather than the outer bark. Herodotus
(vin 115) speaks of people eaung 9^ 6 and leaves when no other food was available. In
Hell mstic times Nicander uses it for the skin ofMarsyas (Al 302) and of serpents (Th 355 39 )

4 AII (Hippolytus) 12 (Hermeias)
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This fertile nucleus, pregnant with the opposites, becomes detached

from the Boundless and develops into a sphere of fire enclosing a cold,

moist mass. Between the two is dark mist (ccf|p). At this stage only two

primary opposites can be said to be separated, hot including dry and

cold including wet. The mist arises from the action of the hot peri

phery on the cold-wet centre, and, under the same action of heat, wet

and dry become in the end more completely separated, producing land

and sea. So Aetius (DK, A 27^/2.):

Anaximander says that the sea is a relic of the primal moisture, the greater

part of which has been dried up by the fire.

Anaximander was among those whose accounts of the origin of the sea

are mentionedby Aristotle in the Meteorologica (3 5 3 b 5 ,
trans. Lee) :

Those who were more versed in secular philosophy [as opposed to the ancient

theological poets] suppose it to have had a beginning. They say that at first

the whole region about the earth was wet, and that as it dried up the water

that evaporated became the cause of winds and the turnings of the sun and

moon, while what was left is the sea: consequently they believe that the sea

is still drying up and becoming less, and that in the end a time will come when

it is all dried up.

He is mentioned by name in the commentary of Alexander of Aphro-

disias on the passage (DK, A 27):

Some of them say that the sea is a residue of the primal moisture. The region

of the earth was moist, and subsequently part of the moisture was vaporized

by the sun. . .but part of it left behind in the hollows of the earth forms the

sea. Hence it is continually becoming less as the sun dries it up, and eventu

ally it will be dry. Of this opinion, according to Theophrastus, were

Anaximander and Diogenes.

It is characteristic of Milesian thought that once the separation of the

mutually hostile opposites has begun, the process of cosmogony is

continued by the natural exercise of their respective powers: heat dries

up moisture and so on. Interesting also, after Aristotle's and our own

conjectures about Thales, is the immediate prominence of moisture and

heat as soon as fertilization and generation are to take place. Heat

especially has an important part to play as a first agent ofgenesis, and at

a later stage it is the action of heat on moisture which produces animal
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life. These features ofAnaximander's system strengthen the case against

those who have disparaged Aristotle's conjecture as arising out of the

later progress of physiological and medical knowledge in Greece. We
find rather, as might be expected, certain points of contact between the

two who were fellow-citizens and fellow-workers in their field.

The next stage in the same continuous process explains the formation

of the heavenly bodies. In addition to evidence already quoted, we
have the following:

1

(a) Hippolytus, after the words quoted (p. 90, above), adds: 'and the

moon is seen to wax and wane according as the passages close or open'.

There follows a sentence in which some words have probably dropped out

of the manuscripts, but which seems to say that the circle of the sun is

twenty-seven times the diameter of the earth
2 and that of the moon eighteen

times, and adds that the sun is the highest of the heavenly bodies, and the

stars are the lowest.

() Simpl. De Caelo 471.4 (DK, A 19, speaking of the planets):
'

Anaximander was the first to discuss their sizes and distances, according to

Eudemus, who attributes the first determination of their order to the

Pythagoreans. The sizes and distances of the sun and moon are reckoned to

this day by taking eclipses as the starting-point of our knowledge, and we

may reasonably suppose that this too was Anaximander's discovery.'

(c) Aet. II, 15, 6 (A 1 8): 'Anaximander, Metrodorus of Chios and Crates

held that the sun was situated highest of all, next the moon, and beneath

them the fixed stars and planets.'

(d) Ibid. 20, i (AZI): 'According to Anaximander, the sun is essentially

a circle twenty-eight times the size of the earth, shaped like a cartwheel. The

rim is hollow and full of fire, and at a certain point allows the fire to be seen

through an orifice like the nozzle of a bellows: this is the sun.'

(e') Ibid. 21, i (A2i): 'Anaximander says that the sun is the same size as

the earth, but the circle in which is its blowhole, and by which it is carried

round, is twenty-seven times the size of the earth.'

(/) Ibid. 24, 2 (A2i) : 'According to Anaximander the sun is eclipsed when

the orifice through which the fire escapes is shut up.'

(g) Ibid. 25, i (A 22): 'According to Anaximander, the moon is essentially

1
I omit (a) the passage from Achilles (DK, A21), as being obviously an unintelligently garbled

version of what is described more clearly by Aetius, ($) Aet. n, 16, 5 (Ai8), which as Kahn has

seen (Anaximander^ 59) is only an accidental repetition of the preceding reference to Aristotle.

*
Though Dreyer (Planetary Systems, 1 5, n. i) would take the text as it stands.
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a circle nineteen times the size of the earth, resembling a cartwheel with the

rim hollow and full of fire like that of the sun, lying obliquely as does the

sun's and having a single blowhole like the nozzle of a bellows. It is eclipsed

according to the turnings of the wheel.'
1

(A) Ilid. 29, i (A 22): 'Anaximander says that the moon is eclipsed when
the orifice in the wheel becomes blocked.'

(i) Ibid. 28, i (A 22 omits last phrase):
*

Anaximander, Xenophanes and

Berosus say that the moon has its own light, in some way rarer [than the

sun's]/
2

In spite ofminor discrepancies, we may accept the following account

as probable. The fiery, spherical membrane about the new-born cosmos

parted (doubtless under increasing pressure from the mist or steam

caused by its own action in evaporating the watery centre) into separate

circles, around each of which the dense mist surged and closed. Where

there are apertures in this surrounding envelope, we see the heavenly
bodies themselves. Thus the sun and moon are really rotating wheels of

fire going right round the earth, but encased in tubes of mist except at

one point where there is a hole, through which the fire streams like

an ignited jet of gas through a leak in its pipe. (The modern simile is

closer than the Greek one of air escaping through the nozzle of a pair

of bellows.) The circles of the stars are not so easy to visualize from

our fragmentary authorities, but one would suppose that each contained

many holes.3 Mention of the Milky Way, as by some modern authori

ties, hardly gives an adequate explanation, though its appearance may
possibly have helped to put the idea of the wheels into Anaximander's

head. They were evidently all regarded as lying in the same spherical

plane, nor are the planets yet distinguished in this respect from the

1 The last sentence, which occurs in Stobaeus but not in Plutarch's Epitome (Dox. 3 5 5), is

obscure (and perhaps corrupt: Kahn, 4naximander
y 60), but cannot be held to be a valid contra

diction of the next passage quoted.
a This must be preferred to the statement of D.L. n, i (DK, AI) that it gets its light from the

sun. The correct view was in later antiquity attributed even to Thales (p. 49, above), and also to

Anaximenes, in whose somewhat fantastic astronomy it can scarcely have found a place. It seems
to be first clearly attested in Parmenides (fr. 14), but Heath (Aristarchus, 75 f.) is sceptical about
this line and would credit the discovery to Anaxagoras. See further p. 286, below.

3 For Burnet's suggestion that there is only one 'wheel of the stars', and that it is intended to

explain the motions ofthe morning and evening stars alone (not yet recognized as one), see EGP
69 and Taylor, Timaeus, 160, n. i. Even though this would explain why the

*

wheel of the stars'

was smaller than those of sun and moon, it does not seem to be supported by our texts.
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fixed stars. (Eudemus, in passage (K) above, attributes the determi

nation of the planetary orbits to the Pythagoreans. Simplicius's intro

duction of Anaximander in the context of the planets is confusing, as is

his apparent suggestion that Anaximander himself might have calcu

lated the sizes and distances of the sun and moon from the observation

of eclipses.)

To suppose that the stars are nearer the earth than either sun or

moon is contrary to later Greek astronomy, according to which the

fixed stars are as seems most natural in the plane of the outermost

circumference of the spherical cosmos, and the sun, moon and planets

revolve in different orbits beneath them. Anaximander's order raises

the question in a modern mind how the rings of the stars avoid ob

structing, at least at times, the light of the sun and moon, but it is very

doubtful whether this consciously troubled him. 1

We may assume that the rings are one earth-diameter thick. The

variants in the reported sizes (diameters) of the rings of sun and moon

(27 and 18 or 28 and 19 times the size of the earth) were, since Burners

time (EGP, 68), accounted for as measurements to the inner or outer

surface of the rings, until Kirk pointed out the simple fact that this

requires a difference of two earth-diameters, not one. He suggests that

'the larger figure might represent the diameter from outer edge to

outer edge, the smaller one that from points half-way between the inner

and outer edges of the actual felloe of air' (KB, 136). In any case the

larger figures are likely to have been some commentator's refinement

on the simple scheme of Anaximander expressed in multiples of three.

No statement of the size of the star-rings is preserved, but since the

diameter of the earth is said to be three times its height (p. 98, below),

it looks as if these numbers have a conventional or sacred origin which

1 See on this point Heath, Aristarchus, 31, Burnet, EGP, 68, Kahn, Anaximander, 896

Burnet suggests, referring to Homer, that in early Greek thought aer could be seen through,

although it had the property of rendering invisible anything enclosed in it, Dreyer (Planetary

Systems, 14) remarks that astronomical observation must have been still so backward that Anaxi

mander had never noticed the frequent occultation of a bright star by the moon. According to

the doxography (D.L. ix, 33), Leucippus also placed the path of the sun furthest from the earth,

but with the stars between it and the moon. A single statement in the Placha (DK, 28x400)

seems to credit Parmenides with having placed the fixed stars nearest the earth. His curious

doctrine of crrapdvcci may well owe something to Anaximander, from whom he might possibly

have taken this feature also. It is, however, more likely that the doxographer misunderstood his

words. See ZN, 714 with n. 2.
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Anaximander has not outgrown in which case the missing number

seems to be nine r

The statement that the visible sun is the same size (of the same

diameter) as the earth is, for Anaximander s time, most remarkable

(In the next century Anaxagoras could be prosecuted for saying that it

was an incandescent stone larger than the Peloponnese ) It also causes

a difficulty if we try to correlate it strictly with the distance of the sun

from the earth, i e the diameter of its wheel * This need not have

presented itself forcibly to his mind, and all the evidence confirms that

he was a fearless and original thinker Perhaps, however, the possi

bility that the statement is not authentic cannot be altogether excluded

The well attested explanation of eclipses, and of the phases of the

moon, as due to alternate contracting and opening of the holes in the

tubes of mist through which the heavenly bodies are seen, is another

indication of the inchoate state of Anaximander s astronomy, and puts
out of court the charitable guess of Simplicms that he might already
have been capable of using these phenomena to calculate the sizes and

distances of the sun and moon
One can hardly extract further detail on this part of his system with

any approach to certainty Aetius speaks of the circles of the sun and

moon as lying obliquely , presumably to the celestial equator, and the

phrase is no doubt, as Heath says, an attempt to explain the annual

movement of the sun and monthly movement of the moon Ingenious

So e g Tannery Burnet, Heath Cornford In a predominantly sceptical period of scholar

ship there is some pleasure m recording the contrary view of R Baccou (Hist d I c gr 77)
Quelle impossibility y a t il a imaginer quil a mesure

1

de maniere plus ou moms approximative
1 angle du diametre apparent du soleil, et que d apres 1 ide*e qu il se faisait de la grandeur de la

terre ide"e naturellement restreinte a 1 otkum ne il en a dduit les chiffres plus haut ale's?

H Gomperz, in an interesting discussion of the various types of analogy employed by the Pre
socratics connects it rather with the sense of fitness and proportion exhibited by a Greek archi
tect or planner in designing a aty or a temple (Jou n Hist Ideas 1943 166-7) Cf also W I

Matson R v M t ph 1954-? 447 P m face however we have here an early example
of the insistence that Nature must conform to reason i e a sort of embryonic metaphysics of
the mathematizing sort. One is presumably supposed to accept the figures because of their
inherent reasonableness (v the Pythagorean harmonies) Moreover we must not overlook
the fact that these figures occur m the context ofan astonishingly rational account of the nature
of things which is by no means devoid of references to observation as Cornford admits (The
reference is to Cornford P in S p 165 and 170) Kahn (A xtm der 94-7) emphasizes
the rational element in Anaximander s scheme

The question is discussed by G B Burch in an article on Anaximander (Rev M t ph
1949 fo i37-<5o) though not all of his ideas are acceptable
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ways have been suggested in which Anaximander may have intended

to explain the solstices,
1 but all are conjectural. It is not even certain

whether the word *

turnings* (rpoTrai), occurring in passages which are

evidently meant to apply to Anaximander among others, refers to the

solstices2 or simply, as it sometimes does, to the revolutions of the

heavenly bodies.3 In the passage of the Meteorologica quoted on

p. 92, Aristotle states that the action of the heavenly fire in drying up
the water caused

*

winds and the turnings of the sun and moon'. Com
menting on this Alexander says (omitted from the translation above):

From it [that is, that part of the original moisture which was vaporized by
the sun] arose winds and turnings ofthe sun and moon, the notion being that

the turnings (revolutions?) of those bodies too are accounted for by these

vapours and exhalations, since they turn in those regions where they receive

a plentiful supply of the moisture.

Here is a clear reference to the early idea that the cosmic fires, or

heavenly bodies, are
c

nourished
3

by moisture (for which see above,

p. 6y).4 Further than that this second- or third-hand description will

hardly allow us to go. Anaximander may have been supposing the

limits of the sun's path in the ecliptic to be fixed by the abundance, in

a certain region of the sky, of the moisture on which it depended for its

existence; or he may have been trying to produce a theory to account

for the whole fact of the cosmic revolutions, suggesting that the motion

was started and maintained by these currents of air which the evapo

rating process somehow set up. We are not offered any other expla

nation of the revolving motion of the cosmic circles, and the only

alternative is to suppose that the movement was somehow implanted

1 For which see Heath, Aristarchus, 32 ff. Heidel (CPy 1912, 233, n. 4) thought it very prob
able that the

*

ordinance oftime* in the one extant fragment ofAnaximander refers to the obliquity

of the ecliptic, which, he says, Anaximander is said to have discovered. He notes how well this

would fit with the designation of the litigants as the opposites hot and cold, wet and dry.
* And to a parallel phenomenon of the moon, of which, however, Zeller considered that it

was most unlikely that Anaximander would have been aware. Dreyer (Planetary Systems, 17,

n. i) disagrees.
3 Arist, Meteor. 353b8 (quoted above, p. 92), 355ai5. In the latter passage Zeller pointed

out that according to the most natural meaning of T<ic$ Tporr&s oCrrou Aristotle is speaking of the

'turnings' of the heaven, not of the sun. (ZN, 298, n. 4, Heath, Aristarchus^ 33, n. 3.) For the

contrary view see Cherniss, ACP, 135, n. 544.
4

Cherniss, op. cit. 135, n. 544, disagrees, mainly because MeteoroL 355324-5 'shows definitely

that it is air and not moisture which causes the turnings'. But there is certainly moisture in <5rf)p.
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by the
*

eternal motion' of the Boundless, the nature of which is not

specified. In 'giving birth' to its 'offspring* the cosmos, it produced
no still-born child. Language like this has been shown to be appro

priate to Anaximander's thoughts in no merely metaphorical sense.

Ingenuous as it sounds, this explanation is on the whole the more

likely. Enough remains to show that astronomy was still in its in

fancy among the Greeks. The strength of someone like Anaximander

lay in the bold flight of imaginative reason with which he sketched the

outlines of a cosmos, and we may agree with Dreyer that 'probably the

system never advanced beyond a mere sketch and was not worked out

in detail'.

The evidence for the shape and position of the earth is as follows:

(a) [Plut] Strom. (AIO?
in same context as the passage quoted on p. 90):

'And he says that the earth is cylindrical in shape, with a depth three times

its breadth.'

(5) Hippolytus, Ref, i, 6, 3 (AII): 'The earth hangs freely, not by the

compulsion ofany force but remaining where it is owing to its equal distance

from everything. In shape it is rounded [see below for this word], circular,

like the drum of a column; of its surfaces one is that on which we stand, and

there is another opposite/
1

Aetius (A 25) repeats that the earth 'resembles

the drum of a column'.

(c) The reason why the earth remains at the centre had previously been

more fully given by Aristotle (De Caelo, 29 5 bio, A 26): 'But there are

some who name its "indifference"
2
as the cause of its remaining at rest,

e.g. among the ancients Anaximander. These argue that that which is situated

at the centre and is equably related to the extremes has no impulse to move in

one direction either upwards or downwards or sideways rather than in

another; and since it is impossible for it to accomplish movement in opposite
directions at once, it necessarily remains at rest/

(d) Eudemus, Astronomy, quoted by Theo (p. 198.18 Hiller, A 26) via

Dercyllides: 'Anaximander says that the earth is freely suspended and moves
around the centre of the universe.'

The exact meaning of the word yup6v (translated by 'rounded' in

passage (); it is a correction for the impossible uyp6v of the manu-

1 This translation depends on several corrections of the received text, for which see Diels's

apparatus, and cf. Cornford, Princ. Sap. 166, n. 2.
* So Burnet and Stocks translate 6noi6Tt|Taj see Stocks's note adloc. in the Oxford translation.

The context makes the meaning clear.
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scripts)
1
is difficult to determine. The lexica gloss it as both

c

round
*

and

'convex', and it is used of a round-shouldered person in the Odyssey

(xix, 246). Anaximander, if he used the word, may have meant that

the surfaces of the earth are not flat but convex, as observation might

suggest, though this would make the comparison to 'the stone of a

column' less appropriate. The corresponding noun (yvpos) is used of

something ring-shaped, as for example a trench dug round a tree, and

another possibility is that Anaximander meant to indicate that the earth

had a hole at the centre, thus bringing its shape into line with the circles

ofthe heavenlybodies around it. Column-drums often had such a hole.2

The statement quoted from Eudemus in passage (aT), that the earth

is in motion, need not be taken too seriously. In the same passage

Eudemus is credited with a probably exaggerated account of Thales's

astronomical knowledge and with saying that Anaximenes discovered

the cause of eclipses of the moon and the fact that its light is derived

from the sun. As Zeller suggests, and Alexander seems to have sus

pected, there has probably been a misunderstanding of the words in

which Anaximander expressed his highly original notion that the earth

floats freely in space with nothing to keep it stationary.3

Anaximander's most striking contribution to cosmological theory

was undoubtedly to emancipate himself from the idea that the earth

needed a support. The belief that it floated on water was, as we saw, an

inheritance from mythology perpetuated by Thales, and intellectually

it was a leap forward when the argument from 'indifference' was

invoked in favour of the view that it remained unsupported at the

centre of a spherical universe, and that the heavenly bodies revolved in

complete circles below as well as above it. Nothing shows more clearly

1
By Roeper and Diels, and generally accepted. Kahn (Anaximander^ 56) has recently defended

Oyp6v, but I cannot agree that T oxfjua Oyp<5v is a natural expression for *its character is moist',

especially when folio-wed by orpoyyOXov.
5

It is interesting that the Babylonian map illustrated by Kahn as a probable prototype of

Anaximander's (Anaximander^ pi. i) not only shows the world as circular but has a round hole

in the middle. This is explained as 'probably left by the scribe's compass', but only because

'there is at any rate no other good explanation* (pp. cit. 83).
3 ZN, 303, Alex. ap. Simpl. De Caelo, 532. 6ff. Burnet's contrary view (EGP, 66) is bound

up with certain other preconceptions which are not necessarily correct. We need not avail our

selves of the emendation of Montucla KETTOI for KIVEITOI, though KEITOCI itEpl T& TOU K6cruov li^ov

would be a very precise description if, as is quite likely, Anaximander thought of the disc of the

earth as having a hole in the centre,
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the independent quality ofAnaximander's mind, and, as we shall see, the

advance was too rapid for some of his successors. Nearly two centuries

later, Plato paid him the compliment of making Socrates adopt his

view, when he said in the Phaedo (io8E, trans. A. J. Church):

In the first place then, I believe that the earth is a spherical body placed in the

centre of the heavens, and that therefore it has no need of air or any other

force to support it: the equiformity
1 of the heavens in all their parts, and the

equipoise of the earth itself, are sufficient to hold it up. A thing in equipoise

placed at the centre ofwhat is equiform cannot incline in any direction, either

more or less: it will remain unmoved and in perfect balance.

Clearly the recognition of the earth's sphericity could not be long

delayed, but it did not appear first in the Milesian tradition, and the

mention of air is a reminder that later lonians went back to the more

simple-minded notion that the earth needed material support, for they

supposed it to be buoyed up by air.

"We are told (and might in any case have assumed) that just as the

world-order had a beginning out of the apeiron, so also it will have an

end, fading back, as it were, into the formless state from which it came.

Only the apeiron itself is 'eternal and ageless',
*

immortal and in

destructible'. So Aetius (A 14):

Anaximander of Miletus, son of Praxiades, says that the first principle of

existing things is the Boundless; for from this all come into being and into

it all perish. Wherefore innumerable worlds are both brought to birth and

again dissolved into that out of which they came.

But our sources nowhere explain how this will occur. It looks as if

Anaximander were less interested in the end of a world than in its

beginning. The one sentence of his which we possess (if indeed this

first part of the sentence is his) has been commonly held to refer to it

in the words: 'Things perish into that out of which they have their

being': but in fact this obviously describes the transformation of the

elements into one another, which, far from signifying the destruction of

the world, is the process by which it is maintained.*

1 For 6uot6TTis as similarity in the geometrical sense see Kahn, Anaximander, 79, n. 3.
a
P. 81, above. Heidel saw this, CP, 1912, 233-4. As to the destruction of the world, Heidel

says (234, n. 3) : 'No doubt Anaximander believed in the destruction of the world, and so of the

opposites also; but he doubtless thought of this as a question of nutrition.' This is very possible,
but we are not told.
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What seems more relevant is the mention of a time when there will

be no more water left, since fire, its opposite, will have prevailed com

pletely and dried it all up.
1 This will clearly upset the balance of the

universe which is maintained by the alternate and mutual encroachment

of the opposites on each other, followed by their recession as
*

penalty
5

for their 'injustice'. One cannot suppose this cyclic process, taking

place as Anaximander says 'according to the ordinance (or assessment)

oftime', to be anything other than the annual alternation ofthe seasons.

The permanent victory ofthe hot and dry would obviously disorganize

the whole world-order. Cornford connected this possibility with the

archaic idea of a 'great summer' and 'great winter*, and assumed

'alternate destructions of the world by the Hot and by the Cold

moisture'. Our world will be ultimately destroyed by fire, the next

by flood.2 This may have been what Anaximander meant, but if so, it

is something different from reabsorption into the apeiron, and it is

difficult to see how the Hot, having once been allowed to gain the

supreme victory or commit the supreme injustice could ever be

forced to give up its ill-gotten gains. A cosmos starts from a neutral

state, not from an extreme. If that is not the thought from which

Anaximander started out, which impressed on him the need for an

apeiron as the arche rather than water or anything else, then we have

indeed failed in our interpretation of him and there is little chance of

success.

(7) Origin ofanimal and human life

After the formation ofa world-order by the separation of the opposites,

or elements, into their proper stations, the next stage is the emergence

of animal life. This is explained with remarkable consistency (and

complete disregard for religious or mythological modes of thought) as

due to a continuation of the same process of 'separating-out' through

the action of the hot and dry on the cold and moist: for life arose in

the moist element through the action on it of the sun's warmth. This

theory was probably connected with the persistent belief that even in

the present world life is generated
'

spontaneously' from the warmth of

1
Ar. Meteor. 353b 9, quoted above, p. 92.

*
Princ. Sap. i83f. Certainly, as Cornford says, *the notion of alternate destruction ofat least

agreatpart ofmankindby fireandfloodwas deeplyrooted inGreekthought '. Cf. also p. 388, below.
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putrescent matter, a belief doubtless based on observation 'an ob

servation
', as Dr W. P. D. Wightman has remarked, 'which must

have been only too familiar, though misinterpreted, in a warm climate'. 1

The testimonies are as follows:

(a) Hippolytus, Ref. I, 6, 6 (A 1 1) :

*He said that living creatures arose from

the evaporation of the moist element by the sun; and that man originally

resembled another creature, namely a fish/

() Aetius v, 19, 4 (A 30): 'Anaximander said that the first animals were

born in moisture and surrounded by prickly integuments,^ but that as they

grew older they emerged on to the drier part, the integument split off, and

they lived on3 for a short time.*

(c) [Plut.] Strom. (AIO, continuation of the passages quoted on pp. 90
and 98): 'He says moreover that originally man was born from creatures of

a different species, on the grounds that whereas other creatures quickly find

food for themselves, man alone needs a long period of suckling; hence if he

had been originally what he is now he could never have survived.'

The references to the origin of mankind are naturally of particular

interest. So far we have nothing inconsistent with the supposition that

Anaximander was describing its gradual evolution, on Darwinian lines,

from some marine species. Indeed the statement of Hippolytus, that

man 'originally resembled another creature, namely a fish', would, by

itself, hardly allow a different interpretation. Yet this does not seem to

have been in fact what he meant. Plutarch in his Quaestiones Conviviales

(730E, A 30) says that at first men were born in fish, and makes this

meaning clearer by contrasting it with the more plausible view that they
are related to them. The guests are discussing the custom of abstaining
from fish on religious grounds. One of them mentions examples of

people who do this because they worship Poseidon as Fosterer and

Ancestor, believing, like the Syrians, that man arose from the wet

element. 'For this reason/ he continues, 'they reverence the fish as

1 Growth of Scientific Ideas, 14. Spontaneous generation seemed an incontrovertible fact to

Aristotle (unfortunately for him, since it made an awkward exception to his general theory of the

workings of nature), and the belief lingered on in Europe until the nineteenth century. See

Guthrie, In the Beginning, 41 f. J. A. Wilson in Before Philosophy, 59, says that the modern

Egyptian peasant still believes in the life-giving power of the mud left behind by the retreating
Nile. (Both these last writers quote further illustrations of the belief.)

a
9X010!$, the same word which is used for the bark of a tree in the passage from the Stro-

mateis quoted on p. 90, above.
3 Or 'lived a different life' (i.e. on land). See KR, 141, 142.
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kindred and foster-brother, displaying a more reasonable philosophy
than Anaximander; for he does not class fish and men together, but

declares that men were first born in fish, and having been nurtured in

the manner of galei and become capable of looking after themselves,

they emerged and occupied the land. And so just as fire devours the

matter in which it was kindled and which is father and mother to it (as

the writer said who interpolated the wedding of Ceyx in Hesiod), so

Anaximander, having shown the fish to be the common father and

mother of men, put us off eating it/
1

The Latin writer Censorinus gives an even clearer account to the

same effect (iv, 7, A 30):

Anaximander of Miletus said that in his opinion there arose out of water

and earth, when warmed, either fish or creatures resembling fish. In these

creatures men were formed, and the young were retained within until the

time of puberty; then at last the creatures were broken open and men and

women emerged already capable of finding their own nourishment.

The theory of Anaximander seems then to have been that human

embryos grew inside the bodies of the early fish-like creatures, and

later emerged as fully-formed men and women. His account proceeds

in the first place by deduction from the hypothesis that all life had its

origin in moist slime acted on by the heat of the sun, this being in its

turn only a particular stage in the evolution of the cosmos by the inter

action of the opposites. It would acquire seeming confirmation either

from observation or from the lore of Egyptians or Orientals. The first

living creatures must therefore have been of a kind suited to a moist

habitat, perhaps rather like the prickly sea-urchin. A human infant

could hardly have survived under these conditions unless some special

1 The last sentence is troublesome. Its logic seems to require, ifAnaximander acted 'just like*

the fire, that he did eat fish, or approve of eating it. This would also be a satisfactory reason why
his philosophy was less Imeiw^s ('humane') than that of the Syrians and others. Plutarch no

doubt knew nothing of Anaximander's actual habits of diet. But again, if this were so, he would

be more likely to assume that like most ordinary men he ate fish than that he preached an absten

tion for which there is no other evidence at alL Yet the negative sense of 5ipocte irpds seems un

doubted, however much one would like it to mean 'he mistreated as food': cf. 7270 &rrco0v ^uSs

irpis KeTvocT& TrdOTi Siccpdtoovres and 809 F irpis T^V KQadccv SiapaXounev ccOroOs. Ifthe text is sound,

it must be intended to convey that Anaximander deprecated the eating offish because it resembled

the action of fire in devouring parents, and the 'unreasonableness' of his philosophy consists

simply in the fact that he justified the ban by his queer idea ofmen coming out offish rather than

being 6noyeve?s xod oOvrpopoi with them. But if so, it is not very well expressed.
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protection were devised, and here the example of the galeus came to

his mind as a possible solution. This name was applied to dogfish or

sharks, and Plutarch, commenting on the parental affection of galei,

says (De Soil Anim. 9820): 'They produce an egg, and then the

creature itself, not outside, but within their own bodies, and nurse it

there and carry it as if there had been a second birth. Then when they

have grown larger they put them forth
*

j
and more clearly in De Amore

Prolis 4940: 'Thegalei in particular reproduce viviparously, and allow

their young to issue forth and feed, then take them back and enfold

them in the womb to rest/

The species that Plutarch has in mind is no doubt the smooth dogfish

(mustelus levis, Aristotle's yccAe6$ 6 Ae!o$), a viviparous variety which

forms 'the subject of one of Aristotle's most celebrated descriptions,

and a famous example of his anatomical erudition'. 1 Aristotle (HA,

5<S5bi) refers to the remarkable peculiarity that 'the young develop
with the navel-string attached to the womb, so that, as the egg-
substance gets used up, the embryo is sustained, to all appearances,

just as in the case of quadrupeds. The navel-string is long, and adheres

to the under part of the womb (each navel-string being attached as it

were by a sucker), and also to the middle of the embryo where the liver

lies/ He also associates himself with the common belief that
'

'

galei in

general can extrude their young and take them back again' (565 b 24),

a belief which persisted in the middle ages. Burnet (EGP, 71, n. 2)

thinks that Anaximander's comparison is sufficiently accounted for by
the anatomical details of the placenta and umbilical cord, and that there

is no need to associate him with the other belief. Much as one would

like to discover such faithfulness to observed fact in the first youth of

Greek natural philosophy, it seems hardly likely that Anaximander dis

owned a belief which was still seriously held by Aristotle, and which

undoubtedly provides the best illustration for his purpose.*

1

D'Arcy Thompson, Glossary of Greek Fishes, 41. See Thompson s.v. yocXe6s for further

information.
*
After all this discussion, it must be pointed out that the appearance of the yocXeol in Plutarch's

reference to Anaximander depends on an emendation ofthe MS. text, which reads c&orrep ol iroXaiol.

(See DK, crit. n. adloc.) This makes no sense, and the correction may be taken as certain, especi

ally since the difference between the two words, to a Byzantine copyist, might be no more than
that between TAAEOI and TAAE01. Kirk however believes (KR, 142) that the comparison may
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(8) Meteorology

Anaximander's reported views on meteorological phenomena pro

vide further illustration of his principle of consistency, that events in

the present world must be attributed to the continued operation of the

same forces and processes that brought about its formation in the

beginning. This is especially obvious in his explanation ofwind, which

he regarded as a flow of air, or as air in motion.

(a) Aetius (A 24): 'Wind is a flow of air, occurring when the finest [and

most moist] elements in it are set in motion [or liquefied] by the sun/ (The
reason for the brackets will appear below.)

(K) Hippolytus, Ref. I, 6, 7 (AII): 'Winds are produced when the finest

vapours of the air are separated off, and being gathered together are set in

motion; rain out of the evaporation given off from the earth by the sun's

action/ 1

As O. Gilbert remarked (Meteor. Theorien, 512), the briefnote about

Anaximander inserted by Aetius in his section on winds seems to have

conflated Theophrastus's reports ofhis explanation ofwinds on the one

hand and rain on the other. Comparison with Hippolytus suggests that

the cosmogonic process of apokrisis is still at work. After water had

been separated from earth, the sun drew vapour up from the water to

form the atmosphere. This in its turn, as the
'

separating-out' continues,

divides into two substances, a lighter (finer, drier) and a heavier

(wetter). The former is set in motion as wind, the latter precipitated as

rain. It is all part of the same operation of peripheral heat on the moist

centre which in due course was responsible for the emergence of life.*

not be Anaximander's, but put in by Plutarch as throwing light on Anaximander's theory.

This is of course possible, but I do not agree with Kirk that the knowledge which it displays

is
*

unlikely* for Anaximander. Inhabitants of an ancient seaport probably knew more about

the facts of life among fishes than do the unscientific among ourselves.
1

Reading uncertain. Translated here is -rffr K yife vir6 TOU f^Mou dva5i8ouvri$. Cf. Diels, note

on Dox. 560.10, Gilbert, op. cit. 406, n.
a The theory bears a superficial resemblance to Aristotle's, and might therefore come under

suspicion of having been brought into conformity by our sources under Peripatetic influence.

Starting from his assumption of two sorts of exhalation, a dry and a wet, Aristotle continues

(Meteor, 36oan): 'Of these the exhalation containing the greater quantity of moisture is the

origin of rainwater, whereas the dry one is the origin and substance of winds.* But he goes on to

emphasize that, since the two exhalations are specifically different, the natural substances ofwind

and rain are also different, and from that to criticize those who claim that the same substance, air,

becomes wind when set in motion (wvoOpevov) and rain when condensed (auvicrrdnevov). This
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Once the air has been separated into wind (the light and dry part)

and rain-cloud (the heavy and wet), these, and in particular the wind,

are made to account for thunder and lightning. Thus Aetius (A 23), in

his section on thunder, lightning, meteorites, waterspouts and whirl

winds:

Anaximander says that all these are caused by wind. When it is imprisoned

in thick cloud and forces a way out by reason of its fine texture and lightness,

then the tearing makes the noise, and the contrast with the blackness of the

cloud produces the flash.
1

It would appear that, in the process of 'separating-out' of the air

into wind and cloud, some of the lighter and finer sort may find itself

so completely surrounded by the denser that it cannot easily complete

the process of 'gathering together' with its like. The result is a violent

explosion of the cloud, perceived by us as thunder and lightning.

Additional note:
*

innumerable worlds*

Anaximander's belief in 'innumerable worlds' has been the subject of

vexed and difficult controversy. Its natural place is earlier in the

exposition, but it seemed best to reserve it for an addendum owing to

its complexity and the fact that the problem cannot be stated at all

without constant reference to the Greek. Full discussion demands

more minute collation and examination of testimonies than is pos
sible in a general work, but it should be worth while to indicate the

points at issue and their bearing on the general history of early Greek

thought.

Post-Aristotelian sources speak of Anaximander as having believed

in the existence of finreipoi K6ovoi or firreipoi oupccvol innumerable

worlds or heavens. (The phrase is Snreipoi TCO TrAf|0ei in Simpl. CaeL

202. 14.) The main question at issue is whether this means a succession

was inevitably the view of the monist Anaximander, whose theory of progressive (5mr6Kpicn$ from
a single original substance involves as a necessary consequence that the substance forming wind
and rain is ultimately one. C 349320, where the same people are also said to define wind as

Klvrioiv &po$, and see also Gilbert, op. cit. 523, n. 2. Kahn (Anaxvnander , ($3) retains the full text

of Ae"t. and offers an explanation,
1

Briefer statements are found in Hippolytus (AII) and Seneca (A 23). Kahn (Anaximander,
108) has pointed out how authentically this theory is reproduced by Aristophanes in the Clouds

(404-7).
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of worlds following one another in time, or an innumerable crowd of

worlds coexisting in the vast body of the apeiron. Zeller argued for an

endless succession of single worlds. Burnet (GP, 58ff.) contested

this, and maintained strongly that Anaximander must have taught the

existence of an infinite number of coexisting worlds. Nestle, re-editing

Zeller's history of Greek philosophy after his death, was persuaded by
Burnet's arguments (ZN, 312, n.). Then in 1934 Cornford, in an

article in the Classical Quarterly (1934, 1-16), vigorously defended

the original view of Zeller, subjecting the evidence to a thorough re-

examination and adducing fresh arguments in favour of the conception

of a temporal succession of single worlds.

Unfortunately Aristotle himself provides no definite lead. He

nowhere attributes a doctrine of ccrreipoi KOCTIJIOI or orreipoi ovpovoi

explicitly to Anaximander. Speaking in De Caelo (303 bio) of

philosophers who posit one element alone, 'either water or air or fire or

a substance rarer than water but denser than air', he says that according

to them
'

this element is infinite and embraces TTOVTOCS TOU$ oupccvous
'

;
but

it is at least doubtful whether in this passage he has Anaximander in

mind,
1 even if we could say that by oupovoi he meant 'worlds'.

All our testimonies therefore are later, and cannot be directly referred

back to Aristotle. They attribute to Anaximander either (a) orrrsipoi

oupccvoi or () oroipoi Koapoi or (c) both ovpccvoi and Koaiiou It may
be convenient to have the passages collected, though some of course

must be seen in context before being made the basis of further

investigations.

(a) Aet. ap* Stob. (A 17): *A, drrapTjvccro TOV/S cnrefpous oOpovoOs

The Placita however have ToOs occrripcc$ oOpocvious OeoOs. See Cornford,

op. cit. 10.

(i) (i) Simpl. Gael 615 .15 (A 17): cxrreipov S TrpcoTos uireOsro, ivcc 8X"Q

Xpfiadca 7tp6$ Toc$yev&7Ei$ cfcpOovcos xod K6oyovs 5e onrreipous oO-ro$Kcd eKaorov

TOOV Koapicov % drrefpou TOU TOIOUTOU crroixeiou urreOero ODJ SoxsT.

(ii) Simpl. Gael. 202.14 (not in DK): oi 5e KOCI TCO irArjOei cxrreipous

K6a^ous, cos 'A. ufr 6ir6ipov Top uey^Oei T^V cxpxf]v O^pievos ocrreipous e aurou

1 Bumet (-EGP, 55f.) saw in the intermediate element a reference to Anaximander's apeiron,

and Stocks in his translation followed Mm, but most scholars have been against the identification,

e.g. Zeller and Diels. See especially the arguments against it in Ross's ed. of Arist. Physics,

p. 482.
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TCO -rrArjdei KOOVOUS TTOIEIV SoKeT, ASUKITTTTOS 6e Kcd ArjuoKprros oareipov/s Tcp

$K6anou$ iv drrefpcp Tqi> Kevcp Kai i oareipcov TCO TrAfjOei TCOV ocroncov

In these two passages the use of BOKSI seems to indicate a certain

suspension of assent on the part of Simplicius. In the first the argu

ment for the apeiron being infinite in quantity may well not have been

Anaximander's (p. 84, above).

(iii) Simpl. Phys. 1121,5 (A 17): oi nev yap drre{pou$ TOO TrAfidei TOU$

KOCTJJIOUS \!nro0(Jievoi, ob$ of rrepl *A. Kocl AeuKnrrrov Kal ArjiadxprrovKal varepov
oi Trepi 'Eirkoupov, yivopi^vous carroOs xal 90eipopi^vous OmiOevTo Srr' firreipov,

aAXcov ^6V del yivo^cov SAAcov 8e 90eipo|Ji^vcov, KalrnvKivrjaivdiSioveXeyov.

The statement that there were innumerable worlds 'some always

coming into being and others passing away
9

introduces temporal
succession as well as spatial plurality. The atomists of course believed

in both. The previous phrase, 'assumed them to come into being and

pass away everlastingly *, would fit Anaximander on the assumption
that he believed in only one world at a time. Here he is simply put with

the atomists as a believer in innumerable worlds, but in (ii) above

Simplicius correctly notes that the atomic world-view was different in

that they recognized (a) infinite empty space and (5) an infinite number

of atoms.

(iv) Aetius (A 14) : *A. . . . 9r|al TCOV 6vrcov dp)(f]V alvcci T6 Srreipov &<yocp

TOUTOU Trdvra ytyveaOca xod els TOUTO TT&VTOC cpOefpecrdoti. 616 xocl yevvaci0ai

el$ T6 l o\5 y(yvea0au

This passage in isolation would certainly be taken to refer to successive,

not coexistent, worlds.

(v) Aetius (A 17): *A., 'Avoc^iuivns, 'Apx&aos, Aioyvrj$,

'ETrkoupos drreipous x6atJious v Tcp drretpco Kocrd iracrocv

Trepiocycoyfiv. (So Stobaeus. Ps.-Plutarch mentions only Democritus and

Epicurus and has Tteptaracriv for Trepicxyooyf)v.)

It is clear that after Epicurus had popularized the atomic doctrine of

innumerable worlds in infinite space there was a tendency to read this

view back into all earlier physical theory. On Anaximenes contrast

Simpl. CaeL 202. 13, where he is said to have believed in ivoc orreipov
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in explicit contrast to Anaximander's belief in TOO

cxrreipous Koanou$. See on this Cornford, op. cit. 5. Moreover, as

Cornford noted, Ps.-Plutarch not only omits the Milesians from the

believers in innumerable worlds, but speaks of ccAfjs KCC! oi oar'

OCUTOU (which must surely include Anaximander) as having believed

that our world exists alone.

The words KCCTOC iraaav rapicxycoyfjv (or mpioroccnv) are rather

obscure. Burnet, holding that Anaximander did believe in innumerable

coexistent worlds, and that these were visible as the stars, rendered :

'in whichever direction we turn'; Zeller, more reasonably, 'in every

cycle' (of generation and destruction).

(vi) Aetius (A 17): TGOV ocrrcipous ccrro9r|vaiJivoov TOU$ KOC-JJIOUS *A. TO

laov OCUTOUS CCTT^XEIV dAAfjAcov, 'EmKovpo$ avicrov elvoci TO perau TCOV

KOCTIJICOV

The significance of this sentence will be referred to below.

(vii) Cicero, N.D. I, 10, 25 (A 17): Anaximandri autem opinio est

natives esse deos longis intervallis orientes occidentesque, eosque innumeraliles

esse mundos.

(viii) Augustine, Civ. Dei VIII, 2 (A 17) : Non enim ex una re sicut Thales

ex umore, sed ex suis propriis principiis quasque res nasci putavit* Quae rerum

principia singularwn esse credidit infinita, et innwnerabiles mundos gignere et

quaecumque in eis oriuntur; eosque mundos modo dissolvi modo iterum gigni

existimavit, quanta quisque aetate sua manere potuerit, nee ipse aliquid divinae

menti in his rerum operibus tribuens.

This passage by itself would not be inconsistent with the idea of a

succession of single worlds, but no doubt Augustine's source shared

the view that Anaximander believed in innumerable worlds in the same

sense as Epicurus.

I have referred already (p. 87, n. 2) to the difficulty experienced by
later interpreters in deciding whether Anaximander's apeiron ought to

be classed as a monistic substratum or a mixture. His thought was too

primitive to recognize its own inconsistency.

(c) (i) Simpl. Phys. 2.4.16 (A 9): Ayei 6* oonfiv niYre u5cop niYre oAAo TI

TCOV KocAoujJi^vcov slvcct oroi)(e{cov, dAA' rpocv TIVOC 90cnv onreipov, fjs

arrcxvras yivea6oa TOV/S oupavoC/s xcd TOUS v OCUTOIS
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(ii) Hippol. Ref. I, 6, i (AII): otfros dcpx^v leprj
TGOV ovrcov 9\jcriv TIVCC

TOU drreipou, s ?j$ yfvEcrOcci TOU$ oOpocvous Kal TOV ev OCUTOIS t<6aiJiov.

If Hippolytus in writing the singular KO<TUOV has correctly reproduced

the text of Theophrastus, we may take it that the meaning was, as DK
say, not 'worlds in them' but 'order inherent in them'. (Diels, Dox.

I3if., after lauding Hippolytus as 'fidissimum excerptorem', changed
the manuscript reading to KOCTHOVS to bring it into line with passages

(i) and (iii).)

(iii) Plut. Strom. (AIO): T& ooreipov... oO 6fj 9T|cri ToO$ TE oupccvo\l/$

<5cTTOKEKpfa0cci Koct KccQoAov ToO$ arrocvras cSarefpous ovnras

This passage, in which the worlds have become
*

innumerable
', the

words Sv OCUTOIS are missing, and ocrravTas has been transferred from

oupccvoOs to K6aiJiov$5 has come into line with the atomist conception of

innumerable worlds, Simplicius and Hippolytus on the other hand, by

putting the Koanoi in the oupocvoi, appear to deny it (Cornford,

op. cit. n).

In general, 'a close examination of the doxographic tradition shows

that the further it gets from Aristotle and Theophrastus, the oftener

K6<j[Jioi is substituted for oupccvoi and the more is heard of orreipoi

Kocrpoi* (Cornford, ibid.}.

No less than the word orreipov, the words K6anos and oupocv6$, as

used by those who were trying to interpret Anaximander, had more

than one meaning. It is perhaps more probable than not that Anaxi

mander himself did not use K6<j|jio$ in the sense of world or universe.

Basically the word meant 'order', though from an early date it com
bined with this the meaning of 'adornment'. (Order was after all, in

Greek eyes, a beautiful thing.) Because, to a Greek thinker, the most

notable thing about the universe was the order which it displayed (above
all in events on a cosmic scale like the movements of sun, moon and

stars), and this was what contrasted it most radically with the chaos

which he supposed to have preceded it, the word took on in addition

the special meaning of 'world-order' and then simply 'world'. This

happened gradually, and there are passages in which it is difficult to

be sure how far it has progressed (for example Heraclitus, fr. 30); but

it is unlikely that the word, thus baldly used, would be unequivocally

no
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understood as
c

world
5

before the fifth century B.C. It is, however, so

used by Empedocles in the middle of that century.
1 Whatever Anaxi-

mander wrote, our sources are interpreting, not quoting it.

In later philosophical writing, KO<T|JIO$ can mean (a) world-order,

universe; (f) a separate region within the world-order. Grammarians

say that Homer divided the universe (TO TTOV) into five Koapioi : oOpocvos,

water, air, earth, Olympus. (Other instances also in Cornford, op.

cit. i.)

Oupocvos was used in three senses, distinguished by Aristotle in

De Caelo (2y8b9ff.): (i) the outermost circumference of the

universe; (ii) the heavens in general, including the paths of fixed stars,

planets, sun and moon, which were believed to lie in different planes,

some nearer to, some further from the centrally situated earth; (iii) the

universe as a whole. This certainly seems sufficient to justify Cornford's

claim that
'

doxographers, meeting with statements derived from

Theophrastus about a plurality of Kocruoi or oupccvoi, might well be

in doubt as to the meaning of the word
5

.

Briefly Cornford's view, which is given here as the most reasonable

yet produced, was that when Anaximander spoke, as he doubtless did

(in whatever Greek terms), of an infinite plurality of worlds, he meant

a succession of single worlds in time. When he mentioned orreipoi

oupccvoi, saying for instance that they were gods, he did not mean

worlds but something different to which we shall come in a moment.

Statements which refer unambiguously to innumerable coexistent

worlds (for example (K) (vi), above), or in which it would be strained

to say that the idea is not present, arose from a confusion between

oupccvoi and KOCTJJIOI. This confusion is not due to Theophrastus, but

had its origin in assumptions natural enough once the Epicureans had

made generally familiar the atomists' doctrine of innumerable worlds

arising haphazard at different points in infinite space.

If we agree that Anaximander held the doctrine of an everlasting

succession of single worlds, we need not bring into it, as Cornford did,

the wording of our single verbal fragment of Anaximander (discussed

above, pp. 80 f.). His statement that things perish into that out ofwhich

1

Emped. fr. 134, 5. See p. 208, n. i, below, and for a good general discussion of the word

Kahn, Anaximander 219-30.
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they come, because they must make just recompense to one another,

seems rather to describe the cyclic, seasonal rhythm that goes to the

maintenance of a single cosmos, not the reabsorption of the separated

contents of a cosmos back into the primal apeiron. But he held that the

world-order, as it had had a beginning, would also perish, and con

trasted it with the immortal and indestructible character of the apeiron

itself. This is doubtless the meaning of the statement about cnretpoi

KOCTUOI in Aetius (() (iv), above), which certainly seems to refer to

successive worlds.

The statement from Aetius in Stobaeus, that Anaximander called the

drreipovs oupovous gods,
1
refers on this view to the innumerable rings

of fire which are the stars, and which resulted from the splitting apart

of the original sphere of fire which surrounded the world at its begin

ning. These it would be natural to call oupovoi, in a sense corresponding
to one of those given by Aristotle, that is, any of the many heavens

which carry the heavenly bodies. Up to the time of Anaximander, the

Greeks had generally supposed that there was one single Ouranos, and

this Ouranos was of course a god, well known as such from the theo-

gony of Hesiod and elsewhere. In the strange and original cosmogony
of Anaximander it had split up and become many, and it is reasonable

enough that he should both have emphasized the fact that there were

now onretpoi oupccvoi and have retained the idea of their divinity,

especially since another ancient belief, which persisted in the philo

sophers down to Plato and Aristotle and beyond, was the belief in the

divinity of the stars. When he is reported as having spoken of these

oupccvoOs ml T<bv iv ocurols KOCJIJOV (or TOU$. . . KOCJ|JOU$), then, 'the

"heavens" being the rings ofthe heavenly bodies, the KOCTUOS or K6<j|jioi

in them may be the region or regions of the world-order framed by
them' (Cornford, n).

Whether or not Burnet was right in maintaining with some of

the doxographers the opposite view, that Anaximander believed in

the simultaneous existence of a plurality of universes like our

own, scattered through the infinity of the apeiron, he says one thing
which is certainly contrary to what evidence we have. That is, that

The substitution of dcnipos oOpccvtous in Plutarch's version may represent, as Cornford

suggested, a gloss on the other. If so, it is a correct interpretation.
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these innumerable worlds are the stars themselves. The stars are

parts of this cosmos, formed from its original outer envelope of

fire.

If Anaximander said that there was an endless succession of single

worlds, and also spoke of onrsipoi oupccvoi meaning a large number of

heavenly circles which we see as the stars, it is obvious that he used

language open to misconstruction if there was any antecedent tempta

tion on the part of the doxographers to misconstrue him. This tempta

tion was provided by the fact that the atomists of the fifth century did

believe in the coexistence of innumerable worlds in infinite space, and

in fact we find Anaximander expressly linked with them, and with their

successors the Epicureans, when he is described as having held the same

belief (cf. () (iii), (v), above). The curious post-Epicurean statement

quoted above as () (vi), assuming that the writer is thinking of spatial

and not temporal distance (and so far as Epicurus is concerned he

doubtless had the intermundia in mind), may well reflect the confusion

already noted between KOCTUOI and oupocvoi. The distances between the

oupavoi of Anaximander (sun to moon, moon to stars, stars to earth)

were in fact equal, being of nine earth-diameters (Cornford, 12). In

Cicero's sentence (() (vii)) it is very difficult to decide whether the

longa intervalla are spatial or temporal, but in any case his source was

probably influenced by the Epicurean theory.

We know, however, that the belief of the atomists in innumerable

worlds was closely reasoned from their ideas about the nature of body
and of space. Not only is there no evidence for these ideas in Anaxi

mander, but one may say with confidence that a clear philosophic

distinction between body and empty space was not made before the

fifth century, when it resulted from the criticism brought to bear by
Parmenides on earlier systems. The early monists had identified all that

exists (TO 6v) with their primary pkysis, which was a material body.

Their logic had gone no further, but, said Parmenides, in effect, if

material body comprises the whole of that which exists (TO ov), then

what is not body cannot exist, that is, empty space is uf] v
?
non

existent. In the face of this unanswerable reasoning (for so it seemed at

the time) it required considerable boldness on the part of Leucippus

,and Democritus to assert the existence of empty space, and they could
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only do it in paradoxical terms. 'They said that the non-existent exists

'

no less than die existent.'
1

Having asserted their right to speak of empty space as distinct from

any form ofbody, they went on to show that it must be strictly infinite,

using the kind of arguments which seem obvious today but had prob

ably not been thought of before.
2 In this infinite space they supposed

there to be an infinite number of atoms of different shapes, drifting with

aimless motion. If they formed a world-order in one part of the in

finite void, it was unreasonable to suppose that they would not do so

elsewhere, though doubtless all the cosmoi would not be the same as

ours.3

The picture of reality presented by Anaximander is very different

from this, and represents, as should now be clear, a much more inchoate

state of thought. His apeiron is not empty space but body, and, more

than that, a body which is living and divine. This last fact gives addi

tional support to the supposition that he did not imagine it as strictly

infinite in extent. We have already seen that his mind had probably not

grasped the notion of strict spatial infinity, and apart from that it is

difficult to believe that any Greek thought ofa divine being as infinite in

extent. The pantheism of Xenophanes saw the divine All as a sphere,

and the aura of divinity still clings to spherical shape in Aristotle, who

regards the oupocv6$ as divine and says that the sphere is the only fitting

shape for it on account of its perfection. Just as the earth is at the centre

of die spherical universe, so Anaximander may have vaguely imagined
that the universe as a whole arose and had its being and perished

within a divine and spherical apeiron. 'Vaguely imagined', let us say,

for, astonishingly rational as his system was in many ways, it looks as

if this were something he had taken for granted because the Greek mind

was not yet ready to argue out the implications contained in the notions

of the infinity or non-infinity of space.

(Kirk deals with the question ofinnumerable worlds in Anaximander

in KR, 121-6. On pp. i22f. he argues briefly that even the notion of

1
Arist. Metaph. 985b4ff. They called the solid T& 6v, and the void 76 \d\ 6v: 616 Kod o06iv

UocXXov T6 6v TOU
\tf\ 6vros elvot 9oc<nv.

a Some of the arguments repeated by Aristotle in the Physics (203 b 23) must come from the

atomists.

3
Hippol. Ref. i, 13, 2, Democritus, A 40.
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successive worlds, as well as coexistent, is implausible for Anaxi

mander. Jaeger in the second edition of Paideia (i, 159) declared

himself convinced of the coexistence of innumerable worlds in Anaxi

mander, contrary to his previous opinion, by the arguments of

Mondolfo's EInfinite net pensiero del Greet. See now Kahn, Anaxi

mander
, 46-53.)

D. ANAXIMENES

(i) Date and writings

Anaximenes was also active about the middle of the sixth century, a

younger contemporary of Anaximander and probably still a young
man when Ionia changed hands after the defeat of the Lydian king

Croesus by Cyrus the Persian. He is described as friend, pupil and

successor of Anaximander.1
Diogenes Laertius (n, 3) says that he

wrote in
6

a simple and economical Ionian style', and although he no

doubt took over this verdict from, one of his sources it allows us to

assume with confidence that the philosopher's works survived into the

Hellenistic period. As a criticism it contrasts with Theophrastus's

comment on the somewhat poetical language of Anaximander, and the

difference in style perhaps reflects a more prosaic and scientific approach

on the part ofAnaximenes. We hearno more ofthe opposites conducting

a warfare like hostile powers or 'making reparation' for an 'injustice'.

(2) Air as 'arcke*

Like Anaximander he was still firmly set in the monist tradition. That

is to say, the only conceivable explanation of the nature of things was

still one which showed how 'all things proceed from one and are

resolved into the same* that dogma which in the eyes of the ancient

world went right back to their legendary poets like Musaeus (D.L. i, 3).

The chief interest of his system lies in his abandonment of the almost

nameless apeiron of Anaximander and the reasons which led him to the

choice of a different arche for all things. It was no longer to be some

thing known only by its characteristic mark and so described in the

1 The question of his precise date is complicated. See G. B. Kerferd in Mus. Helv* 1954,

117-21. On p. 121 Kerferd seems to treat the word ferortpos rather cavalierly when he suggests

that it may imply no more than affinity in doctrine with Anaximander.
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baffling way of early Greek thought by an adjective with the article

the hot, the cold, the boundless. These as we have seen were not

qualities but qualified things, but Anaximenes chose rather to give his

arche a directly substantial name. It was air. Perhaps his thought went

further than Anaximander's. The Boundless, when it had acquired
*

bounds' and become differentiated into the variously qualified com

ponents of a cosmos, was no longer the Boundless, but air could be

denser or rarer, hotter or colder and still remain the same substance.

Though conscious differentiation is still in the future, we are a step

nearer to the distinction between substance and quality, that distinction

which Aristotle erroneously supposed to have been fully present to the

minds of all his predecessors alike.
1 Yet what of the difficulties which

Anaximander had presumably felt in making one of the recognizable

forms of matter the arche of the rest? Perhaps our best starting-point

for a consideration of Anaximenes lies in these words of Cyril Bailey

(Greek Atomists and Epicurus, 17) :

It seems at first sight a retrogression that after the singular insight of Anaxi

mander Anaximenes should have gone back to the idea that the primary
substance was one of the things known to experience and selected 'air'. But
an examination of his theory shows that it was really an advance on Thales

and even on Anaximander himself.

It is not difficult to see the apparent retrogression to cruder ways of

thought, for it was an intellectual achievement to have understood that
"

all forms of matter known to experience must be regarded as existing
on the same level, so that if there is a single primary substance at all it

must-be a more primitive, a neutral and no longer perceptible state of

things, from which all alike had evolved. Why did Anaximenes go back

to one of the familiar forms of matter, and how can it be said that in so

doing he was making a real advance on Anaximander?

(3) Unconscious presuppositions

To introduce the motives which led Anaximenes to his choice of air,

it may be useful to make a general observation, which must certainly

1
There is no need to suppose that this step was taken by Thales, even if he did call the

arche 08cop and not T6 Oyp6v. To give this kind of name to it after Anaximander was a different

thing.
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be made some time, about the nature of philosophical thinking as a

whole and that of the earliest philosophers in particular. Though not

new, it is essential to remind ourselves of it. Philosophy (and science)

develop from two different sources. There is what may be called the

scientific element proper, the combination ofobservation and conscious

rational thought which is all that the philosopher supposes himself to

be using and is often the only factor taken into account by the historian.

But in fact no human being makes use of rational thought and obser

vation alone. The second factor is provided by the unconscious pre

suppositions which are in his mind before he starts philosophizing at

all, and which may be an even more powerful influence than the other

on the system which he will ultimately produce.

Under this head comes the difference between one individual and

another. William James described the history of philosophy as to a

great extent that of a clash of human temperaments. Temperament

being no conventionally recognized reason, the philosopher urges im

personal reasons only for his conclusions. Yet his temperament gives

him a stronger bias than any of his more strictly objective premisses.
c He feels men of opposite temper to be out of key with the world's

character and in his heart considers them incompetent and "not in it**

in the philosophic business, even though they may far excel him in

dialectical ability. . . . There arises thus a certain insincerity in our

philosophical discussions; the potentest of all our premisses is never

mentioned' (Pragmatism, 6). Many have made similar observations, as

for example Nietzsche, who in Beyond Good and Evil says that every

great philosophy is 'the confession of its originator, a kind of involun

tary and unconscious autobiography. Plato and Aristotle were wrong
in naming the desire of knowledge as the parent of philosophy- in fact

another impulse has only made use of knowledge as an instrument.'

Like most theses, this one can be falsified by being carried to an extreme,

but there is much truth in it.

With this form of unconscious presupposition we are less concerned

at the moment. It is obvious that the bias of temperament will be

potent, for example, in inclining a man to a religious or a materialistic

interpretation of the universe, and it may loom more largely when

we are ready to discuss the difference between the two main lines of
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tradition in early Greek philosophy, the Ionian and the Italian or

Pythagorean. But in addition to the vagaries of individual temperament,

there is another type of presupposition to which men are born, and

which finds expression in the very language which they are compelled

to use 'that groundwork of current conceptions shared by all men of

any given culture and never mentioned because it is taken for granted

as obvious'.1 These traditional conceptions (or it may be a new outlook

moulded by the pressure of recent history, as in some ofthe forms taken

by existentialism after the war of 1939) are powerful in every age, but

had freer play in the early Greek philosophical systems than in most

others. All later systems have had their predecessors. They start by

appraising and modifying the systems of others. But the Milesians had

no philosophical predecessors. Before they embarked on their con

scious reflective activity, the ideas which filled their heads concerning
the nature and working of the universe were derived from popular

pre-philosophical thought, steeped in myth, and it is perhaps worth

noting that the only literature with which they were acquainted was

poetical. Moreover the bonds of language, in which all philosophy is

to a greater or less degree enmeshed, lay particularly heavy upon them,
for they had not the latter-day advantage of reading in a variety of

tongues. The degree to which they attained a rational outlook is ad

mittedly astonishing. The mere fact of writing in prose was a great

step forward. Indeed the effect of emphasizing the background of

popular mythology against which these men must be seen should be

rather to increase than to belittle their intellectual stature, by bringing
home the difficulties with which they had to contend. At the same time

the world-view with which they grew up was not without effect on

their maturer thought, and it may sometimes hold the key to an other

wise unintelligible feature of their systems.

This reminder may be useful at various stages of our inquiry. To
return to Anaximenes, I would suggest that there were two kinds of

1
F. M. Cornford. See The Unwritten Philosophy, via, and cf. also W. A. Heidel, Harv. Class.

Stud. 1911, 114: 'Such common points ofview would naturally not be the subject of discussion.

Just because they constituted the presuppositions of all reflection they would be ignored, al

though they foreshadowed the inferences to be drawn from them This fact renders the

history of ideas difficult.'
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reason which led to his choice of air as the arche
y one arising out of the

train of thought which he was consciously pursuing, the other more

entangled in those unconscious presuppositions which were his in

heritance from the current and popular views of his time.

(4) Explanation ofchange: rarefaction and condensation

As to the first, the air, we are told, was to be an arche in the same sense

as the Boundless of Anaximander, as that out of which all things had

their being and into which they were all resolved again. (E.g. Aet., B 2 ;

HippoL, A7 init.} But the problem which especially interested Anaxi-

menes was that of the process by which these changes occurred. If

matter did not always remain in its primary state, was it possible to

offer any natural explanation of why, or at least how, it changed and

developed the many manifestations under which it appears in the present

world-order? This question of process receives great prominence in all

accounts of his system, and we may safely conclude that he thought it

one which his predecessors had failed to tackle satisfactorily.

Anaximander's notion of the primitive state of matter had been a

fusion of the opposites so complete that their individual characteristics

were entirely submerged and as opposites they could not yet be said to

exist; in his own eyes the apeiron was one. Their subsequent emergence

was due to a process of separation, a kind of winnowing caused by the

eternal motion of the living matrix (the nature of which motion is

nowhere specified in our sources). This was a brilliant conjecture, but

it was legitimate to suppose that it was entirely arbitrary. Moreover

although it doubtless came to Anaximander with the force of a new

idea, and he intended the word ekkrisis or apokrisis to have a purely

scientific meaning, we at least may remind ourselves of something else,

while recognizing that Anaximenes was in no position to use it as a

criticism. We have seen (pp. 68
, above) how this conception of the

creation of a cosmos as the separation of what had previously been

mingled was at the bottom of many early mythological and poetic

cosmogonies, both Greek and other. The examples are sufficient to

suggest that there lies behind it some universal tendency of the human

mind. It is one of those preconceptions of tradition of which I have

spoken, and it is scarcely credible that it did not exert an influence
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on a pioneer of rational thought like Anaximander in his assertion of

'separation' as the fundamental process behind cosmogony.

Such criticism was not for Anaximenes, but he could at least lay stress

on the arbitrary character of the assumption and point out that Anaxi-

mander's explanation ofthe changing forms ofthings invoked no known

and recognizable process of nature. To account for the world-order by
natural causes (he seems to have argued), one must show its origin to

have been due to some process which can still be verified today as

bringing about the transformation of one form of matter into another.

Such a verifiable natural process was exactly what Anaximenes had to

offer, the process of rarefaction and condensation.

Aristotle in the Physics (187312) divides the natural philosophers

before his time into two classes. There are those who regard the under

lying substance of things as one, identifying it with water, air, fire or an

intermediate body, and generate the rest from it by a process of rare

faction and condensation; and 'there are those who suppose the con

traries to have pre-existed in the single principlp, from which they can

then be separated out. Their
'

one' is therefore in reality a mixture, and

among these he puts not only ihe pluralists mpedocles and Anaxa-

goras, but also Anaximander, to whose
a^r^nis^more analytic mind

could not concede true unity.

Among the first class he mentions no names, but the one early philo

sopher for whom the process of rarefaction and condensation is

attested beyond doubt is Anaximenes, whose choice of air as his

primary principle Aristotle himself attests (Metaph. 984 a 5). Theo-

phrastus in one part of his history of philosophy went so far as to

attribute this explanation of genesis to Anaximenes alone, a statement

which Simplicius felt obliged to correct on the authority of Aristotle,

who, as he says, in this passage includes a whole class of thinkers alike.

There can, however, be little doubt that what Theophrastus says is

nearer the truth, Cherniss has shown how Aristotle here, in attempting
to accommodate the earlier natural philosophers to his own outlook, has

oversimplified his classification.
1

Probably, as Zeller suggested,

1

Simpl. Phys. 149.32, Cherniss, ACP, 49 ff., 55. Here is one case at least where Theo
phrastus has not slavishly followed Aristotle. McDiarmid's note (Harv. Class. Stud. 1953, 143,
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Theophrastus
1 had only the early lonians in mind in the passage quoted

by Simplicius, since he would certainly have agreed that Diogenes of

ApoUonia in the next century followed Anaximenes in this respect.

But at least there can be no doubt that he did say 'only Anaximenes
5

,

and did not merely mean by this (as Diels proposed) that he was the

first to introduce this theory. That was obvious, and Simplicius would

have felt no need to contradict him.

Elsewhere Simplicius gives the following description of Anaxi-

^menes's theory:

(a) Pfys. 24.26, A5: 'Anaximenes of Miletus, son of Eurystratus, the

companion ofAnaximander, also posits a single infinite underlying substance

of things, not, however, indefinite in character like Anaximander's but

determinate, for he calls it air, and says that it differs in rarity and density

according to the different substances. Rarefied, it becomes fire; condensed,

it becomes first wind, then cloud, and when condensed still further water,

then earth and stones. Everything else is made of these. He too postulated

eternal motion, which is indeed the cause of the change.'

The account of Hippolytus clearly goes back in the last resort to

Theophrastus also, but is differently expressed and adds some further

information.

Q>} Hippol. Ref. I, 7, i, A 7:
*

Anaximenes, another Milesian and the son of

Eurystratus, says the arche is infinite air, out of which proceeds whatever

comes to be orhas done so in the past or will exist in the future, gods also and

the divine. Everything else is made from its products.
2 Now in form the

air is like this: when it is most evenly distributed (or uniform: d^oXcoTccros)

it is invisible, but it is made visible by hot and cold and wet and movement.

It is in constant movement, otherwise the things which change could not

do so. It assumes different visible forms as it is rarefied or condensed.

When dispersed more finely, it becomes fire. Winds on the other hand are

air in process of condensation, and from air cloud is produced by concen

tration (lit.

*

felting ').3 The continuation of this process produces water,

n. 72; the passage is much too relevant to his thesis to be thus relegated to a note at the end)

cannot alter the fact.
1 Not Simplicius, as McDiarmid (/be. or.) misquotes Zeller into saying.
a

Lit. 'offspring*. The double sense of genesis (coming-to-be in general, and birth in parti

cular) is probably still making its influence felt on cosmogonical thought.
3 Miletus was, after all, a famous centre of the textile industry, which may account for his even

more homely comparison of the starry vault to a 'little felt cap'
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and still further condensation earth, while stones are the most condensed

form of all. Thus the most important features in genesis are contraries, hot

and cold.'

The early part of this passage should no doubt be read in conjunction

with the version given by Cicero.

(c) Cicero, Acad. n, 37, 118, Ap: 'After Anaximander his pupil Anaxi-

menes postulated infinite air, the products ofwhich are however determined.

These are earth, water and fire, and from them comes everything else.'

To get rid of a small and troublesome point first, the odd statement

in Hippolytus that air first has its own 'offspring', and everything else

is generated from them, seems to be explained by the speaker in Cicero.

The 'offspring
5

of air are the other elements, earth, water and fire, and

everything else is made up of these. This suggests two stages in the

making of the world, the formation of the elements by condensation

and rarefaction of the air, and the production of
c

the rest', by which

must be meant chiefly organic, living nature. It has been thought

unlikely that having once hit on the process of rarefaction and con

densation as sufficient to explain even the genesis of stones from air,

Anaximenes should feel the need for a secondary process as well, and

Theophrastus as the fountain-head of the doxography has therefore

been blamed for reading into Anaximenes the later theory of the four

elements or 'simple bodies* as such, and their combination. This

theory, expressly formulated by Empedocles and adapted by Aristotle

to his own explanation of change, was not yet consciously articulated.

It was called forth by the criticism of Parmenides and resulted from a

deliberate abandonment of the monistic position. But it is incredible

that it should have been a sudden invention. Anaximander with his

primary oppositions between hot and cold, wet and dry, was preparing
the way for it. All our evidence about him indicates that although no
doubt there were other opposites, these four had a distinct primacy as

cosmogonical agents. We have seen with what consistency he employed
the action of hot and dry on cold and wet to explain the origin of

everything, from the formation of earth and stars to the birth of the
first animals. Cherniss goes too far when he says (ACP, 55):' Neither
his "contraries" nor those of any of the Presocratics were a single set
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of opposed agencies but an indefinite number of physical ingredients/

Moreover by speaking of the arche as air, instead of simply denoting it

by its leading characteristic with article and adjective, Anaximenes as

we have seen took a step towards the distinction between substance

and affection. When the inconsistencies of the monistic hypothesis
became too obvious to be ignored, the fourfold scheme by which

Empedocles replaced it lay almost ready to his hand in the systems of

his predecessors, requiring only to be clarified and raised to the position

of an ultimate. It is more than likely that Anaximenes followed

Anaximander's lead in holding that the first products ofthe modification

of air were fire, water and earth, and that though the Aristotelian

'elements' or the Empedoclean 'roots* are still in the future, these

three (the fiery, the wet and the cold par excellence} had a certain

primacy for him as they had had for his mythological predecessors to

whom Ouranos, Gaia and Oceanus were primal divinities.
1

It does not of course follow that once these were formed, a different

process supervened to produce the contents of the natural world.2 What
Anaximenes said about this we do not know, for our sources are com

pletely silent about his views on the origin of organic nature. Presum

ably he had nothing to say on this subject comparable to the bold and

imaginative account of Anaximander.

'Anaximenes and Diogenes (of Apollonia)', says Aristotle (MetapL

984a5), 'make air prior to water and in the fullest sense the origin of

the simple bodies/ The process by which they are derived from it is

simple, and little needs to be added to the explanations of the doxo-

graphers. He chooses air as primary because he seems to think that in

its invisible state, as atmospheric air, it is somehow at its most natural,

1
Cf. Kahn, Anaximander^ 133 f, a detailed discussion of the evidence for the origins of the

ideas of elements and opposites. On p. 149 he writes: 'Whatever terminology may have been

used by the sixth-century Milesians, it is certain that their conception of the natural world

contained, in potential form, a view of earth, water, air, and fire as "members" or "portions"
of the cosmos.' However, tie account in Simplicius does perhaps suggest, as Kahn later notes

(156, n. 2), that the tetrad was not yet exclusive, and that Anaximenes included wind, clouds,

and stones among the 'primary products' of air. (My own text was written before Kahn's book

appeared.)
a

It would not necessarily follow even if our authorities in the Aristotelian tradition supposed
that it did. But in fact they make no mention of any process other than rarefaction and con

densation, and indeed Simplicius (De CaeZo, 615 .20) says that Anaximenes madeair theprinciple,
T6 TOU <&po$ gvcAAolcoTOV irp6s
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and as it would always be if left alone, so to speak, like a piece of

rubber which no force is at the moment either stretching or com

pressing. But it is not left alone, for he agreed with Anaximander in

postulating an everlasting motion as a result ofwhich its
(

uniform' state

(as Hippolytus says he called it) is disturbed and it becomes rarefied or

condensed in different places, taking on various visible forms as a

result. It was to him an obvious fact of experience that the air on a

damp day becomes visible as mist, and that by a continuation of the

same process the mist or cloud solidified still further into rain or other

forms of water; and we still give the name of condensation to that un

pleasant process so familiar in some parts of England whereby the air

turns to water and drips down the walls of our houses. When water is

heated the reverse process occurs. It turns first into visible steam, and

then mingles with the invisible air. By an extension of these familiar

processes he supposed it to be on the one hand further solidified into

earth and stones, and on the other, as it became rarer still, to become
hotter until it ignited as fire.

1

We observe that the new process was linked with Anaximander's

doctrine of opposites. The hot and dry were connected with rarity, the

cold and wet with density. This was done explicitly, and with an attempt
at experimental proof, as we learn from an interesting passage of
Plutarch in which, along with the account in his own post-Aristotelian

terminology, he claims to repeat one of Anaximenes's own technical

terms:

00 Plut. De Prim. Frig. 7, 947 F, B i :

*

As Anaximenes held long ago, we
must not allow either the hot or the cold in the category of substances; they
are common affections of matter supervening on its alterations. What is

compacted and condensed he says is cold, but what is rare and "loose" 2

(that I think is the actual word he used) is hot Hence, he said, there is

1 We can of course detect an inconsistency here, which Plato pointed out in his Timaeus.
In A. E. Taylor's words (Timaeus, 316) : 'Ifyou are really in earnest with the doctrine of cyclical
transformations, you must hold that whatever it is that is invariant throughout change, it cannot
be a sensible body. All sensible bodies must be on the same level; if one of them is a "phase",
all must be "phases"/ If such a thought did not occur to Anaximenes that is no doubt due, in
part at least, to the second kind of motive which, as is suggested below (p. 127), led him to the
choice of air as the basic principle. At the same time, in spite of what some have said, Anaxi
menes certainly deserves the credit of having recognized the invisible atmospheric air as a sub
stance; and it is scarcely a sensible one.
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something in the saying that a man blows both hot and cold with his mouth,
for the breath is cooled when the lips press and condense it, but when it

issues from an open mouth it is rarefied and becomes warm.
5

Since one of the minor present-day controversies about Greek

philosophers concerns the extent to which they made use of experi

ment, a brief excursus is perhaps permissible here. It is a controversy

from which the recently-mentioned unphilosophical preconceptions

are not always absent. Professor Farrington is convinced of the

scientific character of Ionian thought, and since his definition of science

is a Marxist one (

c

the system of behaviour by which man acquires

mastery over his environment'), he naturally tends to derive their

theories from practical techniques and exalt the experimental side of

their work. Cornford on the other hand, who saw them in a very

different light, was perhaps apt to belittle this aspect of it. Without

taking sides in the general argument, one may mention a point in which

Cornford seems to have done less than justice to Anaximenes, and,

though not of central importance, it has a certain interest of its own. In

Principium Sapientiae (p. 6) he wrote:

Anaximenes affords another instance of a hypothesis which no one tested.

He held that differences of heat and cold can be reduced to differences of

density; steam is hotter and less dense than water, water hotter and less

dense than ice. If that is so, a given quantity of water ought to fill less space

when frozen. Had Anaximenes set a jar full of water outside his door on a

frosty night and found it split in the morning, he might have found out that

ice fills more space than water and revised his theory.

This result would certainly have puzzled him, but the fact remains

that his general theory was right, and if he had performed the experi

ment and based any generalization on the results, it would only have

led him into error. In general, bodies do of course expand as their

temperature rises, and contract as it falls, a principle which makes the

thermometer possible. Water itselfexpands as it is heated, and contracts

as it is cooled, until it reaches a temperature of 39 F (4 C). Then for

some reason as it becomes colder and passes freezing-point it ceases to

contract and begins to expand. This exception to the otherwise uni

versal truth that bodies expand by increase of temperature is still

unexplained, that is, scientists have still failed to relate it to any general
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law. It is perhaps hardly fair to Anaximenes to blame him
if, having

correctly divined an almost universal truth, he failed to observe the

single exception which has hitherto baffled the efforts of scientists to

explain it.
1

There are two points in particular in which the achievement of

Anaximenes contributed to the progress of thought, (i) With him the

word aer first comes to mean, in its primary significance, the invisible

substance around us which we call air today. Although all things are

ultimately formed by modifications of it, yet it is to this that the name

is properly applied rather than to mist or cloud or any other of the

visible forms of matter. Hitherto the word aer had generally signified

mist, fog or darkness something at least which obscured the vision

and hid any objects which it surrounded. It stood for the darkness

with which Zeus had covered the battle-field before Troy when Ajax
uttered his famous prayer: 'Save the sons of the Achaeans from the

aer Slay us, if it be but in the light/ Hearing the prayer, Zeus

straightway 'scattered the aer and thrust aside the mist, and the sun

shone out and all the battle was plain to see'. (//. xvn, 647, 649.) To
Anaximander also the substance surrounding and concealing the wheels

of fire which were the heavenly bodies was aer. For the early Greek

mind darkness itselfwas a substance, the
e

sacred darkness
'

(iep6v Kvcpa$)

of Homer. Not until Empedocles do we meet the idea that it is some

thing merely negative, an absence of light. (2) With Anaximenes

apparent differences of kind or quality are for the first time reduced

to a common origin in differences of quantity. Burnet remarked

(EGP^ 74) that this makes the Milesian cosmology for the first time

consistent,
*

since a theorywhich explains everything as a form of a single

substance is clearly bound to regard all differences as quantitative. The

only way to save the unity of the primary substance is to say that all

diversities are due to the presence of more or less of it in a given space.'

Here again he is well ahead ofAnaximander in clarity ofthought, and
the introduction of a quantitative criterion for qualitative differences

not only rounded off the Milesian monistic systems but bore remarkable

fruit in later Greek and European thought. We are still at the very

beginning, the first dawning of rational explanation, and there is no
G. Vlastos criticizes Cornfbrd's remark on other grounds in Gnomon, 1955, 66,
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question of Anaximenes having made any mathematical applications of

his new principle. That advance may justly be credited to the Py
thagoreans. But by the statement of the principle the essential first step

has been taken along a path which is still being followed. That physical

phenomena colour, sound or whatever it may be can be expressed
in the form of mathematical equations in other words, that all dif

ferences of quality are reducible to differences of quantity, and only

when so reduced can be regarded as scientifically described is an

assumption on which all modern physical science is based. By
accounting for all qualitative differences of matter by different degrees

of condensation and rarefaction of the one basic stuff, Anaximenes

is already, we cannot say providing, but demanding a quantitative

explanation. He was the originator of the idea, and such was its

importance that it was perhaps an excusable exaggeration on the part

of Theophrastus to attribute it to him 'alone'. He probably wished to

emphasize that the principle of condensation and rarefaction was

Anaximenes's own.

(5) Air, life,
and divinity

The rational motive, then, which led Anaximenes to his choice of air

as arche lay in the wish to discover a natural explanation of the

manifold variety of physical phenomena consistent with a monistic

view of reality. This he thought he had detected it in the processes

of condensation and rarefaction. There would also, I suggested, be

motives influencing him less consciously, because they sprang from

the general climate of thought in which he and the other Milesian

thinkers were living, and which they shared with their unphilo-

sophical fellow-countrymen. He assumed, like Anaximander, that

the original source and fount of being (that is, for him, the air) had

been in motion from all time, and that this was what made its

changes possible. 'He too makes motion everlasting', said Theo

phrastus, and added that this eternal motion is the means whereby

change takes place.
1 One may rightly say 'assumed', for like Anaxi-

naander (and doubtless Thales also) he offered no explanation of

this. To Aristotle the omission seemed indefensible. Matter was one

1

Ap. Simpl. (A 5). So also Hippolytus (A7), the Stromateis (A (5)
and Cicero (AIO).
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thing, and a moving cause another, so that if matter was in motion, the

natural philosopher should be able to point to some separate agent

separate conceptually at least, if not physically to which the motion

was due. But this discrimination belongs to a more sophisticated stage

of thought than that of the sixth century, which as yet conceived of no

opposition between an inert matter on the one hand and a force

arousing it to motion on the other. The arche of the universe was not

matter in that sense. It was eternal being, and because eternal and the

arche of everything else, it was of necessity uncaused, or else self-

caused. It was not only the matter or subject of motion, but itself the

cause. What then, one may ask, in the thought of the time, answered to

the description 'self-caused' or 'self-moving
5

? The answer is soul or

life (psyche). The arche was something alive, not only eternal (cctSiov)

but immortal (ccQocvorov) and therefore divine (Oeiov). So Anaxi-

mander called his apeiron, and Thales too, as we saw good reason to

believe, was impressed by the links uniting moisture and life. These

links were so strong that it seemed perfectly reasonable, as it had through
the preceding centuries of pre-philosophical imagination, to regard

moisture as the original fount and cause of life and therefore of every

thing else.

In making air his selection, an air in perpetual motion, Anaximenes

also was respecting an age-old and still flourishing popular belief

which associated, and in fact identified, breath and life. That the

air which we breathe should be the life itself which animates us is a

common idea, and the breath-soul a world-wide conception. Among
the Greeks we meet this idea both outside and inside the realm of philo

sophical thought. I have dealt with it fairly fully elsewhere,
1 but may

perhaps repeat here sufficient to show that the equation of air with soul

or life was not the invention ofany single philosophic or religious indi

vidual or school, but must have originated in the mists of early popular
belief.

The idea that a female could be impregnated, and thus new life

originated, by the wind alone goes back to the Iliad, in which the

horses of Achilles were born to their mother Podarge by the wind

Zephyros. Eggs laid by birds without sexual union were according to

1 The Greeks and their Gods, ch. 5.
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Aristode called wind-eggs or Zephyr-eggs, 'because in springtime the

birds were observed to inhale the breezes*. This reminds us ofa passage
in Virgil which, although belonging to a later age, no doubt contains

the explanation of the birth of Achilles's horses in Homer. In spring,

he says, the mares stand on high crags with their mouths turned

towards the Zephyr to catch its breezes. In this way they are made

pregnant by the winds without sexual union. 1

According to the sacred poetry of the Orphics 'the soul enters into

us from the whole as we breathe, borne by the winds '. At the opposite
extreme we find the materialist Democritus saying much the same thing
in the terms of his own atomistic world-view: 'In the air there are many
ofthose particles which he calls mind and soul. Hence,whenwe breathe

and the air enters, these enter along with it, and by their action cancel

the pressure
3

(i.e. of the surrounding atmosphere),
*

thus preventing the

expulsion of the soul which resides in the animal. This explains why
life and death are bound up with the taking in and letting out ofbreath;

for death occurs when the compression ofthe surrounding air gains the

upper hand, and, the animal being unable to respire, the air from outside

can no longer enter and counteract the compression.
3*

Probably for

Democritus the soul-atoms were even smaller and finer than those of

air, but at least he subscribed to the general notion that it is by breathing

in the air that we acquire the life-principle.

Diogenes of Apollonia took up in the fifth century the doctrine of

Anaximenes that air was the primary substance, and developed in

particular this point that it was not only the origin of all things but also

the element of soul in the universe, and therefore had special affinities

with the soul in animal and human beings. The following are among the

excerpts from his book on nature which are given by Simplicius

(Diog. frr. 4 and 5):

Mankind and the other animals live on air, by breathing; and it is to them

both soul and mind.

The soul of animals is the same, namely air which is warmer than the air

outside, in which we live, though much colder than that near the sun.

1
//. xvi, 150; Ar. H.A. 559b20, 56036; Virg. G. in, 271 ff. Lucian, De Sacrif. 6 calls

Hephaestus a wind-child because Hera bore him without Zeus.
z The authority for both these statements is Aristotle. See De An. 41ob 28, De Resp. 4723 8.
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In my opinion that which has intelligence is what men call air, and by it

everything is directed (KupepvccoOcci the verb that Anaximander applied

to his apeiron\ and it has power over all things; for it is just this substance

which I hold to be god.

It is a logical consequence of these statements that there exists a close

affinity between the divine or universal mind and our own., and

according to Theophrastus this conclusion was duly drawn by Dio

genes, who said that 'the air within us' is
c

a small portion of the god'

(De Sensu, 42, Diog. A 19). It is no wonder that such a belief was made

to serve the purposes of a mystical religion like that expounded by the

Orphics, as well as those of natural philosophy. When Aristophanes

laughs at the new divinities, Air and Respiration, and ridicules the

notion of the kinship between the air and the human mind (Clouds-, 627,

230), he no doubt has in mind the fashionable philosophico-religious

theories; but it cannot be denied that in so far as these theories had

caught the popular imagination, they owed much of their success to

the fact that similar beliefs were rooted in folk-consciousness.

These and other examples which could be adduced, as well as the

cumulative effect of evidence from other cultures, put it beyond
reasonable doubt that ideas of this sort must have been a part of the

familiar background of Anaximenes's upbringing. They would help to

make the choice of air as arche a perfectly natural one, for, on the

hylozoist view which he shared with the other members of the Milesian

school, the stuff of the world had at the same time to be the stuff of life.

It is therefore only what we should expect when we are told that he

said the air was god (Cicero and Aetius, A lo).
1 There are also, it seems,

other gods and 'divine things' which are not eternal but have their

origin from air. So Hippolytus (quoted above, p. 121) and St Augustine

(Civ. Dei, VIII, 2, Aio): Nee deos negavit aut tacuit; non tamen ab ipsis

aerem factum, sed ipsos ex aere ortos credidit. What Anaximenes had in

mind when he spoke of these other gods we are not told, and perhaps
there is little point in guessing. He may have tried in this way, like

Epicurus in a later age, to find room for the gods of popular belief

Cicero's words are (N.D. I, 10, 26) : aera deum statutt eumque gigni. It is a curious mistake,
but there is no doubt whatever that for Anaximenes the air as arche has existed from all time.

Perhaps there has been some confusion between the primal air itself and the OeoOs xocl 6eta which
arise from it.
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within the framework of a rational philosophy of nature. He may have

had the other elements in mind, the
e

offspring' of air as he called them.

These were already associated or identified with deities in popular

thought: Gaia the earth was a goddess, for water there was Oceanus,
and for fire Hephaestus. What he says about the heavenly bodies makes

it unlikely that he thought of them as divinities.

There is evidence also that he drew the same analogy as his follower

Diogenes of Apollonia between the function of the air in the universe

at large and that in man, that is, his soul. This appears from a passage
in Aetius which reads as if it were intended as an actual quotation from

Anaximenes, though this has been hotly disputed in recent times:

Aet i, 3, 4, B2: 'Anaximenes of Miletus, son of Eurystratus, declared

that the origin of existing things was air, for out of it all things come to be

and into it they are resolved again. "Just as our soul," he says, "which is

air, holds us together, so breath and air surround the whole cosmos/' Air

and breath are used synonymously.'

It is perhaps impossible to decide just how far this sentence preserves

the actual wording of Anaximenes,
1 but Theophrastus and his epitom-

izers evidently believed themselves to be keeping to it pretty closely,

nor is there any good reason to doubt that the sentence faithfully

communicates his doctrine. Burnet, who accepts the fragment, has

perhaps contributed unwittingly to its rejection by later critics, for

he comments (EGP, 75) that it is 'an early instance of the argument
from the microcosm to the macrocosm, and so marks the beginning
of an interest in physiological matters'. Kirk adduces the same fact

as an argument against its genuineness: 'The parallel between man
and cosmos is first explicitly drawn by medical speculation in the

1

Reinhardt, Wilamowitz, Gigon and Kirk hold that it is so altered as to distort its meaning.
It is accepted as a genuine fragment by Kranz, Nestle (ZN, 319, n. i) and Praechter (Ueberweg,

51 j the other reff. will be found in Kirk, HCF, 312). Vlastos (AJP, 1955, 363 with n. 55) holds

that 'though much of the wording of this fragment is doubtful, there is no good reason to doubt

that it paraphrases an analogy drawn by Anaximenes himself'. Exception is taken in particular

to the words auyKpocreT, K6ano$ and irveOuoc. That K6o-|io$ in the sense ofworld-order came into use

only later is possible, though if anyone wished, like Nestle, to use this passage as evidence to

the contrary, it would be difficult to prove him wrong. The same applies to TrveOnoc, which comes

under suspicion of having a Stoic flavour. If this is so, the remark of the doxographer that cSrfjp

and TTveOncc are used here synonymously (by Anaximenes?) is curious. On the use of x6auios

see further p. 208, n. i, below.
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fifth century (HCF, 312) Apart from the fact that this argument

comes perilously near to a petitio pnncipuy
the assumption of an

affinity between the soul of man and the all pervading cosmic divinity

has no more to do with the rise of physiological and medical science

than had the probable assumption of Thales that moisture was the

principle of life (p 62, above) It is primarily a religious assump

tion, not one which appealed to the inheritors of the Olympian

pantheon of Homer, but one which seems to have belonged particularly

to the religious ferment that affected a different stratum of the popu
lation in the sixth century and gave rise to the sacred poetry known as

Orphic The promulgators of teletai m the name of Orpheus were

concerned in the religious sphere with the same problem of the relation

between the One and the Many which m a different form was the

problem of the Milesian philosophers In both forms it was a living

problem in the sixth century
* If then we are to trust to a priori

reasons drawn from the climate of contemporary thought (which is all

that the sceptics would have us do), there is no need to deny to Anaxi-

menes the analogy between microcosm and macrocosm which is

expressly attributed to him here, and is m any case a probable con

sequence of the simple fact that he looked upon the air as (a) the arche

and divine, and (b) the stuff of the human soul *

(6) Cosmogony and cosmology

In the details of cosmogony and cosmology Anaximenes can hardly be
said to have rivalled the combination of reasoning power and bold

imagination which characterized Anaximander, but was in some ways
more naive As Anaximander s cosmos was surrounded by the apeiron,
so is Anaximenes s by the air, which, as we have )ust seen, is also called

breath (pneuma) m what purports to be a quotation or near quotation
The suspicion of Stoic influence here is lessened when one sees that

according to Aristotle the Pythagoreans described the universe as

C Guthne, Gr ek and the r Gods 31$and#rv Th ol Rev 1972 87-104In Hippocr De Nat Horn i (vi 32 Littrf) Sabinus (a contemporary of Galen) read ofrre
"P" *"" WCnT6p A a^S Cf abo P^lopomis De An 9n 9 9Az3) t K &P(av [ ^v wtf ] COOTT p A Kd T 6S Tfc Iriv Anaximenes is

nl)
[ Tfjv vputf k Ixaai inroAafi TV]
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breathing in from a 'litwdesspneuma* outside it.
1

It may be inferred

that, as the analogy with the soul suggests, the world for Anaximenes

is alive and breathing.

We are told (Strom, m, A6) though no further explanation is

vouchsafed that the earth was the first part of the cosmos to come into

existence, engendered ofcourse by compression ofthe air. Of its shape

and situation we have the following reports:

(a) Stromateis (A 6): 'As the air "felted", earth, he says, came into being

first, quite flat; wherefore it rides, as is reasonable, upon the air.'

() Hippolytus (A7): 'The earth is flat, riding upon the air/

(c) Aetius (A 20): 'Anaximenes says it is table-shaped.'

(f) Aetius (A20) : 'Anaximenes says that it rides upon the air owing to its

flatness.'

(e) Aristotle, De Caelo, 29^13 (A 20): 'Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and

Democritus name the flatness of the earth as the cause of its remaining at rest.

It does not cleave the air beneath it, but settles on it like a lid, as flat bodies

to all appearances do; owing to their resistance they are not easily moved

even by the wind. The earth, they say, owing to its flatness behaves in the

same way in relation to the air immediately underneath it, which, not having

sufficient room to change its place, is compressed and stays still owing to the

air beneath, like the water in kkpsydrai. For this power of the air to bear a

great weight when shut up and its motion stopped, they bring forward

plenty of evidence.'
2

The audacity of Anaximander's idea that the earth remained poised

without support at the centre of the universe, simply because it was at

the centre, was too great for his friend and successor to be able to

accept it,
and he returned to Thales's hypothesis of a material support.

The earth having been formed first, the heavenly bodies originate

from it, and though those of them that are visible are now of fiery

substance, they are all in origin earthy.

(a) Stromateis (A 6, continuation of (a) above): 'And the sun, moon and

other heavenly bodies originate from earth. He argues at any rate that the

sun is earth but acquires great heat from its swift motion.' 3

1 See pp. 278 ,
below. Aristotle also referred to this breathing ofthe world in his lost book on

the Pythagoreans (fr. 201 Rose). On this Pythagorean doctrine see Baldry, CQ, 1932, 3of.

* For the klepsydra see note ad loc. in the Loeb edition.

3 The reading of the last few words is doubtful, but the sense scarcely affected.
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(K) Hippolytus (Ay): 'The stars originated from the earth, because

moisture arose from it, which being rarefied gave rise to fire, and of
this, as

it rose aloft, the stars are composed. There are also earthy bodies in the

region of the stars, revolving with them.'

(c) Aetius (A 14): 'Anaximenes said that the stars are of the nature of
fire,

and that they enclose
1
certain earthy bodies also which revolve together with

them and are not seen.'

(<5?)
Aetius (A 1 5): 'He said the sun is flat like a leaf.'

This theory of the origin of the heavenly bodies from the earth, so

that even 'the sun is earth', shows at least how consciously emancipated
was Anaximenes's mind from any religious preconceptions; but it lacks

the cogency of Anaximander's account. His theory of 'separation'

allowed for both extremes, fire and wet earth, to be produced together.

Vaporization and drying, which accounted for all the rest of the cosmos

including animal life, were then readily explicable by the action of the

enveloping fire on the cold wet centre, whereas in Anaximenes's scheme

it seems that fire itself is to be produced from earth by a vaporization
which is difficult to explain. Why he should suppose it necessary that

the first result of the air's motion was to condense some of it to earth,

and that the rarefaction producing fire should only result secondarily
out of moisture from the earth (thus obviously passing once more

through the stage of invisible atmospheric air), our fragmentary
sources do not enable us to say.

It is arguable that Anaximenes, having advanced his single brilliant

and fruitful hypothesis of condensation and rarefaction, did not pay so

much attention to the detailed working-out of a system. If so, the

common background of these thinkers would lead one to expect him
to produce something more closely related to the mythical cosmo

gonies which preceded them. This is perhaps what happened. To derive

all the heavenly bodies from the earth sounds strange and original, but
in Hesiod's Theogony (126-7) 'Earth first bore the starry Heaven,
equal to herself, that he might cover her all round'.

i is a little difficult, but, especially in view of the Hippolytus passage, can hardly mean
(as Zeller thought) that each star contained an earthy core. Presumably they 'surround' them,
as the air irepifyei the world, i.e. the earthy bodies are all somewhat nearer the centre than are the
stars. This would be necessary if they were intended to explain eclipses. ("Acrrpcc and dcnipE$ are
of course here used of the heavenly bodies in general.)
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Lacking Anaximander's curious tubes ofmist, Anaximenes must have

had to seek another explanation ofeclipses, andmanymodern authorities

have thought this to be the reason for the invisible earthy bodies in the

heavens. If so, this was one helpful step on the part of a thinker to

whom, as Boll rightly remarked, astronomy owes in general very little.

It is, however, only a guess.
1

The sun, he said, is flat like a leaf (Aetius, A 15), and it and the other

heavenly bodies 'ride upon' the air owing to their flat shape, just as

the earth does (Hippol. Ay). There is, however, a remarkable, isolated

passage in Aetius (A 14), in which Burnet and others have very reason

ably seen some corruption:

Anaximenes held that the stars are fixed like nails in the crystalline (or ice-

like) substance; some however that they are fiery leaves like paintings.

Whatever the meaning of the last two words (the constellations Bear

or Wagon, Orion and the rest?), the theory that the heavenly bodies are

'fiery leaves' is surely Anaximenes's, and the statement that owing to

their flat shape the air supports them in their revolutions is inconsistent

with supposing them to be fixed in a solid crystalline sphere. Some
scholars (for example Heath, Aristarchus, 42 f.) infer that Anaximenes

was the first to distinguish between planets and fixed stars, the former

being 'flat like leaves' and free to move irregularly, the latter attached

to the solid wheeling outer circumference or dome of the universe.

On this view the report of Aetius (A 15) that
e

the stars execute their

turnings when pushed aside by condensed and resistant air' would

refer to the planets only.
2

There are obvious objections to attributing a crystalline heaven to

Anaximenes. He connected solidity with cold, rarity with heat (BI);

and if fire 'rose aloft
5

and became the stars at the outer edge of the

universe, it is difficult to see how the air in the same region became

1 Kirk (KR, 156) thinks that the invisible earthy bodies were falsely transferred to Anaximenes

from Diogenes of Apollonia, to whom they are also attributed. He asserts that in any case their

functionwillhavebeen to explainmeteorites, not eclipses, on the grounds that this was the purpose
of their introduction by Diogenes and that Anaxagoras posited similar bodies although he knew
the true cause of eclipses.

z Heath takes Tpoird to refer to their revolutions in their respective orbits, not to solstices, and

suggests that this meaning could be got from the original text (Ae't. n, 14, 3) by reading fcvtovs

(sc. dccnipas) for vioi (in spite of the neuter Sarpa immediately before, a difficulty which he does

not mention).
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frozen solid. But the lamentably large gaps in our knowledge may

preclude us from understanding how his mind worked here, and, more

generally, a little further reflexion on the word KpuoraAAoeiSfjs is

prompted by the thought that there is no particular reason why

Theophrastus or a later doxographer should have fathered it on him

unjustifiably.
The risk of contamination from any of their favourite

schools of thought was slight, for the later spheres of the Pythagoreans,

of Aristotle and of the Stoics were not of a kind which could be

described by this word. From Aristotle onwards, and probably for

many before him, the outer heaven was of pure, invisible fire or aither.

The notion of a hard, crystalline sphere or spheres, so dear to astro

nomers and poets of medieval and renaissance days,
1 was a rare one in

Greek thought, and where it does seem to occur is a little puzzling.

The common arrangement of a cosmos continued to be what it was for

Anaximander: earth at the centre with water upon it, air or mist

around that, and fire, including the heavenly bodies, taking the outer

most place.

There are, however, indications that both Parmenides and Empe-
docles combined this arrangement with the attribution of a solid cir

cumference to the whole. We read that in Parmenides's 'Way of

Seeming', 'that which surrounded' his mysterious heavenly rings
c

is

solid like a wall, and under it comes the fiery ring'. Not only is no

further explanation vouchsafed, but a little later Aetius is saying that
'

'aither is uppermost and surrounds everything', and in a summary of

descriptions of the heaven he lists Parmenides with others who say

that it is fiery. We are equally unfortunate in having no actual fragment
of Empedocles's poem dealing with this point, but according to

Aetius again he believed that fire itself had the power of 'freezing' or

solidifying. Lactantius (whose source is Varro) describes Empedocles's
heaven as aerem glaciatwn^ and the version of the Stromatds is that fire

occupies the space under the coagulation (irdyos) of air, a parallel to

the situation of the fiery ring of Parmenides.2

Perhaps then Anaximenes anticipated Empedocles here, though it is

1 Who in all probability took it over from the Arabs: see Dreyer, Planetary Systems, 289.
2
Act. n, 7, i (Farm. A37), n, u, 4 (A38); n, n, 2 (Emped. A 51), cf. A (So and Ar. Probl.

937*14; Lactant. in Emped. A 51, Strom. A3o.
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9

difficult to see how he would accommodate such a view to his general
association of heat with 'the rare and loose'. There is, however,
another possibility. In later Greek at least, the word

*

crystalline' need

by no means imply the hardness ofice or glass, and we need not suppose
that either Anaximenes himself, if he used the word, or whoever may
have first used it to explain what he found in Anaximenes, intended it

to bear that sense. To medical writers like Celsus or Galen the crystal

line lens of the eye was known as
c

the crystalline moisture
9

or in Latin

agutta humoris. The word occurs a number of times in Galen's De Usu

Partium^ and at one point he describes this crystalline moisture as being
surrounded with

c

a clear moisture like that in an egg'. This finds a

near parallel in Celsus, who writes that the liquid called by the Greeks

KpucjTocAAoeiSrjs is itself ovi allo similis.
1

This use of the term in a physiological setting to mean a viscous

transparent liquid 'resembling the white of an egg' makes it at least

possible that Anaximenes was following his contemporary and associ

ate Anaximander in supposing the world to be surrounded, not by a

hard and glass-like substance, but by a transparent membrane. Since

we can say even more confidently than we could of Anaximander that

he regarded the world as a living and breathing creature, it is highly

probable that he also used the physiological analogy in describing its

birth and structure. The word fjAos, commonly a nail, occurs several

rimes in later Greek meaning a wart or other kind of callus.^

With characteristic intellectual boldness, Anaximander had seen the

heavenly bodies as performing complete revolutions, carried round both

above and below the centrally-poised earth in their rings which were

segments of a dissected sphere. Anaximenes revived the idea that they

only go round, not under the earth. The testimonies are these:

(a) Hippolytus (Ay): 'He says that the stars do not go under the earth,

as others have supposed, but round
it,

as the small felt cap turns about our

head. The sun disappears not beneath the earth, but concealed by its higher

parts and on account of its greater distance from us.'

() Aetius (A 14): 'Anaximenes says the stars circle round the earth, not

under it.'

1

Galen, De Usu Part, x, 4 (vol. n, 70 . 9 Helmreich), Celsus vn, 7, 3 (280 . 2, Dareniberg).
2 For references see Guthrie in CQ, 1956, 40-4, where the suggestions here put forward are

elaborated with further evidence.
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In view of the above, one may add the following from Aristotle in

which Anaximenes is not mentioned by name.

(c) Aristotle, Meteor, n, 3 54 a 27 (trans. H. D. P. Lee): An indication that

the northerly parts of the earth are high is the opinion ofmany of the ancient

meteorologists that the sun does not pass under the earth but round its

northerly part, and that it disappears and causes night because the earth is

high towards the north/

What with his stars like paintings, and his cap which turns round on

the head, Anaximenes's taste for homely human similes cannot be said

to be very helpful.
1
However, he clearly retreated from the progressive

view ofAnaximander to the more primitive belief that the universe was,

effectively at least, a hemisphere rather than a sphere. Mythographers
had told how the sun, when he set in the west, was carried round the

encircling stream of Ocean in a golden boat to rise in the east again.*

Under the earth was a mass of compressed air, the shape or extent of

which is never mentioned, and if it is to do its job of supporting the

earth in the manner described by Aristotle, the earth must reach to the

circumference of the cosmos, thus making it practically impossible for

the heavenly bodies to pass beneath. How exactly this theory of their

disappearance behind higher ground in the north was accommodated

to observation is something that we can only guess, and has been much

disputed. But on one astronomical point Anaximenes improved on

Anaximander, for the report in Hippolytus (Ay) that according to him

'the stars give no heat owing to their great distance' shows that he

abandoned the strange doctrine that the stars are nearer the earth than

is the sun.3

1 Those who wish to take the revolving cap more seriously will find something about it in

H. Berger, GescK. d. wissenschaftlichen Erdkunde </. Griechen, 79. Teichmuller found significance
in the fact that the ancients, like the members ofsome public schools, wore their caps on the backs
of their heads. (See Heath, Aristarchus, 41.) He does not say that they habitually wore them too

large. It is the idea of'movement which makes the simile so bizarre. Could the TriMov have been
a turban, and orp^ercci mean 'is wound* round the head? Turbans may have been worn in

Miletus in Anaximenes's time as in later ages until Turkey went republican and western.
3 U. Holscher in Hermes, 1953, 413 says, on the authority of F. Boll, Zeitschr.f. Assyr. 1914,

361, n., that the idea that the sun and moon go round instead of under the earth is Babylonian.
3 It was revived solely by Leucippus (D.L. ix, 33), who also spoke of the inclination of the

earth towards the south, which he invoked in explanation of eclipses !
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(7) Meteorology

In his description of meteorological phenomena, Anaximenes seems to

have followed Anaximander as closely as the difference between their

primary world-processes would allow. Air in swift motion, i.e. wind,

'is already slightly condensed, and further condensation produces

clouds, rain, snow and hail. Thunder and lightning were for him, just

as for Anaximander, the effect of a cloud being split by the force of

wind, and he apparently thought that phosphorescence in the sea pro

vided some sort of parallel to the lightning (Hippol. Ay, Act. A 17). He
also spoke of the rainbow, no longer a radiant goddess Iris but only the

effect of the sun's rays on densely compacted air, which appeared in

different colours according as the sun's heat or the cloud's moisture

prevailed (Ai8). He had also observed an occasional rainbow at full

moon. Of his opinion about earthquakes we have Aristotle's account:

Anaximenes says that when the earth is in process of becoming wet or dry

it breaks, and is shaken by the high ground breaking and falling ; which is why
earthquakes occur in droughts and again in heavy rains: for in droughts the

earth is dried and so, as just explained, breaks, and when the rains make it

excessively wet it falls apart.
1

(8) Conclusion

In spite of the scantiness of the record, it needs little imagination to see

Anaximenes as a well-defined character, and this may perhaps be

permitted in a summing-up. The vivid imagery attributed to him

suggests a man interested in and observant of his fellows at their daily

tasks, observant also of the more striking and picturesque phenomena
of nature, though probably not in the patient and painstaking way that

^makes the typical scientist. The air is felted like wool, the earth reminds

him of a table, the circling sun and moon of leaves borne up in an

eddying wind, the stars perhaps of nails or rivets or warts. He recalls

the phosphorescent glitter that drips from an oar-blade as it rises from

the water, and the faint colours that he has seen (

c

but not often') in the

1
Meteor. 36^6, trans. H. D. P. Lee. If the account in Ammianus (xvii, 7, 12, Anaxi

mander, A28) really refers to Anaximander, we have here also a remarkably close similarity

between the theories of master and pupil. But more probably the single MS. which gives instead

the name of Anaximenes has preserved the true attribution.
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light of a full moon. Like a true Ionian, his freedom of thought is so

little inhibited by any sense of awe that he can compare the starry

vault to a felt cap, and use the diminutive form in doing so. Ranging

\hus untrammelled, his mind put later ages in its debt by hitting on the

inspired notion that if the genesis of the world was from a single

substance, its changes could only be due to there being more or less of

it in a given space. Condensation and rarefaction provide the universal

clue to becoming and change, and if he was too impetuous to submit

himself to the detailed thought and investigation which might have

produced a fuller and more consistent cosmological scheme, the central

idea remains and has borne its fruit.

Religion had little appeal for him. Perhaps there were gods': if so

l they like everything else must be formed from the air, which was after

all alive (what else could its eternal, uncaused motion mean?) and

manifested in our own selves as the psyche which at once integrates

and animates the body. Such a man would accept this like his fellow-

lonians (and like a later secular thinker of Ionian stock, Democritus)

as a fact of nature. A similar belief could be the basis of a mystic's

hope, but in the face of other evidence about Anaximenes we cannot

credit him, as some have done,
1 with mystical tendencies himself.

E. THE MILESIANS: CONCLUSION

Three main points occur if one wishes to summarize briefly the chief

characteristics of the Milesian philosophers and their legacy to later

Greek thought. Their view of nature was rational, evolutionary,

Jiylozoist

(a) Essential as it is to be aware of the persistent effects of mytho

logical conceptions and modes of thinking, enough has been said about

these, and it should not now be misleading if in a summing-up one

emphasizes rather the revolution in man's thought about the world and

% its history which their purely rational approach brought about. Briefly,

it meant that the causes operating in the beginning were to be regarded

as the same in kind as those which we see operating now. To one

reading in Hesiod of the succession of human ages, the heroic, the

1 *Auch in diesem Physiker spricht noch ein Mystiker mit* (K. Joel, Gesch. d. ant. Philos. 270).
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silver and the golden, then further back to the reign of Kronos and the

older gods, and finally right back to the very birth of the gods from the

marriage of Heaven and Earth, it must have seemed that as one went

back in time the world became less and less like that of ordinary

experience, and governed by forces of a different kind. It is true that

up to and beyond Hesiod's day divine interference was supposed by

many to account even for contemporary events to which we should

assign perfectly natural causes. But take a passage from the Theogony,

say the battle of Zeus and his allies with the Titans. Great rocks are

hurled, the earth and its forests are set on fire, they crash and cry aloud,

the surface of the land heaves and boils as does the sea. Heaven rocks

and groans and Olympus is shaken to its base. Lightning and thunder,

flame and thunderbolt are the weapons of Zeus, and all nature is con

vulsed before his enemies the Titans can be overcome and consigned

to Tartarus deep beneath the earth. Events of those days, or the days

when Prometheus stole the fire, were events of a different order, they

were different in kind, from what went on in the Boeotia of Hesiod

himself or the world of those who came after him.

Yet until the rise of a more scientific outlook in Miletus, there was

no alternative explanation of the past. Aristode, who was no friend to

the "sophisms' of mythology, makes it clear that with Thales a new

spirit emerges, a spirit which the man of reason could respect. The haze

of myth is dissipated, with extraordinary suddenness, from the origins

of the world and of life. Instead we find what is, all things considered,

a remarkably successful attempt to push back to the very beginning of

things the operation of familiar natural processes like the condensation

of moisture. The formation of the world has become a purely natural

event from which the clash of supernatural powers is eliminated, even

if the ways in which those powers had been formerly imagined to

work must be admitted to have influenced the mechanism of the natural

causes in terms of which these men were now speculating. We may be

inclined to underrate the astonishing completeness of their triumph

because, thanks to the lonians themselves, their premiss quickly

became the universally accepted premiss of all science: that is,

the hypothesis that, as Henri Frankfort put it,
'a single order under

lies the chaos of our perceptions, and furthermore that we are able to
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comprehend that order'. Yet, as he truly comments, to act on that

hypothesis was at the time to proceed with preposterous boldness on

an entirely unproved assumption.
. (E) Cosmogonies are either creative or evolutionary. With the

possible exception of Orphic ideas, which never gained wide popular

favour, it may be said that an evolutionary conception of the origins

of the world was the only one that had so far been mooted among the

Greeks. Brought up in the religious tradition of the Hebrews, we are

accustomed to associate this term with the scientific outlook of a

Darwin, but in Greece the early mythical accounts were themselves of

evolutionary type. Unlike Jahwe, the Greek gods had not created the

world, and the Milesians, in so far as they thought along evolutionary

lines, were retaining an earlier framework though stripping it of its

mythological covering. Mythology too had presented an initial state of

confusion in which for example, as we have noted, heaven and earth

were mingled together in 'one form
5

out ofwhich the present world-

order has gradually emerged. The myths described this evolution in

terms of the marriages and begettings of the personified elements

themselves, the philosophers ascribed it to natural causes; but neither

regarded it as a creation, the work of an original god standing apart

from, and working on, an original matter distinct from himself.

Writing from the different standpoint of a Christian and a Platonist,

Augustine thinks it necessary to explain, after saying that Anaximenes

believed in the existence of gods, that nevertheless the airy substance of

the world was not created by them but they actually took their origin
. from it.

It follows that neither the writers of theogonies nor the Milesian

philosophers admitted the notion of design (T^XVTI) as responsible for

the world-order.

This had immensely important consequences for philosophy, which
do not, however, become immediately apparent. For the present,

thought rests content in the idea that nature herself has generative

power, and by nature foOcris) is meant an actual material substance

that of which the world is made which is assumed to be alive and so

capable of
initiating the changes to which it is itself subject, a fact which

the Milesians expressed by referring to it not only as water or air or the
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boundless, but also as god or the divine. This was not an assumption

with which thought could rest content. Later philosophers became dis

satisfied with it, and tended in varying degrees to separate the ideas of

life and matter and see them as residing in different entities. Anaxagoras

in the time of Pericles is the first to separate Mind explicitly as that

which ordered the universe in the beginning, declaring it to be entirely

apart from matter. 1 This would seem to give more than a hint of con

scious design, yet it is well known how loud were the complaints of

Socrates and his followers Plato and Aristotle that although Anaxagoras

posited Mind at the beginning, when it came to working out the

subsequent processes by which the world had evolved he made no use

of Mind at all, but alleged purely mechanical causes just like the others.

Diogenes of Apollonia, a younger contemporary of Anaxagoras,

restored for a while the linity of matter and spirit
in a single living

^substance which for him, as long before for Anaximenes, was air.

Possibly under the influence of Anaxagoras, he laid stress on the

mental qualities
of this divine element, going so far as to say (fr. 3)

that without its intelligence the universe could not have been ordered

as it is, everything keeping within its due bounds, summer and winter,

night and day, foul weather and fine; and if you reflect, he adds, you

will find that everything else is disposed in the best possible manner.

This seems to go a long way; yet for Diogenes as for the Milesians

intelligence is still only an attribute of the primary matter which is

itself subject to the evolutionary process. We have not yet arrived at

the true idea of creation, to which Plato attached so much importance,

and which sets the divine Craftsman and his material over against and

independent of each other from the beginning.

The influence of the Ionian tradition was in fact in the other direc

tion. As the notion of a divine generative power inherent in nature

itself became more and more difficult to retain, and the idea of art or

design proceeding from the mind of an independently existing being

"had not yet emerged as a serious competitor, there came to be asserted

as the ultimate cause the o6ly possible alternative: chance, or a blind,

unreasoning necessity. These were the causes invoked by the Atomists,

in whom the Ionian succession finds its logical conclusion. Natural
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forces work blindly, without any conscious aiming at a particular end,

and from their interaction there happens to emerge a cosmos. Empe-
docles too taught that the cosmos, including plant and animal life, came

about by the purely random interplay of the four elemental substances.

This philosophy which exalted as first cause a 'nature' operating in

a purely mechanical and non-teleological way, and looked upon

intelligent design as something secondary both in time and importance
and operating only on the human plane, was seized on in the fifth

century by opponents ofthe traditional framework of religion, morality

and law, and threatened to exercise an influence over a far wider field

than that of natural philosophy. For Plato, inheriting the moral ideas

of Socrates at the beginning of the fourth century, it represented a

spiritual peril, and he summoned all his mental powers to oppose it.

This controversy will concern us later, but meanwhile, since the atti

tude so hateful to Plato undoubtedly owes its ultimate origin to the

early Ionian philosophers, we may glance at his own description of it

and keep it in mind as we proceed.

According to them [writes Plato in the Laws (x, 889 A)], the greatest and best

things are the work of nature and chance. Smaller things are wrought by
art, which received from the hands of nature the formation of the great and

primary works, and moulds and contrives all the smaller sort, which in fact

we call 'artificial' Let me put it more clearly. They assert that fire and

water and earth and air all exist by nature and by chance. None ofthem is the

product of art, and the bodies next after them the earth, sun, moon, stars

and so forth were produced by them acting as purely lifeless agents. Then

they drifted at random, each according to its particular capacity, fitting to

gether as happened to be practicable, hot with cold, dry with moist, soft

with hard, as many as were combined in the mingling of opposites, of

necessity and as chance ordained. In this manner and by these processes
were generated the whole heaven and everything in it, all animals also and

plants. Neither intelligence, nor god, nor art, they say, is the cause, but, as

I have told you, nature and chance. Art, as a product of these forces, came
later. It is something mortal, from mortal origins, and later produced certain

toys which have no great part in reality but are a kind of imitations re

sembling the arts themselves.

(c) In speaking of the evolutionary character of nature as viewed by
the Milesians, it has been necessary to say much about their hylo-
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zoism also, since these two aspects prove to be inseparable. It only

remains to add that this question of whether, and to what extent, life

is inherent in matter, the moving cause identified with the body moved,
will be found to run as a leading thread through the whole development
of Presocratic thought. For the Milesians the union of matter and

spirit
in a material substance like air is an assumption that raises no

doubts and calls for no argument or defence. As Aristotle rightly said,

they were not at all dissatisfied with themselves. Gradually, but only

gradually, the difficulties of such a conception become apparent, and

some of the obscurity of their successors Heraclitus for instance

may be explicable by the fact that matter and spirit are tugging more

and more strongly at the bonds which unite them, but philosophers

have not yet become fully aware of where the trouble lies, nor of the

necessity to separate the two. The climax comes with the declaration of

Parmenides that motion and change are impossible and inadmissible

conceptions. Those who followed him were dominated by the necessity

to escape from this disconcerting conclusion, and their attempts to do

so led not only to the assumption of a plurality of primary substances

in place of the single arche of the Milesians, but in the end to the hypo
thesis of a moving cause outside and above the substance of the

physical world.



IV

PYTHAGORAS AND THE PYTHAGOREANS

The history of Pythagoreanism is perhaps the most controversial sub

ject in all Greek philosophy,
1 and much about it must remain obscure.

For this there are several good reasons, which are themselves not

without interest. The subject is not only obscure but highly complex,
and its complexity demands above all a clear statement at the outset of

what is to be attempted and the outline of a plan of campaign.

First, is it justifiable to put a general account of the Pythagoreans at

this early point in the exposition? Pythagoras was a contemporary of

Anaximenes, but his school existed, and its doctrines developed and

diverged, for the next two hundred years. Little can be attributed with

certainty to the founder himself, and much Pythagorean teaching is

associated with the names of philosophers of the late fifth or early
fourth century. There is, however, no doubt that Pythagoras in

augurated a new tradition in philosophy, sharply divided in purpose
and doctrine, as in external organization, from anything that we have

met hitherto, and that from his time onwards this new current is some

thing to be reckoned with. The Italian outlook exists in contrast to the

Ionian, and an individual philosopher is likely to be influenced by
sympathy with, or reaction against, the one or the other. Pythagoras
himself is mentioned by the contemporary writer Xenophanes and by
Heraclitus not many years after his death, and for an understanding of

the development of thought during the fifth century it is important to

have some idea of the main features of Pythagorean teaching which
were certainly known to the philosophers of the period.
The attempt might be made to treat at this point only the earliest

phase of the school, leaving until their proper chronological place the

developments and divergences that culminated in a Philolaus and an

1 No one can claim even to have plumbed what a modern scholar has despondently called
*

the bottomless pit' of research on the Pythagoreans. In any case the scope of the present work
forbids us to enter into all the detail and take part in every dispute.
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Archytas and the use which they made of the latest mathematical and

astronomical discoveries. This, however, would immediately meet the

difficulty that our sources are in many cases too vague to allow of

certain decision concerning the chronological sequence of doctrines or

their attribution to a particular thinker. Moreover although divergences

occurred, and strongly individual philosophers arose within the school,

it was characteristic of the Pythagoreans to combine progressive

thought with an immense respect for tradition. All revered the founder

and claimed to belong to his brotherhood, and underlying any diver

sity of doctrine was an abiding unity of outlook. For the historian of

philosophy the important thing is to understand as far as possible the

spirit and doctrinal basis of this outlook as it existed up to the time of

Plato. Lack of this understanding is a severe handicap in the study of

Plato himself, on whose thought Pythagoreanism was so obviously a

major formative influence. This pre-Platonic Pythagoreanism can to a

large extent be regarded as a unity. We shall note developments and

differences as and when we can, but it would be unwise to hope that

these, in the fragmentary state of our knowledge, are sufficiently

distinguishable chronologically to allow the separate treatment of

earlier and later phases. The best course will be that which Aristotle

himself felt forced to adopt before the end of the fourth century B.C.

On the whole he regards the ideas of all previous generations of

Pythagoreans as sufficiently homogeneous to be spoken of together,

but in his general treatment he sometimes refers to or criticizes a tenet

which he confines to 'some' of the school or to a named individual

within it. At this distance of time we can hardly hope to do more.

The obscurity which surrounds the Pythagoreans is not merely due

to the external circumstance that, as with the Milesians, most of the

early records have perished. It is intimately bound up with the nature

of the school itself. It was of the essence of Pythagoreanism that it

should cause these difficulties to later interpreters, as indeed to most

interpreters outside its own fellowship, and a summary of the diffi

culties that face us will be in part a summary of certain characteristics

of the brotherhood itself. In this way the problem of the nature of the

evidence, always prominent at this early stage of Greek thought, takes

on here an altogether new and enhanced importance.
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It seems best therefore first to enumerate the chief difficulties which

stand in the way of a historian of the school, secondly to indicate

briefly the resources and methods at the disposal ofscholars to overcome

these difficulties, and only after that to attempt, thirdly, an outline of

the most interesting and important tenets and characteristics of the

school. If at this third stage it should prove impossible, without undue

loss of clarity, to complicate the account by a constant citation of

authorities for every statement made, the two foregoing sections will at

least have indicated the kind of process by which the results have been

attained, and hence the degree of credence which they are likely to

merit.

A. DIFFICULTIES

With Pythagoras the motive for philosophy ceases to be primarily

what it had been for the lonians, namely curiosity or technical improve

ment, and becomes the search for a way of life whereby a right relation

ship might be established between the philosopher and the universe.

Plato will serve as witness to this well-known fact. In the Republic^

deploring the uselessness of poets, he criticizes Homer thus (600 B) :

Do we hear that Homer himself in his lifetime became for certain people

personally a guide to their education? Are there any who admired him as

disciples a master, and handed down to later generations a Homeric way of

life, like Pythagoras, who himself was especially admired on this account,
and his followers down to this day are conspicuous among the rest of men
for the Pythagorean manner of life as they call it?

Pythagoras was indeed as much a religious and political teacher as a

philosopher, and founded an organized society ofmen pledged to uphold
his teaching in practice. For the present we are only concerned to notice

one or two inevitable consequences of this.

(i) In a society which is a religious sect rather than a philosophical

school, the name of the founder is held in particular veneration. He
tends to be, if not actually deified, at least heroized or canonized, and
in consequence his memory gets surrounded by a haze of legend. This

happened early to Pythagoras. Herodotus (iv, 95) tells how he was

brought into relation with the Thracian figure of Zalmoxis by a story
that Zalmoxis had been his slave and pupil. Herodotus himself is
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sceptical, and in fact Zalmoxis was undoubtedly a deity of Thrace.

The legends were well launched by the time Aristotle wrote his treatise

on the Pythagoreans. Quotations from this work speak of their

'highly secret' division of rational creatures into three classes: gods,

men, and beings like Pythagoras. Aristotle told also the stories ofhow

Pythagoras had appeared in two places at once, how when he was seen

stripped it was observed that he had a golden thigh, how once when he

crossed a river the voice of the river-god was heard saying 'Hail

Pythagoras!', how he killed by his own bite a snake whose bite was

fatal, and so forth. He was credited with prophecies, and the men of

Croton identified him with the Hyperborean Apollo.
1 For the events

of Pythagoras's life we have no earlier source than Aristotle, and it is

obvious that the existence of these legends tends to cast doubt on other

parts of the tradition which in themselves seem credible enough.

(2) In a religious school there is a particularly strong temptation,

not only to venerate the founder, but to attribute all its doctrine to him

personally. It is 'the word of the Master'. This is not simply due to a

pious desire to honour his memory, but is bound up with the religious

view of truth which the Pythagoreans shared with adherents of the

mystery-religions. They were indeed philosophers, and made scientific

discoveries; but these they regarded in much the same light as the

revelations which were an essential part of initiation into the mysteries.

Many of their most important discoveries were mathematical, and there

was always in the Greek mind a close connexion between mathematical,

astronomical and religious speculation. Anecdotes may not be true,

but their existence is revealing. One about an early Pythagorean
called Hippasus says that he was heavily punished either for revealing

to the world a secret of geometry or alternatively for accepting the

credit for its discovery instead of allowing it to Pythagoras. The

secret is sometimes said to have been the incommensurability of the

diagonal of a square with its sides, but the traditions both of secrecy

and of ipse dixit1 are much too strong for us to believe, as has been

suggested in modern times, that this was only disapproved of because

the discovery of irrationals was an embarrassing skeleton in the

1
Arist. frr. 191, 192 Rose, DK, 14, 7.

2
See. e.g. Cic. N.D. I, 5, 10, D.L. vin, 46.
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Pythagorean cupboard. The fate of Hippasus was either drowning at

sea or expulsion and the raising of a tomb to him as if dead. 1 Where
scientific facts are regarded thus as parts of a secret lore, there is a

natural tendency to suppose them all to have been implicit in the

original revelation of the founder.

Another motive is perhaps more difficult for a modern mind to

appreciate. In the ancient world it was considered that a doctrine

gained greatly in authority if it could be claimed to be, not the latest

word on its subject, but ofa venerable antiquity. Although this applied

especially to religious teaching, it was by no means confined to
it,*

and indeed, as a study of the Pythagoreans makes clear, there was no

sharp distinction between 'scientific' and 'religious* knowledge. An
obvious parallel on the religious side is provided by the Orphic writers,
and since the religion taught by Pythagoras had much in common with

these, the parallel is apt. All Orphic writings were produced under the

name of Orpheus, although their composition continued beyond the

beginning of the Christian era. According to a tradition going back to

the fifth century B.C. (Ion of Chios, DK, 3652), Pythagoras himself
was one of those who wrote under this name. A feature of the Orphic
teaching was its seemingly conscious rivalry with Homer, to whose

conception of the relations between god and man it stood in strong
contradiction. But to withstand so great an authority its prophet must
claim superiority both in age and inspiration. Orpheus was the son of
a Muse, and as an Argonaut he belonged to the earlier, heroic age of
which Homer told, not the later age of lesser men in which Homer
himself had lived.

(3) Besides the miraculous stories of the founder and the promul
gation of later doctrine in his name, an obvious

difficulty for the
historian is constituted by the secrecy already mentioned. LilJe the

mystery-cults which it in some ways resembled, Pythagoreanism too
had its secrets (appr|Tcc or drr6ppr|Tce). Aristotle speaks of them in the

fragment (192) already quoted, and his pupil Aristoxenus, who was a
friend of the Pythagoreans of his day, said in his work on rules of

*
Iambi. f.P. 88 et a/., DK, 18, 4.*
E. Frank noted that the tendency to attribute recent discoveries to ancient wisdom was not

confined to the rehgious schools, but was a more general fashion in Plato's time (Plato u. d. sag.
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education that according to them 'not everything was to be divulged
to all men'. 1

Isocrates in a bantering vein (Bus. 29) remarks that those

who claim to be disciples of Pythagoras are more admired for their

silence than are the most famous orators for their speech. We may also

quote Porphyry here, for the Neoplatonic writers are usually so ready
to believe anything that their rare expressions of doubt or scepticism

are all the more striking. lamblichus, who was Porphyry's pupil,

cheerfully attributes any Pythagorean doctrine to Pythagoras himself,

even when 'the Pythagoreans' was all that stood in his source. In his

life of Pythagoras, however (ch. 19), Porphyry writes: 'What he said

to his intimates, no man can say with certainty, for they maintained a

remarkable silence.' This is sufficiently impressive even if the words are

not, like the preceding sentences, excerpted from Dicaearchus, which

would take us back again from Neoplatonism to the fourth century B.C.*

lamblichus tells us (V.P. 72, 94) that applicants for membership of

the brotherhood were made by Pythagoras to keep a five-year silence

as part of their novitiate. If this is true, the famous Pythagorean silence

was of two kinds, for we cannot suppose that the passages just quoted
refer to this rule of training and no more.3 In reply to the argument
that these authorities must be wrong, because in fact a great deal of

Pythagorean teaching did become widely known, there is not much

that needs to be said. It is perfectly possible for certain doctrines to be

held in awe, coupled with a feeling that they should not be spoken of,

long after the religious rule of silence imposed by the founders of a

sect or cult has been broken and is known to have been broken. Some

will be stricter than others, and more deeply shocked to hear the

arcana openly avowed, but the feeling ofreltgio still clings. It was well

described by Lobeck in AglaopTiamus (65-7), where he says, with

particular reference to the Pythagoreans:
* De iis rebus quae iam notiores

neque apud omnes sanctae essent, adeo religiose locuti sunt veteres

nihilque in quo vel umbra quaedam arcani resideret, in publico
1

Fr. 43 Wehrli, D.L. vni, 1 5. Wehrli also attributes to Aristoxenus the sentence earlier in the

chapter of D.L. that up to the time of Philolaus it was impossible to acquire a knowledge of any

Pythagorean doctrine.
a
Delatte assumed that they were (Etudes, 98, n. i), but Wehrli omits them from the relevant

fragment of Dicaearchus.
3 Somehave ofcourse tried, but the necessity for the distinction was convincingly put by Bitter

and Preller, Hist. Phil. Gr. 55, note a, p. 45.
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iactarunt/ He has just quoted the story from Plutarch of how, when

the guests at a symposium were discussing the reasons for Pythagorean

prohibitions, one of them, mindful of the presence among them of the

Pythagorean Lucius who had been sitting silent for some time, said

politely: 'If this conversation is offensive to Lucius, it is time we

stopped it.' The other prohibitions enjoined by Pythagoras, such as

abstention from certain kinds of food, were undoubtedly only observed

by some Pythagoreans and not by others, and doubtless the same was

true of the injunction to secrecy. It is of course more logical to observe

a meatless diet, even though other members of your sect are less
strict,

than it is to keep silent on matters which others have divulged; but, a,s

Lobeck has well brought out, this is not a matter of logic but of
religio.

The existence of this feeling against open discussion of Pythagorean

doctrine, even if the secrets were not inviolably kept, must inevitably

have led to omissions and distortions in ancient writings on the sub

ject- for where the truth is not freely communicated, its place is

naturally filled by baseless rumour. Its seriousness as an impediment
to the historian has been variously estimated, and of course we have

not the evidence for an exact appraisal of the extent either of the official

prohibition or of its observance. Some have thought that the rule of

secrecy only applied to ritual actions, the 'things done' (SpcoiJievcc) as

they were called in the mysteries. As a rough generalization, this seems

to have been true of the Eleusinian and Orphic mysteries, and if it

were so, the loss might be strictly limited. But for one thing it may be

difficult to understand a belief fully without knowledge of the act, if

there was one, which embodied and illustrated it. Belief and ritual

action, where they coexist, are not unconnected. For another, the

evidence of stories like that of Hippasus tells against this view.

It has also been suggested that although doubtless certain dogmas
were included among the arcana, these will only have been matters of

religious faith: there can have been no secrecy about their purely philo

sophical investigations. The objection to this is similar: there is

no ground for separating the religious from the philosophical or

scientific side in a system like the Pythagorean. In contrast to the

Milesian tradition, it undertook philosophical researches with the

conscious purpose ofmaking them serve as a basis for religion. Mathe-
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matics was a religious occupation and the decad a holy symbol. If

anything, there is more evidence for the jealous guarding of mathe

matical secrets than for that of any teaching about the gods or the soul.

It is certainly difficult to believe that the doctrine of transmigration
was ever treated as secret. But the truth is that the two sides are in

extricably interwoven. We shall never know just how serious a bar to

knowledge was the imperfectly kept rule of secrecy; but of its existence

the evidence allows no doubt. 1

(4) These are three results of the particular character of Pythago-
reanism which inevitably make difficulties for the historian: the

legends which gathered round the figure of its founder, the tendency
from a variety of motives to trace back to him all their doctrines and

discoveries, and the secrecy with which some at least of their teaching

was surrounded. There are other difficulties not arising solely from this

cause, chief among them being the scantiness of contemporary sources

of information. The word 'contemporary
5

is used here with the same

thought in mind that it is the Pythagoreanism of the period from the

lifetime of Pythagoras to the early fourth century which it would be

especially desirable to understand, since that is the Pythagoreanism
which Plato knew, and to be able to assess its meaning for him would

perhaps be a greater gain to the history of philosophy than any assess

ment of the Pythagoreans for their own sake. Yet Plato only mentions

Pythagoras once (in the quotation on p. 148, above) and the Pytha

goreans once, in another passage in the Republic (530 D) where Socrates

says that they regard music and astronomy as sister sciences. Aristotle,

if the reference to Pythagoras in Metaph. A, 986 a 30, is genuine,

mentions him only twice in his extant works; but the authenticity of

the passage is doubtful* The other reference is Rket. B, 1398^4.

1 The reasons for this may have been in part political as well as religious, cf. E. L. Minar,

Early Pytk. Politics, 26. As Minar shows in this chapter, the Pythagorean society had much in

common with political fcroapeica elsewhere in Greece. He can, however, produce no positive

evidence that their secrets had a political content.
3
See Ross adloc.; yet it seems a little hard that the rarity of the early mentions ofPythagoras

should itself become a ground for depriving us of them ('The suspiciousness of the words is

increased by the fact that Aristotle only once elsewhere mentions Pythagoras, and nowhere

claims any knowledge of his date'), especially when one takes into consideration the fact that

Aristotle's works on the Pythagoreans are lost. Even such quotations from them as we have

suffice to prove untrue the statement that he only once elsewhere mentions Pythagoras; this

needs to be qualified by adding 'in the extant works'.
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Neither is very informative, since the first only says that Alcmaeon

lived in the old age of Pythagoras, and in the second Aristotle is quoting

from Alcidamas, the pupil of Gorgias, an example of an inductive

argument in which the sentence 'the Italians honoured Pythagoras'

occurs. When we come to the 'fragments' of Aristotle, it is advisable

to be cautious, since most of them are not represented as his actual

words, and some in late compilers are doubtless at second or third

hand. Moreover we have direct evidence that writers of Neopytha-

gorean or Neoplatonic persuasion felt little compunction in substi

tuting the name of Pythagoras himself for that of the Pythagoreans in

citing their authorities. If we can trust our sources, we have half a

dozen mentions of Pythagoras quoted from Aristotle, which will be

used and criticized later as necessary. Their limitations may here be

briefly indicated. They tell us that he believed in Pythagoras's Tyr
rhenian descent, made passing mention of Cylon's opposition to him,

told of his miracles and the Pythagorean division of rational creatures

into gods, men and such as Pythagoras, and spoke of his prohibitions,

including that of the eating of beans. Damascius credits him with the

attribution to Pythagoras of a philosophical doctrine stated unmistak

ably in his own and Plato's terminology, which may yet be a genuine
Aristotelian restatement of early Pythagorean teaching, and in the

Protrepticus of lamblichus we have what is probably an authentic

extract from the Protrepticus of Aristotle in which he quotes Pythagoras
as having said that the chief end of man is the observation of the

heavens and of nature. 1

Of Pythagorean philosophy Aristotle in his surviving works gives

plenty of explanation and criticism, though it is not always easy to

understand. He likes to refer to the school as 'those who are called

Pythagoreans', no doubt implying that it would be uncritical to assume

that all their doctrines go back to Pythagoras himself, but also calls

them 'the Italians' and their philosophy 'the Italian'. In De Caelo

(293 a2o) he gives them the full title: 'The philosophers of Italy who
are called Pythagoreans'. He also speaks of 'some Pythagoreans' as

1
Arist far. 190 Rose (Clem. Alex.), 75 (D.L.), 191 (Apoll. Tyan. and others), 192 (Iambi),

195 (D.L.), 207 (Damasc.), Iambi. Protr. 9, p. 51 Pist. (Ross, Arist. Sel. Frr., Oxf. trans. 1952,

45)-
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maintaining a certain view, which suggests divisions within the school

(such as are spoken ofin later tradition) and perhaps a feeling ofvague
ness and uncertainty already existing in his own mind.1

Aristotle is the earliest author to give any detailed information about

the Pythagoreans, and in trying to recover their views up to the time of

Plato it will be necessary to pay the closest attention to what he says.

Of Pythagoras himself as a writer we have only the contradictory

statements ofmuch later men, some ofwhom say that he wrote nothing
while others claim to give the names ofsome ofhis books. Knowing the

tendency of the school to attribute all its works to the founder, we shall

treat these claims with well-merited suspicion. We have no fragments
of Pythagorean writings before the time of Philolaus, the leader of the

school at Thebes at the end of the fifth century who is mentioned in

Plato's Phaedo. Indeed Diogenes Laertius states (vin, 15) that up to

the time of Philolaus knowledge of Pythagorean beliefs was impos
sible.* There exist a number of fragments attributed to him, but

unfortunately their genuineness is much disputed. Not only have we
no Pythagorean writings before this time, but surviving Greek litera

ture from Pythagoras's lifetime to the end of the fifth century provides

only some half-dozen mentions of himself or his school. This is the

more unfortunate in that their doctrines were certainly influential from

the beginning. Democritus is said (D.L. ix, 38) to have written a book

on Pythagoras, yet his extant fragments contain no explicit reference to

Pythagorean doctrine.

The most abundant, and on the face of it precise, part of our infor

mation originates with the revival of Pythagoreanism which began
about the time of Cicero and continued until the rise ofthe Neoplatonic

school in the third century A.D. Indeed the Neoplatonists, who are the

direct source ofmuch of this information, absorbed many of its beliefs,

as it in its turn had absorbed those of the Academy. From the Neo

platonists we have books on the life of Pythagoras and on the Pytha

gorean life by Porphyry the pupil of Plotinus and lamblichus the pupil

1
It is important to avoid translating the word KoAoOysvoi as 'so-called*, for it carries none of

the implications of spuriousness which the English phrase suggests. On the dangers of this see

the sensible remarks of Cherniss, ACP, 384^ (Also Gnomon^ 1959, 37.)
2 This observation, which also occurs in Iambi. V~P. 199, probably goes back to Aristoxenus

(p. 151, n. i, above).
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of Porphyry. Both are compilations that of lamblichus a
particularly

careless one and their immediate sources are Neopythagorean. From

the point of view of one who is anxious to extract from it genuine early

Pythagorean doctrine and history, this Neopythagorean material

suffered from two related faults:

(i) A love of the marvellous. It arose in an age very different from

that ofthe sixth and fifth centuries B.C., an age when men felt themselves

adrift in a world so large that they had lost their bearings and looked to

philosophy for an anchor on which they could outride the storm.

Pjailosophy tended to become wholly religious in character, and religion

was all too often degenerating into superstition. There was a remarkable

recrudescence ofprimitive religious phenomena. A magical formula, for

instance, which at first sight gives the impression of being genuinely

primitive, is equally likely to be a product of the declining intellectual

standards of this age of credulity, which are amply vouched for by the

magical papyri of Alexandrian and Roman times. The religious and

magical element, though undoubtedly present in Pythagoreanism from

the beginning, was thus easily exaggerated.

(ii) As a natural corollary to their religious and superstitious

character, these later writers exhibit a singular lack of any critical

faculty in compiling their accounts. Their interest in Pythagoras was

after all very different from ours, namely to use him as an inspiration

for their own age, not to achieve a strictly historical account ofhim and

his school; and when one considers the number of philosophical
schools that by this time existed for them to play with, it is not sur

prising that earlier and later, Pythagorean and non-Pythagorean
material are thoroughly mingled in the 'Pythagoreanism' which they

present. Plato and Aristotle, Stoic and Epicurean all play their part,

and sometimes a doctrine attributed to an early Pythagorean can be

easily recognized as an innovation of Aristotle or the Stoics. Whole
books are extant, like the treatise on the World-Soul attributed to

Timaeus of Locri, which are associated with the names of individual

early members of the school but can be recognized from their content

as pious forgeries from the time of its revival.
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B. METHODS OF APPROACH

What then are the resources at our disposal, and what methods can we

employ, to overcome these difficulties and arrive at a modicum of fact

concerning the history and nature of Pythagoreanism in the period

from Pythagoras to Plato?

(i) Sources ofthe sixth andfifth centuries

The first thing to do is to note every scrap of early evidence. Though

lamentably scanty, it is of value both for itself and as a touchstone to

apply in a critical investigation of later information. The few testi

monies of the sixth and fifth centuries may be dealt with here.

(a) Xenophanes of Colophon must have been born within a few years of

Pythagoras, though he probably outlived him for a good many. He

left his native Ionia as a young man, and spent the rest of his life as an exile,

largely in Sicily and Italy. The tone of his poems is highly satirical in their

treatment of others, and Diogenes Laertius (vin, 36, Xenoph. fr. 7 DK)

quotes four of his elegiac lines as having been written about Pythagoras.

They ridicule his doctrine of the transmigration of souls by telling the story

of how he saw a man beating a dog, and exclaimed: 'Stop, do not beat him:

it is the soul of a friend, I recognize his voice.
'

() The life of Heraclitus also in all likelihood overlapped that of Pytha

goras. In a passage designed to illustrate his proud and contemptuous nature,

Diogenes gives the following as a quotation from his book (D.L. ix
? i,

HeracL fr. 40 DK): 'Much learning does not teach insight (voov); otherwise

it would have taught Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again Xenophanes

and Hecataeus.' There is also fr. 129, which runs, literally translated:

'Pythagoras son of Mnesarchus practised inquiry most of all men, and

having made a selection of these writings contrived a wisdom (oxxpfrjv;

perhaps better "learning" or "cleverness") of his own, a polymathy, a

worthless artifice.'
1 The rather obscure words 'having made a selection of

these writings', if they are a genuine part of the fragment and correctly

transmitted, cannot refer to writings of Pythagoras himself as Diogenes

1
rTu6ccy6pris Mvna&pxou toroptnv fjoxTioEV dvdpcbircov u<#urroc Trdvroov xocl &Xeduevos TocOros

T&S ovyypcKpos ^rroirjcraro lauroO crc^lqv, iroXunaetTiv, KOKOT6Xvlr|V. The authenticity of the frag

ment has been questioned in the past, but recent opinion rightly accepts it:
*

certainly genuine*

(Kirk, HCF, 390); "Trotzdem dringt die Ansicht mit recht durch, dass das Fragment echt

sei' (Kranz, DK, i, p. 181, n.). See also Wilamowitz, GL d. Hell, n (1932), P- 188, n. i, Cameron,

Pyth. Background, p. 23, n. 1 1, and for earlier views Delatte, Vie de Pyth. 161 ff.
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supposes (vin, 6: he is disputing the view that Pythagoras wrote nothing)
but seem to constitute a charge of plagiarism.

1

(c) The many-sided writer Ion of Chios was born about 490, perhaps little

later than the death of Pythagoras, and from a line in the Peace, of Aristo

phanes (see 832 ff.) it appears that he was dead by 421 when that play was

produced. According to Diogenes, he said in his philosophical work Triagmoi
(in which after the Pythagorean fashion he exalted the cosmic importance of
the triad) that Pythagoras had produced some writings under the name of

Orpheus (D.L. vm, 8, Ion, fr. 2 DK). Diogenes also quotes elegiac lines

of his on Pherecydes in which he alludes to the teaching of Pythagoras on
the soul (i, 120, Ion, fr. 4):

c

So he, endowed with manliness and modesty,
has for his soul a joyful life even in death, if indeed Pythagoras, wise in

all things, truly knew and understood the minds of men/ There is some
doubt about the exact translation of the last two lines, but they certainly

appeal to Pythagoras for the doctrine that a good man will be rewarded after

death.*

The opening of Ion's Triagmoi (fr. i) shows that he admired and adopted
Pythagorean ideas,3 and fr. 2 strongly suggests that he made use of Orphic
poems which, rightly or wrongly, were in his time ascribed to Pythagoras.
No doubt it was in these that he found the doctrine of rewards (and presum
ably punishments) after death for which in his elegiacs he claims Pythagoras
as the authority.

4

(<0 Herodotus was an almost exact contemporary of Ion, for it is fairly
certain that he was born in 485/4- In book iv, ch. 93-4, he describes the

religion of the Thracian Getae, who are remarkable for their belief in im
mortality. They think, he says, that they do not really die, but at death are

transported to their god Zalmoxis (who is also mentioned as a Thracian god
by Plato, Charmides, 1560). The Greeks, however, who live in the Black Sea

region have a different story about this Zalmoxis. They say that he was a
human being, who had been Pythagoras's slave in Samos. Having gained his

freedom and made a fortune he returned to his native people, and, finding them
1
In spite of Kranz, Hermes, 1934, 115 To provide an antecedent for rocOras, Gercke (see

Delatte, op. czY. 162) seems to have taken dvOpcb-rrcov -rrdvrwv as a possessive genitive after torop^v,
thus :

'

P. worked over the researches of other men, and making a selection of these writings
'

3
In 1. 3 Mr F. H. Sandbach has suggested the simple and convincing emendation 00965 5s for

6 00965: 'If Pythagoras was truly wise, he who knew and understood the opinions ofmen about

^ z I
8

/., , i
S m^ht have been written with a sidel g gl^ce at Heraclitus, fr. 129 (Proc.

Comb. Phtlol. Soc. 1958/9, 36).
3

^
ven

,

to
,

say this is admittedly, to invoke somewhat later evidence than we have hitherto
considered, but I think it is fair enough to refer on this point to a passage like Arist De Caelo,268 a 1 1.

4 Cf. W. Kranz in Hermes, 1934, 227f., where also different translations of the last two linesare
discussed.
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primitive and stupid, determined to improve them. 'Since, then,' Herodotus

continues, 'he was acquainted with the Ionian standard of life and with habits

more civilized than those of the Thracians, having lived among Greeks and

indeed with one of the most powerful of Greek teachers, Pythagoras, he

constructed a hall in which he received the leading citizens, and in the course

of a banquet instructed them that neither he nor his guests nor their descen

dants would die, but they would go to a place where they would live for ever

and enjoy all good things.' This Greek story went on to tell of a trick which

Zalmoxis played to gain credit for his new teaching. He retired into a

secret underground chamber for three years, during which time the Thracians

believed him dead. In the fourth year he reappeared, thus seeming to demon
strate his immortality. Herodotus himself is sceptical about the story, main

taining that if Zalmoxis were indeed a man and not a god, then he must have

lived a long time before Pythagoras.

Of course the Thracian belief in immortality, which Herodotus

represents as having been accompanied by human sacrifice, owed

nothing to Greek influence. The interesting thing is that the Greeks

noted the resemblance between it and the teaching of Pythagoras, and

used it as evidence that in this, as in so much else, they had been the

teachers of the barbarians. The instruction in immortality is represented

as the direct consequence of association with the great Greek teacher.

Probably the resemblance extended to a common belief in transmigra

tion, which we already know to have been taught by Pythagoras, since

the reappearance of Zalmoxis in a body more than three years after his

death seems to demand something of the sort. Similar beliefs were in

any case common among these northern peoples, and entered from

them into Greek mythology. Thus Aristeas of Proconnesus (another

figure familiar to 'the Greeks who live by the Hellespont and Pontus')

reappeared seven years after he was thought to have died, and again

240 years after that, and also took the body of a raven (Hdt. iv, 14).

If there was borrowing here, it is far more likely to have been the other

way round.1

Herodotus, besides what he says about Pythagoras, provides the

first extant mention of a Pythagorean sect. Opinions differ on whether

1
Cf. E. R. Dodds, The. Greeks and the. Irrational^ i43f. Admittedly the parallel is not

complete, since in Pythagorean belief the soul was commonly reborn in a different body.

Pythagoras had lived previously as Aethalides and Euphorbus, not himself.
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he is speaking of Pythagoreans or Pythagorean rites, since the adjective

as he uses it might be masculine or neuter, but this at present is un

important. The passage (n, 81) has been in its detailed interpretation

the subject of prolonged controversy, into which our present purpose
does not compel us to enter.

1 Herodotus has been saying that though the

Egyptians (who are the subject of this whole second book) wear wool

in ordinary life, they do not wear it in temples nor are they buried in
it,

for this is against their religion. He continues :

* The Egyptians agree

in this with the Orphics, as they are called, and with the Pythagoreans
for it is similarly against the rule for anyone who takes part in these

rites to be buried in woollen garments. These customs are the subject

of a sacred book/

It was a favourite thesis of Herodotus, in which he certainly goes

beyond both truth and probability, that the Greeks had borrowed their

most notable religious ideas, and even their deities, from the Egyptians.
It would be captious not to mention here the place in which he gives as

Egyptian,
c

but borrowed by the Greeks both earlier and later', a more

detailed version of the doctrine of transmigration which there is good
reason for thinking was shared by the Pythagoreans and the Orphics

(n, 123). But since Herodotus does not here cite the Pythagoreans by
name (only remarking, to the disgust of the modern historian, that he

knows the names of the Greeks concerned but is keeping them to

himself), this must find no emphasis in the present brief survey of

early references. One may simply add that the doctrine was certainly

a Greek one, since in fact Egyptian religion knew nothing of trans

migration.

(e) I have left until the last, slightly out of chronological order, a writer

a little older than Herodotus who was himself a notable religious philo

sopher and shared with the Pythagoreans an enthusiastic belief in trans

migration: Empedocles. This is because, although there can be no reasonable

doubt that the subject of his eulogy is Pythagoras, he leaves him unnamed,
and it is in keeping with our present strict canon to mark the fact. Our

1 For an exhaustive discussion with full bibliography see I. M. Linforth, The Arts of Orpheus,
pp. 38-50. The translation which he finally gives may be accepted as a perfectly safe one,

except that it seems unnatural, despite his arguments, to suppose that Herodotus meant to refer

the 'sacred book* to the Egyptians. With the exception of the last sentence, then, I give Lin-
forth's translation.
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source for the quotation. Porphyry in his life of Pythagoras, refers the lines

to him, and this attribution goes back to the Sicilian historian Timaeus in the

fourth century B.C.; but since Diogenes Laertius (vin, 54) also says that some

referred them (quite impossibly) to Parmenides, we must suppose that the

praise was bestowed anonymously.
1

They are as follows (fr. 129): 'There

was among them a man of surpassing knowledge, who possessed vast wealth

of understanding, capable of all kinds of cunning acts; for when he exerted

himself with all his understanding, easily did he see every one of all the

things that are, in ten and even twenty human lives.'

(2) Fourth-century sources excluding Aristotle and his pupils

The chronological divisions in this preliminary survey are inevitably

arbitrary. Plato was born in 427 and when he spoke of the Pytha-

goreanism of the fifth century knew what he was talking about.2

Aristotle was Plato's close associate for twenty years. Nevertheless it is

as well to regard Plato and his contemporaries as reflecting a period

of their own, different in spirit and intellectual content from that of the

early and mid fifth century and again from the new era of research into

which philosophy enters with Aristotle and those trained in his school,

and which gives to his evidence a distinctive stamp. Moreover his

surviving treatises are in themselves so rich a source, comparatively

speaking, that at this stage they can only be mentioned. Later they will

be used.

(a) We have noted (p. 153) that Plato only once mentions the Pythago
reans by name, but this single reference is ofgreat importance. In the seventh

book of the Republic, discussing the course of study which is to be laid down

for the philosophical Guardians, Socrates comes to astronomy, and explains

that it is not to be limited to a study of the stars and their visible motions.

1 For modern opinions of the attribution to Pythagoras the following may be cited: Against :

Zeller, Sit^ungsb. Preuss. Akad. 1889, 989^ Rathmann, Quaestt. Pythag. 42, 138. For: Delatte,

Vie de Pyth. 157, n. i ; Rohde, Psyche, 406, n. 96, 598; I. Levy, Rech. sur les sources de la Ugende

de P. 6, n. 2; Nestle, PhtfoL Woch. 1934, 409; Cameron, Pytkag. Background, 2o; Verdenius,

Mnemosyne, 1947, 282. Mondolfo (Fil. d. Greet, n, 3296), Diels, Burnet and Cornford also agree

that the reference is to Pythagoras (see Cornford, Princ. Sap. 56).
3 Heidel adduces no evidence for his statement (AJP, 1940, p. 7) that although Plato and his

school owed much to the Pythagoreans, and Socrates had among his associates men who were

somehow affiliated with them, *it was, however, a revived Pythagoreanism in both cases*; and

in itself the statement seems to have no clear meaning. On the other hand it is reasonable to

assume a certain amount of development within the various branches of the school, and that is

what the paragraph above is intended to imply.

ii l6l
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These must only be used as a means of reaching beyond them to the mathe

matical principles and laws of motion which they illustrate, but which, as

visible and material objects, they cannot embody with perfect exactitude.

The philosopher's aim must be to understand 'the true realities; that is, the

movements and bodies in movement whose true relative speeds are to be

found in terms ofpure numbers and perfect figures, and which are perceptible

to reason and thought but not visible to the eye'.
1

From astronomy Socrates then passes, by what he claims is a natural

transition, to harmonics (5300): 'I think we may say that, just as our eyes

are made for astronomy, so our ears are made for harmony (evocpnoviov

9opdv), and that the two are, as the Pythagoreans say, and as we should

agree, sister sciences.
>a Because ofthe attention they have given to this study,

Socrates continues, we must be prepared to learn from them. Nevertheless

their work in this sphere shows a failure analogous to that of contemporary
workers in astronomy, in that 'they look for numerical relationships in

audible concords, and never get as far as formulating problems and asking
which numerical relations are concordant and why '.

Although there is no other mention of the Pythagorean school as such,

Plato has something to say about Philolaus, who stayed for a time in Thebes

after the anti-Pythagorean revolution in Italy and was later believed to have

been the first to put Pythagorean doctrine into writing. (I have omitted his

fragments from the certain fifth-century evidence owing to the doubts that

have been felt about their authenticity.) In the Phaedo, Simmias and Cebes

are introduced into the conversation with Socrates as Thebans and pupils of

Philolaus. When Socrates speaks of people who hold suicide to be unlawful,

Cebes asks him to explain, and he expresses surprise that his friends, who
have listened to Philolaus, have not heard all about matters of this sort from

him. Cebes replies that he has indeed heard Philolaus and others express
this view, but that they did not seem to make their reasons clear. Socrates

then goes on to expound what he calls 'the account of it given in secret

teachings ',3 a phrase strongly reminiscent of the well-known reticence of the

Pythagoreans. According to this account we are in this world as men held

in custody, from which it is not right to try to free ourselves or run away,
because our guardians are the gods, and human beings are their possessions.

1

529^ The translations here given are Sir Desmond Lee's.
3
Archytas, Pythagorean and friend of Plato, wrote of astronomy, mathematics, and music,

TOUTCC ydp T& uoeifacrroc 6oKoOvri fjusv d&E?upE& (fr. i, DK, I, 432, 1. 7. On the genuineness of
the frr. of Archytas see below, p. 335, n. 3).

For the meaning of 'harmony* or 'harmonics' at this period cf. I. Henderson in the New
Oxford Dictionary ofMusic, I, 340:

*

Harmonics meant tuning, or acoustic theory. Greek postu
lates were melodic and heterophonic, and ignored "harmony" in our sense.'

3 6 fev <5oroppiVrois Aeydpevos irepl ccur&v A6yo$ (623).
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The explanation can hardly be separated from the injunction itself, and its

religious message agrees with what we know of Philolaus from later sources,

including an actual quotation attributed to him by Clement of Alexandria.
1

(ft) Isocrates, the rival of Plato and his elder by a few years, repeats for

his own not very philosophical purposes the legend that Pythagoras owed

all his wisdom to Egypt.* In his rhetorical exercise in praise of Busiris he

repeats a number of Greek commonplaces about the Egyptians, including the

belief in their religious genius and example.

'One who was not pressed for time*, he continues (ch. 28), 'could tell

many wonderful tales of their holiness, which I am not the only nor the first

one to observe. Many have done so both of present and past generations,

among them Pythagoras of Samos, who went to Egypt, and having become

their pupil was the first to introduce philosophy in general to Greece, and

showed a more conspicuous zeal than other men for sacrifices and temple

rites; for he reckoned that even if this led to no reward from heaven, among
men at least it would bring him the highest reputation. And so it turned out.

His fame so surpassed that of others that while all the young men wanted to

be his disciples, the older would rather see their sons enjoying his company
than minding their own affairs. The truth of this cannot be doubted, for even

at the present day those who claim to be his disciples win more admiration

by being silent than do those most noted for the gift of speech.'

We detect here the ironical note which so often creeps into the ordinary

Greek's remarks on Pythagoras and his school, broadening sometimes into

a more or less tolerant contempt. They were a favourite butt for the writers

of the Middle Comedy in the late fourth century, who ridicule chiefly their

abstention from flesh and other ascetic (and unhygienic) practices. (DK, I,

478-80.)

(c) Heraclides of Pontus was a pupil of Plato, who joined the Academy at

about the same time as Aristotle, and a notable philosopher and scientist in

his own right. In his writings (of which only fragments remain) he dealt at

some length with Pythagoras and his school, and there are signs that they

exercised considerable influence on him.3
Although his works are lost, later

writers provide several quotations on this subject. They are referred to here

in the numbering of F. Wehrli's edition of the fragments of Heraclides.

Fr. 40. Porphyry (De Abst. i, 26) cites Heraclides among other authorities

for the statement that the Pythagorean ban on flesh-eating is not absolute.

1
See frr. 14 and 15, DK, I, 4i3f., and further on this subject pages 309-12, below.

a
Naturally Isocrates did not invent this legend, and it cannot be doubted that Pythagoras is

one of those whom Herodotus had in mind at n, 123 (p. 160, above).

3^f. Daebritz inRE, vnr, 473, Wehrli, p. 60. For divided opinions on Heraclides in antiquity

see I. L6vy, Rech. sur Us sources de la ttgende de PytL 22
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Fr. 41 (Lydus, De Mens. iv, 42, p. 99 Wiinsch). Heraclides explains the

Pythagorean ban on beans by the curious superstition that if a bean is laid

in a new tomb and covered with dung for forty days, it takes on the ap

pearance of a man.

Fr. 44 (Clem. Strom. n, 84 St.). Heraclides attributes to Pythagoras the

statement that happiness consists in knowledge of the perfection of the

numbers of the soul.

Fr. 89 (D.L. vin, 4). Heraclides tells, ostensibly on the authority of

Pythagoras himself, of his successive incarnations. He was once Aethalides,

who, when his father Hermes offered him any gift except immortality, chose

to retain both in life and in death the memory of what happened to him.

(Cf. Apollonius Rhodius, I, 640 ff.) Later he became the Homeric hero

Euphorbus, wounded by Menelaus, who was wont to recount the wanderings
of his soul in animals and plants as well as human bodies, and tell of the fate

of souls in Hades. Next his soul entered Hermotimus, who authenticated

the story of his previous life by identifying the rotting shield of Menelaus

in the temple of Apollo at Branchidae. It then became a Delian fisherman

named Pyrrhus, and finally Pythagoras, carrying with it still the memory of

its previous phases of existence.

Fr. 88. Cicero in the Tusculans (v, 3, 8) tells from Heraclides the story of

Pythagoras's conversation with Leon the ruler of Phlius.
1

Leon, admiring
the genius and eloquence of Pythagoras, questioned him about his art. He

replied, however, that he was not a master of any art, but a philosopher.
This word was strange to Leon, and, to explain to him what it meant,

Pythagoras employed a simile which has become famous. Life, he said, is

like the gathering at the Olympic festival, to which people flock from three

motives: to compete for the glory of a crown, to buy and sell, or simply as

spectators. So in life, to which we come ex alia vita et natura profecti, some
enter the service of fame and others of money, but the best choice is that of

those few who spend their time in the contemplation of nature, as lovers of

wisdom, that is, philosophers.

The last quotation is a warning that if this section is to be confined

to passages of undoubted independence as authorities for Pythago-

reanism, then it is time to stop, for we have already entered the region
of controversy. Heraclides wrote dialogues (see frr. 22 ff.), and no
doubt the conversation between Pythagoras and Leon occurred in one

1 The other ancient references to the story are collected by Delatte, Vie de Pyth. 109, notes to

lines 5-10. Phlius was known to Plato as a centre of Pythagoreanism, Cameron, Pyth. Back
ground, 35, n. 27.
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/ of these compositions which, like those ofhis teacher Plato, would have

a moral rather than a historical purpose and could contain elements

of free invention* Moreover the distinction between the three types of

life, and corresponding types of humanity, was a favourite theme of

Plato's, expressed most concisely in Republic^ ix, 5810; and it is prob

ably the prevailing view today that in this story
c

Heraclides is pro

jecting Academic ideas on to Pythagoras'.
1 A. Cameron, on the

other hand,* has ably defended the view that Heraclides is relying

largely on fifth-century material. The value of learning (ao9icc, ncc0o$,

eecopioc) was deeply rooted in Greek consciousness, as is amply illus

trated in Herodotus, tragedy and elsewhere, and Pythagoras was early

regarded as an outstanding exemplar of it (Heraclitus, Herodotus).

Transmigration was a Pythagorean belief long before it was Platonic,

and the notable thing about the presentation of Pythagoras's philo

sophic ideal in Heraclides is that it is firmly linked to that belief. In

this it goes naturally with his other story ofhow the single soul which

became Pythagoras amassed a store of remembered knowledge in its

pilgrimage through several lives and the periods between them, which

in its turn reminds us of the testimony of Empedocles, fr. 129, even

more strongly than of Plato. Jaeger's dismissal of the words nos. . .in

hanc vitam ex alia vita et natura profectos as 'nothing but Plato's well-

known doctrine of the soul' is falsified by the words 'nothing but'. He

continues (Aristotle*, 432, n. i) :

eWe cannot infer from it that the doctrine

f d16 three" lives
' ?
was Pythagorean, on the ground that the transmi

gration of souls was a demonstrably Pythagorean view'; but since the

transmigration of souls was a demonstrably Pythagorean view, we

cannot with any greater certainty infer that the doctrine of the three

lives was not Pythagorean, and there are, as Cameron has shown,

strong arguments to suggest that it was.3

This does not of course amount to saying that the simile goes back

to Pythagoras himself, but only that the Greek ideal ofphilosophia and

1 So Wehrtt, 89, Jaeger, On the Origin and Cycle ofthe Philosophic Ideal ofLife, A. J. Festu-

giere, Les Trots Vies. Both Wehrli and Festugiere ignore the strong arguments of Cameron.
z
Pythagorean Background^ ch. 3 :

eThe TheoreticLife inPythagoreanism ofthe Fifth Century.
'

See also the sensible and well-written article ofJ.L. Stocks,
*
Plato and the Tripartite Soul* (Mind,

1915).
3 Cf. also J. S. Morrison, CQ 1958, p. 208:

*

Jaeger's rejection of the story as a fabrication of

the later Academy is quite unwarranted/
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theoria (for which we may compare Herodotus's attribution of these

activities to Solon, i, 30) was at a fairly early date annexed by the

Pythagoreans for their master, and linked with the doctrine of trans

migration. At the same time, when one considers that both this doctrine

and the outstanding zeal for knowledge were known to be characteristic

of Pythagoras in his own lifetime (Xenophanes) and very soon after

(Heraclitus), it would be rash to deny outright that the causal linkage

was Pythagoras's own work. 1

From this survey of the explicit references to Pythagoras and the

Pythagoreans down to the time of Plato, it will be seen how much must

have been lost and how difficult it is to form any comprehensive idea

of their history and beliefs in this period from contemporary sources.

Nevertheless it is something to know that, even if we were to take no

account either of later evidence or of anything in earlier writers which

is not attributed by name to the school but may with great probability

be referred to it (and to employ neither of these resources would be

unnecessarily defeatist), we could still assert the following:

1. Pythagoras himself taught the transmigration of souls (Xenophanes,

lending credibility to Heraclides Ponticus), and posthumous rewards for the

meritorious (Ion).
3

2. He was known to his near-contemporaries as a polymath, a man of

prodigious learning and an insatiable thirst for inquiry (ioropiT), etc.

Heraclitus, o-09icrtT|$ Herodotus3
), and in his teaching the acquisition of

knowledge was related to transmigration (Empedocles, and in all probability

Heraclides).

3. By the fifth century the veneration of his followers had already exalted

him to legendary status, regarding him as more than man and crediting him

with miracles (Herodotus; and the tales repeated by Aristotle were naturally

not his invention but traditional).

1 We may well agree with Burnet here (EGP, 98): 'It would be rash to say that Pythagoras

expressed himself exactly in this mannerj
but all these ideas are genuinely Pythagorean, and it is

only in some such way that we can bridge the gulf that separates Pythagoras the man of science

from Pythagoras the religious teacher/
*
Vlastos has dealt adequately with the unreasonable scepticism of Rathmann (Phtios. Quart.

1952, no, n., referring to Rathmann, Quaestt. Pyth. Orph. Emped. 3-11).
3 Vlastos (op. cit. m, n. 64) and Rathmann think this word means here no more than a

religious sage. They compare Eur. Rhesus, 949, where, however, the word means *p et>> ^s
*n

line 924 and Pindar, IstL v, 28, and can have no bearing on Herodotus's use.
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-

4. irom at least the middle of the fifth century the Pythagoreans were

known to practise certain superstitious taboos (on burial in wool, Herodotus;

compare Heraclides on eating flesh and beans: here at any rate there is no

contamination from Academic doctrine, and the prohibitions are of course

much older).

5. Silence and secrecy were prominent features of their behaviour (Iso-

crates, and compare Aristotle's reference to ccrropprjToc).

/ 6. They formed a society of their own, practising what was to their

contemporaries a distinctive and extraordinary way of life (Plato, Rep.

600 B).
-

7. Philolaus, a leading fifth-century Pythagorean, preached the wicked

ness of suicide, basing it on a secret logos ofwhich the purport was that men

are not their own masters but belong to the gods (Plato, Phaedo)*

8. As to the more scientific side of their teaching, we have learned from

Plato that they were the acknowledged experts in astronomy, harmonics

and the science of number. They regarded all these studies as closely allied,

because in their view the key to the understanding both of title movements of

the stars and of the notes in the musical scale lay in the establishment of a

numerical relation. We may allow ourselves to note that the actual union of

astronomy and harmonics in the remarkable theory of the
c

harmony of the

spheres', adopted by Plato, is described and attested as Pythagorean in the

same century by Aristotle.
2 This is the view that physical objects moving as

rapidly as the heavenly bodies must necessarily produce a sound; that the

intervals between the several planets and the sphere of the fixed stars cor

respond mathematically to the intervals between the notes of the octave, and

that therefore the sound which they produce has a definite musical character.

The importance of even these scanty items of information becomes

evident when we remember that for Plato the problem ofthe possibility

of knowledge was central, and that he solved it by the supposition that

since the world of experience is strictly unknowable, such awareness of

truth as we acquire in this life must consist in the recollection ofwhatwe

discovered before birth: i.e. it depends on the doctrine of reincarnation.

What may well cause surprise, even allowing for the fragmentary state

of the evidence, is the narrowness of the field which our summary

covers. Except for the very general remarks of Plato in a single

1
I have been asked in what sense this A6yos was secret, if Socrates knew it and knew that

Philolaus used it. I can only reply: Ask Socrates. It was he who said it was 6v drropp^TOis.

3 De Caelo, n, 9. The Pythagoreans are mentioned at 29ia8. On this theory see pp. 295 ff.,

below.
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passage, there is no mention of Pythagorean discoveries (let alone

discoveries of Pythagoras himself) in mathematics or music. Of the

famous doctrine that 'things are numbers' there is not a whisper before

Aristotle. So much of what we usually think of as characteristic of

Pythagoras and his school is missing in our evidence until the latter

half of the fourth century. Rohde1 went so far as to say that Pythagoras

himself was not a philosopher at all, but only a religious reformer. To

him it seemed an important argument ex sihntio that even Aristotle and

his pupil Aristoxenus knew nothing ofany physical or ethical doctrines

of Pythagoras himself. The sole allusion in the period so far considered

to his personal interest in mathematical explanation is Heraclides's

attribution to him (in fr. 44) of the statement that happiness consists in

knowledge of the perfection of the numbers of the soul, and since this

does smack strongly of Academic doctrine it seemed more prudent to

omit it from our summary. As for Aristotle, the only safe conclusion

to draw from his silence is that he hesitated to write of Pythagoras at

all,* preferring to speak generally of Pythagoreans because Pythagoras

had already become a legend and his critical mind could not feel

satisfied that any specific doctrine was to be traced with certainty to the

Master himself. Once we speak of the Pythagoreans, however, it might

equally well be argued that by Aristotle's time at least they had become

a purely scientific school, since it is only as such that they appear in his

extant treatises.3 This argument has in fact been used, but is of little

weight. The simple answer is that only their mathematics and philo

sophy were relevant to Aristotle's subject-matter in his extant treatises.

The meagre fragments of his lost works are sufficient to show that he

knew of another side to their teaching. As for the silence of our early

sources on Pythagoras as a philosopher and mathematician, it is enough
to say that all the later biographical writers show him as such, and they

obviously preserve much early material. It would be absurd to suggest
that the authors down to Plato's time constitute our only hope of

1 RL Mus. 1871, 5546 But he seems partially to retract on pp. 556-7.
* Yet it is not now quite true to say that he shows no awareness of Pythagoras as a physical

philosopher. In a fragment of the Protrepticus (Iambi. Protr. ch. 9, p. 51 Pistelli: see the Oxf.

trans, of Aristotle's fragments, p. 45) he tells a traditional story of Pythagoras, that when asked

what is the end ofhuman life he replied 'to observe the heavens', and that he used to say that he
was an observer of nature (6ecop6v T% 90crecos), and it was for this that he had entered on life.

3
Except for the reference to transmigration at De Anima

t 407b 22.
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learning anything about him. Nevertheless to begin in this way, so

that statements of genuine antiquity are clearly marked off both from
later testimonies and from our own inferences, is salutary and methodic

ally sound.

(3) Post-Platonic sources

This general heading brings together sources ofvery disparate date and

unequal value. But all alike can be sharply distinguished from earlier

material in that they are to a far greater extent the inevitable subject of

controversy and doubt. The reasons are briefly these.

Two pupils of Aristotle, Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus, wrote

extensively about the Pythagoreans. Aristoxenus (who, as it is not

irrelevant to note, was an expert on music) wrote whole books on

Pythagoras and his acquaintances, on the Pythagorean life and other

Pythagorean matters, and we are told that he personally knew those

who were spoken of as the last generation of the Pythagoreans, that is

the pupils of Philolaus and Eurytus including Echecrates.1 Dicaearchus

was a scientific researcher of great learning and independence of mind.

Here then are two further fourth-century sources of information who
would seem to merit a high degree of trust. In the first place, however,
their works have not come down to us, and what they said is known

only through quotations in the Neoplatonic lives of Pythagoras by

Porphyry and lamblichus and similar compilations of the Christian era.

Although these writers frequently cite their fourth-century prede
cessors by name, there is often dispute about the actual extent or the

accuracy of their quotations, especially as these are not thought to

have been made at first hand. Rohde, for instance, in his work on the

sources of lamblichus,
2 concluded that he made direct use only of the

works of Nicomachus of Gerasa and Apollonius of Tyana, the former a

mathematician of about A.D. 100 whose work was imbued with Neo-

pythagorean number-mysticism, the latter a Neopythagorean sage and

wonder-worker of perhaps half a century earlier. Secondly, as we have

already seen with Heraclides Ponticus, members of the schools of Plato

and Aristotle are themselves already under suspicion of confusing

1 Their names are given by DJL vin, 46, and cf. the Suda (Aristox. frr. 19 and i Wehrli).
a Rh. Mus. 1872, 6of.
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Platonic doctrine with that of the Pythagoreans.
1 In general the separa

tion of early Pythagoreanism from the teaching of Plato is one of the

historian's most difficult tasks, to which he can scarcely avoid
bringing

a subjective bias of his own. If later Pythagoreanism was coloured by
Platonic influences, it is equally undeniable that Plato himself was

deeply affected by earlier Pythagorean beliefs; but in deciding the

extent to which each has influenced the other, most people have found

it impossible to avoid being guided by the extent of their admiration

for Plato and consequent unwillingness to minimize his originality.

Another source from the turn of the fourth and third centuries B.C.

is the Sicilian historian Timaeus from Taormina. He had intimate

knowledge of affairs in Magna Graecia, where the Pythagorean society

had played an important political role, and seems to have been un

biased by any personal attachment to the school. In his case therefore

the one serious disadvantage arises from our fragmentary and indirect

knowledge of his writings.
2

Since, then, this later fourth-century literature is known through
writers of the Graeco-Roman period, we have from now on to

lean heavily on studies in source-criticism. The source-critic starts

from passages which are expressly ascribed to an earlier writer,

and, by comparison with these and passages of known origin else

where, endeavours to detect other derived material and assign it to

its original authority. He may also extract a genuine vein of ancient

matter from the ore in which it is imbedded by testing it against what

ever is known as certain or probable Pythagorean history and doctrine

from sources of the earliest (pre-Platonic) period. The atmosphere of

post-Aristotelian philosophy Stoic, neo-Academic or other so

permeates the literature of the Graeco-Roman period that a passage

containing no trace of it may suddenly stand out. Its freshness and

difference strike a reader and make him at least suspect that he is

dealing with something earlier. The delicacy of this work, and the

element of personal judgment inseparable from it,
are mitigated by the

1
Cf. Wehrli, Aristoxenos, 59: 'Hauptmerkmal der 'Airc^&aeis [i.e. the TTv6oyopiKocl drrocp. of

Aristoxenus] ist aber die Beanspruchung akademisch-peripatetischen Gutes fur die Pythagoreer.'

Exaggeration of this attitude to Aristoxenus is criticized by E. L. Minar, Early Pyth. Politics,

9<5f.
a

Cf. Minar, op. cit. 52 with reff. in n. 6; von Fritz, Pyth. Politics in S. Italy, ch. 3.
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habits and methods of writers like lamblichus. These compilers often

made no attempt to rewrite and weld their sources into a new and homo

geneous whole, but simply copied out extracts side by side, even

repeating conflicting accounts in different parts of their work. Thus in

his Protrepticus, for example, lamblichus inserts passages from the

Phaedo, Gorgias and other dialogues of Plato practically verbatim with

out the slightest acknowledgment of their authorship. Ingram Bywater
in the last century, encouraged by this, and observing that other parts

ofthework also seemed to belong to a pre-Hellenistic stratum ofthought

as well as being marked by an individual style which was certainly not

that of lamblichus himself, was led on to the discovery that they

belonged to the lost Protrepticus of Aristotle, considerable portions of

which have been in this way recovered for us by Bywater himself and

others following in his footsteps. It cannot be denied that the methods

employed in source-criticism, and the nature of the task itself, leave

plenty ofroom for individual differences of opinion; but a solid founda

tion of generally acceptable results has gradually been obtained, of

which the recovery of the Protrepticus fragments, though not relevant

to our immediate subject, may serve as an outstandingly successful

instance.
1

(4) The 'a priori* method

Besides the actual information about the early Pythagoreans which we

may extract, directly or indirectly, from ancient writers, there is

another resource. This has been made use of in the past, and it will be

appropriate to make a brief statement of it here, though it is not so

much a fresh source of evidence as a means of testing, and perhaps by
inference expanding, the positive testimony.

The method is to leave aside for a time the small number of explicit

statements about what the Pythagoreans of a given period actually

said, and argue a priori, or from circumstantial evidence, what they are

likely to have said. It starts from the assumption that we possess a

certain general familiarity with other contemporary schools and indi-

1
See now I. During, Aristotle's Protrepticus: an attempt at reconstruction, Goteborg, 1961.

The work of von Fritz, Pyth* Politics in S. Italy, is so exceptionally lucid that it may be

taken as a model introduction to source-criticism, whether or not his results are accepted

individually.
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vidual philosophers, and with the climate of thought in which the

Pythagoreans worked. This general knowledge of the evolution of

Greek philosophy gives one, it is claimed, the right to make judgments
of the sort that die Pythagoreans, let us say, before the time of Par-

menides are likely to have held doctrine A, and that it is impossible for

them at that stage of thought to have already evolved doctrine B.

Examples of the application of this method in recent English scholar

ship are the two articles by F. M. Cornford on 'Mysticism and Science

in the Pythagorean Tradition' together with their sequel in his book
Plato and Parmenides^ and their criticism by J. E. Raven. 1

In arguments of this type, considerable weight may be attached to

the generally acknowledged existence of two main streams of early
Greek philosophy, the Ionian and the Italian, and the equally well

established fact that the fountain-head of the Italian tradition was

Pythagoras. Individual philosophers were open to the influence of one
or the other of these streams, and whichever it was, being aware of the

existence of both they are either openly or implicitly critical of the

other. Empedocles the Sicilian is deeply imbued with the Italian ideas.

Parmenides on the other hand is with good reason believed to have
started as a philosopher of the Italian school, and to have rebelled

against its teachings. Parmenides indeed, the most original and pro
found of all Presocratic thinkers, abandoned the fundamentals of all

earlier systems alike, declaring any form of monistic cosmogony to be
irrational and impossible; but if he had been of the Italian persuasion
himself, it seems natural that he should have had its tenets particularly
in mind in his criticism.

In such ways as these the development of Pythagorean thought may
be reflected in the agreement or disagreement of other thinkers, and it

may be possible to infer that certain Pythagorean doctrines existed in

the time of Parmenides, of Zeno the Eleatic, or of Empedocles.
Clearly, however, such a method may only be used with the greatest

possible caution.

1

Raven, Pythagoreans and Eleatics. In mentioning these works purely as examples, I am not
of course at this stage expressing any opinion on the correctness of their results.
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C. LIFE OF PYTHAGORAS AND EXTERNAL HISTORY
OF THE SCHOOL

No one who has read the preceding section will suppose that an account

of the life, character and achievements of Pythagoras can rest on any

thing stronger than probabilities; but the evidence is interesting, and

certain conclusions may legitimately be drawn.1

The dates ofhis life cannot be fixed exactly, but assuming the approxi

mate correctness of the statement of Aristoxenus (ap. Porph. V.P. 9,

DK, 14 . 8) that he left Samos to escape the tyranny of Polycrates at the

age of forty, we may put his birth round about 570 B.C. or a few years

earlier. The length of his life was variously estimated in antiquity, but

it is agreed that he lived to a fairly ripe old age, and most probably he

died at about seventy-five or eighty.
2 His father Mnesarchus of Samos

(the name goes back to Herodotus and HeraclitusS) is described as a

gem-engraver, and it would be in accordance with regular Greek

custom for Pythagoras to be trained in his father's craft. We read of

travels in Egypt and Babylonia, the former first mentioned by Isocrates

in his Busiris. The nature of this work does not inspire confidence, and

the tradition connecting Pythagoreanism with Egypt may be thought

to have arisen from the general Greek respect for Egyptian wisdom,

especially religious wisdom.
4 But the same cause would naturally drive

a man like Pythagoras to seek enlightenment in that quarter, and that he

did 59 is very likely. According to Diogenes (vm, 3), Polycrates (whether

before or after his assumption of power we do not know) gave him a

letter of introduction to Amasis, the Pharaoh who was the tyrant's

friend and ally. The tyranny of Polycrates may be taken to have begun
about 538,5 and it may well be that Pythagoras's disapproval of it did

1
See also J. S. Morrison,

*

Pythagoras of Samos', CQ, 1956.
2 See esp. Rohde's analysis of the tradition about Pythagoras's dates in Rh. Mus. 1871,

pp. 568-74, and E. L. Minar, Early Pyth. Pol. appendix.
3 And may be taken as certain, like the Samian origin of Pythagoras for which Herodotus also

speaks. The tradition that he was of Tyrrhenian origin (Aristoxenus ap. D.L. vm, i, etc.) may
be reconciled with this (ZN, 380), but may, as Delatte, Vie de P. 147 ,

and Wehrli, Aristo-

xenos, 1945, 49 conjecture, have been suggested to explain his possession of secret religious lore.

This would be a parallel to his reputed connexion with Zoroaster and the Magi (HippoL Ref. I,

2, 12, Porph. V.P. 6, 12; DK 14.9, n).
4 Hdt. u, 81, 123.
5 T. Lenschau in RE, xxi, 1728.
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not reach a head until some years later. Polycrates undoubtedly
succeeded in raising Samos to an unprecedented height not only of

prosperity and power but also of technical achievement. To his reign

belong the famous tunnel of the engineer Eupalinus (rediscovered in

1882), the great temple built by Rhoecus and the harbour mole whose

line may still be traced in the water, as well as the flourishing practice

of those arts to which Dr Seltman has given the combined name of

celatureand inwhich Pythagoras and his familywere directly concerned.
z

All that we know, or can guess, of Pythagoras suggests that he would

be intensely interested in both the artistic and the commercial progress

of the island, and in all probability, with his mathematical genius and

craftsman's skill, an eager contributor to both.

But there was another side to Polycrates. He encouraged the luxury

and dissipation which grew naturally with material prosperity, and in

attaining his ends he could be brutal and unscrupulous. The atmosphere
in which poets like Anacreon and Ibycus felt at home was not one to

appeal to a preacher of the ascetic life. Whether or not political con

siderations played their part Polycrates was the enemy of the old

landed aristocracy of Samos we know too little of Pythagoras's

connexions and outlook to say; but political considerations are un

necessary to explain the discontent of a religious and philosophical

genfds at the court of a tyrant of this type?
To escape life under the tyranny, he migrated to Croton, the leading

Achaean colony in South Italy. What determined his choice we cannot

say, but he may have been encouraged in it by Democedes of Croton

who was court physician to Polycrates.
3 Croton was still suffering the

demoralizing effects of her defeat by the Locrians -at the river Sagra,

and historians of the Greek West observe a marked improvement after

the arrival of Pythagoras.
4
Arriving no doubt with his reputation made,

1
P. N. Ure mC.A.H. iv, 92f., C. T. Seltman, Approach to Greek Art (1948), pp. 13, 37. Celature

(or toreutic) was a free man's art, Gisela Richter inAJA, 1941, 379, quoting Pliny, N.H. xxxv, 77.
2 The experiences of the present century make one disinclined to agree with Minar when he

writes (E.P.P. 4): "This [Pythagoras's departure] of course shows that a specifically political

difference existed between Pythagoras and the democratically-disposed tyrant.*
3 It is interesting to notice this evidence that a school of medicine existed at Croton before the

time of Pythagoras (Burnet, EGP^ 89, n. 2). Democedes had practised in Athens and Aegina,
and attained such fame that he was employed by Darius as well as Polycrates (Hdt. in, 131-2.
For further details see pp. 346 , below).

4 T. J. Dunbabin, The Western Greeks, 359, 360.
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he appears to have attained without delay a position of authority and

influence in the city and founded his school there. From now on the

name of Pythagoras is linked indissolubly, not with the Ionian or

Eastern, but with the Italian, Western schools of thought ofwhich he is

the fountain-head. Stories going back to Dicaearchus1
tell how when

this impressive and much-travelled man arrived he so won over the

elder and ruling citizens with his eloquence that they invited him to

address also the younger men, the school-children and the women.

Dicaearchus, it is said,
2 as a champion of the practical life exaggerated

the political activity of Pythagoras and his school, but the evidence

that they took a leading part in politics is overwhelming. The Neo-

pythagoreans, who embroidered his story in the light oftheir ownmore

visionary ideas, liked to represent him as absorbed in religious and

contemplative thought, but no outstanding thinker in the small society

of a sixth-century city-state (as Dunbabin remarks, op. cit. 361) could

avoid playing some part in public affairs, nor do any of our earlier

sources suggest that Pythagoras had any desire to do so. What we may

say, from our knowledge of the Pythagorean philosophy, is that his

motive in acquiring power (like that of his near contemporary Con

fucius) was not personal ambition but a zeal for reforming society

according to his own moral ideas. There is no reason to doubt the^

general statement which we find in Diogenes (vm, 3) that he gave the

Italians a constitution and with his followers governed the state so well

that it deserved the name of aristocracy (' government of the best') in

its literal sense. Dunbabin gives an excellent summary of the position

from the point ofview ofa historian ofthe Western Greeks (pp. cit. 61) :

His political influence was, however, a secondary consequence ofhis teaching.

The moral regeneration which he wrought was the necessary condition of

Krotoniate expansion, political and otherwise. We need not believe that he

was invited to address the citizens on his arrival at Kroton. . . .His influence

was no doubt more gradually felt. . . . There is no reason to doubt that the

Pythagorean ercapeicci [political clubs] did for the first half of the fifth

century direct the affairs of Kroton and most of the other South Italian cities.

(Von Fritz, 94 ff., Minar, I5ff.) This they will have done through the

1

Porph. V.P. 18, DK, 14. 8 a.

*
Burnet, EGP, 89, n. 4.
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existing forms of government; the part of the Jrocipeicn in determining the

policy of the State may be roughly compared with that of a party caucus in

parliamentary government. The importance in the account of the Pytha

gorean society of ^rcapdcc and other terms with a political meaning, and

the history of the revolts against the Pythagoreans, indicate
sufficiently

clearly that real power was in their hands. In what form this applies to the

sixth century is uncertain, but it must be noted that eraipoi are spoken of in

connexion with the events of 510 (Iambi. V.P. 177). Further, one of the

followers of Pythagoras was the athlete Milon, general ofthe victorious army
which defeated Sybaris (Strabo, 263).

The tendency, as well as the reality, ofPythagoras's political influence

maybe illustratedby a narrative of Diodorus (xn, 9, DK, 14 . 14). Telys,
the leader of the popular party (Sr^oycoyos) at Sybaris, persuaded
his city to banish five hundred of its richest citizens and divide their

property among the people. When these oligarchic exiles sought refuge
at Croton and Telys threatened war if they were not given up, the Cro-

tonian assembly was at first inclined to give way, and it was Pythagoras
who intervened and persuaded them to protect the suppliants. The
result was the campaign in which the Crotonians were led to victory by
the Pythagorean Milo.

A possibility that must not be overlooked is that Pythagoras may
have both introduced and designed the unique incuse coinage which

was the earliest money of Croton and the neighbouring South Italian

cities under her influence.
1 This is a coinage which excites the enthusiasm

of numismatists by its combination of a remarkable and difficult

technique with outstanding beauty of design, and Seltman claims that

its sudden appearance with no evolutionary process behind it postulates
a genius of the order of Leonardo da Vinci: 'for the latter half of the

sixth century B.C. there is only one name to fit this role: Pythagoras',
As the son of an engraver he would himself have been a practising

1
This theory was put forward by the Due de Luynes in 1836, and though it has met with

much opposition (partly no doubt because as Seltman says it seems 'too good to be true'), it has

recently been vigorously revived by C. T. Seltman ("The Problem of the First Italiote Coins',
Num. Chron. 1949: his arguments must be read in full to be properly appreciated), and Miss
M. White accounts it 'the most reasonable explanation yet proposed for these curious coinages'
(JHS, 1954, 43). The Belgian P. Naster has even identified the technique of the coins with one
introduced by contemporaries of Pythagoras on Samos, and therefore attributes them to an

emigre" who accompanied the philosopher a view which Seltman likens to that of the examinee
who wrote that the Iliad was not written by Homer but by another poet of the same name.
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artist, and ofhis genius there can be no doubt. One begins to appreciate
the dictum of Empedocles that he was

'

skilled in all manner of cunning
works'.

It is scarcely possible (to put the theory in its mildest form) that

Pythagoras can have had nothing to do with this apparently contem

porary coinage;
1 and this throws a light on his social position and

practical interests which is not without its bearing on his philosophy.
To have been responsible for the adoption of coinage, he must have

belonged to the rising mercantile class with experience of the inter

national market.2 This is the right sort of man to have befriended the

wealthy party (TOU$ -rrAouatcoTocrovs) when they were exiled from

SybariSj and finds support in two statements of Aristoxenus which are

seldom quoted. He writes that Pythagoras 'extolled and promoted
the study of numbers more than anyone, diverting itfrom mercantile

practice and comparing everything to numbers', and in another place
attributes to him the introduction of weights and measures among
the Greeks.3 Even the earliest accounts of Pythagoras contain legen

dary accretions, but these prosaic statements hardly have a legendary

ring, nor would the Pythagorean friends of Aristoxenus have any
motive for introducing them into their idealized picture of the Master.

One may suspect that the aristocracy of which Pythagoras was a
1

It used to be objected that there exist in this same distinctive series coins of Sins, a town which
was destroyed about 550 B.C., that is, at least twelve and possibly twenty years before the mig
ration of Pythagoras. But Seltman has shown (pp. cit. 2, citing a parallel case) that the coins in

question do not belong to Siris but to the town of Pyxus, which called itself Sirinian probably
because founded by fugitives from the destroyed city. This is a more likely solution to the

question of date than to put Pythagoras's arrival considerably earlier, on the grounds that 'the

tyranny of Polycrates* does not mean what it says but only *the tyranny in Samos* (M. White,
JHS9 1954, 42).

a So G. Thomson, The First Philosophers^ 263. Sutherland noted that the silver used for the

coins had to be imported from Corinth. Arguing as a Marxist, Thomson regards Pythagoras's
mercantile interests as the key to his interest in mathematics because trade leads to a purely

quantitative interest in the variety ofmaterial goods, as opposed to the qualitative criterion of the

consumer. The words of Aristoxenus, that he diverted the study ofnumber OTTO Tfis TCOV SjrmSpcov

Xpets, though not quoted by Thomson, provide an ancient precedent for this view, which is

also supported by a Chinese scholar: '[The Greeks] were primarily merchants. And what
merchants have to deal with first are the abstract numbers used in their commercial accounts, and

only then with concrete things which may be immediately apprehended through these numbers.
. . .Hence Greek philosophers. . .developed mathematics and mathematical reasoning* (Fung
Yu Lan, Short History of Chinese Philosophy, 25). On the whole, however, the evidence is in

favour of supposing that Pythagoras's impulse towards mathematics originated rather from his

interest in musical theory. See pp. 220 ff., below.
3 Aristox. frr. 23 and 24 Wehrli, also in DK, 5832 and 14. 12.
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leader was not simply of the old land-owning type, but had strong

connexions with trade.
1

'

The ascendancy of Pythagoras and his followers was uninterrupted

for some twenty years, during which Croton extended her influence

over the neighbouring cities and in many of them the leading positions

were occupied by members of the Pythagorean brotherhood. At the

end of this period a Crotonian named Cylon stirred the people to

revolt.2 According to Aristoxenus he was a wealthy and loose-living

nobleman who acted from personal spite, having been refused admission

to the Pythagorean order on moral grounds.
3

Others, however, more

plausibly allege political opposition on the grounds of the ultra-

conservatism of the Pythagoreans, reinforced by the suspicion and

jealousy aroused by the strange and secret nature oftheir doctrines. The

upshot of the somewhat confused account which lamblichus (V.P.

25 5 ff.) retails from Apollonius
4 seems to be that opposition came'from

both sides, Cylon representing the upper classes and a certain Ninon

the democratic element. Ninon's indictment includes the obstruction

by the Pythagoreans of attempts at popular reform. This combination

of forces seems to have been due on the one hand to popular discontent

with the concentration ofpower in the hands of a few, coupled with the

ordinary man's dislike of what he considers mumbo-jumbo, and on the

other to the native aristocracy's suspicion of the Pythagorean coteries

(raipe!oci), whose assumption of superiority and esoteric knowledge
must at times have been hard to bear.

1
Dicaearchus (fr. 34 Wehrli) tells a story that when in his flight from Croton he came to

Locri, a Locrian deputation met him at the border with the polite but firm request that he should

go elsewhere. They admired, they said, his cleverness (aoybv pv <5cv5pcc ere xcd 6etv6v dxoOojiev),

but were satisfied with their present condition and had no desire for any change. Whether this

story is true or only lien trouvt, it is perhaps just worth recalling that Locri had no coinage until

the fourth century: 'this suggests that the Locrian economy was in the archaic period different

from that of her neighbours, and that her relations with them were limited' (Dunbabin, op. cit.

356). On such a society Pythagoras would indeed be a disturbing influence.
a The earliest extant mention of Cylon as the opponent ofPythagoras is in Aristotle, according

to D.L. n, 46, who claims to be quoting 'the third book On Poetry'.
3 Iambi. V.P. 248 (DK, 14.16), Porph. V.P. 54. Aristoxenus got his information from

fourth-century members of the Pythagorean school who had migrated to Greece after persistent

persecution in Italy (D.L. vin, 46). This means that as to facts, chronology, etc. he could hardly
have been better informed, but in moral and political judgments his account may be unduly
favourable to the Pythagoreans.

4 What sources were used by Apollonius is a more complex question. Cf. von Fritz, PytL
Pol in S. It. 56ff.
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In the Cylonian conspiracy a number of leading Pythagoreans were

rounded up and killed (the details are variously given), and it seems to

have been the signal for outbursts of anti-Pythagorean activity in other

cities also, whichmade it difficult for Pythagoras, banished from Croton,

to find a resting-place. As usual, fact and legend mingle in the story of

his fate. Aristotle preserves the version that he left Croton before the

attack, but since the object of this story is to demonstrate his power of

prophecy, it seems to belong to the legend. According to the most

credible accounts, he finally reached Metapontum, where he died.

About his death there are naturally a number of more or less romantic

stories, but the most probable seems to be that of Dicaearchus (D.L.

vin, 40, Porph. V.P. 57)5 that he was forced to take refuge in a temple

of the Muses, where he starved to death.

The rebellion of Cylon, which must have taken place about the turn

of the sixth and fifth centuries, seems to have caused only a very

temporary check to Pythagorean activities, and their influence was even

extended over the next forty or fifty years. But it was a troublous period

of growing unrest, which led to a second, major anti-Pythagorean out

break in the middle of the fifth century. In this the house at Croton

that had belonged to Milo was said to have been burned down, and

according to Polybius
1 the revolutionary movement spread through the

whole ofMagna Graecia. Pythagorean meeting-houses were destroyed,

the leading men of each city perished, and the whole region was

in turmoil. This catastrophe, which is dated by Minar to 4543.0.

(pp. dt. 77), brought about the first emigration of Pythagoreans to the

mainland of Greece and led to the establishment of Pythagorean

centres at Phlius and Thebes. Among the youngest of the refugees

Aristoxenus (Iambi. V.P. 249, DK, 14.16) mentions Lysis, who

much later at Thebes became the teacher of Epaminondas. Another

was Philolaus, mentioned in the Phaedo as having taught the Thebans

Simmias and Cebes (p. 162, above). Even now, the Pythagoreans

who stayed behind seem to have regained a certain amount of political

influence in Italy, and to have continued their life as a society, chiefly

at Rhegium. Later still, however, when in the words of Aristoxenus

(Iambi. 251) 'political conditions got worse', all are said to have left

1

ii, 39, 1-4. Text and translation in Minar, Early Pyth. Pol. 75 f.
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Italy except Archytas of Tarentum. It is impossible to date this final

exodus, but von Fritz would put it as late as 390.

We see, then, that the life of the Pythagorean societies was by no

means peaceful or uninterrupted, and that from the second half of the

fifth century they existed in small separate bands scattered widely over

South Italy and Greece. The effect of this on the continuity of their

philosophical tradition was naturally serious. Porphyry (5?ff.) and

lamblichus (252^ preserve a description of what happened which

went back through Nicomachus to Neanthes in the third century B.C.

It must contain a great deal of truth, and goes far to account for the

inadequacy and obscurity of our material on Pythagorean doctrine.

According to this tale the prominent Pythagoreans who lost their lives

in the troubles carried their knowledge with them to the grave, for it

had been kept secret, only those parts being divulged which would

have conveyed little meaning to outsiders. Pythagoras had left no

writings ofhis own, and only a few dim sparks ofphilosophy were kept

alight by men like Lysis and Archippus of Tarentum who escaped, and

any who were abroad at the time of the troubles. These exiles were so

cast down by events that they lived in isolation, shunning the company
oftheir fellow-men. Nevertheless, to avoid incurring divine displeasure

by allowing the name ofphilosophy to perish altogether, they collected

in note form whatever had been written down by an older generation,

supplemented by their own memories. Each one left these commen

taries, when and where he happened to die, in trust to son, daughter or

wife, with instructions that they be kept within the household. The trust

was faithfully kept, and the notebooks handed down for several

generations, but our sources agree that as an active sect (oupecns) the

Pythagorean society practically died out during the fourth century B.C.
*

They preserved their original ways, and their science, although the sect

was dwindling, until, not ignobly, they died out.
3

Thus was their epitaph
written by Aristoxenus (op. Iambi. V.P. 251), speaking of those who
were his contemporaries and acquaintances.

It emerges from this troubled history, first, that the Pythagorean
School continued to exist through the classical period of Greek thought
in the^ sixth to the fourth centuries B.C., and secondly, that from the

middle of the fifth century it existed in the form of separate, scattered
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communities in various parts of the Greek world. It is only natural

that these communities should develop on different lines, and that we

should hear, as we do from Aristotle, that 'some Pythagoreans' held

certain doctrines and some held others, although all acknowledged

allegiance to the same founder. This does not lighten our task, but at

least it means that inconsistencies are no cause for despair, or for a

hasty conclusion that the authorities are confused: they are no less

likely to be a faithful reflexion of historical fact.

D. OUTLINE OF THE PYTHAGOREAN PHILOSOPHY

Pythagoras has been regarded by some scholars as no more than the

founder of a religious sect, upon whom were foisted in later days

mathematical discoveries made long after his time: he may have

played in a superstitious way with 'number-mysticism
5

,
but no more.1

Others have emphasized almost exclusively the rational and scientific

side ofhis thought. Both these portrayals are too one-sided and extreme

to be plausible. The religious doctrines of immortality and trans

migration ar^assigned to Pythagoras on incontrovertible positive

evidence. i/His character as one of the most original thinkers in history,

a founder of mathematical science and philosophical cosmology,

although not directly attested by such early and impregnable sources,

must be assumed as the only reasonable explanation of the unique

impression made by his name on subsequent thought. It was both as

religious teacher and as scientific genius that he was from his own life

time and for many centuries afterwards venerated by his followers,

violently attacked by others, but ignored by none. The attempts to

minimize one or the other side of his nature arise from the difficulty

which a modern mind experiences in reconciling adherence to a com

paratively primitive set of religious and superstitious beliefs with the

rational pursuit of mathematical science and cosmic speculation; but in

the sixth century B.C. such a combination was not only possible but

natural. What we may safely say is that for Pythagoras religious and

moral motives were dominant, so that his philosophical inquiries were

1 The most outstanding work of this tendency was Erich Frank's Plato und die sogennanten

Pytfiagoreer.
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destined from the start to support a particular conception of the best

life and fulfil certain spiritual aspirations.

Since the keynote of any philosophical system is struck when we
understand its aim/ we may make this our starting-point. Philosophy
for Pythagoras and his followers had to be first and foremost the basis

for a way of life: more than that, for a way of eternal salvation. When
the study of man and the cosmos is undertaken as a means of help and

guidance in right living, the resulting system ofnature must be one that

will afford such help. To the Pythagoreans the most important part of

philosophy was that which taught of man, of the nature of the human
soul and its relations with other forms of life and with the whole. This

therefore will be dealt with first. After that it will be in place to say

something of Pythagoreanism as a philosophy ofform, under which

heading will conveniently fall its mathematical and numerical aspect.

(i) ManandM^.pl<^Qeinna^re_

Pythagoreanism contains a strong element of the magical, a primitive

feature which sometimes seems hard to reconcile with the intellectual

depth which is no less certainly attested. It is not on that account to

be dismissed as a mere excrescence, detachable from the main system.
All who work on the border-line of philosophy and religion among
the Greeks are quickly made aware of

a^ typical general characteristic

of their thought: that i^ a remarkable gift forr^taining, as4he;basisfbr

their speculations, a mass of earjy, traditional ideas which were often

of a primitive crudity, wKile at the same time transforming their

significance so as to build on them some of the most profound and

influential reflexions on human life and destiny. This was true of the

Orphic writers, whose religious teaching was almost identical with that

of Pythagoras,
2 and the same genius for"combining conservatism with

innovation, introducing new wine without breaking the old bottles, was

particularly strong among the Pythagoreans.
1
In case this sounds a slightly cynical statement, implying that philosophy is no more than

a rationalization of beliefs held before the inquiry begins, let me add that although this is in many
cases a fair judgment, clear thinking itself may be a philosopher's aim as much as anything else.

If so, this does not make an understanding of the aim any less important.
3 For this characteristic of Orphic thought c Guthrie, Orph. andGk. ReL 129 , and for the

relations between Orphic and Pythagorean, ibid. 216-21. As early as the fifth century Ion of
Chios could attribute Orphic poems to Pythagoras himself (Ion, fr. 2 DK).
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Their retention of primitive material is well illustrated in their col

lection of sayings called Acusmata or Symbola. Although adopted by
the sect, many of these precepts are obviously older than Pythagoras,

and some are found in non-Pythagorean contexts as well, for example
in Hesiod, the sayings of the Seven Wise Men, and the Delphic

precepts. Some are straightforward moral precepts, but others had to

be later explained as having a hidden, oracular meaning in accord with

Pythagorean moral or political ideals.
1 In fact the majority are easily

recognizable as primitive taboos. The lists of them which we have in

Diogenes, Porphyry, lamblichus, Hippolytus may be said with confi

dence to go back to a collection made by Aristotle in the work which he

wrote on the Pythagoreans, and which is explicitly quoted as the

authority for some.* Out of many attributed to Pythagoras, the

magical origin ofwhich is obvious, the following will serve as examples :

To abstain from beans.

Not to pick up what has fallen from the table.

Not to stir the fire with a knife.

To rub out the mark of a pot in the ashes.

Not to sit on a bushel-measure.

Not to wear a narrow ring (also given as 'Not to wear a ring').

Not to have swallows in the house.

To spit on one's nail-parings and hair-trimmings.

Not to make water or -stand on one's nail-parings or hair-trimmings.
3

To roll up one's bedclothes on rising and smooth out the imprint of the

body.
To touch the earth when it thunders.

1 C. W. Goettling (Ges. Abb. vol. i, 278-316) contended that these latter alone were the

oOn{3oAa (for it is of the essence of a ounpoAov that its true significance does not appear on the

surface), the others forming a separate class of dKotianoTa. Thehypothesiswassomewhatweakened

by the number of times that he had to assume a saying to have been wrongly classified by the

ancient authorities. His general interpretation (*quam totam ethicam esse debere ostendi',

vol. u, 280) was easier to uphold in the middle of the nineteenth than of the twentieth century.

Their real nature was first explained in detail by F. Boehm, De Symbolis Pythagorezs, in the

light of the anthropological material of his time, and especially of that contained in The Golden

Bough. Boehm's competent short work scarcely deserves the slighting expressions of Delatte

in Vie de Pyth. 186-7. A more weighty as well as more recent critic describes his application of

the comparative method as 'circumspect* (Nilsson, Gesch. d. gr. Rel. I, 666, n. 3). For the

dKouoyocra in general see Nilsson, 6659.
a D.L. viii, 34. Cf. Delatte, tudes, 273 (following V. Rose and Rohde), Nilsson, Gesch. I,

665 f.

3 Only this and the previous one defeated the moralizing zeal of Goettling: *Ich bin nicht im

Stande, aus dieser Vorschrift irgend einen verniinftigen Sinn zu entnehmen' (p. 315).
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The moral interpretations attached to these picturesque sayings in our

sources show plainly enough that they had nothing to do with them in

the beginning. To stir the fire with a knife was taken to mean rousing a

man's passions with sharp words, to sit on the bushel was to be content

with what one has or to rest on one's laurels, to roll up the bedding
meant to be always ready for travel, that is, ready to leave this life for

the next, swallows stood for chatterers, and so forth.
1

A famous and widely commented-on Pythagorean injunction was

that which prohibited the eating of beans, and many different expla

nations of it were offered, some ofwhich may at first sight seem obscure.

Beans resembled testicles: they resembled the gates of Hades, or the

whole universe (all these were recorded by Aristotle, D.L. vm, 34) :

their stems were hollow throughout and unjointed (D.L. viu, 34;

Porphyry connected this fact with the return of souls from beneath

the earth, Antr. Nymph. 19) : they are of a windy or breathy nature and

hence full of the life-force (D.L. vm, 24): they contain the souls of the

dead (Pliny, N.H. xvm, 118). When in the creative chaos at the

beginning of the world life arose out of the primeval slime, beans and

human beings had their origin from the same form of primal matter.2

There were strange supersitions about the metamorphoses which a bean

would undergo if buried in earth or dung. Heraclides Ponticus is

reported as saying that it would assume human shape. From later

writers we learn that it would be assimilated to a child's head or the

female pudenda. Porphyry and others adduced the belief that if

chewed and left in the sun a bean would give off an odour of semen.3

These explanations all have in common a connexion between beans

and life, death or the soul. (In saying that they 'resembled the uni

verse' the Pythagoreans doubtless had in mind their belief that it was

animate.) Such a connexion may well have been primitive, and at the

1 There were other explanations too. See Plut. Quaest. Conv. 727-8. lamblichus warns that

not all the interpretations were Pythagorean (V.P. 86). It is of course by no means improbable
that in taking over these primitive superstitions Pythagoras himself interpreted them in this

symbolic way.
* K Tfjs crirrfjs aTiTrc56vos, Porph. V.P. 44. Cf. the unintelligibly abbreviated version in HippoL

Ref. i, 2, 14 (Diels, Dox. 557), where Pythagoras is said to have learned this from Zoroaster;
also Diogenes (i.e. Antonius Diogenes, Dox. 557, n.) op. Lyd. De Mens. iv, 42, pp. 99-100
Wiinsch.

3 For references see Delatte, Etudes, 38, n. 2.
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same time reflects genuine Pythagorean interests. The ban was also

rationalized in a political sense. It was said to symbolize the oligarchic

tendencies of Pythagoras, since beans were used as counters in the

democratic process of election by lot. This explanation also goes back

to Aristotle (D.L. ibid.\ and was repeated in later times by Lucian,

lamblichus, Hippolytus, and in the treatise De Liieris Educandis attri

buted to Plutarch. Presumably it was at some time accepted by the

Pythagoreans themselves, but its artificial character is obvious, nor

had it ever the wide currency nor the central importance in Pythagorean

lore that was accorded the connexion with life and the doctrine of trans

migration. There was a Pythagorean saying in the form of a hexameter

verse (also attributed to Orpheus, which keeps it in the same circle), to

the effect that to eat beans is equivalent to eating the heads of one's

parents. Both the actual line and various paraphrases of it are quoted

repeatedly in late antiquity,
1 and another hexametric version of the

prohibition was not only included in the Orphic poems but used by

Empedocles in the fifth century B.C. This ran: 'Wretched, thrice

wretched, keep your hands from beans.'*

Many of the other examples cited betray their origin in sympathetic

magic, which assumes a close, quasi-physical relationship between things

that to the civilized mind have no such connexion at all. It exists between

a man and his picture or image, or even the imprint ofhis body in a bed,

as well as anything that had once been a part ofhim like nail-parings or

hair-trimmings. These must be treated with respect because owing to

the intangible bond which unites them the treatment to which such

things are subjected will be reflected in the welfare of the man himself.

By gaining possession of them, an enemy can do much harm. The

taboo on wearing any unbroken rings about the person, which applies

also to knots, is based on the possibility that they will transfer their

binding or inhibiting power into regions far beyond their immediate

1 And by Heraclides Ponticus according to Lydus, De Mens. p. 99 Wiinsch. For other

references see Nauck's ed. of Iambi. KP. 231& Callimachus echoes it, with a mention of

Pythagoras himself (DK, 14.9, p. 101):

Kod KU&UCOV friro x^pos fysw, dvicovros iSearov,

xdycb, TTu0ccy6pct$ cb$ K&EV, Ayw.
2
Emped. fr. 141 DK (from Gellius). Taboo on beans is found in many parts of the world,

and at Rome they were associated with the cult of the dead. See Boehm, op. cit. 14-17 and index

to Golden Bough, s.v. beans,
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physical effect. The general belief in the possibility of transference,

which underlies all the taboos of sympathetic magic, rests in turn on an

extended notion of kinship or relationship which is foreign to civilized

thought. It appears again in the beliefs associated with a totemic

organization of society, where the tribe is conscious of a kinship, even

an identity, between itself and a non-human species of animal.

Beginning the account with the Acusmata or Symbola has brought
into prominence the initial connexion of much in Pythagoreanism
with primitive magical ways of thinking. The essentially magical con

ception of universal kinship or sympathy, in a more or less refined and

rationalized form, permeates its central doctrines of the nature of the

universe and the relationship of its parts. To be aware of this will assist

an understanding of its mathematical conception ofthe natural world as

well as of its religious beliefs concerning the fate of the human soul.

Porphyry writes of Pythagoras as follows (V.P. 19, DK, 14.80):

What he said to his disciples no man can tell for certain, since they preserved
such an exceptional silence. However, the following facts in particular
became universally known: first that he held the soul to be immortal, next

that it migrates into other kinds of animal, further that past events repeat
themselves in a cyclic process and nothing is new in an absolute sense, and

finally that one must regard all living things as kindred (ouoyevfj). These
are the beliefs which Pythagoras is said to have been the first to introduce
into Greece.

Apartfrom the fact that Porphyry's informant heremayhavebeen Dicae-

archus,
1
this passage contains several reassuring features. His language

shows unusual caution, an effort for once to confine himself to what
he believes he may regard as certain. More important, the immortality of

the soul, and its transmigration into various animal bodies, are vouched
for as beliefs of Pythagoras by his own contemporary Xenophanes
(p. 157, above). Moreover the doctrine of the kinship of all animate

nature appears in Empedocles, a philosopher of the Italian tradition in

the early fifth century B.C.* We may assume that this doctrine, no less

1
Dicaearchus is mentioned byname some sixteen lines earlier. Cf. Rohde,./^. Mus. i 872, 26 f.,

and n. 2, p. 151, above.
2 The other theory mentioned by Porphyry, that of the exact recurrence of events, does not

immediately concern us, but is vouched for as Pythagorean in the fourth century B.C. by
Eudemus (ap. SimpL Phys. 732 Diels, DK, 588 34). See p. 281, below.
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than those of immortality and transmigration, formed part of the

teaching of Pythagoras. Indeed our cautious approach is scarcely neces

sary here, since the kinship of nature provides the general world-view

within which alone the transmigration of souls is a tenable belief.

Only the fact that the souls of men and of animals are of the same

family could make it possible for the same soul to enter now a man's

body and now that of a beast or a bird.

In the extraordinary Pythagorean attitude to beans we have already

seen an example of the way in which these tenets had their outcome in

practice.
The mysterious embodiment of the universal life-spirit (and

evidently a particularly close connexion with human life) which the

Pythagoreans saw in this vegetable led to its prohibition as food. Still

more close must be the connexion between dogma and practice in their

abstention from animal flesh, not only the most notorious, but also the

most controversial of the commandments of Pythagoras. The chief

testimonies are these:

(a) Eudoxus ap. Porph. Pr
.P. j (DK, 14 . 9) :

'

Eudoxus in the seventhbook

of his Description of the Earth says that he [sc. Pythagoras] exhibited such

purity and such abhorrence of killing and killers that he not only abstained

from animal food but would have nothing to do with cooks or hunters.'

() Onesicritus ap. Strabo xv, 716 (DK, ibid.}. Onesicritus was a Cynic

philosopher who accompanied Alexander to India, and is recounting his

meeting with an Indian gymnosophist who questioned him about Greek

doctrine. Onesicritus told him among other things that Pythagoras
* com

manded men to abstain from animal food'.

(c) The poets of the Middle Comedy of the fourth and early third cen

turies B.C. indulge in various jibes at the Pythagoreans of their time. Some

suggest that these had taken a leaf out of the Cynics' book (or that the comic

poets chose to bait themby maliciously making the confusion), caring nothing

for appearances but going about unwashed and in filthy rags. They include,

however, digs at their vegetarianism, for example the obvious joke: 'The

Pythagoreans eat no living thing.' 'But Epicharides the Pythagorean eats

dog!' 'Only after he has killed it.' 'They eat vegetables or bread and

drink nothing but water' is the general verdict, though Aristophon might

amuse himselfby observing that some of the modern hangers-on of the sect,

in spite of their professions, were ready enough to wolf down fish or meat

if you set it before them. (The relevant fragments of Antiphanes, Alexis,

Aristophon and Mnesimachus are collected in DK, 58E, vol. I, pp. 4?8ff.)
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According to these heterogeneous sources the eating ofanimals was

entirely against Pythagorean principles, whatever backsliding might
occur. Others, among whom is cited Aristotle, suggest that religious

abstention was certainly practised, but that it was limited to certain

species.

(J) Aristotle, Ross frr., p. 138 (ap. D.L. vm, 34, DK, 5803):
*

Aristotle

in his work on the Pythagoreans said that Pythagoras counselled ab

stention from . . .white cocks because they are sacred to the lunar god or to

the month, and are suppliants [presumably because white was the colour

worn by suppliants] sacred to the lunar god because they announce the

hours. Moreover white is of the nature of good, black of evil. Also to

abstain from any fish that are sacred, since it is not right that the same crea

tures should be assigned to gods and to men.'

(e) Aristotle, Ross ibid. (D.L. vm, 33, DK, 5861 a):
*

Purity is achieved

by cleansing rites and. . .abstaining from meat and flesh of animals that

have died, mullet, blacktail, eggs and oviparous animals, beans. . ..
JI

(/) Iambi. V.P. 85 (DK, 5804) tells us that according to the Pytha

gorean acusmata only animals which it is proper to sacrifice may be

eaten, because only into these does the soul of a man not enter. This

sounds more like the genuine Pythagorean reason than the incompatible

explanation attributed to Aristotle that it was not right for men and gods to

share the same creatures. (It does not follow that the actual prohibition of

eating sacred fish which doubtless were not sacrificed is not rightly

attributed to the Pythagoreans.)

(g) Porph. /^.P.43(partlyinDK,58c6),inalistofthe5y/72/5<9/aofPytha-

goras: 'Of sacrificed animals he bade them not to eat the loin, testicles and

privy parts, marrow, feet or head.' Porphyry adds as the reason Pythagoras's

symbolic interpretation of these parts. They signified for the animal respec

tively the foundation, genesis, growth, beginning and end. Together these

are the leading parts (fjyg^ovica) of the body. He added that they must

abstain from beans 'as they would from human flesh'.

^
Finally we find in a few passages a determined attempt, which

seems to go back to Aristoxenus, to deny altogether the existence of

the prohibition.

QL) Aulus Gellius in his Noctes Atticae, iv, n writes (partly quoted in

DK, 14.9): 'There is an old and erroneous, but strongly entrenched,

1
This passage is assigned by Ross to Aristotle, but it is not quite clear that it does not belong

to Alexander Polyhistor. In his translation Ross renders ppcoTcov 'meat that has been nibbled*.
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belief that the philosopher Pythagoras habitually abstained from animal

food, and also from beans, which the Greeks call KUCCUOI. This belief

made Callimachus write: "I too bid you, as did Pythagoras, keep your
hands from beans, an injurious food." Of the same opinion was Cicero, who
in his first book On Divination has these words: "Plato tells us to go to bed

in such a condition of body that there be nothing to induce wandering or

disturbance of the mind. This is commonly thought to be the reason why the

Pythagoreans are forbidden to eat beans, which have a flatulent tendency
inimical to the pursuit of mental tranquillity." So much for Cicero. But

Aristoxenus the writer on music, an industrious student of ancient literature

and a pupil in philosophy of Aristotle, in the work which he has left us on

Pythagoras says that beans were Pythagoras's favourite vegetable on account

of their purgative and relieving properties. [Here Gellius quotes the original

words ofAristoxenus.] The same Aristoxenus reports that he included young

pigs and sucking kids in his diet, and he seems to have got his information

from the Pythagorean Xenophilus who was his friend, as well as from older

men who were nearer to the time of Pythagoras. Alexis the poet also

treats of animal food in his comedy The Lady Pythagorean?"
6 The origin of the mistake about the eating of beans appears to be that

in the poem of Empedocles, who followed the teaching of Pythagoras, there

occurs this line:

"Wretched, thrice wretched, keep your hands from beans.

Most people assumed the word to refer to the vegetable, as it commonly
does. But those who have studied the poem ofEmpedocles with the greatest

care and insight say that in this context it signifies testicles, which after the

enigmatic and symbolic style of Pythagoras are called beans (xOanot)

because they bring about pregnancy (icuelv) and are the source of human

generative power. Thus Empedocles in this line is trying to dissuade men

not from eating beans but from sexual indulgence.
*

Plutarch too, whose authority in the history of philosophy carries great

weight, reports in the first of his books on Homer that Aristotle said the

same about the Pythagoreans, namely that they did not abstain from eating

animals, with the exception of a few kinds of flesh. As this is contrary to the

general opinion, I append his actual words: "Aristotle says that the

Pythagoreans abstain from the womb and the heart, and from sea-anemones

and certain other similar creatures, but eat the rest." . . .However Plutarch

in his After-dinner Questions says that the Pythagoreans also abstain from

the fish called mullet/

1 The fragments ofAlexis quoted by Athenaeus (DK, vol. i, p. 479), one ofwhich is from this

play, all represent the Pythagoreans as eating no meat.
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(z) D,L. vin, 20 (DK, 14.9): 'Pythagoras only sacrificed inanimate

things, or according to others no living creatures except cocks, sucking
kids and sucking pigs, with special avoidance of lambs. Aristoxenus on
the other hand said that he allowed the eating of all other living creatures

except the ploughing-ox and the ram/

(/) Porph. V.P. 15 says of the athlete Eurymenes that whereas other

athletes kept to the traditional diet of cheese and figs, 'on the advice of

Pythagoras he was the first to strengthen his body by eating a fixed daily

portion of meat'.

() Iambi* V.P. 25 claims that the substitution of a meat diet for dried

figs on the part of athletes was due to a namesake of Pythagoras, the son of

Eratoclees, 'though it is wrongly attributed to Pythagoras son of Mne-
sarchus'.

(/) D.L. vin, 12: 'He [Pythagoras] is said to have been the first to train

athletes on meat, beginning with Eurymenes, as Favorinus says in the third

book of his Commentaries. . . . Others say it was a trainer called Pythagoras
who used this diet, not our philosopher, who in fact forbade the killing, let

alone the earing, of animals on the ground that they share with us the right
to a soul.'

It will be seen that none of these testimonies antedates the fourth

century B.C., by which time the prohibition of flesh had already become
a matter of doubt and controversy. They fall into three classes. First,

those that affirm the prohibition of animal food without qualification,

like Eudoxus and the less decisive voices of Onesicritus and the comic

poets. Secondly, those (among them Aristotle) who describe the pro
hibition as selective, certain species or parts of animals being forbidden

on religious or superstitious grounds. Abstention from some of the

creatures mentioned is a common enough superstition outside the

Pythagorean brotherhood and indeed outside the Hellenic sphere.

Examples are collected by Boehm in the work already referred to.

Cocks for instance were forbidden to epileptics, who were supposed to

be daemonically possessed, and Caesar notes that the British held it

impious to eat them.The religious reasons adduced by the Pythagoreans
are expressly linked by some of our authorities with their belief in

transmigration. Sacrifice was limited to certain animals, and these might
be eaten because of a belief that the soul of a man never enters them.

Perhaps the same, or perhaps a different, school of Pythagoreans held

that even of sacrificial animals certain parts were to be avoided, in-
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eluding those, like testicles and marrow, which were particularly
associated with the vital force.

Finally we have the categorical denial that Pythagoras imposed on

his followers any ban at all on the eating of flesh or beans. The state

ments to this effect have a positive and polemical tone which suggests

that, as Gellius in fact says, they were going against the generally
received belief. The most vehement in this direction was evidently
Aristoxenus. This man, a Western Greek from Tarentum, who became

a member of the Lyceum under Aristotle and Theophrastus, was also

a friend of the last generation of Pythagoreans.
1 Since his chief claim

to fame was his work on the theory of music (he was in fact generally
known by the distinguishing epithet of Musicus), it was natural that

he should have a prime interest in that school which gave music a

central place in its philosophy and was universally recognized as having
been responsible for the most fundamental discoveries in musical

theory. The friends to whom such a man attached himself would of

course belong to the most scholarly and intellectual wing of the school,

and would have little use for the old superstitions to which its more

devoutly religious members clung. By this time the school was split

into a number of groups divided both locally and by the character of

their thought, and since all alike continued to claim the authority of

Pythagoras for their teaching, the more philosophically-minded would

reject the idea that he lent himself to superstitious practices which they
themselves had outgrown.

In this connexion may be mentioned the distinction drawn by later

writers between two types of Pythagorean, the acusmatici and the

mathematicL Accounts of this are given by the Neoplatonists lambli-

chus and Porphyry as follows:

(a) Iambi. V.P* 8 1, 87 (also De Comm. Math. Sc. p. y6.i6ff. Festa).

lamblichus has been explaining that Pythagoras instituted various grades

among his disciples according to their natural talents, so that the highest

secrets of his wisdom were only imparted to those capable of receiving them.

Even the way of life was not the same for all: some he ordered to hold all

their possessions in common, but there was an outer circle of those who

1 D.L. vin, 46. The Suda says that he was a pupil of the Pythagorean Xenophilus before joining
Aristotle. See this and other authorities for his life at the beginning of Wehrli's Aristoxenos*
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retained their private property. The account continues: 'In another way also

there were two forms of the Pythagorean philosophy, corresponding to two
classes of those who had part in

it, the acusmadd and the mathemadci. Of
these the acusmatid are admitted to be Pythagoreans by the others, whereas

they themselves do not accept the mathemadd, claiming that their activity

does not originate from Pythagoras but from Hippasus.
1

. . . The philosophy
of the acusmatid consists of undemonstrated sayings, without argument,

enjoining certain courses of action. These and other dicta of Pythagoras they
endeavour to preserve as divine revelations, making no claim to say anything
of their own. Indeed they hold it would be wrong to do so : those of their

number are accounted the wisest who have learned the greatest number of

acusmataJ

(H) Porph. V.P. 37 (DK, 18.2): 'His teaching took two forms, and of his

followers some were called mathematid and some acusmatid. The mathemadd
'

were those who had mastered the deepest and most fully worked-out parts
of his wisdom, and the acusmatid those who had only heard summarized

precepts from the writings, without full explanation.'

The account reproduced by lamblichus implies a claim that the

division was instituted by Pythagoras himself in order that justice

might be done to those of greater and lesser philosophical capacity.

Probably Porphyry was relying on the same sources and meant to say
the same, although taken by itself his statement might imply no more
than what was probably the truth. In view ofthe universal Pythagorean

practice of attributing everything to the founder, we cannot attach

much historical value to the claim. What seems to be obviously true is

that 'his teaching took two forms', or at least had two sides. The

genius ofPythagoras must have possessed both a rational and a religious

quality such as are rarely united in the same man. It is not surprising
that he and his school attracted two different types, on the one hand

enthusiasts for the promotion of mathematical philosophy and on the

other religious devotees whose ideal was the 'Pythagorean way of

life', the life of a religious sect strongly resembling that of the Orphics
and justifying its practices by a similar system of mystical beliefs. The

philosophical wing inevitably neglected, or secretly despised, the simple

superstitious faith of the devotees, but could not deny that it had played
a part in the foundations laid by Pythagoras. These therefore admitted

1 The translation fallows the order of words in De Comm. Math. Sc., not that of V.P.

(DK, 18.2) in which acusmatid and mathematici are reversed.
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Mathematict and
'

Acusmatici

the claim ofthe acusmatid to call themselves Pythagoreans, and fostered

the belief that both wings of the school had their origin in the teaching
methods of the Master himself. That at least seems the most probable

explanation of the tradition, which serves an obvious apologetic

purpose for the mathematicL The split is unlikely to have occurred

before the second half of the fifth century, when it would be fostered

by the geographical dispersion of the school. It may provide the

explanation why Aristotle speaks in his more cautious moments of

'some Pythagoreans
5

as holding certain views, and not of the Pytha

goreans as a whole. Rohde noted as further evidence for it that the

physical doctrines which Aristotle reports as Pythagorean, as well as

the ethical precepts of the friends of Aristoxenus, show no connexion

with Pythagorean religious beliefs. This point has some substance,

though it must not be pressed too far. It was the physical and mathe

matical philosophy of the Pythagoreans that Aristotle happened to be

interested in, and reference to its religious basis would have been out of

place in his purely philosophical discussions. The two in fact could

never have been completely separated. Consider for example the

reference to their numerical philosophy in such a passage as this from

theZte Cado (268 a 10):

As the Pythagoreans say, the whole world and all things in it are summed up
in the number three; for end, middle and beginning give the number of the

whole, and their number is the triad. Hence we have taken this number from

nature, as it were one of her laws, and make use of it even for the worship of

the gods.

Nevertheless the thesis that there were two kinds of Pythagoreans, the

one chiefly interested in the pursuit of mathematical philosophy and

the other in preserving the religious foundations of the school, is both

inherently probable and supported by a certain amount of positive

evidence, among which we may certainly reckon the contradictory

reports that have just been quoted concerning the views of Pythagoras
on religious abstention from certain foods.1

Porphyry wrote a work in four books, which has been preserved, on
1 With this paragraph cf. Delatte, Pol. Pyth. 226, tudes, 272-4, Rohde, Rh. Mus. 1871,

558-62, Minar, Early Pyth. Pol. 31-3. Minar is right to deprecate the assumption of a clear-cut

division between two hostile and mutually exclusive sects, but goes too far in belittling the

scientific achievement of the mathematici.
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

abstinence from animal flesh. This being its main topic, its references

to Pythagorean doctrine and practice have perhaps more weight than

more casual allusions, and may be considered together before drawing
final conclusions on the subject. His information can be confidently

assigned to the fourth or early third century B.C. 1

Porphyry, who is of

course arguing in favour of abstinence, begins by stating in full the

case ofhis opponents, whom he describes as
c

the ordinary, common run

of men' (6 iroAus Keel ST^cbSris dv0pcoTro$). In their name he produces
a string of arguments, ending with the claim (i, 15) that meat-eating

does no harm to soul or body, as is proved by medical opinion and by
the fact that athletes eat meat to improve their condition. Immediately

he continues: "And as strong evidence that Pythagoras was wrong, we

may mention that no wise man believed him . . . not even Socrates/ In

the eyes of the common man, the wrongness of Pythagoras evidently

consisted in the prohibition of meat. In ch. 23 the same common man
asserts that according to Pythagoras the eating of pork and beef was

equivalent to cannibalism, but in ch. 26 he supports his case by
reference to the story that Pythagoras allowed, and even introduced,

meat in the diet of athletes, and adds :

* Some report that the Pytha

goreans themselves taste flesh when they sacrifice to the gods.'
2

In n, 4, when Porphyry is arguing his own case, he rebukes his

opponents for assuming that because it is right for some men, like

athletes, soldiers and manual workers, to eat meat, therefore it is

proper for philosophers. We may take it that in his view Pythagoras

might indeed have approved of meat for someone who would never

make a philosopher (cf. passage (J) on p. 190, above), but still forbade

it to his own school. The friends of Aristoxenus who rejected the ban

will then have made their point by an illegitimate generalization. Later

in the same book (ch. 28), he says that the Pythagoreans were3 life-

1 Most of it comes from Theophrastus. See Burnet, EGP, 95, n. 2, and compare especially

De Alst. n, 32: T& \&v 5f) K<pdXocioc TOU \tf\
Seiv 60eiv 390, xo>pl$Tcov npspXrjnvcov piOOcov 6Mycov TE

T&V 09* fiuwv TrpooKEit^vcov Kod ovvTCTiiTiiivcov, &rriv TCOV 9eo9pdcrrov TOUTOC. The Pythagorean

arguments adduced by Sotion for the same purpose (ap. Seneca, Ep. 108 (bk. xvm, 5), lyff.),

which may be compared with Porphyry's, also appear to contain much early material. (Cf.

Rostagni, Verio di P. i66ff.)
z So also Plut. Qu. Cony. 7290. The common source here is probably not Theophrastus but

Heraclides Ponticus (Burnet, loc. at.).
3
Porphyry uses the imperfect tense in speaking of them.
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Porphyry on Abstentionfrom Meat

long abstainers from animal flesh. When they offered a beast to the

gods, they did but taste it, and other animals they never touched. In

in, 26 he brings the taboo into explicit relation with the kinship of all

life :

*

Since then all animals are our kin if it is clear that, as Pythagoras

said, they have the same soul the man who does not keep his hand off

his own relatives is rightly condemned as unholy/

Porphyry then, whether he is speaking in his own person or through
the mouth of an imaginary philistine, is consistent in asserting that in

general Pythagoras forbade his followers to eat flesh, that his reason

was the kinship of all life, and that as a result the Pythagoreans were

life-long vegetarians except for a ritual mouthful on occasions of

sacrifice. His account gives a clear hint ofhow, when a rationalist wing
arose in the school, it claimed as authority for neglecting the ban a

story which, whether true or not, was never originally intended to

grant a dispensation to philosophers, that is, to Pythagoreans. Taking
all this in conjunction with the evidence previously discussed, and with

the primitive character of the demand itself, we may conclude that

abstinence from flesh, on the religious ground that to eat it is a form of

cannibalism, was a tenet of Pythagoreanism from the beginning.
A sacramental tasting, on special occasions, of the flesh ofthe forbidden

animal is not an exception; rather it brings the system into line with

universal primitive practice, as Burnet noted (EGP^ 95). Later, when
the rationalists and the devotees tended to take separate roads, it was

denied by some who still laid claim to membership of the school. In

support of this conclusion we may add that the belief and practice are

independently known to have been current in the thought of the early

fifth century, especially in the West. Empedocles of Acragas reasoned

explicitly that because of the transmigration of souls a man who eats

flesh may unwittingly devour his own son or his own father in altered

shape; and a similar abstention was enjoined in the Orphic writings.
1

To those whose minds run on these lines the soul is obviously some

thing of paramount importance. It occupies an entirely different place

in the scheme of things from that which it has, for instance, in the

1

Emped. fr. 137 DK. For Orpheus, Ar. Frogs, 1032, Eur. Hipp. 95 2.
f.,

and a little later Plato,

Laws, vi, 7820.
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Homeric epics, which set the tone for so much in later Greek religion.

For Pythagoras it was immortal (ocOavaros), and this implied much

more than mere survival. In Homer too the psyche survived after

death, but that thought brought no consolation to his heroes.The/wycAs

by itself was the merest simulacrum of the man, lacking strength and

wits, both of which it owed to its association with the body. It is

compared to a shadow, an image, a dream, to smoke, to a twittering

bat. The only thing that could give it a temporary return to something

more like real life was to absorb a draught of blood, that is, to be re

animated momentarily by renewed contact with the life-giving ele

ments of the body.

This was a natural creed for the men of a heroic age, who equated

the goodness of life with bodily prowess in battle, feasting and love.

The real self was the body. Death meant separation from the body,

and hence from life in any sense which these robust fighters could

appreciate. Indeed to speak of the human soul as immortal was

blasphemy. Only the gods were immortal, and they were exceedingly

jealous of their immortality. It would go ill with a mortal who

claimed it for himself, for that would be to set himself up against

Zeus and the Olympians. We need not here consider in detail the power
ful influence on later Greek thought of this conception of the relation

between men and gods. Herodotus, the tragedians, Pindar and others

are full of the necessity to remember one's mortality and 'think mortal

thoughts'. 'Seek not to become Zeus For mortals mortal things

are fittest' (Pindar, Isth. v, 14).

Homeric religion is a product of the Ionian spirit, and shares its

matter-of-fact and rational outlook on the world. Indeed, while from

the religious point ofview its shortcomings are obvious to all, they are

probably outweighed by the immense service it did to the mind of

Greece by ridding it of so much of the dark underworld of magic and

superstition which plagued the life of many other ancient peoples. It

was by no means out oftune with the rationalism ofthe Ionian tradition

in philosophy. Similarly the Italian philosophical tradition is not some

thing existing in intellectual isolation, but the philosophical expression

of a much more general mode of thought. Side by -side with the

Olympian religion which may be called orthodox to the extent that
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The Soul: Homer and Eleusis

it was inculcated by the official cults of the Greek states as weltas being

accepted by most of the great figures of literature there existed a type

of belief which implied a very different relationship between gods and

men and a different conception of the nature and value of the human

soul.
1

The religion of Homer, after all, was particularly suited to the some

what artificial and short-lived society for which it was intended, and

much less so to the ordinary Greek of later centuries. Living a life

quite unlike that ofthe Homeric hero, he was subject to certain longings

and stirrings of the heart from which the hero had been free. The idea

of capricious, all-too-human deities, whom one must try to please

with material gifts offered in a bargaining spirit but without any

certainty that they would make the expected return, began to seem less

satisfying. Victims of injustice in this world turned their eyes to the

possibility of finding redress in another. Moreover, to meet these

resurgent needs, the means were at hand in numerous popular and

ancient cults of an agrarian character which had only been thrown

into temporary eclipse by the dominance of Homeric ideas. The most

notable was the mystery-cult of Eleusis, raised from obscurity to

Panhellenic repute when its mother-town was incorporated by Athens

(probably towards the end of the seventh century) and its worship

taken under Athenian patronage. By initiation into the mysteries of

Demeter the Earth-mother and her daughter Persephone, their wor

shippers believed that they could be actually adopted into the family

of the gods, and by this adoption secure for themselves not mere

survival which in some sense, as we have seen, was the lot of every

one but a far better and happier fate in the life to come.
'

Blessed

among men who dwell on earth is he who has seen these things; but

he who is uninitiated and has no part in the rites has never an equal

lot when he has died and passed beneath the dank darkness.'
2

At Eleusis initiation was all that mattered. The participants returned

to their homes and lived their ordinary lives, secure in the knowledge

imparted by the visual revelation which was the culmination of the

1 The religious background can only be sketched verybriefly here. I have dealt with it more

fully in The Greeks and their Gods, where references to other literature will be found.
z Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 4806. From internal evidence we can say that this hymn was

written for the Eleusinian cult before the incorporation by Athens.
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mystic rites. The teaching of the Orphic writers and initiators went

further. For them the hope of immortality was based on a complex

myth concerning the nature of the human soul as a mixture of divine

and earthly. It could only be attained by strenuous efforts, lasting

through life, to develop and elevate the divine element and subdue the

earthly. Initiation was an essential part, but the rites must be periodic

ally renewed and life as a whole lived differently, with observance of

ritual prohibitions among which abstention from meat was, as with the

Pythagoreans, of the greatest importance. The whole religious side of

this movement, which included an elaborate cycle of rebirths, cannot be

separated from that adopted by Pythagoras, and to make the attempt

would probably be unhistoricaL The Pythagoreans not only used the

religious books promulgated under the ancient name of Orpheus:

prominent members of the school were named in later antiquity as the

authors ofsome ofthem, and the tradition ascribing some to Pythagoras

himself goes back, as we have already noted, to the fifth century B.C.
1

The purpose of mentioning these tilings Eleusis as the outstanding

example of a type of belief that accompanied hundreds ofmore obscure

agricultural cults all over Greece, and the elaborate eschatological

schemes of the Orphics is to put the Pythagoreans in their setting.

Owing to the religious foundations of their thought, they were even

less isolated than other philosophers from the current beliefs of their

time. To recognize the existence and interaction of the two great

streams of philosophical tradition, the Ionian and the Italian, is of the

first importance for an understanding of Presocratic philosophy: but it

is equally important to become aware that they stand in their own

sphere for something wider, for two contrasting tendencies in the

Greek mind whose conflict and interplay form an essential and fasci

nating aspect of the study of Greek life and literature in general. These

two strains in their turn find their explanation partly in the fusion of

races that went to make up the Greek people of historical times, and

partly in social conditions, but to pursue them there now would take

us too far afield.
2
They may be summed up in the words dvrjTcc 9povelv

(* think mortal thoughts') on the one hand and ojjtoicocris 0eco ('assimi-

1
P. 182, n. 2, above, and for the names of other Pythagoreans see Kern, OrpL Fr. p. 52.

a
See The Greeks and their Gods, esp. pp. 301-4.
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Assimilation to the Divine

lation to God') on the other.1
'Strive not, my soul, for an immortal

life', warned Pindar (Pyth. in, 61), whereas Empedocles the Sicilian,

apparently without the slightest heed to such a warning, shouted to his

fellow-citizens of Acragas:
C

I tell you I am a god immortal, no longer
a mortal' (fr. 112.4).

It is to this second strain, to the idea of assimilation to the divine as

the legitimate and essential aim ofhuman life, that Pythagoras gave his

allegiance, and he supported it with all the force of a philosophical and

mathematical, as well as a religious, genius. In this last clause lies the

originality of Pythagoreanism. This is where it transcends the more

widespread idea of "God shalt thou be instead of mortal' which pre
existed and formed the soil out of which it sprang. Eleusis taught that

immortality was to be obtained through the single revelation, after

suitable preparation, of the mystic objects or symbols; the Orphics
added the need for carrying out in daily life an elaborate system of

religious, possibly also moral, prohibitions; to Pythagoras the way of

salvation lay through philosophy. Aristoxenus2 said of Pythagoras and

his followers:
'

Every distinction they lay down as to what should be

done or not done aims at conformity with the divine. This is their

starting-point; their whole life is ordered with a view to following God,
and it is the governing principle of their philosophy/

This brief excursus into religious history was necessary, for in the

idea of the purification of the soul we come near to the link which joins

the religious and the philosophical sides of Pythagoreanism and en

ables us to see them as two sides of a single unitary system. Hence to

understand this system the first essential is to appreciate the religious

background out of which it arose and against which it must be seen.

1 The first sentiment, in the above or similar words, is frequent. Cf. e.g. Epicharmus, 263
Kaibel (DK,23B20, voL I, p. 201) 0vcrr& xp^l T&V flvccr6vt OUK <5c6civccTcxT6v 6vor6v 9povelv and Soph.
Tr. 473. For the second phrase see Plato, Theaet. 176^ 616 xod TrcipSaOai XP^I &>0v5e &SUTC

<psOytv 6-n Tdxiorcc. (puyfj 5 6notoxjis tecp xardt T6 5uvorr6v, and cf. the true statement of Arms

Didymus (?) ap. Stob. Eel. EtL n, 7, p. 49 Wachsm. : ZoKpdrrts TTAdrcov Tocurdc TCO nu0ccy6pqc,

T&OS 6uotcooiv fecjx
a
Ap* lambL VJ?. 137, DK, 5802. The translation is Cornford's (CQ, 1922, 142), except for

the word 6^10X07(05. Cornford prints 6ui7dos. So Nauck, but this is due to Scaliger: 6uoAoyfos

is in all MSS. If it is the true reading, it raises a suspicion that the sentence as it stands is not a

word-for-word quotation from Aristoxenus, for 6poXoytoc in the particular sense required became

something of a technical term of the Stoics. Wehrli does not include the passage in his Aristo-

xenos. Nevertheless it gives a true description of the Pythagoreans of all periods.
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Basic is the notion of the kinship of all life, which was a necessary pre

supposition to the doctrine of transmigration. This kinship had a very-

wide extension, embracing more than what we should be inclined to

accept as animate nature, so that Porphyry, while using it as the

foundation of his argument against the eating of animals, found him

self at the same time under the necessity of opposing the extreme view

that even vegetables should be avoided, since logically they were

included within its scope.
1 For Empedocles everything had a share of

consciousness (fr. 1 10 . 10), and even the universe as a whole was in the

eyes of the Pythagoreans a living and breathing creature.
2 The Pytha

gorean Ecphantus (if we may trust an amended text) described the

world as a form (iSscc) of the divine power called Mind or Soul which

was the cause of physical motion.3

Since Aristotle wrote of this in the first book of his lost work On the

Philosophy ofPythagoras, he probably attributed it to Pythagoras him

self, and since the beliefwas already abroad in the sixth century we may

safely do the same. In this respect he and his followers did not differ

1 The logical difficulty is obvious, once the attempt is made, as Pythagoras made it, to fit the

ovyy&Eioc of all nature into the framework of a philosophical system. The distinction between

things that have life only (scoi^) and those that have vf^xn (? 2O2
> below) suggests that the Pytha

goreans were conscious of it. The feeling that animal, but not vegetable food must be avoided at

all costs no doubt finds its ultimate explanation in the ancient and deeply-rooted horror of the

pollution (ocyos, pfacrjia) incurred by bloodshed, which the Pythagoreans inherited from un-

philosophical predecessors. Empedocles, like Pythagoras, made a conscious effort to justify this

revulsion on philosophical grounds, but an earlier age is evoked by his agonized cry (fr. 139):

oi|Jioi, OTI oO irp6cr06v \} SicbXcae VTI^E^S fjiiccp

irplv ax^rXt* 2pya pop&s rapl xetXecrt jJurriaaaOoci.

Empedocles does indeed also issue a command to 'keep off bay-leaves' (fr. 140: although the

words are quoted in Plutarch simply in a context of picking leaves off the plants, I presume that

Empedocles had consumption in mind as in the similarly-worded injunction about beans, fr. 141) ;

but the bay, Apollo's sacred plant, occupied a rather special position. In fr. 127 he pairs it with

the lion, king of plants as the lion is king of beasts. Each forms the best lodging in its kind for

a human soul.
a For the universe as breathing, Ar. Phys. 21 3 b 22 and in a fragment of the De Philos.

Pythagorae (DK, 583 30 ; see p. 277, below). Cf. Sext. Emp. MatL IX, 127 ol UEV o\5v -rrepl T6v

TTuOccy6pccv xod ibv 'EinreSoKA&x xocl TCOV 'IroAcSv TrAfj06$ <pcccn jjrfj n6vov fjiilv -np6s &AAr|Aous xcd

irp6s ToC/s 6eoOj elvocl TIVOC Koivcovtov, dtXX6c xod irp6s TOC &Aoyoc TCOV 3<cov. ev ydcp Cnr<5cpxiv -rrveujjia T6

8i& irocvris TOU K6cruov Siffrov yvxfjs Tp6iTov, T6 Kod vouv fj|JiS$ Trp6$ mva. Similarly Cicero

N.D. i, ii, 27.

Cornford (CQ, 1922, 140, n. 2), in saying that this passage, though employing later terms, is

substantially true, follows Delatte, Vie, de Pyth. 204: *I1 faut bien admettre que c'est la une

doctrine de Tancien Pythagorisme.'
3 DK, 51.1. See their apparatus. The MS. reading is obviously corrupt. The date ofEcphantus

is uncertain, but at the latest he was a contemporary of Archytas (ZN, I, 604, n. 5).
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Individual and Universal Soul

from the Milesians, who as we saw assumed as a sufficient explanation

ofthe original generative motion that the stuff ofthe world was instinct

with life. Anaximenes even accepted the corollary that the air which!

constitutes the human soul is the same substance as that ofthe god which

we must suppose the universe to be. But, so far as we can tell, he treated

it in the Ionian way, as an interesting scientific fact. He certainly did

not regard it as the basis of a religious way of life. We know1 both how

universal was the early beliefthat the soul was ofthe nature ofbreath or

air, and also what widely different conclusions could be drawn from the

fact, according as one's inclinations were towards a scientific or a

religious conception of the world. Democritus combined it with what

was for practical purposes a materialistic atheism, but the Orphics

that is, a mystical religious sect subscribed to it no less. The conclu

sion drawn both by them and by the Pythagoreans was that ifthe world

was a living, eternal and divine creature, and lived by breathing in air

or breath from the infinite around it;
2 and if man too got his life by

breathing (which was evidence that the human soul itself was air):

then the natural kinship between man and the universe, microcosm

and macrocosm, must be close. The universe was one, eternal and

divine. Men were many and divided, and they were mortal. But the

essential part of man, his soul, was not mortal, and it owed its immor

tality to this circumstance, that it was neither more nor less than a small

fragment or spark of the divine and universal soul, cut off and im

prisoned in a perishable body. Diogenes Laertius quotes an account of

Pythagoreanism which Alexander, a contemporary of Sulla surnamed

Polyhistor on account of his encyclopaedic activities, claimed to have

found in certain 'Pythagorean notebooks',3 In this account it is said,

1

Pp. 128 ff., above.
~ See pp. 27?ff., below. E. Frank held that Aristotle learned of this 'Pythagorean doctrine

from 'Philolaus', both in inverted commas because he believed this pseudo-Philolaus to have

been a Platonist, probably Speusippus, For his present point he refers to the citation of Philo-

laus's views in Anon. Londinensis (DK, 44A2?), although in fact that passage only speaks oi

ordinary animal life and to make his point he has to add on his own account:
cNun ist aber fur

Philolaos der Mikrokosmos ein treues Abbild der Weltganzen' (Plato . d. sogenn. Pyth. 327-8).

It will not be expedient to refer at every turn to the extreme sceptical views expressed in Frank's

book, and this may serve as an example.
3 D.L. vin, 241!. The part quoted here is from ch. 28. Alexander seems to have been an

industrious and unoriginal collector of facts, free from the fantasy that characterized the later

Neopythagoreans and Neoplatonists. (See RE, I, 1449-5*-) T*16 HueoyopiKa vnrouvrinccra which
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

first, that plants as well as animals have life (3001*1), though not all have

soul (yvxf)). Soul is a torn-offfragment (ccrroarracriJioc)
1 ofaither and the

hot and the cold: it is not coterminous with life, and it is immortal

because thatfrom which it has leen detached is immortal.

In this way the doctrine that all life was homogenes not only united

men in the ties of kinship with animals, but, most important of all, it

taught them that their best nature was identical with something higher.

It gave them an aim in life, namely to cultivate the soul, shake off the

taint ofthe body, and rejoin the universal soul ofwhich their individual

souls were in essence parts. So long as the soul was condemned to

remain in the wheel of transmigration so long, that is to say, as it had

to enter a new body ofman or animal after the death of the one which

it had previously tenanted so long was it still impure. By living the

best and highest type of human life it might ultimately shake off the
&

he claims to be citing recall the urronW||jicxTa KscpccAccicbSTi handed down by the last generation of

Pythagoreans in the fourth century B.C. (p. 180, above). However, the date or dates of the

contents ofthese chapters have been variously estimated by scholars. Rohde (Rh. Mus. 1872, 47)

remarked on their relatively modest content, as indicating an early date. Zeller (ZN, 471 and
n. i) treated Alexander's account with some respect, but attributed his source to the second

century and considered it an heir to Platonic and Stoic teaching. M. Wellmann (Hermes, 1919,

225-48), though not always sufficiently critical in his use of late sources for comparison, argued

persuasively for its fourth-century origin, as also did Delatte (V. de P. i$$S. 9 232 ff.), and they
were followed by Cornford (P. and P. 3). Diels was converted by Wellmann, whose arguments
nevertheless appeared to Wilamowitz (Platon, u, 84, n. i) to be 'ganzverfehlt*, though he says
no more. I. LeVy (Sources de la Ldgende de Pytk* 75) also thinks the third century the earliest

possible date. But see also Raven, Pyth. and El. 15964.
An exhaustive analysis of the extract has been made by A. J. Festugiere in REG, 1945, 1-65.

It may be difficult to deny his conclusion that the immediate source is a Hellenistic compilation

incorporating elements of diverse dates, but his further argument, that none of the doctrines so

collected can have antedated Speusippus, does not seem so inescapable. One misses also any
suggested explanation of the title TTueayopiKdt uTrouv^uara, According to Clement of Alexandria,
Alexander also wrote a work irepl TTvOccyopiKcov ouppdAcov (RE, i, 1451).
To give an example of the differing conclusions which may be drawn from the same material,

Cornford adduced in favour ofan early date that 'no later writer could have escaped the influence

ofPlato himselfand in particular of the Tzmaeus'. For Festugiere the extract displays an arrange
ment of material of which Torigine est incontestablement le Timde'. (Cornford attributes

occasional anachronistic phraseology e.g. 'the indefinite dyad* for the Pythagorean 'unlimited'

to Alexander himself.) K. von Fritz, like Cornford, saw elements in the account which would
be 'certainly impossible in any philosophy influenced by Platonic thought', and concluded that

even though some of its parts show the influence of later philosophical terminology, it contains

elements of genuine early Pythagorean doctrine. (CP, 1945, 34.) With this judicious conclusion

one may well agree.
1 The word drrdo-Traana occurs in Plato (PKaedo, 1133), but its use to describe the relation of

individual souls to the Universe seems to have been Stoic. Cf. Chrysippus ap. D.L. vii, 143,

Epictetus, ii, 8, 10, M. Aurel. v, 27. Nevertheless the doctrine concerned, like many others held

by the Stoics, did not originate with them.
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Transmigration and Union 'with the Divine

body altogether, escape from the wheel of rebirth, and attain the final

bliss oflosing itself in the universal, eternal and divine soul to which by
its own nature it belonged.

1 The conception of god or divinity, as so

far adumbrated, may seem decidedly vague, and it must be admitted

that, in so far as we rely on any trustworthy sources for the Pytha-

goreanism of Plato's time or earlier, it must remain so,
2 The Pytha

goreans certainly did not reject the contemporary polytheism, and their

particular patron was Apollo, to ^hom Pythagoras was believed to

stand in a special relation. Some at least revered him as an actual

incarnation of this god (p. 149, above). Such individual manifestations

of the divine, however, by no means ruled out at this stage the con

ception of 'the divine* (TO 0elov) in general, a conception which had

its appeal both to the rationalist (as explaining the ultimate constitution

of the universe) and to the mystic, whose deeper longings it satisfied.^

^hat exactly the Pythagoreans meant by the soul, and how they

reconciled its immortality with certain presuppositions about its

composition, is also a difficult problem, which is best left until after an

account of their philosophy of number, with which it is intimately

bound up.
4

That then is the situation. Each of us is shut up in his separate body

and marked with the impurity of the lower forms of matter. How are

we to shake this off and bring the moment nearer when our own small
*

part will reunite with the whole and we shall be god ourselves? What""

is the way of salvation? Eleusis offered it by way of the revelation,

epopteia, granted to the initiate after suitable preparatory purification.

The Orphic sought it through some form ofsacramental orgia or teletai

and the observance of taboos. Pythagoras retained much of this, but

because he was a philosopher he added a method of his own.

1 As positive evidence that this was a Pythagorean beliefwe have so far seen only the state

mentofAlexander Polyhistor that the soul was an <5ar60-irccapa cdtepo?. He also says that all within

the uppermost air is divine (ch. 27) and that pure souls go hrl TV \tyiorov (ch. 31). Add that

Delatte (yi&de PytL 225 ff.) shows it to have been a belief at least of later Pythagoreanism, that

it was already common in the fifth century, and that there is reason to think it was adopted by the

Orphics. See Guthrie, The Greeks and their Gods, 262
, 324.

*
Cf. ZN, 565-6.

3
Similarly (and doubtless under Pythagorean influence) Empedocles gave the name Apollo

to his highest god, to whom he explicitly denies all anthropomorphic features. See fr. 134, with

the introductory words of Ammonius.
4
Pp. 3o6ff., below.
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There are good grounds for thinking that Pythagoras introduced

and made familiar a new meaning of the words philosophos and philo-

sophia. The story told by Heraclides Ponticus (referred to on p. 164,

above) makes him the actual inventor of the words. As given by

Diogenes (i, 12) it runs :

'

Pythagoras first used the term philosophy and

called himself a philosopher [i.e.
lover of wisdom] in conversation at

Sicyon with Leon the tyrant of that city or of Phlius, as Heraclides

Ponticus relates in his De Muliere Exanimr, for, he said, no one is wise

save God.' This is probably not stricdy true, for the actual words are

used quite early, in what one might call an Ionian rather than an Italian

sense, although one of these references may just possibly support the

attribution. Heraclitus (fr. 35) said: 'Philosophers must be inquirers

into a great number of things/ This may indicate that the word was in

use independently in his time, but it may on the other hand be aimed

personally at Pythagoras, 'the man who called himself philosopher';

for polymathy, or inquiry into many things, was in the eyes of Hera

clitus folly, and elsewhere (fr. 40, quoted above, p. 157) he censures

Pythagoras by name for indulging in it.
1 Zeno the Eleatic is also said

to have written a book Against the Philosophers, which almost certainly

means the Pythagoreans.
2 On the other hand Herodotus already uses

the word in what I have called the 'Ionian' sense, without any of its

Pythagorean overtones, when he describes Solon as travelling about

9iAo<T09cov, decopirjs evexev, that is, to see the world and acquire

information of all sorts (i, 30). Burnet remarked truly {EGP^ 83):

'In Ionia philosophia meant something like "curiosity".. . .On the

other hand, wherever we can trace the influence of Pythagoras, the

word has a far deeper meaning. Philosophy is itself a "purification"
and a way of escape from the "wheel".' We have seen (p. 199) the

Pythagorean ideal as stated by Aristoxenus. Philosophy in this sense

is the subject-matter of Plato's Phaedo, where Pythagorean influence is

obviously strong and seems to be acknowledged by the references to

Philolaus. 'I want to give you my reasons', says Socrates (63 E), 'for

1 Kirk (HCF, 395) agrees that this is a possibility. Wilamowitz thought that the word

9iAoa69ous was not a part ofthe actual fragment of Heraclitus, but both Bywater and Diels-Kranz

reasonably retain it. See note adloc. in DK, and cf. Cornford, Princ. Sap. 115, J. L. Stocks,

Mind, 1915, 220. On fr. 35 see also p. 417, below.
3
Stocks, loc. cit. Cf., however, for a more sceptical view ZN, 438.
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Philosophic^ and the Idea ofLimit

thinking that the man who has truly devoted his life to philosophic, is

of good courage when death approaches, and strong in hope that the

greatest ofgood things will fall to his lot on the other sidewhen he dies/

For Pythagoras then the purification and salvation of the soul

depended not merely, as in the mystery-cults, on initiation and ritual

purity, but onphilosopkia; and this word, then as now, meant using the

powers of reason and observation in order to gain understanding. In

what way, we may ask, was the connexion established? Does the

philosophical side of Pythagorean teaching link up with the religious
beliefs of which we have seen something already?

Pythagorean religious beliefs were founded on the world-wide and

primitive idea of universal kinship or sympathy. The more philo

sophical side of the system rests on something which belongs parti

cularly to the Hellenic outlook and is typified in the character of the

most Hellenic of the gods, Apollo, to whose worship the sect was

devoted. That is, the exaltation ofthe related ideas of limit, moderation,
and order. It was not accidental that they chose as their divine patron
the god on whose temple were inscribed the words

c

Nothing too much',
'Observe limit', and other precepts in the same sense. The Greek

genius, in thought and art, represents the triumph of Aoyog or ratio,

which has been defined as meaning on the one hand 'the intelligible,

determinate, mensurable, as opposed to the fantastic, vague and shape
less

5

,
and on the other 'the proportions of things both in themselves

and as related to a whole'. 1 Of this genius for reducing things to their

mensurable characteristics, and insisting on the element of proportion
both in their internal structure and in their relations with one another,

the Pythagorean philosophy provides the outstanding example. Their

philosophico-religious synthesis was, however, in one respect audacious*

From their insistence on the cosmic significance of limit and order they
did not infer the same consequences for human life and aspirations as did

the popular thought and the poets of their day. Dominant in the litera

ture of the sixth and fifth centuries is the idea already referred to,

1
E. Fraenkd, Rome and Greek Culture (Inaugural lecture, Oxford, 1935). I may be forgiven

for quoting such an aptly worded description of the Greek genius, although in the context

Professor Fraenkel is in fact attributing these qualities of ratio to the Romans, to explain their

success as the preservers of Greek thought.
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

that if excess is to be avoided and limit observed, if everything in the

universe has its proper place and must not seek to encroach on that of

others, then this for man means that he must recognize his mortality
and content himself with a mortal's life. Between mortals and

immortals, gods and men, a barrier was fixed, and it was hybris to

cross it. Nothing too much, observe the limit; and immortality and

divinitywere unquestionably beyond the limit appointed for man. This

prevailing view has already been noted, as also the fact that by the

sixth century there existed a mystical movement which denied it. That

movement was especially associated with the Western Greeks. To the

evidence already mentioned we may add those verses which, scratched

on thin plates of gold, were buried with the initiates of a mystic sect in

graves ofMagna Graecia. Here among other instructions the dead man
is told that if he can prove his credentials to the guardians of the nether

world, they will welcome him with the cry: 'Happy and blessed one,

thou shalt be god instead of mortal.' To attain this goal he had lived

a life of sanctity and purity, as had Empedocles of Acragas who made
the same claim for himself.

1 Of this persuasion was Pythagoras, with

his denial of the propriety of mortal thoughts for mortal men. Assimi

lation to God was for him, as we have seen, the goal of life. At the same

time, unlike the Orphics and their kind, he and his followers united

with these aspirations a philosophy rooted in the twin ideas of limit and

order, peras and kosmos. It is in the interpretation of these key-words,
if at all, that we shall find the bridge between their religious and their

philosophic ideas.

This bridge was constructed by the following train of thought:

(a) the world is a kosmos that untranslatable world which unites, as

perhaps only the Greek spirit could, the notion of order, arrangement
or structural perfection with that of beauty. () All nature is akin,

therefore the soul of man is intimately related to the living and divine

universe, (c) Like is known by like, that is, the better one knows some

thing the more one is assimilated to it. Hence (d) to seek through

philosophy for a better understanding of the structure of the divine

1 The gold plates have been many times discussed. See Guthrie, Orpheus and Gk. Rel. 171 .

The oldest may be dated to the fourth century, and the poems from which they contain extracts

are obviously older.
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The Notion of 'Kosmos'

fcosmos is to realize and cultivate the divine element in oneself. This

argument mustnow be amplified and some evidence for it adduced. The

state of our knowledge of early Pythagoreanism is such that part of

this evidence must be indirect, that is, taken either from contemporary

philosophers who were known to be in sympathy with them, or one

like Plato on whom they exercised a powerful influence. Yet he would

be a hardened sceptic who would deny its total weight.

Limit (peras) and the Unlimited (apeiron) were, as will appear more

fully later (pp. 240 ff., below), set by the Pythagoreans at the very begin

ning of things as the two contrasting principles by which the world

evolved; and of them they saw peras as good and apeiron as evil.

To quote a simple statement of this, Aristotle says in the Ethics

(i 106b 29) :

c

Evilbelongs to theunlimited, as the Pythagoreans surmised,

and good to the limited/ Now the world is living and divine, and so

good. It can only be any or all of these because it is limited, and dis

plays an order in the relations of its component parts. Full and efficient

life depends on organization. We see this in individual creatures, which

we (like Aristotle) call organic to indicate that they have all their parts

arranged and subordinated as instruments (prgana) towards the end of

keeping the whole being alive and enabling it to perform its functions.

So with the world. Were it unlimited, it would have no telos^ would be

ateles which means both 'endless' and
*

incomplete';
1 but the world is

teleion, a complete whole. Observation (it was then thought) supports

this view. There may be minor irregularities, but the major cosmic

events are marked by their regular order. Dawn and sunset, summer,

winter and the intermediate seasons follow one another in unvarying

succession. For the Greeks the perfect example of this eternal regu

larity was provided by the wheeling stars, which exhibited (as was

believed from before the time of Pythagoras down to, and including,

Copernicus) an everlasting and perfectly circular motion. One can

see the reason for the paramount position assigned by the Pythagoreans

to astronomy among the sciences.

In short die world is in the full sense a kosmos, and we may allow

ourselves to note a statement about Pythagoras which, whether literally

true or not, is a significant pointer to doctrines which were regarded as

1 What is drsXis is firmpov, c Plato, Philebus, 248.
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

characteristically his: he was traditionally supposed to have been the

first to apply the name kosmos to the world, in recognition of the order

which it displayed.
1

,

The idea ofthe kinship of all nature has been siifficiently shown to be

Pythagorean and to underlie the doctrine of transmigration and the

prohibition ofanimal flesh. It recurs in these connexions in Empedocles.
z

1
Aet. II, i, i (DK, 14.21) TT. -npco-ros dbvduccae TI^V TCOV oAcov raptox^v K6criAov K TTJS v ocOrcp

T<ieco$. See also D.L. vm, 48 (from Favorinus). Other references in Delatte, Vie de P.

203. The attribution has been contested by some modern scholars on the ground that Kdauoj

with the meaning
*

world' did not come into use until very much later. Our knowledge of the

actual language used by Presocratic philosophers is terribly meagre, but the position may be

summarized thus.

Whether or not Anaximander used the word xdcriios (cf. p. no, above), it was already being

used by philosophers to mean the world (of course in its aspect as an ordered structure) in the

early fifth century. In Empedocles fr. 26 . 5 (oAAoTe ufcv 91X6-711x1 ouvepxonev" els tvoc KOCT^OV), it

clearly, as Mr Kirk says in his discussion of the term (HCF, 3 13), means only
*

order* or 'arrange

ment', but when in fr. 134. 5 he speaks of the divine mind as 9povrlai KdaiJiov <5cTrcxvra Karafo-cjouacx

Ooijjoiv, he must mean that it darts through the whole world. The choice of word is still signifi

cant: it emphasizes that the world is an ordered structure j
but even much later, no Greek could

have descried the world by this term without having somewhere in his mind the consciousness

that it exemplified the combination of order, fitness and beauty. These associations K6<riios never

lost Of x6ajjiov T6v8e in HeracL fr. 30 Kirk's own conclusion is (ibid. 316, 317) that it means

'things plus order*, that is, 'the natural world and the order in it'. 'The natural world* is also

the plain meaning in Diog. Apoll. fr. 2 TOC Iv TcoSe TCO K6o-|Jicp idvrcc vuv, and (as Vlastos seems to

me to have shown, AJP^ 1955, 345) in Anaxag. fr. 8.

Kirk points out that 'the parallel between man and cosmos is first explicitly drawn in the fifth

century', and even if we reject the word itself in Anaximenes, fr. 2 (and I for one should be

prepared to maintain that thecomparisonbetweenmanand theworld atleast is his : pp. 13 1
, above),

the phrase quoted from Democritus (fr. 34 v TCJD dvOpcbrao uucpcp K6<j|icp OVTI KOCT& Arm6KpiTov),

which seems genuine, shows that x6auos = 'world-order* was by his time a familiar notion.

The development of the word through the stages (a) order or arrangement of anything,

(p) order in the world, 6 TOU irccvn^s Kdcriios, as used for example in Emped. 26. 5, Eur. fr. 910,

(c) the world as an order (Emped. fr. 134. 5), (f) the world in general, with no special reference

to its ordered structure, must have been a gradual one; the new shades ofmeaning came into use

beside the older without replacing them. Once the step had been taken from (a) to (), there is

little point in trying to pin down further developments to any particular date or person. The
decisive moment came when the world was first seen to exhibit a rationally comprehensible order,

and as such Anaximander had already described it before Pythagoras, though the latter greatly

developed and enriched the conception. This first step constituted, in Jaeger's words, 'the

spiritual discovery of the cosmos', and, as he rightly says, it entailed a radical break with current

religious beliefs. (Paideia, I, I58f.) It is hardly too much to say that it marked the dividing line

between religion and philosophy. It would certainly not be surprising if the discoverers them

selves added emphasis to the new truth by actually giving the name K6<riJios to the world. Tradi

tion ascribes this linguistic advance to Pythagoras, and we know that it was made by Empedocles,
who followed him in so many things and at no great distance of time.

For discussions of this point, with further examples and references to earlier scholars, see

especially W. Kranz, Philologus, 1938-9, 43ofF.; Kirk, HCF, 3136.; G. Vlastos, AJP, 1955,

345 with n. 19.
z The reason for so frequently calling in the witness of Empedocles may not have been made

sufficiently clear. It is twofold : (a) the religious ideas of Empedocles are demonstrably almost
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The Notion of'Kosmos*

The words
*

since all nature is akin* occur in Plato in the exposition of

a religious doctrine for which he is careful to disclaim originality,

ascribing it to 'priests and priestesses whose concern it is to give a

reasoned account of their undertakings' (Meno^ 8ic and A). This idea

and the conception of the world as a kosmos occur together in a most

instructive passage, where again they are ascribed to others, and who
should these others be but the Pythagoreans? 'The wise men tell us

that heaven and earth, gods and men are bound together by kinship

and love and orderliness and temperance and justice; and for this reason,

my friend, they give to the whole the name Q{ kosmos, not a name im

plying disorder or licentiousness. But you, for all your wisdom, seem

to me to pay no attention to this, nor to have any conception of the

powerful influence of geometrical equality among gods and men*

(Gorg. 507 E).
X The association ofman not only with the lower forms of

life but also with the soul or mind of the universe is expressed in the

Pythagorean documents quoted by Alexander (p. 202, above), which

find some support in Aristotle (DK, 58 330), and the potential divinity

of man is also emphasized by Empedocles.
That like is known by like was held as a serious philosophical (and

even physiological) doctrine in the fifth century, exemplified by Empe
docles

5

s theory of 'effluences' from sensa fitting into 'pores' in the

body of the perceiver, which is described by Plato in the Meno (76A).

On the basis of this theory he wrote in an extant fragment (109) :

* With earth we see earth, with water water/ It follows that ifwe have

knowledge of the divine, it cannot be in virtue of any sense-organ

(fr. 133) composed of the lower material elements that circulate in the

sublunary sphere; it must mean that we have in ourselves a tincture

of the divine element by some equated with pure fire or with aither

identical with those of the Pythagoreans, (} his date is a sufficient answer to those who suspect

that when we quote, as we so often must, fourth-century sources for Pythagorean beliefs, they

may be referring to beliefs which only entered Pythagoreanism at that time (e.g. as a reflexion

of Platonism). A tradition going back to Timaeus in the fourth century B.C. and Neanthes in

the third (D.L. vin, 54-5) said that Empedocles was a Pythagorean who was accused by the

School of appropriating and making public their doctrines.
1
Aristotle (ifwe may take the Magna Moralia to represent his views) had little use for this

mixture of morals with mathematics (MM, 1182an):
*

Pythagoras also attempted to treat of

virtue, but misguidedly, for by referring the virtues to numbers he rendered his investigation

irrelevant to its subject: justice is not a square number.' This passage confirms, if any further

confirmation were needed, that the crcxpot of Plato are in fact the Pythagoreans.
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

which enters our world'from outside. This is the physical aspect of the

doctrine of Pythagoras that, since God alone is wise, faz philosophos or

seeker after wisdom is developing the god-like in himself, and gives

further content to Aristoxenus's statement about the Pythagoreans

(p. 199, above) that their aim is conformity with the divine, and

their whole life and philosophy ordered and governed with a view

to following God.

It is Plato again who finally pulls the threads together for us by

saying explicitly that what unites the philosopher to the divine (that is,

to the living and breathing
N
Whole) is the element of kosmos in both/

In the Repullk he writes of the philosopher 'who has his mind fixed on

true reality' (5000) :

*

Contemplating things which are in due sequence

and immutable, whidajieither do nor suffer wrong but are all in order

(kosmos) and governed by reason, he will reflect them, and so far as

possible become assimilated to them. Do you not think it inevitable

that a man should come to resemble that with which it delights him to

associate ? Hence the philosopher through association with what is

divine and orderly (kosmws] becomes divine and orderly (kosmios) in

-so far as a man may/
For Plato the objects of the philosopher's contemplation are the

transcendent
'

Forms' at which he had arrived by bringing Pythagorean

notions to bear upon the Socratic search for moral certainty, but the

framework into which he fitted this new content of knowledge is

wholly Pythagorean. In the Timaeus he introduces the idea on its

more purely Pythagorean level, saying that to study the visible cosmos

in its regular and ordered aspects that is, the movements of the

heavenly bodies will have the same effect of emphasizing our kinship

with the divine. By giving us sight, he says, the gods have made philo

sophy possible, for it was given us 'in order that we might observe the

circuits of intelligence in the heaven and profit by them for the revo

lutions of our own thought, which are akin to them, though ours be

troubled and they are unperturbed; and that, by learning to know them

and acquiring the power to compute them rightly according to nature,

we might reproduce the perfectly unerring revolutions of the god and

reduce to settled order the wandering motions in ourselves'.
1

1
Tim. 473-0, trans. Cornford.
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'Kosmos
9

and the Philosopher

A. E. Taylor held the view that throughout this dialogue Plato

was doing no more than reproduce a fifth-century Pythagorean
account of the world. Few would go all the way with him in this, but

we have seen enough to give assent to the following sentences from his

commentary (p. 133):

The assumption that 'like is known by like*, which Aristotle found in Plato's

oral teaching, is common enough in the dialogues and seems to have been as

characteristic of both Socrates and Plato as it was of the Pythagoreans. It is

the foundation of the whole scheme for training the souls of the young

'guardians' of Republic ii-m into moral beauty by surrounding them with

the loveliness which appeals to eye and ear. The main principle of this
e

early

education', that the soul inevitably grows like., takes on the character of, that

which it contemplates, is manifestly Pythagorean.

Even more manifestly Pythagorean is it when it reaches the higher

levels and becomes a question ofthe philosopher growing like the divine

object of the most worth-while contemplation of all. We may recall

the Pythagorean comparison of life to a festival or fair, at which some

are present to take part in athletic or musical contests, others to buy or

sell,

c

but the best as spectators*.
1 So in life, slavish natures strive for

money or glory, but the philosopher seeks the truth. He seeks it with

a definite aim. Just as the universe is composed of material elements

reduced to an ordered structure because they are pervaded by a divine

life and reason, so we are kosmoi in miniature, organic structures com

posed of the same stuff and reproducing the same principles of order.

But we shall only reproduce them satisfactorily, so far as in a mortal

body one may, if we cultivate the freedom of the divine element of

reason of which we too possess a spark, and, by studying the order

displayed on a grand scale around us, learn to reflect it in the motions of

our own lives. The philosopher who contemplates the kosmos becomes

kosmios in his own soul.*

The simile of spectators at a festival might seem to suggest that

the Pythagoreans adopted a purely passive attitude to the world.

1
ol S ye p&Tiaroi Ipxovrcci Beared, D.L. viil, 8. (Cf. also p. 164, above.)

3 A modern parallel may be found in a perhaps surprising quarter. Cf. Bertrand Russell, The

Problems of Philosophy (H.U.L. 1912), p. 250: philosophy is to be studied 'above all because,

through the greatness of the universe which philosophy contemplates, the mind also is rendered

great, and becomes capable of that union with the universe which constitutes its highest good'.
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

But it was clearly more than that, (a) It meant active intellectual study,

particularly in the fields of number-theory, geometry, music and

astronomy, for those are the studies which will bring understanding of

the ordered and lasting movements taking place in the heavens, and of

the structure of everything which they contain. () It involved an

actual change in the philosopher's own nature, for it is by this active

contemplation (Oecopioc) that the aim of assimilation to the divine

Oeco) is attained.

(2) Numbers and the cosmos

(a) Introductory: the musical intervals

For these people, the natural world was not an object suitable for experi

ment, analysis, and exploitation. It was not an object at all. It was alive

with certain mysterious and powerful forces, and man's life still possessed
a richness and a dignity which came from his sense of participation in the

movement of these forces.
1

The book from which the above quotation comes is a study of some

modern Greek poets, and the passage refers directly to the Greek

peasant of Turkish times, from whom the author is claiming that his

poets, and Sikelianos in particular, inherited a living tradition. Else

where, however, he makes it clear that this tradition has its roots in

antiquity, and in fact the passage could stand without alteration as a

description of the Pythagoreans. It might be thought more appro

priate to the previous section of our discussion, but it stands here for

the same reason as that section was made to precede the present one:

to remind us of a characteristic of their philosophy which to a great
extent persisted even in their work on number and mathematics, but

which in dealing with this aspect it would be easier to forget.

It is a dark and difficult subject, and some general remarks are neces

sary at the outset to make clear, and to some extent
justify, the policy

that we shall pursue. There is no doubt that the Pythagoreans were

responsible for important advances in the science of mathematics.

Nevertheless, as the above quotation was intended to hint
and^as

has, I hope, been made abundantly clear already, their attitude to

1

Philip Sherrard, The Marble Threshing Floor (1956), 128.
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Numbers and the Cosmos

it was utterly different from that of a mathematician of today. For

them numbers had, and retained, a mystical significance, an inde

pendent reality. Phenomena, though they professed to explain them,
were secondary, for the only significant thing about phenomena was

the way in which they reflected number. Number was responsible
for 'harmony

5

,
the divine principle that governed the structure of the

whole world. Numbers not only explained the physical world, but also

symbolized or stood for (but the Pythagoreans said 'were
5

) moral

qualities and other
abstractions.

It was no hard-headed mathematician

who declared that justice 'was
5

the number four (on the grounds that

justice was essentially reciprocity and reciprocity was embodied in a

square number), and marriage five,
1 and Aristotle had some reason for

his complaint (MetapL 986 a 3): 'Any agreements that they found

between number and harmony on the one hand, and on the other the

changes and divisions of the universe and the whole order of nature,

these they collected and applied; and if something was missing, they

insisted on making their system coherent/ There follows his complaint
that they invented a non-existent planet to make up the total to the

sacred number ten. Again in De Caelo^ 293325: they invented the

counter-earth 'not seeking accounts and reasons to explain the

phenomena, but forcing the phenomena and trying to fit them into

arguments and opinions oftheir own
5

. Such an attitude to science is no

more than the natural consequence of that side of their philosophy
which we have already studied.

No reader of Plato can fail to be struck by the solemn and religious

tone with which he sometimes speaks of mathematics, and the fact that

they have for him a metaphysical as well as a purely mathematical

significance. Arithmetic 'draws the soul upwards,. . .never allowing

anyone to offer it for discussion mere collections of visible or tangible

bodies
5

(Rep. 525 D). The objects ofgeometrical knowledge are
'

eternal,

not subject to change and decay
5

,
and it 'tends to draw the soul towards

truth and to produce a philosophic intelligence for the directing up
wards of faculties which we wrongly turn earthwards

5

(5273). Asto

1 For die equation of such abstractions with, numbers see Arist. Metaph.

MM, n82an (all in DK, 5834), and with the last compare EN, H32b 23. Cf. pp. 301 n%
below.
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astronomy, which is to be studied purely as a branch of mathematics

'in terms of pure numbers and perfect figures. . .perceptible to reason

-and thought but not visible to the eye' (5290), it too must turn the

soul's gaze upwards not literally to the sky, but to the realm of 'real

being and the invisible
5

. The next study in the philosopher's pro

paedeutic is harmonics, and here Plato's only criticism of the Pytha

goreans (whom he mentions by name) is that they are too much in

clined to look for numerical relationships in physical, audible sound.

The whole curriculum arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, harmonics

is plainly Pythagorean, and we need not be afraid to say that the meta

physical view of mathematics here displayed is a legacy from the same

school. No one doubts nor could it well be doubted that much of

the doctrine of the Timaeus, which Plato puts into the mouth not of

Socrates but of a visitor from Locri in South Italy, is Pythagorean.
In this dialogue a 'harmony' made up of series in arithmetical and

harmonic progressions is used in the creation of the soul of the world

(35Bff.), and the existence of two mean proportionals between two
cubic numbers serves as the reason why the Creator had to provide two

elements intermediate between fire and earth. These Platonic passages

may justly be used to illustrate the significance of mathematics for the

Pythagoreans, for whom, as for Plato, the acquisition of knowledge

partook more of the character of a religious initiation than of mere

instruction or research. 1

Our primary source for the more scientific side of Pythagoreanism
must always be Aristotle, the best qualified, and for most of it the

earliest informant. In his extant works he mentions the school only in

the context of an exposition of his own philosophy, and this has con

sequences which, though they have sometimes been exaggerated, must

be taken into account: but whatever he says was based on a special

study which had borne fruit in a treatise devoted entirely to their

doctrines. That treatise is lost, and we have only a few quotations from

it, but its existence in the background may legitimately add to our

confidence that in dealing with the Pythagoreans he knew what he was
1
B. L. van der Waerden, 'Die Arithm. d. Pyth/, Math. Annalen, 120 (1947-9), 680 ff.,

Heath, Thirteen JBks. ofEucl. n, 294. Even Cornford, who so strongly opposed Taylor's theory
that the entire Timaeus was a document of fifth-century Pythagoreanism, wrote that much of the
doctrine no doubt is Pythagorean (Plato

9
* CosmoL 3).
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Aristotle and Pythagorean Number-Theory

talking about.1
It should be added that the quotations that we have are

sufficient to refute the suggestion, based on the extant works, that

Pythagoreanism as Aristotle knew it was purely a scientific system.

Moreover, while the different generations of pre-Platonic Pytha

goreans may prove almost impossible to separate, we must do all we
can to distinguish between Pythagoreanism up to Plato's time and the

philosophy of Plato himself, which certainly owed much to
it,

and

which tended to be read back into Pythagoreanism by its contempo
raries and successors. For this purpose no guide can be as good as

Aristotle, since the man who was a member ofthe Academy for twenty

years of Plato's lifetime certainly knew the difference between the two

and refers to it more than once. Here again we must allow for a certain

amount of philosophical prejudice, though without going so far as

those who speak of a perpetual desire on Aristotle's part to belittle the

originality of Plato.2 There is no need to accuse of hypocrisy the man

who said that it was hard for him to criticize the Platonic doctrine of

forms because those who espoused it were his friends (EN, 1096 a 12).

That would be out of keeping with his high regard for two things,

friendship (one thinks of the poem in honour of his murdered friend

Hermias, which was made the occasion of his own exile) and truth. If

he 'passes so rapidly' over the features which distinguish Plato's

philosophy from that of the Pythagoreans, it must be remembered that

he was simply making notes for the instruction of members or ex-

members of die Academy to whom such matters would be perfectly

1 A few examples of ancient references to this treatise may be of interest.

(a) After a brief account in MetapL A of the Pythagorean derivation of the world from

numbers and their respect for the number ten, with a reference to their astronomy including the

counter-earth, Aristode himself concludes (986312): 'But I have dealt with this more fully

elsewhere.*

() Alex, in Metapfu 986a3 (p. 41 . i Hayd.): *He deals with this more fully in De Caelo and

in the work on the opinions of the Pythagoreans.'

(c) IKd. 75 . 15 : 'Of the order in me heavens, which the Pythagoreans constructed numeric

ally, he writes in the second book on Pythagorean doctrine.'

(?) Stob. EcL i, 1 8, ic (DK, 58330):
e
In the first book of the treatise on the philosophy of

Pythagoras he writes. . ..'

(e) Simpl. De Caeto, 386.22 Heib.:
*As Aristode himself records in the second book of his

collection of Pythagorean beliefs.'

(/) Hid. 511 .30: 'For so he himself says in the treatise on Pythagoreanism,*

Others could be quoted. See Rose's ed. ofthe fragments, nos. 190-205. There is also evidence

of a treatise on the philosophy of Archytas (Rose r. 007).
*
Raven, P. and E. 186. See also Cherniss, ACP, 392.
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familiar. From our point ofview the brevity is to be regretted, but it is

not attributable to malice. That his own philosophical point of view

should colour his accounts, whether of the Pythagoreans or Plato, is

of course inevitable, but to make allowance for this is not difficult, and

when that is done, his personal criticism or way of putting the matter

may sometimes reveal, rather than conceal, some characteristic feature

of the earlier philosophies. While prepared to read him critically, one

may still regard his information as invaluable. His date and the cir

cumstances of his life guarantee that what he says about the Pytha

goreans will be free from contamination not only with all Hellenistic or

Neopythagorean notions but also with Platonism; his intellectual

stature justifies considerable confidence (due allowance being made for

known factors) in the accuracy of his reports; and his knowledge of

the Pythagorean school goes back at least to the first half of the fifth

century, that is, to within at the most fifty, and perhaps fewer, years of

the death of Pythagoras.
1

Perhaps the first thing to ask of such an authority is how far it

seemed to him that Pythagoreanism changed during its history, or

split into sects holding mutually inconsistent views. He most fre

quently speaks of the school as a whole, though sometimes he limits a

doctrine to 'certain Pythagoreans' and occasionally (all too seldom) to

an individual by name. The conclusion to be drawn has been put as

well as it can be by Mr Raven (P. and E. 157):

There can, I think, be little doubt that in this as in other passages concerned

with Pythagoreanism Aristotle is content for the most part to lump-the whole

of it together, but occasionally inserts into his generalizations a remark or

criticism, such as that about Eurytus, which applies only to a particular

individual or group. . . .It is perfectly reasonable to maintain simultaneously

that Aristotle regarded the succeeding generations of Pythagoreans as suffi

ciently akin to be usually grouped together, and that he yet included in his

remarks some that were not capable of universal application. Only so, it

seems to me, can we do his testimony the justice it deserves.

This procedure of Aristotle's seems even more likely to reflect the facts

when we take into account the conservatism and respect for tradition

which were a natural consequence of the religious character of Pytha-

1

Metaph. 98 5 b 23, p. 2.32, below.
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goreanism. Even the mathematics we are told, admitted that those who

clung to the older, more primitive side of the teaching were true

Pythagoreans (p. 192, above). Modern scholarship with its exacting

standards is unwilling to accept any doctrine as being earlier than the

earliest period, or individual, to whom it is explicitly ascribed in a

source considered trustworthy. This clinging to certainties is of course

infinitely preferable to an uncritical confusion. Nevertheless xorroc TT\V

OAr)v oi Aoyoi cararrriTeoi one can only demand proof in so far as the

subject admits of it and if we are to speak of Pythagoreanism at all,

we must at many points remain content with probabilities. It is there

fore permissible to remark that the known character of Pythagoreanism
must lead us to expect the greatest possible continuity of doctrine.

Failing definite evidence that itwould be impossible, the earlier existence

of a tenet attested, say, for the late fifth century is more probable than

not.

It is commonly held that the Pythagoreans laid the foundations of

Greek mathematics. Undoubtedly they made remarkable contribu

tions, but in assessing their originality two considerations must be

borne in mind: the state of mathematics in countries further East at

and before the time of Pythagoras, and the contribution ofthe lonians.

Progressive decipherment of cuneiform inscriptions has put the mathe

matics of the Babylonians in a new light. The traditional ascription to

Pythagoras of the famous theorem about the square on the hypotenuse
of a right-angled triangle was long doubted on the grounds that it was

difficult to assign it to so early a stage of mathematical development.

Now, however, that it has been found on a tablet of the time of Ham

murabi, the case is different.
1
According to later tradition, Pythagoras

spent some time both in Egypt and in Babylonia. Strabo (xiv, 638)

says simply that observing the growing tyranny of Polycrates, he left

Samos and went on a voyage of study to these two countries. In the

Theologumena Arithmeticae attributed to lamblichus (p. 53 de Falco,

DK, i, p. 100), we find the more circumstantial story that he was in

1 On the attribution of the theorem to Pythagoras see Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid,

i, 3 50-2. Heath 'sees no sufficient reason to question the tradition*. Also B. L. van der Waerden,-
'Die Arithm. d. Pyth.', Math. Annalen, 120 (1947 9), 132.
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Egypt when Cambyses invaded the countryjani was

prisoner to JBatylgn^,
where he 'was initiated into the mysteries of the

E^arians'. These statements, made 500 or 800 years after his death,

are by modern standards of little or no historical value in themselves,

but we know that in the conditions of the mid sixth century B.C. such

journeys on the part of an active Samian were neither improbable nor

difficult. Assuming then an acquaintance on Pythagoras' s part with the

achievements of the peoples to the east and south of his native Ionia

(and the same was also asserted of Thales earlier), we may say with

Neugebauer that the Greeks come not at the beginning but rather in

the middle of mathematical science. They did not invent it, though

they did much to systematize and put it on an exact and universal

basis. As in astronomy, they adopted the most valuable achievements

of Mesopotamian culture, but developed and indeed transformed

them. 1

Next, the lonians. There is a temptation to speak of Pythagoras as

if he were a figure of great antiquity, even of doubtful historicity, a

shadowy seer like Abaris or Hermotimus. Considering the religious

reverence in which he was held, and the rapid growth of an aura of

legend about his name, this is by no means surprising; but it must not

obscure the fact that he was not only a historical person but one who

lived later than Thales and Anaximander, and between whose death

and that of Socrates little more than a hundred years had passed
-

admittedly a momentous century in the history of thought. So far as

the evidence goes, Pythagoras had serious predecessors in mathe

matics not only in the East but among the Ionian Greeks, for Thales

was credited with a number of geometrical theorems (p. 53, above).

Apparently Aristotle's pupil Eudemus, when he wrote his history of

geometry, felt no difficulty in ascribing them to an earlier thinker than

Pythagoras, and indeed it must be confessed that none of the mathe-

1
Cf. van der Waerden, Arithm. d. Pyth. 132. According to him (131) the Pythagoreans

introduced Babylonian algebra into Greece, and turned it into geometrical form, the reason for

the transformation being the discovery of irrationals. The relative antiquity of Pythagorean
mathematical discoveries could not be exhaustively discussed here, even were the present writer

competent to do so. It must be sought in such works as those of Heath, Greek Math.-, K. Reide-

meister, Die Arithm. d. Griechen; O. Becker, Die Lehre vom Gerade u. Unger. im IX. Buck der

EM. Elemente. For the relationship of Greek mathematics to Babylonian see Neugebauer,
Stud. . ant. Algebra and The Exact Sciences in Antiquity.
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matical knowledge of Pythagoras himself is attested by so good an

authority. W. A. Heidel, who drew attention to these facts,
1
also pointed

out with justice that this interest in number and geometry always

remained alive in the Ionian tradition. The arrangement of Anaxi-

mander's universe, like that of the Pythagoreans later, had a numerical

basis, being expressed in multiples of three (p. 95, above). The tunnel

of Eupalinus, which was constructed on Samos just about the time that

Pythagoras left the island, presupposes definite geometrical propo
sitions. The map-making of Anaximander and Hecataeus points in the

same direction, as does the symmetrical town-planning of Hippodamus
of Miletus in the mid fifth century. The oldest extant Greek mathe

matical passage of any length is Eudemus's account of the quadrature
of the lune by Hippocrates of Chios, another fifth-century Ionian.2

Even the Pythagoreanizing lamblichus says (V.P. 88, DK, 18.4) that

after the legendary punishment of Hippasus it was Theodorus of

Gyrene and Hippocrates who did most to advance mathematical studies

in Greece, and Theodorus's brilliant pupil Theaetetus was an Athenian.

Proclus in his commentary on Euclid (p. 61 Friedl.) gives a list of

Euclid's precursors in the composition of geometrical hand-books, of

whom Hippocrates was the first and the others are largely lonians.

There are no good reasons for supposing that all these men learned from

the Pythagoreans, and, as Heidel noted, Archytas the friend of Plato is

the first Pythagorean whom we can name with confidence as having

made notable contributions to mathematics. Pythagoras himself, in

spite ofthe absence ofpositive early evidence, was no doubt responsible

for considerable advances, but he was after all a Samian, and quite old

enough to have studied mathematics before he left the East; and it

seems certain that a strong mathematical tradition continued in Ionian

lands no less, if not more, than in the brotherhood which he founded

in the West. It would be in the spirit of Ionian thought to be less be

mused by the religious associations ofnumber and more purely rational

in approach. >

Rostagni said with justice that for the Pythagoreans cosmology,
1

4JP> 1940, 1-33-
a

Quoted verbatim by SimpL Pfys. 61. On the date of Hippocrates cf. Heidel, p. 18,

n. 33, Freeman, Companion, 217 (jL probably c. 430). AJ. Meteor. 342b35 clearly implies that

he was not a Pythagorean, whatever may have been said to the contrary.
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understood as the study of what was for them a kosmos in the full

Greek sense, embraces and unites together theology, anthropology,

ethics, mathematics and any other 'branch
5
of their philosophy. It is

the key to the whole. There is some force also in his additional in

ference that whatever developments may have occurred later on, their

intimate relationship within an all-embracing cosmic philosophia gives

/good grounds for supposing that the fundamentals of the system the

numerical explanation of reality as well as transmigration, universal

kinship, and the assimilation of man to god all belong to it in its

original form as taught by the Master himself.

v/we know (pp. 209 ff., above) that the motive for studying the kosmos

is to bring our own selves into closer conformity with its laws. We have

now to ask what such study reveals. What is the nature of the kosmos

and on what principles is it constructed? What archai did the Italian

school have to set over against the archai of the Milesians? The answer

lies in the implications of the doctrine so often attributed to them by
'Aristotle that 'things themselves are numbers', or that they 'imitate'

or 'represent' numbers, or again that 'they supposed the elements of

numbers to be the elements of all things and the whole heaven to be a

harmonia and a number'. 1

The word harmonia, a key-word ofPythagoreanism, meant primarily

the joining or fitting of things together, even the material peg with

which they were joined (Homer, Od. v, 248), then especially the

stringing of an instrument with strings of different tautness (perhaps

thought of as a method ofjoining the arms of the lyre, see Kirk, HCF^
208), and so a musical scale. Its musical meaning was established by
the early fifth century B.C., as we see from Pindar (Nem. iv, 44 f.) and

fragments ofthe lyric poets Pratinas (4$ Diehl) and Lasus (i). That the

harmonia which the Pythagoreans equated with number had this

musical connotation we know from Aristotle's explanation of their

theory of the harmony of the spheres (De Caelo, 290b 12), and may

assume also from the statement of Plato that they 'look for numerical

relationships in audible concords' (Rep. 531 A).

There has been general agreement among scholars that the numerical

1

Metaph. 987 b 28, n; 986 a i.
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explanation of the universe was a generalization from a notable dis

covery made by Pythagoras himself. So for instance Burnet (Gr.

Phil, i, 45):
*

It may be taken as certain that Pythagoras himself dis

covered the numerical ratios which determine the concordant intervals

of the scale/ Taylor (Comm. on Tim. 164 and 489) speaks of 'the

discovery of Pythagoras that the fundamental musical intervals cor

respond to simple numerical ratios' and 'the success of Pythagoras in

finding numerical laws for the relations of the notes of the octave', and

from Cornford we have (CQ, 1922, 144 and 145):

the original source ofthe theory, Pythagoras's discovery that the concordant

intervals of the musical scale or harmony could be expressed exacdy in terms

of the 'simple' ratios Pythagoras was capable of abstracting this complex
of conceptions from the particular case of sound. It must have been by a

flash of inspired insight that he saw in it a formula of universal application.

Brunet and Mieli exhibit slightly more caution (Hist, des Sciences, I.

Antiquite^ 12 1
, quot. Farrington, Greek Science, I, 48) :

'

It is to Pythagoras
himself that tradition ascribes this discovery, and in this case one may,
with all probability, admit the attribution', and Ross is more cautious

still (Ar. Met. vol. I, 145): 'Pythagoras is said to have discovered the

elements of the theory of musical harmony, and Burnet is inclined to

credit this/

None of the scholars quoted give authority for their categorical

statements, and in spite of Taylor's further assertion that the determi

nation of the ratios was 'unanimously ascribed in antiquity to Pytha

goras', it must be admitted, first, that none ofthe extant evidence is very-

early, and secondly, that antiquity was not unanimous in seeing in this

discovery the origin of the numerical explanation ofthe world. Aristo-

xenus, the friend of fourth-century Pythagoreans, wrote in his treatise

on arithmetic that Pythagoras derived his enthusiasm for the study of

number from its practical applications in commerce. This is by no means

an improbable supposition. The impact of monetary economy, as a

comparatively recent phenomenon, on a thoughtful citizen ofmercantile

Samos might well have been to implant the idea that the one constant

factor by which things were related was the quantitative. A fixed

numerical value in drachmas or minas may 'represent' things as widely
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different in quality as a pair of oxen, a cargo of wheat and a gold

drinking-cup.
1

The earliest attribution of the musical discovery to Pythagoras

occurs in the following passage from Porphyry's commentary on the

Harmonica of Ptolemy (p. 31 . i During):

Heraclides in his Introduction to Music writes as follows: Pythagoras, so

Xenocrates says, discovered that the musical intervals also owe their origin

of necessity to number, because they consist in a comparison of one quantity

with another. He further investigated in what circumstances the intervals

are concordant or discordant, and in general the origin of all harmony and

disharmony.

The whole passage is a Chinese-box arrangement of quotation within

quotation in which it is by no means always easy to see exactly who is

being cited. Some have even expressed doubts whether the Heraclides

mentioned is Heraclides Ponticus or another, though During is no

doubt right in dismissing them.2 But in any case the statement is

quoted from Plato's pupil Xenocrates by (in all probability) one of his

contemporaries^ and was thus current belief in Plato's time. This

together with the brilliant nature of the discovery itself may well

justify the confidence that it was due to the genius of the founder. In

later centuries of course, when writers freely substituted Pythagoras
for the Pythagoreans of their predecessors, the attribution was usual.

Theo Smyrnaeus will serve as an example (Math. p. 56 Hiller): 'It

appears [or is generally believed, SOKEI] that Pythagoras was the first

to discover the concordant notes in their ratios to one another.
5

There

follows a statement of what the ratios were.

The relevance of number to contemporary music has been simply

explained by Burnet (Gr. PhiL
1, 45-9). In the seven-stringed lyre, four

strings were tuned to fixed intervals, namely the outer two, which

1
See p. 177, above. G. Thomson, The First Philosophers (263), makes this point without re

ference to the single ancient passage which supports it. Aristoxenus also believed that Pythagoras

gave the Greeks their weights and measures (D.L. vin, 14, DK, 14.12).
* See his discussion of the passage in Ptol. und Porph* tiler die Musik, i54ff. It is fair to

mention that according to him *

Pythagoras 1st naturlich bei derartigen Zitaten ein Sammel-
namen*.

3
According to D.L. iv, 13 Xenocrates wrote a TTu6cxy6pioc. Heraclides might also have been

quoting something that he heard him say.
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spanned an octave, and two of those between them, of which the

middle string was tuned to a fourth above the lowest (and hence a fifth

below the highest), and the one next above it to one tone higher. These

four strings thus provided the three intervals which the Greeks regarded
as 'concordant' (cruiicpcovcx, auijupeovouvres 9667701): octave, fifth and

fourth. In addition the interval between the two middle strings was

a tone. 1 The tuning of the remaining strings varied according to the

type of scale required.

Until Hellenistic times, as Burnet notes, there was no such thing as

harmony in our sense. Harmonia meant (a) tuning, () scale and

(c) octave, and classical Greek music was melodic, without the use of

chords. In calling certain intervals concordant, therefore, the con

temporaries of Pythagoras referred to melodic progression. The

essential point, however, is that the three intervals of octave, fourth

and fifth were regarded as primary, as the elements out of which

any musical scale or composition was built. To Pythagoras went the

credit of perceiving that this basic framework depended on fixed

numerical ratios 1:2 (octave), 3:2 (fifth), 4:3 (fourth).

These numbers, of course, represent the rate of vibration of a string,

or of the column of air in a pipe. It is doubtful whether Pythagoras

knew this, and in any case he had no means of measuring the rate (see

pp. 226 fL). Apocryphal stories were current in later antiquity ofhow he

made the discovery by listening to the varied notes produced by
blacksmiths' hammers ringing in turn on an anvil, and then comparing
the relative weights of the hammers; or producing different tensions in

strings by suspending them and attaching various weights. Nicomachus

reports that weights of 12 and 6 units produced the octave, of 12 and 8

or 9 and 6 the fifth, of 12 and 9 or 8 and 6 the fourth, and weights of

9 and 8 units gave the tone. These stories are repeated by several

writers, but cannot be true. Beating a piece of iron on an anvil with

hammers of different weights produces little or no difference in the

pitch of the sounds, and the vibrations of strings would be propor-

1 There is a reference to these ratios in Aristotle, Metaph. 1093329. Cf. also An. Post. 9oai8

(Oxford trans.) : 'What is a concord? A commensurate numerical ratio of a high and a low note.*

They are set out in full in Philolaus, fr. 6, which uses ovAAccpd for the fourth (later 6idc Teo-adfxov),

5i* 6eiov for the fifth (later Side -nivre) and dpuovioc for the octave (later Side -rrccoxov). On the

fragments of Philolaus see below, pp. 33of
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tional, not to the number of units of weight attached but to their

square-roots.
1

Theo, however (p. 57 H.)> after briefly listing these and similar,

more or less dubious, methods ('tension induced by turning the pegs
or more informatively by attachment of weights; in wind instruments

the width of the cavities or variation in the force of the breath; or by
means of size and weight as with gongs and vessels

5

), dismisses them

with the words: 'For present purposes let us be content to illustrate

it by the lengths of string on the kanon^ as it is called/ The kanon was

the monochord, an instrument of one string which could be stopped by
a moveable bridge,

2 and if the discovery is indeed Pythagoras's, it was

no doubt on this that he carried out his experiments. Tradition credited

him with its invention (D.L. vui, 12). The rate of vibration being

inversely proportional to the length of the string, if two strings at the

same tension are plucked, then if one is twice as long as the other it

will vibrate at half the speed, and this produces the musical interval of

an octave, and so on with the other 'concordant' intervals.

.
Since the native Greek stringed instruments, the lyra and cithara^ had

strings of equal lengths, the existence of these numerical ratios would

not be obvious. It would not naturally occur to the maker, or to the

player as he picked out the notes, turning the pegs by a method of

trial and error. Even the makers of pipes may have proceeded empiric

ally, without a mathematician's reflexion on the relative distances

between the holes.3 The discovery ofPythagoras, that the basic intervals

of Greek music could be represented by the ratios 1:2, 3:2 and 4:3,

made it appear that kosmos order and beauty was imposed on the

chaotic range of sound by means of the first four integers i, 2, 3 and 4.

1
See e.g. Nicom. Harm, in Jan's Mus. Script. 245 ff., Iambi. V.P. 115, Boethius, Inst.Mus.i,

10, and for comment W. H. Stabl's translation of Macrobius, Somn. Scip. (Columbia, 1953), p.

187, n. 6, where also are collected further ancient references.
a

If the string was stretched over an open box, as in the medieval form of the instrument (see

Th. Gerold, La Musique au moyen dge (Paris, 1932), 387), the contact of the bridge would not

noticeably disturb the tension. That the instrument was not perfect, however, was noted by
Ptolemy,who devoted a chapter ofhis Harmonica to its disadvantages (n, i2,irepl TTJS SuoxpTicrrias
TOU novox6pSou Kccv6vos). He describes a form of it in I, 8.

3 The opposite view has been held, but it does not seem necessary to agree with a writer like

E. Frank that the discovery of the mathematical relationships must have been familiar to every
Greek instrument-maker, still lesswith G. Junge that

*

every piper or lyre-player must have known
them* (Frank, Plato u. d. sag. Pyth. 1 1 ; Junge, Classica et Mediev. 1947, 184). There were twenty-
four notes on the aulos (Ar. MetapL 1093 b 2-4; see Ross adloc.).
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These add up to 10, which provided striking confirmation, if it was not

the actual ground, of the Pythagorean belief that the number ten 'was

something perfect, and contained in itself the whole nature of number'

(Arist. Metaph. 986 a 8). This number they represented

graphically by the figure known as the tetractys, which

became a sacred symbol for them. The followers of

Pythagoras were said to swear by him (thereby ac- , 9 . 9

knowledging his superhuman status) in a formulawhose

antiquity it is difficult to doubt: 'By him who handed down to us the

tetractys, source and root of everlasting nature/ 1

Certainly a primitive

element of number-mysticism survived, along with genuine mathe

matical advances, to give to the Pythagorean system its peculiar character.

Itgoes backto the difficulty which men feel at an early stage ofculture in

mentally separating objects numbered from numbers themselves as

abstractions, in forming the concept of a number 3 as distinct from its

visible manifestations in groups ofthree trees or three stones. This out

look is reflected in language, and the criticism of it which we should be

inclined to make ourselves is exactly that which was levelled against the

Pythagoreans by a more advanced Greek thinker like Aristotle.

If, however, we must allow for a certain survival of primitive modes

of thought, we must remember also what irrefutable confirmation, on

purely rational grounds, they must have seemed to acquire in the minds

of these early Pythagoreans from such discoveries as that of the inde

pendent existence of a numerical scheme behind the musical scale. The

existence of an inherent order, a numerical organization within the

nature of sound itself, came as a kind of revelation. It is not too far

fetched to compare the feelings of a modern physicist when confronted

with similar phenomena:

The ideal element in nature consists in the fact that mathematical laws, which

are laws of our own thought, really hold in nature. And that deep amaze

ment which we often feel over the inner order of nature is connected above

all with the circumstance that, as in the case of crystals, we have already

1

Quoted, with slight variations, by Porph. V.P. 20, lambL V.P. i 50, in the Golden Perses,

47 ,
and elsewhere, Cf. A. Delatte, *I_a tetractys pythagoricienne*, in ]t. sur la litt.pytk* 249-68.

By 'number-mysticism* in the next sentence is meant the attribution to numbers not only of

a sacred character but also of a substantial, even physical, reality.
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Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans

recognized the effects of this 'mathematics of nature' long before our

own mathematical knowledge was sufficiently developed to understand its

necessity.
1

In the sphere of music, the Greek was in exactly the same position of

having been long familiar with the effects of the 'mathematics of

nature
5

before his own knowledge was sufficiently developed to under

stand it; and if today it still fills the observer with a 'deep amazement',
it is not surprising that its effect on him was even greater.

3
Might it

not be that in number lay the key, not only to musical sounds, but to

the whole of nature? It must be remembered that what the Pytha

goreans were trying to find out was not the basic material stuff of the

universe, nor yet primarily the physical changes by which it had come
into being, but first and foremost the explanation of the order, the

kosmiotesj which to their eyes it displayed and to their minds, for

reasons in large part religious, was the most important thing about it.

Additional Note: 'Speed* andpitch

A relationship between the pitch of a note and its 'speed' was assumed

from the time of Plato and Archytas onward, and no doubt earlier.

Some ofthe language used is, however, very vague, and it is not always

easy to know exactly what the writers supposed themselves to be

describing. The most important passages are these.

(a) Theo Sm. p. 61 Hiller (Archytas, A 19 a) :

'

The school of Eudoxus and

Archytas posited a numerical ratio between the concordances. They agreed
with others that the ratios lay in movements, a swift motion being high-

pitched since it produces a continuous succession of blows and stabs the air

more sharply, and a slow motion low-pitched because more sluggish.'

() Archytas, fr. i :

'

The mathematicians seem to me to have shown true

insight. . . . First of all they considered that there can be no sound without the

striking of one thing against another, and that a blow occurs when moving
bodies meet and collide. . . . Many of these sounds are imperceptible to us,

1
C. F. von Weizsacker, The World-view ofPhysics, 21.

a The physicist's choice of crystals as an example acquires a certain incidental interest from a

conjecture made a good many years ago about the origin of Pythagoras's number-doctrine.
Sir Wm. Ridgeway suggested that since Pythagoras was the son of a gem-engraver, and there

fore in all probability a gem-engraver himself, it would most naturally arise from his observation
of the regular geometrical forms of minerals (CR, 1896, 92-5). Pyrites crystals in the form of
dodecahedra are found only in S. Italy, where he lived, and on Elba (RE, 2. Reihe, vA 2, 1364).
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and Pitch

either because of the feebleness of the blow or because of their distance from

us, or even because of their excessive strength; for the loudest sounds do not

penetrate our hearing, just as if one pours a liquid in great quantity over the

mouth ofa jar, none of it goes in. Ofthose which we hear, the sounds which

reach us quickly and <(strongly) from the impact give the impression ofhigh

pitch, but those which come slowly and weakly seem low. If a stick is taken

and moved slowly and gently, the sound made by its impact is low, but if

swiftly and violently, high Again, in playing a pipe the breath from the

mouth when it falls on the holes near the mouth gives out a higher note on

account of the strength of the pressure, but on the further holes, a lower

note. This makes it obvious that the swift motion produces a high note, slow

motion a low one. The same thing happens with the rhomboi [bull-roarers]

used in the mysteries. When swung gently they give a low note, when

violently a high one . . ..' Finally Porphyry, who quotes this passage, adds:

'After further remarks on the notion of sound as made up of intervals, he

sums up his argument thus: "It is clear then from many proofs that high
notes move more quickly and low notes more slowly."

'

(c) Plato in the Republic (5300) speaks of 'harmonic motion' (ivappiovios

cpopa), and in the Timaeus goes into detail.

Tim. 67B (trans. Cornford): 'Sound we may define in general terms as

the stroke inflicted by air on the brain and blood through the ears and passed
on to the soul; while the motion it causes, starting in the head and ending in

the region of the liver, is hearing. A rapid motion produces a high-pitched

sound; the slower the motion, the lower the pitch/

() 80A: 'This principle [i.e. the principle of the "circular thrust"] will

also explain why sounds, which present themselves as high or low in pitch

according as they are swift or slow, are as they travel sometimes inhar

monious because the motion they produce in us lacks correspondence,
sometimes concordant because there is correspondence. The slower sounds,

when they catch up with the motions of the quicker sounds which arrived

earlier, find these motions drawing to an end and already having reached

correspondence with the motions imparted to them by the slower sounds on

their later arrival. In so doing, the slower sounds cause no disturbance when

they introduce a fresh motion; rather by joining on the beginning of a slower

motion in correspondence with the quicker which is now drawing to an end,

they produce a single combined effect in which high and low are blended.'

(e) One may compare [Arist.] De audibilibus, 803 b 40 (Oxford trans.):
' The same thing happens, too, when two notes form a concord; for owing to

the fact that the two notes overlap and include one another and- cease at the

same moment, the intermediate constituent sounds escape our notice. For in
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all concords more frequent impacts upon the air are caused by the shriller

note, owing to the quickness of its movement; the result is that the last note

strikes upon our hearing simultaneously with an earlier sound produced by
the slower impact Thus because, as has been said, the ear cannot perceive
all the constituent sounds, we seem to hear both notes together and

continuously.'

The Timaeus extracts (of which a full explanation is given by

Cornford, Plato's Cosmology, 32off.) are very likely to be dependent on

Archytas, and bear out the verdict that he 'confused the velocity of the

motion which produces a sound with the velocity of the sound itself,

which leads him to conclude, from observations correct in themselves,

that higher tones are propagated more rapidly than lower ones' (van

der Waerden, Science Awakening, 152). The passage from Archytas
himself suggests that he was also not very clear in his own mind about

any distinction between 'speed' and 'violence' ofmovement. Adrastus

(second century A.D., quoted by Theo, p. 50 H.), in a very lucid account

of the Pythagorean theory, clears up this latter obscurity, which may
have been only due to carelessness of expression: 'The Pythagoreans

give the following account. Every melody and every note are sounds,
and a sound is a blow inflicted on air which is prevented from dis

persing. Therefore there can be no sound, and hence no note, where the

air is undisturbed. But when a blow and a movement occur in the air,

then if it is swift the note produced is high, if slow it is low; if violent

the noise is loud, if gentle, soft. The speed and violence of the motions

may or may not stand in a relationship of rational proportion to one

another. Ifthey do not, the sounds are disproportionate and discordant,

not to be called notes but mere noises, whereas motions that stand in a

simple numerical relationship, or such that one is a multiple of the other

or superparticular to it
[i.e. containing the whole plus a fraction with i

for its numerator], produce genuine and mutually compatible notes.

Some deserve to be called only this, but those constructed according to

the primary, commonly recognized and most fundamental ratios are

actually called concordant.'

The currency, in the fourth century, of the confusion between the

velocity of the motion producing a sound and that of the sound itself

made it possible for Theophrastus to deny the whole idea ofa connexion
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Things are Numbers*

between pitch and velocity, and hence of a numerically expressible

ratio between high and low sounds. The high-pitched sound, he says

(fr. 89, p. 189 Wimmer), does not differ in speed from the lower: if

it did, it would reach our hearing sooner. He argues therefore that

differences of pitch are qualitative, not quantitative, in character.

(B) Numbers and things: Aristotle s evidencefor the general nature ofthe

doctrine

Aristotle refers to the Pythagorean number-doctrine in three forms

(p. 220, above): things are numbers, things 'imitate' or 'represent'

numbers, the elements ofnumbers are the elements ofthings. Relevant

passage (all from the Metaphysics] are, in translation:

(a) 98yb28: 'They say that things themselves are numbers.' This is stated

more fully in book N (io9oa2o): 'The Pythagoreans, because they saw

many of the attributes of numbers belonging to sensible bodies, assumed

existing things to be numbers not separately existing numbers, but that

things are actually composed of numbers. Their reason was that numerical

properties are inherent in the musical scale, in the heavens, and in many
other things/

() 987b 1 1 :

* The Pythagoreans say that existing things owe their being

to imitation (mimesis) of numbers.'

(c) 985 b 32: 'Since the nature of everything else seemed to be entirely

assimilated to numbers, and numbers to be primary throughout the world of

nature, they assumed the elements of numbers to be the elements of all that

exists, and the whole universe to be a harmonia and a number.'

On the first two passages it should be noted (i) that they occur close

together in the same context, (ii) that this context is a criticism of the

Ideas of Plato, in the course of which Aristotle says that when Plato

spoke of the 'sharing' or 'participation' (methexis) ofindividual things

in the being of the changeless Ideas, he meant to indicate the same

relation as that expressed by the Pythagorean term mimesis^ which is

commonly translated 'imitation
3

.

Unnecessary difficulty has been introduced by the assumption

that these three statements of Aristotle are mutually contradictory.
1

1 So especially Chemiss, ACP^ 386: "The distinctive feature of the school according to Aris

totle was its assumption of number as the principle \ but the account he gives of this doctrine is,

as has been seen, self-contradictory, for he represents it as identifying numbers and physical

objects, as identifying the principles of number with the principles of existing things, and as

making things imitate number.' See also the other views summarized in ZN, 454, n. i.
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To take the first and third statements first, it is surely obvious that

if an object x consists of y, and y itself is further analysable into

elements, then the elements of y are also the elements of x. If a

statue is made of bronze, and the bronze is an alloy of copper and tin,

then one may speak either ofbronze or of copper and tin (the elements

of bronze) as being the elements of the statue. Aristotle's own philo

sophy provides an exact parallel. All physical bodies are made of the

four simple bodies earth, water, air and fire. These, though the simplest
ofindependently existing substances, can themselves be analysed further

into the elements of prime matter and form. Consequently he can

speak, without fear of self-contradiction, either of things consisting of

the four simple bodies or equally of matter and form, the elements of

the simple bodies, as the ultimate elements of everything.
In comparing the first and second statements, the fact that Aristotle

was able to equate Pythagorean mimesis with Plato's notion of physical

objects as 'sharing in' the Ideas (which Plato himself elsewhere

describes as
'

patterns' for the world of sense) should put us on our

guard against the simple translation 'imitation'. The fact is, of course,
that even Plato, and still more the Pythagoreans, were struggling to

express new and difficult conceptions within the compass of an in

adequate language. We may take a hint first from K. Joel (Gesch. d. ant.

Philos. 364), who points to the trouble that the Pythagoreans must have

experienced in clearly differentiating the concepts of similarity and

identity, 'a defect which still plagued Sophistic thought and which

Plato's Ideal theory and Aristotle's logic only overcame with difficulty

because it is rooted deep in the Greek consciousness : even their language
has only one word for "same" and "similar" (ouioios)'. He continues

(I translate) : 'Are things imitations ofnumbers or numbers themselves?

Aristotle ascribes both views to the Pythagoreans, and whoever is

alive to the mind of Greece will also credit them with both and agree
that for them numbers served alike as real and as ideal principles.'

Mimesis meant acting as much as imitation, mimetes was often and

mimos always an actor. The relation between an actor and his part is

not exactly imitation. He gets inside
it, or rather, in the Greek view,

it gets inside him, and shows forth through his words and gestures.
There is more to it than that. Drama began as, and remained, a religious
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ritual, and we cannot hope to understand Pythagorean thought if we
allow ourselves to forget that it too was primarily religious. In the

earliest and simplest dramatic representations men impersonated gods
or spirits

for religious ends, and what they supposed to be happening
can be best illustrated from contemporary ecstatic worship like that of

Dionysus. The leader of his tkiasos^ the band of god-intoxicated

worshippers, impersonated, or imitated, the god. So we might put it,

but to him and his fellow-worshippers what happened was that the

god himself entered into him, took possession and acted through him.

Hence he was called by the god's name Bacchus, and all who genuinely
felt the divine afflatus were Bacchoi or Bacchae. They were entheoi, the

god was in them, or from another point of view ekstatikoi, outside

themselves. This is only one example of what was repeated in a large

number of cults of the same ecstatic kind. In myth the god was

attended by a band of daimones, and in performing the ritual the

worshippers not only acted the parts of, but for the moment were, the

god himself and his divine attendants Bacchoi, Kuretes, Korybantes
or whatever the name might be.

Pythagoras and his school, with their belief in universal kinship and

the underlying notion of magical relationships, in transmigration and

in assimilation to god as the end ofhuman life, were in the full stream

of these religious ideas. (Euphorbus was a previous incarnation of

Pythagoras. Was Pythagoras now Euphorbus, did he in some way
'imitate

3

or represent him, or how was the relationship to be expressed?)

Pythagoras himself quickly achieved the status of a daimon, inter

mediate between man and god, or even an incarnation of the Hyper
borean Apollo.

These are the kind ofmen who claimed to have made the tremendous

discovery that the world of nature was constructed on a mathematical

plan. It need cause no surprise that they expressed this by saying at one

time that things were numbers, at another that they existed by mimesis

ofnumbers. To Aristotle with his instinct for rational classification, and

the contempt for religious or superstitious ways ofthinking which went

naturally with a newly-won emancipation from them, it was all

exasperatingly illogical. The modern scholar or scientist may view it

more sympathetically.
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Before we go on to see what Aristotle made ofthese strange doctrines,

something may be said of the probable date of the theories to which he

refers. The best evidence for this is his repeated statement that the

Pythagoreanism with which he was familiar went back beyond the

time of the atomists Leucippus and Democritus. His general account of

Pythagoreanism in chapter 5 of the first book of the Metaphysics

follows immediately on a description of the theories of these two, and

begins (98 5 b 23) with the words:

Contemporaneously with and before these men, the Pythagoreans (as they
are called), who were the earliest to apply themselves to mathematics, at the

same time were making advances in this subject and, because of their ab

sorption in it, assumed the principles of mathematics to be the principles of

everything.

Similarly in a later book (M, 1078 b 19) he says, speaking of the virtual

introduction of general definitions into philosophy by Socrates:

Of the natural philosophers Democritus barely approached the conception
with his quasi-definition of the hot and the cold, and before him the Pytha

goreans applied it to afew things,which they definedwith reference to numbers.

The chapter in the first book affords some further evidence of date

in connexion with the table of ten pairs of contraries (on which see

below, p. 245). This table Aristotle ascribes to some, but not all

Pythagoreans (986 a 22: 'Others of the same school say. . /).

Alcmaeon of Croton [he continues] appears to have had the same idea, and

either he borrowed it from them or they from him, for he gave a similar

exposition to theirs: he says that most of the things affecting human beings

go in pairs, though he does not draw up a specific list of contraries as these

men do, but mentions any chance pairs such as white and black, sweet and

bitter, good and evil, great and small. He made vague remarks about the other

contraries, but the Pythagoreans laid down how many and what they were.
1

Heidel remarked (AJP, 1940, 5) that a general doctrine of opposites in

nature was shared by the Pythagoreans with the lonians and Greek

1
I have omitted (with Ross and others before him) the words descriptive of Alcmaeon's

date, that
*

hewas in hisprime in the oldage ofPythagoras ", which are missing from the Laurentian

MS. and absent from the ancient commentators. Heidel in AJP, 1940, 5 gives further reasons for

rejecting them. If, however, they are a later addition, one may nevertheless agree with Ross that

*the statement is likely enough to be true*. C also ZN, 597, n. 2, and see pp. 341 ff., 357 fT. below.
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thought in general, and it therefore appeared to him to be
c

a profound

mystery
3

why Aristotle should have thought it necessary to suggest
that they borrowed it from Alcmaeon or vice versa. The universality of

the view as Alcmaeon taught it is not easy to assess on the meagre
information given here by Aristotle, but if what Heidel says is true,

this seems to be strong circumstantial evidence that Aristotle in fact

knew ofa connexion between Alcmaeon and the Pythagoreans, though
he was uncertain which should be credited with the priority. (It is

worth noting in passing that, according to the list of his works in

D.L. v, 25, Aristotle had studied Alcmaeon sufficiently to write a

treatise in criticism ofhis thought.) The leastwe can say is that Aristotle

regarded the Pythagoreans who put forward the ten pairs of opposites

as having been contemporary with Alcmaeon, so that it was possible

for either to have borrowed a doctrine of contraries from the other,

Alcmaeon generalizing from the Pythagorean list or the Pythagoreans

selecting certain items from those mentioned haphazard by Alcmaeon:

and if, as Heidel says, 'the consensus of scholars* has tended to regard

the Pythagorean table as relatively late,
1 an equally strong consensus

has tended with reason to believe that Alcmaeon was a younger con

temporary of Pythagoras himself.

We may conclude, then, that Aristotle's knowledge of the Pytha

goreans in general goes back to before the time of the atomists, say to

the middle of the fifth century when Philolaus was a leading repre

sentative, and that he knows of some Pythagorean doctrines which

belong to an earlier period than that.s Nor is it impossible that those

whom, in his general account, he calls
4

earlier than the atomists' be

long to the same period as these
*

some'.

I turn now to the Pythagorean explanation of the world in terms of

numbers, as it appeared to the best informed extant authority. Re

membering that he was in one way too near, and in another too far off

1
In fact Raven (P. andE. ch. 3) gives strong reasons for supposing that it was already known

to Parmenides.
a This conclusion accords with that of Raven (P. and E. n): 'When we pass. . .to the

views of "others of this same school", Aristotle's surmise that these Pythagoreans borrowed

their doctrine of the opposites from Alcmaeon, or else he his from them, strongly suggests that

the transition is from a later to an earlier generation.' As Raven also notes, it is only very rarely

that Aristotle explicitly recognizes a distinction between one school or generation ofPythagoreans
and another.
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from them to achieve a full and sympathetic understanding, we may
find that his very puzzlement and irritation throw considerable light

on their mentality.

In addition to his statements that the elements of number were the

elements of all things, that things were numbers, and that they 'imi

tated
'

numbers, the following generalizations have first to be considered :

(a) Metaph. io8ob 16: 'The Pythagoreans also [sc. as well as Speusippus]

recognize a single type of number, mathematical number, but not as existing

apart from sensible things [sc. which was the view ofthe Platonists in general],

which they regard as being composed of it. They in fact construct the whole

universe out of numbers, not however truly monadic numbers, for they

suppose the units to possess magnitude/

By 'monadic' Aristotle means, as his commentator Alexander says, un-

extended and incorporeal. The notion of incorporeal reality was not

yet grasped by the Pythagoreans or any of their contemporaries.

(b} Metaph. 986315 (this and passage (</) are from the chapter on the

Pythagoreans): "Evidently they too regard number as a principle both in

the sense of matter and of temporary or permanent states.'

By 'too' Aristotle can hardly mean that other Presocratic thinkers had

regarded numbers as principles, but more probably that the Pytha

goreans were like the others in confusing material and formal causes.

With this passage may be compared one in book Z. The purpose of

the chapter in which it occurs is to distinguish the material from the

formal aspects of a concrete object. This is easy enough, says Aristotle,

when the same form is realized in different materials, as the form of

circle in bronze or stone or wood. It is less easy when the form is

always found in the same matter, as for example the form of man in

flesh, bones, etc. The theoretical possibility of the distinction is

recognized, but there are cases where it is difficult to pin down. He

^continues (here Alexander states, and the content shows, that he is

thinking of the Pythagoreans) :

(c) Metaph. iO36b8: 'Some are even in doubt about the circle and the

triangle, surmising that it is not right to define them by lines and continuous

space [i.e. to regard these as their formal characteristics], but that these are

adduced in the same capacity as the flesh and bones of a man and the bronze

or stone of a statue.'
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(f) MetapL 987ai3: *The Pythagoreans similarly posit two principles,

but add something peculiar to themselves, namely that the finite and the

infinite are not attributes ofother natural substances like fire or earth or some

thing similar. Rather they hold that the infinite itself and unity itself are the

substance of that ofwhich they are predicated, and this is why they say that

number is the substance of all things.'

(e) Similarly in the following chapter on Plato he writes (987b 22): 'But

in saying that the one was substance, and not something else which was

called one, he was speaking like the Pythagoreans, and it was also in

agreement with them that numbers should be for other things the cause of

their reality.'

Cf. 99636. It must be remembered that for Aristotle the word 'cause*

had a wider meaning than it has today, for instance the matter ofwhich

something is made is one of its 'causes'.

(/) MetapL 99oai2: 'Moreover, if it be granted them, or demonstrated,

that spatial magnitude is derived from these principles [sc. limited and un

limited, odd and even, which in Pythagorean theory, as we shall see, are the

elements ofnumber], even so how can some bodies be light and some heavy?

To judge by their assumptions and statements, they are speaking of sensible

bodies no less than mathematical. Hence they tell us nothing about fire or

earth or other bodies of this kind because, unless I am mistaken, they have

nothjtng to say about perceptible bodies as such.'

() MetapL ic>9oa3o: 'In this respect [sc. in denying that numbers have

ah existence separate from things] the Pythagoreans are in no way at fault,

butwhen they construct physical bodies out ofnumber things which possess

lightness and weight out of elements which possess neither they appear to

be talkifig about some other universe and other bodies, not those that we

percefve.' (A similar complaint occurs in De Caelo, 300 a 1 6.)

(%) MetapL 1083 b 8: 'The Pythagorean way of thinking in one way

presents fewer difficulties than those previously considered, but in another it

adds fresh difficulties of its own. Their denial that number has separate

existence removes many impossibilities, but the statement that bodies are

composed of numbers, and that this refers to mathematical number, is

incredible. It is false to say that there are indivisible magnitudes, and even if

there were, units do not have magnitude. And how could a magnitude

consist of indivisibles? But arithmetical number is monadic [sc. consists of

abstract, incorporeal units]. They on the other hand identify real things with

number. At any rate they apply their speculations to bodies as if they con

sisted of numbers of this kind.'
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From Aristotle's point of view, then, Pythagoreanism had the

following characteristics:

(1) All things consist of number, in the literal sense that physical bodies

themselves are made of numbers; or, since numbers themselves are not

ultimate, it may be said that the elements of numbers are the elements of

everything.
1

(2) Units for the Pythagoreans possess magnitude.

(3) Instead of saying that things are numerically characterized, they spoke
as if number were the actual matter of which things are composed.

(4) We think ofunity and limit as predicates applied to certain, generally

physical, objects, saying 'it is one' or 'it is finite' 'it' being substantially

something else like wood or metal. The Pythagoreans on the other hand

regarded unity and limit as substances forming the basic element of every

thing else.

Aristotle's objections to this as to other previous systems of thought
were formulated on the basis of his doctrine of the 'four causes'. To
understand the nature ofreality, the philosopher must be able to analyse

any class of objects into its logical components, of which the primary

pair were matter and form, and to account for their existence by de

tecting the efficient cause and (since for him nature acted teleologically)

the purpose of their being. In nature the formal, final and efficient

causes usually coincided, for instance in the male parent which en

genders the offspring and also provides the pattern according to which

it will grow. Thus the primary opposition remains that between matter

and form in a bronze disc the bronze and the circular shape, in a man

the material components of the human body on the one hand and on the

other (at the highest level, on which 'form' is a very wide conception)

that which makes the difference between a living man and a corpse.

Obviously number, whether thought of arithmetically, geometric

ally or as manifested in musical intervals, is a formal component; hence

Aristotle's chief complaint against the Pythagoreans is that they con

fused formal and material causes. More specifically they imagined that

1 In one place (De Caelo, 300a 1 6) Aristotle says: 'Certain people, like some of the Pytha

goreans, make the natural world out of number/ The phrase 'some of the Pythagoreans^ has

been made the basis for theories of a division within the school, particularly between an earlier

and a later generation (Raven, P. and E.\ But in view of its isolation among the numerous

passages which ascribe the belief to the Pythagoreans without qualification, it is unlikely to have

any significance (ZN, 450 f. suggest explanations of it, and cf. Raven, JP. and JE. 55).
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physical bodies could be constructed out of what were in fact abstrac

tions, or, as he puts it still more concretely, things with weight out of

what has no weight.

In studying the Presocratics, one often has the feeling that they
lived in a different world of thought from our own. When we come to

Aristotle, we find that he thinks along lines much closer to those which

most of us (though not the most scientifically advanced) follow today.

His basic outlook is one which we should still regard as that ofcommon-

sense. If there is a curtain dividing our minds from those of the Pre-

socratics, he, though a Greek himselfand almost their contemporary, is

already on our side of it. Failing someone equally at home in both

worlds, this makes him probably the most sympathetic informant that

we could hope for. He finds them difficult and irritating, and sometimes

fails to understand them. So may we, and for reasons astonishingly

similar. In all probability he has drawn conclusions from their

utterances which they did not explicitly draw themselves, and given as

actual Pythagorean statements what are in fact inferences, in his eyes

inescapable, but no more. Yet on his and other evidence it seems

certain that they saw no difficulty in making a mental leap from an

abstraction like a geometrical solid to the concrete physical bodies of

the world ofnature, and it is with a mentality which saw this continuity

as natural that we, like him, have to come to terms.

As we have seen (pp. 225 , above), it was in all probability the dis

covery of the
f

mathematics of nature* doing its hidden work in the

formation of the musical scale that led them, by an audacious stroke of

generalization, to explain the whole of reality in mathematical terms.

On a mind like that of Pythagoras, not only mathematically but also

mystically inclined, to which 'all nature was akin', the impact of this

discovery of an independent numerical order inherent in the nature of

things must have been tremendous. In the inchoate state of con

temporary science, it is no wonder that it sought expression in such

phrases as 'Things are number ', 'Things represent numbers', 'What

ever numbers are made of is what all things are made of.

Our understanding is helped when Aristotle objects, in his own

terminology, that for the Pythagoreans numbers were at the same time

the material and formal causes of things. The Milesians had sought to
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explain things by their matter water or air or the apeiron and its

^ behaviour. What the Pythagoreans had really done was to leave the

matter aside and define things in terms of their form. Provided the

numerical proportions were right, it did not matter whether notes were

produced by die motion of a stretched string or of air in a pipe: they

were the same notes. This in itself was a great advance, both from

Aristotle's point of view and in general. Aristotle always upholds the

primacy of form, insisting that to define a thing properly it is necessary

to give its logos or formal structure: and this opinion would presum

ably be shared by a modern mathematical physicist. The trouble about

Pythagoras and his followers was that they were not quite aware of

what they had done. The distinction between form and matter had as

yet received no clear formulation. Consequently, though they were in

fact describing only the structural scheme ofthings in itselfa perfectly

legitimate procedure they believed that they were describing their

material nature too: that it was possible to speak of things as made up

entirely of numbers, regarded in a threefold way as arithmetical units,

geometrical points, and physical atoms. -

In their excitement at having discovered the importance ofthe quanti

tative aspect of things, they ignored entirely the qualitative, which had

hitherto had all the emphasis laid upon it, and to which Aristotle by

temperament a naturalist rather than a mathematician returned. Thus

he demanded petulantly (MetapL 1092b 15):'How indeed can qualities

white, sweet, hot be numbers?
5

Looking back, it seems as if it was

Aristotle who was leading science on to the wrong track. Today the

scientific description of everything in the physical world takes the form

ofnumerical equations. What we perceive as physical qualities colour,

heat, light, sound disappear and are replaced by numbers representing

wave-lengths or masses. For this reason a historian of science has

claimed that Pythagoras's discovery changed the whole course of

history.
1 We may accept this, and yet not be surprised that at that

early stage of thought, unprovided with any system of logic or even

of grammar, he and his school announced their great idea by saying

that 'things are numbers'.

1

Wightman, Growth of Scientific Ideas, 20.
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(c) Numbers and things: the generation ofthingsfrom numbers

So far we have learned from Aristotle that there are two stages in the

process of generation, that of numbers from certain prior elements and

that of 'things' from numbers. 1
It soon appears, however, that there

are in fact three: generation of numbers from limit and unlimited, odd

and even; of geometrical figures from number; and of physical objects

from geometrical solids.

It might well be asked whether in speaking of generation the

Pythagoreans thought ofan actual process in time, or simply of logical

priority, A being regarded as logically prior and elemental to B simply

because the existence of B is inconceivable without A whereas A can

be thought of as existing without B. Is their description simply an

analysis cast into the form of a temporal process, as many suppose the

account of the creation in Plato's Timaeus to be? The question can only

be answered, if at all, in the light of the scanty references to the physical

aspect of their cosmogony, which must come last in this exposition.

There is no doubt that Aristotle, at least, supposed their references to

generation to be intended literally (Metaph. 1091 a 13, 989b34; below,

pp. 266, 276). He may, however, have been unperceptive in such a

matter, and on one occasion, in a context which must certainly include

the Pythagoreans,
2 he puts very clearly, on their behalf, the argument

of logical priority. The passage, which is of considerable interest, is

from Metaphysics B, in which he sets forth dialectically the arguments

for and against the chief metaphysical theses (iooib26). Those here

^iven do not represent his own view:

A related problem is whether numbers, bodies, surfaces and points are

substances or not. If they are not, there is no saying what is reality and what

are the substances of existing things, for attributes, motions, relations, states

and ratios do not appear to indicate the substance of anything: they are all

predicated of a subject, and none of them is an individual thing. And if we

take what would most properly appear to indicate substance water, earth,

fire and air, of which composite bodies are made their heat, coldness and

1

'Things* for the Pythagoreans includes both the physical world and its contents and also

abstractions such as justice, marriage, etc. (Ar. Metaph. 985b29, 990322, io78b2i;,MAf,

1182311).
z Ross adloc. follows Alexander in thinking that both the Pythagoreans and Plato are meant;

Bonitz wished to confine the reference to the Pythagoreans.
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other attributes are not substances; it is the body which undergoes these

changes that has permanence like a real thing or substance.

On the other hand body is less substantial than surface, surface than line,

line than unit or point; for by them the body is bounded, and it would appear

that whereas they can exist without body, it cannot exist without them. Hence

earlier philosophers, like the man in the street, equated reality and substance

with body, and the principles or elements of body with those of real things;

but later and reputedly more subtle thinkers saw reality in numbers.

The most likely answer to our question is that Pythagoreans before

Plato had no clear conception of the distinction between logical and

chronological priority, which was first formulated by Plato and

Aristotle. They would not be fully conscious of a shift from one to the

other. On the other hand all the emphasis of their work was on the

analysis of things into elements logically prior, and at least we need not

suppose them to have seriously imagined that there was a time when

odd and even existed but not numbers.

(i) First stage: generation of numbers from their elements: the first

principles ofthe Pythagoreans. The elements ofnumbers are, ultimately,

the limited and the unlimited, and secondarily the odd and the even

and the unit. In this scheme the unit was regarded as the starting-point

of the number series, but not as itself belonging to it, because every

actual number must be either odd or even and the unit, curiously

enough, was conceived as combining in itselfboth oddness and evenness.

The reason why the unit occupies such an anomalous position in Greek

thought is no doubt that zero was unknown. Consequently the unit-

point was made to fulfil a double function :

c

It was both one-dimensional

unit of construction and non-dimensional point of contact between two

sections.'
1

(a) Aristotle, MetapL 986a 17:
*

The elements ofnumber are the even and

the odd, and of these the latter is limited and the former unlimited. The One

is composed of both of these (for it is both even and odd) and number

springs from the One; and numbers, as I have said, constitute the whole

universe.'

(b) 987315 (quoted above, p. 235) says that for the Pythagoreans the

limited, the unlimited, and the One are the actual substance of things, and not

simply attributes. This statement is repeated in several places by Aristotle.

1

Sambursky, Physical World of the Greeks, 28.
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(c) Phys. 203 a 4. At the beginning of his own discussion of the word

apeiron (unlimited) and its various uses, Aristotle says that all philosophers

worthy of the name have had something to say about it, and all regard it as

a first principle. But whereas others treat it as an accident or attribute of a

physical substance like water or air, 'some, like the Pythagoreans and Plato,

speak of it in itself, not as inhering in something else but as being itself a

substance. But the Pythagoreans (a) place it among sensible things (for they

do not reckon number separate from these), and (3) say that what is outside

the heaven is unlimited/ After pointing out that in these respects they

differ from Plato, he continues :

'

They say moreover that the unlimited is the

even, for this when it is enclosed and limited by the odd provides the un

limited element in existing things. This is illustrated by what happens when

gnomons are placed around numbers: when they are placed round the one,

and without the one, in the one case the figure produced varies continually,

whereas in the other it is always the same. Plato on the other hand considered

the unlimited as a duality, the great and small.'

(f) At Metapk. 99oa8 Aristotle, criticizing the Pythagoreans for their

inadequate explanation of motion, asks how it can be accounted for 'when

the only things assumed are limit and the unlimited and odd and even'

further evidence that, for the theorists he is considering, these were the only

ultimates.

The obscurities in the sentence about the gnomons will be discussed

in a moment. Heidel cast doubt on Aristotle's accuracy in claiming that

the Pythagoreans regard the One and the unlimited as substances and

not as attributes, though he offers no reason for this beyond remarking:

'Possibly he was transferring Platonic expressions to them' (AJP^

1940, 12, n. 22). To say this about a passage in which Aristotle is with

the greatest care distinguishing between the Pythagoreans and Plato is

astonishing, apart from the inherent unlikelihood that he of all men

should make such a mistake. This does not mean that he had a full

understanding of what went on in their minds. He looked back from

the point of view of one who could take his stand on certain basic

distinctions such as those between substance and attribute, abstract and

concrete (compare for instance his lucid description of mathematical

procedure in Metaph. K, 1061 a28ff.), and tried to apply these clear-cut

categories to the thought of men who were as yet by no means fully

conscious of them. Hence his bewilderment and irritation at their

c

ascribing magnitude to numbers* and so forth. In saying that things

16 241 GHP
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were numbers, as Ross has remarked (Ar. Phys. 541), they did not

reduce reality to an abstraction, but rather failed to recognize the

abstract nature of numbers.

The Greek idiom of adjective-plus-article (the unlimited, the hot,

v

the cold, the dry, the moist, etc.) probably tended to perpetuate this

lack of distinction between abstract and concrete. Anaximander in

positing the 'unlimited* was mainly aware of it as something material,

whereas a Pythagorean saw rather its formal characteristics. But neither

could put to himself, or have put to him by a contemporary, the

question whether he meant by the phrase something which was without

limit or the quality of being unlimited.

Limit and the unlimited are the ultimate notions, as being wider

genera within which fall the odd and the even. The first passage quoted

seems to make this clear, even though elsewhere Aristotle's language

suggests that odd and even were identical with limit and unlimited.

No doubt the language of the Pythagoreans themselves left room for

ambiguity. In any case the connexion does not seem to us to be obvious.

It is explained by Aristotle in terms of certain figures formed with

gnomons and numbers, wherein the numbers must be thought of

visually as dots. To represent numbers thus in the form of geo

metrical patterns was regular Pythagorean practice, as it was probably

the earliest practice among both the Greeks and other peoples.
1 The

gnomon here referred to takes its name from the carpenter's square,
2

1
Cf. Burnet, JEGP, 101, Cornford, P. and P. 8 (Nicomachus), and the statement of D.L.

(vm, 12) that Pythagoras studied especially the arithmetical aspect of geometry.
a The essential characteristic of a gnomon appears to have been that ofmaking or containing

a right angle. Thus in Herodotus it is the upright pointer on a sundial, which must be at right

angles to the surface. Secondly it was used for a carpenter's set-square, from which came its

meaning in the above passage of Aristotle. Again in the Categories (15330)

Aristotle says:
*A square when a gnomon is put round it is increased in size, but

does not alter* (i.e. in shape: it remains a square). The gnomon here is of the

shape of the accompanying diagram. Cornford is not quite accurate when he

says (paraphrasing a sentence of Heath's with reference to 1 5 330) :

' The gnomon
is defined by Aristotle as the figure which when added to a square increases

its size but does not alter its form' (P. and P. 9, n. i). Aristotle's sentence does not exclude,

as it would if it were a definition, the possibility of oblong gnomons. That the gnomon was

essentially right-angled is illustratedby the terminology ofOenopides ofChios (mid fifth century :

seeDK, 41 . 13) as quoted by Proclus :
*He calls the perpendicular in theancientfashion

"
gnomon-

wise", because the gnomon also is at right angles to the horizon.' Euclid (Bk. II, def. 2) extended

it to all parallelograms, and his language suggests that he was the first to do so. Later its use was

even more widely extended. For fuller details see Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid, I, 171.
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and the figures in question can in all likelihood be represented by the

following:
1

The problem of what Aristotle meant by the words irspt TO iv Kcd

Xcopis ('round the one and without
5

what? Or cwhen the gnomons
are placed round the one, and in the other case') will probably never be

solved with certainty,
2 but they can at any rate be construed in a way

not inconsistent with this. When the series of odd numbers is put
round the unit in the form of gnomons, the resulting figure is always a

square (remains 'the same'); when the even numbers are set out in the

same way, the relation between the sides of the figures formed offers

infinite variation. We notice that in the Pythagorean table of opposites

(Metaph* 986a22, p. 245, below), 'square' and 'oblong' appear under

the headings of 'limit' and 'unlimited' respectively. Later writers offer

other explanations of the Pythagorean association of odd with limit

and even with unlimited, for example that even numbers can be

divided into equal parts leaving, as it were, a blank in the middle,
3

whereas any attempt at halving an odd number is baulked by coming up

against a unit.4

The precise reason for the association is of interest to historians of

mathematics, who may follow it up in the references here given, but is

perhaps no longer to be ascertained with certainty. In any case it

originated in the visual, geometrical representation of numbers

which was natural to the Pythagoreans. We may proceed from

the fact itself. Since every number partakes of the nature of odd or

even, these are the basic elements ofnumber and in their turn exemplify

1 For ancient and modern views see the discussions in Ross (references in next note), noting

especially the divergent opinion of Taylor, CR9 192,6, 150-1.
4 For a summary of the various interpretations offered see Ross*s notes on Metaph. c>86ai8

and Phys. 203 a 13, and c Cornford, P. and P. y.
3

Ksvf] AEhrrrcci x&PS see ps.-Plutarch quoted by Burnet, JEGP, 288, n. 4.

4 In the light of other texts this seems to be the most likely explanation of the superficially

absurd statement preserved by Simplicius (Phys. 455 .20) that what can be divided into equal

parts can be bisected ad infnitiuru For texts and discussion see Burnet, EGP, 288-9 an<^ Taylor,

CR
} 1926, 149 f.
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limit and the unlimited. They give rise first of all to the unit, which

is regarded as standing outside the number-series of which it is the
*

principle' (arche), and as combining in itself the nature of odd and

even. Theo (p. 22 Killer) quotes from Aristotle's book on the Pytha

goreans the explanation that when added to an even number it makes

it odd, but when added to an odd number makes it even hardly

a satisfactory explanation, since it applies to every odd number

as much as to the unit.
1

It does not seem possible to extract from

Aristotle's words at MetapL 986317 the meaning sought by Cornford,

that
c

the Monad is prior to, and not a resultant or product of, the two

opposite principles, Odd or Limit, and Even or Unlimited'? Cornford

quotes Theo's description of the monad as 'the principle of all things

and the highest of all principles . . . that out ofwhich come all things but

which itselfcomes out ofnothing, indivisible and potentially all things'.

But Theo's testimony can hardly stand against Aristotle's. He was a

Platonist, and elsewhere describes the monad in plainly Platonic terms

as 'the intelligible form of the one'. The primacy of the One is asserted

by other late writers, notably Eudorus (first century B.C., op. Simpl.

Phys. 181.10) and Alexander Polyhistor (D.L. vm, 24), but their

testimony on the point has been shown to be more than doubtful.3 The

Platonists and Neopythagoreans of their time were, under Stoic

influence, much inclined to monism; this can be as definitely asserted

of Eudorus as of Theo.4 With but a little subtracted, the later origin
1

Rostagni in // Verio & Pitagora (9ff.) makes great play with a fragment of Epicharmus

(2 in DK), which in his submission implies a knowledge on the part of the comic poet of every

detail of this Pythagorean scheme, thus vouching for its existence in the first half of the fifth

century. The lines in question run:
*

But if to an odd number, or ifyou like an even one, someone

chooses to add a pebble, or to take one away from those that are there, do you think the number

would remain the same?' To draw such far-reaching inferences from this bare sentence is hardly

permissible, yet the existence of the doctrine at that time is not improbable.
2

CQ, 192.3, 3 with n. i. He translates 4f diJupoTipcov elvoci toforcov 'consists of both of these', not

'proceeds from both*, while admitting that
*

proceeds' is appropriate to the immediately following

words, T&V 8* otpi6u6v & TOU v6$. But even if this translation were possible, the One would still

be a product of the Odd and the Even, and could in no sense be prior to them.
3 By Raven, P. and E* 146 lamblichus claimed to have found it in Philolaus (DK, 44* 8),

but his authority in such a matter is very doubtful. It was prominent in the Neopythagorean
Nicomachus.

4 On Eudorus see H. Dorrie in Hermes, 1944, 25-39. ^s value as a source for pre-Platonic

Pythagoreanism may be judged by the following extracts from this article: (p. 33) 'Much of

what Eudorus reports concerning Pythagorean doctrine comes directly from the Timaens

Many Platonic features appear in this account, much of it even reads like an anticipation of actual

Neoplatonism.' On the next page the author contends that underlying the passage is
*

a Pytha-
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of which is more than likely ('highest of all principles', 'itself out of

nothing *), Theo's account becomes consistent with Aristotle's; for

since all things are made of number, and the principles of number are

the principles of all things, the unit, as the immediate principle of

number, may certainly be described as 'the principle of all things' and

'that out of which all things come*. That there are even more ultimate

principles does not affect this, any more than Aristotle's statement that

things are made of numbers conflicts with his statement that the ele

ments of numbers are the elements of all things.

In this connexion, however, we find in Aristotle a reference to two

divergent Pythagorean theories. Immediately after the passage we have

been considering, he continues (986a 22):

Others of this same school say that there are ten principles, which they arrange
in twin columns, namely:

. . .How these principles may be brought into line with the causes we have

mentioned [sc. Aristotle's own four causes] is not clearly explained by them;

but they appear to class the elements (oroixacc, presumably referring to the

pairs of principles enumerated) as matter, for they say that substance consists

of and is formed from them as from internal constituents.

In this scheme the unit is ranked with limit and oddness. It is

certainly not prior to them, nor yet obviously posterior, though other

gorizing exegesis of the Phaedrus-myth'. One has also to take into consideration Eudorus's

attempt to read an esoteric meaning into Plato (Alex, in Met. p. 59 Hayduck, Dbrrie 34-6).

In general scholars would do well to heed the warning of H. D. Safrrey (Le IT. OiX d'Aristote,

etc., 1955, p. xi): 'pavoue que je suis sceptique sur la connaissance que nous pouvons avoir de

Tancien pythagorisme; en tout cas je ne crois pas que Ton puisse se fonder sans d'infinies pre*-

cautions sur les 6crits pythagoriciens des premiers siecles de notre ere: ce sont tous d'inextricables

melanges de n6oplatonisme, de rie\>pythagorisme, de ne"oorphisme etc., et comment distinguer le

bon grain de Tivraier
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information (for example Metaph. 990 a 8 quoted earlier) suggests that

the position of limit and the unlimited (peras and apeiron) at the head of

their respective lists was probably intentional and implies a certain

priority or inclusiveness. An interesting point which must always be

kept in mind, though one cannot pursue all sides of Pythagorean

thought at once, is that there are in a sense only two opposites, of

which the ten listed by Aristotle are no more than different aspects or

manifestations. For instance, Pythagoreanism unlike the Ionian philo

sophies is rooted in values; unity, limit, etc. appear on the same side as

goodness because they are good, whereas plurality and the unlimited

are bad. The religious belief in the essential unity of nature, and the

religious ideal of a unity of the soul with the divine kosmos, are present

in every part of the system. So Aristotle wrote in the Ethics (1096b 5) :

c

The Pythagorean account of the good is more plausible,
1 in that they

place the one in the column of goods', and again (no6b29): 'As the

Pythagoreans surmised, evil is a form of the unlimited, good of the

limited/ One may go further and say that limit and unity are to be

equated with the male, the unlimited and plurality with the female

element in nature. It is thus possible, when the time comes to describe

the making of the universe in physical terms, for the unit to appear in

the form of a sperma (Metaph. 1091 a 16) reminiscent of thegonimon of

Anaximander (see p. 278, below).

It would appear then that the ultimate principles are the two con

traries limit and the unlimited. With these are equated numerical odd-

ness and evenness respectively, and they thus form the principles of the

number-series which in turn is to provide the elements of all existing

things. Of the treatment of the unit there are two accounts known to

Aristotle: some Pythagoreans derived it from a combination of limit-

odd with unlimited-even, whereas others constructed two columns of

contraries in which the unit appeared alongside limit, goodness, etc.

These columns contain all their principles (in contrast to Alcmaeon, the

Pythagoreans 'laid down how many and what they were'), and there

fore include the principles of numbers, which all exemplify oddness

1
Sc. than the Platonic: everywhere Aristotle distinguishes with assurance between the two,

which is only to be expected and would not be worth mentioning were he not so often accused

of confusing them*
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and evenness. It is not to be doubted that for all Pythagoreans alike

the unit stood for what is limited in opposition to the infinite or un

defined (apeiron). The only difference between the two schools of

thought is that whereas one ofthem identified it with the active principle

of limit itself, the other saw it as the first product of that principle

imposing itself on the undifferentiated mass of the apeiron and so

initiating the introduction of order and limit which was necessary to

produce a kosmos within it. It has been thought (e.g. by Cornford)

that the Pythagoreans believed simultaneously in two distinct grades

of unit or monad, the One which was a first principle and regarded as

divine, and the unit which began the number-series and was a product

of higher principles. This is the view of Neopythagorean and Platonic

writers of Augustan and later times, like Eudorus who writes:
1

'Evidently the One which is the origin of everything is one thing, and

the one which is opposed to the dyad is another, which they call the

monad/ (Aristotle uses
c

one' and
'

monad' indifferentlywhen speaking

ofthe Pythagoreans.) But since there is no warrant for this in Aristotle,

for whom the varying status ofthe one reflected a difference ofopinion

between different branches of the school, its application to the Pytha

goreans of Plato's time and earlier is very dubious. The way in which

Aristode brings the table of contraries into connexion with Alcmaeon

shows that the view which it represents was an early one, probably

formulated within the lifetime of Pythagoras or very soon after; and

his introduction of the main account, from which this is a divergence,

as that of men 'contemporary with and earlier than' Leucippus and

Democritus gives some ground for supposing that that account

represents a slightly later phase.

In what sense the entities mentioned were principles, causes or

constituents was something which baffled Aristotle (pp. 237 ,

above). The best illustration is provided by music, from which most

probably the whole idea originated. The general principle applied by

the Pythagoreans to the construction of a kosmos is that of the imposi

tion of limit (peras) on the unlimited (to apeiron) to make the limited

1
Ap. SimpL Phys. 181 .28. The introductory SfjXov 6n betrays an inference of his own. He

uses the Platonic term 'dyad* for what earlier Pythagoreans would have called apeiron. On

Eudorus see p. 244, n. 4, above.
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(to peperasmenon). Owing to the brilliant exposition by Pythagoras

(if I have said enough to justify giving him the credit) of the numerical,

proportional structure of the 'concordant' notes of the scale, music

now provided the paradigm of this principle at work. The whole field

of sound, ranging indefinitely in opposite directions high and low

represents the unlimited. Limit is imposed on this continuum when it

is divided according to the relevant system of ratios, which reduces the

whole to order, starting from the octave (sc. i :2, the unit and the first

even number, both of which have their places in the table of archai).
* The infinite variety of quality in sound is reduced to order by the

exact and simple law of ratio in quantity. The system so defined still

contains the unlimited element in the blank intervals between the notes;

but the unlimited is no longer an orderless continuum; it is confined

within an order, a cosmos, by the imposition of Limit or Measure/1

That the Pythagoreans, as later sources affirm, reverenced the One
as God, or divine, is very probable. There would be no inconsistency
in believing in two contrasting principles, both ultimate, but one good
and the other bad, and bestowing this dignity on the good one. That

they did so is the verdict of the doxographic tradition (Aet. i, 7, 18,

Dox. 302) :
' Of the principles, Pythagoras said that the Monad was

God and the good, the true nature of the One, Mind itself; but the

indefinite dyad is a daimon and evil, concerned with material plurality/

The juxtaposition of good and evil principles in this passage affords

some positive evidence for rejecting the version of a first-century

Platonist like Eudorus that the One was sole principle and the Un
limited secondary.

2 At this point, it is true, one begins to ask what

precise sense of 'primary' and 'secondary' one has in mind. Hitherto

we have meant that what is primary is underived, and what is secondary
or posterior is derived from it or from some intermediate. In this sense

the one is not primary ifwe trust our earliest authority. Since, however,
it stood for all that the Pythagoreans held in highest esteem limit, form,

goodness, etc. and in all probability was even at this period accounted

divine, it certainly took the primary or highest place in the hierarchy,
1

Cornford, CQ, 1922, 145.
a
Pointed out by Raven, P. and E. 18. Eudorus naturally connected the divinity of the One

with its primacy among the principles (SimpL loc. cit. 1. 19). The statement that it is divine is

repeated by Hippolytus (Ref* i, 2, 2).
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and the unlimited, evil, material principle with which it combined in

the creation ofnumbers and the physical universe,though coexistent,was

of secondary value and importance. This would make all the easier the

later modification of the doctrine in the direction of a sole transcendent

Monad-god from which all else was derived, the doctrine which finds

its culmination in the inexpressible first principle of a Plotinus.

On the interpretation here offered, Pythagoreanism before the time

of Plato was frankly dualistic in its account of ultimate principles,

unlike the Milesian systems, which were in intention monistic, although
as we have seen the monism ofthis early stage ofrational thought could

not bear a critical scrutiny. The opposite view was taken by Cornford.

He saw the Pythagoreans as believing in an ultimate One behind all

else. From this were derived limit and the unlimited themselves,

although this ultimate One or Monad must be distinguished from the

unit which is the first number, point or physical atom, since that is

clearly described as a product of these two opposite principles. Corn-

ford depended largely for this interpretation on the account compiled

by Alexander Polyhistor from certain "Pythagorean commentaries'

and excerpted by Diogenes, the dating ofwhich has been the subject of

prolonged controversy (see p. 201, n. 3, above). The conclusion reached

here, which is essentially that of Mr Raven in his Pythagoreans and

Eleancs^ has the advantage of relying exclusively on Aristotle, with

whose statements the idea of a fundamental monism is indeed hard to

reconcile. Raven has shown that it is by no means necessary to see it

even in Alexander's account (P. and E. I34f.)- The monistic theory,

involving as it does a distinction between the ideal One and the unit

which begins the number-series, is surely Platonic in character. Can

we not point to its author, namely Speusippus, the Pythagorizing

nephew and successor of Pkto? In paraphrasing what Aristotle says

about him at Metaph. 1028 b 21, his Greek commentator 1 attributes to

him a
c

One-itself
'

(ccuroev) at the head of the scale of reality. In this

connexion it is of interest that a tradition going back to Aristoxenus*

1

[Alex.] in Metaph. 462.34. (See p. 257 n. i, below.)
2 And hence doubtless to Aristotle, whose pupil he was. Aristotle not only wrote books on

Pythagoreanism, but was also interested in Persian religion. He wrote that according to the Magi
there are two arched^ a good dcamon and an evil, the name of the one being Zeus and Oromasdes,
and of the other Hades and Areimanios (Aristotle, fr. 6 Rose, p. 79 Ross, D.L. i, 8).
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associated Pythagoras with Zoroaster. Itmay be, as is generally thought,

without historical foundation, but at least it is evidence that a resem

blance between the Greek and Persian systems was remarked by the

fourth century; and in the latter the powers of good and evil, light and

darkness, Ormuzd and Ahriman, were certainly coexistent and inde

pendent. As the matter has a certain intrinsic interest, some data on

the strength of the tradition are appended in a note below.

Something must be added here to do justice to Cornford's point of

view, based as it was on a singular insight into the minds of early

thinkers which can best be described as the gift of a poetic imagination.

He instinctively, and righdy, felt that there could not at any period

have been a real inconsistency between the scientific or rational side of

the Pythagorean system and its religion. And as he says (P. and P. 4) :

*As a religious philosophy Pythagoreanism unquestionably attached

central importance to the idea of unity, in particular the unity of all life,

divine, human and animal, implied in the scheme of transmigration/

Unity was exalted and revered as the highest and be,st in the cosmos

and the supreme object of human aspiration. Therefore, he argued, in

their cosmogony also it must have been the sole starting-point, just as

the single arche of the Milesians was also the divine element in their

world: and he looked to see how this could be so.

Now in contrasting this primal unity of the Italian school with that

of the Milesians, he once said of it (in-an unpublished lecture): 'The

antagonism of the Many is harmonized and held together by philia

(that is, the bond of kinship) in this unity.' Here his own words set

one wondering whether the unity which the Pythagoreans exalted as

divine, and held forth as an example for men to follow, was perhaps not

an arche in the full Milesian sense but rather as indeed he seems to be

saying the unity of the complete and perfect kosmos^ which because it

is a harmonia deserves above all things the name of God. We are here

in the realm of conjecture, trying to fill for ourselves the gaps in our

knowledge of this early period, nor is it easy to express what is meant

in our own terms. But my suggestion is that for these people the

principle oflimit did indeed exist in the beginning, but was opposed by
the formless and evil principle of the unlimited. By imposing itself on

this, in a way which I shall try to explain later (pp. 266 ff.), it produces
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out ofunorganized chaos an organic unity or kosmos* There are regions
of the universe in which the unlimited still maintains its undesirable

haphazard character, but in its main structure, as displayed to man by
the harmonious motions of the heavenly bodies, it has achieved the

unity of a perfect organism. The kosmos^ by virtue of its ordered and

beautiful (that is cosmic) nature, is divine. The good is in the end, the

telosj not the arche in the sense of the beginning. The point seems to be

clinched by Aristotle, when we read (MetapL 1072b 30): 'The

Pythagoreans suppose that supreme beauty and goodness are not

present in the beginning: for, although the beginnings of plants and

animals are causes, beauty and perfection are rather in their outcome/ 1

In this way the religious need to identify unity with goodness and

divinity is satisfied without positeg~arimity.i^pxti? if we take those

words to mean
c

in the beginningV The goodness oftheUving universe

does lie in its unity or order, and that order is only possibfe^ecause a

unifying and harmonizing principle (arche} has existed alongkde the

unlimited from the beginning; but it is only when its work is done that

unity is achieved. __ _., -

Additional note: Pythagoreanism and Persian religion

The possibility of Oriental elements in Pythagoreanism has always
excited interest, and attempts have been made to establish connexions

not only with Persia but also with India and even China (see ZN,

590, n. 2 and Ueberweg-Praechter, 26 f.)* Concerning these latter

countries the remarks of Zeller (589-92) have not lost their force: the

positive evidence is weak or non-existent, and the resemblances in

doctrine are too general to warrant any definite conclusions, and were

certainly current in Greece from a period which makes the hypothesis
of borrowing from the further East unlikely. In India some have

been impressed by the occurrence of transmigration, abstinence from

flesh, and number-mysticism, and as for China, no one can fail to

be struck by the superficial resemblance of the Yin Yang doctrine to

the Pythagorean table of opposites. All phenomena are produced by
1
Curiously enough, this translation is Cornford's, which he gives on p. 5 of P. and P. He

uses it in the course of an argument about unity as the sole original principle in which it is

difficult to follow him, for the religious need for unity in the beginning seems to vanish as we
read it.
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the interaction of the two cosmic principles or forces Yang and Yin,

whose characteristics are listed thus (Fung Yu-Lan, Short History of
Chinese Philosophy', 138, 140):

YANG ^ YIN

Sunshine or light Darkness or shadow

masculinity femininity

activity passivity

heat cold

x dryness wetness

hardness softness

odd even

Later members of the Yin-Yang school tried to connect the five ele

ments (water, fire, wood, metal, soil) with the Yang and the Yin

through numbers. The numbers ofYang are odd, of Yin even, and the

elements are produced from numbers. Dr Fung notes the remarkable

resemblance to Pythagorean theory, but emphasizes that this feature of

the Chinese doctrine did not appear till later. G. Thomson (The First

Philosophers^ 266) has pointed out that there are differences as well as

resemblances.

Whether the parallels with Indian thought originate from a common

Indo-European heritage is a question which, if it admits of any answer

at all, lies far beyond the scope of this study.

The case for Persian influence must be taken more seriously, though
the danger lies in overstating it rather than the reverse. The Greeks of

later days were strongly inclined to represent their early philosophers

as the pupils of the Orient, partly from the sense of age-old and

mysterious wisdom with which it has always allured its western neigh

bours, and partly because in their own, Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman,
times a syncretism between Greek and Oriental, in which philosophy
tended to lose itself in religion and mysticism, was in fact the order of

the day. Consequently it was common form to attribute oriental

voyages of study to a Thales or a Pythagoras. At the same time, since

the sixth century B.C. was an enterprising age in which communications

were well developed and lengthy voyages freely undertaken for com
mercial and other purposes, such stories cannot be dismissed as improb
able. For Pythagoras we may add to this general credibility the fact
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that his connexion with Zoroaster, or at least with Persia and the Magi,
recurs in the tradition with remarkable persistence as compared with

the wilder references to Indians, Iberians, etc. Apart from this tradition

about Pythagoras, some acquaintance with the principles of the

Mazdaean religion of Zoroaster is traceable in Greece to the fourth

century, not only, as we have seen, in Aristotle, but also in Eudoxus

(W. J. W. Koster, Mytke de Platon^ etc. 25 ). But let us turn to the

ancient sources.

(i) References to Zoroaster in person

(a) Hippol. Ref. i, 2, 12 (DK, 14 . 1 1) :

*

Diodorus of Eretria [an otherwise

unknown author] and Aristoxenus the writer on music say that Pythagoras
went to Zaratas the Chaldaean.'

A little later in the same chapter Hippolytus says: 'Pythagoras is said to

have forbidden the eating ofbeans because Zaratas taught that in the original

formation of the universe the bean was produced when the earth was still

in the course of solidifying and still putrid/ This statement presumably does

not go back to Aristoxenus, since he denied that Pythagoras forbade beans

(p. 189, above). It seems to be an unintelligibly mutilated version of the

tenet that beans and men had a common origin (Porph. V.P. 44, p. 1845

above).

(b) Clem. Alex. Strom, i, 69 (n, 44 Stahlin):
*

Pythagoras was an admirer

of Zoroastres the Persian Magus.' (A little earlier at i, 66 (n, 41) we have:
*

Pythagoras consorted with the best of the Chaldaeans and Magi.')

(c) Plut. De An. Procr. 2:
cAnd Zaratas the teacher of Pythagoras called

this [sc. the indefinite dyad] the mother of number and the One its father.'

"We may compare the presence ofmale and female in the Pythagorean table

of contraries on the side of the one and of plurality respectively. Whether

Plutarch had any warrant for attributing this to Zaratas is another question.

(<T) Apuleius, Flor. 1 5 (p. 21 Helm) :

'Some say that when Pythagoras was

taken to Egypt among the prisoners of Cambyses, he had as his teachers the

Persian Magi and in particular Zoroastres, the master of all secret religious

lore/

(e) Id. ApoL 31 (p. 36 Helm): "Most people believe that Pythagoras was

a disciple of Zoroaster and correspondingly versed in magic.'

(/) Porph. V.P. 12: 'Besides consorting with the other Chaldaeans he

went to Zaratas, who purified him of the defilements of his previous life and

taught him the means whereby good men maintain purity and the expla

nation of nature and what were the first principles of all things.'
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(2) General references to Magi and Persia

(a) Cic. Fin. v, 29, 87:
*

Pythagoras. . .went to the Persian Magi.'

(b) D.L. vm, 3: 'He also journeyed among the Chaldaeans and Magi/

(c) Porph. V.P. 41 : Pythagoras taught above all things to speak the truth,

for this was the one way to resemble God: 'for as he learned from the Magi,
the body of the god, whom they call Oromasdes, resembles light, and his

soul truth'.

One is reminded of the importance of speaking the truth in Persian

education according to Herodotus.

(<aT) Iambi. V.P. 19:
*

Taken prisoner by Cambyses's men he was brought
to Babylon. There he spent his time with the Magi to their mutual satis

faction, was instructed in their sacred teaching and learned how to worship
the gods in the most perfect way. In their company he also mastered the

science of number and music and other subjects of study.'

(e) Ibid. 154: 'He forbade burning the bodies of the dead because as a

follower of the Magi he did not wish what is mortal to have any part in

anything divine.'

One may compare further Pliny, N.H. xxv, 5, xxx, 2; Porph.
KP. 6; Lydus, De Mens. p. 21 Wiinsch; Iambi. V.P* 151 (in which

Chaldaeans and Magi are mentioned along with Celts, Iberians and

Latins, as well as more homely contacts like Orphics, Eleusis, Samo-

thrace, etc.).

There was then a strong tradition, in origin going back almost

certainly to Aristotle, that Pythagoras was directly instructed in religion

by Zoroaster or some of the Persian Magi. Nevertheless any details

are known only from writers of Graeco-Roman date, and create a

distinct impression that the beliefwas no more than a conjecture based

on real or fancied resemblances of doctrine. In fundamental principles

there is a certain resemblance, if we are not disturbed by the fact that

the two ultimates in Zoroastrianism are personal gods, not impersonal

principles like those of the Pythagoreans. We even find an uncertainty

whether the Persian cult should be strictly described as monotheistic or

dualistic, reminding us how some have upheld the monism of the

Pythagoreans and we have ourselves concluded that the principle of

unity or limit was at least ofhigher value and importance than the other.

Similarly J Duchesne-Guillemin writes of the Persian system:
1 'Ce

1 In his short but most useful book, Orma{det Ahriman, ^L
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systeme est-il avant tout un dualisme, ou un monotheisme? D'un

certain point de vue, c'est un monotheisme: Ahura Mazdah est su-

perieur aux deux Esprits qui s'affrontent. 11 est le createur de toute

chose. . . . D'un autre point de vue, le systeme apparait comme un

dualisme: Ahura Mazdah est declare identique a son Esprit Benefique,

et c'est en effet celui-ci qui cree; mais il cree seulement un ordre bon,

un bonheur possible qu'a derange la rebellion des mechants. Ce sont

les homines qui sont responsables du malheur. . .c'est aussiTEsprit
Mauvais Ainsi done, le monde a deux maitres, deux createurs.' In

his conclusion there is a still stronger resemblance to Pythagoreanism,
that is, in the subordination of theory to practice: 'Mais, plutot que de

disputer du monotheisme ou du dualisme de Zarathustra, il faut

constater I'ambigulte de son systeme et se rappeler qu'il avait d'autres

soucis que theoriques. Sa mission est d'agir et de faire agir: il reforme

les rites, il proclame des mythes nouveaux.'

We find also in the religion of Zoroaster, either contributed by him

or taken over from his heritage, the conception ofArta the 'just order',

the opposition good-bad exemplified by light-darkness, and the taboo

on killing and animal sacrifice (op. cit. 23, 24, 27, 28, 35ff-)- ^n^
other hand an essential belief of Pythagoras is lacking 'La pre-

existence des ames n'est attestee en Iran que tardivement
'

(pp. cit. 101)

and there is a fundamentally Hellenic character about Pythagorean

philosophy which makes It unlikely that it owed much to Oriental

sources. As Duchesne-Guillemin justly says, it had its own contri

bution to make to the formulation of that problem which the Greeks

above all bequeathed to later Europe: the problem of reconciling the

rational and the sensible worlds, the realms of being and of becoming.
This problem arose from the incompatibility oftwo modes ofcognition,
c

qui, tous deux, etaient des inventions grecques, bien etrangeres a

Flran: la connaissance mathematique (Pythagore) et la connaissance

physique (les loniens). C'est parce qu'ils avaient developpe ces deux

sciences que les grecs, seuls dans 1'histoire du monde, ont pu, a un

certain moment, apercevoir la difference qui separe la connaissance

sensible et la connaissance rationnelle
3

(p. 98).

So far as concerns mathematics, the statement that they were a

Greek invention is, as we have seen, an exaggeration. In this respect
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the influence of eastern neighbours is undeniable; but it did not come
from Persia.

(ii) Second stage: generation ofgeometricalfigures from numbers. In

his account from 'Pythagorean commentaries' Alexander Polyhistor
describes the whole process of genesis by saying that from the monad

combining with the unlimited spring numbers, from numbers points,

from points lines, from lines plane figures, from plane figures solids;

and finally, from solid figures are made sensible bodies. The production
of numbers from the prior elements limit and unlimited, as exemplified

especially in oddness and evenness, and the unit, has now been dealt

with. Leaving until later the final stage, we have next to see whether

the generation of geometrical figures from numbers can be traced back

to the form of Pythagoreanism which Plato knew, and whether any

thing can be said to make it more intelligible. Understanding is assisted

ifwe remember the early habit, which lasted long with Greek mathe

maticians, of representing numbers in visible form, by rows of dots,

letters or pebbles arranged in regular patterns.
1

It gave their arithmetic

a geometrical flavour, and ensured that arithmetic and geometry were

for long more closely allied than they are today. Even now, die fact

that a formula or equation-can be represented geometrically as well as

algebraically is often an aid to the mathematician, for whose under

standing the double representation no longer digs the pitfalls which

beset the pioneers of rational thought.
I shall continue on the assumption that it is sufficient for our purpose

if a belief is attested for the Pythagoreans in Aristotle, since he has

proved perfectly capable of distinguishing non-Platonic Pytha

goreanism from the teaching of his master. (See in particular pp. 241 >

246, n. i, above.)

We may start by considering a passage which has already been

quoted in part (p. 234). At Metttph. iO36b8 Aristotle says:

Some are even in doubt about the circle and the triangle, surmising that it is

not right to define them by lines and continuous space, but that these are

1
'Calculation with pebbles* (presumably on some sort of board or abacus) is mentioned by

Herodotus as the normal method (n, 36). We still talk this language when we speak ofnumbers as

'figures', and 'calculation' conceals the Latin word for pebble.
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adduced in the same capacity as the flesh and bones of a man and the bronze

or stone of a statue. They refer everything to numbers, calling two the

formula of the line.

The Greek commentator who wrote under the name of Alexander of

Aphrodisias
1

says that this refers to the Pythagoreans, as is indeed

plain, for the only other possibility is the school of Plato, and Aristotle

distinguishes this in the immediately following lines with the words:

'But those who posit the forms
' The same commentator gives a

clear and sober explanation:

Some hemeans the Pythagoreans are doubtfulevenabout the circle and the

triangle. They hold it wrong to define these in terms of lines, saying
'A circle

is a surface bounded by a single line', or
*A triangle is that bounded by three

lines', or again, 'A line is a continuous length extended in one dimension*.

For a line is to a circle or triangle as underlying matter, and so is continuity

to a line, just as flesh and bone are to a man and bronze to a statue. If then

we do not define a man in terms of bone and flesh, because these are his

material parts, neither must we define a circle or triangle in terms of lines nor

a line in terms of continuity. For this reason, viz. that the line and the

continuous are as matter in the triangle, etc., they reduce all these to numbers,

which are not material nor have any substratum analogous to matter, but

exist independently. Thus they say that the formula of the line is that of the

number two; for seeing that two is the first product of division (i.e. the unit

first divided into two, then into three and the numbers after that), if, they

maintain, we are defining a line, we must say, not that it is 'a quantity

divided [or extended] in one dimension' but that it is 'the/m product of

division*; for 'the first' is not so to speak a material substratum for the line,

as continuity is.

According then to Aristotle, the Pythagoreans had a dim idea that

tilings must be defined in terms of their essence, form or structure,

and not of the material in which they were embodied: a statue is not

properly Described in terms of bronze or stone but of its design and

what it represents. To them extension or space was the matter of geo

metrical figures, and the form could only be expressed in terms of

numbers. Allowing for Aristotle's preoccupation with his own

scheme of causation, this means that for the Pythagoreans space or

1
Alex, in Met. 512.20 Hayduck. Only the commentary on books A to E is genuine, but in

any future references the name of Alexander will be used for the whole work.
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extension in itselfbelonged to the realm of the unlimited, and limit was

imposed on it when it was marked out according to a geometrical, that

is numerical, pattern.

I take next one of the passages in which Aristotle professes himself

baffled by the confusions in Pythagorean thought (MetapL 1092b 8):

We find no clear distinction of the sense in which numbers are causes of

substance and being. It might be (i) in the sense of boundaries,
1
as points

are of magnitudes. In this sense Eurytus fixed the number of each entity,

one for man and another for horse, by imitating the forms of living things

with pebbles, in the manner of those who attribute numbers to shapes like

triangle and square; or (2) because musical harmony, man, and everything
else consist of a ratio of numbers. . . .That numbers are not substance, nor

the cause ofform, is obvious : substance lies in the ratio, whereas number is the

material constituent, e.g. number is the substance of bone or flesh only in

the sense in which one says
'

three parts offire to two ofearth '. Again, anumber,
whichever it is, is always the number ofthings portions of fire or earth, or

units whereas substance is the ratio ofone quantity to another in a mixture.

This however is no longer a number but a ratio or mixture of numbers,
whether corporeal numbers or others.

As we have seen, in their enthusiasm over the discovery ofthe numerical

(that is proportional) basis of the recognized musical intervals, the

followers of Pythagoras tried to make numbers the essential basis of

everything. According to Aristotle here, this might mean that all

physical things consist of elements combined in a certain proportion.

This was the method followed in the first half of the fifth century by

Empedocles, who though certainly in the Pythagorean tradition,

especially on the religious side, was a philosopher of considerable

originality. In his fr. 96 he describes bone as being formed of a

fiarmonia oftwo parts of earth, two of water and four of fire. But then,

Aristotle objects, it is this proportion (e.g. the whole formula 2:3) that

is the essence or form, not the numbers two or three themselves. This

is an unfair distortion of the Pythagorean view, but although he tries

here to score a point by maintaining that numbers are the material

constituents of a ratio, he doubdess has in mind his more general and

oft-repeated criticism of the Pythagoreans, that they speak of numbers

1 The obvious meaning of Spot in the context. If it needs defence, this has been provided by

Raven, P. and E. 104.
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as if they were matter in the physical sense, endowed with size and

weight.

A second method known to Aristotle of establishing the doctrine

that things are numbers was to suppose the structure of things to be

dependent on geometrical shapes, which in their turn could be described

in terms ofnumbers, each figure being assigned the minimum number of

points required to contain it (two for a line, three for a triangle, etc.).

He mentions the attempt of the Pythagorean Eurytus
1 to apply this

type of description to living creatures, which he characterizes explicitly

as an extension of the association of numbers with geometrical figures

like triangle and square.

By the use of his own terminology, Aristotle imports an unnecessary

confusion into the thought of the early Pythagoreans. It is no use his

putting the question whether they employ numbers as the material or

the formal causes of things, since they were innocent of the distinction.

Their more primitive meaning is clear. Things are numbers, or, if you

like, the basis of nature is numerical, because solid bodies are built up
of surfaces, surfaces of planes, planes of lines and lines of points, and in

their geometric view of number the Pythagoreans saw no difference

between points and units? The essential concept is limit. In a number

of other passages of the Metaphysics Aristotle tells us this plainly:

(a) io28b 16: 'Some3 think that the limits of bodies, such as surface and

line and point or unit, are substances, rather than body and the solid.
5

(H) loc^ob 5 :

*

There are some who, because the point is the limit and end

of a line, the line of a surface and the surface of a solid, hold it to be inescap

able that such natures exist.*

(c) See also 1002a4 (second paragraph of quotation on pp. 240 f.), noticing

how, as in the first passage here, unit and point are treated as synonymous
when the Pythagoreans are in question.

Having established as already known to Aristotle the facts (i) that

for the Pythagoreans the unit-point came first, from it the line, from

line surface and from surface solid, and (ii) that they equated these with

numbers, one being the number of the point and two of the line, we
1 For whom see pp. Z73 f, below.
a
Or, indeed, between unit-points and particles; but that must wait until later (Stage 3 of the

exposition).
3 Sc* the Pythagoreans. As Ross ad loc* notes, their view is once again Distinguished from

the Platonic a few lines later. Alex, (in Met. 462. 16) is mistaken,
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may allow ourselves to consider other texts which by themselves might
be thought to have less authority than Aristotle but do not in fact go
beyond him, though they may show up further details of the scheme.

The tenth chapter of the Theologumena Arithmeticae attributed to

lamblichus deals at length with the Decad, and contains, as might be

expected, much mystical and theological matter of Neopythagorean

type.
1 In it we find, however, one passage which is carefiilly assigned

to its source, namely Speusippus, 'the son of Plato's sister Potone, who
succeeded him in the Academy before Xenocrates'. He is said to have

composed
*

an elegant little work which he called Pythagorean Numbers^

incorporating the choicest parts of Pythagorean doctrine and especially
the writings of Philolaus'. The entire second half of this work was

devoted to the properties ofthe number ten, with the object ofshowing
that it thoroughly deserves its Pythagorean title of the full and perfect

number (cf. p. 225, above), and in the course of his account Speusippus
wrote that it contains in itself, besides all the basic ratios (this seems to'

refer to the ratios of the 'concordant' musical notes), 'the formulae of

the line, surface and solid; for one is a point, two a line, three a triangle

and foura pyramid^ and all these are primaryand fundamental to the other

figures in each class'. A little later he put it thus: 'The point is the

first principle leading to magnitude, the line the second, surface third

and solid fourth.'2 Aristotle gives us ample warrant for saying that this

doctrine did not originate with Speusippus; in all probability he found

it in the writings of his favourite author Philolaus, who like any Pytha

gorean would embody much older lore in*his*work. Another possible
source might be Archytas, for whom a work on the Decad is actually

recorded (by Theo Smyrnaeus, DK, 44311). The scheme described,

represented graphically as the Pythagoreans thought of it, is this:3

1
F. E. Robbins (writing in the introduction to d'Ooge's translation of Nicomachus's Introd.

Arithm. 1926, 821*.) argued that it is based almost entirely on Nicomachus.
2 TheoL Arith. pp. 84 and 85 de Falco.
3 As is more fully explained by Sextus, adv. Math, x, 280 (trans. Bury, with slight alterations) :

*When three points are set down, two at an interval opposite to each other, and the third midway
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The same correlation between numbers and geometrical figures is

described by the Neopythagorean writer Nicomachus of Gerasa

(c. A.D. 100) in his Introduction to Arithmetic. In bk n, ch. 6 he writes: 1

Unity, then, occupying the place and character of a point, will be the

beginning ofintervals and ofnumbers, but not itselfan interval or a number,

just as the point is the beginning ofa line, or an interval, but is not itself line

or interval. Indeed, when a point is added to a point, it makes no increase,

for when a non-dimensional thing is added to another non-dimensional

thing, it will not thereby have dimension Unity, therefore, is non-

dimensional and elementary, and dimension first is found and seen in 2, then

in 3, then in 4, and in succession in the following numbers; for 'dimension* is

that which is conceived of as between two limits. The first dimension is

called 'line', for 'line' is that which is extended in one direction. Two di

mensions are called 'surface', for a surface is that which is extended in two

directions. Thrfee dimensions are called 'solid*, for a solid is that which is

extended in three directions.

And in the next chapter:

The point, then, is the beginning of dimension, but not itself a dimension,

and likewise the beginning of a line, but not itself a" line; the line is the

beginning of surface, but not surface, and the beginning of the two-di

mensional, but not itself extended in two directions. Naturally, too, surface

is the beginning of body, but not itself body, and likewise the beginning of

the three-dimensional, but not itselfextended in three directions. Exactly the

same in numbers, unit is the beginning of all number that advances unit by
unit in one direction; linear number is the beginning ofplane number, which

spreads out like a plane in more than one dimension; and plane number is

the beginning of solid number, which possesses a depth in the third dimen

sion besides the original ones.

In the first passage Nicomachus emphasizes that the unit-point has

no magnitude at all, just as the line (or two) has no breadth and the

surface (three) no depth. This was certainly a refinement on the belief

of Pythagoras and his earliest followers, who clung to the more naive

notion that a point was the smallest magnitude, and therefore that two

in the line formed from the two, but in another dimension, a plane is constructed. And the solid

figure and body, like the pyramid, are classed under the number four. For when the three points

are placed as I said before, and another point is placed upon them from above, there is constructed

the pyramidal form of solid body; for it now possesses the three dimensions length, breadth and

depth.*
1
Trans. d'Ooge.
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points in juxtaposition were sufficient to constitute the shortest line.

Raven suggests (see especially P. and E. 161) that this too was a pre-

Platonic development, and that the advance was the outcome of the

criticism directed against the more naive view by Zeno of Elea. If this

is so, Aristotle would be aware ofboth views, and in his annoyance with

what he considered to be in any case an illogical philosophy would not

be too scrupulous in keeping them apart. Referring to the Pythagorean
statement that 'two is the formula of the line',

1 he says that continuity
is the matter of geometrical figures and number the formal element.

Probably this is his interpretation of men who already believed that a

line was that which stretched between two points, not that two points

placed side by side in themselves constituted a line.

In the view, or views, so far described the progression has been

arithmetical (i, 2, 3, 4). We read also of another method ofbuilding up

geometrical figures, which leads rather to a geometrical progression

(i, 2, 4, 8, i.e. point, line, square, cube). This too was known to Aris

totle, but there must always remain a slight element of doubt whether it

is of genuinely Pythagorean origin, as has been assumed with little or

no argument by recent English scholars.2 The context in Aristotle does

not suggest this, Sextus Empiricus (adv. Math, x, 282) calls the method

Pythagorean but a later one than the other, and Proclus (EucL p. 97

Friedl.) describes the other as 'more Pythagorean
3

; and it must be

admitted that any modification of Pythagorean doctrine made in the

Academy would have been freely accepted as Pythagorean by most

Neopythagorean or later writers. Since, however, its pre-Platonic

origin remains possible, it must be examined more closely.

In the first book of the De Anima^ as part of the preliminary review

of the theories of his predecessors on the nature of the soul, Aristotle

criticizes the theory that it is 'a self-moving number', which he not

unreasonably stigmatizes as 'much the most absurd*. After pointing

out in a sentence or two the chief difficulties which he sees, he proceeds

(409 a 3): 'Moreover since they say that a moving line generates a

surface, and a moving point a line, the movements of units will also be

lines, for the point is a unit having position/ Now although Aristotle

1

Metapk. 1036!) 12, quoted above, p. 257.
2
Cornford, P. and P. 12; Raven, P. and E. 106.
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does not mention it, the theory of the soul as a self-moving number is

well attested as having been that of Plato's pupil and successor Xeno

crates,
1 and it would therefore be natural to suppose that the subject of

cpaai ('they say') is Xenocrates and those who agreed with him. On
the other side it may be argued (i) that in view of the disjointed, non-

literary character of the treatises (lecture-notes, etc.) that form the

Aristotelian corpus this assumption is by no means necessary, (ii) that

believing as he did in indivisible lines, Xenocrates could not without

fundamental self-contradiction have held the doctrine here described.

Rodier (De An. 1900, n, 141) sees this difficulty, but suggests that

possibly Xenocrates may have got over it by admitting at the same time

indivisibles of time and movement, a theory referred to in Arist. Phys.

263 b 27. His translation, however, seems to reflect a continuing doubt

in his mind (* En outre, puisqu'ow. dit que ...*).

The theory here touched on by Aristotle is generally known as

the fluxion theory, and is so referred to by Proclus (loc. cit. p. 262,

above) in the words: 'Others have different ways of defining a line,

some as the fluxion of a point, others as magnitude extended in one

direction.
5

After a brief comment on these, he returns to what he calls

the 'more Pythagorean account' according to which the point is com

pared to the unit, the line to the number two, the surface to three and

the solid to four. Sextus refers to Huxion in a number of places.* He
also describes the earlier method, and twice he seems to confuse the two.

His reference to fluxion in Math, viz, 99 is: 'We imagine a line (which

is a length without breadth) as the flowing of a point, and breadth

(i.e. surface without depth) as the flowing of a line; and by the flowing

of a surface, body is generated.' At x, 281, after a description of the

point-line-triangle-pyramid sequence, we read:

But some say that body is formed from one point This point by flowing

produces a line, the line by flowing makes a surface, and this when moved

(KivtjOa;, the same verb as is used by Aristotle in die De Anima) into depth

generates body in three dimensions. But this scheme of the Pythagoreans

1

Heinze, Xenokrates, pt IV; see e.g. Plut. An. Procr. 10120, Andronicus of Rhodes op.

Themist. in De An. p. 59 . 8.

2
Pyrrh. m, 19 and 154, Math, iv, 4 f., vii, 99, x, 281. Raven (P. andE. 105 f.) notes that all

these passages seem to rely on the same source.
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differs from that of the earlier ones. The earlier created numbers from two

principles, the one and the indefinite dyad,
1 then from numbers points, lines,

plane figures and solids. But these build up everything from a single point.

The fluxion theory gives the sequence, not point-line-triangle-

pyramid, but point-line-square-cube.

That it came later than the other is only what we should expect, since

it is clearly a refinement on it. Cornford (P. and P. 12) saw in this

refinement the immediate answer to the criticisms of Zeno of Elea,

which were directed against the primitive Pythagorean conception of

magnitudes as formed by the juxtaposition of discrete points which

must themselves have been conceived as having extension. In Mr
Raven's view, the immediate answer to Zeno consisted in positing

continuity,
c

the unlimited', as what Aristotle would call 'matter
3

for .

the line, surface, etc., and regarding the points simply as boundaries or

limits. It is the advance from the conception of the minimum line as

consisting solely oftwo points in contact to the conception of it as that

which stretched between two points. This advance he puts down to the

generation of Philolaus and Eurytus. It is not yet the fluxion theory,

which he would attribute to 'a generation of Pythagoreans approxi

mately contemporary with the Platonists who borrowed it from them'

(P. and E. 109). We have perhaps seen grounds for admitting yet

another possibility, namely that it was elaborated in the Academy of

Plato's time, possibly by Xenocrates. Like much other Platonic

doctrine, it would be appropriated as Pythagorean by later generations,
1 The Platonic term for what the Pythagoreans called the unlimited (Ar. Metaph. 9871325).
It may be ofsome interest to compare a view ofIsaac Newton, who wrote: *I consider mathe

matical quantities in this place not as consisting of very small parts, but as described by a con

tinuous motion. Lines are described, and thereby generated, not by the apposition of parts, but

by the continued motion of points; superficies by the motion of lines; solids by the motion of

superficies; angles by the rotation of the sides; portions of time by a continual flux; and so on
in other quantities.'

*

These geneses', Newton adds,
*

really take place in the nature of things, and

are daily seen in the motion of bodies.' (Two Treatises on the Quadrature ofCurves, and Analysis

by Equations ofan Infinite Number of'Terms; trans. John Stewart (London, 1745), I. Quoted by
M. G. Evans, Journ. Hist. Ideas, 1955, 556.) ^
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for whom Platonic and Pythagorean were almost one system. They are

not to be blamed for this, for on the one hand Plato's thought is steeped

in Pythagoreanism, and on the other he and his immediate successors

made their own modifications to it. The only extant author who was in

a position to know the true state of affairs is Aristotle, and in his single

reference to the fluxion theory he not only does not attribute it to the

Pythagoreans but strongly suggests that it is due to Xenocrates and his

fellow-members of the Academy. ^

What seems certain is that the fluxion theory of the generation of

geometrical figures, whether or not Zeno's arguments had anything to

do with it, is designed as a solution ofthe problem ofincommensurable

magnitudes.
1 This arose from the discovery of the incommensurability

of the diagonal of a square with its sides, which would follow on the

'theorem of Pythagoras' (whenever that was first enunciated by

Greeks) and dealt a blow to the earlier Pythagorean view that 'things

are numbers*, Le. that geometrical figures, and hence ultimately the

physical world, were based on a series of integers. No proportion

between integers can be the basis for the construction of a right-angled

triangle?
1 Comford apparently attributed the development loth to Zeno's criticisms and to the diffi

culties created by the discovery of irrationals, which inevitably raised questions of continuity
and infinite divisibility such as are involved in Zeno's arguments. Owen on the other hand

(Proc. Ar+ Soc. 1958, 214) is emphatic that the paradoxes ofZeno can have had nothing to do with

the substitution of the fluxion or motion of a point for the summation of unitary parts as the

model ofa line, and attributes it solely to the discovery ofincommensurables. Whatever the truth

about this, it has been well remarked by N. B. Booth (Phronesis, 1957, 100) that awareness ofthe

problem ofincommensurability does not necessarily carry with it an appreciation of the problem
of irrational numbers and infinite divisibility. Cf. also A. Wedberg, Plato s Philosophy of Math*

24 :
"

Although the existence ofincommensurable geometrical magnitudes wasknown by the Greek

mathematicians of Plato's tim^ they never created a corresponding theory of irrational numbers.

The incommensurability was confined to the field of geometry*, and van der Waerden, Math.
Ann. 1941, 156.

3 The date of the discovery ofirrationals has been long and inconclusively discussed. A firm

^terminus ante quern is provided by Plato, Theaet. 1470, where Theodoras is said to have proved
the irrationality of^3, *J$ * , V J7> d*3* O*V2 being already known before his time. Mostprobable
is the conclusion ofvan der Waerden (Math. Annalen^ 1948, 1523) that the proofof the irration-

^ality of 2 was made before 420, perhaps about 450, by Pythagoreans, on the basis t>f their theory
of odd and even numbers, (Cf. the proofgiven by Aristotle, An* Pr. 41 a26, that if the diagonal

,/were commensurable the same number would have to be both odd and even.) The late dating of

E. Frank (not before 400, Plato u. <L sog. Pyth. 228 ff.) is now generally discredited.

For any interested in following up the question of irrationals in Greek thought, the following
additional references may be useful: Heath, Hist. GT. Maths, I, 154-5; Taylor, Tzmaeus, 3<56f.;

O. Becker, Gnomon, 1955, 267; E. Breliier, Etudes de PhiL Antique, 48 f. (discussing the views of

P.-H. Michel); G. Junge, Class, et Med. 1958, 41-72; A. Wasserstein, CQ, 1958, 1781".
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\) (iii) Third stage: generation ofphysical bodiesfrom geometricalfigures

(cosmogony). 'From solid figures come sensible bodies
',

said the

Pythagorean notebooks used by Alexander (p. 201, above). The solids

themselves were imagined as built out of numbers, and so, as Aristotle

says, the Pythagoreans conceived ofnumber not, like the Platonists,
c

as

existing apartfrom sensible things, which they regard as being composed
of it. They in fact construct the whole universe out of numbers, not

however truly monadic numbers, for they suppose the units to have

magnitude' (MetapL io8obi6, quoted above, p. 234).

Aristotle cannot conceal his contempt for this misguided and illogical

procedure. How can it be right to treat numbers and their elements as

if they had magnitude? Even granted this, how could they produce
bodies with physical properties like weight? Or again, how does their

explanation account for motion and change? 'They tell us nothing
about fire or earth or the other bodies of this kind because, unless I am

mistaken, they have nothing to say about perceptible bodies as such/ 1

It is easy to share Aristotle's irritation. So far, we have seemed to

be dealing with a world of Euclidean abstractions, in which one may
legitimately speak of the construction of solids out of points, lines and

surfaces, or the progression of points into lines, surfaces and solids. If

we could as easily grant the next step 'from solid figures sensible

bodies' we could see plainly how, for the early Pythagoreans at

least, 'things were numbers'. How was it done?

There is not the evidence to put together a full and coherent account

of Pythagorean cosmogony. Moreover, inadequate as the sources are,

they leave no doubt that (as might be expected in the circumstances)

there was no single, consistent system to discover. Different people,
not necessarily at different periods, offered different accounts of the

relation between the physical world and numbers (geometrical figures).

One way of accomplishing the transition was by assigning to each of

the four elements (that is, presumably, to elementary particles ofthem)
the shape of one of the regular solids. The fifth of these, the dodeca

hedron, was assigned to the enveloping cosmos or ouranos itself. It has

1

Metaph. 990a 16. Since there is no doubt that the Pythagoreans did say something about
fire and the other physical elements, I take Aristotle to mean that they had nothing to add to

ourknowledge about them, because in his view to relate each one to a mathematical solid threw no

lightwhatever on their real nature. One may compare the common use of the phrase oOS-v Xyeiv.
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been thought unlikely that this theory could have been held by Pytha

goras or his immediate followers, on the grounds that the regular solids

were probably not all recognized until later and that the four elements

appear to have been first explicitly distinguished by Empedocles.
1 The

geometrical structure of the elements is not mentioned as a Pytha

gorean doctrine by Aristotle, though he criticizes it at length as it is

given by Plato in the Timaeus (De Caelo, m, chh, 7 and 8), and know

ledge of it doubtless lies behind his strictures on the Pythagoreans for

giving only mathematical accounts of physical bodies. Even if the date

of the doctrine cannot be finally settled, to discuss it raises some pro

blems of considerable interest in themselves. Aetius (based on Theo-

phrastus) ascribes it to Pythagoras as follows (n, 6, 5, DK, 44A 15):
'

There being five solid figures, called the mathematical solids, Pytha

goras says that earth is made from the cube, fire from the pyramid, air

from the octahedron, and water from the eicosahedron, and from the

dodecahedron is made the sphere of the whole/ The attribution to

Pythagoras himself is common form and can be ignored. But the

doctrine recurs in words attributed to Philolaus, and since it is un

doubtedly Pythagorean, known to Plato and yet hardly primitive, it

must be accepted as his unless this can be shown to be impossible. (To

accept it need not prejudge the question of the authenticity of other

fragments.) The fragment of Philolaus runs: 'The bodies in the sphere

are five: fire, water, earth, and air, and fifthly the hull (?) ofthe sphere/
2

It implies the regular solids of the Aetius passage, and prima facie at

least would seem to correlate them with five elements. The question is,

therefore, whether either of these conceptions could have been known

to, or introduced by, Philolaus.

The regular solids are employed by Pkto in the cosmogony of the

Timaeus, where, as in the passage quoted above, four of them are

equated with the four elements and the fifth with the universe as a

1 On this point, however, c the remarks on pp. i22f., above.
3
Fr. 12, text as in Burnet,EGP, 283, n. 3. The normal meaning of 67uc<5cs was a cargo-boat. LSJ

interpret it as passive (*a ship which is towed'), but DK think its meaning here is active, that

which carries tite cosmic sphere, comparing & yf|s OXTJUOC in Eur. Tro. 884. Wilamowitz (Platon,

ii
3
, 91) emended to 6Xx6s, which can mean a coil (yolumeri),snd so the rounded mass of the sphere

itself. Perhapscf. rather OrpA.J?y7Wz 87,3 M^OC^lv.. .Kodacbnonros6AK6v, in the sense of
*
the body's

bulk* (not, as Rostagni takes it, as a synonym for yvxfi).

It is of course a peculiarity of the five solids that they can be inscribed in a sphere.
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whole. Some have therefore thought that the scheme was Plato's in

vention, falsely ascribed by later compilers to the Pythagoreans. It is

more probable that Plato was here, as in so much else, adopting and

elaborating Pythagorean notions. The statement in Aetius must go back

to Theophrastus (though with 'the Pythagoreans' in place of 'Pytha

goras', Burnet, EGP, 292, n. 2), who is unlikely to have been mistaken

on this point. Simplicius, too, who had Aristotle's treatise on the

Pythagoreans to draw on, notes that according to them fire is composed
ofpyramids.

1 The elaboration with which Plato works out the scheme,
and the immense authority of the Timaeus^ would naturally lead to the

appellation 'Platonic figures' in later antiquity.

Proclus says that Pythagoras himself 'discovered the construction of

the five cosmic figures' (EucL 65 Friedl., DK, 14, 6a). Their theoretical

construction must have come much later, and that of the octahedron

and eicosahedron is credited to Theaetetus, the brilliant mathematician

and friend of Plato who was killed in 369 B.C. A scholiast on Euclid

book xiii says that the so-called five Platonic bodies did not originate

with Plato, but that the cube, pyramid and dodecahedron came from

the Pythagoreans, the other two from Theaetetus (Eucl. v, 654

Heiberg). The tradition is difficult to evaluate, since the construction of

the octahedron is a less advanced mathematical feat than that of the

dodecahedron, and could certainly have been carried out on principles

known long before Theaetetus.* The latter is, however, elsewhere

placed earlier in Pythagorean history by the story of the punishment of

Hippasus because he 'first drew the sphere constructed out of twelve

pentagons' (Iambi. F.P. 88, DK, 18, 4). Both Plato and Philolaus (if

the doctrine of the fragment be rightly attributed to him) equate the

dodecahedron and the sphere, and this passage is more explicit about the

connexion between the two. One is inevitably reminded (with Proclus)

ofthe phrase in the Phaedo in which Plato compares the spherical earth

to 'the balls made of twelve pieces of leather'. They are brought in

as something familiar, so it was evidently common practice in Plato's

time to make balls by stitching together twelve pentagonal pieces of

leather in the form of a dodecahedron, which when stuffed would fill

1

SimpL De Caelo, 621 .9. On the rest of his sentence see Cornford, P. and P. 23 f.

5
Cf. on this Burnet, GP, 284, n. i.
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out to spherical shape. The context suggests that the patches were of

different colours. Using the same phrase as Plato, Plutarch brings the

two figures together when he describes the dodecahedron as being, with

its blunt angles, 'flexible, and becoming by distention round like the

balls made of twelve pieces of leather* (Qu. Plat. 10030).

Much discussion has been devoted to the question of the date at

which the theoretical construction of the regular solids was achieved. 1

But to equate them with the elements no more is absolutely necessary

than a knowledge of their existence. This might have been gained in

the first place from observation of their occurrence in nature in the

form of mineral crystals.
2 To construct them geometrically may have

been a gradual achievement which was at least partially accomplished
before Theaetetus. One objection, admittedly, might be raised against

the claim that the
*

Philolaic
*

scheme need imply no more than a know

ledge of the existence of the solids: they are referred to in the fragment
as 'the bodies in the sphere', and if this is a reference to the regular

solids at all, it presumably implies an awareness that they can all be

inscribed in a sphere. In Euclid, however (xm, 13), the construction of

the solids and their inscription in a sphere are treated as one and the

same problem. The objection is perhaps not fatal (though it does

suggest that the actual wording is not Philolaus's), and on balance the

evidence inclines us to believe that the correlation of solids and elements

was not impossible for Philolaus. More than that it does not allow us

to say.

The Philolaic fragment speaks of five bodies in the sphere, four of

which are the four elements as recognized since the time ofEmpedocles.
It looks therefore as if its author recognized the existence of a fifth

element, and one would naturally suppose that the Pythagorean doc

trine described by Aetius did the same. Is this so, and if so, what is its

bearing on the ascription of the doctrine to Philolaus?

To base a cosmogony on the five regular solids, it was not absolutely
1 For a foil mathematical discussion see K. von Fritz in RE, -svv. 'Theaetetus', 2. Reihe, VA2,

13636". More briefly Raven, P. andE. 151. Note also that, in the opinion of Heath, the method

by which Plato constructs the solids in the Timaeus contains nothing that would have been

beyond Pythagoras or the Pythagoreans provided that they knew the construction of the regular

pentagon. See also discussion in Manual ofGk. Math. io6ff.
3 P. 226, n. 2, above. Moreover a regular dodecahedron of Etruscan origin, discovered in

Italy near Padua, is thought to date from before 500 B.C. (Heath, Manual of Gk. Math. 107).
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necessary to believe in five elements. Plato in the Timaeus reproduces
the Philolaic scheme so exactly as to have given grounds for the sus

picion that it originated with him and was falsely credited to earlier

Pythagoreanism. Yet he does not in this dialogue associate the dode

cahedron with a separate element, although he says that it was used by
the Creator not for any of the four elements but as the shape of the

whole cosmos which contains them all. The earliest unambiguous
mentions of the fifth element in extant literature are in the Epinomis

(which if not by Plato himself is by an immediate pupil) and of course

in Aristotle; and both of these writers identify it with aither. In the

Timaeus on the other hand aither is classified as a species of air.
1

The 'fifth body* (TOUTTTOV oxc^cc) is usually associated with Aristotle,

who in the second and third chapters of Book I ofDe Caelo argues for

its existence and describes its nature. It is the substance of the stars,

which had earlier been thought to consist of fire. For Aristotle the

elements were distinguished by having different natural places and

motions. The natural place of aither is at the circumference of the

spherical universe and its natural motion is not, like that of fire, recti

linear in an upward or outward direction, but circular. This is the

earliest reasoned case for a fifth body, but in the Epinomis (loc. cr.) we
read: 'There are five bodies, which we must call fire and water, thirdly

air, fourthly earth, and fifthly aither.'

Can we take this teaching even further back? Apart from the

possibility, not wholly disproved, that the Epinomis itself, which has

come down to us under Plato's name, might actually be a work of his

old age, there is excellent evidence that, in spite of what he said in the

Timaeus^ he himself came to believe in a fifth element. It consists of a

direct quotation from his pupil Xenocrates in Simplicius's commentary
on Aristotle's Physics (p. 1165 .27):

Why then does he [Aristotle] call it a fifth substance? Surely because Plato

too declares the substance of the heaven to be distinct from the four sub

lunary elements, since he assigned to it the dodecahedron and delineated

each ofthe four elements by a different shape. He too therefore says that the

substance of the heaven is a fifth one. This is put even more clearly by
Xenocrates, the most trustworthy of his pupils, who in his life of Plato

1

Epin. 9810, Ar. (e.g.) De Caelo, zyobzi, 7am. 580.
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writes:
*

Thus then he classified living creatures into genera and species, and

divided them in every way until he came to their elements, which he called

five shapes and bodies, aither, fire, water, earth, and air.' So for Plato too

the aither is a separate fifth simple body apart from the four elements.

Simplicius himself seems to argue that because in the Timaeits Plato

employs the five solids, he must necessarily have posited five elements.

This would indeed be reasonable, if only the text of the Timaeus did

not seem to deny it, and it is difficult to believe that Plato remained to

the end of his days in the uncomfortable position of having five ele

mentary solids and only four elementary bodies to relate to them. Here

Xenocrates, who ought to have known, steps in with the positive

information that at some time Plato himself distinguished the aither

from the other elements. It is not usually remarked that the doctrine

ofthe five elements in the Epinomis is not identical with that ofAristotle,

but comes closer to what is said in the Timaeits. For Aristotle, aither

is at the top of the scale, the divine substance of which the stars are

made. In the Epinomis, the 'visible gods' who constitute the highest

class of divine being have bodies of fire. Aither is the substance of the

daimones, a slightly inferior class of divinity intermediate between those

made of fire and those of air, and very close to the latter. Indeed one

and the same description is made to do for both of them (984 --98 5 A).

Although five kinds of body are distinguished, this is not far from the

point ofview of the Timaeus
y where aither is 'the brightest and clearest

kind of air', which in its lower reaches tails off into fog and murk. In

earlier thought aither had of course been identified both with air (we
find the words used interchangeably by the poets) and with fire, as by

Anaxagoras.
The truth is that the emergence of a fifth element in Greek thought

was a gradual process. In bare outline, a common conception of the

universe seems to have been shared by most religious and philosophical

thinkers in the centuries before Plato. The cosmos, a sphere bounded

by the sky, contains the conflicting 'opposites' (that is primarily the

hot, the cold, the wet and the dry), which in the more developed

thought of Empedodes became the four root-substances earth, water,

air and fire. The mutually destructive nature of these elements ensures

that the creatures compounded of them shall be mortal. But this
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cosmic sphere is not the whole of existence. It floats, as it were, in a

circumambient substance of indefinite extent. This 'surrounding'

(rrepiexov) was of a purer and higher nature, everlasting, alive, and

intelligent in fact divine (Oelov). This description applies to the

apeiron of Anaximander, the air of Anaximenes and Diogenes of

Apollonia, perhaps also to the logos-fire of Heraclitus (pp. 470 ff.,

below). The Pythagoreans held that the cosmos 'breathed in' from an

infinite breath outside it (pp. 277 ff., below), and there are grounds for

thinking that the dogmatic basis for Orphic or similar religious

systems of a mystical tendency was the same. 1 Thus the Italian scholar

Rostagni was justified in writing, with reference to the opinion of

Eva Sachs:

Now if it is a question of doctrine in the true and proper sense, something
formal and schematized as the doxographers understood it, the author is

certainly right in saying that this is the fruit of Platonic and Aristotelian

experience. But the underlying concepts for this doctrine were all in exis

tence, under varying formulations, among the primitive Pythagoreans, inas

much as they answered to a universal mystical intuition. In fact the ireptsxov

('surrounding') and the cnrsipov ('infinite') ofAnaximander, the ccfjp ('air')

of Anaximenes, the chreipov irveOiJia ('infinite breath') of the Pythagoreans
and so forth were essentially one and the same thing that which sooner or

later was called aither and the fifth element.*

When therefore we read in Aetius that Pythagoras said that the

universe began 'from fire and the fifth element
5

(n, 6, 2, Dox. 333), we
need not dismiss the statement as wholly anachronistic in substance,

because the Pythagoreans before Plato's time would not have used the

phrase 'fifth element'. They probably spoke rather, as Aetius a little

later in his epitome (n, 6, 5) makes Pythagoras speak, ofthe four bodies

and the sphere of the whole. This no doubt implies that the sphere is

of a substance different from the four, as do the words of Plato also.

When Plato says that the Creator made the four elements respectively
out of four of the regular solids, and used the fifth for 'the whole',
then whatever he may subsequently say about the nature of aither, we

1 For further evidence on this matter see Guthrie, Harv. TheoL Rev. 1952, 87 ff. It is

perhaps worth remarking that Phaedo, IO^A-IIOB contains as vivid an expression as one could

wish of the distinction between aer and axther as different substances,
z Verio di P. 58, n. i (translated).
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cannot suppose him to mean that 'the whole* is made out ofany of the

four elements already described.1

From this rather tangled evidence we may conclude that the cor

relation of the physical elements with the regular solids was known to

Theophrastus as a genuine Pythagorean doctrine, and that his informa

tion was correct. It may have originated with Philolaus himself, but

on that one can hardly be positive.
2

Most ofthe Presocratic world-systems proceeded from their ultimate

arche to the infinite variety of nature by two stages. From the arche,

or original 'everything together
5

, there evolved first the primary

opposites, or in later systems the four elements; and from them again

the world oforganic and other natural substances. For the Pythagoreans

further stages were involved, since their arched went back even beyond

number to the elements of number; but relatively to the physical

world numbers were the arched^ and, like their contemporaries, they

derived from these arched first of all, through the medium ofgeometrical

figures, the primary forms of matter, or physical elements. One at

least ofthem tried to apply the numerical framework further, to organic

creatures like men and horses. This was Eurytus, who according to our

sources (which go back to Aristoxenus) was a Pythagorean from South

Italy and a pupil of Philolaus. The last generation of Pythagoreans,

including Echecrates to whom in Plato's dialogue Phaedo recounts the

last hours of Socrates, were said to have been disciples of these two.3

Theophrastus learned of the theory of Eurytus from Plato's contem

porary Archytas of Tarentum^ who was presumably Aristotle's source

also. In one of his numerous complaints about the Pythagoreans,

Aristotle says (MetapL 1092b 8):

They do not even make it clear in what way numbers are the causes of

substances and of existence, whether as boundaries, in the way that points

are of magnitudes, and after the manner of Eurytus, who laid down which

1
Cf. Plutarch's interpretation, De E, 390A.

a Some may even yet remain unconvinced that the whole thing was not an invention of Pkto.

Cornford seems to have wavered. See Plato's Cosmology (1937), *io, 'So far as we know, the

assignment of these figures to the primary bodies is due to Plato and had not been anticipated by

any earlier thinker*, and P. and P. 15, n. 2, *It is not impossible that the shapes of the regular

solids may have been associated with die elements before Plato*.

3 Iambi V.P. 148, D.L. vm, 46 (DK, 45, i, 44^4)-
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number belongs to which thing e.g. that this is the number of a man and
that of a horse by representing the forms of living things with pebbles

(like those who reduce numbers to triangular and square figures) or ....

Theophrastus makes a similar statement in his brief essay on Meta

physics (ed. Ross and Fobes, p. 13). When people have laid down a

first principle or principles, he says, one might expect them to go on to

explain all that follows from them, and not to proceed a certain way
and then stop; 'for this betokens a competent and sensible man, to

do what Archytas once said Eurytus did by arranging certain pebbles:
he said (according to Archytas) that this is the number of man, this of

horse, and this of something else'.

This curious procedure is explained in more detail (though scarcely
made less curious) in pseudo-Alexander's comment on the passage of

Aristotle just quoted (DK, 45, 3):

Assume for the sake ofargument that the number ofman is 250 and of plant
360. Having put this forward he would take 250 pebbles, some black, others

red, and in general of a great variety of colours. Then he coated the wall

with whitewash and, having made a shaded drawing
1 of a man or a plant, he

stuck pebbles in it, some in the face, others in the hands, and others in other

parts. Thus he finished off the sketched-in representation of a man with

pebbles equal in number to the units which in his view defined a man.

As a pupil of Philolaus, Eurytus must have been living and working
about the end of the fifth century. He seems to have attempted an

extension to natural species of the particular Pythagorean doctrine

which explained geometrical figures numerically by equating the line

with 2, triangle with 3 and pyramid with 4 because these are the

minimum number of points required to define their structure. The

projection of this doctrine into the physical world by the construction

of the physical elements out of regular solids would encourage the

belief that a simple counting of boundary-points could explain organic
nature also. Hence his demonstration of the 'number of man 5

by the

minimum number ofpoints necessary to ensure that the surfaces formed

by joining them would represent a man and nothing else. Admittedly

Usage shows that aKiccypcoptcc was a method of drawing which at a distance produced the
illusion of solid reality, but when looked at dose up was unintelligible. It was occasionally used
for an outline-drawing, but that is much the less likely meaning here.
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this is a slightly less childish procedure than that ofwhich he has some

times been accused, namely drawing pictures with pebbles and claiming

that thereby he was determining the number of unit-atoms that they

contained. That this was not the way he worked is proved by Aristotle's

association ofhim with those who treat numbers as boundaries (opoi).
1

At the same time, the arbitrary and subjective nature of the method

(even granted the use of different-coloured pebbles) shows the naivete

of which a Pythagorean was capable, even in the late fifth or early

fourth century, when it came to applying his mathematical explanations

to the nature of the physical world.

Aristotle very seldom mentions an individual Pythagorean by name,

which suggests that Eurytus's demonstration ofhow 'things' could be

numbers was peculiar to him. Immediately after it he mentions an

alternative explanation, that the differences between qualities
like white, ,

sweet and hot are attributable to different ratios of numbers. He

illustrates this in the careless manner with which he is often content

when these, to him, rather ridiculous beliefs are in question: 'The

essence of flesh or bone is number in this way: three parts of fire to

two of earth.'
2 For Pythagoreans the essential difference between

different kinds of body lay in the harmonia or logos in which the ele

ments were blended. The elements themselves were put together from*

mathematically defined figures, and so 'the whole universe is a har

monia and a number'. This is how the limit is composed which makes it

a cosmos and so good, and in so far as the elements are not mixed in

mathematical proportion we have a residue of chaos, evil, ugliness, ill-

health and so forth. It is a view of the world of which the best extant

exposition is Plato's Timaeus* We need not concern ourselves with the

objections felt by Aristotle to such a way of looking at things that

number and ratio are not the same thing, that everything could turn

1 The interpretation given here agrees with that of J. E. Raven. See KR, 315. That those of

whom Aristotle is speaking did indeed think in thisway he makes clearer elsewhere. See Metaph.

I028bi6 and 10906 5 (quoted above, p. 259).
5 So Ross. Jaeger's version of die text is ofov crccpK<bs T\ 6orou dpi6^6$- fj 5* oOofcc oOrco, rptct

m/pos yfjs S 5^> which I find difficult to translate. Whether the ratio mentioned is that for flesh

or bone Aristotle does not deign to make clear, but since Empedocles is nowadays often brought

in at this point, it should be noted that the formula which he gives for bone is not this, but 4 of

fire to 2 of earth and i each of air and water. (See fr. 96 in conjunction with SimpL ad loc.y

DK, i, pp. 345 )
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into everything else/ that the good in a mixture has nothing to do with

its being in a strict arithmetical or geometrical proportion: 'honey-
water is no more wholesome if mixed in a proportion of three times

three, in fact it is Better if it is in no particular ratio but well diluted'.

These only help us to form an opinion ofwhat the doctrine is likely to

have been. In essentials it is a view which was basic to Pythagoreanism
from its beginnings, even if the correlation of elements with regular
solids was a later refinement

Ofa Pythagorean cosmogony expressed in more physical terms there

are some valuable hints in Aristotle, which can be supplemented to a

certain extent from later writers. He has said (Metaph. 989 b 34) that

they
c

speak ofthe generation ofthe universe, and pay close attention to

the actual course of events
*, mistakenly confusing physical with abstract,

numerical reality. Elsewhere he says a little more about this process.
The following passages are relevant:

(a) Metapk. 1091 a 12: 'It is absurd, too, or rather impossible, to suppose
the generation of numbers, for they are eternal. Yet the question whether or

not the Pythagoreans suppose it admits of no doubt. They say plainly that

when the unit had been constructed whether from planes or surfaces or

seed or they cannot say what the nearest parts of the infinite at once began
to be drawn in and limited by the limit. However, since they are making a

world and wish to be understood in a physical sense, we must examine them
in that connexion and dismiss them from the present inquiry' [sc. which is

concerned with abstract principles].

() Phys. 2.0336: 'But [sc. in distinction from Plato] the Pythagoreans
place the infinite among perceptible things for they do not reckon number

separate from these and say that what is outside the heaven is infinite.'
2

(c) Metaph. io92a32: Here, in the course of considering, and rejecting,
a number ofways in which numbers might be thought to be generated from

prior principles, Aristotle says: 'Should we think of it as from seed? But

nothing can emerge from that which is indivisible.'

(d) To the mentions of seed in two of the above passages may be added

Raven suggests (P. andJS. 162) that the mutual transformation of the elements may in fact

have been already a feature of Pythagorean theory. It is ascribed to it by Alexander Polyhistor
in terms which some have thought to smack of Stoicism: T& oroixela. . .& uiTap<iAAEiv xcd

Tp6nrEaeai Si' 6Aou (DJL vm, 25).
* Or e

that the infinite is what is beyond the heaven'. T6 before drreipov F, SimpL; retained by
Carteron and Wicksteed and Cornford.
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Theon of Smyrna, p. 97 Killer. Here in his list of different interpretations

of the Pythagorean tetractys Theon says: 'The sixth tetractys is that of

growing things. The seed is analogous to a unit and a point, growth in length

to 2 and a line, in breadth to 3 and a surface, in thickness to 4 and a solid.'

(e) Aristotle, Pkys. 21 3 b 22 (during a general discussion of the opinions
of his predecessors on the subject of void): 'The Pythagoreans also said that

void exists, and that it enters the universe from the infinite breath, the

universe being supposed to breathe in the actual void,
1 which keeps dif

ferent kinds of things apart; for they define void as that which separates and

divides things that are next to each other. This happens first in numbers; the

void divides their nature/

(/) Simplicius in his commentary paraphrases the passage of the Physics
thus (65 1 . 26) :

'

They said that the void enters the cosmos as if it breathed

in a sort of breath from that which lies outside.'

(g) In illustration of the same passage Stobaeus quotes from Aristotle's

own lost treatise on Pythagoreanism (Stob. Eel. I, 18, i c (DK, i, 460, 3)):

*In the first book on the philosophy of Pythagoras he writes that the uni-/

verse is unique, and that from the infinite it draws in time, breath, and void

which distinguishes the places of separate things' (Ar. fr. 201 Rose).

Qi) Aet. n, 9, i (Dox. 338): 'The followers of Pythagoras say that outside

the cosmos there is void, into which and out of which the cosmos breathes.*

The prime elements of the world are numbers. These, as we know,
are themselves constituted of prior elements limit and unlimited, odd

and even but from the point ofview of cosmogony
c

in the beginning

was the One*. 'They suppose their monads to have magnitude/
Aristotle grumbles elsewhere (Metaph. 1080b 19), 'but how the first

unit with magnitude was constructed they seem at a loss to explain/

Their accounts did not satisfy him, but he is not likely to have invented

those that he mentions and dismisses. On one suggestion it was formed

of planes, in which case it must have been a solid, at least as complex as

a pyramid. On Pythagorean principles this might be expected to be

the number 4, not i, and Theon may have been more correct in

equating it with the point. Aristotle is obviously speaking carelessly,

but the Pythagoreans themselves were highly arbitrary and incon

sistent in their equation of entities with particular numbers.2 At some
1

I follow Ross in retaining the MS. reading -irveOiiaros. Diels's -rrvEupd -re and other emenda
tions seem unnecessary, as well as having no authority (for the 'fort. E* of apparatus critici

amounts to nothing; see Ross's note adloc^).
1

Cf. p. 304, below.
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date no doubt the unit was equated with the simplest elemental solid,

that is the pyramid or unit-atom of fire.

The next suggestion known to Aristotle is interesting. The first unit

consisted of a seed, the seed of the world, like thegonimon attributed to

Anaximander. What follows in passage (a) above, as well as what is

said about number in (3) and elsewhere, shows that this is how the unit

is to be understood, as both a number and the nucleus of the physical
world. The old poetic analogy between the world and a living creature

can be traced from the anthropomorphic Ouranos ofHesiod through the

Presocratic philosophers down to the Timaeus of Plato, and lingers on
in the animate stars of Aristode. Here it is a reminder of the religious

side of Pythagoreanism and their belief in the kinship of all life. The
idea is well put by Sextus in a statement which, as Cornford and Delatte

recognized, preserves the genuine spirit of early Pythagoreanism. 'The

followers ofPythagoras and Empedocles, and most ofdie Italian philo

sophers, say that there is a certain community uniting us not only with

, each other and with the gods but even with the brute creation. There is

in fact one breath pervading the whole cosmos like soul, and uniting us

with them.' 1

Nothing could be more natural than that the world should

grow from seed like any other living creature. The formation of a

cosmos was seen as the imposition of Limit on the Unlimited, but

equally as the impregnation of female matter by the form-giving sperm
of the male. One may compare the inclusion of male with limit and
female with unlimited in the table of opposites.*

How the unit-seed was sown in the Unlimited we know no more than

Aristode. Once there, it grew by drawing in the Unlimited outside it

and assimilating it, that is, conforming it to limit and giving it numerical

structure. The physical side of this process (which mathematically
considered is the generation ofthe number-series) resembles breathing,
the Unlimited being called pneuma as well as kenon (emptiness, void).
As the first act of the newly-born universe, this has some resemblance

to the account of animal birth given by the Pythagorean Philolaus.3
1 Math, ix, 127. Cf. p. 200, n. 2, above.
*
P. 245> above. See Cornford, P. and P. ipf. for the importance of the image of father,

mother and seed in early philosophy.
3 Preserved in the extracts from the medical doxography of Aristotle's pupil Menon which

we have in the papyrus Anon. LonSnensis (ed. Diels, Berlin, 1893, W. H. S. Jones, Cambridge,
1947). See col. i8.8fL
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Both seed and womb are hot, and so therefore is the whole body of the

new-born creature. Hence 'immediately after birth the animal draws in

breath from outside, which is cold, and then again discharges it like a

debt*. This is done in order that the heat of the body may be cooled

'by the drawing-in of this imported breath'. 1 The parallel in all prob

ability extends to the heat, the unit-seed of the world being imagined
as fire (p. 281, below). In cosmogony too, therefore, one purpose of

the breathing of the nascent cosmos may have been to cool this fire in

order to generate the other elements; but ofthis the sources saynothing.

In detail, the cosmogony that we are now considering was probably
more primitive than that of Philolaus, though in its beginnings his

was no doubt sufficiently similar to exhibit the same parallel with his

ideas, on animal birth. Some features of the present accounts seem to

belong more nearly to the beginning than the end of the fifth century,

thus bringing us fairly close to the lifetime of Pythagoras. The failure

ofthe earlier natural philosophers to distinguish empty space from some

form of corporeal substance was one ofthe things which laid them open
to devastating criticism from Parmenides, who argued that space or

void is 'not what exists
5

,
i.e. does not exist, and that without it there

can be no movement. The atomists were the first to distinguish

explicitly between body and space, in fact Empedocles reiterated

Parmenides's denial that empty space could exist (fr. 14); but the idea

of 'infinite breath* surrounding the universe can hardly have been

maintained after Empedocles had taught that air was only one of four

elements all on the same level of existence, and not even the outermost

of them (which was fire, fr. 38, 4). It is nearer to Anaximander and

Anaximenes, both of whom believed in an unlimited basic stuff in

which, by its differentiation at a certain point, the cosmos had its origin.

For Anaximenes that stuffwas air or breath, which not only surrounded

the universe but gave it life. The originality of Pythagoras did not lie

here, but in his mathematical ordering of the chaotic mass of unformed

matter, which for him meant not so much the imposition of numerical

organization upon it as the turning of it into numbers. Numbers (as we

1
T$ rrei(T(5acTC{> TOU TTVEUIICCTOS &AKTJ. Cf. the language of Arist fr. 201 Iroicr6yeo6ai 5' IK TOU

dnrdpov xp6vv KC 1 irvofiv Kod T& KEVOV and Metaph. 1091 a 17 eOSvs (as above 'immediately after

birth*) TQC 2yyt<TTCt TOU onrstpou 6n dAxero Crrr6 TOU itiporros.
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see from Aristotle's next words in the Physics) are spatially extended,
and the void keeps them apart. What keeps things apart must be

something, and the only form of existence so far conceivable is bodily

substance; hence it is thought of as a particularly tenuous form of

matter. The unlimited, ubiquitous and animate air was of course a

tacitly accepted inheritance rather than a concept expressly defended.

Aristotle in passage (e) above, and Simplicius in his comment on

it (/), seem to say unmistakably that the Pythagoreans in question
identified void, breath, and the Unlimited. This has been doubted,

partly through uncritical acceptance ofa modern alteration in Aristotle's

text and partly on the ground that it would be inconsistent with the quo
tation from Aristotle's lost treatise (passage g).

1

Linguistically there is

no difficulty. The repeated KCCI in the Greek can serve to join different

descriptions ofthe same thing. But can we really say not only that void

and breath are identified but that both are identified with time? Yes,
for that too (or strictly speaking the raw material of time) was to a

Pythagorean only another aspect of the Unlimited. As physical

matter, it was that on which the nascent cosmos fed and by which it

grew; as space, or extension, it was that which could submit to the

imposition of mathematical form; but it had also a temporal aspect, as

anything apeiron had. Until the middle of the fifth century the different

senses of this word
*

unlimited
5

or
*

endless' were not distinguished, and

the Pythagoreans would not be the first to distinguish them. As mere

duration also, or chaotic movement, it was waiting to be taken into the

cosmos and limited, that is divided up into the nights, days, months
and years which in Greek eyes alone deserved the name of chronos

(time), and which were unimaginable without the ordered and recur

rent motions of sun, moon and starsJ*

1 C Raven, P. andE. 49 : *Nobodywould venture to maintain that time, the relation ofwhich
to the unlimited was clearly the same as that of the void, was actually identified with it/ Ad
mittedly Cornford's translation in P. and P. (p. 21, *time and breath or the void*) seems to take

something for granted, but since Raven nowhere tackles the question of the Pythagorean
conception of time, his abrupt denial also calls for justification.

It is interesting that Alcmaeon of Croton, who according to ancient tradition had connexion
with the Pythagoreans and in any casewas a contemporary and fellow-citizen ofthe earlieramong
them, identified xev6v with <5rf[p in his explanation of hearing. (Beare, Gk. Theories ofEUm.
Cognition, 93f.)

2
Since this is perhaps an unfamiliar idea, I have dealt with it more fully in an appendix,

pp. 336ff., below.
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I It is evident (and passages still to be considered will confirm it) that

the growth ofthe cosmos proceeded from the centre outwards. We also

find, as we go on from cosmogony to cosmology, or the structure ofthe

completed universe, that for the Pythagoreans the centre was occupied

by fire. The unit-seed, then, physically considered, was of the nature of

fire, and we can see what lay behind the brief doxographic statement in

Aetius that 'Pythagoras derived the world from fire and the fifth

element'. The active or formative element was the fiery unit;
1 the living

material on which it fed was identified by the Pythagoreans with air or

breath, but was in fact that substance embracing or cradling the world

(TO irepiexov) i& which most of the Presocratics believed, and which

later cosmologists distinguished as a separate fifth element (pp. 271 ,

above).

Once in being, the cosmos was in all probability believed to be ever

lasting. We have no direct statement of the fact, but Zeller was justified

in inferring it from the doctrine of the exact repetition ofhistory which

is vouched for as Pythagorean by Eudemus, in a quotation from the

third book ofhis Physics which Simplicius has preserved.* It is cited to

illustrate the distinction between merely specific recurrence, as of one

spring or summer after another, and the recurrence of actual individual

events. The relevant sentence is: 'But if one may believe the Pytha

goreans, that the same events will recur individually, and I shall be

talking to you holding my stick as you sit here, and everything else

will be as it is now, then it is reasonable to say that time repeats itself.'

Porphyry also, in the brief list of dogmas which in his opinion may

safely be referred back to Pythagoras himself (probably taken from

Dicaearchus, see p. 186, above), cites the belief 'that past events

repeat themselves periodically and nothing is new in an absolute

sense'.

Taylor (Comm. on Tim. 87) went astray in connecting this with the

theory, characteristic of the lonians, of the alternate creation and

dissolution of the world. Eudemus's illustration includes a reference to

1
Cf. Simplichis's remark that according to the 'more genuine* Pythagorean doctrine fire was

at the centre as a 'creative power* (STjiuovpyiKfjv SCrvcqnv, De Caelo, 512.98., quoted below,

p. 290). Further considerations are in Burner, EGP, 109.
2
ZN, i, 550, followed by Cornford, P. and P. 18. See Eud. ap. Simpl. Phys. 732 . 26 (fir. 88

Wehrli).
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reincarnation, and in general the doctrine of the everlasting repetition
of history (which is a common one in Greek thought) is linked with

that of the indestructibility of the world. 1 The Pythagoreans were

doubtless among those censured by Aristotle for believing that the

\/world could have a beginning and yet be everlasting (De Caelo,

279b 1 2), and their notion of a cyclical repetition of history would
accommodate itself naturally to that of a Great or Perfect Year. This

was the period (variously estimated in antiquity) required for the sun,

moon and planets to reach again the same positions in relation to each

other as they occupied at a given moment. Plato defines it in that most

Pythagorean of his dialogues, the Timaeus (390), and a version of it

was attributed in later times to Philolaus.*

(d) Cosmology

The most remarkable feature ofthe Pythagorean cosmology recorded

by Aristotle is that it displaced the earth from the centre of the universe

and made it into a planet circling the centre like the others. This idea

was unparalleled in pre-Platonic thought, and called for a bold leap of

the scientific imagination which proved too great for Plato himself.

It was not, however, an anticipation of the heliocentric theory, even if

it be right to say with Burnet that 'the identification of the central fire

with the sun was a detail in comparison' with setting the earth to revolve

in an orbit. The centre of the whole system the Pythagoreans believed

to be occupied by a 'fire' which we do not see because the side of the

earth on which we live is turned away from it. The same system in

cluded, along with sun, moon and the other known planets, a 'counter-

earth' invisible to us for the same reason. The relation of the sun, as a

See Guthrie, In the Beginning, 63 if. This theory of retour dternel has been held in more
modern times also. M. Capek in/. Philos. 1960, 289-96, writes of its appearance in Nietzsche,
Poincar6 and C. S. Pierce, and shows how it has only been put out of court by the most recent

developments in physics,
z
By Censorinus, DK, 44x22. But although we are told nothing of the basis on which it was

calculated, this cannot have been a full Great Year as described above, since it consisted of a
mere 59 yearswith 21 intercalarymonths. The GreatYearofwhich Plato speaks,, though variously
estimated by ancient astronomers, was an affair of 10,000 years or more. There was also a cycle
as brief as eight years, correlating the [solar and lunar years only. See further p. 458, below,
and Guthrie, In the Beginning^ 64f. and 134, n. 2.

On the connexion of the Great Year with the exact repetition of events in sublunary history
see B. L. van der Waerden, Hermes, 1952, 129 fT.
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heat- and light-giving body, to the central fire is not explained by

Aristotle in his extant works, but according to later sources it was a case

of reflexion like that of the moon's light from the sun.

That is the system in outline. I shall take first the passages of

simple description, and afterwards (p. 287) consider what Aristotle and

others have to say about the reasons which led these men to it and any

other questions to which it may give rise.

(a) Aristotle, De Caelo, 293 a 17: 'Concerning the position of the earth

there is some divergence of opinion. Most of those who hold that the whole

universe is finite say that it lies at the centre, but this is contradicted by the

Italian school called Pythagoreans. These affirm that the centre is occupied by

fire, and that the earth is one of the stars, and creates night and day as it

travels in a circle about the centre. In addition they invent another earth,

lying opposite our own, which they call by the name of
*

counter-earth', not

seeking accounts and explanations in conformity with the appearances, but

trying by violence to bring the appearances into line with accounts and

opinions of their own. . ..'

(fr) De Caehy 293 b 1 5 :
*

This then is the opinion of some about the posi

tion of the earth, and on the question of its rest or motion there are conform

able views. Here again all do not think alike. Those who deny that it lies

at the centre suppose that it moves in a circle about the centre, and not the

earth alone, but also the counter-earth, as we have already explained. Some

even think it possible that there are a number ofsuch bodies carried round the

centre, invisible to us owing to the interposition of the earth. This serves

them too as a reason why eclipses of the moon are more frequent than those

of the sun, namely that it is blocked by each ofthese moving bodies, not only

by the earth.'
1

(c) AeL ii, 29, 4 (Stobaeus's version, DK, 58336): (On eclipses of the

moon.) "Some of the Pythagoreans, according to the investigations of

Aristotle and the statement of Philip of Opus, say that they occur by the

interposition sometimes of the earth, sometimes of the counter-earth.'

(d) Simplicius in his commentary on De Caelo (511. 25) quotes a

slightly fuller account taken from Aristotle's own lost work on the Pytha

goreans, but this adds little. The counter-earth, he says, is so called because

1
Aristotle does not say who are die 'some* who accounted for the frequency of lunar eclipses

by inventing a number of extra bodies circling round the centre, but, according to Simplicius

(515.25), Alexander of Aphrodtsias identified them as being among the Pythagoreans. We may
assume that he knew, especially as the explanation seems to be linked with the idea of a

planetary earth, which so far as we know was not held outside the school Probably the

information c?*np from Aristotle's own work on the Pythagoreans,
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it is opposite to this earth. It lies nearest the central fire, the earth taking the

second position and the moon the third. The earth in its revolution round the

centre creates night and day 'according to its relation to the sun'.

A number of later passages refer this system by name to the Pytha

gorean Philolaus.

(e) Aet. in, 11, 3 (DK, 44A 17): 'Philolaus the Pythagorean says that the

fire is at the centre, calling it the hearth of the universe; second comes the

counter-earth, and third the inhabited earth which in its revolution remains

opposite the counter-earth, wherefore the inhabitants of this earth do not see

those of the other.'

(/) Aet. in, 13, 1-2 (DK, 44A2i): 'Unlike other philosophers, who say
"

that the earth is at rest, Philolaus the Pythagorean says that it revolves about

the fire in an inclined circle like the sun and moon.'

(g) Aet. n, 7, 7 (On the order of the cosmos) (DK, 44Ai6): 'Philolaus

xt^aches that there is fire in the middle lying about the centre, and he calls it

the hearth of the whole, the home of Zeus, the mother of the gods, the altar

and sustainer and measure of nature. Moreover there is another fire sur

rounding the universe at the uppermost limit. The middle is primary in the

order of nature, and around it dance ten divine bodies: the heaven and the

planets,
1
after them the sun, under it the moon, under that the earth, and

under the earth the counter-earth. After all these comes the fire which

occupies the position of hearth at the centre.

'The uppermost region ofthe surrounding heaven, where the elements are

at their purest, he calls Olympus; kosmos he uses for the region below the

circuit of Olympus, in which the five planets, the sun and die moon have

their positions; and ouranos for the sublunary region beneath these and sur

rounding the earth, the home of change and becoming.'*

Qi) Aet. n, 20, 12 (On the nature of the sun) (DK, 44A 19) :' Philolaus the

Pythagorean taught that the sun is like glass. It receives the reflexion of the

fire in the cosmos and filters through to us both the light and the heat, so

1

Unfortunately there is some difficulty about the reading of the manuscripts here. Diels

(Dox. 337) prints oOpccv6v fre TrAowfrras, the reading of F, noting that C omits TE. He suggests
that these at least slightly incorrect texts may conceal a reference to the five planets (roOs i irXa-

vfjTas) which are mentioned as such a Htde lower down, and notes that in Philolaus's terminology
as given here oOpocvds did not refer to the outermost heaven of the fixed stars but to the sublunary
world. On the other hand a reference here to the fixed stars seems necessary if the bodies
mentioned are to total ten, and it seems preferable to assume (with Zeller) that the doxographer
is using oupocwSs in the way natural to himself.

2 The author of the JEpinomis, when he writes etTE K6crnov SITE oAv/inrov sT-re oOpocvov ev fjSovrj TO>

A/tv, Xsy^rco (9773), seems to show himselfaware that such distinctions had already been made,
and to be protesting against their pedantry*
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that in a sense there are two suns, the fiery substance In the cosmos and that

which is reflected from the sun owing to its mirror-like character; unless one

wishes to distinguish as a third the beam which is scattered in our direction

by reflexion from the mirror/
1

(i) Aet. ii, 30, i (DK, 44AZO) :
*Some ofthe Pythagoreans, among whom ^

is Philolaus, explain the earth-like appearance of the moon by saying that it

is inhabited like our own, with living creatures and plants that are bigger and

fairer than ours. Indeed the animals on it are fifteen times as powerful and

do not excrete, and the day Is correspondingly long/

The authorities so far cited present a single coherent system, which

is either described anonymously or assigned to Philolaus. At the centre

is the fire, and our earth moves in the second orbit from the centre, the

nearest being traversed by the counter-earth. Next come moon, sun,

the five planets, and lastly the sphere of the fixed stars which bounds

the whole and is fiery like the centre. It is known that the moon's light

is borrowed, and, with the notional fire to provide a central source of

light, this derivative character is extended to the sun.* Eclipses of the

moon are already attributed to the earth's shadow, though it is supposed
that sometimes the cutting-off of its light may be due to the counter-

earth or even (in the view of some) to one of several unrecognized^

planetary bodies. The moon is of similar substance to the earth, and has

life on it of a larger, more powerful and more beautiful type.3 This is

1
I.e. using 'sun* in the sense of 'sunlight', as when we speak of 'sitting in the sun** Greek

idiom allowed this too. Burnet rightly says that this is not a part of the doctrine, but only a

captious criticism on the part of Theophrastus from whom the report comes. So also ZN,
note on pp. 371

z The phrases T6 VTCO Koo-pcp irup andTd vrcp oCrpavGirvpwSes must both be intended to refer to

the central fire (Burnet, EGP, 298, n. i), in spite ofthe doubts felt by Heath (AristaTchus, n6f.).

The use of SnT0oOvrcc in Aet. n, 20, 12, as well as &7anTpoet8%, may seem to imply that the sun is

simultaneously being described as a kind of burning-glass through which rays pass and also as

a reflecting mirror. What Philolaus himself said is scarcely recoverable with certainty, but if the

sun collected the heat and light from the central fire, and not from the circumference of the

heavens, I think that he can only have intended to imply reflexion.

3 The statement attributed to Philolaus has a curiously exact parallel in that quoted by
Athenaeus (n, 50, 576, see DK, i, p. 404, n.) from Herodorus of Heraclea that 'the women of the

moon are oviparous and those born there are fifteen times our size'. Philolaus and Herodorus

must have been contemporaries, and it would be interesting to know if either learned this from

the other or both were relying on an earlier source. There is no other certain evidence of so early

a belief in an inhabited moon. According to D.L. u, 8 Anaxagoras said it had 'dwelling-places*

(oiw'icrEis), but on this see Guthrie, OrpL and Gk. ReL 247, n. 10.

The theory that the moon-animals are fifteen times as strong as those on earth was no doubt

also connected in the minds of its advocates with the fifteen-day lunar day, on which see Heath,

n8f.
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doubtless due to its position at the limit of the sublunary region.

The placing of fire at the centre as well as the circumference is a Pytha

gorean innovation, but otherwise the system follows current philo-

sophico-religious belief in teaching that the further
c

up' one goes in

the spherical universe, the
*

purer', and hence nearer to the divine

and more nearly immune from change and decay, are the substances

which one finds.

The Milesians and Heraclitus had highly fanciful notions on the

t
subject of eclipses of the moon. Isolated claims in late writers on behalf

of Thales and Anaximenes cannot stand against the evidence that down
to the time of Anaxagoras and Empedocles no one (with the doubtful

exception of their near-contemporary Parmenides) knew that it was lit

by the sun. This seems to have been a discovery of Anaxagoras,
1

though he like the Pythagoreans whom we are considering retained the

more primitive belief ofAnaximenes (p. 134, above) in 'earthy bodies'

revolving with the stars, seeing in it a possible part-cause of the moon's

eclipses. The same truth was known to Empedocles (fr. 42), who also

had a curious theory about the sun which may possibly have assisted

the Pythagoreans in forming their own (Aet. n, 20, 13, DK, A 56;

cf. A 30). Unfortunately we do not have it in an actual quotation from

his poem, and some points in the account are obscure; but he said that

there were two suns, because the sun that we know is the reflexion of

fire filling the other hemisphere of the universe. Though not identical

with the Pythagorean, this theory makes the points that there may be

said to be two suns and that our own has its light and heat by reflexion.

It is the more bizarre, which suggests that the Pythagoreans adapted it

rather than the other way round, though there can be no certainty

about this.

All this amounts to sufficient evidence that the cosmology attributed

by Aristotle to the Pythagoreans, and by later authorities to Philolaus

in particular, was Evolved by philosophers who were already acquainted

^with the work ofAnaxagoras and Empedocles, that is, in die latter half

^
of the fifth century. It can well be a part of the same scheme which

related the structure of the physical elements to the regular mathe-

1

Admittedly it is a question of balancing evidence, but Plato, Crat. 409A may be taken as

decisive, Cf. Heath, Aristarckus, 7&, 75 f.
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matical solids, and there is no reason why the whole should not have

been the work of Philolaus himself. 1

What are likely to have been the motives and arguments which led

to the adoption of so remarkable a scheme? We turn again to the

authorities. Some of the following passages are direct continuations of

descriptive extracts already cited.

(a) Aristotle, De Caelo, 293 b i :

c The Pythagoreans make a further point.

Because the most important part ofthe universe which is the centre ought
more than any to be guarded, they call the fire which occupies this place the

Guardroom of Zeus.*

Aristode makes fun of this idea, pointing out that the mathematical

centre of anything is not necessarily the most important part (line 8) :

c

For this reason there is no need for them to be alarmed about the universe,

nor to call in a guard for its mathematical centre; they ought rather to

consider what sort of thing the true centre is, and what is its natural place.'

() SimpL De Caelo 512.12 (on the above passage of Aristode): *Some

[sc. of the Pythagoreans] call the fire the Tower of Zeus, as Aristotle says in

his work on the Pythagoreans, others the Guardroom of Zeus as here, and

others the Throne of Zeus/

Aristode, Metaph. 986a 3 (after the statement that the Pythagoreans

supposed the elements ofnumber to be the elements of everything, and

the whole universe to be a harmorua and a number) :

(c) Any agreements that they found between number and harmony on

the one hand, and on the other the changes and divisions of the universe and

the whole order ofnature, these they collected and applied; and if something

was missing, they insisted on making their system coherent. For instance,

1 Van dor Waerden (Astron. <L Pytk. 53 ff.) would have it that the
*
Philolaic

*

system is actually

post-Platonic. He argues (a) that to conceive of the revolution of the heavens as only apparent

(*Der Fixstemhimmel steht narnKch nahezu still') is *a very bold idea* which could only have

ensued upon an advanced and carefully elaborated geocentric astronomy on the lines of the

Timaeus; mat in the Phaecfo Plato portrays Philolaus as a
*

wandering prophet*, not an

astronomer, and one who did not mfce. his meaning clear (the implication is rather that Simmias

and Cebes were not his brightest pupils, and there is no reason why he should not have combined,

like Pythagoras, astronomical and mathematical genius with mystical beliefs about the soul.

These, not astronomy, happen to be the subject of the Pkaedo passage); (c) that the fragments of

Philolaus (which may or may not be genuine) indicate a second-rate and muddled mind. None

of these arguments compels us to deny the possibility that Philolaus may have hit upon a brilliant

and audacious idea, and his motives show just the mixture of intellectual acumen and religious

mysticism which one would expect of a Pythagorean.
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they regarded the decad as something perfect, and as embracing the whole

nature of number, whence they assert that the moving heavenly bodies are

also ten; and since there are only nine to be seen, they invent the counter-

earth as a tenth.

(J) Alexander on this passage (p. 40 Hayduck) says :

'

Because they thought
the decad the perfect number, but the phenomena showed them that the

revolving spheres were nine (seven for the planets, eighth the sphere of the

fixed stars, and ninth the earth, which they believed to travel in a circle also

round a stationary hearth, which according to them is fire), they added in

their own doctrine what they called the counter-earth, which they supposed
to be situated opposite the earth and for that reason to be invisible to its

inhabitants. He [Aristotle] goes into this in more detail in the De Caelo and

in his work on the Pythagoreans.'

Of this criticism, that the counter-earth was invented in order to

bring the number of revolving bodies up to ten, Burnet says that it is

'a mere sally, and Aristotle really knew better', and Heath was of the

same opinion. The explanation of eclipses, they say, was the true

reason. If, however, our account of Pythagoreanism up to this point

has been even remotely correct, it has shown that in the minds of

Pythagoras and his followers the preservation ofmathematical harmonia

must always take the first place.
1 Nor must it be forgotten that their

science was pursued with a religious aim, to discover the perfect kosmos

of the world in order to reproduce it in one's own soul. This is borne

out by the religious titles lavished on the central fire, and leads to the

conclusion that all the arguments with which the Pythagoreans are

credited did in fact carry weight with them. The reasons, then, for the

cosmological system which posited a central fire, a planetary earth, and

a counter-earth were threefold: (i) the number of revolving bodies

must show forth the perfection of the decad; (2) fire was regarded with

religious awe and had therefore to be assigned the central place, where

it was honoured with such tides as Throne of Zeus, etc.; (3) the system

could be supported by an appeal to phenomena in that it could be said

to afford the explanation of eclipses.

The fact that their ultimate motives were religious does not detract

1 We may remind ourselves that prominent among the meanings of Karmoma was 'octave',

that the octave for the Pythagoreans was constructed out of the first four integers, whose sum is

ten, and that the decad (in the form of the tetractys) thereby acquired supreme significance as a

religious symbol.
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from the scientific character of much of their thought. For instance

they tried to answer the objection that, if the earth were displaced from

the centre, the phenomena of the revolving heavens as we see them

could not in fact be accounted for. This is attested by their critic

Aristotle himself, in the continuation of a passage of the De Caelo

already quoted (p. 283, above), at 293 b 25:

Since the earth's surface is not in any case the centre, but distant by its whole

hemisphere [i.e. radius] from the centre, they do not feel any difficulty in

supposing that the phenomena are the same although we do not occupy the

centre as they would be if the earth were in the middle. For even on the

current view there is nothing to show that we are distant from the centre by
half the earth's diameter.

We have seen that the
c

Philolaic' world-system could not well have

been evolved before the time of Empedocles, and is likely to have been

due to Philolaus himself. It may be asked, are there traces in our

authorities of an earlier scheme which may have been that of Pytha

goras or his immediate followers? One would naturally expect such

a scheme to be geocentric, and in the "Pythagorean notebooks'

summarized by Alexander Polyhistor we read: 1

And [the Pythagoreans say] that there arises from them [sc. the four ele

ments] a living, intelligent, spherical cosmos, containing the earth at the

centre, spherical like itselfand inhabited; and that there are antipodeans who
call

e

up* what we call 'down*.

The features of Alexander's account are difficult to date, but we may
assume that the geocentric system originated earlier than that which

made the earth a planet, not necessarily because to our own ideas it is

'more primitive' or Mess sophisticated' (that might be a dangerous

criterion), but rather because this is in line with what we know of the

history of early Greek thought. For Anaximander the earth was

certainly at rest in the centre ofa spherical universe, and neither Thales

nor Anaximenes, Heraclitus, Parmenides nor Empedocles can be

supposed to have believed in a planetary earth. A reading ofAristotle's

De Caeloy
book u, chapter 13 leaves no doubt that a geocentric universe

was universally believed in until the Philolaic system was promulgated.

1 D.L. vm, 25. For these Ouoyvi'ijwrroc see p. 201, n. 3, above.
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This does not of course imply that the Philolaic system replaced the

geocentric, even within Pythagoreanism. The notion of a planetary

earth was a short-lived aberration, and firmly associated in tradition

with the name of Philolaus.
1

(Aristotle's own reluctance to mention

a name accords with an idiosyncrasy which may be observed elsewhere

in his works.) Eudoxus, Heraclides Ponticus, and Aristotle himself

placed the earth firmly back in the centre, from which it was not moved

again until Aristarchus suggested the heliocentric theory. No doubt,

then, Alexander refers to a Pythagorean system which was still current

in the fourth century.

There is no other direct statement of a geocentric Pythagorean view,

but certain passages have plausibly been taken to refer to it. Simplicius,

after his own explanation of the Aristotelian text describing the revo

lution of the earth about a central fire, goes on like this (De Caelo

512.9):

This then is Aristotle's account of the Pythagorean view, but the more

genuine adherents of the school mean by fire at the centre the creative power
which animates the whole earth from the centre and warms that part of it

which has grown cold. Hence some call it the Tower of Zeus, as Aristotle

says in his work on the Pythagoreans, others the Guardroom of Zeus as

here, and others the Throne of Zeus. They called
2
the earth a star as being

itself an instrument of time, for it is the cause of day and night Day it

creates by being lit up on the side which is turned towards the sun, and night

through the cone of its shadow.
'

Counter-earth' was the name given by the

Pythagoreans to the moon (as also 'heavenly eartji'), both because it blocks

the sun's light, which is a peculiarity of earth, and because it marks the limit

of the heavenly regions as does earth of the sublunary.

Simplicius then, who is deriving at least part of his information from

Aristotle's lost work, knows ofa 'more genuine' type of Pythagoreans
who do not believe in the system just described by Aristotle in De
Caelo. Yet they still spoke of 'fire at the centre', and the only reason

able interpretation of the following words is that they meant a core of

fire at the heart of an earth which is itself (save for having this fiery

centre) in the middle of the cosmos. Doubtless these were 'more

genuine' because their view remained closer to that of Pythagoras
1 For the doubtful exception of the shadowy Hicetas of Syracuse see pp. 326 ff., below.
z The change of tense (c 'mean* above) is Simplicius's.
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himself.1
It is of course only what we should expect that both types

share the same religious terminology. Similarly Proclus (In Tim. m,
141, ii Diehl; 143, 26), after mentioning that the Pythagoreans called

the centre of the cosmos 'the Tower of Zeus', goes on to say that this

Tower of Zeus is inside the earth. The fact that they called the earth a

star, and the phrase with which they defended this appellation, suggest
that they were post-Philolaic. Astron seems to be used polemically.

(
eYou may call the earth astron ifyou like, but without supposing it to

be one of the revolving bodies/) The phrase 'instrument of time', and

the statement that in spite of being central and stationary it may be said

to create day and night, recall Plato's language in the Timaeus (41 5,

40B-c) too strongly for coincidence; but we hardly have the evidence

to decide whether Plato was here (as in so much) following the Pytha

goreans, or the Pythagoreans in question were already acquainted with

the Timaeus^ or, finally, Simplicius was confusing the Pythagoreans and

Plato or regarding the Timaeus as a legitimate source of Pythagorean
doctrine.

Most expositors slide rather quickly over the application of the term

'counter-earth' to the moon. It seems incredible that this was its

original reference, and it is best explained on the same lines as the

designation of the earth as a star: these more conservative members of

the school took the words out of the mouth of Philolaus (if it was he),

but applied them to the older scheme.

The belief that there is fire in the interior of the earth is a natural

inference from observation of volcanos and hot springs. The Greeks

had also a more potent reason for it* It was commonly believed among
them that all life, animal and human as well as vegetable, originated

from within the earth. Going back to the immemorial worship of

earth as the Great Mother, this belief survived to be rationalized and

clothed in scientific terms by the philosophers.* At the same time the

essential elements of life were universally held to be heat and moisture,

the former the active agent which animates a passive, moist material.

In one form ofthe theory (exemplifiedbyAnaximander) the only source

1 Two other examplesofyvifctos in thissense : Xenocrates is called 6 yvryjicbrocros TCOV TTX&rcovos

dxpocrrcov bySimplichis (Pkys* 1 165 . 34),whereas DiogenesLaertius accords this place to Aristotle

in the words 6 yvTioKjbrcrros TCOV TTAdrcovos |jta9rpSv (v, i).
3 For a full treatment see Gutfarie, In the Beginmngj chh. i and 2,

t
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/
of heat mentioned is the sun, but both myth and philosophy preserve

traces of the idea that the heat as well as the moisture came from inside

the earth, where the first living creatures were formed and whence

they thrust themselves to the light. This was the teaching of Empe
docles, though for him, in the period of Strife's ascendancy which he

is describing, the fire within the earth must be thought of as trapped

there, and striving to join its like at the periphery. So fr. 62:

Come now, hear how fire, as it was separated, raised up the darkling shoots

of miserable men and women. Not erring nor ignorant is the tale. Whole-
natured forms first arose from the earth, having a portion both of water and

of heat. These the fire sent up, wishing to come to its like.

That is, under the influence of Strife, which represents the tendency of

like to join its like and shun foreign substances, the heat in the earth

was drawn towards the main mass at the circumference of the cosmos.

Empedocles speaks again of a fiery core to the earth in fr. 52 :

c

Many
a fire burns beneath the earth' (cf. A68). He was a Western philosopher
whose thought, especially on its religious side, had much in common
with Pythagoreanism, and in his native Sicily both volcanic eruptions
and hot springs were familiar phenomena. Plato, who in the Phaedo

(HID) asserts likewise that there are 'great rivers of fire' as well as

liquid mud within the earth, explicitly compares this state of things

with Sicilian Etna.

This arrangement of a central earth with fiery core is by no means

inconsistent with the generation of the cosmos from a fiery seed or

unit in the centre of an undefined mass of air or vapour. Moreover the

generative power of the fiery unit-seed of the Pythagoreans links

naturally, in the geocentric scheme, with the universal belief in the

generative power of the earth, in which the activating principle was

always heat. Early Pythagorean cosmogony and cosmology can

perhaps be dimly seek united in an admittedly superficial and confused

account of the late mathematical writer Anatolius:1

Moreover the Pythagoreans said that at the centre of the four elements there

lies a fiery monadic cube In this respect the followers of Empedocles and

Parmenides and indeed most of the ancient sages appear to follow the Py-

1 Third century AJD. From his treatise On the Numbers up to Teny ed. Heiberg (1900), p. 30.
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thagoreans, for they say that the unitary substance is situated in the middle

like a hearth and maintains the same position on account of its even balance,

Euripides, too, like the disciple of Anaxagoras which he had become, refers

to the earth in these terms: 'Wise mortals deem thee hearth.'

The 'fiery monadic cube' 1

suggests the generative fiery unit, and by the

comparison with Empedocles and Parmenides, whose cosmologies were

certainly geocentric, the author is presumably conveying that all alike

gave a fiery interior to the earth. The unmetrical misquotation from

Euripides
3
is only one of a number of instances of the name 'Hearth*

{Hestia) applied to the earth in Greek literature, which perhaps attests

the same belief in fire at its centre, just as we are told that Philolaus,

having displaced the earth from the centre of the cosmos, transferred

the name to the central fire. Sophocles gave earth that title in his

Triptokmus^ and it may be taken as certain that the goddess Hestia

who in Plato's Phaedrus 'abides alone in the gods* dwelling-place',

while the other gods circle the heavens, personifies the central and

stationary earth.3 Plutarch speaks of Cleanthes the Stoic asserting that

Aristarchus deserved punishment because with his heliocentric theory

he 'displaced the hearth of the universe'.

The evidence collected in the last few pages suffices to show (a) that,

besides the Philolaic cosmos, there was also in vogue among the

Pythagoreans a geocentric scheme in which the earth was believed to

have a core of fire, () that this beliefagreed with one already current in

popular thought and shared by certain other philosophers.

A question that naturally arises at this point is that ofthe shape ofthe

earth in relation to the history of Pythagoreanism. The date of the

discovery of its sphericity has been the subject of much discussion,

which cannot be fully considered at the moment, but the soundest

1 Why a cube, it would be hard to say. There is no evidence that the Pythagoreans equated
fire with any other figure than the tetrahedron, and for the atomists an atom of fire was spherical.

The idea may have originated with someone who held the fluxion theory of the generation of

solids, according to which the first, or simplest, solid was not a tetrahedron but a cube.
1

&jricn; S <y' ol ocxpoi pporcov ^voyuisouOTV. The correct version is given by Macrobius (Eur.

fir. 944 N.): ^ roto^^ ^^ ^ ^ rf <JQ<pol

{JpoToSv KoAoOcnv fipvT}v Iv odSipi.

3
Soph. fr. 558 N. (615 Pearson), Plato, Pkaearusy 247A. Cf. Hackforth, Plato*s Phaedrus, 73.
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conclusion seems to be that it was not put forward until the late fifth

century.
1 There are certainly no good grounds for attributing it to

Pythagoras himself. For this the only evidence is (a) a doubtful

passage of Diogenes Laertius (vm, 48, quoting Favorinus, a polymath
of the second century A.D.) which uses the ambiguous word 'round'

(orpoyyuAr|v) and in the same sentence quotes Theophrastus as giving

the credit not to Pythagoras but to Parmenides; and (3) a statement in

Aetius (in, 14, i
?
Dox. 378) which credits Pythagoraswithhaving divided

the earth into five zones on the analogy of the sky. But even if these

writers categorically attributed the discovery to Pythagoras, that would

mean no more than that it was known as a Pythagorean tenet. (Ac-

cording^to Diogenes, even Anaximander said the earth was spherical,

which must be false; cf. the evidence on p. 98, above.) It is probable,

though not certain, that Parmenides and Empedocles believed the earth

to be flat,* as did Diogenes ofApollonia, Anax^goras, and Democritus.

The retention of this view by the last-named (vouched for by Aristotle,

De Caelo, 294}} 14) is especially significant, for he was one of the

scientific giants ofthe second halfofthe fifth century. Strictly speaking,

he seems to have taught that the earth wa a disc with a concave surface

(Aet. ill, 10, 5, DK, A94), presumably in an attempt to explain the

observable changes in the horizon as one's own position changes

(which finally of course became a proof of its sphericity; see Aristotle,

De Caebj 297^ 3off.). This reason is explicitly attested for his approximate

contemporary Archelaus (DK, 6oA4), and the view of the earth as a

'kneading-trough' gets a contemptuous mention from Plato (Phaedo,

99 B). Aristotle provides evidence that the flat-earth theory still had

lively defenders in his own time (see De Caelo, 293b33ff.).

Thus the balance of the evidence leads us to believe that the Pytha

goreans of whom Aristotle and Alexander Polyhistor spoke, who

jjaught that the earth is spherical, belonged to the list two generations

of die school, in the late fifth and early fourth centuries. This points
1
Herodotus mentions tales ofmen who sleep for six months and ofPhoenicians who circum

navigated Africa and found the sun on their right while sailing westward. Both stories he dis

misses as incredible (Hdt. iv, 2,5 and 42). Dreyer (Planetary Systems, 39) says they show that

already 'some people must have been able to perceive the consequences of the earth being a

sphere'; but all they show is that these phenomena were observed. It does not follow that they

were correctly explained.
z
Against Burnet, JSGP, 190 see Morrison, JHS, 1955, 64, and Heidel, AJP^ 1940, i4f.
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particularly to Philolaus, the probable author of the planetary theory
of the earth and counter-earth. The earliest mention of a spherical

earth in extant literature is in the Phaedo of Plato.
1 Plato however,

like the Pythagoreans ofwhom Alexander spoke, puts it in the centre

of the cosmos.

The cosmology of the Pythagoreans includes of course their extra-

_prdinary theory of the 'harmony of the spheres *, which so caught the

fancy of later generations in the ancient world and at the Renaissance,

_not least among the English Elizabethan writers. Its details varied in

accordance with changing theories of planetary motions quae (to

quote Censorinus) si vellem in unum li&rum separation congerere, tamen

in angusdis versarer? But the idea itself is of immense importance as

perhaps the supreme example ofthe Pythagorean attempt to explain the

whole vast cosmic plan by reference to the basic discovery of the

founder: the all-pervading influence of, and intimate connexion be

tween, the laws of mathematics and of music. As Plato approvingly

expressed it: 'Just as our eyes are made for astronomy, so are our ears

for harmonious motion, and these two sciences are sisters, as the

Pythagoreans say and we agree/

Plato's agreement went so far that he incorporated the melody of the

stars in his own myth at the end of the Republic^ and that is the first

exposition of it in extant Greek literature.3 Since he cannot touch such

a theme without adorning it, he adds, as a picturesque embroidery to

his myth, that the sounds are produced not by the moving stars them

selves, but by the voice of a Siren stationed on the circle of each; but a

clear and critical account is given by Aristotle in De Caelo (290b i2ff.

That the theory is Pythagorean he does not explicitly state at this point,

but only later when he has passed to criticism of it and speaks, at

1
i IOB oxnrep cxt ScoSaodoKurot cwpocipca. Mr J. S. Morrison (Phronesisy 1959, 101 ff.) argues that

even here the earth is not described as sphericaL I am not convinced. In particular it seems

unlikely that in the comparison witih lite balls we are meant to think only of their colours to the

exclusion of their shape.
2 Readers interested in the finer points of Greek astronomy may be referred to the still standard

work of Heath, Aristarchus, and to B. L. van der Waerden, Die Astronomic der Pythagoreer^

2937. The speculations of G. Junge in Class, et AfedievaRa, 1947, i83f are best avoided.
3 The suggestion of G. Junge (Class, et Me<L 1958, 66) tihat the whole theory might have

originated in Plato's mind assumes an incredible ignorance on the part of Aristotle, even if our

other authorities are ignored*
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291 a8, of 'what puzzled the Pythagoreans and made them postulate a

musical harmony for the moving bodies*):

It follows that the theory that music is produced by their movements [sc. the

movements of the planets and the outer heaven], because the sounds they

make are harmonious, although ingeniously and brilliantly formulated by its

authors, does not contain the truth. It seems to some that bodies so great

must inevitably produce a sound by their movement: even bodies on the

earth do so, although they are neither so great in bulk nor moving at so high

a speed, and as for the sun and moon, and the stars, so many in number and

enormous in size,
1
all moving at a tremendous speed, it is incredible that they

should fail to produce a noise of surpassing loudness. Taking this as their

hypothesis, and also that the speeds of the stars, judged by their distances,

are in the ratios of the musical consonances, they affirm that the sound of the

stars as they revolve is concordant.

To meet the difficulty that none ofus is aware of this sound, they account

/or it by saying that the sound is with us right from birth and has thus no

contrasting silence to show it up; for voice and silence are perceived by
contrast with each other, and so all mankind is undergoing an experience like

that of a coppersmith, who becomes by long habit indifferent to the din

around him.

Set beside this part of the comment of Alexander of Aphrodisias on

the passage of the Metaphysics (985b32ff.) in which Aristotle charac

terizes the Pythagoreans as having reduced all things to numbers or

the elements of numbers, and described the whole universe as
e

a

harmowa and a number' (p. 39.24 Hayduck):

They said too that the whole universe is constructed according to a musical

scale (this is what he means to indicate by the words *and that the whole

universe is a number'), because it is both composed ofnumbers and organized

numerically and musically. For (i) the distances between the bodies revolving

round the centre are mathematically proportionate; (ii) some move faster and

some more slowly; (iii) the sound made by the slower bodies in their move

ment is lower in pitch, and that of the faster is higher; hence (iv) these

separate notes, corresponding to the ratios of the distances, make the resul

tant sound concordant. Now number, they said, is the source of this har

mony, and so they naturally posited number as the principle on which the

heaven and the whole universe depended.

1

Plato, or an immediate pupil, says in the Epinomis (983 A) that the sun is larger than the earth.
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Apart from Aristotle's straightforward account and the imaginative

adaptation of Plato, we have only descriptions from the Graeco-Roman

period. Of these one is especially worth quoting, that of Cicero in the

Dream ofScipio:
1

I gazed in amazement at these wonders; but when I had recovered, I said:

'What means this great and sweet sound that fills my ears?' 'That', replied

he, *is a sound which, sundered by unequal intervals, that nevertheless are

exactly marked off in due proportion, is produced by the movement and

impulse of the orbs themselves, and, commingling high and low tones,

causes varying harmonies in uniform degree; for such swift motions cannot

be produced in silence, and nature ordains that the extremities sound low at

one end, high at the other. Hence the course of the starry heaven at its

highest, where the motion is exceedingly rapid, moves with a sharp, quick

sound; while the moon in its course (which is the lowest of all) moves with

a heavy sound; for earth, the ninth of these bodies, biding immovable in one

place, ever holds fast in the centre of the universe.

Now these eight revolutions (whereof two possess identical powers)
2

form seven sounds, distinguished by their intervals; and this number seven
,

is the bond of well-nigh all things. Learned men, imitating this with strings

and with songs, have opened for themselves a way back to this region, even

as others have done, who, thanks to outstanding genius, have all their lives

devoted themselves to divine studies/

Cicero goes on to give the Pythagorean explanation of why we do

not hear this music, substituting for Aristotle's simile of the copper
smith that of people living their lives within sound of the cataracts of

the Nfle.3

Cicero affords a reminder of the overriding religious purpose of this

1 Ch. v, trans. E. H. Blakeney. The others are conveniently collected (references and German

translation) in van der Waerden, Astronorme der Pyth. 2934- See also Heath, Aristarchus,

105-15, and T. Reinach in REG, 1900, 4326*1
a
Mercury and Venus.

3 It is curious that Shakespeare's explanation, that

whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly dose us in, we cannot hear it,

should manage to be so genuinely Pythagorean in sentiment, and yet, according to these authori

ties, not in feet the explanation which the Pythagoreans offered. But c Plut. Qu. Conv. 745 E

<T& 5* &TCC TCOV} pv -rrXelcrroov trepiocXi'iXnrToa icod Kmaii^uXaerrca crapidvois tpxppdyjicxcn Kcd irdQanv

(to which my attention was drawn by Mr F. H. Sandbach).

It was a Pythagorean belief that Pythagoras himself, that semi-divine being, could hear the

heavenly music. See Porph. V~P. 30 and SimpL De Caelo 468.27 tols TTuOoyopEiois. ..T&V

nu6ocy6pocv toropoOmv OKoOaod irare -rift TONH!TTT}S dpytovias.
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mathematical-~musical--cosmological synthesis. By understanding and

in our own fashion reproducing it, we may 'open for ourselves a way
back' to the divine.

Hippolytus, generally a good doxographical source in spite of his

heresy-hunting, gives a simple statement of the doctrine (Ref. I, 2, 2,

Dox. p. 555):
*

In this way Pythagoras showed the monad to be god,

and having made a profound study of the nature of number he asserted

that the cosmos sings and is harmoniously constructed, and he was the

first to reduce the motion of the seven planets to rhythm and melody.
3

'
The Pythagoreans, said Eudemus, were the first to investigate the

positions ofthe planets relative to one another.
1

It is clear also that they

believed the ratios oftheir relative distances to correspond to recognized

musical intervals, and that according to the most commonly received

form of the theory the intervals in question were those that made up a

complete octave of the diatonic scale. This is the general burden of the

"post-Aristotelian evidence, in which the cosmos is most frequently

compared to the seven-stringed lyre which had this compass, and as

Zeller says in his long note on the doctrine,* by the 'ratios of the

consonances' of which Aristotle himself speaks we can hardly under

stand anything else but these intervals. Although in the later sources

variants occur which make the notes cover more than an octave, these,

as Heath says (pp. cit. 115), must have been later than Plato's time. In

Plato himself there are eight circles^ each carrying a body or bodies

which can be identified both from their descriptions and from the

names supplied in the Epinomis as follows : moon, sun, Venus, Mercury,

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, fixed stars. The scheme is of course geocentric.

Plato continues: 'The spindle turned on the knees of Necessity. Upon

1

SimpL De Caelo 471 . 5 TT^V TTJS 6&reco$ T<5civ. The sentence, in which the Pythagoreans are

contrasted with Anaximander, is translated on p. 93, above.
*
ZN, i, 538, n. i. The cumulative effect of this late evidence can be gauged from this note,

where it is convenientlysummarized. To the Pythagoreans the word dpuovla itselfmeant
*
octave*.

Zeller (ibid. 463, n. 2) quotesAristoxenus, Mus. n, 36Tv hrrcrx6p8cov &kdAouv dpuovtccsandNicom.

Harm. p. 252 Jan. ol iroXcacSTcrroi. . .dpyiovtav iiv KoAouvres ii\v Si& irao-cov. See further n. i on

next page.
3 Or spheres, Plato's description is not evidence on this point, since they have to be circles

to conform to the purely mythical image ofthe composite whorl turned on the knees ofNecessity.

In the case of the fixed stars, at least, the circle must presumably symbolize a sphere. In fact they

are the circular rims ofa nest ofhemispherical bowls, but only the rims are taken into account and

i is the word used.
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each of its circles stood a Siren, who was carried round with its move

ment, uttering a single sound on one note, so that all the eight made up
the concords of a single scale/ 1

To a modern mind the most pertinent question that arises over this

is one which, unfortunately, it is impossible to answer satisfactorily:

how could the Pythagoreans have supposed that all eight notes of an

octave sounding simultaneously would produce a concordant and

pleasing effect, tantus et tarn didcis sonus as Cicero calls it? The question
was raised by Martin in his Etudes sur le Timee de Platan as long ago as

1841, and it was useless for Burnet to pretend (EGP, 307, n. i) that

'there is no force in Martin's observation that the sounding of all the

notes of an octave at once would not produce a harmony. There is no

question of harmony in the modern sense, but only of attunement

(ccpliovicc) to a perfect scale/ It may be true, as Burnet has said else

where (Gr. Phil, i, 45), that "when the Greeks called certain intervals

concordant (ou^jupcovcc) they were thinking primarily of notes sounded

in succession', and that 'the word "harmony" (ccpjiovia) means, in the

Greek language, first "tuning" and then "scale" '. Nevertheless in the

present instance it is obvious that (a) the notes are sounded simul

taneously, since the heavenly bodies are all revolving all the time, and

(<) we are supposed to believe that the combined effect would be

musical and pleasant if we could hear it. Yet no explanation is offered,

nor is this particular objection raised by even the most unsympathetic
of ancient critics. It is true that classical Greek music was melodic,

not harmonic, and this in itselfmay have entailed the consequence that

they were not so alive as we should be to the effect of sounding as

1
Late authorities frequently compare the Pythagorean cosmos to the heptachord or instru

ment ofseven strings. This should take into account only die
*
seven planets', omitting the sphere

of the fixed stars, yet some even retained the simile while increasing the number ofsinging bodies

to nine by giving a note to the earth. Others again criticized them for doing so. See e.g. Alex

ander 'of Aetolia* quoted and censured by Theo Smyrn. pp. 140 f. Hiller. Yet he still kept
within the octave (r6 iroy IwedxopSov auvfarrj<nv, e u&rrcn T6vou$ irepi^xov). The allotting of

the same vis to two of the planets by Cicero seems to be a way of overcoming this difficulty.

The heptachord and octachord alike spanned an octave, but in the heptachord either the two

tetrachords of which it was composed were joined by a string common to both (awa.<p{\)y or,

where they were separated by a tone (Su5c3uis), one of them was defective by one string. This

was the instrument in use in Terpander*s time (seventh century), but the octachord was intro

duced by the early fifth century at latest, and was familiar to Plato and Aristotle, both ofwhom
obviously have it in mind in their exposition of the heavenly karmonia. The attempts to retain a

seven-stringed scheme were probably prompted by the ancient sacredness of the number seven.
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chords what they were only accustomed to hear as a progression of

single notes. In any case one can only conclude, with Zeller and Heath,
that 'the Pythagoreans did not allow themselves to be disturbed in their

fancies (Dichtwig) by this consideration any more than by the other

difficulties which confronted them, most ofwhich are already raised by
Aristotle'.

1

It may be, however, that in its origin the theory was simpler, and

that the manner of its growth helped to obscure for the followers of

Pythagoras what seems to us such a serious difficulty. W. Kranz has

argued with some cogency that the application of the rational musical

intervals to the distances between the cosmic circles or spheres was due

to Pythagoras himself.* With Anaxim&ider's scheme before him, he

^transformed its equality of distances into a dynamic mathematical

relationship. In this scheme only three orbits are in question, those of

the moon, sun and stars, the planets not being distinguished in

respect of their orbits from the fixed stars (p. 94, above). The intervals

could therefore be identified with the three primary consonances, the

octave (1:2), fifth (2:3), and fourth (3:4), which would be supposed
to correspond to the distances from the earth of the three most anciently

recognized orbits. The existence of such a scheme at some time is

vouched for by Sextus when he says of the Pythagoreans:

This is how they imagine the bodies and the whole cosmos [sc. as made up
out of points, lines, surfaces and solids]. They also say that the cosmos is

arranged according to ratios of harmony: the fourth, which is epitrite,

i.e. as 8 is to 6; the fifth, or one-and-a-half, as 9 to 6; and the diapason

(octave), which is a double ratio, as 12 to 6.3

Because this is a scheme of only three intervals, in which the sphere of

the fixed stars is not distinguished from the orbits of the planets as in

fifth-century Pythagorean teaching, therefore (argues Kranz), it is a

form of the doctrine which must go back to the sixth century.
4

1

ZN, i, 539, n. Cf. Heath, Anstarchus, 115.
2

PJulologus, 1938-9, 437f.
3
Pyrrh. Ill, 155; also Math. I, 95.

4 In essence this view was already put forward by Burnet, EGPy
no. Heath (Aristarchits, 107)

contradicts It, maintaining that Pythagoras 'certainly distinguished the planets from the fixed

stars' and that 'the original form of the theory of the "harmony of the spheres" no doubt had

reference to the seven planets only'. One may at least query the word 'certainly'. Few things
are certain about Pythagoras, and this is not one of them. Heath's only evidence appears to be

Theo Smyrn. p. 150 Hiller (cf. his article on astronomy in the OCD, no), but the words KocOoc

TTpcoTos lv6T|06 TTu6ocy6pas in a writer of this date have little or no value.
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This is a very probable suggestion. Not only was Pythagoras's

discovery concerned with these three basic concords, which together

made use of the first four integers forming the sacred tetractys, but in

the seven-stringed lyre only these were marked by strings of fixed

tuning. They were the stationary (eorcoTss) strings. The others were

adjustable to the type of scale required and hence were called movable

(KivoujiEvot).
1

It is therefore highly likely that in the first attempt to fit

his musico-mathematical discovery to the cosmic frame, Pythagoras

himself should have had the 'concordant intervals' in mind, the simul

taneous sounding of which is at least less obviously discordant to our

^ears
than that of the seven or eight strings of a complete diapason.

Another thing ofwhich we have no certain knowledge is how Pytha

goras and his followers calculated the relative distances between the

heavenly bodies. Plato, by allowing varying breadths to the rims of the

whorls on Necessity's spindle, appears to be stating an order of magni
tude governing the distances between the various heavenly bodies; but

he offers no statement of actual ratios.
2 Some writers of Graeco-

Roman date, for example Pliny and Censorinus, offer definite numerical

schemes, which, however, obviously belong to a later epoch. Alexander

ofAphrodisias, in continuation of the passage quoted on p. 296, above,

seems to feel that he can do no more than offer a few figures by way of

illustration: 'For suppose (<pepe enrelv) the distance of the sun from

the earth was double that of the moon, that of Venus triple and that of

Mercury quadruple, they assumed that for each of the others also there

was an arithmetical ratio, and that the movement of the cosmos was

harmonious/

(e) Abstractions as numbers

To the Pythagoreans everything was an embodiment of number.

They included what we should call abstractions like justice, mixture,

opportunity^ and this led them into all sorts of difficulties which cannot

1

Burnet, r. PJdl. i, 46; OCD, 587.
z
See Rep. 6i6E in Cornford*s translation and the notes thereto; also Cornford's Plato

9
3

Cosmology, 79:
*

Probably Plato intentionally left the meaning vague. He would not commit

himself to any estimates that had actually been made on very insufficient data.*

3 This is of course an inadequate translation of xcnpos, but its exact meaning makes no dif

ference here, and it may be allowed to stand as a more convenient term than, say,
*

the right time*.
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be said to have been counterbalanced by any advantages for the develop
ment of human thought. 'Unmethodical and capricious', said Zeller

severely, and one must agree with Mr Raven when he writes (P. and E.

57): 'It is true that for a certain type of mind this number-symbolism
has always had an attraction; but there is little to be learned, from the

Pythagorean addiction to it, of the scientific system with which to

judge from Aristotle's criticisms they somehow attempted to re

concile it/

It was indeed a scientific blind alley, and not worth lengthy treat

ment; but if the interest of a historian of philosophy is not simply in

the progress of scientific thought but in the human mind and its vagaries

(and this book is written on that assumption), it will be worth while

setting down some of the evidence and seeing what can be made of it.

. Aristotle refers to this practice at several places in the Metaphysics.

At 1093 a i he makes the general criticism that 'if everything must

partake in number, many things will turn out to be the same'. Since 4
is equated both with the tetrahedron and with justice, there seems to be

some substance in this objection, at least for a strictly rational mind.

At 985 b 29 he says that for the Pythagoreans 'such-and-such a disposi

tion ofnumbers was justice, another was soul and mind, another oppor

tunity and so on'. At ioy8b 21 he is discussing how far his predecessors

sought universal definitions: 'The Pythagoreans did in a few cases, the

formula ofwhich they linked with numbers, as when they asked what is

opportunity or justice or marriage/ The Magna Moralia (probably the

work of an early follower of Aristotle) states at nSiaii: 'Pythagoras
was the first to treat of virtue, but erroneously; in reducing the virtues

to numbers he made his researches irrelevant to their subject, for justice

is not a square number/ To return to the Metaphysics, at 99oai8
Aristotle has been criticizing the Pythagoreans by asking how numbers

can be the causes of things and events in the universe and at the same

time the constituents of the material cosmos. He then (1. 22) puts the

question differently: how can numbers be opinion, opportunity, etc.

and at the same time the substance of the material universe?

For the Pythagoreans, opinion and opportunity are located in a certain

quarter, and injustice, separation [perhaps
'

decision
*],

or mixture a little

above or below. But they demonstrate this by saying that each of these is a
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number, and there happens to be already in this area a multitude of magni
tudes so constructed (because these modifications of number belong to the

several regions).
1

Is, then, the number which one must suppose to constitute

each of these abstractions the same as the one which is in the physical uni

verse, or a different one?

This passage suggests that the difficulties of the Pythagoreans arose in

part from their inability to draw a clear distinction between abstract

and concrete: to Aristotle their language suggested that they allotted

the same number to (say) air and opinion without making it clear that

they existed on quite different ontological planes, and even spoke of

moral qualities as situated in space.

Aristotle has other matters to pursue, and wastes little time over what

was to him a manifest absurdity: but his commentator Alexander of

Aphrodisias gives a further glimpse into their minds. He also reveals

that the actual number to be assigned to a given quality was sometimes

a matter of dispute (in Met. 38 . 10 Hayduck) :

Because they assumed, as a defining property of justice, requital or equality,

and found this to exist in numbers, therefore they said that justice was the

first square number;
2
for in every kind the first instance of things having the

same formula had in their opinion the best right to the name. 3 This number

some said was 4, as being the first square, divisible into equal parts and in

every way equal, for it is twice 2. Others, however, said that it was 9, the

first square of an odd number, namely 3 multiplied by itself.

Opportunity,
4 on the other hand, they said was 7, because in nature the

times of fulfihnent with respect to birth and maturity go in sevens. Take

man for instance. He can be born after seven months,5 cuts his teeth after

1 *
Constructed* (ouvioTaplvcov) probably means constructed out of numbers like the abstrac

tions opinion, mixture, etc., and the reference -will be to the physical elements which were also

equated with numbers by way of the geometrical solids (pp. 266 fL, above; cf. Ross's com

mentary ad /be.).
~ C Aristotle, EN> U32b2i: 'Some think justice is simply requital, as the Pythagoreans

said i they defined justice simply as requital to another.*

Note that "r6 dvTraerrovdos (requital or reciprocity) was in use as a mathematical term meaning
*

reciprocally proportionate*, e^j. at EucL vi, de z and probL 14.

3 Cf. Aristotle, Metaph. 987322 cbpl^ovrd TE yap femriroAodoas, Kod irpclmp u-irdp^eiev 6 Xsx^S

Spos, TOUT* efooa ity oOaiccw TOU irpdynorros &6m3ov.
4 Or 'the fit and proper season*. For a criticism of this type of reasoning with respect to the

number 7 see Aristotle himself, Metaph* 1093 a 13 rL
5 Cf. the Pythagorean Hippon as cited by Censorinus, vn, 2 (DK, 38x16): Hippon Meta-

ponttnus a septtmo adclecimwn mensem nasa.posse aesttmavit; nam septtmopartum iam essematurum,

etc. The reckoning of human life in multiples of seven was a commonplace of Greek thought.

Cf. Solon, fir. 19 Diehl, Alcmaeon, Ai5 (DK), Hippocr. De HMom. 5 (ix, 436 Littre).
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another seven, reaches puberty about the end of his second period of seven

years and grows a beard at the third. Moreover they say that the sun

because (so he tells us)
1
it appears to be the cause ofthe seasons,

2
is situated in

the region of the number 7 which they identify with opportunity, that
is, it

occupies the seventh place among the ten bodies which move around the

central hearth Marriage they identified with 5, because it is the union of

male with female and according to them male is odd and female even,
3 and

the number 5 arises from the first even number (2) and the first odd number

(3) Mind and being they identified with the unit, for soul he [presumably

Pythagoras] classified with mind.

It becomes even more difficult to take this aberration of the Pytha

goreans seriously when we learn from other late authorities that besides

the numbers 4 and 9, mentioned by Alexander, 8, 5 and 3 were also

identified by some of them with justice. As to marriage, the Theolo-

gumena Arithmedcae gives its number as 3, Nicomachus as io.4

Cornford wrote (P. and P. 26):

These "resemblances' (o^oicbiaaroc) between things like Justice and the pro

perties of numbers explain why Aristotle sometimes says things represent

(ninaoOoci) numbers, rather than simply are numbers. A sensible body, as

we have seen, can be said to be the unit-atoms composing it; but ifa man says
that "Justice is a square number', he cannot mean that Justice is a plane figure

composed of four unit-points; obviously he means that the square figure is a

symbol which represents or embodies the nature of fairness, just as when an

honest man was called "four-square without reproach' no one imagined that

his figure really had four corners. The two modes of describing the relation

of things to numbers are perfectly compatible, being respectively appro

priate to different orders of "things'.

This, however, is probably to take an unwarrantably favourable view

of Pythagorean rationality. The explanation of the equation of justice

1
9n<rf, if correct, might just possibly mean 'Pythagoras says'. Much more probably it refers

to Aristotle, and is an indication that Alexander (as is in any case likely) is taking all this informa

tion from Aristotle's lost treatise on the Pythagoreans. Note the different tense of el-rre at 39 . 14
below.

2
Koipcov, i.e. the same word as is translated 'opportunity'. This is the reading of Asclepius

and Hayduck; Kocpmov MSS., Bonitz.
3 See the table of opposites, p. 245, above.
4 The correspondences alleged between numbers and physical bodies were scarcely less

capricious, ifwe allow any truth to the statement of [Alex.] in Met. 767 Hayduck that body in

general was equated with 210, fire with n, air with 13 and water with 9, and try to fit in these

statements with some of the Pythagorean doctrines already considered.
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with a square number by the notion of reciprocity or requital does

indeed show, if that were necessary., that the equivalence is in part

symbolic; but it does not account for the conception of justice as

extended in space. It is not even true that Aristotle uses the language of

resemblance rather than identity when speaking of the relationship of

these abstractions to numbers. More helpful at this point in elucidation

of the mode of thought of fifth-century Pythagoreans is a comparison
with the Love and Strife of Empedocles, which he conceived as sharing
the cosmic sphere with the four elements,

*

equal in length and breadth*

to them (fr. 17, 20), and capable of direct physical action. The alter

nation of language between
*

identity' and
c

resemblance* is rather to be

accounted for, as we have already seen, by an ambiguity inherent in the

Greek word 6^1010$, which in common usage corresponded both to
'

similar* and 'same'.1

Perhaps the most useful outcome of drawing attention to these

numerical fantasies is that it reveals how much specific Pythagorean

teaching lay behind the curiously mathematical approach to ethics

which we find in Plato. In the ethical discussion of the Gorgias,

where Socrates is upholding the ideals of justice and self-restraint

against the drive for power and personal gratification advocated by

Callicles, he adduces as an important part of his argument the following

(5070):

Wise men say that heaven and earth and gods and men alike are held together

by community, friendship, orderliness, self-control and justice, which is why
they call this universe a world-order (kosmos) not disorderliness or in

temperance. But I fear you ignore them, wise though you are yourself, and

fail to see the great power that is wielded among both gods and men by geo
metrical equality. Hence your defence of selfish aggrandisement: it arises

from your neglect of geometry.

Here, as on some other topics, the absurdity of Pythagoreanism is the

result of carrying to its logical extreme, within the limitations of con-

1
P. 230, above. Cf. F. H. Sandbach, quoted by Raven, P. andE. 57: the confusion between

the different types of proposition involved in the equation of, say, the moon and opinion with a

numberwould be facilitated by theuseoftheGreekword Spoios,
*"

theambiguityofwhichbetween

absolute and partial similarity** the senses, that is to say, of 6 ocOr6s or faos on the one hand and

npooxpepifc on the other *'is responsible for many fallacies and logical puzzles in Greek

thought ***.
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temporary thinking, a sound and fruitful idea, in this instance the value

of preserving a sense of proportion, in conduct as in artistic design or

elsewhere.

(3) The nature of the soul

To determine what the Pythagoreans believed about the nature of the

soul might seem to belong to the earlier section dealing with their

religious views and the relation of man to the cosmos. We can indeed

make use of much information already gained; but one problem in

particular remains which we were not in a position to tackle until we

had investigated the number-doctrine. Nor is it a bad thing to let the

wheel come full circle as a further reminder that in Pythagorean philo

sophy the religious and scientific sides cannot be considered in isolation

from each other without grave distortion of its outlook and aims.

We have seen (pp. 157, 186) that Pythagoras himself taught trans

migration, and may also be safely credited with the complex of ideas

with which transmigration is bound up: the doctrine that the human

soul is immortal, that it owes its immortality to its essential kinship

with the divine, universal soul, and that it may hope to return to its

divine source when purified. We may also quote Aristotle for the

Pythagorean belief in transmigration, although this is one of the rare

cases where he is not our earliest informant:

De An. 407b 20: 'All that these thinkers [Platonists and others] try to do

is to state the nature of the soul; of the body that is to receive it they add no

description, just as if it were possible, as in the Pythagorean stories, for any

soul to be clothed with any body.'
1

little earlier in the De Anima (4O4ai7) Aristotle attributes to

some Pythagoreans' the opinion that the motes in the air constitute

soul, whereas others said that it was 'that which moves them
5

. As with

primitive people in general, the phenomenon of apparent self-motion

immediately suggested to the early Greeks the presence of life, and so

the reason for this crude notion was no doubt what Aristotle goes on to

suggest: 'because the motes are always seen in motion, even when the

air is completely still: all who define soul as that which moves itself

show the same tendency'. The belief is mentioned by Aristotlem close

1 That this remark could have been made, as has been suggested, without reference to the

doctrine of transmigration is impossible.
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connexion with the similar doctrine of the atoniist Democritus, who,

however, used the motion of the motes as a simile. The motes were not

the soul-atoms soul-atoms were the smallest and finest of all, and

far below the level of perception but they must be assumed to be

like them and to have a similar motion, self-caused as that of the motes

appeared to be.

The first form of the Pythagorean view mentioned by Aristotle

sounds the more primitive, and the second a refinement on it in a

spiritual direction, though 'what moved them' was no doubt still

thought of in what we should call material terms as the air (which
indeed it is), identified vnth pneuma or the breath-soul. 1 y

Since we have no further information on'fEs view, little more can

be said about it. In either of its forms it fits in with the almost uni

versally-held belief, adopted by the Pythagoreans as by their near

relations the Orphics (Arist. De An. 4iob2y), that the soul was of the

nature of air or breathed in with the air;
2 and we have already seen

(p. 129, above) how this general belief could be pressed into service by
materialists and religious mystics alike. In itselfit does not seem to have

affected the question ofthe soul's immortality either oneway or the other.

Another doctrine mentioned by Aristotle, in his review of previous

theories, was that the soul is a harmonia. Although he does not here

mention the Pythagoreans, the word harmonia itself is sufficient

guarantee of its authorship.3 What Aristotle says is (De An. 407b 27):
c

There is yet another theory about the soul Its supporters say that

the soul is a kind of harmony, for harmony is a blend or composition

1 Dodds (Greeks and the Irrational^ 174) notes that die view of the soul as a tiny material"
1

particle has plenty of primitive parallels, and goes on to say that this is the persistent, 'occult*

soul and is
*

quite distinct from, the breath-soul which is the principle of life on the ordinary

empirical level*. As will appear later, the distinction which Dodds draws between the 'occult*

and the 'empirical* soul is true and important; but it is difficult to understand why the view at

present under discussion should refer to the occult one.
a
Cf. the closely related opinionof'someofthe Pythagoreans* that

*some animals are nourished

by smells* (Arist. De Sensu, 445316).
5 In fairness one must quote the opinion of Cherniss (ACPy 323, n. i), to which others would

probably assent: 'Aristotle never suggests that the doctrine was Pythagorean; it was most prob

ably a late remterpretation of some Pythagorean doctrine of the soul as number worked out by
physicians or musicologists. . .in the late fifth or early fourth century and not ascribed to the

Pythagoreans until even later/ J. Tate (CR, 193^ 2-3) thought it belonged to no philosophical
school but was simply a widespread and popular view, that of 'anyone and everyone who
that the soul begins and ends with the organic union of the bodily parts'.
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of contraries, and the body is compounded out of contraries/ In the

course of criticizing this viewhe makes the interesting point that it might
mean one of two things (both of which he himself thinks absurd) :

Further, in using the word
*

harmony' we have one of two cases in mind;
the most proper sense is in relation to spatial magnitudes which have motion

and position, where harmony means the disposition and cohesion of their

parts in such a manner as to prevent the introduction into the whole of

anything homogeneous with it, and the secondary sense, derived from the

former, is that inwhich it means the ratio between the constituents so blended. 1

In another brief reference to the view he again distinguishes between

two forms in which it was held {Pol. i34ob 18) :

*

There seems to be in

us a sort of affinity to musical modes and rhythms, which makes many
philosophers say that the soul is a harmonia, others that it possesses

harmonia' That the soul should be a harmonia seems a very natural

belief for the Pythagoreans; indeed one can scarcely suppose that they
viewed it otherwise, and it would cause no misgivings were it not for

the use to which it is put by Plato in the Phaedo. There the doctrine

that the soul is a harmonia is used as an argument that it cannot be

immortal but must perish with the body. That is the problem that we
have to face.

Ifwe leave the Phaedo aside for the moment, everything fits happily

together. The ultimate elements of everything are numbers, and the

whole cosmos owes its character as something perfect, divine and

permanent to the fact that the numbers of which it is made up are

combined in the best possible manner according to the rules of mathe

matical proportion as Pythagoras's studies had revealed them. In short

the cosmos owes all these desirable qualities to the fact that it is a

harmonia, and this harmonia is therefore found above all in the majestic
movements on a cosmic scale of the sun, moon, planets and fixed stars.

The heavens do not declare the glory of God, they are the glory of

God; for the cosmos is a living god, welded into a single divine unity

by the marvellous power of mathematical and musical harmony.
Ifthen our individual souls are essentially of the same nature, though

separated by impurity in our incarnate state, then surely our identity

1

40835 (Oxford translation).
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with the divine must consist essentially of numbers in harmony, and

in so far as we are still in need of the purification ofphilosophy it must

be right to call the element of impurity, in other terms, an element of

discord, a jarring note caused by a flaw in the numerical order of our

souls or, to put it in yet another Pythagorean way, an element of the

Unlimited as yet unsubdued by the good principle of Limit.

This is genuine Pythagorean doctrine. Now let us see what is said

in the Phaedo (86s, trans. Hackforth):

(Simmias speaks): And in point of fact I fancy that you yourself are well

aware, Socrates, that we mostly hold a view of this sort about the soul: we

regard the body as held together in a state of tension by the hot, the cold, the

dry and the moist, and so forth, and the soul as the blending or attunement

[fiarmonia] of these in the right and due proportion. Now if the soul really

is a kind of attunement, plainly when our body is unduly relaxed or tau

tened by sickness or some other trouble, the soul, for all its divine nature, is

bound forthwith to be destroyed, just as much as any other attunement or

adjustment in musical notes, for instance, or in a craftsman's product;
whereas the bodily remains will last for a considerable time, until they are

burned or rot away. So see what answer you can find for us to this argu

ment, which insists that the soul, being a blending ofthe bodily constituents,

is the first thing to perish in what is called death.

There are many opinions about this passage, and it is no doubt impos
sible to bring irrefutable proofs of any one of them; but one may try

to give a probable account, and indicate the arguments in its favour.

What is difficult to believe without irrefutable proof, knowing what we

do about Pythagoras and the general conservatism of his followers in

religious matters, is that any who claimed him as master were prepared

to say that the soul was mortal.

As a refutation ofimmortality the soul-harmony was put forward by

Simmias, a Theban who was said at the beginning of the dialogue to

have listened to Philolaus when he was in Thebes. Burnet therefore

thought that it must reproduce the teaching of Philolaus.1

Against

1
EGP, 295, Gr. Phil, i, 92f. Wilamowitz (Platan, n, 90) was also inclined to think that

Philolaus denied the immortality of the soul on the ground that it was an attunement of the

bodily parts, though he could not quite make up his mind. For Comford, on the other hand,

'there is no doubt that Philolaus held both that the soul is, in some sense, a harmony and that it is

immortal* (CQ, 1922, 146). *It is probable', he thought, 'that the objection was first raised by
Plato/
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this one may make two points. In the first place, Simmias and Cebes

do not seem to have been very assiduous or understanding disciples.

Earlier in the dialogue Socrates has expressed surprise that they are not

familiar with the idea that suicide is contrary to religion, since it was

something taught by Philolaus. Have they not heard it from him?

(61 D.)
*

Nothing at all clear', says Cebes; and a moment later,
'

Yes, to

answer your question, I have heard, both from Philolaus and from

others, that one ought not to do this; but no one has ever made it

clear to me.
5

Secondly, these views on suicide, which are expressly

attributed to Philolaus, are said by Socrates to depend on the idea

contained in a 'secret doctrine' (drroppriTos A6yo$) that we are put into

the world by the gods and looked after by them; that therefore we
must not leave it until they give the word; but that when they do permit

it, death is comparable to a release from bondage or imprisonment. It is

hardly likely that these are the beliefs of a man who believed that the

soul was immediately dissolved at death.

We may note also the attitude to Simmias's objection of Echecrates,

a Pythagorean from Phlius and pupil of Philolaus1 to whom Phaedo

is relating this conversation of the day of Socrates's death. It is one of

great uneasiness (880):

"This doctrine that the soul is a kind of attunement of us has always had and

now has a strong hold upon me, and when you uttered it I was, as it were,
reminded that I too had believed in it. And now, as if I were starling from

the beginning again, I am terribly in need of another argument to persuade

vme that the souls of the dead do not die with them.*

Here is a Pythagorean who is attracted (as what Pythagorean could

fail to be?) by the idea that the soul is an attunement, yet believes in its

immortality and wishes to be reassured by other considerations that

this one is (as presumably he has hitherto regarded it) not fatal to his

belief.

As to the position of Philolaus himself, we know from the Phaedo

that he forbade suicide, and why should he do this if not for the

characteristically Orphico-Pythagorean reasons which follow in the

1

Phaedo, 57A, Aristoxenus, fr. 19 Wehrli (ap. D.L. vin, 46).
The translation is that of A. Cameron, Pythagorean Background*, 45 f. His remarks on this

question are worth reading.
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dialogue?
1 The value of our other evidence is diminished by its late

date, but for what it is worth we have the following:

(a) Clem. Alex. Strom, in, 17 (DK, 443 14) :

* The words of Philolaus are

also worth quoting. This Pythagorean says: "The ancient theological

writers and prophets also bear witness that the soul is yoked to the body as a

punishment, and buried in it as in a tomb."*

(&) Claudianus Mamertus (Christian writer offifth century AJX), De Statu^

Animae, n, 3, ed. A. Engelbrecht, 1885, p. 105 (DK,44 B 22) :
*
Before deciding i

on the substance of the soul, he [Philolaus] discourses marvellously on^

measures, weights and numbers in conjunction with geometry, music and

arithmetic, proving that the whole universe owes its existence to these . . *

(p. 120). Concerning the human soul he says this:
2
the soul is set in the bod^

by means ofnumber and an immortal and incorporeal harmony. And a littld

later: the soul loves the body, because without it it can make no use of the

senses. But when separated from it by death, it leads a disembodied life iiy

the world/

(c) Macrobius, Somn. Scip. i, 14, 19 (DK, 44^23): 'Pythagoras and

Philolaus called the soul a harmony.*

The doctrines attributed to Philolaus in Clement are paralleled in

detail not only in the Phaedo but also elsewhere in Plato, where we find

references to incarnation as a punishment and to the body as both a

prison and a tomb (Gorg. 493 A, Crat. 4000). In the Cratylus these

notions are ascribed to
6

Orpheus and his followers*, that is, to "ancient

theologoi* as by Philolaus. In view of all this we may agree with

Nestle (ZN, 442) that the coincidence with the Phaedo affords no

ground for regarding the quotation from Philolaus, at least in sub

stance, as a forgery.3 Similarly the passage from Claudianus Mamertus,

in spite of its traces of later Greek terminology in Latin dress,
4 contains

1 61 E, 62B. *No ancient author who wrote about Philolaus ever questioned his attachment to

the religious background of his order' (Cameron, Pyth~ Background^ 45). One can do no more

than state what seems sensible and then in honesty report the fact that other scholars can disagree.

Thus Hadsforth (Plato s Phaeclo, 35, n. 3); 'It would be unsafe to deduce from this ou&u CTO^S

(cf. 61 A 8) anything as to PhilolauVs religious views.*
3 The word 'humana* is accidentally omitted by DK.
3 Wilamowitz (Platen, n, 90) was more suspicious, mistrusting lie word Ko0<5nrrp as he may

well have been right to do. But his view is coloured by the belief that the doctrine of ywtf\-

dpytovte attributed to Philolaus byMacrobius is necessarilyinconsistent with beliefin immortality.

Since, however, Macrobius assigns it at the same time to Pythagoras, this is obviously not so.

4 F. Bomer has discussed this passage in detail in Der latein. Neuplat. u. Neupythagoreismus^

143 54 where references to many other modem opinions will be found. Bomer, however, who

regards the doctrines here ascribed to PhiJbkus as Neopythagorean, goes astray in several places,
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no doctrine that cannot be paralleled in pre-Aristotelian Pythagorean-
ism. Its chief fault is that it is fragmentary and leaves serious gaps.

Points to note are that according to this account Philolaus elaborated

his cosmology, with its demonstration that everything in the world is

dependent on number, before approaching psychology. He then

showed that the soul is no exception, but even when incarnate is

organized according to number and to an attunement which is immortal

and incorporeal. That the soul in this life loves or clings to the body,
seduced by sensual gratification, is something that we learn also in the

more Pythagorean parts of Plato's dialogues. One thinks in particular

of the soul in the Phaedo (8 IB) which 'has always associated with the

body and tended it, filled with its lusts and so bewitched by its passions

and pleasures as to think nothing real save what is bodily, what can be

touched and seen and eaten and made to serve sexual enjoyment'.

Death, we are told finally, is not extinction of the soul. It lives on in a

disembodied state 'in the world' (in mundo), that is, until its next

incarnation. The soul in question here is not the fully purified one,

but the soul that has loved the body, of whom Plato says that it is

compelled to wander about the visible world until once more fettered

to a body (Phaedo, SID).

Of the brief statement in Macrobius all that need be said is that since

he couples the name of Philolaus with that of Pythagoras, this Neo-

platonist evidently did not think the doctrine of soul as harmony to be

incompatible with belief in its immortality. Putting together our

scattered evidence from Plato onwards, it seems that Philolaus was a

true follower of Pythagoras in holding that the soul was both a

harmonia or attunement (as was everything else of real worth in the

^world) and also immortal. 1

particularly in his interpretation of the clause 'diligitur corpus ab anima' and the words 'in

mundo*. As to the terminology, Claudian doubtless chose the words *de mensuris ponderibus et

numeris* for their correspondence with the words of scripture to which he compares them:
*Mensura pondere et numero omnia disposuisti.' (See Wisdom ofSolomon xi. 20.) But this casts

no doubt on the obvious truth that Philolaus, like any true Pythagorean, did explain the cosmos

by number and measure. Again, the word 'incorporalem* (doxbuorov) would probably not have
been used by Philolaus himself, but describes well enough the kind of harmonia that he must
have had in mind. H. Gomperz in Hermes^ 1932, 1 56 does indeed defend the fragment, dacbuccrov

and all, but is criticized by Bomer, 153.
1

It may be true that the best authenticated of Philolaus's views are those contained in the

papyrus which records extracts from Menon's history of medicine. But the argument which
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What then of the argument brought forward by Simmias? The view

of the soul which he propounds, hoping to have it refuted by Socrates,

has been generally recognized to have a strong affinity with the theories

of the medical writers of Magna Graecia, and in particular with the

chief of them, Alcmaeon of Croton. With Simmias's language may be

compared Alcmaeon, fr. 4 (Aet. v, 30, i):

Alcmaeon said that what preserves health is the equilibrium of the powers

wet, dry, cold, hot, sweet and so forth whereas the unchecked rule of any
one ofthem engenders disease: the rule ofa single contrary is destructive. . . .

Health is a balanced (ovwisrpov) mixture of opposites.

So far as it concerns the causes of health and disease, Alcmaeon and

Simmias are clearly describing the same theory; yet Alcmaeon does not

go on to identify the equilibrium or balanced mixture of the opposites

with the soul, nor argue that as the one can be destroyed so can the

other. In spite of his views on health and disease, he believed the soul

to be immortal. So Aristotle, De An. 405 a29 (see DK, 24A 12 for this

and supporting passages from Cicero, Clement and Aetius) :

* He says

that the soul is immortal because it resembles the immortal beings in

that it is always in motion; for all the divine bodies likewise are in

continuous and unceasing motion the moon, sun, stars and the whole

heaven.' 1

Empedocles in Sicily held similar physiological views. In him for the

first time the ancient 'opposites' were given more concrete form as the

four imperishable 'root-substances' earth, water, air and fire, and he

defined each separate organic substance in terms of a mixture of these

in a certain ratio (fr. 96, Arist. De An. 4o8ai8ff.). At the same time,

in obedience to the principle that
'

j&gjs kngwHi^dike,'. he taught that

the soul, at least in its empirical aspect as that with which we perceive

the world around us, was composed ofthe material elements themselves

Nestle based on this feet is absurd: *Der echte Pinlolaos liegt in den neuerdings bekannt ge-

wordenen Auszugen aus seinen medizmischen Schriften in Menon's lotrika* Darnach war

Philolaos werdger Ptdlas&ph als AT&, und zwar gefaorte er zur Krotoniatischen Artztschule'

(ZN, 437: my italics). If nothing of Aristotle had been preserved save part of the Poetics in

another man's history ofliterature and a few fragments on other subjects of doubtful authenticity,

it would have been as reasonable to argue that he had been *not so much a philosopher as a

literary critic*. We know at least enough about Philolaus from other sources to save us from this

mistake.
1 Alcmaeon must of course be more fully treated later. See pp. 341 T., below.
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(fr. 109, De An. 404!) 11). In his criticism of the soul-as-attunement

theory (4o8ai8ff.), Aristotle succeeds only too well in his attempt to

make Empedocles appear illogical and confused, and we have not the

relevant parts ofhis poem as a check; but he does seem to have described

the soul as a particular tension or equilibrium of the bodily parts and

also said something which might be construed as meaning that it

vanished when this balance was upset. Aetius too (v, 25, 4, DK,
3IA85) says that according to Empedocles death is caused by the

coming apart of the elements of which man is a composition,
e

so that

to this extent (xorra TOUTO) death is common to body and soul'.

In spite of all this Empedocles, deeply imbued as he was with the

general Italian tradition, wrote a religious poem whose theme was the

immortality, transmigration and ultimate apotheosis of the human soul.

He therefore affords an interesting parallel to Alcmaeon, although the

question of how, if at all, he reconciled the two sides of his doctrine

must be left until later.
1 Burnet himself regards the soul-as-attunement

theory as evidence that the Pythagoreanism of the end of the fifth

century was an adaptation of older doctrine to the new principles

introduced by Empedocles.
The problem is certainly difficult, and it can hardly be wrong to

detect here a certain tension existing within the school. Scattered as

they were by the fifth century in Italy, Sicily and Greece, the Pytha

goreans did not all develop the doctrine of their master along identical

lines. For medical men, such as Alcmaeon was,* the body and its states

tended naturally and rightly to occupy the centre of the field. Their

aim was to combat disease and produce health in particular bodies, and

they tend to be impatient with the more metaphysical pronouncements
of philosophers. Their business was with the physical opposites of

which the body was composed, for their practice was founded on the

belief surely a Pythagorean one that health depended on a due and

rightly proportioned mixture of these opposites in the body hot and

cold, wet and dry, bitter and sweet and others. Inevitably they would
be led to the belief that physical life at any rate depended on these

1

See, however, Kahn in ArcLf. Gesch. d. Phttos. 1960, 3-35, especially 28, n. 70.
2 Of course, like any serious thinker of his time, he was more than this, but we may perhaps

say with Diogenes Laertius (vin, 83) T& irAeiord ye lorrpiK& Xeyet, Sucos 5 xod 9VCTioAoygr gviore.
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things, and could not outlast the dissolution of the attunement between

the physical elements ofthe body. And the identification of'psyche, with

the physical life was deeply rooted in the Greek mind, so that the

temptation lay close at hand to say that thepsycke could not outlive the

dissolution ofthe body. Dicaearchus the pupil ofAristotle,who though
not a Pythagorean himselfwas the friend ofPythagoreans and acquainted
with their teaching, went the whole way and called the soul explicitly

'an attunement of the four elements*. It could not therefore exist in

separation from the body, for it had no substance of its own but was

simply a way of describing a characteristic of the body (namely life, or

the power to act and feel) when constituted in a certain way.
1

It is

legitimate to suppose that this was something that could gnaw at the

mind of a Simmias, even though he was the disciple of a Pythagorean

teacher, but it does not follow that it represented the full depth of true

Pythagorean teaching. What that was I have already stated, but lest it

be thought to be merely a personal opinion I should like to quote other

authorities. Cornford wrote:

As Zeller points out, it is only Plato (in the Phaedo} and Aristotle (who, at

De An. A, iv, is clearly thinking of the Phaedo and is moreover assuming his

own doctrine of the synthesis of simple bodies in compounds, Hicks ad loc.}

who speak of the soui-karmony as a harmony ofthe bodily opposites. We are

nowhere told that the Pythagoreans so defined it, and it is this definition that

entails the inconsistency with immortality. Zeller accordingly infers that

Philolaus cannot have meant a harmony of bodily opposites, but more prob

ably the view attributed to him by Claudianus Mamertus, that the soul is

connected with the body by means of number and harmony*

Not the mortality but the immortality ofthe soul depended on its being
a harmony, but a harmony in the sense in which the cosmos was a

harmony. That is, a harmony not ultimately of physical opposites but

of numbers. Not that the Pythagoreans in the fifth century drew a

clear distinction between the material and the non-material. We have

already seen that they were not in a position to do so. But there were

degrees in these matters. Numbers were nearer to the ultimate, and

therefore to the divine, than physical opposites like hot and cold.

1
See Dkaearchus, frr. 7-12 Wehrli.

& Cf. ZN, 553.
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It is a general principle of early Greek thought, common to both the

Ionian and the Italian traditions, that the primary nature, the arche of

things, stands in the same relation to the world of experience as soul

does to body.
1 And in the Pythagorean system the primary nature is

not the physical opposites or a more primitive form of body like the

air of Anaximenes: it is number. We may compare Plato's description

of the world-soul in the Timaeus, which certainly has a Pythagorean

foundation. It is described as 'invisible and having part in harmonia

and reason' G6E), and is constructed according to the numerical

intervals of a musical scale based on one form of the Pythagorean

tetractys. At the same time its priority and superiority to the

body of the cosmos are emphasized in every way (cf. 346-0). As

Taylor said (Comm. on Tim. 136),
'

the cosmic soul is not (as it would be

according to the formula of those Pythagoreans who are refuted in the

Phaedo) a harmonia of the corresponding body, but, being wise and

good, it of course exhibits a harmonia in its own structure, has music in

itself'.

That the soul was for the Pythagoreans a state or arrangement of

numbers is what Aristotle says in the Metaphysics. After explaining

that they were the first to make considerable advances in mathematics,

and as a result became absorbed in the subject and assumed that mathe

matical principles underlay everything, he continues (98 5 b 26):

Numbers are the simplest of these, and it was in them that they thought they

saw resemblances to the things that are and come to be, rather than in fire

and earth and water. Thus such-and-such a disposition ofnumbers is justice,

and another is soul and mind

On this view the soul is a harmony of its own parts, not of the parts of

the body, just as music is a harmony of the numbers i, 2, 3 and 4, and

not ofthe frame and strings ofthe lyre; so that Simmias's analogy, even

if some Pythagoreans were taken in and disturbed by it, was in fact by

genuine Pythagorean reasoning a false one. In Pythagoras's experi

ment, perhaps, the numbers i, 2, 3 and 4 happened to be embodied in,

or represented by, strings ofvarying lengths; but this is accidental, as is

shown by the fact that they may just as well be represented by columns

1
See under Anaximenes, pp. i28ff., above.
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of air passing through a pipe which is stopped at various intervals. The

genius of Pythagoras, even though he could not have so expressed it in

words, lay in his concentration on the formal element as real and

permanent, and dismissal of the physical and individual as accidental.^

We are ofcourse approaching Plato's view of the soul as he expounds
it in the Republic, and can see how much he owed to his Pythagorean
friends. There (43 iff.) the virtue of 'temperance' (sophrosyne) is said

to be the virtue ofthe soul as a whole, the result ofthe smooth working

together of all its parts. But Plato speaks in Pythagorean language of it

*

singing together through the whole octave', and calls sophrosyne

straight out a harmonia. The man who possesses it is 'well-tuned'*

(f)pno<nivo$; note that this has nothing to do with his state of health),

and it is achieved 'by bringing three parts into accord, just like the

three fixed intervals in the scale highest, lowest and middle' 1 that is,

as a musical harmony is achieved. In the case of the soul, the three

parts that have to be brought into accord are of course reasoi^assfon

(6up6$) and desire. The soul is a harmorda^ but not a harmorda ofbodily

parts or physical opposites. Neither therefore does its well-being (arete)

consist in bodily health. Its parts are psychical faculties like desire,

courage and intellect, and its arete is a moral virtue, temperance. For

the physicalpsyche^ if I may use that term to connote mere animal life,

euharmostia of the bodily parts results in health, anharmostia in disease

or death. But for the divine and irra&OTtalpsyche which it was the object

of the Pythagorean to cherish and purify, euharmostia was of its own

parts and resulted in moral virtue, anharmostia in vice. This, one may
suggest, has the true Pythagorean flavour. It will not be forgotten

that for the Pythagoreans moral virtues too, like justice, were equated

with numbers, so that this conclusion is not inconsistent with believing

that it is numbers of which the soul is a harmorda.

Were there then for these people two kinds of soul? There are good

grounds for supposing that there were, and that in this they were only

adapting to their own purposes a widespread primitive belief. The \

1 To appreciate the full Pythagorean, musical flavour of the language it must be read in Greek:

431 E rrtiKco$ ItKrursuopeScc &pm &S dppoviqc -nvl i\ o-ocxppoaOvri <&iioCcoTcci. , .432A 81* 6Ai)s &re)(v&S

T^Tcrrai 5ia -iraercdv irapexoulvn auv$8avra$ TO^S TE <5n6Verrorrou$ TaOr6v xai ToO$ icrxypordrovs Kcd

TOUS piaaus. . .&OTE dpdorocr* ay 9capev KCCT& <p6atv oupipoovlcxi;. 4430 auvapiJL6cravTcc Tploc 5vra,

ccKJTTEp 5pov$ Tpefs crevices drrexv&S, vedrns TE Kad Cnrdnis
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existence of such a belief has long been recognized. R. Ganszyniec in

1920 characterized the two souls of early Greek thought as (a) breath-

soul OlAtyVj) and () image- or shadow-soul (eiScoAov), and quoted

parallels from Africa. 1 The breath-soul he also called the
*

life-soul'.

The duality comes out very clearly in Empedocles, and a comparison

with this Italian philosopher of the first half of the fifth century should

throw some light and excuse a brief anticipatory summary at this point.

So far as the empirical world was concerned, Empedocles was a

thorough materialist, even extending this outlook to the psychic

functions of sensation and thought. Aristotle (De An. 427 a21) says

that he looked on sensation and thought as the same and both alike as

corporeal, and this is borne out by the remains of Empedocles
3

s own

writings (frr. 105, 109). None the less he believed in a divine self alien

to the body which he calls notpsyche but daimon an exile from the

gods to whom it longs to return (fr. 115). For its release knowledge is

necessary, but not the knowledge of the empirical part of us, whose

objects, like its foundation, are physical, confined to the lower parts of

the cosmos. But 'blessed is the man who has gained the riches of

divine wisdom' (fr. 132). Like is known by like, so to know the divine

is to become divine, and the divine is not something which we perceive

with any of the bodily senses (fr. 133). Evidently we have other means

of attaining knowledge, means more like those described by Socrates

in the Phaedo when he speaks of the soul of the philosopher seeking the

truth 'all by itself
5

, leaving the body behind.

The facility by which we do this is not the psyche in the earlier and

popular sense of mere animal life. It can be called a daimon, and there

was much earlier lore about daimones, on which Pythagoras and

Empedocles could build. Sometimes the word is used interchangeably

with tkeos^ god. Where there is a distinction, as in Plato's Symposium^

dcdmones are a race of intermediate beings dwelling in the elements

between heaven and earth (compare Empedocles, fr. 115). Hesiod

knows of how they go up and down over the earth clad in mist or

darkness (i.e. invisible), and he says they are the souls of the men of the

Golden Race. It is evidently this part of us which in stories of strange

1 Arch. Gesch. d. Natunvzss. u. d. Tecfmik, ix, 13 ff. He refers to Ankermanr^ Totenkult u.

Seelenglaube lei afrikanischen Volkern^ Zeitschr.f. EthnoL 1918, 89-153.
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seers like Abaris, Epimenides and Hermotimus could leave the body

temporarily in search of divine knowledge. It is the image of life or

time (or whatever cdcovos eiSooAov may mean) of which Pindar speaks

when he says the body of every man goes the way of death,
c

but there

is yet left alive this image, for it alone is from the gods. It sleeps when

the limbs are active, but to men asleep it reveals in many a dream the

pleasant or painful issue of things to come/1

Two different notions of soul, then, existed in contemporary belief,

the psyche which 'vanished like smoke
5

at death, and which medical

writers (including no doubt some" sceptical and therefore heretical

Pythagoreans) rationalized into a harmoma of the physical opposites

that made up the body; and the more mysterious daimon in man,

immortal, suffering transmigration through many bodies, but in its

pure essence divine. This too could be called psyche^ as it was by
Plato. Both survived side by side in the general current of religious^

thought, and both also survived in the curious combination of mathe/
matical philosophy and religious mysticism which made up Pytha-

goreanism.

E. INDIVIDUAL PYTHAGOREANS

After Pythagoras himself the history of Pythagoreanism is, for us, to

a large extent anonymous. For this reason it has seemed best to treat it

generally, although certain individuals Philolaus in particular, also

Hippasus, Eurytus, Hicetas have found a place in the exposition.

Others are shadowy figures, little more than names, like Cercops and

Brontinus (or Brotinus) who were said to have written poems in the

Orphic corpus, Paron the Pythagorean who called time 'stupid'

because it makes us forget (Arisk Phys. 2,22b 18), or Xuthus, ofwhom
Aristotle reports (Phys* 216b 24) that in his opinion there must be

void to allow of compression, without which either there could be no

motion or 'the universe would heave like a wave*. Simplicius in his

comment says that this Xuthus was a Pythagorean.

Some, however, whether already mentioned or not, deserve a closer

look, which has been reserved for this section.

1
Pindar, fir, 131 Schroeder, 116 Bowra. C the language of HIppocr. De Victu^ iv, init*

(vi, 640 Littre), which may, however, be later than the middle of the fourth century (Kirk,
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(i) Hippasus

What we have already seen of Hippasus of Metapontum suggests that

as a Pythagorean he was something of a rebel. There were the stories

of his punishment for revealing mathematical secrets (pp. 149 and 268,

above), and the allegation by one of the two divergent types of

Pythagorean that the other owed its origin not to Pythagoras himself

but to Hippasus (p. 192). There are other indications that he over

lapped the lifetime of Pythagoras and was by no means a docile pupil.

In the events leading up to the democratic conspiracy of Cylon and

Ninon (pp. 178 f.) he is mentioned as having, with others, urged the

adoption of democratic measures at variance with the oligarchic policy

ofthe school. Again, to stir up popular feeling against the Pythagoreans

Ninon is said to have read from a pretended
*

sacred logos
9

ofPythagoras

which proved them to be the enemies of the popular cause.1
It is

significant of Hippasus's reputation that in later times a similar forgery,

from similar motives, was attributed to him, probably by transference

from the story of the conspiracy with which he evidently had some

sympathy: a tradition going back to Sotion's Successions (c. 200 B.C.)

says that the 'Mystical Logos' of Pythagoras was really written by

Hippasus to defame him (D.L. vm, 7).

His adoption of fire as first principle led to a story that Heraclitus

had been his pupil (Suda, DK, 18, ia). Such assumptions of a master-

pupil relationship have no historical value, but the fact that it is put

this way round indicates at least a traditional date for Hippasus which

is compatible with his having been a personal rival of Pythagoras.

Whatever be the truth about the authorship of the
'

Mystical Logos',

Demetrius of Magnesia in the first century B.C. says that Hippasus left

no writings (D.L. vin, 84, DK, 18, i), so presumably none existed in

Hellenistic times. The teaching traditionally attributed to him supports

the belief that he did not simply follow an orthodox Pythagorean line,

since from Aristotle onwards (Metaph. <)%4*i) he is regularly coupled

with Heraclitus as a proponent of the doctrine that the arche is fire.

Theophrastus (op. SimpL, DK, 18, 7) enlarged on this by saying in

addition that both men held the universe to be unique and finite, and

1 Iambi V.P. 257 (DK, 18, 5), 260. Cf. Minar, Early Pyth. Pol 568.
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both produced existing things out of fire by condensation and rare

faction and resolved them into fire again. Since this standard Peri

patetic description of a monistic cosmogony misrepresents Heraclitus

(pp. 455ff. ? below), we cannot well trust it for Hippasus, but must

content ourselves with the knowledge that he gave the primacy to fire:

but seeing that for all his independence of mind he is regularly agreed
to have remained a Pythagorean, it may be supposed that he meditated

on the creative power residing in the original fiery unit, and the divine

status assigned by the Pythagoreans to the fire still burning at the centre,1

The doctrines of Hippasus and Heraclitus seem to have been much
confused in later ages. We are told by Diogenes that Hippasus said the

cosmos completed its changes in a limited time. The same phrase occurs

in Simplicius's version of Theophrastus, where however the words
c

by some necessity of fate' are added and it appears to be referred to

Heraclitus and connected with his saying that
*

everything is an exchange
for fire*.

3 Now as an interpretation of Heraclitus's notion of 'exchange
5

the statement is inappropriate. It does, however, describe very well the

Pythagorean doctrine ofthe cyclical repetition ofhistory (p. 28 1, above),

and so was probably intended by Theophrastus to refer to Hippasus.
Later authorities also claim to impart Hippasus

5

s teaching about the

soul, but their information even if trustworthy (which is doubtful)

contains nothing original. Naturally he is coupled with Heraclitus as

teaching that the soul was ofa fiery nature, but being a Pythagorean he

also thought of it as a number. Claudianus Mamertus also ascribes to

him the ideas that one would expect from a Pythagorean: he said that

soul and body were very different things, that soul is active when the

body is inactive and alive when it is dead.3

Other information about Hippasus concerns discoveries in music,

1
Pp. :z8i, 288, above. Clement explicitly says that Hippasus and Heraclitus (coupled as usual)

believed fire to be god. His authority is usually considered dubious, but to name something as

the arche was in Hippasus's time (and particularly for a Pythagorean) itself tantamount to belief

in its divinity. And in this case the statement is correct for Heraclitus, whose X6yos irup was

certainly a divine principle.
a DJL vin, 84, DK, 18, i &pri 51 xpovov <jbpiopvov ^vm Tfft -rotf Kooyou psraoAfj$. C Theophr.

ap. SimpL Phys. 24.4 (DK, 22A 5, continuation of DK, 18, 7 already quoted).
3
Clement, Aetius and Claudianus Mamertus. See DK, 18, 8-10. DK. say that the passage of

Claudianus Mamertus is from a Neopythagorean forgery, but even if so, it contains no doctrine

that could not be paralleled in the fifth century B.C. With corpora torpente viget cf. Pindar, fr.

131 Schroeder (p. 319, above).
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Rivalry with Pythagoras is again suggested by a story of Aristoxenus

(fr. 90 Wehrli, DK, 18, 12) that he produced the concordant intervals

by striking four bronze discs whose thicknesses were in the proportions

4:3, 3:2, and 2:1. (Compare the story of Pythagoras in the black

smith's shop, p. 223, above.) lamblichus (DK, ig, 15) says that

Pythagoras and the mathematicians of his time recognized the arith

metical, geometrical, and harmonic means, but called the last-named

kypenantiai it was Archytas and Hippasus who re-named it harmonic.

There is no suggestion in the passage that Hippasus was a contemporary
of Archytas.

(2) Petron

All that we know of Petron is that he said there were 183 worlds

arranged in a triangle.This is a striking enough statement, and might
be of great interest if we knew anything of the arguments or evidence

on which he based it: but we do not. We do not even know that he was

a Pythagorean; in fact the main object in giving space to him must be

destructive rather than constructive.

Our sole authority is Plutarch in the treatise De Defectu Oraculorum.

At 422B one of the speakers in the dialogue tells how he met in the

neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf a mysterious stranger, not a Greek,
who was a kind of desert prophet. This man told him, together with

a great deal of mythology about the gods, that there are 183 worlds

(kosmoi) arranged in the form of a triangle. Each side of the triangle

has 60 worlds and the remaining three are placed at the corners. They
are in contact with one another and revolve steadily as in a dance. To
this another of the company retorts that the stranger was a fraud, a

pilferer of other men's thoughts and obviously a Greek well versed in

the literature of his country.

The number of his worlds convicts him, for it is not Egyptian or Indian but

Dorian from Sicily, in fact the theory ofa man ofHimera called Petron. I have

not actually read his book, nor do I even know if it is still preserved. But

Hippys of Rhegium, mentioned by Phanias of Eresus, says that this opinion
and account are Petron's, namely that there are 183 worlds in contact with

one another according to element though what is meant by being *in

contact according to element' he does not explain further, nor does he add

anything else to make it more plausible (4220, DK, 16).
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On the strength of this sole passage Burnet described Petron as 'one

of the earliest Pythagoreans' and 'much older than the atomists'. 1 That

he was a Pythagorean may perhaps be conjectured from the mathe

matical character of his highly individual theory, and his Sicilian origin

would be in keeping. The early dating depends on accepting a guess of

Wilamowitz (in Hermes, 1 884, 444) that when Plutarch mentions Hippys
of Rhegium he means Hippasus of Metapontum, because both Petron

and Hippasus were Pythagoreans. On this one cannot do better than

quote Cornford (CQ, 1934, i4f-):

Against this conjecture there is the evidence of Demetrius Magnes
2
(D.L.

vin, 84) that Hippasos left nothing in writing. Further, Jakoby (s.v. Hippys
of Rhegium, PW, vui, 1929) points out that, if Plutarch or Phanias did not

mean Hippys, it is more likely that he meant Hipparchides of Rhegium

(Iambi. Fit. PytL 267), who has at least the advantage over Hippasos of

coming from Rhegium. I cannot myself see why Phanias, who may have

lived far on into the third century, should not have quoted Hippys (whom
Jakoby places in the first half of that century), or why Hippys should not

have mentioned Petron's eccentric view. It was not unusual for historians to

refer to cosmological speculations. There is no better evidence than this for

ranking Petron among the 'earliest Pythagoreans'. He may have been a

contemporary of Leucippus or Democritus or Plato.

(3) Ecphantus

The very existence of this philosopher has had to be defended. Voss in

1896, followed by Tannery in 1897 and later, put forward a theory that

he and Hicetas (no. 4, below) were imaginary characters in a dialogue

by Heraclides Ponticus, later mistaken for historical figures as was the

Timaeus of Plato. The thesis rests on the known fact that Heraclides

wrote dialogues, together with a certain similarity between the doctrines

attributed to the three men. In the case of Hicetas, this applies only to

the theory that the earth rotates. In addition Ecphantus shared with

Heraclides an atomic theory ofmatter. Voss and Tannery were followed

by Heidel in 1909 (though by 1940 he had become more cautious and

would only say that 'perhaps* Ecphantus was an imaginary person),

1

EGP, &>f.?
and cf. 109.

*
Contemporary of Cicero and friend of Attkus. The work of his which Diogenes Laertius

cites was one devoted to digringinahtng between writers of the same name, a very necessary task

in the confusion of Greek nomenclature.
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Heath in 1913, and Frank In 1923. More recent scholars have on the

whole followed Diels, Wellmann and Daebritz in
rejecting this

scepticism, e.g. Praechter (1923), Taylor (1928) and Vlastos (1953).*

The theory can hardly stand. Against it may be said first that both

Hicetas and Ecphantus were mentioned by Theophrastus in his doxo-

graphical work, apparently as real persons. Cicero names him as his

authority for Hicetas, and for Ecphantus we have statements from both

Aetius and Hippolytus, whose common source can have been no other.

And as Vlastos says, 'it seems most unlikely that Theophrastus would

present the view of a fictitious character in a dialogue of his own con

temporary Heraclides in a form that would lead the doxographers to

mistake these views for those ofa historical thinker. There is no parallel

for such a mistake in the doxographic tradition; the case of Timaeus is

surely evidence to the contrary/

Apart from this, the supposed resemblance in doctrine between

Heraclides and Ecphantus is only partial. Heraclides was known for

having given up the term 'atoms' and substituted 'disjoined particles
5

.

These were said to differ from Democritean atoms by being subject to

changed We hear nothing like this of Ecphantus, and his belief that

the atoms move "not by weight nor impact but by a divine power which

he calls mind and souP is not noticeably the same as the one attributed

by Cicero to Heraclides, who, he says, 'applies the epithet divine now
to the cosmos, now to mind, and again attributes divinity to the planets,

deprives his god ofperception and conceives him as changeable in form'.

The ancient evidence for Ecphantus's views is slender in amount,
and worth translating in full. (It is collected in DK, 5i.)3

(a) Hippol. Ref. I, 15: 'Ecphantus a Syracusan claimed that it was not

possible to get true knowledge of the things that exist, but only to define

them as we believe them to be. He said that the primary realities are indi-

1 Some references on both sides: Voss, De HeracL Pont, vita et scripds (diss. Rostock, 1896),

64; Tannery, Arch. Gesch. Phil. 1898, 266, REG, 1897, 134-6, Rev. de Philol. 1904, 233 ff.;

Heidel, TAPA, 1909, 6, AJP, 1940, 19, n. 36; Frank, Plato u. d. sog. Pytk. 13 8 f.; Heath, Aris-

tarchus, 251. Contrast Wellmann, s.v. 'Ekphantos' in RE, v, 221 5; Daebritz, s.v. *Heracl. Pont.'

inRE, vin, 477; Ueberweg-Praechter, 345, n. i; Taylor, Timaeus, 239; Vlastos, Gnomon, 1953,

32, n. i. See also ZN, 606, n. 3. As Nestle points out, even the appearance of these two as

characters in a dialogue by Heraclides would be no evidence against their historical existence.
z

Svocpnoi 6yxoi frr. 118-20 Wehrli, -rrocdiyni as opposed to ooroOfi fr. 120.
3 The fragments of a work On Kingship attributed to Ecphantus by Stobaeus (not in DK) are

a production of late Hellenistic times. See Skemp, Plato's Statesman, 62, and references there.
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visible bodies which differ in three respects size, shape, and power.
1 Out

of them arise perceptible things, and their number is limited, not infinite.
3

These bodies owe their movement not to weight or external impact but to a

divine power which he calls mind and soul. The cosmos is a form [or mani

festation, !5ecc] of this3 for which reason it has become, by divine power,

spherical. The earth is the middle of the cosmos and moves about its own
centre in an eastward direction**

() Aet. i, 3, 19: 'Ecphantus of Syracuse, one of the Pythagoreans, held

that the principles of all things were indivisible bodies and the void, for he

was the first to declare that die Pythagorean monads were corporeal/

(c) Aet. n, i, 2 includes Ecphantus in a list of philosophers who believed

the cosmos to be unique.

(d) Aet. ii, 3, 3 :

'

Ecphantus held that the cosmos was composed ofatoms,
but was ruled by providence/

(e) Aet. in, 13, 3 (immediately after the sentence describing Philolaus's

theory of a planetary earth, p. 284, above): 'Heraclides of Pontus and

Ecphantus the Pythagoreanmake the earth move, not in the sense ofchanging
its location but turning about an axis like a wheel: it revolves round its own
centre from West to East*

There is no positive evidence for the date of Ecphantus, but if the

reports of his beliefs are in general trustworthy, he must have been at

least late enough to come under die influence of the atomists, and prob

ably belonged to the last generation of Pythagoreans who were con

temporaries of Plato. He was a Pythagorean who saw the possibilities

ofcombining the Pythagorean evolution ofa world from numbers with

genuine atomism as taught by Democritus. The words 'he was the

first to declare the Pythagorean monads to be corporeal* have been

taken, on the assumption that Ecphantus is a fourth-century figure, as

invalidating Aristotle's view that the Pythagorean numbers had magni-

1
Dynamis. From meaning force or power, this word was sometimes watered down so as to

signify little more than quality, but always in an active sense. That is to say, in using the word a

writer would always be tfrmfrmg of what it described in terms of producing an effect, e.g. of a

colour the effect which it produces on the eye. In the medical writers it was frequendy applied

to the characteristics of a disease, which in an obvious sense are active powers at the same time.

Cf. the note of W. H. S. Jones,
*

AOvcous in scientific writings*, in Anon. Lonnensis^ 910.
2
Keeper's emendation xod o&c ^rtretpov (for the nonsensical Koi TOUTO &,) gives the most prob

able sense. It was accepted by Zeller (ZN, 605, n. 2) and more recently by Kranz in Convivium y

2&. Fortunately the first words of the clause establish die material point that for Ecphantus the

number of atoms was limited
3 The translation follows Roeper's emendation (printed byDK) ToOrov u&> otfv TOV KOOUOV Efvcn

ISIccv for the MS. TOO nh> oOv T. K. dSevoi i&5v.
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tude in earlier times. In fact, however, they only show (if Aetius's

statement is to be trusted) how at this time the distinction between

corporeal and incorporeal was beginning to be appreciated, as it is by
Plato. Aristotle's complaints make it perfectly clear that the earlier

Pythagoreans were not aware of the inconsistency involved in
building

a universe out of numbers. They treated numbers as if they were cor

poreal ('had magnitude'), but they did not say to themselves 'numbers

are corporeal', having neither the words in which to say it nor a grasp
of the dichotomy which the words imply. Numbers for them could

exist on both the mathematical and the physical planes at the same time.

Ecphantus, one may suppose, belonged to the period when the dis

tinction was emerging into consciousness, and having therefore to make

the choice he declared the monads to be corporeal, thus giving Pytha-

goreanism a push in the direction of atomism of the Democritean type.

The first sentence of passage (a), about the impossibility of true know

ledge of real things (i.e. atoms), is based directly on Democritus

(frr. 7-9); but the addition ofdynamis to size and shape as a differenti

ating property of the atoms was a striking and original contribution.

For the 'weight and external impact
9

of the atomists he substituted life

and mind as the cosmogonic force, possibly borrowing from Anaxa-

goras the idea of nous as primary motive cause, though passages (a)

and (cT) suggest that he allowed it a more continuous role. In Anaxa-

goras's system mind simply set the wheels going and then withdrew,

leaving the cosmos to continue under its own momentum, subject to

purely mechanical laws. For Ecphantus the Pythagorean the cosmos

itself is divine and rational, and the way in which the text (as emended)
links its divinity causally with its sphericity is strongly reminiscent of

Plato's Timaeus. In view of the textual uncertainty we cannot attach

much weight to this, and even if it is correct there is not the evidence to

account for it with certainty. It might be a Platonic reinterpretation of

Ecphantus's own doctrine and due to the doxographer, but the give-

and-take between Plato and contemporary Pythagoreanism was such

that the debt might have been Plato's, or again a debt owed directly or

indirectly to Plato by Ecphantus himself.

The atomic theory of Ecphantus also differed from that of Demo
critus in that he maintained the cosmos to be unique, and the number
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of the atoms finite. In the view of Democritus the void was infinite and

contained an infinite number of worlds scattered about the vastness of

space. Once again Ecphantus has modified atomism into something

more in keeping with the religious requirements of Pythagoreanism.

Philolaus, it seems, was the first to make the momentous suggestion

that the apparent daily rotation of the heavenly bodies is affected by the

actual movement of the earth from which we observe them.1 He

explained this, however, as a planetary revolution about an invisible

central fire. A little later Ecphantus and Heraclides (there is not the

evidence to assign priority between them), and probably also Hicetas,

brought the new idea more into line both with earlier philosophy and

with common sense by restoring the earth to the centre and supposing

it to rotate about its own axis.

It is interesting to note that Copernicus, in the preface to De

iRevolutionibus Orbium Coelesdum, quotes Aet. in, 13, 1-3 (the theories of

Philolaus, Heraclides and Ecphantus about the movement of the earth)

as having given him the courage to consider seriously (quamvis absurda

opimo videbatur} the question whether the heavenly revolutions might

be explained posito terrae aliquo motu. Kranz (Convtvium^ loc. cit.)

suggests that the indivisible bodies of Ecphantus, possessed ofdynamis

and activated by divine power, may have been a direct influence on the

r
monads of Giordano Bruno (themselves containing their own kind of

cosmogonic spiritual power) and through him on the monads which

^Leibniz posited as 'forces primitives*. Not only would Bruno have

read Copernicus, but Hippolytus's Refutation was also well known in

the Renaissance period. Little as we know of Ecphantus, it does seem

that his Pythagorean version of atomic theory was an original and

effective contribution to the development of cosmological thought.

(4) Hicetas

Of Hicetas we know even less than of Ecphantus. The testimonies are

as follows:

(a) D.L.vm,85 (DK,44Ai): 'Philolaus is also supposed to have been the

first to maintain that the earth moves in a circle, though some say it was

Hicetas the Syracusan.'

C pp. 286 , above.
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() Cicero, Ac. Pr. n, 39, 123 (DK, 50, i): 'Hicetas of Syracuse, so Theo-

phrastus says, held the view that the heavenly vault, the sun, moon and

stars, in fact everything in the sky, was motionless. Nothing in the universe

moved except the earth, which, by turning upon itself and rotating about its

axis at high speed, produced the same effects as if the earth were stationary

and the heavens in motion.'

(c) Aet. in, 9, 1-2 (DK, 50, 2) :

'

Thales and those who followed him said

that there was one earth, Hicetas the Pythagorean two, our own and the

counter-earth.'

The statement which Cicero makes on the authority of Theophrastus is

full and explicit. Against it the vague allusion in Diogenes to a minority
who credited Hicetas with an anticipation of the Philolaic system can

carry no weight. Van der Waerden (Astr. d. Pyth. 55) has, it is true,

attempted to find the theory ofa planetary earth in the words of Cicero,

which he translates not 'about its axis' but 'about the axis of the uni

verse'. There is, as he points out, no word for 'its', but only circian

axerri) 'i.e. "about an axis", or, in my opinion, "about the axis" (of

the universe)'. But this argument is more naturally reversed. In the

absence of any qualifying word at all, it is much easier to suppose that

circum axem. . .se convertat means 'turns around its own axis' than to

supply mundi from the previous clause. To imagine that Cicero would

make things so difficult for his readers is to offer an undeserved insult to

a master of lucid prose.

There remains passage (c), which is irreconcilable with Cicero's

statement. It is highly suspicious. The compiler has practically con

densed his Theophrastus (or an intermediate source) to nonsense, for

it is absurd to confine beliefin the uniqueness of the earth to Thales and

his followers. It is also most improbable that in a briefenumeration like

this, where only the chief representatives of a theory are being men

tioned, the name of Philolaus should not occur in connexion with the

counter-earth with which he was so generally associated. Boeckh went

so far as to suppose that the name of Philolaus had fallen out in tran

scription, and his conjectural emendation was accepted as probable by
Zeller.1 Whatever the explanation, it is safest to trust to Cicero's

version of Theophrastus, and to group Hicetas with Ecphantus and
1
ZN, 530, n. i. Boeckh's suggestion was that the sentence originally ran 0. KCC! ol dor' oCrroO

lilccv elvcci -rfiv yfiv, *!. 6 TTuOocydpeios <niocv, <J>iA6Xaos 8fc 6 TTuOocy6peios) 8fo, icrX.
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Heraclides as one of those who simplified the Philolaic system by sup

posing the earth to rotate 'not in the sense of changing its location
5

.

Nothing is known of Hicetas's life, but if the above interpretation is

right, there is, as Zeller remarked (ZN, 530, n. i), much to be said

for Boeckh's conjecture that he was a younger man than Philolaus.

Boeckh thought it also probable that Ecphantus was his pupil.

(5) PMlolaus

Philolaus was a Pythagorean of South Italy, according to some a

Crotoniate, to others a Tarentine. The best evidence for his date is the

mention ofhim in Plato's Phaedo. The words of Cebes at 61 E,
c

I heard

Philolaus say, when he was living in our city . . .
',
indicate that Philolaus

had been living in Thebes but left it before the death of Socrates in

399 B.C. The upheavals in South Italy, which were the cause of Philo-

laus's exile to Thebes, are dated by Minar on good grounds to about

454, and tradition going back to Aristoxenus (the friend ofsome of his

pupils) said that he was then a young man.1 The statement of Diogenes
that Plato met Philolaus, as well as his pupil Eurytus, when he visited

the West about 388, rests on no good authority, but is not impossible

on this reckoning. Other evidence (cited by Raven, P. and E. 94) is in

accord, and we may take it that Philolaus was born about 474, that is,

perhaps no more than 20 to 25 years after the death of Pythagoras.

Aristotle, like Plato, mentions Philolaus once only, and in a rather

uninformative context. In the Eudendan Ethics he is discussing volun

tary and involuntary action, and suggesting that one must take into

consideration what a man's nature is able to bear. For some the

compulsion of anger or desire may be so strong that acts committed

under its influence cannot be said to be voluntary, 'but, as Philolaus

said, there are logoi which are too strong for us*.* By itselfthis does not

even tell us that Aristotle knew a book of Philolaus, for sceptical

minds have not failed to point out that so brief and gnomic a saying

1
E. L. Minar, Early PytL PoL 77, 82, 92.

3
1225 a 30. I am accepting the now prevailing view that E is an early work of Aristotle

For the exact interpretation ofthe saying, it is unfortunate that such a maid-of-all-work among
words as logosshouldhavebeen used. Diels, approvedbyWilamowitz and followed by Mondolfo,
rendered it 'motives', which is perhaps as near as one can get-
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may have been handed down as one of his obiter dicta. But one may
agree with Mondolfo (see below) that doxographical testimonies going
back to Aristotle's pupils Theophrastus and Menon (p. 278, above) are

sufficient evidence for the currency in Aristode's time ofwritings under

his name on a variety of subjects.

The statement that Philolaus 'wrote one book' is quoted from

Hermippus, the Alexandrian scholar of the third century B.C., but it

has shared the disrepute attaching to the obvious invention with which
it is linked in our source: that is, the malicious tale told against Plato

in various forms, the essence of which is that he got hold of this work
of Philolaus and wrote the Timaeus out of it without acknowledg
ment. 1 Demetrius of Magnesia also refers to a treatise on Pythagorean
doctrine by Philolaus, and quotes its opening sentence (D.L. ibid.)

Philolaus, fr. i DK): 'Nature in the cosmos was constructed out of

unlimited and limiting factors, as was the whole cosmos and all things
in it.' Bywater, however, emphasizes that Demetrius was a writer of

the first century B.C., the time of the revival of Pythagoreanism in

which Cicero's friend Nigidius Figulus played a leading part, a revival

notable for its credulity and eager acceptance of spurious writings.
A number of authors and compilers of the Christian era claim to quote
verbatim extracts from Philolaus, and it is primarily around these

'fragments' that controversy has raged in modern times for almost a

century and a half. In this century the chief proponents of opposing
views have been E. Frank and R. Mondolfo, and anyone wishing to

trace the history of the argument in detail will find foil references to

date in their accounts.2 Short of an unlikely discovery of fresh evi

dence, the question will no doubt never be settled in a manner which all

scholars can accept as final. Here we can only pause for a few obser

vations which mike no claim to decide it.

1
D.L* vin, 85. The growth and variations of this legend are set forth by Bywater in/. PhzloL

1868, 27. It is a pity that their well-founded indignation at this calumny has led some scholars to

deny that Pythagoreanism had any considerable influence on Plato at all. The wording of

Diogenes suggests that Hermippus knew the book, but would by no means go bail for the story
(pipAfov iv, 5 <pTjcnv *E. Ayeiv TIV& TWV ovyypa9&ov TTAdrcova T&V 91X60-090^. . .cbv^oraaOai).

Frank, Plato u. d. sog. Pythagoreer, esp. 263-335; Mondolfo in his Italian translation of

Zeller-Nestle(i938),i,2,3<$7-82. Of recentdiscussions in English onemaymention A. Cameron,
Pyth. Background, 46, n. 29, and Raven, P. and E. 92-100. A lively defence of the fragments
has been undertaken by de Santillana and Pitts, Isis, 1951, 112-20. For the latest conspectus
of the controversy see TheslefF, Pythagorean Literature, 41-5.
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Those who impugn the fragments do not seem to be at their best on

the subject. The early full-scale attack of Bywater (J. Phil. 1868, 20-53)

employs arguments which are hardly worthy of that great scholar. The

question, he says, 'resolves itself into a somewhat narrower one: are

the Philolaic fragments on number metaphysical rather than arith

metical, that is to say, Platonic in their origin rather than Pythagorean?*
The examination of Pythagorean philosophy which we have now made

suggests that this criterion is somewhat artificial and hardly likely to be

workable. But Bywater was of those who resent the suggestion that a

genius like Plato could have owed anything considerable to his pre
decessors. 'We have in Aristotle (Met. A 5)*, he writes, 'a general
assertion of Plato's debt, if such it can le called, to his Pythagorean

predecessors/ What Aristotle says at the beginning of ch. 6, after

describing the Pythagorean philosophies, is: 'To the philosophies
described there succeeded the work of Plato, 'which in most respects

followed these men^ though it had some features of its own apart from

the Italian philosophy.'

Again, in fr. 14 Philolaus attributes Orphic doctrines about the soul

to 'ancient theological writers and seers'. To speak in this way of 'the

Orphic societies of the fifth century B.C.', says Bywater, would have

been natural to a writer of the age of Cicero, but not to a writer who
himself lived in that century. Apart from the fact that the existence of

anything called 'an Orphic society' in the fifth century is doubtful, the

doctrines got their name because they were enshrined in verses ascribed

to Orpheus and Musaeus, who were certainly ancient and venerable in

fifth-century eyes. Equally absurd is the argument that to say that the

body is the soul's tomb is 'diametrically opposed' to the description
of it as linked by way of punishment to the body, because in one case

the soul must be supposed to be dead, and in the other alive! The
doctrine expressed is simply that to be confined in a body is a grim
business for the soul and prevents it from enjoying its true life. There is

no contradiction in the fact that different metaphors were used to

illustrate the same religious truth.

In conclusion Bywater says that forgeries of this sort were easily

acceptable in antiquity, but not now, because 'criticism has learned to

see continuity even in the world of thought; we assume that ideas do
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not spring up fortuitously or out of due season, but in the intellectual

soil and atmosphere prepared for them*. But he does not seem to

apply this salutary principle to Plato, whose philosophy, it may with

equal plausibility be argued, could not have been what it was had not

the soil and atmosphere been prepared for him (as his pupil Aristotle

tells us that it was) by the Pythagoreans.
The position maintained by Frank is a difficult one. Those who (like

Bywater) suppose the spurious work of Philolaus, from which our

fragments are taken, to be a Neopythagorean production of the era of

'Timaeus on the World-Soul
5

,
'Ocellus Lucanus' and other similar

forgeries, have an easier time;
1 but the thesis of Frank is that the

forgery was perpetrated in the immediate circle of Plato's own disciples.

This leaves a limited field, from which his own choice is Speusippus,

Plato's nephewwho succeeded him in the headship ofthe Academy and

evolved a system closer in type to the Pythagorean than to Plato's own.3

He makes much ofwhat he calls 'the contemporary literary fashion' of

ascribing what one wrote to somebody else (p. 277), which was 'the

well-known practice' of the Academy. Yet the fact that it was estab

lished practice, it would seem, was not enough to save even Speusippus's

own contemporaries like Theophrastus from falling into the trap of

supposing that Philolaushad really writtenwhat Speusippus put forward

in his name. When Frank goes so far as to entertain the possibility that

Philolaus may be no more than a fictional character in Plato's Phaedo

(p. 294), he overreaches himselfand raises grave doubts of his capacity
to handle evidence.3

None of this affords any positive evidence for the genuineness of the

fragments. They have been strongly assailed on grounds both of

1
Though of course the knowledge of a book of Philolaus on the part of Hermippus has to be

explained away. See Bywater, p. 28.
2

P. 334: 'Also haben wir wohl in Speusipp den wahren Verfasser unserer Fragmente zu
erkennen.'

3 The passage of the TheoL Arithm. from which comes our information about the relation of

Speusippus's work to Philolaus's has been translated on p. 260, above. Wilamowitz, who also

believed the fragments to be spurious, nevertheless argued in a way directly contrary to Frank:
*In the TkeoL Math, [sic] is an extract from a work of Speusippus TT. TTuO. ocpidjicov, which ac

cording to the anonymous writer (or rather Nicomachus) is taken largely from Philolaus. There

is not the slightest groundfor attributing this statement to Speusippus' (Ptaton, II, 88). Contrast

Frank, p. 277 :
'But out ofall these [sc. the disciples ofPlato] only one had represented his number-

speculation as drawn from the writings of Philolaus, namely Speusippus.*
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language and of content, and a detailed reply on both counts is offered

by Mondolfo, to whom a reader must be referred for the best defence

possible. Here the aim has been to reconstitute as far as possible the

flexible structure of Pythagorean philosophy up to the time of Plato,

and it has been described (for reasons stated at the beginning) in general

terms rather than as a series of separate achievements by individual

philosophers. In this reconstruction we have relied largely on a critical

use of the information supplied by Aristotle. The opinions of Philolaus

have been introduced only where they were necessary contributions to

the same end, and in each case as it arose I have tried to justify the

attribution. Following this procedure we have credited him with

belief in the soul as an immortal harmonia (309-12), and have seen him

as the authority of Speusippus in constructing solids out of points,

lines and surfaces (260), as probable author of the cosmology of

planetary earth and central fire (284-7, 327), and as the teacher of

Eurytus (273). We have discussed his relation to the construction ofthe

regular solids and the question of a fifth element (267-73) and con

sidered his embryology particularly for the light it throws on the micro-

macrocosm analogy in Pythagorean thought (278 ). The rest of the

testimonies and fragments (which would in any case add little to our

sketch of fifth-century Pythagoreanism) have been left out of account

owing to the continuing doubt of their authenticity.

(6) Archytas

Archytas of Tarentum brings Pythagoreanism down to the time of

Plato and the Academy. More than that, with him Pythagoreanism
makes a direct and personal impact on Plato himself, for the two men
formed a lasting friendship. He may well have contributed to the

central thesis of the Republic that philosophers should rule, for he seems

to have been a most successful statesman and general, with a position

at Tarentum comparable to that of Pericles at Athens. We are told that

the law against holding the supreme office of strategos for more than

one annual term was waived in his favour, and that he held it seven

times; also that as a commander he was never defeated in battle. Several

authorities stress the mildness of his character, and if Strabo is to be

believed, his politics were exceptional for a Pythagorean, for he says
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that during the ascendancy of Archytas Tarentum enjoyed a demo
cratic constitution. 1 We have no precise indications of his date, but he

cannot have been much older or younger than Plato.

Plato made three visits to the West, first at the age of about forty

(c. 388/7), then again after an interval of twenty years, and thirdly six

years after that. On his first journey he visited the Italian cities before

going on to Sicily, and in all probability made the acquaintance of

Archytas then. At any rate by the second visit he had established

relations with him and the Tarentines as well as with the tyrant of

Syracuse, Dionysius II :
z in his efforts to persuade Plato to come to

Sicily a third time Dionysius sent a trireme with one Archedemus,
whose opinion he thought Plato would value as that of an associate of

Archytas. On this last visit, after he had incurred the hostility of the

tyrant and had reason to fear for his life, he got word to Archytas and

his other friends in Tarentum, and they sent a ship to Syracuse and

persuaded Dionysius to let him go.

So much we know from Plato's seventh letter. It says nothing of

any interchange of philosophical ideas, but the statements of later

writers, used by Cicero, that one of Plato's motives in visiting the

Western centres of Pythagoreanism had been to learn more of that

philosophy, have everything in their favour.3 Discussion of this point
will be more appropriate in connexion with Plato, but it is likely that

the shock of Socrates's death, and further reflexion on his methods,
was leading him to the view that the simple ethic of his master could

not stand unless defended and supported by a metaphysic and a psycho

logy which Socrates himself had been neither able nor concerned to

provide. In his search for these he was immensely attracted by the

Pythagorean outlook on mankind and the cosmos.

Our information about the intellectual achievements of Archytas

1 DJL vin, 79, Strabo, vi, 280 (DK, 47x1 and 4). Diogenes at least was using the work of

Aristoxenus, who was born at Tarentum and wrote a life of Archytas. His father Spintharus
seems to have known Archytas personally (Iambi. V.P. 197, DK, A7). In general our informa
tion about Archytas should be well founded, for in addition to Aristoxenus Aristotle himself
wrote a work on him in three books (DK, A 13) and for his mathematics our authorities quote
the history of Eudemus.

z
In Ep. vii, 3380, he claims to have acted as a successful intermediary in bringing about

feviov Kod 9iXtocv between these parties.
3 See the passages quoted by Field, Plato and his Contemporaries, 223 f.
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relates chiefly to the advances which he made in certain rather special

ized branches of knowledge. He was an outstanding mathematician,

who in addition to other successes solved the problem of the dupli

cation of the cube, as formulated by Hippocrates of Chios, by an

elegant construction which excites the admiration of modern historians

of mathematics.1 In harmonics he carried on the work of Pythagoras

by determining the numerical ratios between the notes of the tetra-

chord in three types of scale: diatonic, chromatic, enharmonic.2 He

was also said to have been the first to apply mathematical principles

to the study of mechanics (D.L. vm, 83 and Vitruvius, praefatio

vii, 14, DK, 37) and to have been an inventor of mechanical toys.

One of these was a wooden dove which could fly (DK, Aioa), and

'Archytas's rattle' became proverbial and is already mentioned by
Aristotle (PoL I34ob26, DK, AIO), who describes it as a toy 'which

they give to children so that by using it they may refrain from breaking

things about the house; for young things cannot keep still'. This goes

with other stories about his consideration for children and slaves

(DK, A 8).

Although the testimonies, and any fragments that are likely to be

genuine,
3 deal chiefly with the topics mentioned, we need not share

Field's doubts (pp. cit. 186) whether his interests extended beyond these

1 For convenient descriptions see K. Freeman, Comp. to Presoc. Phils. 236 , or Heath, Manual

ofGk. MatL 15 5-7. Fuller information about Archytas's mathematics will be found in Heath's

Hist. ofGk. Math. vol. I. Van der Waerden in his article on Pythagorean arithmetic (MatL
Annalen, 120, 1947/9) gives an interesting appraisal. Archytas, he concludes, was *an inventive

geometer and outstanding in mechanics and musical theory, with an unlucky love of logic and

exact arithmetical calculation* (p. 150).
z
Freeman, op. cit. 238. His theories on the nature of sound have already been mentioned

(pp. 226 f., above).
3 The prevailing opinion is that the mathematical fragments are genuine, the rest spurious.

Cf. the opinions of Zeller (ZN, I, 375-7), Wellmann in RE, n, s.v. and Ross, s.v. in the OCD.
Frank was less sceptical about Archytas than about Philolaus: he regarded the 'fragments* in

the
*

A* section ofDK as authentic because vouched for by authorities like Aristotle and Eudemus

(contrast his arguments about Philolaus, p. 332, above), but considered the authenticity of the
*

B* section (actual quotations in Doric) a question that cannot be decided. He admitted, however,
that in this case a resemblance to Plato is no bar, 'because here Plato evidently follows Archytas

closely* (Plato u. die sog. Pyth. 384, n. 413).

A. Delatte defended the fragments in Stobaeus of the work On LawandJustice^whichhadbeen

rejected on the grounds that they presuppose the peculiarly Platonic theory of Forms (Essai sur

lapolittque pythagoricienne, iO7f.); but doubts are cast on his arguments by Rivaud (MIL Glot^

1932, n, 779-92) and Theiler (Gnomon, n, 147-56). (In general, however, Rivaud's argumenta
tion concerning the extent of Pythagorean participation in politics is perverse.) Minar on the

other hand strongly supports Delatte (Early Pyth. PoL 1 1 1).
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special sciences. There is evidence that, as a follower of Pythagoras,

he not only gave chief place to mathematics and music but also related

them to wider themes. In fr. i we find him repeating the Pythagorean

claim that mathematics is the key to all nature, both as a whole and in

detail. He supported the Pythagorean belief in infinite extension

beyond the cosmos by asking the pertinent question:
c

lf I were at the

extremity, say at the heaven of the fixed stars, could I stretch out my
hand or staff or could I not?' 1 The Aristotelian ProUemata (DK,
A23 a) show him interested in biology, but in a typically abstract and

Pythagorean way, for the question that it occurs to him to ask is: Why
are all the parts of plants and animals, other than the organs, round?

One passage from his mathematical works (generally agreed to be

genuine) deserves at least partial quotation in a general history of

Greek thought. It illustrates admirably his adherence to the full

Pythagorean belief that number and calculation are the ruling force not

only in the natural world but also in human relations and morals, and

only in so far as they are heeded can society be harmoniously organized.

At the same time we are reminded how much of the thought of Plato is

formed in the Pythagorean mould, for it is precisely this mathematical

conception ofthe ordering ofhuman affairs which impresses, and some

times disturbs, us in his works.

The discovery of calculation ends faction and promotes unanimity. Where it

has entered, unfair advantage is impossible and equality established, since it

is what enables us to agree over our contracts with one another. Through it

the poor receive from the powerful, and the rich give to those in need, for

both are confident that thus they will have their rightful share.*

APPENDIX

Time and the Unlimited

'The universe is unique, and from the Unlimited it draws in time, breath,

and void which distinguishes the places of separate things' (from Aristotle's

treatise on the Pythagorean philosophy, cited by Stobaeus, EcL I, 18, i.

See pp. 277, 280.).

1

A24 (from Eudemus). The answer to the question as given by Eudemus contains Aristotelian

terminology, but Archytas must certainly have asked the question, and no doubt Eudemus gives

the gist of his reply.
2 From 83. Cf. Minar, Early Pyth. Pol 9 if.
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In dealing with Anaximander (p. 86, above) I had occasion to

remark that the drawing of distinctions between different meanings of

the same word belongs to a fairly advanced stage of thought. When he

spoke of the arche of all things as the apeiron the Unlimited, or

Infinite he meant by this not only that there was an indefinitely large

amount of it but also that (in contrast to the cosmos which was formed

within it) it had no beginning in time. The same confusion can be seen

in the middle of the fifth century in Melissus. This follower of Par-

menides, who like him denied the possibility of any process of be

coming, stated first that what exists, 'since it did not come into being,

is and always was and always will be, and has no beginning or end but

is apeiron . Not only does he here use apeiron in a temporal sense; he

goes on to argue openly from this to the spatial, in the words :

*

But just

as it exists for ever, so it must be for ever apeiron in magnitude/ To his

way ofthinking, all that has to be shown is that it
'

has neither beginning

(arche) nor end'. If this is shown in one respect, it holds good in the

other also. 'Nothing which has a beginning and end is either ever

lasting or apeiron
9

a proposition which he treated as convertible. 1

We may be sure that the Pythagoreans of the same period drew no

clearer distinctions, and therefore that 'the Unlimited' outside the

nascent cosmos was unlimited in duration as well as in extent. But then

it must also be true that the limiting of the Unlimited by the imposition

on it of number (regularity, measure, or due proportion), which is

what is meant by the generation oizkosmos, applies in both spheres. In

the sphere of extension, this means the imposition of geometrical pro

portion whereby the formless 'Unlimited' becomes differentiated into

the several distinct forms of matter which we know; in duration, it

means that by the creation of the heavenly bodies and their regular,

recurrent and harmonious motions, time becomes subject to measure

and in place of mere succession we have the orderly and predictable

series of days, nights, months and years.

A reference to the Timaeus of Plato will make this clearer. Since

Plato made use of much Pythagorean material in this dialogue, there

1
Melissus, frr. 2, 3 and 4. These quotations have been interpreted differently (e.g. by

Cherniss, ACP^ 67-71), but I cannot myself see that Melissus is to be absolved from the con

fusion. His thought will be discussed in detail in vol. n.
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need be no anachronism involved. If that is too bold a claim, it will at

least demonstrate that it is possible to think in this way, that is, to

distinguish time (xpovos) from mere succession (TO irpoTspov KCC!

Oorspov) and so to speak without absurdity of a time before time

existed. For Plato 'time came into existence together with the heavens'

(386). 'By ordering the heavens, the Creator made an
everlasting

image, moving according to number^ of the eternity which abides in

unity. This image it is which we call time; for there were no days,

nights, months or years before the birth ofthe heaven, but by putting it

together he contrived to bring them into being' (370, E).
*

So from the

god's intention to create time, in order that time might be started, sun,

moon, and five other stars called "wanderers" were created to mark off

and maintain the number of time' (380). There follows immediately
the description of their intricate circular paths.

Earlier in the dialogue Plato has said that to create the cosmos, the

supreme god took over the whole realm of the visible not at rest, but

in discordant and disorderly motion, and brought it from disorder into

order' OOA). Summarizing at a later stage, he says that there were

Being (the ideal model ofthe future cosmos), Becoming (the disorderly

mass) and Space, these three, even before the generation of the heavens

(KOC! irptv oupovov ycveofloct, 520).

Putting these statements together, A. E. Taylor used them as an

argument in favour of dismissing the whole temporal element in the

Timaeus as mythical, on the ground that 'no sane man could be meant

to be understood literally in maintaining that time and the world began

together, and also that there was a state of things tefore there was any
world' (Commentary on the Timaeus^ p. 69). How far Plato's account of

creation is to be understood literally is not a question to be decided

here, but we need have no hesitation in dismissing this particular

objection as irrelevant. We translate XP V S by 'time', but it is not

surprising that two words belonging not only to different languages
but to different civilizations do not coincide exactly. Time for us

embraces the whole field of 'before and after', but Aristotle says:
'

Before and after are involved in motion, but time is these in so far as

they are numbered' (Phys. 223 a28). Elsewhere he defines time as 'the

number of motion in respect of before and after', and he can seriously
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discuss the question whether there could be time without conscious

and thinking beings; 'for if there could be no one to count, there could

be nothing counted. ... If nothing can count but soul, and within soul

mind, there cannot be time without soul, but only the substratum of

time* (ibid. 2i9b2, 223 a22). To put it another way, we speak of a

clock as an instrument for measuring time. In Plato's and Aristotle's

scheme of things, time (xpovos) is itself a kind of clock, not just the

passage ofevents but a standard by which that passage can be measured.

At one point, Plato notes that whereas the revolutions of sun and moon
are universally recognized as time-keepers and given the names of day,

month and year, those of the other planets, being less conspicuous, are

not made use of in this way. 'Indeed
3

,
he continues, 'men scarcely

realize that the journeyings of these planets are time.'
1 One could not

wish for a clearer indication that for Plato time is actually to be

identified with the planetary motions.

Time then is movement, or the measure of movement,
2 when

regular and recurrent, and it is obvious that there can be movement

when there is not time. After Plato, the distinction has perhaps been

most clearly expressed by Plutarch, who in his Platonic Questions

writes (1007 c): 'Hence Plato said that time came into being together

with the heavens, but there was motion before the generation of the

heavens. There was not then time, for there was no order or measure or

distinction, only indefinite motion which was as it were the shapeless

and unformed raw material of time.
5

Our return to the Pythagoreans may be helped by two further

statements of Aristotle. In the Physics (218 a33) he writes that 'some

say time is the movement of the whole, others that it is the sphere
itself. The first view is obviously Plato's, and it is hardly necessary for

Simplicius to cite, as he does, eminent authorities for the attribution.

The second can be none other than Pythagorean, as some ancient

authorities also said, though Simplicius rather obscurely suggests that
'

perhaps
'

these have misunderstood a sentence ofArchytas. According
to Aetius

'

Pythagoras [that is the Pythagoreans] said that time was the

1

390 c&s thros ehrslv ofo TCTCKTIV xp^vov Svrce T&S -roOrcov TrA<5cvcc$.

a
Arist. Phys. 223 b 21 5i6 xal SOKE! 6 xp^vos eTvon fj tffc CT9crfpas Kivrjcns, 6-n TocOnj

al aXXai Ktv^CTEis xod 6 XP^vos TCcOrr)
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enclosing sphere
3

.
1 Aristotle continues (2i8b5): 'The reason why the

sphere of the whole seemed to be time to those who took that view is

that everything is in time and everything is in the sphere of the whole;

but the statement is too childish for us to go into its impossibilities/

The tone is that which Aristotle habitually adopts towards the Pytha

goreans, and the theory itselfbears their characteristic mark of a fusion

between concrete and abstract, the cosmic sphere and the measure of

cosmic motion.

We may now go back to our original statement from Aristotle's

treatise on the Pythagoreans, that according to them the universe

(oupccvos) draws in from the Unlimited time and breath and the void.

The cosmic nucleus starts from the unit-seed, which generates mathe

matically the number-series and physically the distinct forms of matter.

To do this it feeds on the Unlimited outside and imposes form or limit

on it. Physically speaking this Unlimited is unformed matter, imagined
as breath or air;* mathematically it is extension not yet delimited by
number or figure. But it had a temporal aspect too. As apeiron in the

full sense, it was movement or duration without beginning, end or

internal division not time, in Plutarch's words, but only the shapeless

and unformed raw material of time, just as it was the unformed matter

of the universe and of mathematical figure. As soon, however, as it

has been drawn or breathed in by the unit, or limiting principle,

number is imposed on it and at once it is time in the proper sense. Thus

in saying that 'the nearest portions of the Unlimited were drawn in and

limited by the Limit' the Pythagoreans were describing what to us

might seem three unrelated processes, though to them they were only
three aspects of a single process: the Limit, that is the growing cosmos,
breathed in matter for its physical growth, it imposed form on sheer

extension, and by developing the heavenly bodies to swing in regular,

repetitive circular motion around their harmoniously related orbits it

took in the raw material of time and turned it into time itself.

1

I, 21, i, DK, 58633: TTu0ay6pccs T6v xp^vov T^V o^ofipav TOU irepi^xovros elvoci.

3

Self-moving, no doubt, and therefore animate, soul as well as body. This is an important

point for Pythagorean doctrine as a whole, but not for the present limited discussion.
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Alcmaeon of Croton was by some late writers called a Pythagorean.
1

Aristotle, however,who thoughthim ofsufficientimportanceto compose
a work in refutation ofhim (irpos TCC

'

AAKiiocicovos, D.L. v, 2 5 ), expressly

distinguishes him from the Pythagoreans, and is borne out in this by
some of the doctrines attributed to him. His citizenship of Croton,

together with his belief in the immortality of the soul and its kinship

with the divine, and in the divinity of the stars, and a general emphasis
on the role of opposites in nature, would be sufficient, in the opinion
of uncritical Neopythagorean and Neoplatonic writers, to warrant the

Pythagorean label. In fact, however, he seems to have displayed con

siderable originality of thought, 'without*, as Heidel put it, 'recogniz

able affiliation with any special group of natural philosophers'.

This comparative independence makes it difficult to determine his

date by assigning him a probable place, on internal testimony, in the

succession of Presocratic philosophers. Of positive evidence we have

only one sentence of Aristotle's Metaphysics, which is, however,

missing from the Laurentian MS. Ab
. In ch. 5 of the first book, Aristotle

lists the ten Pythagorean pairs of opposites (p. 245, above), and con-

tinues (986a2y): 'Alcmaeon of Croton appears to have spoken in the

same way, and either he took this doctrine from them or they from

him-* for as to his period, he lived in the old age of Pythagoras.'

Admittedly the Greek of the last clause is vague (cf. Wachtler, op. cit.

n. i on p. 342), but at least it means that the lifetimes of Pythagoras and

Alcmaeon overlapped. On the other hand the words long ago came

under suspicion of being a later interpolation, though the editors of
1 D.L. vin, 83 says TTu0oy6pov SnfcouaE, Iambi. V.P. 104, 267 includes him in a list of

Pythagoreans. So also Philop. De An. p. 88 Hayduck, schol. on Plato, Ak* I, I2IE. Simpl.

(De An. 32.3) reports objectively that Crrr6 pv <5ttocov s TTueocyopeios TrapocSgSoToci but that

Aristotle denies this.

z This is the evidence for saying that in Aristotle's eyes Alcmaeon himself was not a Pytha

gorean. Three lines lower down he goes on to say that Alcmaeon did not in fact conceive of the

opposites in the same way as the Pythagoreans (oOx coo-rep ofrroi).
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Aristotle admitted them until Ross, who writes (note adloc.} that they
*are omitted by Ab

,
and there is no trace of them in Alexander; they

are probably a later addition, though the statement is likely enough to

be true'. Since then the first clause of Ross's sentence has been accepted

more readily than the last, and there has been a tendency to put the

lifetime of Alcmaeon later and later, until L. Edelstein wrote in 1942:

Generally speaking, Stella's essay increases the suspicion that Alcmaeon

cannot possibly have been a man ofthe sixth century. One must probably go
still further than did those who contested this date and assume that Alcmaeon

belonged to the Pythagoreans [sic] of Socrates's time or even later; all the

convictions ascribed to him seem indicative of such an attribution. Cer

tainly, had Alcmaeon lived at the end of the fifth century B.C. instead of the

sixth, his views as outlined by Stella according to the testimonies preserved
would be more plausible though far less original. Whether this traditional

picture itselfwill have to be modified as a result ofan inquiry into the genuine
ness of the fragments, nobody can as yet say.

1

In favour of the genuineness of the words in the Metaphysics it may
be said (i) that, on the general authority ofAb

,
Ross's own researches

have altered the balance of the evidence. Of his opponents Wachtler

wrote in 1896 (pp. cit. 4):
c

suo iure codicem Ab
optimum metaphysi-

corum testem esse contendunt*. Contrast Ross (MetapL cbcv) :

It is perfectly clear that neither EJ nor Ab should be followed exclusively.

But the weight of the Greek commentators and of the medieval translation

is decidedly on the side of EJ, and I have accordingly followed this group of

manuscripts, except where the evidence of the Greek commentators, or the

sense, or grammar, or Aristotelian usage. . .turns the scale in favour ofAb
;

, 372-

Before Ross, Brandis, Zeller (ZN, 5-97, n. 2) and others had suspected the words in Aristotle,
but like Ross, Zeller had thought them an accurate approximation to Alcmaeon's date. J.

Wachtler, in what is still the best monograph on Alcmaeon (De Alcmaeone Crotoniata, adinh^
defended their genuineness, as also in recent times does Skemp (^Theory ofMotion in Plato's Later

Dialogues, 36), and they are retained in DK, 24A3 (with Diels's conjectural addition of voj).
But many modern writers reject them, as does Jaeger in his Oxford text of 1957.
As to Alcmaeon's date, Wellmann (ArcLf. Gesch. d. Median, 1929, 302) suggested the first

half of the fifth century, and Deichgraber (Hippokr. tiler Entstehung u. Auflau des Menschl.

Kdrpersy 37) the middle, as also does Heidel in Hippocr. Medicine, 43 f. ('Judging by his opinions,
one would naturally take [Alcmaeon] for an unusually intelligent physician living about 450 B.C.').

Mr G. E. R. Lloyd in an unpublished thesis has written that 'all lines of evidence would point to

a date about the middle or end of the fifth century*. But the remarks of Edelstein, Heidel and

Lloyd are all made en passant, and the evidence itself is not cited.
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(2) that the silence of Alexander means little (see Wachtler, 5 f.), and

Asclepius includes the words in his commentary (39.21 Hayduck);

(3) that the reference to Alcmaeon
5

s date undoubtedly gains point from

Aristotle's next sentence, in which he expresses uncertainty whether

Alcmaeon or the Pythagoreans can claim priority for the particular

doctrine in question. Zeller's remark that the words
*

stand there rather

idle
'

is unjustified. Moreover we must reject one argument advanced by
Ross and repeated by Jaeger, namely that the words are suspect

because they mention Pythagoras by name, and Aristotle only does this

once elsewhere and nowhere claims any knowledge of his date. This

ignores the fact that Aristotle wrote treatises on the Pythagoreans
which are lost, but which certainly gave some account of Pythagoras
himself. However, since the genuineness of the remark is by no means

universally admitted, the best hope of assigning an approximate date to

Alcmaeon must lie in the nature of his views, and so cannot well be

discussed until the evidence for these views, such as it is, has been

considered. For the moment we may simply say that if the mention

of his date is not Aristotle's, that is not in itself evidence that his

lifetime did not overlap that of Pythagoras, but only that we can no

longer claim Aristotle himself as a witness to the fact.

Favorinus the friend of Plutarch (quoted by Diogenes, viu, 83) said

rather absurdly that Alcmaeon had the reputation of being the first to

write a natural philosophy (9uaiKov Aoyov). Galen twice mentions

him along with Parmenides, Melissus, Empedocles and others as

author of a book which passed under the title On Nature. This work

was no longer available to commentators of the Christian era,
1 who

were dependent on Aristotle and Theophrastus for their information

about Alcmaeon. Aristotle presumably had the book in order to write

his polemic against it, and Theophrastus summarizes at length its

account of sensation, obviously at first hand. Wachtler (pp. cit. 32f.)

has argued that it probably survived in the Hellenistic library at

Alexandria. With Alcmaeon as with Philolaus, Diogenes (viu, 83 and

85, following Demetrius of Magnesia) quotes the first few words of

his book, and this seems to go back to the practice of Callimachus, who

1
Probably not to Galen himself, "Wachtler, p. 32. For the Aristotelian commentators cf. esp.

SimpL De An. 32.6 and Philop. De An. 88 .n Hayduck.
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in his catalogue of the library regularly gave title followed by opening
words.

Diogenes writes of Alcmaeon (vm, 83): 'Most of what he says

concerns medicine, though he sometimes treats of natural philosophy,

saying, "The majority of human things go in pairs".' This farrago is

typical of the compiler, who could have illustrated the 'physical' side

ofAlcmaeon's thought very much better than by tearing this particular

sentence from its context in Aristotle. Alcmaeon had indeed an intense

interest in medicine and physiology, which influenced the whole

tendency of his thought, but he lived before the age of specialization.

The study of the human body was still only a part of philosophy as a

whole, and he did not hesitate to pronounce also on the nature ofknow

ledge, on cosmology and astronomy, and on the immortality of the

soul.

The opening words of his treatise were: 'Thus says Alcmaeon of

Croton, the son of Peirithous, to Brotinus, Leon, and Bathyllus.

Concerning things unseen, and concerning mortal things, the gods see

clearly, but so far as men may judge. . ..
3I

Many Presocratic philo

sophers are sublimely certain that they have the key to knowledge.
Alcmaeon opens on a humbler note: certainty is only for the gods. They
know the truth directly, but men can only follow the signs

2
given to

them in the visible world and by interpreting them feel their way
towards the unseen. Cornford has shown in Principium Sapientiae that

in his certainty the early philosopher shows himself the successor of the

seer-poet, speaking under divine inspiration, whereas the humbler

attitude towards knowledge was inculcated by the nascent science of

medicine with its detailed observation of particular cases and its aware

ness of
fallibility in diagnosis. Alcmaeon is already writing in the spirit

1
Fr. i (D.L. vin, 83). The asyndeton in the first six words of the second sentence is awkward,

and iTEpl TCOV Ovnrcov may well conceal a corruption (see app. crit. to DK, 248 1 for suggestions) ,

but the general contrast between divine and human knowledge is unaffected.

The Medication* (Burnet's word is not too unsuitable) to the Pythagoreans Brotinus, Leon,
and Bathyllus affords some slight confirmation of Alcmaeon's early date, since Brotinus is only

spoken of as an early Pythagorean, either father-in-law or son-in-law of Pythagoras, or married

to a woman who was one of Pythagoras's pupils (authorities in DK, 17). The dates of the other

two, who appear in lamblichus's list of Pythagoreans, are unknown.
a
Tacu^pia. On T6Kna{peor0ctt in this sentence Professor T. B. L. Webster says rightly that it

means e
to use the signs that are given to us to interpret what is unseen* (Acta Congr. Madvig.

n, Copenhagen, 1958, 36). Cf. Thuc. I, i, 3 <Kp<:5s \v eOpeiv dSOvocra ?jv, frc 8 TaciiTjpfcov
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of the Hippocratic treatise On Ancient Medicine, the writer of which

deprecates the study of
'

unseen and doubtful matters' like 'what goes

on in the sky and under the earth*. Philosophers who do this may
claim to know the truth, but are in fact relying on baseless suppositions.

The truth of these is not 'clear
5

either to the speaker or to his audience,

for there is no standard of verification.
1

All that we know of Alcmaeon's views points to this preference for

the concrete, a solid basis of observation, and dislike of airy hypotheses
and over-simplification. He had no use for the contemporary fixation

on a single arche to which everything could be reduced. If the doxo-

graphers could have fastened such a notion on to him, we may be sure

they would have done so. But though they tell us in their schematic

way of the arche of even minor and imitative thinkers the water of

Hippon or the fire of Hippasus of Alcmaeon we read nothing of the

sort. Like the Pythagoreans he made great use ofopposites, and applied

them to human nature and destiny. Aristotle's evidence on this is as

follows (Metaph. 986a3i):

Alcmaeon says that most human things go in pairs, but he speaks of the

oppositions not, like the Pythagoreans, as limited in number but hap

hazard, e.g. white-black, sweet-bitter, good-bad, large-small. He threw

out indefinite suggestions about the rest, but the Pythagoreans specified how

many and what tie contraries were. From both therefore we may understand

that the opposites are principles of existing things, but their number, and

which they are, we learn only from the Pythagoreans.

One way in which he applied his doctrine of pairs of opposites to

mankind is shown in a doxographic paragraph, printed by Diels-

Kranz as an actual fragment or quotation. In fact it is in indirect

speech, and Diels himself noted (Dox. 223 f.) that some Peripatetic and

Stoic terms have crept into the expression. Also the text is by no means

perfect. All this enjoins a certain caution, yet the thought and much of

the language have an archaic tone, especially perhaps the use of the

political terms isonomia (equality of rights)
2 and monarchia to describe

equilibrium between the physical 'powers' and the preponderance of

, p. 2 Festugiere (voL I, 572 Littr<) oft y&p ?on Trp6$ 5 TI xp^ drrcvfyKocvroc etSSvcci T6

$ a complaint with a remarkably modern ring.
2
G. Vlastos discusses the political significance of this term in his article 'Isonomia" in

1953-
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one of them. These are foreign to later medical writers, but would

spring to the mind of one who lived when rivalry between popular

and despotic factions was a familiar feature of city-state life. There is

no reason to doubt that the theory was Alcmaeon's own. The text of

Diels-Kranz may be rendered thus (B4):

Alcmaeon taught that what preserves health is equality between the powers
moist and dry, cold and hot, bitter and sweet and the rest and the pre

valence of one of them produces disease, for the prevalence of either is

destructive. The active cause of disease is excess ofheat or cold, the occasion

of it surfeit or insufficiency of nourishment, the seat of it blood, marrow or

the brain.
1
Disease may also be engendered by external causes such as waters

or local environment or exhaustion or torture or the like. Health on the

other hand is the blending of the qualities in proper measure.

This passage, together with other more striking instances of

Alcmaeon's empirical approach to the study of physiology, sensation,

and kindred subjects, explainswhy in his treatment of contrary qualities

he differed from the Pythagoreans in the way indicated by Aristotle.

They could specify a rigid and exclusive list of opposites because they

were constructing a theoretical system on predominantly mathematical

lines. He was a practical physician and scientist, who saw that there

went to the making of a natural body an indefinite number of physical

qualities rather than a set of semi-abstractions like odd and even, left

and right, limited and unlimited. The world of experience, which the

doctor cannot ignore, is less tidy, less cut-and-dried, than the a priori

system of the mathematical philosopher.

Crotonwas from an early date famous for its medical men. Herodotus

(in, 125 ff.) tells the story of Democedes son of Calliphon, a Crotoniate

and 'the best physician of his day
5

,
who practised first in Aegina and

Athens, then was employed by Polycrates of Samos until the latter's

death at the hands of Oroites the Persian in 522 B.C. Brought to Sardis

as a prisoner, Democedes cured Darius of a dislocated ankle and his

wife Atossa of a growth on the breast, and finally managed to return

to his native city, where he married the daughter of Milo (the athlete

and friend of Pythagoras). Of this man Herodotus says that 'he was

mainly responsible for the high reputation of the medical men of

1
In this sentence Alcmaeon is of course speaking exempli gratia.
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Croton*. There was, then, a recognized school of physicians at Croton

of which Alcmaeon was one. It went back into the sixth century and

was independent of Pythagoras and his followers, although after

Pythagoras's arrival in the same city the two could not have remained

without mutual contact or influence.

The character of Alcmaeon's physiological science may be judged
from a summary in Theophrastus's De Sensu (25 f., DK, A 5):

Among those who explain sensation by dissimilars, Alcmaeon begins by

clarifying the difference between men and the lower animals. Man, he says,

differs from the others in that he alone has understanding, whereas they have

sensation but do not understand:
1

thought is distinct from sensation, not, as

it is for Empedocles, the same.

He then proceeds to each sense separately. Hearing is through the ears

because they contain void, which resounds. Sound is produced in the cavity

[sc. of the outer ear Beare], and the air [of the intra-tympanic ear id.]

echoes it. A man smells with his nostrils, as he draws the breath up to the

brain in the act of breathing. Tastes are distinguished by the tongue, which

being warm and soft melts die object by its heat, and owing to its porous and

delicate structure receives and transmits the flavour. The eyes see through the

water surrounding them. That the eye contains fire is evident, for the fire

flashes forth when it is struck,* and it sees by means of the bright element

and the transparent
3 when the latter gives back a reflexion, and the purer

this element is, the better it sees.

All the senses are in some way connected to the brain, and for this reason

they are incapacitated if it is disturbed or shifted, for it obstructs the passages

through which the sensations take place.

Concerning the mode or the organs of touch he has nothing to say. This

then is the extent of his explanations.

This account (to which the doxographers, naturally enough, add

nothing material) is not altogether easy to translate, and no doubt it is

inevitable that the inchoate physiology of Alcmaeon should at certain

points appear obscure. Our knowledge can, however, be supple-
1 The word used, uvivoci, means literally 'to put together', and traces of this basic meaning

probably survived in the mind ofa Greek writer of the fifth century. All animals have sensation,
but only man can make a synthesis of his sensations.

* The subject of &X<5cinreiv is irup. Cf. Arist, De Sensu, 437a 24.
3 Le. the fire and the water both play their part (Wachtler). Beare, rather against the sentence-

construction, refers both epithets to water on the ground that orlApeiv applies more appropriately
to it than to fire (Gk. Th. ofElem. Cogn. n, n. 3). This seems to make the introduction of fire

improbably otiose, but that of course may be a fault in Theophrastus's epitomizing.
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mented a little by descriptions in other medical writers, and criticisms

in Aristotle, of theories which are probably Alcmaeon's or similar.

Those interested in the details may be referred to J. I. Beare's Greek

Theories ofElementary Cognition and Wachder's monograph previously
cited. From Empedocles, the nearest writer in time and space whose

views on these subjects have survived, he differed in several ways. In

general he thought of sensation as resulting from the interaction of

unlikes, whereas Empedocles explained it by a belief in the natural

affection of like by like: 'With earth we see earth, with water water',

and so on (fr. 109). For Empedocles, as for Aristotle later, psychical

activity was centred in the heart (fr. 105), for Alcmaeon in the head.

For this reason, according to Aetius, he held that the head was the first

part of the embryo to be formed (DK, A 13: there are several testi

monies to his interest in reproduction and embryology: see A 13-17,

B 3).

One of the most remarkable signs of independence from his con

temporaries is the drawing ofa clear line (though we do notknow where
or how) between sensation and thought: 'Thought is distinct from

sensation, not, as it is for Empedocles, the same', and this for Alcmaeon

provided a criterion of distinction between man and the other animals.

In De Anima^ n, 3, Aristotle says that the other view was general

among earlier thinkers, but is himself emphatic that the line taken by
Alcmaeon is right (4273 19 ff.):

Intellect and thinking are believed to be a sort of sensation. . .and the older

philosophers maintain that thought and sensation are the same, as Empedocles
when he says 'the wisdom of men grows with reference to what is before

them' All these regard intellect as a bodily function just like sensation

But that sensation and thinking are not the same is obvious, for the first is

common to all animals, the second shared by a few only.
1

Aristotle not only sides with Alcmaeon, but like him cites as evidence

the superiority of man to the other animals. That he does not mention

Alcmaeon by name may be accidental (he is in general annoyingly

parsimonious with references to particular predecessors) or possibly
due to a feeling that Alcmaeon, though he made the distinction, had

1
Contrast Emped. fr. 1 10, 10 -rrdvra y&p I<r0i 9p6vrjaiv ixv xal VCOJJIOCTOS alacxv et al.
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not understood the basis of it correctly. For Aristotle it is a distinction

between corporeal and non-corporeal functions., and Alcmaeon was not

yet capable of speaking or thinking in these terms.

The explicit recognition of the brain as the central organ of feeling

and thought was another striking contribution of Alcmaeon.1 In

connexion with the sense ofsightwehave the information in Chalcidius's

commentary on the Timaeus (DK, A 10) that Alcmaeon was the first to

undertake the scientific excision of an eye. This would make it possible

for him to see the nerves running from the eye to the brain, an achieve

ment which Chalcidius pretty certainly attributes to him, though he

mentions two later writers in the same sentence. From Theophrastus
we know that he spoke of

*

passages
'

(iropoi) leading from sense-organs

to the brain, and by these he may have intended nerves, inferring from

those which he could see the existence of those which he could not.

Plato refers to Alcmaeon's discovery (though without naming him) in

the Phaedo (963), where Socrates, running through a list of various

physical philosophers, says ('whether it is the blood with which we

think, or air, or fire, or none of these, but) the brain is what provides

the sensations ofhearing, sight and smell
5

. In the Timaeus Plato himself

followed Alcmaeon's example, unlike Aristotle, who less wisely retained

the heart as common sensorium.

Another indication that Alcmaeon's ideas were uncommonly
influential is provided by the subject of sleep. Aetius reports (DK,
A 1 8) : 'Alcmaeon says that sleep is brought about by the retirement of

the blood to the larger blood-vessels, whereas waking is their redif-

fusion', and in Aristotle's own haematology we find this (H.A. in,

521 a 1 5): 'When living creatures are asleep, the blood becomes less

plentiful near the surface, so that if they are pricked it does not flow so

copiously.' It looks as ifhe rated the authority ofhis predecessor higher
than the evidence of observation and simple experiment.

It is ofsome general interest that in his account of hearing Alcmaeon

identified void (KEVOV) with air. This emerges from Theophrastus, and

he must have been one of those whom Aristotle had in mind when he

1
Aetius (A 13), rising Stoic terminology (but cf. Plato, Tim. 41 c), says that for Alcmaeon T6

fiy6novix6v was in the brain, and that semen was a part of it. Cf. also the words of Chalcidius

(AIO): . . .a cereBri sede, in qua est sitapotestas arami summa et principalis.
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wrote in De Anima (4i9b33): 'Void is rightly said to be the basic

condition of hearing, for by void is meant air, which is indeed the

cause of hearing when it is moved in a single continuous mass/ This

identification of air with void is of course a link between Alcmaeon and

the Pythagoreans (p. 280, above).

On the soul Alcmaeon had an important contribution to make.

He says that its immortality follows from its resemblance to the immortal

beings, a resemblance which it possesses by virtue of being in everlasting

motion; for all the divine things also move continuously and for ever, to wit

the moon, sun and stars, and the heaven as a whole (Aristotle, De Anima,

Cicero and Clement repeat Alcmaeon's belief in the divinity of the

heavenly bodies (DK?
A 12), and Aetius reproduces the argument for

the soul's immortality, adding to the everlastmgness of its motion the

fact that it is self-caused. These are all dependent on Theophrastus for

their information, and elsewhere in De Anima (404 a20) Aristotle him

self speaks of
e

those who define the soul as that which moves itself, no

doubt with Alcmaeon in mind as well as Plato and Xenocrates.

A vague belief in the animation of nature at large, based on its

eternal and apparently self-caused motion, was ancient and not con

fined to philosophers.
1 In Anaximenes and the Pythagoreans this

becomes the basis of a close relationship between macrocosmic and

microcosmic life. The divinity of the heavenly bodies was firmly

established in popular religion, which also brought men and stars

together in the belief that the latter were the souls of dead men

(Aristophanes, Peace, 832 ). But Alcmaeon had thought these ideas

out and went a step further towards presenting them in a rational way.

Starting from the observable fact of movement, we may suppose him

to have inferred the everlasting and self-caused motion ofpsyche from

the assumption that the ultimate cause ofmotion must be the presence
of life. Life then in some form or other must have existed uninter

ruptedly from all time or no motion could have been either started or

maintained. Aristotle divides his predecessors in psychology into two

classes, according as they saw the essential characteristic of soul in

1
Cf. remarks on Ionian hylozoism, esp. pp. 63 fE, isyff., above.
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movement or in sensation. Of the former he says (De An. 403 b 28):

'Some maintain that soul is eminently and primarily the mover; and

assuming that what does not move itself is incapable of moving any

thing else, they conceive of soul as something in motion/ And a little

later (404a21):
e

All those who define the soul as self-mover seem to

think that movement is the most essential characteristic of soul, and

that everything else is moved by soul, but soul by itself, for they

observe no agent of motion which is not itself in motion/

This argument for the immortality of the soul was developed by
Plato in a famous passage of the Phaedrus (245 c, trans. Hackforth):

All soul is immortal; for that which is ever in motion is immortal. But that

which while imparting motion is itselfmoved by something else can cease to

be in motion, and therefore can cease to live; it is only that which moves

itself that never intermits its motion, inasmuch as it cannot abandon its own

nature; moreover this self-mover is the source and first principle of motion

for all other things that are moved.

Plato has taken Alcmaeon as his starting-point, but has refined the

argument and set it forth more logically. The ever-moving is im

mortal, the self-moving is the ever-moving, therefore the self-moving is

immortal. Soul is the self-moving, therefore soul is immortal. 1

Alcmaeon (to judge by the reports) relied more naively on the analogy
with the heavenly bodies, which (as everybody believed) were divine

and immortal, and could be observed to be in perpetual motion. More

of his premisses are suppressed or half-suppressed, because he is nearer

to the unquestioned assumptions of pre-philosophical thought.

There is a saying attributed to Alcmaeon in the Aristotelian Prolle-

mata which at first sight looks puzzling (fr. 2 DK): Alcmaeon says

that the reason why men die is that they cannot join the beginning to

the end/ The language 'unable to make ends meet* is a little

startling from its familiarity, but in fact the image behind Alcmaeon's

phrase is one of great weight and remarkably wide application in early

Greek thought: it is the image of circular motion.* The outer shell of

the whole cosmos, and all the heavenly bodies, appeared to revolve

1
Cf. Laws, 89 5 E & 5fi ^uxf) ToOvona, T!$ -roOrov A6yo$; Ixoptev aXXov TrAf]V T6v vuvSfj ^S^rrcc,

Tfjv SwaulvTjv airrfi ccCrrfiv wvetv idvrioiv;
3

Cf. with Alcmaeon's phrase Arist. Phys. 264^ 27: motion other than that of a complete circle

cannot be continuous, ou yap cruvdrrrei -rij dpxfi T^ "nipa$.
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visibly in a complicated pattern of circles that has continued with regular

recurrences from time immemorial, as was known from the records

of Babylonian astronomers. It was equally obvious that these celestial

revolutions were the cause of a circular repetition of events on earth.

Summer gives place to winter but will return inevitably as the sun

completes his circuit of the ecliptic, and this seasonal recurrence brings
about a cycle of birth, growth, dying and new birth among individual

things. The seed grows into the plant, which flowers, fades and dies,

but not before it has dropped new seed from which the cycle of life

will be repeated. Philo of Alexandria was perpetuating a very ancient

idea when he wrote:

It was God's will to prolong the existence of nature by immortalizing the

kinds and allowing them a share in eternity. Hence he brought, indeed

hastened, the beginning to the end and caused the end to return to the

beginning; for from plants comes the fruit, as it were from the beginning the

end, and from fruit the seed which contains within itself the plant, that is,

from the end the beginning.
1

End and beginning meet in the seeding of the dying plant, just as end

and beginning are the same point on the sun's annual journey or any

thing else which traces the shape ofa circle.
* On a circle beginning and

end are common' (Heraclitus, fr. 103).

The ramifications of this thought in the Greek mind are multi

farious geometrical, astronomical and chronological, as well as

physiological and this is not the moment to trace them all out.* But

let us look at the context in the Prollemata in which Alcmaeon's

remark is introduced. The subject is the circular character of time, and

the question whether 'before' and
*

after' have any absolute meaning.
If time is circular and recurrent, we may just as well be described as

living before the Trojan War as after it. The analogy from the circling
heavens to the history of living things is explicitly drawn (9i6a24):

As the path of the heaven and of each star is a circle, why should not the

birth and death ofperishable creatures be similar, so that the same things come
into being and decay? 'Human life is a circle', as the saying is. To suppose

1

Philo, De Opif. Mundz, xm, 44, quoted by Kahn (see next note), 27, n. 13.
3 Much may be learned on the subject from the illuminating article of C. H. Kahn, 'Anaxi-

mander and the, arguments concerning the firreipov*.
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indeed that those who come into being are always individually identical
1

would be foolish, but a specific identity is more acceptable. Thus we our

selves would be the earlier, and one may assume the series to be arranged so

as to turn back again to the beginning, to act continuously and always follow

the same course. Alcmaeon says that the reason why men die is that they

cannot join the beginning to the end a clever saying, if we take it that he

is speaking in a general sense and not with strict accuracy. If life is a circle,

and a circle has neither beginning nor end, none can be earlier by being
nearer the beginning, neither they earlier than we nor we than they.

The connexion ofthought between the circular paths ofthe heavenly
bodies and the eternal recurrence of history was made by means of the

concept of the Great Year (p. 282, above). But the notion of circu

larity was applied in particular to the human body, whence it occurred

that 'the coincidence of beginning and end was a theme of special

interest to doctors'.2 The Hippocratic De Victu^ in a series of far

fetched parallels designed to show that in the arts man imitates the

natural functions of the body, says (i, 19): 'Weavers work in a circle,

starting from the beginning and j&nishing at the beginning: in the body
we find the same circular progression; whence it began, to that it comes

in the end.
5

Another example from medical literature is at the beginning
ofDe Locis in Nomine:

c

In my view the body has no beginning (arche),

but everything is beginning and end alike; for when a circle has been

drawn, its beginning cannot be found.
5 To recapture as far as possible

the thought behind Alcmaeon
5

s dictum we must, as Kahn has noted,

bear in mind not only the eternal celestial motions to which the Proble-

mata refer, but also the Hippocratic statements about the cycle

(irspioSos) of the body. 'In the human subject, which is of primary
concern for a doctor like Alcmaeon, the maintenance of life depends

upon the circular knitting-together of all parts into one continuous

whole. When this link is snapped, death occurs* (Kahn, op. cit. 26).

The individual human soul, in its action on the body, is trying to repro

duce in its ownway the eternal circular motions of the divine stars, for,

as Alcmaeon himselfsaid, 'all divine things also move continuously and

for ever, the moon, sun and stars, and the heaven as a whole'.

1 As some at least of the Pythagoreans did, p. 281, above.
1
Kirk, HCF, 114, who quotes the Hippocratic examples.
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It is difficult not to believe that Plato was deeply influenced by
Alcmaeon. We have already seen the similar proof of the soul's im

mortality of which he made use in the Phaedrus and Laws. The

Timaeus teaches that the activity of the soul of the living cosmos

consists ofcircular motions. In a human being, whose soul is essentially

of the same nature as the world's soul though of inferior quality, 'the

circuits of the immortal soul' are confined
*

within the flowing and

ebbing tide of the body'. The shock of submitting to the exigencies of

bodily nourishment and rapid growth distorts the circles of the soul,

which were originally constructed by the Creator according to strict

laws of geometrical and musical proportion. By the assaults of matter

they were 'twisted in all manner of ways, and all possible infractions

and deformations of the circles were caused, so that they barely held

together' (43D-E), and this accounts for the irrational behaviour of

infants. In adult life a certain equilibrium and calm are attained, and the

revolutions proceed more regularly.

What then did Alcmaeon really believe about the nature of the soul?

There is no further evidence, and to suggest a coherent doctrine one

must resort to inference. This may be worth attempting, for it will shed

some light on Greek ways of thinking, even if only dubiously on

Alcmaeon's. Since soul is immortal, it evidently outlasts physical

death; and if men die 'because they cannot join the beginning to the

end', it follows that the soul, which is immortal, does join them. Thus

we have already implicit (and for all we know explicit) in Alcmaeon's

philosophy the doctrine that the soul imitates the divine stars and

heavens not only in self-caused motion but in circular motion. 1 So far

we may follow Rostagni (Verio di P. 136). But when he goes on to say
that the circle in question is the circle of births or cycle of reincarnation

known from Pythagorean and Orphic lore, he goes beyond the reach

of legitimate inference. There is no hint that Alcmaeon believed in

transmigration, and it has more than once been pointed out that the

radical distinction which he draws between men and animals tells

rather against it. It may not be easy to imagine how he conceived of

1 This conclusion has been reached here independently of the arguments of Skemp in The

Theory ofMotion in Plato's Later Dialogues (Cambridge, 1942), ch. 3. I do not think the ob

jections of Festugiere (REG, 1945, 59-65) to Skemp's arguments are fatal
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the soul's circular motion, but Plato, a much more advanced thinker,

saw no difficulty in describing its revolutions as going on inside our

heads, a procedure unconnected with the belief in transmigration,

although he held that also. A further conjecture of RostagnTs, that the

soul is only subject to motion only 'moves itself at all when it

enters the world of incarnate being, and is in its own nature unmoved,
not only outruns the evidence but contradicts it.

The testimonies might suggest that Alcmaeon had a double concep
tion of the soul like that of Empedocles which has been discussed in

connexion with the
*

soul-harmony' doctrine on pp. 317 &. Sensation

and thought both belong to the body, being dependent on the brain:

yet the soul is immortal, and must therefore be not the 'empirical*

soul but the divine daimon temporarily incarcerated in a human body
and having knowledge not of the world around it but of things divine.

This too is maintained by Rostagni, in whose eyes Alcmaeon owed his

belief in the soul's immortality to 'the mystical currents pervading the

sixth century B.C.' (op. cit. 102 ff.). 'The immortal soul that he concedes

is the mystical soul, very different from the body and from the soul of

the body centred in the brain' (p. 154). On the other hand (a) there

is no evidence for it, nor any hint that Alcmaeon like Empedocles
used the word daimon or any other second word when speaking of

the human soul; (<5) it seems to have been a cardinal point of difference

between Alcmaeon and Empedocles that Empedocles said that thought
and sensation were 'the same*, so that even the lower animals possessed
some faculty of thinking (Aet. iv, 5, 12, DK, 28A45). He therefore

insisted at every turn on the Pythagorean belief in the close kinship of

men and the lower animals, whereas Alcmaeon distinguished between

mind and the senses and regarded the possession of intelligence as

marking off humanity from the beasts.

Perhaps the most likely supposition is this. Psyche for a thinker of

the fifth century meant not only a soul but soul; that is, the world was

permeated by a kind of soul-stuff which is better indicated by the

omission of the article. Soul animates the cosmos, and its characteristic

manifestation is the unceasing and self-caused motion which it performs
and imparts to the heavenly bodies. Portions of this soul-substance,

Alcmaeon thought, inhabit the human body, and in particular the
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brain, where they naturally attempt to carry out the same circular

motions, but are hampered by the crasser material in which they are

now implicated. In the end the uneasy partnership breaks down, the

composite creature as a whole can no longer preserve the integrity of

the circle, and the immortal soul deserts the body, which thereupon

perishes. A doctor's task is, in detail, to maintain or restore the equi

librium in the body ofthe physical opposites wet, dry, cold, hot, bitter,

sweet and the rest; but in general terms his aim may be described as the

establishment of conditions in which the soul may be least impeded by
the body from carrying out its natural revolutions. So long as physical

equilibrium is preserved, the soul is able to impart to the body, by
means of its own regular motions, movement and the powers of sensa

tion and thought.

Our sources do not tell us what Alcmaeon supposed to happen to a

soul after death. Probably, however, it was released to join the pure
soul-substance among the stars 'spirit to the aither^ body to the earth'

(Euripides, SuppL 533f.) a notion which in one form or another was

popular in the fifth century and not confined to any one religious or

philosophical school.

The analogy between the regularity of motion in a circle and

psychic functions, especially reason, must be accepted as natural to

Greek thought. It had an important place in Plato's philosophy and

still haunted the cosmology and theology of Aristotle. It is argued at

length in the tenth book of the Laws, where at 898A we read that

"motion performed in one place must always be about a centre, like a

well-turned wheel, and is in every way so far as possible closest and

most similar to the revolution of intelligence'. In the Timaeus the

intelligence of the world-soul is synonymous with its revolution, that

'supreme* outermost revolution of the Same which affects all interior

motions of the cosmos: and at 40A, describing how the Creator set the

stars in this outermost sphere, Plato actually says that he set them 'in the

intelligence of the supreme. . .to keep company with it, distributing

them all round the heaven'. The word 'intelligence', instead of sphere
or circuit, comes as a shock, but for Plato the two were interchangeable.
As he says a few lines later of the axial rotation of the stars, they 'have

one motion in the same place, as each always thinks the same thoughts
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about the same things*. Evidently this analogy (or symbolism; it is

difficult to say how far Plato meant his language in the Timaeus to be

taken literally) did not begin with Plato, and so far as we know Alc-

maeon was the first to give it philosophical expression.

In the details of his astronomy (so far as the doxographers tell us

anything about it, which is very little; see A4) Alcmaeon is credited

with a repetition of the crudities of Anaximenes and Heraclitus: the

sun is flat, the moon is eclipsed because it is bowl-shaped and the bowl

sometimes turns at an angle to us. Nevertheless he followed the

Pythagorean rather than the Ionian line in regarding the stars as living

and divine, and Aetius says of him that he
'

agreed with the mathe-

matici in teaching the independent movement of the planets from

^West to East. According to the typical Ionian view (Anaxagoras,

Democritus) they were lifeless masses ofearth or stone carried passively

round by the universal vortex, whereas the possibility of independent
and contrary movement was closely bound up with their divinity. Both

were taught by the Pythagoreans, of whom mathematici is an appro

priate description,
1 and Alcmaeon could have picked up the doctrines

from them at Croton. The phrase in Aetius does not suggest origi

nality, and if the other reports of his astronomy are true, he is not so

likely to have been original in this as in his special fields like physio

logy and psychology.

Can anything be usefully added about Alcmaeon's date? First, that

the disputed clause in Aristotle's Metaphysics does not make him out

to be so early as some think. Edelstein suspects that he 'cannot

possibly have been a man of the sixth century', but no one is asking us

to believe that he was. Aristotle says nothing more definite than that

he existed in the old age ofPythagoras. Pythagoras probably died about

490, perhaps even a little later, and whether or not we concur in Diels's

conjectural addition of the wordyoung (vo$) in the text, the statement

does not demand that Alcmaeon be born any earlier than 5
10. He may

1 For the divinity of the heavenly bodies we have seen plenty of evidence. The contrary

movement of the planets is taught by Plato in some of his most Pythagorizing passages, and

attributed to them in later times ([Geminus], [Eisagoge], p. n Manitius; see van der Waerden,
Astron. <L Pyth. 22).
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have written his book at any time between the ages of thirty and

seventy, i.e. between 480 and 440. The dates of the Presocratic philo

sophers are no more than approximately known, but this would make

him considerably younger than Heraclitus, and give him a working
life roughly contemporary with those of Empedocles and Anaxagoras.
He would be older than Democritus, nor do we find any trace of the

atomic viewpoint in his remains. The identification of void and air

suggests that he was earlier.

If we accept this date, there is nothing in his medical and physio

logical science to cause surprise, especially considering the antiquity of

the Crotoniate school of physicians. Comparison with the Hippo-
cratic treatises is a dubious aid, in view of their own uncertain date.

But some who have sifted the question most thoroughly would date

On Ancient Medicine (V1VT) between 450 and 42O,
1 and its view of the

role of opposites in disease (see especially adinit. and ch. 15) reflects a

maturer science than Alcmaeon's: it is all very well (it says) to prescribe

'the hot' or 'the cold' as a remedy, but these do not exist in isolation,

and whatever one gives the patient to eat or drink will inevitably

contain other qualities as well e.g. astringency which will also have

their effect. Similarly with VM* denunciation of the philosophical

school of doctors who think it necessary to make assumptions about

what goes on in the sky and under the earth. Alcmaeon is already

imbued with this spirit, he has the mind and method of a true physician,

yet he still studies 'the things in the sky' and relates them to human
life: he is only half-way towards the strict empiricism of the Hippo-
cratic writer.

He has something in common with the Sicilian Empedocles, as well

as differing from him in ways already noted. Resemblances and dif

ferences alike suggest that they belonged to the same period, and

perhaps exchanged ideas, rather than that either followed the other.

Both made use of 'passages' (iropoi) in their explanations of sensation,

but in quite different ways. It is perhaps to be noted that not even the

doxographers, to whom such language is natural, describe Alcmaeon as

1
See in particular Festugiere, De Vane. mid. xin, and W. H. S. Jones, introd. to Loeb ed.

p. ?. G. E. R. Lloyd (unpublished) thinks the author a contemporary of Plato on the grounds
of his use of elSos and CrnxSOeoij, but there remain objections to this dating,
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working with the concept of the four elements introduced by Empe-
docles: we read only (as already with Anaximander) of the hot, the

cold, etc., not of fire, air, water and earth, which e.g. the later physician

Philistion mentions (fr. 4 Wellmann) when he is treating of the causes

of disease. Much the same may be said about the relation ofAlcmaeon's

remains to those of Anaxagoras.

As we have seen, Alcmaeon also introduces ideas which were later

developed by Plato the soul as self-mover, the analogy of circular

motion but it became clear that these ideas were present in the thought
of the fifth century or earlier, and needed only the application of an

intelligent and perceptive mind to give them more definite form. All in

all, it is more reasonable to believe that Alcmaeon, as we are told, was

already alive in the old age of Pythagoras, and was a thinker of con

siderable power and influence, than to push his lifetime down into the

manhood of Plato in order to show (on little evidence) that he was not

original at all.
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VI

XENOPHANES

This is the way to speak around the fire

In winter, on a soft couch, belly full.

Drinking sweet wine, and crunching hazelnuts:
cNow tell us, sir, your name and home and age.

How old were you the year the Mede appeared?' (fr. 22)

Now is the floor swept, hands and cups washed clean;

f
Fresh-woven garlands crown our heads, and now
The fragrant unguent-bottle makes its rounds.

The bowl stands waiting brimful of good cheer,

And here's another wine that will not fail

Soft-tasting, flower-scented in its jars.

Incense distils the scent of holiness,'

And there is water, cold and sweet and clean.

See the brown loaves, and on a worthy table

A load of cheeses and rich honey lies.

As centre-piece an altar, thickly strewn

With flowers. Song and revel fill the hall.

First it is meet for righteous men to hymn,
With pious stories and pure words, the god.

Then, due libations paid, with prayers for strength

To act aright (our plainest duty this),

It is no sin to drink so much, that all

Not weak from age may come safe home alone.

^Praise him who after drinking can relate

Fine deeds, as memory serves and lust for good.
1

Give us no fights with Titans, no nor Giants

Nor Centaurs, which our fathers falsely told,

9
Nor civil brawls, in which no profit is.

But to be mindful of the gods is good. (fr. i)

1

Translating the text in DK:

dvSpoov 8* cdvelv TOUTOV 65 loQAA m&v dvcxporfvr],

cos ot nvTjiiocrOvTi Kcx^ T6vos dn9* &perfj$.

I-CT0A* ehr&v H. Frankel, loOV rn&v Untersteiner. T&V 6$ for T6vos Kaibel (Athen. 462 F), Bowra.
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Poet and Teacher

It may well be asked why the writer of these cheerful lines is to be

included among the philosophers. The first quotation recalls a scene

familiar to travellers in Greek lands from the time of the Odyssey to

our own. All possible personal information is to be extracted from the

stranger, but the duties of hospitality come first. Only when he is fed,

over the nuts and wine, is it proper for the questions to begin. The

second sets the scene in vivid detail for a typical symposium, at which

the Greek would always give the gods first place, and liked to mingle
serious and elevating conversation with the entertainment of song and

dance that was also provided. This poem conforms to a type, and what

is laid down in the latter part scarcely goes beyond the limits of con

ventional piety. The^tories of the gods are to be purged of their more

unseemly or unprofitable elements, but this was equally insisted on by
Pindar in his odes.

Xenophanes is indeed a reminder of the artificiality of the barriers

which the need for selection forces us to set up between other Greek

writers and those whom at this early period we choose to call philo

sophers. He is a poet, the only one whose genuine writings find a place

both among the Presocratic philosophers of Diels and in the lyric

anthology of Diehl; and like every Greek poet he was a teacher with

a message to convey. Poetic form is no bar to philosophy. Though the

Milesians used prose, we shall find Parmenides and Empedocles em-

f bodying highly complex intellectual systems in verse, as in the Roman
world did Lucretius. But from the passages quoted it looks as if

"philosophy was not his only or his chief concern. Thoroughly at home

in social gatherings, he loves to depict them and, as singer and honoured

guest at the same time, to prescribe some of the rules according to

which they were customarily conducted. Yet among later Greeks he

had the reputation of being the founder of the Eleatic school, to which

we owe the first attempt to base an ontology on strict deductive logic.

The opinions of modern scholars vary widely: *A poet and rhapsode
who has become a figure in the history of Greek philosophy by

mistake'; 'On le regarde trop comme un veritable philosophe, alors

qu'en realite c'est bien plutot un poete humoriste
3

; 'Represents the

only true monotheism that has ever existed in the world
5

; 'Clearly

recognized a plurality of gods';
'

Only as a theologian can he be really
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understood He would have smiled if he had known that one day he

was to be regarded as a theologian A link between Ionian investi

gations and the Eleatic doctrine of pure Being The list could be

lengthened

Perhaps we can make up our own minds At least he is the first

Greek philosopher (ifwe may account him such) ofwhose undisputed

^writings
we can still read an appreciable quantity There may be textual

errors, but thanks to the verse form we are in no doubt whether a

passage is direct quotation or paraphrase (that bugbear in particular of

the study of Heraclitus), and the quotations amount to about 118 lines

(i) Date and life

About the actual date of Xenophanes there is a certain conflict of

evidence Timaeus the historian of Sicily (p 170, above), an island

which Xenophanes certainly visited, described him (according to

Clement of Alexandria) as contemporary with Hieron and Epicharmus

(A8) Hieron reigned in Syracuse 478-467 and Epicharmus was there

at the time Diogenes Laertius (ix, 20) gives his floruit as Ol 60,

i e 540-537, suggesting a birth about 575 This is not impossible to

reconcile with Timaeus (whose actual words we do not know), since

we have the invaluable information from one of Xenophanes s own

poems that he was alive and writing at the age of ninety two (fr 8,

a late source says that he lived to over a hundred see A7)

Diogenes does not mention his source, but it is almost certain to

have been the chronicler Apollodorus On the other hand ClemeiJ

(A8) quotes Apollodorus against Timaeus as having put the birth 9
Xenophanes m Ol 40 (620-617) and added that he survived to the

time of Darius and Cyrus This is a strange phrase, since Cyrus died

in 529 and Darius succeeded to power in 521, and it gives ground for

suspicion that sources have become distorted z Clement (like Sextus,

A 8) has probably copied a mistaken report of Apollodorus s estimate,

which we are fortunate to be able to correct through Diogenes It

would be like Apollodorus to connect thefloruit with the foundation

Diels it is true explained the order of the names as due originally to exigencies

(Apollodorus wrote in iambic trimeters ) See Zeller 640 n i
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date of Sea,
1 a city with which the name of Xenophanes was closely

"connected in later times.

We may therefore assume, as the most likely dates for his long life,

approximately

/

570-470. He would then have been born about the same

time as Pythagoras (ofwhom he writes in fr. 7), but probably outlived

Jbim for twenty or thirty years. Heraclitus, who criticizes him by name,

will have been some thirty years younger, and Parmenides perhaps

sixty. Since we do not know at what age he wrote his various poems,
his exceptionally long life makes it impossible to place them within

any narrow limits.
2

He was born in the Ionian city of Colophon, which fell to Harpagus
the Mede after Cyrus's conquest of Lydia in 546.

e The coming of the

Mede', which he recalls in fr. 22, drove him from his native land to

seek, like Pythagoras, a new home among the Western Greeks.3 In

w
some autobiographical lines he says (fr. 8):

Now seven and sixty years have tossed my cares

Throughout the length and breadth of Hellas' land.

To these add five and twenty from my birth,

If I can know and truly speak of that

Fr. 3, too, shows experience of the way of life of the Colophonians
before their downfall. That he was twenty-five at the time of the

conquest fits well enough with the approximate date here assumed for

his birth.

'Exiled from his country,' says Diogenes (ix, 18), *he lived in Sicily

at Zancle4 and Catana/ His name alsd became associated with Elea,

uwhich lies some way up the west coast ofthe Italian mainland, owing to

the common assumption that he founded the 'Eleatic school' of philo

sophy; for Parmenides of Elea, its undoubted founder, was thought to

1
Le. about 540 and not later than 535 (RE, z. Reihe, vni, 2400).

a Bowra has pointed out that fr. 2 was probably written before 520. It seems to mention all the

main events of the Olympic games, yet omits the race in armour which was introduced at that

time. H. TheslefT, On Dating Xenophanes, probably puts him too late. See G. B. Kerferd in CR,

1959, 72, and for a brief summary and appraisal of the evidence for Xenophanes*s dates von

Fritz, CP, 1945, 228, n. 25.
3 That this was the occasion of his migration is certainly the most reasonable conclusion.

Cf. H. Frankel, Dichtung u. PMIos. 421, n. 2 and Hermes, 1925, 176, n. I.

4 Le. Messana, The older name Zancle was in use until c. 480 (RE, xv, 1221), and its use here

may mean, as Burnet pointed out, that the information is from a poem, of Xenophanes himself.
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have been taught or inspired by him. In fact the only positive evidence

connecting him with Elea is the inclusion among his reputed works of

an epic poem on its foundation, along with one on that of his native

Colophon; but it is of course possible that he spent some time there

soon after its foundation, or even that he arrived in time to take part

^in it. One may sum up by saying that he was an Ionian who lived

many years among the Western Greeks, that on his own testimony his

life was a wandering one, and that according to tradition his sojourn

included Messana, Catana, Elea, and, late in his life, the court of

Hiero at Syracuse.

(2) Social andpolitical outlook

His surviving poems reveal something ofhis social and political position

and outlook. Fr. i shows him at home in circles of traditional good

living. The singer of the elegiac song which opened a symposium in

archaic or classical times was by no means necessarily the hired

rhapsode ofHomerwho performed at rich men's feasts to earn his meal

and a present. A phrase in Diogenes that he
c

recited his own poems'

(EppccycbSsi, ix, 1 8) has been thought to hint at this, but wrongly.

There seems to have been a class of elegiac poems sung at the beginning

of symposia and including advice to the guests on behaviour or

deportment,
1 and the singers were at least the equals of their fellow-

drinkers. Xenophanes indeed, as a man with a message of his own,

speaks with a special air of authority, but without overstepping the

bounds of contemporary aristocratic taste.

In another poem (fr. 2) he attacks the excessive honours paid to

athletes, claiming that their physical feats are of far less worth than

*my art
3

: they contribute neither to the good government of the city

nor to its material prosperity both of which we must therefore

suppose to be furthered by the poet. This claim is characteristic of a

poet of the time, and would have been made equally by Solon or

Theognis. The disparagement of physical prowess has been seen as

anti-aristocratic, evidence already of the
*

inevitable clash' between the

old ideals and nascent philosophy with its more humanistic, democratic

even revolutionary outlook. But the cult of success at the games

1
See C. M. Bowra,

*

Xenophanes on Songs at Feasts'.
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was neither traditional nor peculiarly aristocratic. It had gained im

mense popularity with all classes, and tyrants courting the favour of

the poor regarded it as of political importance to compete and win

themselves. In a well-reasoned article Sir Maurice Bowra argues that

Xenophanes 'looks back to a past when words were more honoured

thjui athletic success, and his language, though not specifically political,

belongs to an aristocratic order of society in which any far-reaching

change which seemed to promote the unworthy was regarded as

S5tKov'. He concludes: 'He was a high-minded member of a society

which was conscious of social and moral obligations. In the sixth

century Greek aristocrats were neither all so reactionary as Alcaeus nor

so homogeneous in their opinions as some social historians have

thought, and the intellectual vigour and range ofa class which produced

Pythagoras and Heraclitus found a characteristic voice in Xenophanes/
1

Moderation, an enjoyment of the good things of life without any
ostentatious display of wealth, was a part of the same ideal, and it was

quite in accord with it that Xenophanes should condemn the luxurious

habits of his countrymen on the eve of their downfall (fr. 3) :

And they learned dainty, useless Lydian ways
,While they were still from hated tyrants free.

In robes all scarlet to the assembly went

A thousand men, no less: vainglorious,

Preening themselves on their fair flowing locks,

Dripping with scent of artificial oils.

(3) Writings

Xenophanes wrote his poems in hexameters, elegiacs and iambics

(D.L. ix, 1 8). The extant fragments are in hexameters and elegiacs,

jWith one example (fr. 14) of an iambic trimeter followed by a hexa

meter. He is credited with epics on the foundation of Colophon and

Elea, which' if true makes him the earliest Greek poet to treat of con

temporary and recent history. (D.L. ix, 20; but cf. Burnet, EGP^ 115,

n. 2.) He was also famous for his Silloi, a tide (probably bestowed on

them later) indicating^poems ofmockery or parody. They are no doubt

\/
*

Xenophanes and the Olympian Games', 28, 37. For the opposite view see Jaeger, Paideia, I,

171 f.
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the same that Athenaeus referred to as 'the parodies' (Xenoph. fr. 22).

His example was followed (and thename perhaps invented) by the sceptic
Timon of Phlius in the first half of the third century B.C., an admirer of

Xenophanes who dedicated to him his own satirical criticism of earlier

philosophers (Sextus in A 3 5). Part of this he cast into the form of a

Nekyia, a parody of the visits to the underworld related in the Odyssey
.and elsewhere, in which Xenophanes played the role of Homer's

Tiresias, the wise guide to the land of shades. Late writers mention a

fourth and a fifth book of the Silloi of Xenophanes (frr. 21 a and 42),

which could have contained hexametric as well as elegiac pieces, and it

is likely that most of our fragments come from the collection so named.

Writers of the Christian era refer also to 'Xenophanes in his work on

nature', and it is disputed whether our hexametric quotations come
from a separate work with this title, or formed part of the Silloi.

1 One
must at least admit justification for Deichgraber's statement that

c

in

the Hellenistic age there was a poem of Xenophanes with the title

"On Nature" (irepl 9uaco$), in other wor^s a poem which in the

judgment of the grammarians and librarians
/
deserved this title as much

as the didactic poems (Lehrgedichte) of other philosophers of earlier

times'. When, however, he goes on to argue at length whether this or

that fragment belongs to the Silloi or the irepl 9u<jeco$, the exercise

seems to have little point.

(4) Tradition

It is impossible to say how long the complete works of Xenophanes
survived, but certain that many of our authorities for his teaching

possessed no more than extracts, or even depended entirely on the

reports ofothers. Since Theophrastus and hence the later doxographers
^who copied him took their cue from Aristotle, it is unfortunate that

Aristotle himself felt some contempt for Xenophanes as a naive and con

fused thinker, and consequently did not devote much attention to him.2

A separate hexametric work on natural philosophy was assumed by Zeller, Diels and

Reinhardt, and strongly upheld by K. Deichgraber, Rh. Mus. 1938, 1-31. The contrary view has
been favoured by Burnet and Jaeger (TEGP, 40, and n. n, p. 210). KR comment (p. 166) that

a formal work on physical matters
*

seems questionable, though not so impossible as Burnet
would have us believe*.

2 At least in the treatises which became canonical after the edition of Andronicus in the time
^of Cicero and so have survived until today. It should not be forgotten that he probably wrote a
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Theophrastus followed this lead in refusing to recognize him as

a serious student of the physical world,
*

admitting that the record of

his views belongs to some other study rather than to that of nature
5

(Simplicius, A3i). This rejection may have hastened the lapse of his

more serious poems into obscurity or rarity. From Cicero onwards no

one shows unmistakably by his comments that he had the actual poems
in his hand, and in the second century A.D. both Sextus Empiricus and

Galen use expressions indicating that they had not. Simplicius in the

vsixth century was a learned and careful commentator to whom we owe

much of our knowledge of early Greek philosophy, and who always

went back to primary sources if he could and castigated those who

neglected to do so. But for Xenophanes he relies on Theophrastus and

the treatise On Melissus, Xenophanes and Gorgias (MXG\ and at one

point professes himself unable to explain the exact meaning of a line of

Xenophanes about the earth (fr. 28, v. 2) 'because I have not come

across the actual verses of Xenophanes on this subject'.
1 So far as

cosmology is concerned, it is probable that the complete poems had

become difficult if not impossible of access by the beginning of our

era. Short quotations were of course handed down, some of which are

still available to ourselves.

A special problem is created by the existence of the treatise MXG>
which is included in the Aristotelian corpus but was certainly not

written by Aristotle and probably not before the first century B.C.
2

The section on Xenophanes professes to give a full exposition of his

arguments, which if it could be relied on would be an extremely

valuable source. It does, however, make him out to be a systematic
t*

short work (in one book) 'Against Xenophanes*, the title of which appears in Diogenes's list.

On the other hand the spurious On Melzssus, Xenophanes and Gorgias exists to remind us that

later productions could borrow the illustrious name (see P. Moraux, Les Listes anciennes des

ouvrages d'Aristote, 106).
1

SimpL De Caelo, 522.7, A4/; Sext. Math, vii, 14 (^35) has e$ <poco{ -rives. Other expressions
of doubt in Sextus (Math, vii, no and 49) refer rather to different interpretations of extant lines,

but this one is difficult to accept as such. See also Galen in A36 xod edwpp. 3cv v TOCIS TOOV 9uoiK66v

5o^cov ImToiiocts T^V 2L 86fccv, direp oOrcos &%&, yeyp<5pEi. His reliance on Theophrastus is

plain. The question of the survival of the poems was well treated by Ch. A. Brandis in Comm.
Eleat. i (de Xenoph.\ lofF. and S. Karsten, Xen. Coloph. Carm. Rell. 27 ff.

2 So Diels in his ed. ofthe treatise (Berlin Academy, Abhandl. 1900) and most modern scholar

ship. Untersteiner, however, in his Senofane, considers it not a Peripatetic work at all, but written

towards the end of the fourth century by a member of the Megarian school, possibly a former

pupil of Theophrastus.
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thinker using logical argument of a type impossible before
Parmenides,

and anything else that is known about him makes it extremely unlikely

that the picture is a true one. Diels's assessment of it is
generally

accepted, that the writer had no first-hand knowledge of the poems:
his primary interest was in the Eleatic school, and as the name Eleatic

had stuck to Xenophanes he has simply read into a few words of

Aristotle a great deal more than they said. It will be best to get this

point out of the way before starting our own account (as proper

method demands that we should) by approaching Xenophanes himself

in the surviving remains of his own writings.

The earliest extant reference to him is a contemptuous remark of

Heraclitus (fr. 40) that though he had much learning it did not teach

him sense. The next is in Plato's Sophist (242 C-D). The chief speaker in

the dialogue, an unnamed visitor from Elea, complains that philosophers

who have professed to determine the nature and number of real sub

stances (among whom he singles out Parmenides) treat their audience

like children who can be put off with stories. One says there are three

real things fighting with each other and making it up, marrying and

begetting like human beings another that there are two.
'

But our own

Eleatic tribe, starting from Xenophanes and even earlier, relates its

stories on the basis that what are called "all things" are really one.'

The words 'even earlier' show that the remark is rather casual, and

not seriously intended to mark out Xenophanes as the historical

founder of the school. All one can conclude is that in some sense he

asserted the unity of reality.

Aristotle, in the review of his predecessors which occupies the

greater part of the first book of the Metaphysics, speaks (986b loff.) of

a group of thinkers who taught that reality is one^in a different sense

from the Milesians who *

positing the unity of reality nevertheless

produce things out of it as out ofa material'. Such a theory necessitated

movement and change, whereas the thinkers in questior/clenied move

ment, and so by Aristotle's criterion disqualified themselves from being

classified as philosophers of nature"at all. He proceeds:

Yet so much it is relevant to note at present. Parmenides seems to be

concerned with logical unity, Melissus with material. That is why the

former says it is finite, the latter infinite. But Xenophanes, the first of these
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unifiers,
1 whose disciple Parmenides is said to have been, in no way made

himself clear, neither does he seem to have had a grasp of either of these con-

f ceptions.
2 He simply considered the whole world and said that the one exists,

""namely the god. These men therefore, as I said, may be omitted from our

presentinquiry,two ofthem Xenophanes and Melissus altogether, as being
somewhat primitive, though Parmenides indeed speaks with more insight.

This, as one would expect from Aristotle, is a careful and informa

tive statement, to which we shall have to return. But it is utterly dif

ferent from what is said about Xenophanes in the treatise MXG,
although one can see at the same time how a not very perceptive writer,

bent on making Xenophanes an Eleatic in the full sense, could have

evolved it out of an unintelligent reading of the present passage.

Aristotle tells us, cautiously disclaiming certain knowledge, that

Parmenides was 'said to have been' Xenophanes
5

s pupil chrono

logically a perfectly possible relationship. In an age which loved

clear-cut 'successions' among the philosophers, this would strengthen

the impression gained from Plato that Xenophanes was the real founder

of the Eleatic school. Again, Aristotle's negative verdict that Xeno

phanes did not distinguish between material and non-material, nor (as

is implied) between finite and infinite, is absurdly twisted by the later

writer into a positive statement that the divine unity of Xenophanes
was loth moved and unmoved, both finite and infinite. He then pro
duces sophisticated arguments from Eleatic and even later logic in

favour of each thesis in turn. This distortion may have been based not

directly on Aristotle but on Theophrastus, who, though in fact only

repeating his master's opinion in different words, did put it in a form

more liable to misunderstanding.3

ToOrcov Iviaos, a neat phrase difficult to match in English. It is explained by
Alexander as EV stvoa TO ov ehrcov. The context shows that by -rofoxov Aristotle means those who
described the sum ofthings as a unity now and always, in distinction from those who assumed an

original state of unity out of which a plurality has been generated.
3
Le. logical and material unity, not finitude and infinity as Burnet thought (EGP, 124),

though that also follows from the previous sentence. What Aristotle says here is true: only after

Parmenides could the distinction between abstract and concrete, logical and numerical unity,

begin to emerge.
3 See Simplicius in A31 : nfocv 5 Tfjv ocpxV fjrot v T6 Sv xod irccv, xod oOre Trerrepacan&ov oOre

Sareipov cure KIVO&IIEVOV ours fjpenouv, 2evoq><5cvT)v TOV KoAcxpcbviov T6v TTappeviSou SiSdaxaAov

Crrrorteeaeorf <p-n<nv 6 Ge^paaros. Note that Xenophanes has now become 'the teacher of

Parmenides' sans phrase. This whole nexus between Aristotle, Theophrastus and the writer of

MXG affords an illuminating insight into the growth of a myth of philosophical history.

&
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Karl Reinhardt in his book Parmenides raised a lone voice in vigorous

defence of the trustworthiness ofMXG. Admitting that its arguments

must be post-Parmenidean, he solved this difficulty by reversing the

order of precedence between Xenophanes and Parmenides and making

Xenophanes the follower, a conclusion which, since it demands the

rejection of every scrap of ancient testimony, it is impossible to accept.

His strongest argument in favour ofMXG is the accuracy with which

it records the teaching of Melissus. This is confirmed by comparison
with the extant fragments of Melissus's work. "Why then, demanded

Reinhardt, should the same man report Melissus faithfully and Xeno

phanes with wild inaccuracy? The answer is perhaps not very far to

seek. He was a keen student of the Eleatics Parmenides and his

followers Zeno and Melissus and steeped in their tradition. Con

sequently when he was dealing with genuine Eleatic thought he reported

it correctly. When, however, he was writing of a man whom legend

had made into an Eleatic though in fact he was a thinker of far less

sophistication, his acceptance of the legend made it inevitable that he

should misinterpret him in accordance with Eleatic logic; and seeing

that Parmenides brought about one ofthe most fundamental revolutions

in philosophical thinking, the misinterpretation was naturally far-

reaching.

(5) Destructive criticism

Xenophanes was chiefly known to the ancient world as a writer of

satirical criticism and denunciation, and the extant verses provide

ample evidence that such was indeed his "attitude to poets, philosophers,

w
and the ordinary run of men. His passion for reform has appeared

already in the social and autobiographical pieces. He recommends

expurgation of theological myths at the drinking-party, fulminates

Against the cult of athleticism, and denounces the luxurious habits of

his former countrymen. Among philosophical and religious teachers

Thales, Pythagoras and Epimenides are specially named as having
aroused his opposition (D.L. ix, 18), and we can still xead his satirical

Jines about Pythagoras and his doctrine of reincarnation (fr. 7; see

p. 157, above).

But the fullest weight of his displeasure was reserved for Homer and

Hesiod, the two poets who a^Herodotus said had determined for the
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Greeks the nature of their gods.
1 The extent of their influence is

nowadays difficult to appreciate, especially when we read Homer, for

we enjoy the Iliad and Odyssey as marvellous poems and exciting tales

of warfare and travel showing great insight into human nature, but it

may not occur to us that they can ever have been regarded as much

more. Yet in Greece, whatever may have been the intentions of

the bards who had created them, they became at an early date the

foundation of religious and moral, as well as literary, education.

Herodotus was justified in his remark, and so was Xenophanes when

he wrote (fr. 10): 'What all men learn is shaped by Homer from the

beginning/
Both in Homer and Hesiod the gods play a prominent part, and it is

,
on religious grounds that Xenophanes launches his attack. His main

charges are two: that they portray the gods as immoral and that they

cast them in human shape.

Homer and Hesiod have ascribed to the gods all deeds that among men are

La reproach and disgrace: thieving, adultery, and mutual deception (fr. n).
2

The second charge is, for its time, even more remarkable in its

perception and objectivity.

Ethiopians imagine their gods as black and snub-nosed, Thracians as blue-

eyed and red-haired (fr. 16).

But ifoxen and horses or lions had hands, or could draw and fashion works

as men do, horses would draw the gods shaped like horses and lions like

lions, making the bodies of the gods resemble their own forms (fr. 15).

Men suppose that gods are brought to birth, and have clothes and voice and

shape like their own (fr. 14).

Aristotle presumably had these last lines and their context in mind

when he wrote in his handbook of rhetoric (not out of any interest in

Xenophanes's views, but solely as an example of a particular form of

argument) :

cAs for instance Xenophanes used to argue that to say the

1
Hdt. n, 53:

*
It is they who created a theogony for the Greeks, gave the gods their names,

distributed their privileges and skills, and described their appearance/
2 The indifferent verse into which the fragments have so far been translated was intended to

fix in a reader's mind that it is in fact poems that are in question throughout. From now on the

precise wording of a translation may be more important, and prose will usually be adopted.
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gods are born is as impious as to say that they die; for either way it

follows that there is a time when they do not exist/ This may be

accepted as confirmation of the statements made by much later writers

that Xenophanes upheld the eternity of God.

Another line from the Silloi runs: 'And fir-trees as Bacchi stand

around the well-built hall/ 1
It is quoted by a scholiast on the Knights

)f Aristophanes in the following context: 'Not only Dionysus is

called Bacchus but also those who perform his rites, and the branches

carried by the initiates. Xenophanes mentions this in his Silloi
'

This is not the occasion to expound the psychology of the Bacchic

religion, but it may be said, first, that the purpose of its orgiastic rites

,was to become entheos, filled with, and so at one with, the god. (See
also p. 231, above.) This stage once reached, then as the initiate cries

in the Cretans of Euripides (fr. 472 N.): 'I was sanctified and called

Bacchus/ The worshipper could have his life taken up into that of the

god who stood for the essence of life itself. Bacchus, god of the grape,
was god also of all life-giving juices. He made the difference between
a pliant, green and sappy bough and a dead, dry and brittle one, as also

between the living creature with blood coursing through its veins and

the stiff and lifeless corpse. As such his spirit was in the trees as much
as in his human worshippers. Classical art shows columns of foliage
with the god's mask hanging on them, and it is not at all surprising that

fir-trees which decorated a scene of Bacchic rites should have been

given the name of the god.* Although the line of Xenophanes has no
context of its own to help us, we may be sure that its purpose was to

heap further ridicule on popular forms of religion. Gods with human
clothes and bodies, gods with snub noses or red hair, and now a

god in vegetable form !

The discrepancies between the religious beliefs and customs of

different people began to make a deep impression in the fifth century,
as appears especially in the pages of Herodotus, and from then on gave

1
Fr. 17 (Schol. Ar. Eq. 408) Scrraaiv 5* lAdrris <P&<xoi> TTUKIVOV irspl Sconce. So DK. Lobeck

(Aglaophamus, I, 308, note (i)) emended more freely to Saraaiv S' &CCTCOV TTUKIVO!
-rrepl Scbnara

pdKxou Fortunately the sense is assured by the context in the scholiast (quoted in full by Lobeck
loc. crV.).

2 The fir had particular associations with Dionysus. The thyrsi carried by bacchants were

tipped with its cones, and in the story of Pentheus the Adrr) plays a significant part (see Eur.

Bacchae, 1064).
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a powerful impetus to scepticism. But to find this dispassionate and

critical appraisal in a contemporary of Pythagoras is remarkable, and

r says much for the genius of its author. Fr. 16 seems to mark the

foundation of social anthropology, with a power of observation and

inference that is matched in the study of nature by the same philo

sopher's remarks on fossils (pp. 387f.,below). His condemnation ofthe

poets for ascribing immoral acts and unworthy sufferings to the gods
was particularly influential, not least through the ready response which

it aroused in the questing mind of Euripides, as in the following lines

from the Heracles:

Jhat the gods enjoy illicit love I do not believe, nor have I ever thought it

right nor counted it true that they should go in chains, nor that one god
should lord it over another; for the god, ifhe be truly god, lacks for nothing.

Those are the wretched tales of singers.
1

This passage is so obviously modelled on Xenophanes that we may
use the latter part as confirmation ofyet a third charge which he brought

against the poets: 'deity must be self-sufficient, and can admit no hier-

^archy within it. Though perhaps implied by a line like fr. 25 (see next

page), this is nowhere stated explicitly in the extant fragments, but

Euripides vindicates the dubious authority of the Stromateis in

Eusebius, where we read (^32):
c

Concerning the gods he shows that

there is no government among them, for it is impious that any of the

gods should have a master; and that none of them lacks anything in

any respect/ Cicero (see A 52; also in Aetius) mentions yet a fourth

way in which he showed himself well ahead of his contemporaries,

namely in denying the reality of divination or prophecy.

(6) Constructive theology

Taken together, these charges exhibit a surprisingly high level of

religious thought for the sixth century B.C. in Greece. They show that

if Xenophanes believed in* a god at all, this divinity must be non-

anthropomorphic, morally good, everlasting, completely self-sufficient

and independent. One might well ask whether a rejection of so much

1 Eur. H.F. 1341 fT. The lengthy outburst against athletes in fr. 282 N. (DK, vol. i, p. 139) is

an even more obvious imitation of Xenophanes.
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in the beliefs of his contemporaries carried with it the abandonment of

religious belief altogether. Did he believe in any kind of god?
He did, and our respect is hardly diminished when we turn to the

..constructive side of his message. The extant verses in which he

describes the nature ofgod may be translated as follows, ifwe sacrifice

poetic expression in the attempt to portray the thought more accurately:

Fr. 23: *God is one,
1

greatest among gods and men, in no way like

mortals either in body or in mind.'

Fr. 24: 'He sees as a whole, perceives as a whole, hears as a whole.n

Frr. 26 and 25 : 'Always he remains in the same place, not moving at all,

nor indeed does
jit

befit him to go here and there at different times; but

without toil he ftiakes all things shiver by the impulse of his mind/3

Xenophanes is still thinking of Homer. In the last line (fr. 25)

KpccSocivei means literally 'makes to shake', which recalls the way that

Olympus shook when Zeus nodded his head (//. I, 530): the true god
.does not even need to nod. Homeric gods, in order to affect the course

of events on earth, were constantly flying down from Olympus to

intervene personally; but the true god remains always in the same place.

Aeschylus, another whose conception of deity was ahead of most of

his time, appreciated these thoughts and took them over in the

Supplices (100-3): 'All divine action is without toil. Sitting still he

s, often translated simply
*One god*. But the couplet was certainly in Xenophanes*s

mind a complete sentence, and Greek omits the copula as naturally as English inserts it. One
^could also translate

*

There is one god*, but with a risk of diminishing the great emphasis placed
on sis by its position.

a
Reporting this line in oratio olliqua, Diogenes says (ix, 19, DK, Ai): 6Aov S 6pov Kcd SAov

dcxofciv, pfi pvroi dcvonrvelv. This omits 6Xov voeiv, and KR would seem to be wrong in saying

(p. 170) that it
*

implies that the concludingwordswere not oOAos S T* dKoOsi but oO p&rroi dvoorvei'.

From his use of the term oxponpoetSite, one may assume that Diogenes was one of those who
equated Xenophanes*s deitywith the cosmos, and his last words must be meant to contrast it with

the breathing world of the Pythagoreans. One cannot be certain whether the actual words were
in Xenophanes*s poem, but it is probably not accidental that they form the ending of a dactylic

hexameter. (Cf. also Kahn, Anaxlmander^ 98, n. 2: *The accurate paraphrase of fr. 24 shows the

hand of Theophrastus, and thus guarantees the concluding reference to breathing.') He may have
been making the point that the one divine spherical universe contains all that there is: there is

nothing besides the One, therefore no 'infinite breath* outside for it to absorb. (For a contrary

view, with which I disagree, see Heidel, AJPy 1940, 2. Heidel argues that because Xenophanes

himself as he believes did not identify god with the cosmos, therefore this cannot be directed

against the Pythagoreans. He supposes it to refer to popular anthropomorphism: god needs no

eyes or ears, so why should he need lungs?)
3 On v6ou 9pevt cf. //. ix, 600 v6et 9peo( (KR, 171); also Snell, Discovery ofMind, 316, n. 16,

von Fritz, CP, 1945, 229f. To bring out the nill meaning of the words, von Fritz would translate:

'by the active will (or impulse) proceeding from his all-pervading insight*.
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somehow accomplishes his intent just the same there and then, from

his sacred throne/ Frr. 23 and 24 are complementary to the criticisms

of anthropomorphic divine beings in frr. u, 14, 15, 16: god is not in

any way like man, he needs no separate organs of perception.
1

God is one. The emphatic opening of fr. 23 leaves no doubt that to

^Xenophanes this was important and essential. Nevertheless to see it in

perspective it must be understood that the question of monotheism or

polytheism, which is of vital religious importance to the Christian,

Jew or Moslem, never had the same prominence in the Greek mind.

(For that matter, even Jehovah was not always without his divine rivals

and foes.) Immediately after his emphatic proclamation of the unity

of god, we have the phrase 'greatest among gods and men'. This is

dealt with nowadays by the device of giving it a label: it is merely a

'polar expression'. Nevertheless its use by one for whom monotheism

was a religious dogma would argue at the least a surprising carelessness.3

It is often said that in other places also Xenophanes allows himself

to speak of gods in the plural in the conventional Greek way. Looked

at individually, however, these passages amount to little. In fr. i he is

the genial arbiter libendi^ and naturally sees no harm in conforming to

the traditional ^custom which indeed it is his function to enforce.

Consequently
7^ speaks at the end of being 'mindful of the gods', and

:when in line 13 he mentions tkeos in the singular, that is no doubt

explained by the mention of the altar two lines earlier. It would be an

altar set up to a particular god Dionysus or some other in whose

honour therefore the hymns are sung. Whichever it is, he has nothing
to do with the 'one god

5

of fr. 23, nor should we look for serious

theology in this drinking-poem.
1 In fr. 23 OUTE Sauces 6vT)Tot<nv 6tioUos seems worded to contradict such Homeric descriptions

of human beings as Slices elio/icc 0TJm (//. viu, 305), Slices dQav&roioiv 6polos (Od. vin, 14).

So Deichgraber, Rh. Mus. 1938, 27, n. 45.
2 The idea is that such 'polar expressions' are simply cliches used for emphasis and not in

tended to be taken literally. KR, 170 compare Heraclinis, fr. 30, where 'no god or man made
this cosmos* is only a way of saying that it was not created at all. A difference would seem to be

that in Heraclitus die polar expression, if it were taken literally, would still state what its author

wants to say. In Xenophanes it contradicts it. 'Neither god nor man made it* is as much as to

say 'No one made it, it was not made*.
*
Greatest among gods and men', ifthere is only one god,

becomes strictly nonsense.

Kahn (Anaximander, 156, n. 3) suggests that 'in all probability the plural "gods'* of Xeno

phanes are the elements and the sun, moon and stars; the greatest deity is the world itself, or its

everlasting source'.
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The critical fragments are all negative. Homer and Hesiod were

wrong to depict gods as thieves and adulterers; it is wrong to believe

that they are born and die, that they have human bodies, voices and

clothes. From all this the message of fr. 23 that there is one god only,

and he in no way resembles man may follow without contradiction.

The same may be said of fr. 34:
* No man has known or will know the

plain truth about the gods and about all that I speak of.* Fr. 18 is

equally negative: 'The gods did not reveal to men all things in the

beginning, but in course of time, by searching, they find out better.
3

This is tantamount to saying that the advance ofknowledge depends on

man's own efforts and not on any divine revelation (p. 399, below). In

no other extant fragment does Xenophanes refer to gods in the plural.

Fr. 38 begins: 'If God (theos) had not made yellow honey. . . / This is

not evidence either way. It is a conventional phrase in which a Greek

might use either singular or plural, and means no more than
c

if honey
had never existed*.

Doubtless Xenophanes "did not condemn the worship of gods out-

Bright, provided men's notion of them was stripped of anthropo

morphic crudities and immorality. He is emphatic that god is essenti

ally one, but if this one god was, as will be argued here, the living and

divine cosmos, then he probably thought that the spirit of this universal

being manifested itself to the imperfect perceptions of man (fr. 34) in

many forms.

It is usually assumed that the words of fr. 23 'in no way like

mortals in body' prove that the god of Xenophanes was not incor

poreal but had a body of his own, only not of human shape. Even

if this inference is perhaps not certain, there is-iiothing in his remains or

Lthe tradition to suggest that he was so far ahead of his time as to have

advanced to the notion of incorporeal being, an inherently unlikely

supposition. His one god, then, had a body. What was this body, and

^ of what shape? No relevant quotation has survived from Xenophanes
himself, but most ancient authorities say that it was spherical. Texts

are:

(a) D.L. ix, 19 (DK, A i) :

* The being of the god is spherical, with no re-

ijsemblance to man. He sees as a whole and hears as a whole', etc. We may
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note in passing that where Diogenes's description can be checked against the

extant fragments, it tallies with them exactly.

(H) MXG, 977b i (A28): 'Being similar in all directions he is spherical.*

(c) Simplicius (A3i) repeats the substance of MXG, and adds that

according to Alexander the arche of Xenophanes was finite and spherical.

(d) Hippolytus (A 3 3) :

cHe says that the god is eternal and one and similar

in all directions and finite and spherical and sentient in all his parts/

(V) Cicero (A 34): deum. . .conglobatafigura.

(/) Sextus (A 3 5):
*

Xenophanes asserted. . .that the all is one, and god
consubstantial with all things,

1 and that he is spherical, impassible, un

changing, and rational.'

(g) Theodoret (A36): 'He said that the all was one, spherical and finite,

not generated but eternal, and altogether unmoved.* Here the spherical

shape elsewhere ascribed to god is given to the total sum of things. Com

parison makes it obvious that Theodoret is referring to the same being as

the others: he is so sure that Xenophanes identified god with the universe

that it is a matter of indifference to him which term he uses.

Between them these passages make two points: the god of Xeno

phanes was spherical, and he was identical with the universe. Let us

take them one by one. With such a strong consensus of ancient evidence

for sphericity, one might suppose that even though we do not possess

the relevant words of Xenophanes, it could be taken for granted. In

fact, however, modern opinion is sharply divided.2

A slight difficulty is caused by the occasional intrusion of the

word 'infinite
5

of 'indefinite* (apeironfi into the accounts. Galen,

fi. The translation is R. G. Bury's (Loeb). 0x^91% (lit. 'growing together') is used

with the dative in various ways, meaning 'adapted to' (Arist. De An. 42034), 'attached to' (Id.

P.A. 66ob28), or 'coalescing with'. In the last sense Plato speaks of the visual ray that shoots

forth from the eye coalescing or not coalescing with the air around it (Tim. 450), and Plutarch

says that Lycurgus taught the Spartans to live not for themselves butT$ xotvoS ov^usts, integrated

or identifiedwith the community (Lye. 25). Only the last sense is possible in the present context.

The meaning therefore is the same as when ps.-Galen says (A. 35) that Xenophanes 'asserted only

that all things are one and this is god (etvoci TrAvroc Iv xcd TOUTO Cnrdpxeiv 6s6v), finite, rational,

unchanging'. The source is clearly a common one (cf. also Soyu<5m3e Sext., Soyptoniaocvra

Gal.) which stated that Xenophanes identified god with the universe.
a A few recent opinions. Sphericity 'goes beyond the fragments and is highly dubious'

(KR, 170); 'obviously due to a later interpretation of 323 under the influence of Parmenides*

(Jaeger, TEGP, 21 1, n. 23) ; 'Peut-etre faut-il aller plus loin et dire que, de]a, cette unite" cosmique

et divine est congue comme spherique' (Dies, Cycle Mystique, 75 ); *Dass Xenophanes seinern

Gott die Kugelgestalt gab, scheint mir sicher schon im Hinblick auf 323* (Deichgraber, Rh.

Mus. 1938, 27, n. 45); 'He regarded his god as a sphere' (Snell, Discovery of Mind, 142).

Reinhardt also accepted sphericity.
3 The uses of this word have been discussed under Anaximander, pp. 836., above.
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Hippolytus and Theodoret all combine with the epithet 'spherical'

^that of 'finite*. Simplicius, however, after quoting the statement of

Alexander also that the arche of Xenophanes was finite, adds that

Nicolaus of Damascus (first century B.C.) said it was apeiron and

unmoved. Aetius (n, i, 3, DK, 12A 17) puts him among those who

posited an infinite number offcosmoi, in an undiscriminating list which

certainly contains some errors and admits only the two divisions
6

innumerable kosmoi or 'a single kosmos\ and Diogenes (ix, 19)

credits him with the same belief (a most unlikely one in view of what

we know of him).
1

Finally an Epicurean in Cicero's dialogue De

Natura Deorum (DK, A 34), in a cursory survey of early theologies

designed to show that they are all wrong-headed, speaks of Xeno-

phanes's god as infinitum.

The doxographers commonly drew on Theophrastus, either directly

or indirectly, but for Xenophanes there is the complication of M.XG,

ij^hose writer had a particular interest in the Eleatics and put forward

interpretations of his own. 2
Fortunately Simplicius quotes a relevant

sentence from Theophrastus himself (A 31):
*

Theophrastus says the

hypothesis of Xenophanes was that the arche was one, or the universe

(TO TTOV) was one, and neither finite nor infinite, nor moving nor at

rest/ Here as often Theophrastus is doing little more than paraphrase

Aristotle, to whom we shall return in a moment. He is certainly not the

authority for saying that Xenophanes believed in an infinite universe

nor an infinite god, nor, as I have tried to show, is there any solid

evidence that this was the truth. All the soberer accounts have
*

spherical and finite', and they must be believed. Neither the unintelli

gent classification of Aetius^ nor the contemptuous remarks of Cicero's

Epicurean deserve credit against them, and this leaves Nicolaus of

Damascus the only one out of step. One instance of the word apeiron

in Xenophanes's own remains must be mentioned. He says of the earth

that it
c

goes downward indefinitely
5

(ds orreipov). This will be

discussed later, but I would venture the opinion that it does not involve

1 With the addition of the obscure words oO n-apaAAoKrovs 8 ('not overlapping in time*,

Hicks) or <hrccpaXAocKToO$ & (a Stoic term meaning 'precisely similar': the MSS. differ).
a
That the elaborate logicwhich he attributes to Xenophanes did not come from Theophrastus

emerges clearly enough from SimpL Phys. 22.26fT. (DK, A31).
3 On which see Cornford, 'Innumerable Worlds', CQ, 1934, especially 9-10.
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a strictly infinite universe, though when once, through the work of

Aristotle, the concept of infinity had been isolated and grasped, it may
well have suggested such an idea to one or two anachronistic interpreters.

Those who, like Jaeger and Kirk, deny any authority to the descrip

tion of Xenophanes's god as spherical do not propose any alternative.

They, rightly insist that this god had a body, and the body a shape,
1

Lbut suppose that beyond this Xenophanes only described him in

negative terms. This is unsatisfactory. If Xenophanes was positive

enough to state that his god had a body, he probably indicated its

shape. The only argument produced against this is that Parmenides

compared his One Being to a sphere and owing to the tendency, from

Plato onwards, to number Xenophanes among the Eleatics, Greek

historians were apt to assimilate his doctrine to that of Parmenides.

Therefore the sphere is an illegitimate importation from Parmenides

into Xenophanes. But does this conclusion follow? It is true that

MXG^ which carries the assimilation of Xenophanes to the Eleatics to

absurd lengths, is one of the sources for sphericity; but it is much more

likely that this was one of the initial similarities which must have

existed to make the tradition possible at all.
2

We have still to consider our earliest witness. Aristotle's remarks

on the one god of Xenophanes have been seen in their context on

p. 369. To translate the central sentence slightly differently: *He

1 Note particularly this from Jaeger (TEGP, 43): *It never occurs to Xenophanes to suggest

that God may be without form altogether. It is significant that all the time that the Greeks gave
their philosophical attention to these matters, the problem of the form (pop^) of the divine was

one that never lost its importance.'
3 In this I agree strongly with Deichgraber (Rh. Mus. 1938, 27, n. 45): 'Xenophanes muss

uber die Gestalt des einen Gottes Angaben gemacht haben und gerade in Hinblick auf den 0X05-

BegrifT scheint das Pradikat oxpocipoEiSTfc das einrig mogliche.'

Those who regard the mention of a sphere as Parmenidean cite the phrases ofTxmon of Phlius

about Xenophanes, that his 'all* (T& iron;) -rrdvm} fepeAxdnsvov ptocv el? cpOcnv TorccS* duofnv and that

0e6v frrXdo-ocr* laov drrdirrri. These, it is argued, are really a misappropriation of the description of

the One in Parm. 8, 44 as neo-o-idev taoiroT^s TT&VTT], and gave rise to the idea that the One God
of Xenophanes was spherical. This is tortuous reasoning. It is not denied that Parmenides was

an Italian Greek who lived later than Xenophanes. Why then reject the more natural supposition

that he took something from his predecessor? Timon, who
*

repeatedly praised Xenophanes and

went the length of dedicating his Silloi to him* (Sextus: see A35), knew his poems better than

we do. In anycase the idea ofa spherical divine universe is hardly surprising for the sixth or early

fifth century. There is no suggestion that Xenophanes anticipated the pure intelligible One of

Parmenides, though his insistence on unity (which is fortunately attested by actual quotation)

represents an advance which no doubt gave an impetus to the even subtler thought of his

successor.
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concentrated his attention on the whole heaven (puranoi) and said

that the One exists, the god/
1

This sentence suggests to the imagination a rather magnificent

picture of the philosopher-poet standing alone in a wide empty land

scape on a clear night, flinging out his arms in an all-embracing gesture
and crying, 'The One exists., and it is God 3

; that is, looking up at the

_
heavens and declaring that the world was one and divine. Something
like that I believe he must have done, even ifwe concede that Aristotle's

words do not necessarily imply it. The verb used, though a compound
of 'to look', was commonly used metaphorically of a mental process.

Aristotle is saying that by fixing his attention on the nature of the uni

verse Xenophanes came to the conclusion that the One was God. If this

does not necessarilymean thathe actually identified the universe with the

unitary divinity, it at least creates a strong presumption that he did.

Aristotle, we may remind ourselves, characterized Xenophanes as

the first to posit a unity in a stricter sense than did the Milesians, but

.^nevertheless a more primitive thicker than the genuine Eleatics

Parmenides and Melissus, one wholiad not yet grasped the distinction

J>etween material and logical unity and for this reason did not make his

^concept altogether clear. That he did in some way advance the notion

of unity we may assume both from this and from Plato's mention of

him as having given a start to the Eleatic ways of thinking; and

Aristotle tells us in what the advance consisted, namely in supposing
the cosmos to be ungenerated. He and his successors

c

are not like some
of the writers on nature who regard reality as one but nevertheless

assume generation out of the one as matter. They speak in a different

way, for the others, since they generate the universe, add motion,
whereas these men say it is unmoved' (Metaph. 986b 14).*

1
els T6v 6Aov oupov6v dnropAfyccs r6 iv sTvod 9710-1 T6v 0e6v. (Alternatively: *. . .that the One

was the god'.) The precise meaning of some of the Greek words is important. It is true that

oupov6s here must be used in the sense of 'universe* rather than merely *sky'. Nevertheless it

has associations quite different from, say, T6 TTOCV or 6 x6a^os. Ouranos was tie sky, and he was
also a god, even if the word had come to be used when the sky was being thought of particularly
as the envelope of the world and even as that envelope with its contents.

The central idea in drropAfrmv etj is that of looking away from all other things and so only at a

particular object, to concentrate one's gaze. Its classical usage is by no means confined, as Heidel
would have confined it here, to treating something as a model.

a
It may seem odd that in De Caelo (279b 12) Aristotle should say so emphatically of the world

\&> otfv orrravres eTvcct 9ocaiv, but the words of Metaph. A tovoi n& yap -rrpocm&acn
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(7) God identified with the world

They say the universe (TO TTCCV) is unmoved; and we have it in Xeno-

phanes's own words that the One God is unmoved (fr. 26). The world

is ungenerated; and in his own words 'gods are not born' (fr. 14). It is

some additional confirmation., if that were, needed, of the conclusion

which has now become inescapable, that Xenophanes identified God

and the world and to that extent may be called a pantheist. But one or

two difficulties must be faced before attempting to sum up his view.

The pantheism of Xenophanes has been denied on various grounds

or none. Cherniss writes (ACP, 201, n. 228); 'The fragments give no

reason to suppose that he identified God and the world; and it is likely

that the notion of a spherical god was inferred for him from the unity

which he predicated of God.' This implies that ifthe god were spherical,

that would be an argument in favour of the identification. Reinhardt

on the other hand (Farm. n6f.) accepts his sphericity, and denies the

identification on that very ground. He cites the statement of fr. 28,

which, he claims, says that the earth (and a fortiori the universe)

stretches downwards to infinity. This point has been mentioned already.

The balance of the evidence is strongly in favour of a finite universe,

and apeiron need not mean 'infinite'.
1

A more serious difficulty is the immobility ascribed to the god in

fr. 26. EL Frankel writes (Dicht. u. Phil. 428): 'The scope of this pro

nouncement only becomes plain when it is recognized that in Greek

philosophy the word "motion" covers every kind of change. Hence in

the sphere of God no physical event takes place at all; only when his

influence "without toil" reaches our world, is it transformed into

Kvncnv, yevvcovr^s ye TO TTOCV, offroi Sfc &K{VTITOV etvorf <pocoiv are unambiguous, and Xenophanes is

included among the ofrrot. Presumably he has only <pvcnoX6yoi in mind in D& Caelo, from whom

Xenophanes and the Eleatics are expressly excluded owing to the novelty of their conceptions.
1

Cf. Cornford, Princ. Sap. 147, n. I :

'

Frag. 28, stating that the underside of the earth reaches

down "indefinitely'* (s corstpov) can be explained as denying that the earth floats on water

(Tholes) or on air (Anaximenes), or that there is any hollow Tartarus beneath it. The earth

extends downwards, unlimited iy anything else, to the bottom of the sphere (Gilbert, Meteor.

Theor. 280, 671). The sun, according to Xenophanes, moves in a straight line els <rrreipov,

"indefinitely", not "to infinity'*; it burns out in a short time (Zeller, I
7
, 669).* The addition to

fr. 28 in the Stromateis ^32), (ifiv yfjv <5oreipov eTvcci) xod \\ KOTO TTOV uipos TTepixE<70cci OTTO dspos,

presumably means that air cannot enclose it all round as it did the free-floating earth of Anaxi-

mander. I take it to be a doxographer's gloss.
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movement and events/ Kirk (KR, 172) thinks that Aristotle's state

ment on Xenophanes 'clearly implies that god is identical with the

world
',
but that Aristotle must be wrong because the god could not be

motionless if identical with a world which is itself implied to move

(in fr. 25).

The right answer to this problem lies, I think, in a challenge to

Frankel's generalization that 'in Greek philosophy' the word 'motion'

Jfanesis) covers every kind of change. It did so for Aristotle (which is

probably one reason why he found Xenophanes obscure), and he

methodically divided it into locomotion or change of place, qualitative

change, quantitative change, and birth-and-destruction or change

^between being and non-being. But such precision is hardly found

before his time, and certainly not before the time of Parmenides, whose

confrontation of Being and Becoming, with its proofs that what is can

neither become nor perish, neither grow nor diminish, nor yet change
in quality nor move in space, marked a turning-point in Greek thought.

Before that, the word kinesis was not a technical term, but used in

relation to its context and most usually in the popular sense of local

motion or disturbance.

The context shows that this is how Xenophanes is using it in fr. 26.

'Not moving at all' means that the god 'remains in the same place'.

He must not be thought of as 'going to different places at different

times'. This is consistent with imagining him as the universe itself in

its aspect as a living and conscious being.
1 Aristotle says that the

universe itself (or sum of things, TO TTCCV) was 'unmoved' according to

Xenophanes, but he is not necessarily ignoring the last words of fr. 25,

for he is using the word in the sense of ungenerated. This too Xeno

phanes believed the world to be, but he is not referring to it here. It

appears rather in fr. 14 ('Gods are not born').

I conclude that for Xenophanes the cosmos was a spherical body,

living, conscious, and divine, the cause of its own internal movements

and change.
2 He was in the Ionian tradition. Anaximander had already

1
"This is not a denial of any change inside the world. It probably means that, unlike other

animals, which must move about to seek their food, the world, needing no sustenance, stays
where it is* (Cornford, Princ. Sap. 147).

*
Fr. 25. I agree with Cornford again when he says (loc. cit.) : 'The word "sways" (xpocSdvEi)

need mean no more than "moves".' Its choice was doubtless motivated, as has been suggested
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taught that the stuff of the universe was alive and divine. But whereas

Anaximander was thinking of an indefinite mass of stuff out ofand in

which the cosmos came to be, Xenophanes insisted that the cosmos

itselfwas the divinity and therefore had no beginning or dissolution but

was everlasting. This gave it unity in a new and more absolute sense

which he himself regarded as important (

c

One god. . .'), and which in

the eyes of Plato and Aristotle justified a view of him as the spiritual

father of the Eleatics, whose contribution to philosophy was to be a

strict denial of all plurality. Probably his 'unifying' of things went

little further than this. He was not only, or even primarily, a natural

philosopher, as Theophrastus perceived (p. 367, above), and certainly

not a logician like Parmenides. He was a poet who took the didactic

function of poetry seriously. What impressed him was that if Ionian

hylozoism, or anything like
it, were correct, this proved the falsehood

of Homeric theology; and since the lessons of that theology were

morally undesirable, it provided the intellectual basis for a lesson of

which mankind was much in need: they must be shown that their

conception of deity was altogether unworthy.

(8) All creatures lornfrom earth

The zeal for theological and moral reform^was the strongest motive

behind the poems. I am not one of those who would dismiss this

remarkable figure as a mere rhapsode undeserving of the name of

philosopher: we have seen enough already to make that view unten

able. Yet his aims were quite different from those of an Anaximander,

and it is very possible that this made for a certain lack of precision, even

of consistency, in his description of the physical world. We must not

press him too hard, nor, while making every effort to understand him,

necessarily conclude that our sources or our own reasoning are wrong
if they fail to produce an altogether coherent picture.

As an example we may take the line (fr. 27): 'From earth come all

things, all things end in earth.' Assuming it to be genuine,
1 we have

here and elsewhere, by hostility to Homer, and its general sense much the same as that of the

Kupgpvqc of Anaximander and later Diogenes of Apollonia (p. 88, above), and the olcodsei of

Heraclitus (fr. 64).
1 The genuineness of this line, which comes from no earlier authority than Aetius (and if

known to Theophrastus was not interpreted by him as by Aetius), has been frequently denied,
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no context to guide us in its interpretation. The words ^ere used quite

early to classify Xenophanes with the first monists as one who simply

chose earth as the arche instead of water or air. In the Hippocratic

work On the Nature of Man (vi, 32 Littre: probably early fourth

century B.C.) we already read:
c One of them calls this universal unity

air, another fire, another water, another earth.' The last can hardly be

anyone but Xenophanes. So in a later age Olympiodorus (DK, A 3 6):

'No one believed earth to be the arche except Xenophanes of Colo

phon.
5

Even the doxographic tradition, however, as represented by
the Stromateis and Hippolytus (A32 and 33), suggests that it was not

as simple as that. In the collection ofopinions which (with little attempt

at correlation) they ascribe to Xenophanes, the words 'and everything

originates from earth' occur side by side with statements that, unlike

Thales, Anaximander and Anaximenes, he denied coming-into-being

and passing away, and asserted that 'the whole
5

was not only one but

'always the same' and 'exempt from change
3

. Theodoret, bothered by
the inconsistency, says simply (A 36) that he forgot his statement that

'the whole' was imperishable when he wrote the line 'From earth

come all things, all things end in earth'. Sextus (Math, x, 313), though
he too quotes the line itself, adds only that 'according to some' thi^;

meant that earth was the 'origin of becoming' in the same sense "^
water for Thales or air for Anaximenes. *{ht

Sabinus, a commentator of the time of Hadrian, wrote (paraphrasing

On the Nature ofMan): 'I do not say that man is altogether air like

Anaximenes, or water like Thales, or earth like Xenophanes in one of

his poems.' This is quoted by Galen (see A 3 6), who adds that Sabinus

'villainously traduces' Xenophanes, for 'nowhere can he be found

perhaps most cogently by Gigon (Heraklit, 45), though Deichgraber could still write in 1938:

*Ein schlagendes Argument gegen die Echtheit des Verses 27 sehe ich nicht* (Hermes, 1938, 16).

There are grounds for doubt, and I do not wish to say that it cannot be spurious; but one cannot

be sure, and there is at least some interest in following the via difficlllor of supposing it genuine.
Aetius interpreted it as meaning that earth was an arche in the Milesian sense, and, in view of t

ultimate dependence of most of the doxography on Aristotle, it would be interesting ?1

how, if it is spurious, it came to be ascribed to Xenophanes in the face of Aristotle's

statement (Metaph. 98935): oOfclsyouv fi^ioxre TGDV Iv Aey6vrcov yfjv elvcct

Jaeger's only comment on the line, which he does not reject, is that it
*

do with natural philosophy* (TEGP, 211). It would be more helpful if he had said;

to do with.
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making such a declaration. . .and if this had been his opinion, Theo-

phrastus
in his summary of the views of the natural philosophers

would have said so*.

Aristotle himself, reviewing earlier philosophers in the Metaphysics

(989 a 5)5 says that 'none of those who posit a unity makes earth the

element', and in De Anima he repeats (405 b 8) that all the other

elements had been chosen save earth. Ofcourse he is thinking primarily

of the Milesians, and might be supposed to exclude Xenophanes for

that reason, since he distinguishes him from them. But his reason for

making the distinction was that Xenophanes believed the cosmos to be

eternal, and so could not have believed in any arche at all as the

Milesians understood it. We have seen that Aristotle was right in this,

so our line must have meant something different, as it easily can.

It is now time to bring two other fragments into the discussion:

Fr. 29: 'All that is born and grows is earth and water/

Fr. 33: 'For we are all born out of earth and water/

These have been solemnly regarded as offering a different account of

origins from fr. 27, so that there is a task of reconciliation to be per

formed between them. Deichgraber for instance, on pp. I4& of his

Hermes article, suggests that 'all things' in fr. 27 means the cosmos as

a whole, but in the other lines means the individual things and creatures

within it. These are born from earth and water, but water itself derives

from earth, which is the ultimate arche of the cosmos. This is the

^reverse of the explanation offered earlier by Freudenthal, who thought

it probable that other things had originated from earth alone, but earth

itself from water: hence all things could be said to be born, at one

remove, from earth and water.

When the solutions of two good scholars cancel out so neatly, one

may suspect that there is something wrong with the posing of the

problem. Now the belief that all living things were originally born

Jrom the earth was very common among the Greeks. This was their

way of getting over the difficulty ofbringing life into being in the first

^place,
when it could not have been produced as it is now, by procreation

from already existing animals and men. It was the more easily adopted

because to them it seemed a fact of observation that certain small
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creatures like maggots were still spontaneously generated. To bear the

first animals and men, the earth had to be made fertile, and the vehicle

of fertility was moisture. The transformation of dry, barren soil by
rain or irrigation was an obvious fact of their own day, and could be

invoked analogically by the rationalists. For those who preferred

religious or mythological explanations, the earth was a person, the

goddess Gaia, the Great Mother, and her fertilization took the form of

marriage with the sky-god, Ouranos, Aither, or Zeus. He by his rain

became the father of men and animals as well as plants, and the Earth

was their mother, who brought them to birth when she had received

the fertilizing drops.
1

It was natural and right for those who held this belief to say that all

things are born from Earth, the common mother, and so they frequently

^did.
But it was equally correct to say that they are born from earth

and water, since assuredly the earth will not be fecund when dry.

Neither the mythologists nor Anaximander nor any other philosopher
believed that. Hence earth alone may be mentioned, or water and earth,

with equal propriety. Lucretius wrote (v, 805) :

Turn tibi terra dedit pritnum mortalia saecla.

multus enim calor atque umor superabat in arvis.

If his poem, like Xenophanes's, had been lost, and an ancient authority

had quoted the first line without the second, some literal-minded

scholar might have argued from it that mortal creatures were supposed
to have been born from dry earth alone, and that therefore any
reference to birth from earth and water must apply to something
different.

We may conclude, then, that all three lines describe the same thing,

namely the origin of organic life from the earth, which, in order to

produce it, had to be moist. The arche of the cosmos is not in question

because, being everlasting, it has no arche. In accounting for the origin

of life, we may be sure that Xenophanes followed the rationalistic rather

than the polytheistic path, and in fact his motive seems to be still the

same: to discredit Homer in whatever ways he can. He can hardly have

1
Eur. fr. 839. The subject is treated folly, with authorities, in Guthrie, In the Beginning,

chh. i and 2, where both the mythological and the scientific types of account are discussed.
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written fr. 33 without a thought for the curse of Menelaus on the

Achaeans who lacked the courage to respond to Hector's challenge

(//. vn, 99) :
'

May you all become earth and water !

' c

That is just what

we all are', Xenophanes seems to say.
1

(9) Alternation ofwet and dry ages

According to the doxographers (there is no mention of it in the

fragments) Xenophanes believed that the earth was subject to alternate

encroachments of land on sea and sea on land. The evidence is as

t
follows:

(a) Stromateis^ iv (A 32): *He declares also that in the course oftime the

earth is continuously slipping down and gradually moving into the sea.'

() Hippol. Ref. i, 14, 4-6 (A 33): *He said that the sea is salt because

many mixtures flow together in it. Metrodorus accounts for its saltness by
the fact that it is filtered through the earth, but Xenophanes thinks that a

mingling ofearth with sea takes place and that in course oftime it is dissolved

by the wet element, claiming as proofs that shells are found in the midst ofthe

land and on mountains;
2 and in the quarries at Syracuse, he says, the impres

sions of a fish and of seaweed3 have been found, on Paros the impression of

a bay-leaf
4 in the depth of the stone, and on Malta flattened shapes of all

sea-creatures. These, he says, were formed when everything, long ago,

was covered in mud, and the impression dried out in the mud. All men

1 Behind tills odd saying in Homer there may well have lain originally the popular belief,

illustrated by the Prometheus myth and others, that men are in fact made ofthese two substances.

But I doubt if the poet was very conscious of this.
*

Sitting there each one of you like dummies

(lifeless, depict)' are the next words, 'inglorious and helpless.* Primarily the phrase seems in

tended to mention anything inanimate, to mean no more than
*You might as well be stocks and

stones'.
2
Xenophanes was not the only one to observe this. Speaking of Egypt, Herodotus (n, 12)

mentions KoyxOAioc *r<3c <pmv6neva hrl TOI$ opeau Xanthus of Lydia (ap. Strabo i, 3, 4, p. 64

Meineke), active during the middle part of the fifth century B.C., both observed fossils and

drew the same conclusion that the land was once sea. These writers are slightly later than

Xenophanes, but probably he was drawing on common knowledge which may even have been

available to Anaxfmander.
3 Or 'seals'? (pcaioov MSS., DK; 9uxcov Gomperz, Burnet, Heath, KR, etc. Reinhardt rejects

Gomperz's suggestion with the typical nourish: 'Wo kamen wir schliesslich hin, wenn wir die

Texte nach den Mitteilungen der Fachleute berichtigen wollen?'

4 The occurrence of plant-fossilsonParoswas once thought impossible, and Gronoviuswished

to emend 5&pvris to &y<rc\s. Others have thought that other places than the island of Paros were

intended (DK ad /be.). It now appears, however, that the text offers no palaeontological diffi

culties (DK, app. to 1956 ed.; F. Casella in Mda, 1957, 322-5 ; KR, 178; M. Marcovich in P,

1959, 121).
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are destroyed when the earth is carried down to the sea and turns to

mud, then a new generation begins. Such is the foundation1 of all the

worlds/

The description of fossil remains, of various kinds and in different

places, is impressive, and was reasonably taken as evidence that the sea

once covered what is now dry land, and that the solid rock was once

soft mud, for which the plant-fossil of itself provided adequate testi

mony. All this, so far as it goes, seems to suggest that the sea is in

retreat, but Hippolytus makes it clear that the process is a cyclic one,

and in fact from his account and the Stromateis together we must

conclude that we are already in the next stage and the waters are once

more gaining on the earth. At their height they flood it sufficiently to

destroy life.
2

Greek mythology was familiar with disasters which had wiped out

all or most of the human race. Whether by flood, as in the story of

Deucalion, or scorching heat, as in the story of Phaethon, men perish,

in Polybius's words, 'as the records tell us has already happened and as

reason suggests to us may often happen again'. In Plato's Timaeus the

Egyptian priest says to Solon (22B-c): 'There have been, and will be

hereafter, many destructions ofmankind, the greatest by fire and water,

though other lesser ones are due to countless other causes/ Philo

sophers took these stories seriously. Aristotle believed that the 'so-

called flood of Deucalion' actually took place, and hazards the theory
that 'just as there is a winter among the yearly seasons, so at fixed

intervals in some great period of time there is a great winter and excess

of rains' (Meteor. 352330); a theory evidently connected with that of

a Great Year (pp. 282, above and 458, below).

In Anaximander's cosmogony the earth began by being wet and is

gradually drying out, so that the sea is even now continually shrinking

and eventually will dry up completely (p. 92, above). Very probably
1
xod TOUTO iracn ToTs K6a|Jioi$ yivEa6ai KCCTa{3<5cAAHiv MSS. j TaOrriv. . . iiera|3oAi

!

jv DKj TCC\>TT|V. . .

KarapoAfiv H. Lloyd-Jones (KR, 177). One might compare Matt. xiii. 35 dnrd KccrccpoAfjs x6anou,

remembering that Hippolytus was a bishop.
a

Fr. 37 consists of die simple statement:
*And in some caves water drips down.' This has been

taken as Xenophanes's own illustration of the transition between earth and water, referring either

to the formation of stalactites (water to rock) or to the ooze and dampness so frequently met in

caves (earth turning to water). It may well be so, but in the absence of context we can never be
sure.
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Xenophanes owed something to his predecessor here, though there are

important differences. Anaximander was speaking of the origin of the

world, and, so far as our evidence goes, there is no trace of a return to

the ascendancy ofwater.1

Xenophanes is not speaking of the origin or

destruction of the cosmos. The cyclical process which he describes is

confined to the earth, and even that is never destroyed. We have no

details, but it is clear that when the sea has advanced sufficiently to

eliminate life and turn the earth to mud, it retreats to allow the re-

emergence of dry land and of life. No reason is given for this, but the

process will have been a repetition on a larger scale of the annual

alternation of wet and dry in summer and winter.

That Xenophanes believed the cosmos as a whole to be ungenerated

and indestructible we have already seen. The alternative, in his time

and before, was to believe that it took shape at a particular time out of

some sort of formless chaos, as described by Hesiod and in more

rational terms by the Milesians. Once generated, it might either be

destroyed again (so, in all probability, the Milesians, and certainly

a little later the atomists) or last for ever as in Pythagoreanism

(pp. 28 if., above). With the belief in an everlasting universe, whether

generated or not, went normally the idea ofa cyclic repetition ofhistory

punctuated by disasters. This was the teaching of the Pythagoreans

and of Aristotle himself, and evidently also of Xenophanes. The first

attested cyclic scheme involving repeated destruction and rebirth ofthe

'whole cosmos occurs later in the fifth century in Empedocles. Anaxi

mander had probably believed both that the cosmos would be re-

absorbed into the apeiron and that another would emerge from it

later; but there is little positive evidence for this, and it did not occupy

the central place in his thoughts that the cycle of worlds had in the

elaborate philosophico-religious scheme of Empedocles, to which it

was essential.

These alternative views, current in the sixth and fifth centuries, of

the destructibility of the cosmos have been briefly set forth here* in

order to show how easily they might have been confused in later

1 K.R remark (p. 178) that the sea was receding round Miletus, but in Sicily was supposed to

have engulfed the land-bridge which became the Messina strait.

a Some further informatio^about them will be found in Guthrie, In the. Beginning, ch. 4.
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centuries, when the idea of
*

innumerable worlds' was familiar. The last

sentence of our Hippolytus passage speaks of 'all the kosmoi. This

could, of course, at least in earlier Greek, mean only '"world arrange

ments", i.e. of the earth's surface' (KR, 179), but I have little doubt

that the bishop was thinking of the formation of new worlds. If so, it

is equally clear that he was mistaken. 1

Aristotle was emphatic that all the natural philosophers believed the

world to have had a beginning in time (De Caelo, 279b 12), and Xeno

phanes must have been the first to anticipate his own view that it

has always existed, coupling it like him with the theory of a cycle of

terrestrial disasters and the periodic renewal of human life and culture.

That being so, it was perhaps unfair of Aristotle to dismiss him as

summarily as he does. Yet the actual verses in which these notions were

embodied may well have been highly fanciful and lacking in anything
that Aristotle would recognize as serious philosophical argument.

(10) Astronomy and meteorology

The doxographers offer information about the astronomical and

meteorological theories of Xenophanes, which however is for several

reasons less worthy of attention than the topics already treated. For

one thing, practically none of it is supported by actual verses of the

poet, so that its reliability is difficult to check, and the language of

the reporters does not always inspire confidence. Where Aetius does

quote a few words (A46), it has been argued that they contradict his

interpretation of them.* Moreover, some of the views described are

simply taken over from the Milesians and others are rather nonsensical.

If correctly reported, they suggest that Xenophanes did not take these

matters very seriously, but was probably chiefly concerned to ridicule

religious notions of the heavenly bodies.

In general terms, the view expressed is that all the heavenly bodies,

as well as meteors and rainbows, are in fact luminous (or
c

fiery')

clouds, that clouds are formed by evaporation from the sea, and that

therefore all these heavenly phenomena originate from the level of the

1 A different view is taken by Kahn, Anaxvnander, 5 1 f.

* So H. Frankel in Hermes, 1925, 181, though Deichgraber (Rfi. Mus. 1938, 6) thinks

differently.
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earth and are not far distant from it. "The clouds', says Diogenes

(ix, 19, AI), 'are composed of the vapour from the sun,
1
rising and

lifting them up into the surrounding/ One may compare Aet. in, 4, 4

(A46):

Xenophanes says that the original cause of what happens in the upper

regions is the heat of the sun. Moisture is drawn up from the sea and the

sweet part owing to its fine texture is separated out and being thickened into

a mist forms the clouds and by compression (lit. 'felting') causes dripping

showers and by vaporization makes winds.2 For he says explicitly: 'Sea is

the source of water/

The most noticeable feature of this passage is the meagreness of the

direct quotation on which the whole construction is apparently based.

On the importance of the sea some actual verses have survived,

though unfortunately mutilated in parts (fr. 30). They are quoted by
a scholiast on the lines in the Iliad (xxi, 196) which characterize Oceanus

as the source of all water rivers, sea, springs and wells and they

declare that the sea is the source not only of rivers but also of rain,

wind and clouds. This does no more than repeat ideas of Anaximander

and Anaximenes (pp. 105, 121, above), and the further step ofregarding

sun, moon and the other heavenly bodies as fires produced from cloud

seems to rely particularly on Anaximenes. In his view, as reported by

Hippolytus (DK, 13 Ay), air 'when dispersed more finely becomes fire.

Winds on the other hand are air in process of condensation, and from

air cloud is produced by "felting". The continuation of this process

produces water
'

In the direction of rarefaction this same process

accounts in Xenophanes for the production from water of wind, cloud

and fire. Anaximenes had also taught that the heavenly bodies originated

from the earth, when moisture rising from it was rarefied and became

fire (A6 and 7, quoted on pp. 133^, above).

His reported views on die sun are that it consists of a collection of

many small 'firelets' (m/piStcc: 'sparks* may be the best translation)

1
Sic (Tfft 9' f|Mou drnif605). Why Diogenes wrote ofvapourfrom the sun, rather than drawn

up from the earth by the sun, it would be hard to say. Heidel wished to alter the text; see ZN,

665, n. 7.
a With Stcrrufsstv T& irveC^orra c Arist. Meteor. Sfsbyff., describing the views of unnamed

early philosophers : T6 rrpcoTOV Oyp6v . . . Cnr6 TOU fjMov fr)poiv6nevov T& \&v Storrpiaocv irveOuara . . .

TTOielv, TO 5fc Aei90v O&ACCTTOV elvoci.
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and at the same time of cloud. The two descriptions were not thought

contradictory, for they occur together in the same source. The testi

monies are these:

(a) Strom, iv (A 32): 'He says that the sun is gathered together out of a

number of small sparks The sun and the stars, he says, are derived from

clouds.'

() Hippol. Ref. i, 14, 3 (A 33): 'The sun comes into being daily from

small sparks collected together.'

(c) Aet. ii, 20, 3 (A40):
*

Xenophanes says that the sun consists of ignited
clouds. Theophrastus in his Physics wrote that it consists of sparks collected

from the damp exhalation and composing [lit. collecting or assembling] the

sun.'

Still following Anaximenes, Xenophanes evidently held that by a

continuation of the same process whereby water was vaporized into

cloud, clouds in their turn could ignite and turn to fire. Why these

particular clouds should be disintegrated into many little fires, which

have to be 'assembled' to form the sun, is not explained.
1 In this

account sun and clouds seem to be mutually dependent, which, seeing
that the world had no beginning, is not unreasonable. The stars have

the same composition (A 3 2). They are made of ignited clouds, and like

the sun are renewed daily: 'being daily quenched they rekindle at

night like embers; their risings and settings are ignition and quenching'

(Aet. n, 13, 14, A 3 8). The moon also is cloud 'felted
5

; it has its own

light, and as with the stars, this light is put out each month as it wanes.*

The same composition is asserted for comets and shooting stars: they
are accumulations or movements ofignited clouds, and the phenomenon
known as St Elmo's fire is 'little clouds glimmering in virtue of the

kind of motion that they have'. Lightning occurs 'when clouds are

made bright by the movement'.^ On the rainbow, alone of celestial

phenomena, we have two lines of the poet himself, which bear out

what others have said of the cloudy nature of all these things (fr. 32):

She

Whom men call Iris also is a cloud,

Purple and red and yellow to behold.

1

Possibly to account for the tiny, sparklike appearance of the stars.
3
Aet. ii, 25, 4, etc. (A43). The word -rrernATiplvov recalls Anaximenes again.

3
^44, 39> 45 (Aet. m, 2, 11, n, 18, i, m, 3, 6).
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Since Iris, besides being the rainbow, was a fully anthropomorphic

goddess, messenger to the other gods, the familiar motive of dis

crediting traditional religion is probably at work.1

Xenophanes is credited with other beliefs about the heavenly bodies

which are strange indeed and scarcely comprehensible. In the absence

ofthe original writings it is practically impossible to judge them. Since

the sun is a kind of cloud-formation amassed each morning out of

water-vapour and then catching fire, only to die out at night, it is

natural (as we are told more than once) that there should be an infinite

number of suns. One would suppose them to succeed one another in

time, but what is one to make of this (Aet. n, 24, 9, A4i a)?

Xenophanes says there are many suns and moons corresponding to the

regions, sections and zones of the earth,
2 and at a certain time the disc3 is

banished to a section of the earth not inhabited by us, and so stepping into a

hole, as it were, produces the phenomenon of an eclipse. He also says that

the sun moves forward indefinitely,
4 but seems to go in a circle because of

the distance.

1
Probably. But Tpts in Homer more than once means the rainbow without any hint of

personification, and the quotation from Xenophanes occurs in a scholiast on //. XI, 27 in which
it is actually used in the plural: the serpents of cyanus on Agamemnon's breastplate are tpicrcav

oiK6rf$. C also //. xvn, 547 and 551, where Athena is said to have descended from heaven like

a purple rainbow which Zeus 'stretches out* (no personification here), and simultaneously

described as covering herself in a purple cloud. As with the role of Ocean as source of all other

waters, Xenophanes in matters which were not of prime concern to him may have owed some

thing to the same Homer whom for his theological enormities he reviles.

The impression is irresistible that in these physical matters Xenophanes was not bothering
his head very much. Anaximenes could certainly have taught him a more sophisticated expla

nation of the rainbow, as we know from several sources, the fullest being a scholiast on Aratus

(DK, 13x18, going back through Posidonius to Theophrastus: see Diels, Dox. 231): 'Ajiaxi-

menes says that the rainbow is produced when the beams of the sun fall on thick close-packed aer

(air, mist, or cloud; Aetius calls it v<po$ and adds the epithet
*

black')- Hence the anterior part

of it seems red, being burned by the sun's rays, while the other part is dark, owing to the pre

dominance of moisture.* This can certainly be summed up by calling the rainbow a coloured

cloud, but so far as is known the causal detail was omitted by Xenophanes.
3
Besides the general confusion, this anachronistic reference to xXfuorroc and 3&vcci of the earth

gives further ground for suspecting these sentences as a report of Xenophanes's belief. Those

divisions were only possible when the sphericity of the earth had been established, and were

probably not made before Eudoxus in the fourth century. See J. O. Thomson, Hist, of Anc.

Geog. 116. (kMiiora 'expresses the fact that a place is warmed by the sun according to the
"
inclination" of its horizon to the earth's axis*.)

Frankel explains the passage by the nearness of sun and moon to the earth (Dicht. u. Phil.

43 if.): 'Die Sonne- und Mondbahn legte er so nah an unsere Erde heran, dass er fur die ver-

schiedenen Erdzonen besondere Sonnen und Monde annehmen musste."

3
Presumably of the suns, though for all we are told it might equally well be of the moons.

4
ei$ drreipov. Not 'to infinity*, for it burns out each night.
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In another passage (n, 24, 4, A4i) Aetius has classified under eclipses

a statement of Xenophanes which must have referred to the sun's daily

setting. There may be similar confusion in this one, but there is little

hope of straightening it out. 1 On the other hand, the final sentence

about the sun's movement is interesting as evidence of observation and

of a power to reason from appearances rather than simply accepting
them at their face value: objects or creatures travelling through the air

in a straight line do appear to descend in the sky as they recede. Here

already is a hint of that distrust of the senses which is developed in

Heraclitus and reaches its climax when Parmenides denies outright that

the senses can ever bring mankind into contact with reality.

Concerning the earth we have the lines of Xenophanes:

At our feet

We see this upper limit of the earth

Coterminous with air, but underneath

It stretches without limit.

It is therefore unnecessary to consider the paraphrases of Aristotle and

those who followed him. The compatibility of this statement with a

spherical universe has already been noted,
2 and the only other point of

interest is that the lines are obviously describing a flat-topped, not a

spherical earth.

1
'It seems probable that the plurality of suns and moons is simply due to their being renewed

each day; that Xenophanes explained eclipses as caused by the sun withdrawing to another region
of the earth; and that the two ideas became confused* (KR, I74f.)- See the rest of this paragraph
in KR for further suggestions about this obscure passage and the possible 'fantasy and humour'

displayed by Xenophanes.
It sounds nonsensical to say that when the sun comes to a part of the earth not inhabited by

mankind it therefore (nod oOrcoj) steps into a hole (lit.
*
treads on emptiness*) and goes out.

Tannery, whom Heath follows (Aristarchus, 56), said briefly that it is 'un singulier emploi du

principe de finalite
1 *

(Pour Fhist, de la sc. hell. 137). Presumably (though he does not say so)

he connected it with Act. u, 30, 8 (A42): "The sun is useful in generating the cosmos and the

living creatures in it, but the moon is redundant.*
2
P. 381, n. i, above. The passage is referred to by Aristotle, De Caeto, 294321. For this and

the doxography see DK, A47, 32, 33. Simplicius, confessing honestly that he has not seen the

relevant lines, feels a doubt whether Xenophanes meant to say (a) that the earth is genuinely at

rest because its own lower parts extend indefinitely, or (f) that the space beneath the earth extends

indefinitely, and therefore, though it appears to be at rest, it is unceasingly moving downwards.
Once this strange doubt had entered his mind, the phrase in Xenophanes himself (sis Srreipov

would hardly have set it at rest.
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(n) Theory ofknowledge

There remains a side of Xenophanes's thought, fortunately attested by
actual quotations, which has more interest for the history of philo

sophy than his cosmological aberrations. The following lines were

famous in antiquity (fr. 34) :
z

Certain truth has no man seen, nor will there ever be a man who knows

[from immediate experience]* about the gods and about everything ofwhich

I speak;
3 for even ifhe should folly succeed in saying what is true,

4 even so he

himself does not know it,
5 but in all things there is opinion.

The Sceptics of the fourth century B.C. and later seized eagerly on

these lines as an anticipation of their view that knowledge was un

attainable. Sextus mentions two current interpretations. First {Math.

vii, 49 ff.)? Xenophanes was thought to mean that everything is in

comprehensible (TTCCVTCC ccKccrdAriTrToc):
6
nobody knows die truth, for

even if he should hit upon it by chance, he still does not know that he

has hit upon it. We are like people searching for gold in a dark room

containing many other kinds of treasure besides. Some will lay hands

on it, but they will have no means of confirming their discovery. So

with philosophers searching for truth the one who lights on it may
1 To our knowledge they were quoted in whole or in part by Sextus Empiricus four times

(Adv. Math, vii, 49 and no, vin, 326; Pyrrh. Hyp. n, 18); also by Plutarch (Aud. Poet. lyE),

Galen, Proclus, Diogenes Laertius, Epiphanius and Origen (full references in Karsten, Xen.

Reliqu. 1830, 51). H. Frankel analyses them in detail in Hermes, 1925, 184-92. The Greek text

as given by DK is:

xcd T& uv oftv <7CKps oOns dvfjp i6ev oOS TIS IOTOI

gtSobs <5cn<pl 6so5v TS Kod do-act Ayco irepl irAvrcov*

el y&p Kod T& u&Aiarcc -ruxoi TETeXsaulvov ehrcbv,

aCrr6s 6|Jicos oOK olSe, 56xos 5* hrl -rraoi liruKTca.

3 For meaning of oTSe see Frankel, loc. cit. i86f., Dicht. u. Phil. 433, n. 14.
3 Since ei&cb$ is immediately followed by &u<pl Oeoov, the continuation is probably Kod irepl

TO&VTCOV&CTO-CX Alyco. Grammatically of course HtScbs could take &TO-CX as direct object :

*

knowing . . .

all that I say about everything*.
4

TErreteoTJilvov, a typically Homeric word.
5 The contrast is between oI5e and 66x05: no knowledge but only seeming or opinion. This

'seeming* may be close to the truth, or it may not* The sense is unlikely to be what the Sceptics
later assumed (i.e, 'he does not know when he is speaking the truth and when he is not'), but

simply that though he may hit upon the truth his conviction cannot be absolutely certain, though
he may have good grounds for believing that his opinion is near the truth. The Sceptics' version

makes Xenophanes anticipate the sophistic dilemma posed in Plato's Meno (80 D): *How will

you look for something when you don't know what it is? Even if you come right up against it,

how will you know that what you have found is the thing you didn't know?'
6
According to D.L. ix, 20, this was in particular the interpretation of Sotion.
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well not believe his luck. Secondly (ch. no), Sextus speaks of 'those

who expound him differently'. They claim that he is not abolishing all

comprehension (KcrrccXri^iv) and every criterion, but substituting

opinion for knowledge as a criterion of judgment. The possibility of

error cannot be dismissed, but it is right to accept what is probable.

There is little doubt that the second, less completely sceptical inter

pretation is correct; indeed the first depends to some extent on a mis

understanding of certain words which had acquired a different shade of

meaning by the time they were quoted.
1 Yet the difference between

them is only one of emphasis. His observation of the widely differing

beliefs of mankind had led Xenophanes to the conclusion that none of

them could be right. In their place he puts forward what he personally

feels is the truth, yet in all modesty and honesty he must confess that

as all men are fallible, so may he be. He firmly believes in his one god,

whole, eternal, unchanging, non-anthropomorphic; but he cannot

claim to have reached the complete and certain truth. This position he

states in an isolated line which Plutarch quotes: 'Let these things be

believed (or opined) as resembling the truth.'
2

Later writers supply the information that the four lines of fr. 34

give the first half of an antithesis: men can only surmise, but God
knows the truth.3 When Alcmaeon made the same distinction between

human conjecture and divine certainty (fr. i, p. 344, above), his words

are sometimes interpreted as distinguishing between the subject-matter

of the two. There certainly seems to be, in the probably corrupt text,

a reference to two classes of things, 'mortal' and 'non-evident', and

1
See H. Frankel, locc. citt. and the contemporaryand earlierparallelswhich he quotes : e.g. ei86$

in line 2. is closely connected with ?Sev in line I, and its meaning still closer to 'see for oneself'

than to 'know'. It means to be acquainted with something from personal experience or investi

gation, from which Frankel concludes that oI8s in line 4 cannot mean oTSev 6-n TersAscriiyov

ilrrEv. Again, by TUXOI.. .elm&v Xenophanes probably meant 'succeeds in saying', withorafc

intending to introduce any notion of chance.
a
Fr. 35. The mood of SESo^&oSco is due to Wilamowitz: 8660560601 Plut., 8eS6aoTcci Karsten.

The line is perhaps deliberately aimed at Hesiod, whose Srupoioiv 6iioToc are in fact yeuS&x
(Th. 27). It is used in Plutarch to encourage a bashful speaker.

3
(a) Arius Did. ap. Stob. Eel. II, i, 17 (DK, A24): Z Tf]v ocOrou Trapioravros eOAdpsiccv, cbj

<5cpa Ogos nv oT5e -rfjv <5cAfi0eiav, 86x05 8* rrl iraai T^ruKrai (presumably taking iraoi as masc. : it is

more probably neuter). (3) Varro ap. Aug. Civ. Dei, vii, 17: scribam. . .ut Xenophanes
Colophonius scripsit. . .hominis est enim haec opinari, Dei scire.

The dichotomy which Frankel introduces into these passages ('aber Gott hat ein echtes Wissen
auch von den transzendenten Dingen*, loc. cit. 190) is not in the originals.
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in this Frankel supposes Alcmaeon to be dependent on Xenophanes.
Yet fr. 34 contains no suggestion that there is a class of things which is

plain to men and another ofwhich they can only surmise; he explicitly

extends the realm ofseeming to 'faegodsandeverythingofwhichIspeak*.
It is true that Sextus introduces the distinction into his paraphrase ofthe

fragment/ but it was a familiar one to the Sceptics who had adopted

Xenophanes, and his witness on the point has no weight. Perhaps the

strongest evidence in favour of this division between the objects of

divine and human knowledge is the line (fr. 36): "As many things as

are evident to mortal view/* Though the context is lost, it seems

natural to take it as pointing a contrast with other things which are not

so experienced by mortals. It has been accepted as evidence that Xeno

phanes drew a distinction between direct sensible experience, which

gives certainty, and other objects of cognition about which none can

be certain save God. These would include theology itself, and perhaps
also (in view of 'everything of which I speak' in fr. 34) all theory,

speculation or inference; e.g. one might suppose that the visible

presence of fossils in certain localities was something 'known*, but

the theory of wet and dry eras which Xenophanes himself based upon
it was for a human being only opinion.

Yet one cannot say with confidence, as Frankel does, that Xeno

phanes
*

separates cleanly and fundamentally from one another* the

two realms of the Absolute and the Earthly, still less that he regarded

empirical data, and those alone, as certain, trustworthy, and exhaustive.^

If what he said about the path of the sun has been correctly reported,

he was one of the first to suggest that the sense of sight may be decep

tive. The optical illusion to which he referred forms a parallel to the

1

Though not mentioned in this connexion by FrankeL See Math, vii, 51 : T6 jjfcv otfv &\T|0s

T6 ye v TOIS d5r|Aois Trp&yncccnv. Similarly in vm, 325 f. he contrasts T& irp6ST|Aov and T6 fiStiAov.

Deichgraber (Rh. Mus. 1938, 20) takes die opposite view to that taken here.
1 For daofxSccKT&cci as covering the whole field of personal experience and investigation see

Frankel, loc. cit. 186.

3 Frankel adduces (Joe. cit. 191) in favour of this that Xenophanes's own theological con

clusion, that God bears no resemblance to man, was reached on purely empirical grounds,
i.e. from personal observation of the fact that different human groups formed different gods in

their own images. Surely this gives an improbable twist to his train of thought. On the contrary,

the fact that Africans believed in black gods and Thracians in red-haired must have led him to the

conclusion that the immediate perceptions of an individual or a limited group of human beings
were likely to lead to error. His own conception of deity can hardly be said to have an empirical

basis, yet he regarded it as, to say the least, more probable than those of other men.
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notorious straight stick (or oar) appearing bent in water which was

made so much ofby later writers in their attacks on the truthfulness of

sense-perception.

Taking all the evidence together, but relying particularly on the

actual fragments, we cannot affirm that Xenophanes posited two realms

of existence, of one of which men could have certain knowledge, and

of the other only opinion. He said that men could have no certain

knowledge at all: that was reserved for God. They may discover the

truth, but, even so, such are their limitations that they can say no more

than 'I believe this to be true'. This does not mean that all beliefs are

equally probable. Such a wholesale abandonment of criteria was not

for the man who said to his fellows:
C

A11 your conceptions of the god
head are wrong; it is not like that but like this/ We must not take

appearances at their face value, but penetrate as near to the reality

behind them as our wits<will allow. When we feel that we have reached

what at least resembles the truth, we must hold fast to the beliefwhich

we have won (fr. 35).

It was already a commonplace of poetry, expressed in invocations to

the Muses and elsewhere, that mankind had no sure knowledge unless

the gods chose to reveal it.
1 But Xenophanes was more than a poet,

and may fairly be said to have introduced this antithesis into philosophy.

Gone are the all-too-human gods of the poets. God is not like man

either in shape or in mind: he thinks, sees and hears 'as a whole
',

without the aid of separate bodily organs. This is a product not of

poetic imagination, but of rational thought, and its influence on later

philosophers is plain.
* Human nature has no insight, but divine nature

has', said Heraclitus (fr. 78). Parmenides speaks of
c

mortals who know

nothing' (6, 4); and when he wishes to discover not only 'the beliefs

of mortals in which is no true conviction' but also 'the unshaken heart

of truth', he has resort to a goddess as his informant. Empedocles,
1

Among invocations see especially Horn. //. ir, 4856. Perhaps the most striking expression
of the belief, and the closest to Xenophanes, is Theognis, 1412 :

<5cv0pcoTTot Sfe n<5crccicx voutjoiJiev 6156-T6S o05v *

0eol 8 Kcmic acp^TEpov Trdvroc TeAoOcn v6ov.

For further treatment of this topic see Snell, Discovery ofthe Mind, ch. 7:
*Human knowledge

and divine knowledge among the early Greeks.' Among prose-writers, Herodotus puts the

sentiment into the mouth of Xerxes (vii, 50, 2) : el5vai 84 <5cv0pcoTrov &VTOC KS xp^l
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musing on the limitations of the senses and the brevity of human life,

concludes (2, 7) :

c

Thus these things are not to be seen or heard by men,
nor grasped by the mind/

*We know nothing truly/ said Democritus

later in the fifth century, 'for truth is in the depths', and Ecphantus
the Pythagorean, who was probably under his influence (p. 325,

above), echoed this, we are told, in the form that *it is not possible to

obtain true knowledge of existing things, but only to define them as

we believe them to be
5

.
1

One thing in particular emerges from Xenophanes's lines on human

cognition, and especially from the last line of fr. 34, which was of

tremendous consequence for the development of Greek thought: the

first explicit confrontation, as two separate things, of knowledge and

seeming. No doubt the distinction had been latent in philosophy from

the beginning. The earliest philosophers in Miletus determined the

direction of subsequent thought when they first tried to set aside the

seeming variety of the world and reach the true and single nature

(physis) which underlay it; and as a result this has been the quest of

European philosophy and science ever since. But it is just the expli

cating of the implicit, the conscious realization ofwhat philosophy has

up to now been trying to do, which makes possible the next step

forward. Heraclitus owed something to it, in spite of his belittlement

of his predecessor (fr. 40), but above all it paved the way for Par-

menides, whose whole doctrine is based on an assertion ofthe antiribesis

^etw SJl^S2Si^^^ P^%J2S!l ^^ S2
e5S2Si ,

an^- through
Parmenides it had an incEr^Tpart in shaping die thought of Plato

himself. Plato was not devoid of historical sense when he saw in

Xenophanes the beginning of the Eleatic tradition, however much his

casual remark to that effect may have been exaggerated later by less

'

perceptive writers.

Two more quotations from the poems complete the evidence for his

views on human knowledge. Fr. 18 says: 'The gods did not reveal to

men all things in the beginning, but in course oftime, by searching, they

find out better.
3

The emphasis on personal search, and on the need for

time, marks this as the first statement in extant Greek literature of the

idea ofprogress in the arts and sciences, a progress dependent on human
1 Democr. fir. 117. Cf. also frr. 7-9. Ecphantus, DK, 51, i.
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effort and not or at least not primarily on divine revelation. It

foreshadows the praise of human ingenuity and perseverance in

Sophocles's Antigone (332ff.). Here and in the Prometheus Vmctus of

Aeschylus the progressive achievements are enumerated in detail. In

Aeschylus mankind is said to have been taught by Prometheus, whose

name means 'Forethought' and who declares that the first thing he

taught them was to use their own minds. 1 The fiction of divine inter

vention is becoming transparent, and it may be assumed that Aeschylus

was consciously drawing on sources which ascribed scientific and

technical progress to human ingenuity alone.* This is done openly by

Protagoras in the account of the origin and development ofhuman life

put into his mouth by Plato. On the very existence of the gods

Protagoras declared himself an agnostic, and the account must be

supposed to represent the substance of his real views.3

Two conflicting views of human development were current in

classical Greece. The first, that it represented a degeneration from an

. ^original 'golden race' in the distant past, was given its standard form by
Hesiod (Works, 109 ff.).

These early men were both good in themselves

and happy in their circumstances, for nature produced its fruits in

abundance with no toil on their part. According to the second, more

realistic view the earliest men were ignorant and brutal in character,

and at the mercy of wild beasts and all the forces of a hostile nature.

Gradually learning by bitter experience, they improved both morally

and in their conditions of life, as one by one the arts of building,

weaving, domestication of animals, agriculture, and above all of com

bining in communities for mutual protection, were discovered and

mastered. This less mythical version rapidly gained ground at the

expense of the other during the fifth century. Besides the authorities

already mentioned, we find it in Euripides, Critias and Moschion. In

spite of the lack of detail, fr. 18 of Xenophanes seems to give the same

1
Iwous 0TiKoc Kod 9pevwv rrnp6Aov$, line 444.

3

Kg. the account reproduced in Diodorus, I, 8, in which men's only teacher is said to have

been
*

expediency
'

(T& ov^pov). This account probably goes back to pre-atomistic fifth-century

thought (p. 6$, n. i, above.)
3
Plato, Prot. 320 off. On the question of its authenticity see Guthrie, In the Beginning,

140, n. 8, and, for an analysis of the account itself, ch. 5 ofthe same work. Protagoras chooses

to put it in the form of a uOOos as being more agreeable to listen to, but says that it could just as

well be explained in a X6yos, i.e. without the divine apparatus.
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idea in a nutshell, and affords good reason for attributing it in the first

instance to him.1

Finally there is fir. 38 :

*

IfGod had notmade yellowhoney, menwould
think figs were much sweeter/ This too is presumably intended to

emphasize the limitations ofhuman judgment, but introduces incident

ally its relative character: men's assessment of a particular sensation

depends on the sensations which they already happen to have ex

perienced. Here again we have the first hint ofan idea which was taken

up and developed philosophically by later writers. Heraclitus, for

whom the relationship of contraries was central, noted (fr. in, p. 445,

below) that we only appreciate the things we call pleasant health,

satiety, rest in relation to their contraries disease, hunger and

weariness. Protagoras generalized the idea in his famous dictum that

man is the measure of all things, their existence or non-existence, by
which he meant that each man's sensations are true for him and for

no one else.
2 Since no two men can have precisely the same sensations

and experiences, this doctrine can be regarded as a conclusion following

logically from the statement in Xenophanes, however unlikely it may
be that Xenophanes drew it himself.

(12) Conclusion

To sum up, Xenophanes was not the rhapsode misnamed philosopher

whom some have thought him in the past. Apart from the details of

cosmology, which probably interested him only as a stick with which

to beat Homeric theology, he definitely points forward rather than

back. The mistake made by some ancient critics was to accept as fully-

fledged doctrines what were no more than pointers, germs brought

to fruition under other hands, and their manifest exaggeration has led

to a belittlement of his genuine originality. Regarded as seminal, his

philosophical importance is great, and its influence was immediately

felt. He provided cogent arguments against anthropomorphism in

1
Eur. SuppL 201 f, Critias fir. 25 DK, Mosch. fr. 6 Nauck. On the idea ofprogress in classical

Greece see further Guthrie, op. at. chh. 5 and 6.
a

Plato, Theaet. 152A, Crat. 386A. I am aware that these passages have aroused interminable

discussion, but see no reason to doubt that Plato had understood Protagoras correctly. As

Lewis Campbell said in his edition of the Theaetetus (p. 37), the repetition of the same

language in both passages affords a presumption that the explanation, as well as the original

saying, is Protagoras's own.
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theology. Though not 'an Eleatic', he abandoned the Milesian tradition

for a stricter notion of unity which excluded the possibility of a gener
ated cosmos, taught of a single god who worked by intellection alone,

and posited an essential connexion between divinity, eternity, reality,

and spherical shape. For all this the Eleatics, and Heraclitus as well,

are much in his debt, as also for the distinction between knowledge
. and seeming or opinion and the idea that all sensations are relative.

Popular thought may have had an inkling of some of these things, but

Xenophanes put them in a more philosophical setting and ensured that

they were taken seriously. The effect of his conception of knowledge
as progressing steadily and gradually from small beginnings, through
men's own powers of discovery and invention, may be seen in many

fifth-century authors, both philosophers and poets. In short, with him

philosophy breaks new ground in more than one direction, and sows

new seed, from which a fruitful crop of ideas was soon to be reaped.
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VII

HERACLITUS

(i) Difficulties andpolicy

A discussion of the thought of Heraclitus labours under peculiar

difficulties. His own expression of it was generally considered to be

highly obscure, a verdict fully borne out by the surviving fragments.

Both in the ancient and the modern worlds he has provided a challenge

to the ingenuity of interpreters which few have been able to resist.

Perhaps not altogether unfortunately, most of the ancient com
mentaries have perished, but the amount written on him since the

beginning of the nineteenth century would itself take a very long time

to master. Some of these writers have been painstaking scholars, others

philosophers or religious teachers who found in the pregnant and

picturesque sayings of Heraclitus a striking anticipation of their own
beliefs.

1 If the interpretations of the latter suffer from their attitude

ofpartipris, the former may also be temperamentally at a disadvantage

in penetrating the thoughts of a man who had at least as much in him]

of the prophet and poet as of the philosopher.

There is, then, an army of commentators, no two of whom are in

full agreement. Nor are the doubts confined to the elucidation of a

given body of writing. Diels-Kranz present 131 passages as fragments
of Heraclitus, but it is a matter of lively argument how far they re

produce his actual words and how much is paraphrase or addition by
the ancient writer in whose works they are found or a previous writer

in whom he found them. Given an established fragment, there may
j

remain to be resolved a doubt of its grammatical syntax, before one can!

proceed to wider questions of interpretation. This is an inevitable

consequence of Heraclitus's intentionally oracular style, and was

1

Justin Martyr included htm, with Socrates, Abraham and others, among those who had lived

with the Logos and must be regarded as Christians, and I have personally known a man who
claimed to have been converted by reading the fragments. Lenin on the other hand wrote of one

fragment:
*A very good account of the elements of dialectical materialism* (see G. Thomson,

The First Philosophers, 280). The admiration of Nietzsche for Heraclitus is well known.
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noticed as early as Aristotle (Rhet. 1407131 1, quoted below, p. 407).

The difficulty of expounding the fragments in translation needs no

further emphasis: to translate is sometimes to have taken sides already

in a disputed question of interpretation.

To take account of all previous scholarship, even if possible, would

be undesirable here. What will be attempted is a fresh exposition

in continuous form, relegating as far as possible to footnotes any

necessary references to other opinions. Since any interpretation of this

^j^ado^cayhinker must be to some extent a personal one, the footnotes

in this section will be more extensive than usual, and a reader may be

well advised to read the text through without them, in order to keep

track of a necessarily complex situation and seize the general picture

that is being drawn.

I shall try to achieve a convincing account out of both fragments

and testimonies, that is paraphrases, summaries and criticisms of

Heraclitus in later writers. I shall not hesitate to quote a testimonium

before a fragment bearing on the same point if this leads to a clearer

and better order of exposition, although naturally if testimonia actively

contradict any certainly or highly probably attested fragments, they

must be discarded in favour of Heraclitus's own words.

The common assumption of recent scholars is that philosophers and

others from Plato onwards, when it is a question of stating their pre

decessors' views clearly, must be adjudged guilty unless they can prove

their innocence. This assumption, at least for Aristotle and his successors,

rests on an impressive amount of study of their own outlook and the

questions in their minds, which were inevitably different from the

habits of mind and problems of earlier and less sophisticated thinkers.

The Aristotelian outlook imposed itself and made certain assumptions

alrfiost second nature in those who came later.
1 In the case of Heraclitus

we have the further complication that some of his ideas were adopted

and remoulded by the Stoics, so that in later sources there is always the

possibility of Stoic colouring creeping into what purports to be an

original thought of Heraclitus.

While these considerations must be constantly kept in mind, there is

1 For a clarification of the Peripatetic approach to Heraclitus and its effects Jula Kerschen-

steuier's article in Hermes, 1955, is particularly to be recommended.
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something to be said for following the prevailing legal principle and

requiring proofofguilt. In view ofthe compensating advantages which

the ancient writers enjoyed, notably their possession of a greater

amount of first-hand evidence, this seems both more modest and

methodically sounder. Their known philosophical prejudices may or

may not be relevant in a particular instance.

The procedure adopted here, and doubtless the results attained, will

not commend themselves to all. This need trouble us less when we
consider that no account of Heraclitus yet put forward has won
universal approval as a faithful reflexion of his mind.

(2) Sources

The sources of our knowledge of Heraclitus have been enumerated and

appraised by G. S. Kirk in his Heraclitus: the Cosmic Fragments* and

this may exempt us from a separate preliminary treatment which would

largely repeat his careful work. Something may be added, however,
on one particular source, the Christian apologist Hippolytus, bishop
of Rome in the third century, who is not singled out by Kirk in his

introduction. The account of Heraclitus forms a part of his Refutation

of all Heresies, in which he seeks to show that the chief Christian

heresies are in fact resuscitations of pagan systems of thought. At the

beginning ofBook ix he deals with the opinions of Noetus, who taught

that since Father and Son were identical, the Father suffered and died

in the person of the Son ('patripassianism'). This heresy Hippolytus
claims to be rooted in the philosophy of Heraclitus, so that his account

ofthe latter obviously has a particular tendency and purpose. Neverthe

less he is our richest single source of actual quotations, and his approach
was methodical enough. 'My next purpose', he writes (ix, 8, i, p. 241

Wendland), *is to expose the erroneous teaching in the beliefs of the

Noetians, first explaining the tenets of Heraclitus the Dark, and then

demonstrating that the details oftheir system are Heraclitean.' This two-

1

Cambridge, 1954 : Introd. IDE,
*The Ancient Evidence on Heraclitus*s Thought*. Although

the main body of this book deals in full only with fragments 'describing the world as a whole

rather than men in particular*, many others are mentioned incidentally, and the introduction on

date, life and sources is a model introduction to Heraclitus as a whole. Kirk's book is, within its

chosen scope, the most detailed, factual and sober study that has yet appeared, and will be made
use of frequently in the succeeding pages.
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fold division of his scheme is adhered to, and in the course of the first

part he gives so many actual quotations that even so cautious a critic

as Kirk considers he
c

had access to a good compendium, if not to

an actual book by Heraclitus
5

(p. 185, cf. 211). Kirk could not go

further, since he does not believe that Heraclitus himself wrote a book,

but the Italian Macchioro argued (more plausibly than he did on many

topics) that Hippolytus had the actual work of Heraclitus before him,

and that all his quotations are taken from a single chapter or section

of it. Macchioro placed considerable reliance on the statement of

Hippolytus at ix, 10, 8 (p. 244 Wendland): 'In this section he revealed

all his real mind at once', and claimed that the quotations are full

enough to allow a reconstruction of the all-important chapter referred

to.
1 At the least Hippolytus supplies a number of indisputably genuine

statements of Heraclitus, instead of only a second- or third-hand

version of Theophrastus's epitome filtered through a Stoic mesh;

and even if Stoicism and Christianity enter into his interpretation of

them, it is based on these texts which he has been conscientious

enough to allow us to read for ourselves.

(3) Writings

It is not even agreed that Heraclitus wrote a book at all. Such a

book is indeed referred to in antiquity from Aristotle onwards,*

but some have guessed it to be no more than a collection of his

sayings, made perhaps after his death. Most sceptical is Kirk, who

writes (p. 7) :

I hazard the conjecture that Heraclitus wrote no book, in our sense of the

word. The fragments, or many of them, have the appearance of being iso-

Jated statements, or yvconoci: many of the connecting particles they contain

1 V. Macchioro, Eractito, ch. i (see, however, Kirk, 349-51, i84f.) "W. Kranz also em

phasizes Hippolytus's accuracy in citation, and agrees that 'ganz ohne Zweifel benutzt er hier . . .

eine vollstandige Heraklitausgabe* (Phttologus, 1958, 252 f.).
3 The words used are crtiyypocnna (first in Arist. Rhet. 1407^6) and pipMov. Examples:

D.L. ix, i 'He grew up haughty and supercilious, as his book itself shows'; ix, 5 *The book of

his which is in circulation (T6 9sp6nevov ccOroO pi[iX{ov : perhaps only "the book which circulates as

his") is from its general subject-matter a work on nature, but has been divided into three parts *.

The parts are then named, and conform to a Stoic classification, and there follows the story that

he deposited the book in the temple of Artemis; ix, 15 *The commentators on his book are

numerous*.
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belong to later sources In or perhaps shortly after Heraclitus s lifetime a

collection of these sayings was made, conceivably by a pupil This was the

book originally Heraclitus s utterances had been oral and so were put
into an easily memorable form

This is of course, as Kirk says, pure conjecture Gigon (Untersu

chungen %u Heraklit, 8) argued that the carefully composed fr i must
from its style have been the prooemium of a formal (redtgierten) book,
on which Kirk comments (p 45) It is the longest continuous piece of
Heraclitus s prose which we possess, and Gigon may be justified

against the opinion of Diels and others that the book was simply a

collection of yvcojaai or aphorisms Nevertheless, I incline to Diels s

view The fact that many ancient authors wrote commentaries on
Heraclitus s work leaves Kirk unmoved, since, as he points out with

justice, the lack of anything but a random collection of sayings attri

buted to him has in no way deterred modern scholars from doing the

same thing

Many have taken the opposite view K Deichgraber wrote (Philo-

logus, 1938/9, 20)

We know nothing of aflorilegium nor is there any suggestion of such as the

source of the existing fragments The work of Heraclitus will not have been
so extensive as to create an urgent need for a separate anthology as for

instance in the case of Epicurus, where in view of the extent of his Physics
and its practical tendency we can well understand his writing an epitome

Regenbogen (Gnomon, 1955, 310) says that both Plato and Aristotle

had the whole book of Heraclitus in their hands Mondolfo (Phronesis,
J958? 75)> after quoting Chermss, a highly critical scholar, for the

statement that Aristotle had the books of [the Presocratics] presum
ably in their complete form

, goes on to say that where Herachtus is

concerned, Aristotle himself declares his full and direct knowledge of

the text The passage in Aristotle is Rhet 1407b 1
1, translated by Rhys

Roberts as follows

It is a general rule that a written composition should be easy to read and
therefore easy to deliver This cannot be so where there are many connecting
words or clauses or where punctuation is hard as in the writings of Hera
clitus To punctuate Heraclitus is no easy task, because we often cannot tell
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whether a particular word belongs to what precedes or what follows it.

Thus at the outset of his book1 he says ---- (There follows fr. i
; see

p. 424, below.)

This is cogent evidence, and even if Kirk can write (p. 7) :

* Of course it

cannot be proved that Heraclitus wrote a book, or that he did not',

the onus must, in face of a passage like this, rest on those who would

maintain that he did not.

(4) Date and
life

The absolute date of Heraclitus of Ephesus is difficult to determine

with precision, but, in spite of his dubious methods, Apollodorus may
have been approximately correct in estimating that he 'flourished'

(i.e. was aged forty) about 5006.0. (Ol. 69
= 503-500; Apollodorus

will have been the source of D.L. ix, i). Kirk, to whose introduction

the interested reader may be referred for discussion of the evidence and

previous views, concludes that his philosophical work was probably

completed by 480, when according to this reckoning he would be in

his sixties. This conforms with his mentions of Pythagoras, Hecataeus

and Xenophanes, and the probability that his work was already known

to Parmenides, who would be his junior by about twenty-five years.

Some of the language used by Parmenides seems only explicable on

the assumption that he is deliberately echoing phrases of Heraclitus in

a spirit of criticism.2

Except perhaps for his membership of the royal clan at Ephesus we

know nothing of the externals of his life. All else must be regarded as

apocryphal anecdote arising for the most part out of his sayings.3

Some have thought that the familiar label of 'the weeping philoso-

)
OCUTOU TOU ouyypc&

3 The most striking passages are fr. 6, 8-10, fr. 8, 57-8, fr. 4, 3-4. Diels adduced a number of

other fragments (see ZN, 685, n.), but some of his comparisons are far-fetched and weaken his

case. Though many have argued to the contrary (e.g. Zeller, ZN, 926 with n., Reinhardt, Farm.

155 ff., Gigoji, 33, Raven, P. andE. 25 f.), I rind it impossible to deny that there is an intentional

allusion to Heraclitus in at least one of these passages. See especially G. Vlastos, AJP> 1955, 341,

n. 1 1, and Kranz, Hermes^ 1934, 1 17 f. Kirk's views are on pp. 2, 21 1. Among nineteenth-century

commentators Bernays, Schuster, Steinhart and Patin considered that fr. 6 was aimed at Heraclitus,

as also did Burnet (EGP, 130). The controversy to date is summarized by Nestle, ZN, 684, n. i,

688, n. See further N. B. Booth, Phronesis, 1957, 93 f., and most recently G. E. L. Owen, CQ>

1960, 84, n. i. The question will be dealt with more fully in the next volume in connexion with

Parmenides, but in any case no one now believes Reinhardt's contention that Parmenides was the

earlier.

3 D.L. ix, 3-5. The stories are discussed by Kirk, 3ff.
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pher' arose from a misinterpretation of the melancholia attributed to

him by Theophrastus, which in medical parlance meant not

'melancholy' but rather 'impulsiveness'. Yet this seems an improbably
slender foundation for the story so well known in later antiquity which

couples his name with Democritus, saying that whereas the one wept,
the other laughed at the follies of mankind.1

Strabo (xiv, 632) tells the legend that Ephesus was founded by
Androclus son of Codrus the King of Athens. Hence it became the

centre of the Ionian kingdom, and in Strabo's own time the family

supposed to be of this royal descent were still called kings and entitled

to certain privileges, in part religious. Heraclitus was of this family,

and presumably its head, since he was entitled to the 'kingdom', but

ceded it to his brother out of pride.
2 Whether or not the story is true

(and, unlike other stories about him, it betrays no obvious motive for

invention), it sets the tone for all that we know about his character,

including the evidence of his own writings: an aristocrat of the highest

rank and ancient lineage, whose pride was so exceptional that he saw

no value in the privileges bestowed by his own people, for whom he

had a lively contempt, as indeed for the general run of mankind

everywhere. An anecdote in the same vein says that when he was

found playing dice with the children, and the citizens asked him why,
he replied: 'Why are you surprised, you good-for-nothings? Isn't

this better than playing politics with you?
'

(D.L. ix, 3). Such anecdotes

do no more than indicate his reputation, but he himself declared

(fr. 49) :

* Oneman is to me ten thousand, ifhe be the best', and (fr. 33) :

'It is law, too, to obey the counsel of one.' Equalitarian ideas roused

him to fury. 'Every grown man of the Ephesians', he said, 'should

hang himself, and leave the city to the boys; for they banished Hermo-

dorus, the best man among them, saying, "Let no one of us excel, or

if he does, be it elsewhere and among others ".'3 Again: 'Insolence

1
ueXoyxoXte of Heraclitus, Theophr. ap. D.L. ix, 6. See also Kirk, 8, quoting Aristotle,

ENy H5ob25 for the meaning of pgAayxoAfa. References to the weeping Heraclitus
t
and the

laughing Democritus occur e.g. in the TT. 6pyifc of Sotion (the teacher of Seneca, quoted in Stob.

Eel. m, 20, 53), Seneca, De Tranqu. xv, 2, Juv. x, 28 fF. See also Lucian, Vit. Auct. 14.
2
Antisthenes of Rhodes (second century B.C.), Successions, quoted by D.L. ix, 6.

3 Fr. 121, attested by a number of ancient writers: Strabo, Cicero, Diogenes. This Hermo-

dorus is said to have gone to Rome and assisted in drawing up the laws of the Twelve Tables

(Burnet, EGP, 131, n. i).
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must be quelled more promptly than a conflagration' (fr. 43). His con

ception of hylris must have been much the same as that of Theognis,

namely a failure by the lower orders to keep their proper station.

A right-minded people will defend the law as they would their city's

walls (fr. 44)5 that law which is the counsel of one man. This follows

inevitably from a higher principle, for all human laws are derived from

the one divine law (fr. 114), and few men show themselves capable of

understanding that. His political views were clearly the reverse of

democratic, and though his character was highly complex it is not out

of place to begin by emphasizing his austere aloofness from his fellow-

men.

(5) Obscurity and contemptfor mankind

His reputation for obscurity was practically imiversal throughout

antiquity. He delighted in paradox^and isolated aphorisms, couched in

, metaphorical or symbolic terms. JThis love of paradox and puzzle,

without the genius, was inherited by a school of followers, and Plato

has an amusing account of their exaggerations of their master's idio

syncrasies. Socrates has remarked that the doctrine that everything is

in continuous motion has led to considerable controversy. Theodorus

agrees, and adds:

In Ionia indeed it is actually growing in violence. The followers (eraipoi) of

Heraclitus lead the quire of this persuasion with the greatest vigour. . . . There

is no discussing these principles of Heraclitus or, as you say, of Homer or

still more ancient sages
1

with the Ephesians themselves, who profess to be

familiar with them; you might as well talk to a maniac. Faithful to their own

treatises, they are literally in perpetual motion; their capacity for staying still

to attend to an argument or a question. . .amounts to less than nothing
When you put a question, they pluck from their quiver little oracular

aphorisms to let fly at you; and if you try to obtain some account of their

meaning, you will be instantly transfixed by another, barbed with some newly

forged metaphor There is no such thing as a master or pupil among
them. . . . Each one gets his inspiration wherever he can, and not one of them

thinks that another understands anything.
3

^
/
tr

Socrates has humorously suggested that the doctrine of universal flux has an early champion
in Homer, on the ground that he made the water-gods Oceanus and Tethys the origin of all

things. This does not affect the seriousness with which, as a philosophical doctrine, it is here

ascribed to Heraclitus and his followers.
2

Theaet. i79DfT., trans. Cornford. As Zeller says (ZN, 936f.): *Heraclitus's school con

tinued long after the death of its founder. Plato is our witness that at the beginning of the fourth
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This is caricature, but in many respects (e.g. the individualist claim

to be no man's pupil but self-inspired) they were only aping their

leader. The obscurity of his style was already remarked on by Aristotle

(p. 407, above), and a sentence of Diogenes which can safely be

referred to Theophrastus says, after mentioning some of his beliefs:
e

Buthe setsoutnothing clearly/
z In later antiquity this obscuritybecame

proverbial. The tide of 'the Riddler' was bestowed on him by Timon
of Phlius early in the third century B.C., and another favourite epithet

was 'the Dark'.2 To Lucretius (i, 639) he was 'clarus ob obscuram

linguam', and Plotinus complained (Enn* iv, 8, p. 468): 'He seemsTcT

speak in similes, careless of making his meaning clear, perhaps because

in his viewwe ought to seekwithin ourselves as he himselfhad success

fully sought
5

(cf. fr. 101). Certainly in reading the fragments one is

sometimes tempted to agree with the Gotta of Cicero's dialogue that

he hid his meaning intentionally, and even to follow his advice and

give up: qui quoniam quid diceret intelligi noluit, omittamus'

(N.D* i, 26, 74; in, 14, 35). But there is another side to the picture, not

inconsistent with the first, which impressed at least one of the ancients.

In Diogenes ix, 7 we find: Occasionally in his treatise he fires off3

something of brilliant clarity, such that even the dullest can easily

grasp and experience an elevation of spirit; and the brevity and weight
of his expression are incomparable/ As he said himself (fr. 22) :

*

Those

who seek gold dig much earth and find a little/ The gold is there for

the persevering, even though we may occasionally sympathize with the

feelings ascribed to Socrates in a doubtless apocryphal story (D.L. u,

century it enjoyed a considerable vogue in Ionia, and especially at Ephesus/ Wellmann agrees

(JRJE9 vin, 507), though his added qualification is probably wise: 'But we hear nothing of any

pupil worthily representing or developing the master's system/ Indeed Plato's satirical remarks

suggest that they were all most unworthy followers, but there is nothing in them to suggest that

his references to a Heraclitean sect at Ephesus were not intended to be taken literally at all, as

Kirk believes (p. 14).
1
Since this corresponds both to the universal verdict of antiquity and to the impression made

by the extant fragments, there seems no reason at allwhy Kirk should take this
*
to mean primarily

that Theophrastus's sources were inadequate* (p. 27).
2

otviicrris Timon op. D.L. ix, <5; cKcrreivdj e.g. Strabo, xiv, 25, p. 642 *H. 6 OK. KocXoOpevos,

[Ar.] De Mundo, 3^6b2Oirap^cT9 cne Xeyon^vcp *H., Cic. Fin. n, 5, 15 H. cognomento qid OK, perhi-

betur, qtda de natura nirrds obscure memoravit.
3

iKJ}<&Aei. Cf. &cpdAAovon in Plato, Theaet. i8oB. In modern times this praise has been paral

leled, significantly enough, by Nietzsche:
'
Wahrscheinlich hat nie ein Mensch heller und leuch-

tender geschrieben* (quoted by G. Burckhardt, HerakRt, n.d., p. 15).
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\ 22). Asked by Euripides what he thought of Heraclitus's book, he

j
replied: 'What I understood was fine, and no doubt also what I didn't

1 understand; but it needs a diver to get to the bottom of it.'

Conformably with this, he was thought to have held the great

majority of mankind in contempt. This is borne out by his own

writings, as a few quotations will show.

Fr. i. Other men are unaware of what they do while awake, just as they

forget what they do when asleep.

Fr. 17. Many do not understand such things, indeed all who come upon

them, nor do they mark them though they have learned them; but they seem

to themselves to do so.
1

Fr. 19. Rebuking some for their unbelief, Heraclitus says: Knowing
neither how to hear nor how to speak.

Fr. 29. The best renounce all for one thing. . . . But most men stuff them

selves like cattle.

Fr. 34. Fools when they hear are like the deaf. The saying describes

them: though present they are absent.

Fr. 70. Heraclitus adjudged the opinions of mankind to be
'

children's

playthings'. (Perhaps a reminiscence ofthe story quoted on p. 409, above, or

conceivably its origin.)

Fr. 104. What sense or mind have they? They put their trust in popular
bards and take the mob for their teacher, unaware that most men are bad,

3

and the good are few.

One may safely add frr. 9 and 97, as examples of the 'talking in similes'

of which Plotinus spoke.

Fr. 9. Donkeys would choose sweepings rather than gold.

Fr. 97. Dogs bark at everyone they don't know.

Frr. 2, 56, 72 and 87 may also be compared.
So much for the general run of mankind. Of philosophers and poets

he has no better opinion.

Fr. 40. Much learning (pofymathii) does not teach sense. Otherwise it

would have taught Hesiod and Pythagoras, or again Xenophanes and

Hecataeus.

1
Whatever the exact text (on which see Wilamowitz, Glaule, n, 114, n. i and Gigon, Unters.

%uH. 17), this fragment certainly seems directed againstArchilochus^fr. 68 Diehl. Cf. fr. 42, below.
z
Heraclitus is here making use of a saying attributed to Bias of Priene, one of the 'Seven

Wise Men* (see Stob. Eel. in, i, 172, p. 121 Hense, DK, i, p. 65). In fr. 39 he speaks of Bias in

complimentary terms.
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Fr. 42. Heraclitus said that Homer deserved to be expelled from the

contests and flogged, and Archilochus likewise.

Fr. 57. Most men's teacher is Hesiod. They are sure lie knew most

things a man who could not recognize day and night ! For they are one.
1

One or two further fragments sound similar, but in the light of others

can be seen to be more probably an illustration of a different side of

Heraclitus : his religious sense ofthe worthlessness ofhuman knowledge
in comparison with divine. Such is fr. 28 (text as emended by Diels) :

'The knowledge of the most famous ofmen is but opinion/ This must

be read in the light of fragments like these:

78. Human nature has no insight, but divine nature has it.*

79. Man is infantile in the eyes of a god, as a child in the eyes of a man.

83. Compared with God, the wisest ofmen will appear an ape, in wisdom,

beauty and all else.

J02. To God all things are fair and good and just, but men have supposed
some unjust and some just.

frhe cryptic and symbolic style of his sayings is undoubtedly in part*

due to the cgntempt that he felt for most of those who were likely to

see his workJThe truth is something that is there for all men to grasp

(in his language it is
'

common*), yet most men are too stupid to see it,

and live as if they had their own 'private
5

wisdom (fr. 2). It is not for

him to demean himself by using language that fools can understand,

nor could the truth be so expressed. He that hath ears to hear, let him

hear.2

[A second reason for obscurity will appear in due course, namely that

the content of his thought was itself of a subtlety exceeding that of his

contemporaries, so that the language of his time was bound to be

inadequate. Symbol and paradox were sometimes his only resourceTj

(6) Prophetic character

Nor can it be doubted, thirdly, that he believed himself to have come

into possession of an absolute truth, a belief which leads naturally to

1 Hesiod made Hemera daughter ofNyx (Theog. 124). The criticism of Hesiod in fr. 106 may
be a distorted version of this (Kirk, 157-9).

* Clement (Strom, v, 14, p. 718) actually compares fr. 34 with this saying of Jesus.
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a prophetic rather than a dialectical mode of expression. [He spoke as

one inspired, and it is no metaphor to call his style oracular] One of

the few people to whom he refers without contempt is the Sibyl, for

all her 'raving mouth' and 'mirthless and unadorned' phrases (fr. 92).
1

More interesting is what he says of the Delphic Apollo (fr. 93): 'The

Lord who owns the oracle at Delphi neither speaks nor hides his

meaning but indicates it by a sign/ That is, it is a feature of the oracular

style to suggest a thing by an image rather than name it outright. We
may recall the response given to the Spartans about 'a place where two

winds blow by lie force of necessity, and there is blow countering

blow, and woe lies on woe' in other words an ironsmith's workshop

(Hdt. i, 61). Equally characteristic is the deliberately ambiguous state

ment, of which the most famous example is the reply given to Croesus

that he would destroy a great empire. Just this imagery and double

meaning were a mark of Heraclitus's own style, and he was evidently

following the oracle's example.* Many things in the fragments suggest

the religious rather than the philosophic teacher, for instance his

combination of pride and humility. He has seen the truth as no man

before, yet he is only its vehicle:
*

Listen not to me but to the Logos'

(fr-5o)-3

In spite of his condemnation of poets, whose claims to inspiration

he obviously regarded as false,he was convinced that he had an inward

inspiration of his own. 'I searched myself is his boast (fr. 101), and

Pindar contrasts favourably the knowledge which comes from a man's

inner nature with that which is acquired by learning (the 'polymathy'
that Heraclitus despises). He too claimed to speak in a way which only

1

Exactly how much of Plutarch's sentence here represents Heraclitus's words it is difficult to

be sure; but cf. Clem. Strom, i, 15, p. 358 (quot. Bywater ad toe., fr. 12) oOx dvdpcoTrlvoos dAA&

oto deep, etc.
a The parallel between Heraclitus's style and that of the oracle is developed by U. Holscher in

'Festschrift Reinhardt', 72 B. Snell, Hermes, 1926, p. 372 brings into connexion with it the

story that Heraclitus told about Homer (fr. 56, related p. 443, n. 2, below). Its religious signifi

cance is well brought out by P. Merlan in Proc. nth Int. Congress ofPhilosophy, vol. xii, 56-60.
3 To this extent one must modify the interpretation by Gigon of fr. 28. He would explain it

(p. 128) in the sense of Alcmaeon fr. i (p. 344, above) or Xenophanes, fr. 34, as *an expression
ofwise self-limitation in knowledge'. When Heraclitus belittles human knowledge in comparison
with divine, one cannot, in the light of other fragments, suppose that he would always include his

own. To one who looks upon himself as uprophetes there is no inconsistency in this. Jesus, who
could say 'He that hath seen me hath seen the Father', would at another time say 'The words
that I speak, I speak not of myself*.
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men ofunderstanding could grasp without an interpreter.
1 Nor is there

any contradiction between the idea of being self-taught and that of

divine inspiration. Phemius the Homeric bard described himself as

autodidaktos precisely because a god had breathed the lays into his

heart (Od. xxn, 347). These parallels must not be ignored. It is not

merely a question of forms of expression. Heraclitus's language

definitely puts him on the side of the inspired: poets, prophets and the

teachers of mystery-religions, who like him spoke in symbols not to

be understood by the profani. We cannot and should not expect such

a man to have the rationalistic outlook of the Milesians.

The burden of his complaint against all men is the same. They are

blind to the inner significance both of their own nature and of every

thing around them. 'The many
5

are aware of these things through the

senses, but cannot interpret them. To the passages already quoted may
be added fr. 107:

e

Eyes and ears are bad witnesses to men if they have

souls that understand not the language.'
3

Philosophers and poets are

worse, for they have amassed knowledge and still do not understand.

These attacks had a new significance, but were couched in familiar

terms, for the contrast between much knowledge and true wisdom

seems to have been a popular one. There is a line ofArchilochus which

has a proverbial ring, and indeed is quoted as a proverb and attributed

to others as well:
e The fox has many tricks but the hedgehog one big

one/ In a similar vein Aeschylus wrote: 'Not he who knows many

things is wise, but he who knows what is profitable.^

(7) Relation to earlier thinkers

Many have tried to place the thought of Heraclitus in the philosophical

succession, seeing it as determined by the influence of this one or that

among the other Presocratics. Thus K. Reinhardt thought it an attempt

to meet the dilemma posed by Parmenides, and O. Gigon found the

\

1
Find. OL u, 83-6. Pindar's metaphor ofarrows in his quiver is the same as that used by Plato

to describe the style of the followers of Heraclitus (p. 410, above).
3
fkxppdpou? ^A^as tx UCTlv- Thebarbaros is onewho hears the sounds thata civilized (i.e. Greek)

man utters, but since he does not know Greek can attach no meaning to them.
3 Archil, fr. 103 D. -rriAX' oTS* dXcbirn^ <5cXV )(Tvos v ij^yoc. Aesch. fr. 390 N. 6

oux 6 ir6AA* etS&s ao<p6s.
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key in the direct influence of Xenophanes.
1 Neither attempt has met

with much approval. Heraclitus wrote before Parmenides, whose poem
almost certainly contains a slighting reference to him (p. 408, above).

The statement quoted by Diogenes (ix, 5) from Sotion, that 'some

have said he was a disciple of Xenophanes ',
is of no value,

2 and when

he mentions Xenophanes it is in a highly critical vein (fr. 40); nor can

Gigon be said to have made out a strong general case on internal

evidence. More recently G. Vlastos (AJP^ 1955, 354#0 has pro

pounded the thesis that to understand him we must link his thought

with that of the Milesians Anaximander and Anaximenes. But no

attempt to link Heraclitus directly and positively with his predecessors

has much chance of success. In all probability he was a far more

isolated thinker than such attempts presuppose. To be so was at any

rate his intention, and the verdict that he learned from no man is

borne out by his own statements^ his universal contempt for his

fellow-men, both philosophers and others, and the highly individual

character of his thought.

(8) Philosophical methods: self-search

So Heraclitus preached his message, which he regarded as an eternal

truth, from a pinnacle of self-sought isolation. 'He was no man's

disciple/ writes Diogenes (ix, 5),
e

but said that he had searched himself

and learned everything from himself.' We have now some conception

of the two great schools of thought which were started in the sixth

century, Ionian and Italian, and the contrast ofinspiration and tendency

which they present. Later systems can often be best understood in

relation to these two, either as developments of one or the other, as

attempts to combine them, or again as reactions against them. It is as

the last that the thought of Heraclitus is primarily to be explained, if

1

Reinhardt, Parmenid&s, 1556.; Gigon, Unters. %u H. 1935. See review of the latter by W-
Broecker in Gnomon, 1937, 53off. Reinhardt has been criticized by many, including Gigon
himself.

3
'Offenbar schief', ZN, 787, n.; 'not probable*, Burnet, EGP, 131. See also Kirk, p. 6.

3 To fr. 101 may be added the advice in fr. 74, not to act 'like children of our parents'. This is

in Heraclitus's Delphic manner, 'not speaking out but indicating by a sign', and Marcus Aurelius,

who quotes the phrase (iv, 46, note to Bywater's fr. 5), was no doubt right in interpreting it to

signify 'following tradition'. Snell also (Hermes, 1926, 358) takes the injunction to be that one

should rely on one's own experience, not on tradition or what one has taken over from others.
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it is explicable in the light of his predecessors at all. Acquainted with

the doctrines of both, he wished to follow neither (as in fact he wished

to follow no man)?
and reacted with particular asperity against Pytha

goras. We have seen how he includes Pythagoras in his condemnation

of 'polymathy* without understanding (fr. 40). In fr. 129 we have:
c

Pythagoras son of Mnesarchus practised inquiry (or research:

historic) most of all men, and having selected from these writings (?)

made a wisdom of his own, a polymathy, a deceit/ 1 Fr. 81, again,

implies that Heraclitus called Pythagoras
*

prince ofcheats', and another

fragment (35) runs: 'Men who are philosophers must be inquirers

(historas) into many things indeed/ In view of his known opinion
about historic, and his contempt for the knowing ofmany things instead

of the one truth that matters, these words must be heavily ironical.

When we take into account also his singling out of Pythagoras as the

arch-practitioner of historic, and the probability that at this time the

word 'philosopher* was applied in particular to Pythagoras and his

followers (p. 165, above), it appears pretty clearly who is the target.

(On this fragment cf. also p. 204, above.)

From all this disparagement of others we can learn in negative terms

what his own method was. It was not historic, such as was practised

by Hecataeus and a little later by Herodotus; that is, travelling all over

the known world, questioning all sorts of people, and amassing factual

knowledge, or studying external nature the heavenly bodies, meteoro

logical phenomena, earthquakes and so forth as the Milesians had

done. Nor was it pofymathic, learning such as might be obtained from
u a study of the poets, who in Greece were the recognized teachers of

men in theology, morals and other matters including even arts and

crafts. The essence of his own procedure is found in the brief sentence

already quoted (fr. 101):
c

I searched myself/ This pronouncement was

quoted by several ancient writers. Plutarch (Adv. Colot. 1 1 1 8 c) adds to

it that the Delphic saying which he most admired was
c Know thyself'.^

1
I agree with e.g. Burnet (EGP> 134) and Kirk (390) in seeing no reason to suspect the genuine

ness of this fragment. The exact translation is doubtful, but it is clearly uncomplimentary in the

same sense as fr. 40, with the added charges of plagiarism and imposture. For some attempts at

complete interpretation see A. Delatte, Vie de Pyth* 159, 161-3.
a
If Diels's fir. 116 cannot actually be by Heraclitus, it is perhaps more likely to have originated

in fr. 101 than in fr. 2, as Kirk thinks (p. 56).
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The verb used (oijrmcci) has two main meanings: (i) to look for, as

in //. iv, 88 'looking for Pandarus, to see if she could find him any

where', or Theognis, 415, (2) to question, inquire of somebody, find

out. An example ofthis use is Herodotus, iv, 1 5 1 :

'

They sent messengers
to Crete to ask (or find out, 61311 HEVOU$) whether any Cretan or metic

had reached Libya/ But perhaps especially interesting for comparison
with Heraclitus is another passage in Herodotus, vn, 142. When the

Persian invasion was imminent, the Athenians sent to Delphi for

advice and received the famous counsel to rely on a wooden wall.

After the messengers had returned with this reply,
c

many opinions were

expressed as they sought the meaning of (Sijtmevcov) the oracle
5

.
1

Heraclitus was certainly 'looking for himself in the sense that he was

trying to discover his own true nature. But the pregnant use of the

word in Herodotus's seventh book probably illustrates his meaning
best. The Athenians were not looking for the oracle; nor were they

questioning it: they had done that and received their answer. But like

all oracular replies it had a superficial and a hidden meaning, and they
were probing it to get beneath the surface and discover the underlying
truth. Socrates did exactly the same when, having been told of a

Delphic response with, on the surface, a much plainer meaning, he

immediately asked himself the question: 'What is the riddle behind

it?'* That there should be such a riddle, or hidden meaning, in the

Pythia's answer was only to be expected, for it reflected the oracle's

normal practice. To find the explanation of the world, the true nature

of
reality, was to Heraclitus an analogous process, for 'reality loves to

conceal itself'.3 This explanation moreover was contained in a logos

1
Holscher in Festschrift Reinhardt, j6 says: 'St3^or6oci wird im lonischen vor allem von der

Befragung des Orakels gebraucht.' But the examples which he cites (Oct. xv, 90, xi, 100) do
not by any means necessarily bear this out, and he does not quote the Herodotus passage, where
the word, though used in connexion with an oracle, does not mean consulting it.

2
ii TTOT6 alvt-rrrrai; ApoL 21 B. Scholars who have thought that the object of Socrates's

mission was to
*

prove the god a liar* are naturally puzzled and annoyed when he goes on to

describe himself as acting 'in obedience to the god* and performing a 'service* to him. But they
have misunderstood him. He was onlydoing what any sensible man didwith a Delphic response:

looking past the obvious meaning for what was hidden underneath.
3 Fr. 123 90015 Koce* *R KpOTTreaecci 9iM. Quite enough has been written on the meaning of

9^015 in this passage. Kirk, 227-31, has a full discussion of earlier views, and himself concludes

that it means the 'real constitution' of things. With this I am in full agreement, but I cannot

feel so strongly as he does that, as a consequence, the English word 'nature* is an altogether mis

leading translation.
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(to which we shall come next), that is, a single truth that could be

pursued by thought and grasped by insight. It could certainly be seen

in external nature, if one had the insight to grasp it, but not by the mere

piling up ofknowledge; and it was exemplified equally fully in oneself.

Thus by the two words of fr. 101 Heraclitus meant, I suggest, first,

*I turned my thoughts within and sought to discover my real self';

secondly, *I asked questions of myself '; thirdly,
*

I treated the answers

like Delphic responses hinting, in a riddling way, at the single truth

behind them, and tried to discover the real meaning of my selfhood;

for I knew that if I understood my self I would have grasped the logos

which is the real constitution of everything else as well*. It is not

surprising that a man with this outlook made few contributions to what

we should call science, and that his conclusions are based on intuition

rather than on observation and analysis of data. The later philosophers
in the scientific tradition men likeAnaxagoras, Diogenes ofApollonia,
and the atomists ignored him, and the effect of his thought only

begins to be seen in a deeper thinker with a religious dimension to his

mind, namely Plato.

(9) The Logos

Heraclitus believed first and foremost in a Logos. The very opening
of his book was a solemn affirmation of the truth, or real existence, of

this Logos, which, he says, determines the course of all that comes to

pass. It is reasonable to assume (with Gigon) that the other fragments
which speak of the Logos in this same sense also belonged to the

introductory section of lie work. Our first task is to try to understand

what this Logos was, but there is a point to be noted in preparation.

When he says that 'everything comes to pass in accordance with this

Logos* (fr. i), or speaks of 'the Logos which orders all things'

(fr. 72), he appears to be using the word in a specialized sense. On the

other hand logos was a common word which in current use covered a

wide field of meaning, and in other contexts he uses it as anyone else

would. Nor is it credible that even when he appropriates it for a

concept peculiar to his own philosophy he should divorce it completely

from its ordinary uses. In the following sentences there is no difficulty

in translating the word: it is used in recognized ways which could be
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illustrated from other fifth-century writers, indeed all could be found

in his fellow-Ionian Herodotus.

Fr. 108: 'None of those whose logoi I have heard has achieved this. . .'

('utterances', sense i, below).

Fr. 87: 'A fool is excited by every logos
9

(' rumour ', 'report'; sense i,

below).

Fr. 39: 'Bias . . .who was ofmore logos than the rest' ('account', 'worth';

sense 2, below).

Fr. 31:
*

Earth. . .has its measure in the same logos as existed before it

became earth' ('proportion', sense 6, below).

For these reasons it is as well to begin with a brief outline of the

ways in which the word was currently used in and around the time of

Heraclitus. Logos in the fifth century or earlier meant:1

(i) Anything said (or for that matter written). A story or narrative

(Hdt. i, 141),* whether fictitious or a true history (Thuc. 1, 97 of his history

of the Peloponnesian War). An account of anything, explanation of a

situation or circumstances (Find. OL vn, 21, Pyth. n, 66, iv, 132, Stesi-

chorus, 1 1, i Diehl). News, tidings (Eur. Bacch. 663).A speech (Thuc. i, 22, i
,

describing his policy in writing up speeches; perhaps not common till the

late fifth century, though Hdt. vni, 100, i comes very near it). Talk, con

versation in general (//. xv, 393, Od. I, 56, Find. Pyth. IV, 101, Ar. Wasps,

472, Hdt. in, 148, i). Of the response of an oracle, Find. Pyth. iv, 59.

Rumour, report (Batr. 8, Thuc. vi, 46, 5, Hdt. 1,75, 3), something commonly
or proverbially said (frequent in the tragedians, e.g. Aesch. Ag. 75? Soph.

7r. i). Mention, notice. Thus the slave Xanthias, standing by with the

baggage on his back while his master confers with Heracles, complains:

'But ofme and my aching shoulder there's no logos
9

(Aristoph. Frogs, 87).

So also things are said to be worth logos. (In the Scythian winter 'there is

no rain worth logos
9

,
Hdt. iv, 28, 2. 'Greater than logos

9

in Thuc. n, 50

means 'beggaring description'. It is easy to see how we shade off here into

the meaning 'worth', 'esteem', which I have separated as (2) below.) Very

commonly of mere words, as opposed to action or facts. So Soph. EL 59:

'What does it harm me if I die in logoi, but in fact am safe?' Hdt. iv, 8, 2:

'They say in their logos that Oceanus encircles the earth, but do not prove it

in fact'; also, among the philosophers, Democritus, fr. 82, Anaxagoras, fr. 7.

1 No exhaustive philological discussion is attempted here. For something more thorough see

H. Boeder in Arch.f. Begrifsgesch. 1958, 82 ff.

*
I give at least one example of each use, although some of course are so common that the

examples could run into tens or hundreds.
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This may be connected with the fact that in the earliest literature it seems to

be used most frequently of deceptive talk (O<L
I, 56; Hes. TL 229, 890, Erga,

78, 789; H. Herm. 317; Theogn. 254).

Still under the heading of things said or written, we have the terms of a

treaty or agreement (Hdt. viz, 158, 5); a command (Aesch. P.T. 40, Pers.

363); a section of a written work (Hdt. v, 36, 4, vn, 93, and compare the

distinction between one logos and the next in Hesiod, Erga, 106, Xenoph.
fr. 7, i DK, Find. PytL x, 54); an account in the financial sense (Hdt. in,

142, 5

'You will render a logos of the money which has passed through your

hands'), and so generally or metaphorically Hdt. vm, 100, 3:
*

rendering a

logos of their deeds' (facing the reckoning, paying the penalty).

(2) The idea of
*

mention' already noticed leads naturally to that ofworth,

esteem, reputation; also fame (Find* Istkm. v, 13 and 26, PytL vui, 38). In

Soph. O.C. 1163 the protection of a god is said to be of no small logos.

This is common in Herodotus, as for example to be of logos in someone's

eyes (i, 120, 5), in the King's eyes (iv, 138, i), of much or little logos (in,

146, 3; i, 143, 2, etc.). To hold or put a man 'in logos
9

is to honour him

(Tyrtaeus, 9, i Diehl).

In Aesch. P. V. 231 it is said that Zeus had no logos of mortals. The same

meaning could have been expressed by saying that they were of no logos in

his eyes, but used as it is the word probably comes under the next heading of

'thought': Zeus had no thought or care for mortals, recked not of them.

(So also Find. OL vin, 4, Hdt. i, 117, i, etc. In i, 62, 2 the Athenians at first

'had no logos of Pisistratus', i.e. did not worry about him.)

(3) To the Greeks the notion of taking thought, weighing up pros and

cons, commonly presented itself as holding a conversation with oneself.

Hence logos takes on that meaning too.
1 Eur. Med. 872 shows the transition,

for Medea's way of saying 'I have thought it over' means literally 'I had a

talk to myself' (cf. Tro. 916). As early as Parmenides, logos in this sense

can be opposed, as thought or reasoning, to mere sensation, though else

where the same writer uses it of his true account of things (8, 50) or, in the

plural, to mean simply 'words' (i, 15).

Close to this is the meaning of 'in their logos' (Hdt. vui, 6, 2), shown by the

context to mean 'opinion'. The logos (in this case that the Greek fleet should be

wiped out) is what they would have said if asked, and did say to themselves.

(4) Another easy development from the spoken or written word is the

notion of cause, reason or argument. 'Why did she send libations, from what

logos?
9

(Aesch. Cho. 515). 'Why do you keep silence for no logos?
9

(Soph.

PL 730). So to have logos, of a neuter subject, means to be arguable or

1

Similarly also jiOOoi in Horn, //. I, 545 means unspoken thoughts.
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reasonable (Soph. EL 466) : from the fourth century at least we find it with

a personal subject in the sense of the French avoir raison (Plato, ApoL 346).

The Clouds ofAristophanes has the dispute between the Better and die Worse

Logos (argument, case). Presumably because it is basically a spoken reason,

it is also used of a cause which is only alleged, a pretext (Soph. Ph. 352), and

sometimes (as indeed in Aesch. Cho. 515) it is difficult to be sure whether a

genuine or trumped-up cause is intended.

(5) In contrast to the meanings of 'empty words' or 'pretext', we have

the phrase 'the real logos
9

(Hdt. I, 95, i; 116, 5), meaning the truth of the

matter, somewhat as in i, 120, 2 true kings are 'kings in the true logos'.

The meanings so far considered melt easily into and out of one another.

Others are a little more specialized.

(6) Measure, full or due measure. Hdt. in, 99, 2: 'Not many of them

reach the logos of old age.'
1

Cf. Thuc. vn, 56, 4 (the full number).

(7) Correspondence, relation, proportion. Aesch. Sept. 517 f.: Hyperbius
has Zeus emblazoned on his shield, his opponent's device is Typhon. As

Zeus defeated Typhon, so he will give victory to Hyperbius 'according to

the logos of the blazon' (corresponding, conformably to). Theognis, 4iyf.:

'I am as gold rubbed on lead, there is a logos of superiority in me.' Hdt. n,

109, 2 : If an Egyptian's allotment of land was reduced by the Nile, he paid tax

on the remainder
'

in (or according to) the logos ofthe tax originally assessed'.

In vu, 36, 3 Herodotus speaks oftwo ropes of flax and four ofpapyrus.
'

Their

thickness and quality were the same, but the flaxen were in logos heavier.'

(In proportion: absolutely the two would weigh less than the four papyrus

ropes.) Later, in Plato, this sense is common, and is also generalized so that

adverbial phras'es with logos can mean no more than 'similarly'.

In the sense of strictly mathematical proportion or ratio logos is frequent

in Plato and Aristotle, but there is perhaps no indubitably attested example

surviving from the fifth century nearer than Hdt. vn, 36 just quoted. How
ever, from the accounts in Aristotle of the fifth-century Pythagoreans, it is

impossible to believe that they did not use the word in this sense.

Two other senses of the word are particularly relevant to our coming
examination of its use by Heraclitus: 'general principle, law, or rule' and 'the

faculty of reason'. These do not seem by any means the same thing, yet the

same word logos occurs in contexts where it is difficult to decide which would

be the best translation. Another point to remark is the rarity of instances in

the fifth century where either translation is indubitably right.

(8) General principle or rule. Logos means this in some fourth-century

contexts, as when Aristotle speaks of 'the right logos
9

in the Ethics. Some

1 In this case it is the exact equivalent of nhpov. Cf. Horn. //. xi, 225 fif^s . . . fixero n^rpov.
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examples from the fifth century seem to have been erroneously so translated.

For instance LSJ quote under this heading Find. OL u
? 22, where it seems to

mean 'this saying*, and Nem. iv, 31. In the latter Pindar says: "He would

show himself a tyro in battle who did not understand the logos: achievement

is like to bring suffering with it* The last words are one form of a Greek

commonplace, and no doubt it is true that to the Greekmind they represented
a general principle, an aspect of the normal workings of the world; but the

sense does not require that logos should mean anything more than 'saying'.

The passage, however, is a good illustration of the important truth that a

word may well, to the people who use it, convey at once and as a unity what

to others are two distinct ideas because they would use different words to

express them. So too in Epicharmus, fr. 2, 12 DK (supposing the fragment to

be genuine), A6yo$ can well be translated 'law' as by Diels, but equally well

'argument' (Hicks). More probably than either, the use of Kara Aoyov here

approximates to Plato's in (7) above: 'You and I are different now from

what we were yesterday, and similarly in the future we shall be different

again' (a sense developed from 'in the same ratio').

The nearest fifth-century instance is no doubt the statement of the philo

sopher Leucippus that 'nothing comes about at random, but all from logos

and by necessity'. Burnet translates
'

ground ', and perhaps Leucippus means

little more than that there is a reason for everything; but since fhe statement

has a universal, cosmological significance, it comes very near to saying that

everything is governed by general laws.

Possibly Democritus, fr. 53, comes close to the meaning: 'Many live

according to logos though they have not learned logos', but here 'right

reason', as in (4) above, seems a better rendering. Similarly in Plato,

Rep. 5000, the philosopher in studying the Universe is contemplating what is

well ordered and according to logos, and again one might be tempted to

suppose that the word means natural law; but Jowett and Cornford are no

doubt right in translating it
'

according to reason
'

and
'

where reason governs
'

respectively.

(9) The faculty of reason. This sense is obviously closely allied to (3)

and (4), and is regular in fourth-century writers, for whom man is dis

tinguished from the other animals by the possession of logos. "We see it also

in the passage of the Republic just quoted. Yet a clear instance in the fifth

century might be hard to find, unless some verses which passed as by

Epicharmus belong to that century.
1

Possibly also this meaning is ap-

1

Epicharmus, fir. 57 DK. They are attributed by Athenaeus to a certain Chrysogonus the

flute-player, said to be a contemporary ofAlcibiades. (See DK, i, p. 194.) Diels described them

as 'poor poetry, with Heraclitean and Pythagorean echoes*. At the best they are late in the

century.
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preached by Democritus, fr. 53, quoted in the previous paragraph. (Hera-
clitus himself is of course being excluded from this survey.)

(10) Another meaning common in the fourth century which it would be

difficult to pinpoint in the fifth is that of definition, or formula expressing
the essential nature of anything. This is regular in Aristotle, and is of course

only a refinement of an earlier usage: to give an account or description of

something approximates to defining it. The important thing to notice here

as always is that whatever sense is uppermost when the word is used, shreds

of the other uses will be clinging to it and influencing the writer's mind. For

example, logos as we have seen can mean 'reason, cause', and for Plato or

Aristotle the logos (definition) of anything is not complete unless it includes

the reason for its existence.

(n) The word is one of the commonest in Greek, and it is therefore not

surprising to find it sometimes used in certain contexts where there is no

idiomatic word-for-word English equivalent. Such are Hdt. 1, 141, 4: 'The

rest of the lonians decided by common logos to send' (agreed to send);

in, 119, i : 'Darius feared that the Six might have acted by common logos'

(in concert or conspiracy); vm, 68: 'those who are said to be in the logos of

allies' (who are called your allies). So too in the example cited under (5):

'those who are kings in the true logos' (who are truly kings).

The above account has tried to bring out what a dictionary article

inevitably tends to obscure, that word and thought go together, and

notions which the Greeks conveyed by one and the same word were

more closely linked in their minds than in those of people who lack

a word of the same coverage. In reading Greek it is difficult, and

sometimes wrong, to draw a hard and fast line between them. Nor is

it always easy to know exactly what was intended by the writer.

The book of Heraclitus began as follows: 1

Although this Logos [sc. which I shall describe] exists (or is true) for ever,
2

men prove as unable to understand it when once they have heard it as before

1
kv TT) dpxri OCUTOU TOV arvyyp&wccros Arist. Rhet. 14071316. Sext. Adv. Math. VII, 132 says

vopx6nEvos youv TCOV irepl 90oeoos ---- The words are Heraclitus's introduction of his subject.
2 Ever since Aristotle (loc. clt. pp. 407 f.) noted theambiguity of del without resolving it, scholars

have disputed whether it should Qualify &VTOS (as Hippolytus thought) or d^Overoi. For the

chief names on both sides see Kirk, HCF, 34, adding Bitter and Preller (Hist. Gr. Phil. 320)
and Cornford (Princ. Sap. 113) to those who have taken it with Idvros. Kirk himself takes it

with d0veroi. Argument will never settle the question finally. I can only say that I myself find

it unnatural and impossible to separate del from 6vros. The difference matters less in that Kirk

writes that &VTOS del 'certainly expresses something which Heraclitus believed; it is to be
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they heard it. For though all things come to pass in accordance with this

Logos men seem as ifignorant when they experience such words and things
as I set forth distinguishing each thing according to its nature and telling
how it is The rest ofmankind are unaware ofwhat they do while awake just
as they forget what they do while asleep

*

Fr 50 adds
Listening not to me but to the Logos it is wise to agree

2

that all things are one These two fragments teU us that the Logos is

(a) somethingwhich one hears (the commonest meaning), (B) thatwhich

regulates all events, a kind of universal law ofbecommg?
3
(c) something

with an existence independent ofhim who gives it verbal expression
Fr 2 takes us a little further One must follow what is common

but although the Logos is common, most men live as if they had a

private understanding of their own This notion of the common is

elaborated in fr 1 14 One must speak with intelligence* and trust in

what is common to all, as a city in its law and much more firmly for

all human laws are nourished by one, the divine, which extends its

sway as far as it will and is sufficient for all and more than sufficient

rejected only on the ground that od goes with &UVET (p 35) It is also possible to construe
T u5 as predicate with t6vros and the phrase as a genitive absolute The Logos being as I say
it is

Cornford (Pnnc Sap 113) is no doubt right in d tecting allusions to the languag of the

mysteries here and elsewhere in Heraclitus. With d^uver cf Theo Sm. p 14 Killer debarred
from the mystic revelation are those who have unclean hands and are rfj <j>covfiv CCUVCT This is

elaborated in Isocr Paneg 1 57 the proclamation of the Eumolpidae and Herald at Eleusis ex
eludes murderers and pdp^apo (echoed in Heraclitus fr 107 pccppdpouj yuxos x<5vrco ) Scrrapos

(especially in connexion with A6yo$) recalls the version of the ritual p ohib aon in Ar Fr g 355
6ons firaipos TO cov5e A6yow Cf also the reference to the kykeon in fr 125 (p 449 below)

6u A yav to bring one s own A6yo$ into conformity
3 I omit here fr 72, which speaks ofA6yeo TOO TCC 5Acc 8 KOUVTI because Burn t rej cted these

words as an addition ofMarcus Aureliuswho quotes the fragment. Kirk also (HCF 44) describes
the fragment as genuine quotation interlarded with Marcus s own comments Fo myself
however in view of fr i and fr 64, 1 see no reason to suppose it a Stoi paraphrase

4 Which may have stood in Heraclitus s text between fix i and (Kirk, HCF 48 f )
5 The pun uv v<$co uvco drives home the identity of what is common with intelligent

reflexion (i e. the Logos) No doubt the connexion is also in his mind when he uses the verb
uv froi as in fr 51 Heraclitus in many places shows that he is still at the stage of thought when
verbal similarity appears fraught with a greater significance than would now be allowed it

Cf Kirk, HCF 198 Snell (H rmes 192(5 368 n. 2) compares Aesch. Ag 1081 (Apollon-
Destroyer) 689 (Helen-4Alvaus) and S ft 405 and 829 (the 6p06v or frrfiTuu of a name)

Cleanthes recalled this fragment in his hymn to Zeus 20f

Or* foopcooi 0eo i 6v 6\i v oOre K\ oum
< KEV irei06iivo cuv vcp pfov IcrtJAo i^oiey

Other Sto c echoes are also quoted by Kirk,#CF 49 f (Considering the methods ofsome modern
scholars one may be grateful that they have not tried to reverse the elanonship )
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The Logos being 'common', it is a virtue to grasp 'the common',
and a fault to lay claim to a wisdom peculiar to oneself.

Paradoxically,

Heraclitus claims to be the only, or practically the only, man to have

grasped this common Logos. But that is the fault of the others, for the

truth lies there for all to see, but, as he says in fr. 72: 'They divorce

themselves from that with which most of all they are in continuous

contact' (cf. also fr. 34, p. 412, above).

The Logos is common to all, and what is common is intelligence or

insight This emerged from fr. 114 (with its pun on uv vocp . . . ^uvcp).
1

It is thus an additional aspect of the Logos that it includes the act of

thinking or reflexion.^

We have noted Heraclitus's deliberately oracular style, and the dis

jointed and picturesque character of the pronouncements in which he

conveyed his message. To draw from them a consistent world-view or

system of thought is inevitably to supply connecting links which are

not in the fragments, and to that extent must be speculative. Moreover

any connected exposition is so alien to his own habits that it cannot but

1
vous and voelv (though often in Homer the latter can hardly be rendered by anything but

'see': //. in, 21, 30; v, 590, 669, 711, etc.) include the power not only to perceive with the

senses but to recognize the identity or significance of what is perceived. On early uses of the

words see K. von Fritz in CP, xxxvm (1943), XL and XLI (1945-6). To take one illustration, in

//. in Aphrodite has appeared to Helen disguised as an old woman ofher retinue. Soon, however,
Helen sees through the disguise and realizes that she is in the presence of the goddess. The verb

for this is gv6n<re (v. 396). So also Epicharmus wrote (fr. 12 DK): 'It is nous that sees and nous

that hears; the rest are deaf and blind', i.e. the senses by themselves, without the supra-sentient

power to interpret their message, tell one nothing. As Heraclitus himself truly says (fr. 40),
it is possible to learn many facts without having the nous to grasp their significance. Fr. 34
comes even nearer to Epicharmus.
The equivalence of

*

the common* to right thinking is repeated in fr. 113 uv6v Icrn imai T6

9povfeiv, which, however, Kirk supposes to be nothing but a short and inaccurate version of the

general sense of fr. 2 in particular (HCF, 56). I do not find his objections conclusive.
z Kirk writes (p. 63) that 'the universal Reason, in which men share', is the Stoic interpretation

of the Logos, and that 'there is nothing in this which corresponds to what Heraclitus appears to

have meant by his A6yos'; for Heraclitus, he thinks, it describes an objective state of things,
common to all things and to all men, but with no epistemological implications. The Stoics

certainly developed and laid especial emphasis on the concept of Logos as Reason, but this seems
to go too far. It is impossible that Heraclitus, for all his originality, should have so rigidly divorced

his objective use of X6yo$ from the usages of the same word current in his own time, especially as

he was not a logician, but, to quote Kirk again (p. 396), 'lived, as his language shows, in the

tradition of poetical thought', I doubt whether it can be altogether reconciled with Kirk's

remark on p. 396 that 'for him. there was no rigid distinction in kind between the Logos as

comprehended in a human mind and the Logos operating in nature'. In any case I should say
we have seen evidence that for Heraclitus the Logos was not only

*

comprehended in a human
mind', but included the mind's active power of comprehension.
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alter the quality of his message. Nevertheless I share with others the

impression that many of the fragments fit together in a way that one

would not at first expect, so that what seem to be isolated and meta

phorical utterances are in fact integral parts of a unified conception of

the universe and ofman as a part of it. It is discouraging, certainly, to

note how many different impressions of this world-view have been put
forward in the past and continue to be put forward; but one can only

give one's own.

Some Presocratic systems seem so much the product of a single

central idea that it is difficult to clarify them in a continuous exposition.

They are like circles, ofwhich Heraclitus said that "beginning and end

are common' (fr. 103), or as Porphyry paraphrased it:
c

Any point you
can think of is both beginning and end/1 One can break into them at

any point, and by following on from there may hope in the end to see

the system complete. To pick the best starting-point, the clearest order

in which to present these parts of a single whole, is not easy, but we
must make our entry and try.

In fr. i Heraclitus finds fault with men for behaving in their waking
hours as ifthey were asleep. Ifwe may accept fr. 73,* he said elsewhere:
6

It is wrong to act and speak like men asleep/ At first sight there does

not seem to be much logical connexion between this criticism and the

injunction in fr. 2 to "follow the common'. To be told to wake up and

pay attention is usual enough, and does not normally give any informa

tion about the doctrine for which our attention is demanded. Yet here

it is a part of it. The link is in a passage from Plutarch:
'

Heraclitus says

that the waking share one common world, but when asleep each man

turns away to a private one/3 We must now follow a train of thought
which will explain Heraditus's conception of sleep and wakefulness,

and their connexion with the principles by which the world is governed.
It will also bring out something which is of great importance for an

appreciation of his position in the history of Greek thought. Hitherto

1
This peculiarity of their systems was even noted by at least one of the Presocratics them

selves. Parmenides wrote (fr. 5):
*
It is all one to me, tile point from which I begin; for there

I will arrive back again.*
3 Kirk thinks it more probably only Marcus Aurelius's paraphrase of the end of fr. i.

3 De Superst. in, i66c (Heraclitus, fr. 89), rejected by Kirk as a conflation of the last parts of

frr. i and 2, but vigorously defended by Vlastos in AJP, 1955, 344-7-
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the material and spiritual worlds have been united without much mis

giving. Later they became clearly distinguished from one another.

Much of the obscurity of Heraclitus results from the fact that his more
subtle thinking had really brought him to a stage when matter and

spirit, or equally the concrete and the abstract, require to be thought of

as separate, but he is still too much in the groove of previous thinking
to effect the separation consciously. Before this could be achieved

philosophy had to suffer the intellectual jolt which it received from

Parmenides. As Kirk observes (HCF^ 53), Heraclitus would have

been unable to define any other type of 'being' than corporeal being.
It is easy to forget how close to the concrete, material world his con

ceptions remained, and to interpret them too much in terms of

abstractions.

We have seen evidence that the Logos is both human thought and

the governing principle of the Universe. 1
It represents in fact the nearest

that Heraclitus came to an arche like that of his predecessors,^ which

commonly combined both characters. This was true of Pythagorean

thought, and appeared in more plainly material terms in the Air of

Anaximenes, which was at the same time the divine and living stuff of

the Universe and the element of soul and mind in us. In Heraclitus

too the Logos had a material embodiment.

Being universal and all-pervading, this Logos the law by which

the world is ordered, and which can be comprehended in human
minds is ofcourse common to all. When Heraclitus says emphatically
that we must hold fast to what is common, he means this part-material,

part-spiritual force which makes for rational order. In the language of

Presocratic thought it 'guides
5

or 'steers' all things. This metaphor
from navigation is used in fr. 64: 'The thunderbolt steers all things'

1 On die former point Kirk disagrees. His description of it in the latter aspect is worth

quoting (HCF, 39):*" The organizedway inwhich (as Heraclitushad discovered) allthingswork
"

;

"plan" (in a non-teleological sense), "rule", even "law" (as in "the laws offeree") are possible
summaries. "Principle" is too vague; I suggest the less ambiguous if more cumbersome phrase
"formula of things" as a translation ofX6yos in frr. I, 2, 50. In this formula the idea of measure

is implicit.'
a

Cf. Gigon, Unters. %u H. $L Gigon notes the contrast in fr. i between the Logos as

being (icbv) and the world of becoming (yiyvopvcov) which follows its pattern. Kirk (p. 41) doubts

whether Heraclitus deliberately drew the contrast between etvcci and yfyvea6oci, but it was a possible
one for his age. Cf. Simonides, 4, lines i and 6 Diehl, with the comments of H. D. Verdam
(Mnemos. 1928, 299-310) and L. Woodbury (TAPA, 1953, 153-63).
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Spiritual and Physical Aspects ofthe Logos

(that is, the fiery weapon of Zeus the supreme god, used naturally for

the power which drives the Universe), and also in fr. 41. Unfortunately

text and meaning of the latter fragment are hody disputed, but Vlastos

has made out a reasonable case, against Kirk and others, for keeping to

the rendering: 'Wisdom is one thing, to know the Thought by which

all things are steered through all things/
1 The rendering favoured by

Kirk runs:
*

to be skilled in true judgment, how all things are

steered through all things
3

. The 'steering* is not in doubt, and, as Kirk

says (p. 390), one is reminded by it of fr. 64, and 'it must be something
akin to fire which "steers all things through all"____ The whole course

ofeach separate thing is the result of "steering", that is, ofan operation

either dependent on a mind or at least similar to that which a mind

would have devised.n

That the divine force which brings rational order into the Universe

is at the same time a physical, material entity is only what we should

expect from the general climate of early fifth-century thought. It

follows that we get our share of it by physical means, which include

breathing and the channels (iropoi) of the sense-organs. There is in

Heraclitus no wholesale condemnation of sense-perception like that in

Parmenides, for whom the mind does better to ignore the senses

altogether. They are only 'bad witnesses' to those whose souls have

not the insight to understand the message that they convey (fr. 107)

though this, indeed, in his opinion includes the vast majority of man

kind. He goes so far as to say (fr. 5 5) 'Things that can be seen, heard,

learned these are what I prefer*, and judges the relative value of first

hand experience and hearsay in the words (fr. ioia) 'Eyes are more

accurate witnesses than the ears'. Though he has nothing but contempt

for those who can only amass data without the nous to draw the right

conclusion from them, he sees that accurate perception of phenomena
1 In fr. 64 the verb is olcodseiv, in 41 Kupepvav. On the latter see p. 88, above. Plato (Phi!.

2.8 D) speaks of ol irp6<j0v fipcov, who said that TO ouinrovra. . .vouv xod <pp6vri(riv TIV

For reading and translation of fr. 41 see Kirk, HCF, 386-90 and Vlastos, AJP, 1955,

Kirk's construction of yvcbpriv as internal accusative after frrrlaracjOai instead of direct object (in

which he follows Heidel, Reinhardt and Gigon) is based on the conviction which he shares with

Heidel that to equate yvcbun with the Logos and make it an independent guiding principle is a

Stoic idea.
* This seems to give back a good deal of what Kirk has taken away by refusing to equate

i with the Logos and regard it as a divine principle.
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is the necessary preliminary to the discovery of the Logos which

underlies and explains them (cf. Kirk, HCF, 61).

The senses, then, are for human beings the primary channels of com
munication with the Logos outside. Here we must supplement the

actual fragments of Heraclitus from an account of his doctrine by
Sextus Empiricus, whose general sense there is no reason to suspect,

though it is expressed in later, particularly Stoic terminology.
1 He

describes 'the common and divine Logos, by sharing in which we
become logikoi (capable of thought)'. It is for Heraclitus the standard

of truth,
'

wherefore', he adds, paraphrasing frr. i and 2, which he

quotes soon after, 'what appears to all in common is trustworthy, for

it is grasped by the common, divine Logos; but what occurs to one

alone is not to be believed'.

The senses are channels, through which, as well as by breathing, we
draw in the Logos in a literal, physical sense. They are compared to

windows through which 'the mind (nous) in us' in our waking hours

thrusts forward and, making contact with that which surrounds
it,

'puts on the power ofthought'. In sleep however these sense-channels

(aio0T]TiKol Tropoi) are closed, and so the mind 'is prevented from

growing together with what lies outside' (xcopijETai T% irpos TO

rapiexov ovpcpuiccs). Since we still live, the severance is not complete.

Respiration is left as sole means of contact with the outside source of

life, 'like a root', says Sextus. We are still taking some part in the cosmic

activity, which is presumably why 'Heraclitus says' (so Marcus

Aurelius tells us)*
'

that even sleepers are workers and co-operators in

what goes on in the world'. Respiration, it seems, is sufficient to

preserve life but not rationality, and when thus cut off the mind loses

its power of memory. Sextus then quotes fr. 2 and the last sentence of

fr. i in support of his exposition.

In sleep we each retire into a private world. No one shares our dreams

as our waking experiences are shared. And dreams are unreal. Thus for

1 Math, vii, 126 ft, DK, 22A i (5. Kirk agrees that the ideas are genuinely Heraclitean, at

least to the extent that 'for Heraclitus the soul's efficiency depended on contact with the outside

world and with the material Logos, possibly by the medium of breath, as Sextus tells us* (HCFy

34!)-
a

vi, 42, quoted by DK as fr. 75, but hardly a word-for-word extract from Heraclitus. (DK
obscure the sense by omitting the xorf before TO^/S Koc005ovras.)
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'Private'
1

and' Common Notions

Heraclitus three ideas are essentially connected: (a) living as if one had

a private wisdom of one's own, () falsehood, (c) sleep and dreams. To
retire into a world of one's own is to starve the rational element by

shutting it off from the universal and true Logos on which it should

feed. 1 The many who do this are, compared to a man with an insight

into the common Logos, like sleepers compared to a man awake*

Hence the exhortation to follow the Common, to hold fast to it with

all one's might.
If this interpretation is correct, it would seem that Heraclitus already

had a dim foreshadowing
2 of the truth which was later to be explicitly

formulated by Protagoras, that each man is the judge of his own

sensations, for they are his alone and not the same for any two persons.

There is a common world of truth (here he would differ from Pro

tagoras), but it is only to be attained by going beyond individual and

disconnected sensations and drawing conclusions from them by
reflexion, or perhaps rather intuition. It is understandable therefore

that in certain moods he could praise the senses (since in our bodily
state they are the channels through which in the first instance and in an

elementary way we are brought into contact with the Logos), and in

others, with seeming contradiction, emphasize their limitations or even

abuse them. In such a context of thought he could well have said that

'seeing is being deceived' (fr. 46, suspected by Kirk, p. 281 as an

improbable statement for Heraclitus). After all, mere seeing and hearing

are precisely the activities of
*

the many' whom he lashes so unmercifully

for their refusal to understand the truth (see the examples on p. 412,

above).

The physical aspect of these as we might call them psychical

1 The word Tp&povroi in fr. 1 14 (Tp!<povTca irdwres ol dvGpobireioi v6uoi Cnr6 tv6s TOU 6eiou) is

probably not entirely metaphorical for Heraclitus. See Kirk, HCF, 53 f. and 69: *The "divine

law" which is akin to the Logos is described in material terms which are probably not just due to

personification.*

Cornford has pointed out how with his notion of sleep Heraclitus contradicts yet another

popular view, namely that in sleep the soul is more open to divine influences and so may have

prophetic truth revealed to it in dreams (Princ. Sap. 150, referring to Find. fr. 131 and

Aristotle, fr. 10 Rose, p. 84 Ross).
3

I do not wish to deny what Kirk says on p. 74 of his book, that
*

there is no indication in the

fragments that Heraclitus based any epistemological conclusions on this view for him such

facts were of interest only because they showed that the opposites were not essentially different,

as they appeared to be*.
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processes is carried into even further detail, and for the sake of
clarity

it may be as well to follow up the topic, at the risk ofintroducing at this

point things which will find their proper place for full discussion later

on. The doxographers say that Heraclitus's first principle was fire. They
speak as if it were the arche andpfysis of things in the Milesian sense,

e.g. Theophrastus (op. Simpl. Pfys, 23.33, DK>A5): 'Hippasus of

Metapontum and Heraclitus of Ephesus. . .made fire the arche, and

out of fire they produce existing things by thickening and thinning,

and resolve them into fire again, on the assumption that fire is the one

underlying physis; for Heraclitus says that all things are an exchange
for fire* (cf. fr. 90). Aristotle himself (MetapL 984ay) lists the fire of

Heraclitus as his 'first cause' along with the water of Thales, the air of

Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia, and the four primary sub

stances of Empedocles. The primacy of fire in Heraclitus seems also

to be unmistakably referred to by Plato (Crat. 413 B-C). We shall have

to consider whether these later writers correctly interpreted the role

of fire in Heraclitus, but about its primacy there can be no question,

and he himself said that the whole world-order is an ever-living fire

(fr. 30; see p. 454, below). It cannot then be wrong to identify it with

the Logos, and agree with the Stoics and Hippolytus when they say

that the fire of Heraclitus is 'rational, and responsible for the govern
ment of the whole world'.

1

This, clearly, is what in Sextus's account
f

surrounds us and is rational and intelligent' (Math, vn, 127).

The material aspect of the Logos is fire. It follows that divine reason

at its purest is hot and dry. Though not a mere symbol for an abstrac

tion, 'fire' represents for Heraclitus the highest and purest form of

matter, the vehicle for soul and mind, or rather soul and mind them

selves, which in a more advanced thinker would be distinguished from

any matter whatsoever. It must not therefore be imagined as a visible

flame or glow, but rather a kind of invisible vapour, as Philoponus says

commenting on Aristotle,De Animate*) a25 :

*

By fire he does not mean

flame: fire is the name he gives to the dry exhalation, ofwhich the soul

xocl 9p6viyov elvcci ToOro T6 mJp, xocl Tfjs SIOIK^OECOS TCOV SXcov aT-riov (Hipp. IX, 10:

see fr. 64 DK). The phraseology is Stoic, but the sense Heraclitean, as Kirk agrees (HCF, 3 51 ff.,

and on 396: 'Unchanged fire is the most active kind of matter and in its purest form or aither

(so we may conjecture) it possesses directive capacity, it is the embodiment of the Logos and

it is wise').
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The Dry Soul is Best
9

also consists/ 1 Thus if Heraclitus is consistent, foolishness and death

will be connected with cold and dampness; and so it is. 'The dry soul

is wisest and best' (fr. 1 18). This explains among other things the effects

of intoxication:
*A man when he is drunk

H
stumbles and is led by a

beardless boy, not knowing whither he goes, for his soul is wet
3

(fr. 117).* Death itself is a turning of the soul to water (fr. 36). It is

not rash to infer, though no fragment actually says it,
that sleep, like

drunkenness, is an intermediate state in which moist vapours have

temporarily overcome the soul, which is restored to a drier and warmer

state on waking.3 Since bodily pleasures lead to a moistening, that is a

weakening, of the soul, we can understand why Heraclitus should say

(fr. no):
c

lt is not better for men to get all they want'; for unfor

tunately 'it is enjoyment for souls to becomemoist'.4 The samethought
must be behind one of his most striking aphorisms (fr. 85, known to

Aristotle; see Eth. Eud. 12231322): 'To fight with desire is hard:

whatever it wishes it buys at the price of soul/

Everything is in continual and cyclic change, and the soul takes its

part quite naturally in the mutual conversions of the elements.
'

It is

death to souls to become water, death to water to become earth, but

from earth comes water and from water soul' (fr. 36). By substituting

'souls' for the expected 'fire' Heraclitus has emphasized the substantial

identity of the two. Since each element lives by the death of the other,

or as we might put it devours the other, it is quite in order that souls,

though their proper nature is hot and dry, should live on moisture.

Immediately after quoting what all accept as a genuine fragment of

1
'Recte hunc locum explicat Philopomis* (Hitter and Preller, Hist. PL Gr. 38 5). For a

contrary view see Kirk, HCFy 275, n. i. I cannot agree with Gigon that it is wrong to identify

the Logos with fire. He writes (Unters. %u H. 59f.): *Dass die Seele aus trockenster Substanz

besteht, hat H. zwar gelehrt. Aber dass sie feurig sei, ist damit noch gar nicht gesagt, und uber-

haupt durfte das sinnlich-banale Einzelwesen vpv)rf nicht mit dem kosmogonischen Urfeuer

gleichgestellt werden/ This is very un-Heraclitean language. He also thinks it wrong to identify

the Logos with fire (p. 60) : 'Dies folgt der Neigung der Stoa.' Is it not evident that in this as in

certain other respects the Stoa followed Heraclitus? Gigon's further claim on p. no that 'die

Trockenheit ist nicht Attribut des Feuers, sondern der LufV is simply wrong.
2 Whether Heraclitus ever asked himself the question why one cannot get drunk on water is

something we shall never know.
3

'Sleep was generally regarded as due to a reduction of organic heat', Vlastos in AJP, 1955,

365, with references in note. The obscure fr. 26 seems to bring sleep and death close together.
4 Fr. 77. Much of this fragment is highly obscure, but so much at least seems certain. As

Gigon says (Unters. %u H. 109), it is unlikely that so individual a phrase should be spurious.
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Heraclitus, Cleanthes1
says he believed that 'souls are exhaled from

moist things* (fr. 12). The plural is probably to be explained, with

Gigon, as indicating that Heraclitus, like Thales, had various liquids in

mind, not only water but blood and other bodily humours. In the

same way some of the 'Heraclitizers' were said to teach that the sun

(which occupied a rather special place in Heraclitus's own cosmic

system) 'is vaporized from the sea' ([Ar.] Probl. 934^35). The sun

draws up moisture and feeds on it, but being a hot body converts it

into heat, a theory which makes use of elementary observation of the

phenomenon of evaporation. The living, waking animal does the same.

These later statements of Heraclitus's views (whose complete accuracy
one would perhaps not like to vouch for) are only particular appli

cations of the general law enunciated in fr. 36 and also in fr. 31 (p; 463,

below); and given the equivalence of souls and fire, the analogical

behaviour of the sun and animals is natural and inevitable.

There will be more to say about the soul, but the present excursion

into psychology is intended to further an understanding of the com

plexity of the Logos-conception in Heraclitus. To sum this up, it is

first of all the everlasting truth to which he is giving verbal expression,

but which is independent of his utterance of it (frr. i, 50). Next, it is

the subject of that truth, the One which is everything (fr. 50). And this

One is at the same time the divine, intelligent principle which surrounds

us and causes the ordering of the cosmos, and that within us to which

we owe whatever intelligence we possess. In us it is adulterated with

lower elements and therefore with foolishness. At the same time it is

fire, the hot and dry, and what corrupts it in us is its encounter with

moisture and cold. Questions (all closely related) which remain to be

considered in their due place are: (a) What is the content of the Logos,
considered as the true explanation of the changing world? What is this

'principle' in accordance with which, says Heraclitus, everything has

its becoming? (3) In what sense are 'all things one' for him? What is

the bond of unity between them? Is it as with the Milesians, that they

are all made out of the one material stuff, which remains the permanent

ground of their existence? (c) What exactly is the role of fire in the

life of the cosmos?
1
Cleanthes rather than Zeno, as Kirk perceived (HCF, 367).
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The Logos: Summary

(10) Three Basic Statements.

Besides the Logos, and intimately connected with it, it would

appear that the fundamentals of Heraclitus's interpretation of the world

are contained in three general statements. For convenience ofexposition
we must deal with them one by one, but none can be fully understood

without the others, indeed they are only different ways of explaining
the same truth. These three statements are: (a) Harmony is always the

product of opposites, therefore the basic fact in the natugljworld
is

sftife. () Everything is in continuous motion and change. (c) The

WQtld is iJjvingjLnd everli^ngSf
-

~Corisideration of these statements

will make it possible to retimTfo the Logos, as the law of becoming,
with better understanding, and grasp the limitations which it imposes
on the continuous warfare and change within the Universe.

(a) Harmony is ofopposites

The meaning of the word harmonia has been discussed in connexion

with the Pythagoreans (pp. 220
ff., above). We may assume that both

its application to music and its general use, as the fitting-together and

construction of a complex whole according to rational principles and

in due proportion (which is one ofthe meanings of logos) ,
were familiar

to Heraclitus. We ourselves use the word
*

harmony' in a non-musical

sense, as when we speak of living in harmony or ofa harmonious effect

in architecture, painting or other spheres. It might however be unwise

to leave it to stand generally for harmonia in a Heraclitean context,

even after explaining the Greek word, because it carries psychological

overtones which are biased in a Pythagorean direction. 1 Since the

harmonia of Heraclitus is the very reverse of the Pythagorean, this

could not fail to be misleading.

A number of Heraclitus's sayings illustrate his novel interpretation

of the 'harmony of opposites ', but perhaps the best starting-point is

offered by a comparison of two passages in Plato. In the Symposium,
the doctor Eryximachus is taking his turn to sing the praises of Eros,

and puts forward the current view of his craft as that of reconciling

1 Our thought is more influenced by Pythagoreanism than we always realize. The psycho

logical application of the musical concept is seen for instance in the line from the Merchant of
Venice: 'Such harmony is in immortal souls*, which occurs in a definitely Pythagorean context.
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the opposites in the body The good practitioner, he says (1860,
transl W Hamilton), must be able to bring elements in the body
which are most hostile to one another into mutual affection and love,
such hostile elements are the opposites hot and cold, wet and dry and
the like, it was by knowing how to create love and harmony between
these that our forefather Asclepius, as our poets here say and as I

believe, founded our craft

These ideas of health as a harmony of physical opposites belonged
to the Western school of medicine, being taught by Alcmaeon the

fellow townsman of Pythagoras and by some at least of the Pytha

goreans (pp 313-15, above) That Eryximachus has learned from the

Pythagoreans is confirmed by his development of the musical example
in the next few sentences He continues

That the same is true of music is plain to everyone who gives the smallest

attention to the subject and this is presumably what Herachtus meant to say,

though he is not very happy m his choice of words when he speaks of a

unity which agrees with itself by being at variance as in the stringing of a

bow or lyre [cf fr 51 pp 439 51 below] It is, of course, quite illogical to

speak of a concord being in discord or of its consisting of factors which are

still in discord at the time when they compose it, but probably what he meant
to say was that the art ofmusic produces a harmony out of factors which are

first in discord but subsequently in concord namely treble and bass notes

It would be very surprising if, after the insults that he hurled at

Pythagoras, Herachtus should be doing his best to say that he agreed
with him, only not managing to express it very well His view was in

fact a contradiction of the Pythagorean, and this is a particularly
instructive example of something which has constantly happened to

Herachtus the sharp edge of his teaching has been taken off, and it

has been blunted into the similitude of someone else s Here Plato

satirizes the doctor, who is represented as a pompous and not very
subtle minded person, by putting the misunderstanding into his mouth
Elsewhere he shows that he knew perfectly well what Herachtus meant,
indeed he was perhaps the first to appreciate the full boldness of his

thought To say that harmony was produced out of disharmony in

chronological succession, and represented a reconciliation of elements

formerly hostile but no longer so, was to assert precisely what Herachtus
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Harmony in Tension

had denied. This Plato makes clear in the Sophist (242D). The chief

speaker has been talking about the dispute between those who hold

that the world is many and thosewho maintain it to be one. He goes on :

Later, certain Muses in Ionia and Sicily perceived that safety lay rather in

combining both accounts and saying that the real is both many and one and

is held together by enmity and friendship. The stricter of these Muses

[i.e. the Ionian, by which Plato means Heraclitus] say 'in drawing apart it is

always being drawn together'. The milder [i.e. the Sicilian, who stand for

Empedocles] relax the rule that this should always be so and speak of alter

nate states, in which the Universe is now one and at peace through the power
of Love, and now many and at war with itself owing to some sort of Strife.

Empedocles, who followed the Italian tradition dominated by

Pythagoras, spoke of alternate states of harmony and discord, unity

and plurality. (This is fully borne out by his remains.) Heraclitus

with his 'stricter Muse' asserted that any harmony between contrasting

elements necessarily and always involved a tension or strife between

the opposites ofwhich it was composed. The tension is never resolved.

Peace and war do not succeed each other in turn: always in the world

there is both peace and war. Cessation of struggle would mean the

disintegration of the cosmos. Plato's grasp of this essential point,

which eluded so many of Heraclitus's would-be interpreters, is an

excellent guarantee of his insight, and warrants confidence in anything

that he has to say about this difficult thinker.
1

The boldness of Heraclitus was too much even for Aristotle, indeed

his own exceptional powers ofclear and logical thinkingwere themselves

an obstacle to his understanding of such an oracular and poetic truth.

Heraclitus appeared to be breaking the law of contradiction, therefore

he cannot have meant what his words seem to say. And so in De Caelo,

279b 14, he classes him along with Empedocles, ignoring the distinction

which Plato had been at such pains to point out. Some, he says, hold

that the world is everlasting, others that it will perish; 'others again

that it alternates, being at one time as it is now and at another changing

and perishing, . . .as Empedocles of Acragas and Heraclitus of Ephesus

say'. However, he sometimes comes closer to Heraclitus's words,

1
In showing this high respect for Plato's testimony the present account differs from that of

Kirk.
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whether or not with full understanding. In the Ethics for instance he

writes (1155134, fr. 8 DK): 'Heraclitus says that what is opposed is

helpful, that the finest harmony is composed of differing elements, and

that everything comes into being by way of strife ',
a sentence which

paraphrases more than one fragment of Heraclitus.
1

Heraclitus makes free use of picture-language,
and it is not sur

prising that his sayings have been subject to almost as many inter

pretations as isolated texts of the Bible in the sermons preached on

them. Indeed it is impossible not to be struck by the similarity between

his use ofparadox and parable and that of Jesus. Needless to say, there

is no question of any comparison of doctrine, but in spite of the dif

ference in meaning, an expression like 'he that findeth his life shall

lose it' (Matt. x. 39) is remarkably Heraclitean in style (e.g. fr. 21), and

apart from actual coincidence (compare Mark viii. 18 'Having eyes, see

ye not, and having ears, hear ye not, and do ye not remember?' with

Heraclitus frr. 19, 34, i), to convey the heart of his message the

answer to the question: 'What is the Kingdom of God?' Jesus has

to make free use of symbol and comparison. It is like a mustard seed,

like seed broadcast on different kinds of ground, like leaven in bread,

or hidden treasure, or a candle: or think of a master with an unsatis

factory servant, a vineyard let to criminals, a man hiring labourers,

money given in trust, a wedding-feast, bridesmaids and their lamps.

Similarly Heraclitus, to bring home his new idea about the workings

of nature and the constitution of things, finds himself compelled to

say: Think of fire, of the structure of a bow or a lyre, of warfare, of

a river, of a road (which is the same road whether it takes you from

North to South or from South to North), of sea-water (a healthy

element for fishes, death to men), of the track of a writer's pencil,

straight and crooked at the same time, of a surgeon who inflicts sharp

pain to cure pain.
2

1

E.g. frr. 51, 80, 10. In the first phrase (-r6 dvri^ouv ou^pov), Kirk notes (HCF, 220)

that the Ionic word dvr^ouv must be accepted as Heraclitus's own.
*

Helpful* is the common

meaning of crujjup^pov, and the one which the context leads us to suppose was in Aristotle's mind.

In the Hippocratic De F'ictu, I,
18 (T& irAeTcrroc Sictyopcc n<5cAiora au^pei) it includes the meaning

'is of use in producing pleasure*. But it recalls also the Swapepdnevov del (Tampered of the

Symposium passage (187A). The play on words is very much in Heraclitus's manner, and in spite

of the change to the active mood (for which the word-play would be a motive) the whole brief

phrase may well be his.
a

Frr. 30, 51, 53, 60, 61, 59, 58.
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Paradox and Parable

The teaching of Heraclitus was not something essentially indescrib

able in literal terms like the religious message of Jesus; but it was

something which could at no time have been easy to express, and in his

own day was so novel as to outrun the resources of contemporary

language. This made the resort to a variety of symbols inevitable. It is

for us to see whether we have the "ears to hear', that is, the ability to

grasp the single truth underlying this parable or that.

The doctrine of the 'harmony of opposites* has three aspects:

everything is made of opposites and therefore subject to internal

tension,
1

opposites are identical, and (mainly as a consequence of the

first) war is the ruling and creative force and a right and proper state

of affairs.

(i) Everything is made of'opposites, and therefore subject to internal

tension. After quoting fr. 50 Hippolytus continues: 'And that all men
do not understand or admit this, he complains in terms of this sort

(fr. 51):" They do not grasp how by being at variance it agrees with

itself,
2 a backward-turning adjustment

3 like that of the bow or lyre."
*

1
I use 'tension* in its widest sense. Vkstos complains (4/P, 1955, 349) that

*
there is much

talk of "tension" in Kirk's and others' interpretations of Heraclitus, but none of it is grounded

textually on anything beyond the disputed -rrccMvTovos in B 5 1 *. But how can it be claimed that

the idea of universal tension is absent from such phrases as Siccjpsponevov crujiq^psroci or SixrjV t-piv?
* Or more literally (ifwe accept the reading ovpwpgpsrca for 6poAoyfei, see crit. n. in Kirk, 203) :

'in being drawn apart it is drawn together*. As here translated the verb has no expressed subject,

but this is more probable than that Heraclitus intended the same sense as if the definite article

had stood before Sicopepdiievov. (So Bumet: 'What is at variance agrees with itself.*)

3 Or alternatively 'an adjustment of opposite tensions*. 'Adjustment* (Vlastos, AJP^ 1955,

350) is a good rendering of dpuovirj in a context like this. The variant readings -rroAivrpoiros and

mxMvrovos for the epithet with ocppovii] go back to ancient times, and modern scholarship shows

an impressive array of champions on either side. For a summary of the controversy see Kirk,

2iof Since Kirk wrote, and himself came down on the side of iraMvrovos, Vlastos (AJP, 1955,

348-51) and Kranz (Philologus, 1958, 250-4) have both argued in favour of -iraMvrpoTTos. The

question cannot be finally settled. The fact that Homer uses the epithet TrdMvrovos of a bow cer

tainly makes that the lectiofaczfior, as Vlastos says, but is also an argument in favour ofHeraclitus

having used it, just as he borrows Homeric language in calling war uv6$ in fr. 80. (Cf. //. xvin,

309.) Nor is it more difficult to apply it to the dpuovf-n of a bow than to the bow itself.

But the arguments on both sides are endless. For my part I believe that whichever epithet

Heraclitus used, his image is that of a bow which is strung but not actually being drawn, and a

lyre tuned but not actually being played. This (the fitting-together or structure of something) is

after all what ccpnovlri means. Ifhe wrote TroAlvrovos he was thinking of the Apiiovfrj of the bow or

the lyre as consisting in the opposed pulls of the string or strings and the wooden frame: if

TTccMvTpoTros, which means 'turning in opposite directions' (Vlastos, loc. cit. 350), he had chiefly

in mind, so far as thebow is concerned, the tendency of the springy framework to turn away from

the string. In the lyre, the word seems an excellent description of the relation between the strings
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The reference is evidently general as in the abbreviated version given

by Plato in the Sophist (242 E). Everywhere there are forces pulling

both ways at once. Apparent harmony, rest, or peace is in the real

constitution of things (pkysis) a state of precarious equilibrium between

these forces. Look at a strung bow lying on the ground or leaning

against a wall. No movement is visible. To the eyes it appears a

static object, completely at rest. But in fact a continuous tug-of-war

is going on within it,
as will become evident if the string is not strong

enough, or is allowed to perish. The bow will immediately take ad

vantage, snap it and leap to straighten itself, thus showing that each

had been putting forth effort all the time. The harmonia was a dynamic

one of vigorous and contrary motions neutralized by equilibrium and

so unapparent. The state of a tuned lyre (or for that matter violin) is

similar, as any player whose string has broken knows to his chagrin.

And the point is that the functioning of both instruments, their very

nature as a working bow or lyre, is dependent on this balance offerees,

which is thereforegood, as will emerge below in the fragments considered

under (c). For Heraclitus bow and lyre symbolize the whole cosmos,

which without such constant 'warfare' would disintegrate and perish.
1

Well may he say (fr. 54): 'Invisible harmonia is stronger than (or

and the pegs used to tighten them. The pegs are turned in one direction, which is the opposite

to that in which the strings are (as one might say) trying to turn them. This will be evident if

a peg should work loose, when its string will turn the peg back until it has slackened itself. This

destroys the dpuoviti, which was dependent on the balance of the opposite-turning forces and may

appropriately be described as a TraMvrpcnros dpuovtti.

Efforts to explain the image in terms of the
'

opposite tensions' created when the bow is being

drawn or the lyre plucked have always led to difficulties. Vlastos is definitely wrong when he

says (Joe. cit. 351) that the bow and lyre only yield a dynamic image if we assume that dpuovhi

refers to their modus operandi. (See text.)
1 The phrase ovn<pep6uevov Sicpep6pevov occurs yet again in the exceedingly difficult fr. 10, and

with other contrasting pairs is ultimately generalized in the sentence K irdvrcov Sv ml v6s

TT&VTCC. I can add nothing useful to the careful and perceptive work of Snell and Kirk on this

fragment, and I agree with them that the last sentence need imply no successive temporal stages

in the formation of the cosmos, which would contradict the denial of cosmogony in fr. 30

(p. 454, below). One point in Kirk's interpretation makes me slightly uneasy. He regards the

passive sense of ouAXdyies (which he adopts in preference to the owdyies f DK's text) as

made probable by the plural and 'justified by the very close analogy of cruM-ccpiV (HCF, 173)*

Since these are two different verbal formations from the same root, there seems to be little valid

analogy between them. Verbal forms ending in -cris commonly indicate an action or process

(diuptpoccris, K(vT}criSj etc.; and the plural KIV^CTEIS is common enough). There are of course excep

tions ((Spoo-ts in Homer, 9<5cais and others), but the passive sense is much less frequent, and

(perhaps more important) aOMi^is itself seems elsewnere to connote only the action of grasping,

apprehending or arresting.
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The Bow and the Lyre

superior to) visible/ As far as visible connexion goes, the bow might
be naturally bent and the string simply tied to it at either end; the

invisible connexion between them is the element ofstruggle, ofdynamic

opposition. So it is that
*

Nature loves concealment
5

(fr. I23).
1

There is a standing temptation to interpret Heraclitus's statements

as a description of alternating change, now in this direction, now in

that. It is not surprising therefore that he is represented in most ancient

authorities as having believed that the whole cosmos arose from a

different initial state, exists for a while and will then be resolved once

more into its arche, especially since this was familiar to his readers as

the stock conception from the Milesians onwards, which had been

developed into an elaborate periodic scheme by Empedocles. But his

own words put us on our guard against any such simple and unoriginal

explanation. In view of all this one is justified in paying especial

attention, not to the accounts which make him a conformist, but to

any hint in our authorities that he was struggling, against the limitations

of his language, to express something new and different. His thought
was so difficult and to later antiquity unexpected, and his expression at

times so ambiguous, that it would have been no surprise if his ancient

interpreters had missed the point entirely. But Plato grasped it, and

from later antiquity there is a passage of Plutarch which although it is

for the most part only a paraphrase of Heraclitus, and makes use of the

philosophical terminology of a later age, reveals in contrast to most

contemporary testimony the true Heraclitean conception (De E^

3923-0; given by DK as fr. 91 of Heraclitus). Plutarch's speaker is

drawing the Platonic contrast between the permanence of being and

the ceaseless flux of becoming, and cites Heraclitus in support of the

latter:

One cannot, according to Heraclitus, step twice into the same river, nor lay

hold twice of any mortal substance in one permanent state. Owing to the

impetuosity and speed of change, it scatters and brings together again, or

rather, not again, nor later
^
but at the same time it comes together and flows

away, approaches and retreats.

1 Or as Kirk more accurately renders it (HCF, 2.2.7) - 'The real constitution of things is ac

customed to hide itself/ It is, however, a real loss if we give up the pithy, Delphic style of

Heraclitus's sayings, and the element of personification which was probably present.
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Heraclitus did not of course deny the occurrence ofinternal temporal

changes within the universe hot becoming cold, age following on

youth and death on life and so forth. As we shall see, he cited them as

part of the evidence for the identity of opposites. But in themselves

they were something of which even 'the many' were aware. To grasp

the simultaneous operation of opposed tendencies was both more

difficult and more essential.

(ii) The identity ofopposites. Hesiod in his Theogony called day the

offspring of night. This earned him the censure of Heraclitus, who hits

both at him and at his favourite target, the unenlightened multitude,

in the words (fr. 57): 'Teacher of most men is Hesiod. They are sure

he knew most things, a man who could not recognize day and night;

for they are one/ 1

Again, Porphyry, possibly making slight changes in

Heraclitus's wording (see Kirk, i8of.), attributes to him the statement

that *to God all things are good and fair and just,
but men have assumed

some to be unjust and others just' (fr. 102). This statement has several

sides, including obviously a theological and a moral one, but for the

moment let us note simply that, here again, what men habitually

separate and contrast are to be identified. Hippolytus mentions a

number of contrasting pairs,
of both nouns and adjectives, whose

identity he claims to have been asserted by Heraclitus, including 'good

and bad'. He produces no actual quotation with these words, but cites

instead Heraclitus's illustration of cautery and the surgeon's knife, as

being both bad (painful) and good (curative).
3 The identity of good

and bad was earlier attributed to Heraclitus by Aristotle (Top. I59b30,

Phys. 185 b 20). It is unlikely that he stated it in so many words (cf. the

Simplicius passage quoted by Kirk, p. 95), but it is a reasonable in

ference from a fragment like 102. To argue that on these grounds he

had no right to criticize 'the many' or to tell them to follow the Logos,

because if good and bad are the same no kind of behaviour would be

better than any other, would be, as Kirk justly says, 'to show a grave

lack of historical sense as well as an over-literal interpretation of

Heraclitus's language'.
1 On the authenticity of fr. 106, which may be as Kranz thought a criticism made in the same

context as fr. 57, see Kirk, 157-61.
a So much may be said with confidence about fr. 58, though in detail its text and interpre

tation both raise many thorny problems. See Kirk's exhaustive treatment, HCF, 88 ff.
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These examples of the identity of opposites are paradoxical in the

full sense that they remain difficult to credit even when made explicit.

To buttress their credibility he also gave illustrations in which the

identity ofwhat is commonly contrasted might seem admissible to the

ordinary man, once it is pointed out. Up and down are opposites, but,

he says (fir. 60), 'The road up and the road down are one and the

same
5

. Since the meaning in this example is especially plain, we may
use it to help our understanding of what he meant by 'the same'.

What was for him an exciting discovery was only possible at a stage of

thought when many logical distinctions, now obvious, had not yet

become apparent. By baldly stating the absurd consequences of

neglecting tiiem, he unintentionally paved the way for their recognition.

From A to B one traverses the same ground as from B to A^ but this

does not mean that to go in one direction is the same as to go in the

other. The material road of earth and stones is the permanent sub

stratum of both journeys, as philosophers would say from Aristotle

on, and it is sometimes difficult to explain Heraclitus without resorting

to that 'anachronistic but convenient term' (HCF^ 197).

A second example of this type is fr. 59:
c The track of writing is

straight and crooked/ 1 The pen or stylus follows a straight line across

the page or tablet, but yet in the course of it traces out all sorts of con

volutions in forming the letters. Once again a statement is seen to be

(a) only an apparent paradox, and () to our minds only a very loose

and equivocal use of language. One of Heraclitus^ ancient nicknames

was 'The Riddler', and some of his statements do indeed bear a

resemblance to children's riddles and are solved in a similar way.

('What is it that is both straight and crooked at the same time? A line

of writing/)
2

1
Retaining as the first word the ypcp&ov of the MSS., which has been convincingly defended

by Kirk (976!), In any case, as Kirk says (p. 104) : 'Even ifthe reading yva<p4cov or yvacpetcp (DK)
were right and the reference were to a carding-roller or even a screw-press, the import of the

fragment would remain roughly the same,'
3
Evidently he did like actual riddles. One that Hippolytus says he related is amusing enough

to quote (fr. 56, and for the riddle in full see ps.-Plut. De Vita Horn. 4, quot. Walzer <w//r.).

Homer, it runs, saw some children fishing, and asked them what luck they had had. They replied :

*What we have caught we left behind, and what we didn't catch we take with us.' The answer

wasihathavmggotboredwimcatchmgnoflsr^meyhadbeendelousing each other. To Heraclitus

the whole of nature was a riddle, in which the hidden meaning was more important than what

appeared on the surface (frr. 123, 54).
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In the fragments so far quoted, Heraclitus teaches that two apparently

contradictory things or epithets in the same genus are in fact identical:

day and night, just and unjust, up and down, straight and crooked.

Fr. 67 is more comprehensive and takes us further: 'God is day and

night, winter and summer, war and peace, satiety and hunger "all

the opposites : that is the meaning"
1 but he changes just as fire,

2 when

it is mingled with perfumes, is named according to the scent of each/

Just what Heraclitus understood by God must be left till later. For

present purposes we may accept Kirk's remark (p. 187) that here at

least he is 'somehow identified with or inherent in the whole world'.

The fragment shows that not only are the extremes in a single genus to

be identified with each other, but the whole apparently disparate

collection of phenomena displays to the discerning mind an essential

unity. This is the true Logos, listening to which 'it is wise to agree

that all things are one'. The question which Kirk thinks worth raising

on one of the pairs mentioned, namely (p. 187): 'How can God be

described as "peace" when fr. 53 asserted that "War is the father and

king of all", and Homer was rebuked for his prayer that "strife may

perish from gods and men"?' does not really arise. Heraclitus uses

words in his own sense, a sense which 'the many' do not grasp. If

God is both war and peace, that is because war and peace are identical.

This is not the peace that men in their ignorance long for: rather is

war itself the true peace. The man who said 'In changing it is at rest'

(fr. 84 a) would not have hesitated to say 'In war it is at peace'. On
the level of common-sense, of course, war and peace succeed one

another as do the other pairs in this saying; so however, on that level,

do change and rest.

1 The words in parenthesis are a comment, and a sensible one, by Hippolytus who quotes the

fragment.
a The noun is missing in the MSS. *Fire* is the suggestion adopted by Diels. Another

attractive one is H. Frankel's 'olive-oil'. Plato in the Timaeus ($OE) describes how the makers

of unguents took care to see that the liquid base to which the perfumes were to be added should

be as free as possible from all scent of its own. Whichever noun we choose, the lesson of the

fragment is the same. (Discussion and references in Kirk, i9iff.) The notion of a permanent
substratum which can assume different qualities is not far off in this sentence of Heraclitus.

Fr. 7 (*If all existing things were to become smoke, the nostrils would distinguish them')

may have a similar sense to fr. 67 and others indicating identity in difference. If all things

turned to smoke, we should see only one thing (smoke), but the nose would distinguish their

different scents. So Reinhardt, Farm. 180, n. 2, Gigon, 57.
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The 'identity* of opposites includes for Heraclitus several different

relationships, all of which he is aware of and explains or illustrates,

without thereby losing faith in his discovery that they are all 'the

same
'

. These are :

(a) Reciprocal succession and change, as of qualities or things which are at

opposite ends of the same continuum like day and night, summer and winter,

hunger and satiety. Relevant also is fr. 126: 'Cold things grow hot, hot

things cold, moist dry, dry wet.' That this reciprocal change was to him
evidence of identity is brought out by fr. 88:

6The same thing in us (?) is

living and dead, and the waking and the sleeping, and young and old; for

these things when they have changed are those, and those when they have

changed are these.'
1

() Relativity to the experiencing subject So fr. 61 :
* The sea is the

purest and most polluted water, drinkable and salutary for fishes, undrink-

able and deadly to men/ In this sense also Aristotle interprets fr. 9: 'Asses

would choose rubbish rather than gold*, namely as indicating that different

species of animals take pleasure in different things, though he does not of

course draw Heraclitus's ultimate conclusion that there is no essential

difference between pleasant and unpleasant.*

(c) In the sphere of values, opposites are only appreciated in relation to

their opposites. Hence although men commonly call the one good and the

other bad, neither would be good without the other. So fr. in: 'It is

disease that makes health pleasant and good, hunger satiety, weariness rest/

That this relationship amounted in Heraclitus's eyes to identity we may
conclude from the identification ofhunger and satiety in fr. 67, and possibly

also, with reference to weariness and rest, from the paradox of fr. 84 a: 'In

changing it is at rest/3 What is said here adds point to the assertions of frr. no
and 102 that it is not good for men to get all they want and that, whereas

1
It is not absolutely certain that the last, explanatory clause belongs to Heraclitus himself,

but it is accepted after careful discussion by Kirk (139 L).
a

Arist. ENy 117635. Kirk, 81-6 treats the fragment in detail, though in view of his own
conclusion about its purport (83-4) it seems a little hard to say that Aristotle's use of it has no

bearing on its original context. Cf. also fr. 13: *Pigs take pleasure in mud rather than in clean

water*, which Sextus (Pyrrh. Hyp. I, 55, Bywater on fr. 54) brings also into relation witli fr. 61.

3
84 (icdticrnSs &rn TOIS ocurols iioxfelv xod fipx6*7^*1)

'

1S taken by Kirk (p. 252) and others to

be the converse of this: as change is rest, so lack of change is weariness. But like Gigon I find

the saying puzzling. What is to be made of poxtelv Kcd dpx^cn? One would rather expect him to

say (on the lines of
e
war and peace, hunger and satiety, etc. are the same*) that toil is rest rather

than weariness. Iflack ofchange is the only point, then one must stress TOIS ocuroTs almost to the

exclusion of the following words, and it would have been more to the point if Heraclitus had said

v TCO ccOrcp iisvsiv, fjpgjj^y or the Hfo*- Perhaps indeed the vagary is to be explained (as Kirk ten

tatively suggests) by the existence of a popular saying about the weariness ofworking always for

the same master. This would be quite in Heraclitus's manner, but we know of no such saying.
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men call some things just and others unjust, to God all things are just and

good. This is probably also the significance of the vaguely-worded fr. 23,

i.e.
c

They [sc. men in general] would not have known the name of right if

these things [sc. wrong things] did not exist.' So Kirk (p. 129): 'Men only

recognize a "right" way because of the examples that they have of the

existence of a "wrong" way/

(W) Fourthly there are the opposites which are 'identical' because only

different aspects of the same thing, the point at which Heraclitus gets nearest

to the later distinction between permanent substratum and mutable charac

teristic. Up and down are opposites but not really so, because it is one and

the same road that you go up and down. Straight and crooked are opposites,

but one and the same line of writing is both at the same time.
1

In the philosophers of Greece one can often detect not so much

a completely original idea as the effect of a powerful, analytical mind

on a mode of thought typical of the age. The Heraclitean doctrine of

the simultaneity of opposites and its paradoxical consequences is the

result of intense concentration on a mental phenomenon common in

the early Greek world, to which the name 'polarity
5

has been given.

Thus for example H. Frankel writes of
c

a thought-form which after

Homer, in the archaic period of Greece, was the dominant one,

namely the polar mode of thought: qualities cannot be conceived

otherwise than together with their contraries'.2

(iii) War (struggle^ tension) is the universal creative and ruling force.

This is an obvious consequence of much that we have seen already,

and is stated in fr. 53 :

cWar is father of all and king of all,
and some he

reveals as gods, others as men, some he makes slaves, others free.
9

By

calling War 'father and king of all', Heraclitus deliberately recalls

Homer's titles for Zeus, and so suggests that War, not Zeus, is the

supreme god. It has been thought that here he has only in mind the

limited, literal sense of war, though of course using it as an illustration

of the universal conflict which for him constitutes the Universe. This

fits well with the statement that it makes some slaves and others free,

but leaves the mention of gods and men more difficult to explain.3

1
This is probably the point of fr. 48: *The name of the bow (|3t6s) is life (|3los), but its work

is death', ifwe grant (as we must) that for Heraclitus a name was an essential attribute of the thing

named. See Kirk, 116-22.
a
Dichtwig u. Philos. desfruhen Griechentums, 77.

3 See Kirk, 246 ff. To read into this brief phrase a reference to the apotheosis of those killed

in battle, even if Heraclitus believed in this, seems a little far-fetched.
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6 War is Father ofAll
9

Whatever the reason, the statement does look as if it were confined to

gods and men and their affairs. Apart from the second half of the

fragment, the reminiscence of the Homeric Zeus, 'Father of gods and

men 5

, suggests that the word
c

all' is masculine. But he may yet be

thinking of war in its wider aspect, as creating opposition and tension

between opposed classes everywhere, of which gods-men, slaves-

free are only examples. In any case the general principle is stated in

fr. 80:
c

One must know that war is common, and justice strife, and that

all things come about by way of strife and necessity/ With this must

be taken a passage from Aristotle (EEy I235a25, DK, 22A22) which

runs: "And Heraclitus rebukes the poet who wrote "Would that

strife might perish from among gods and men 5

';
1 for there would be

no melody without high and low, nor living creatures without male

and female, which are opposites.' Simplicius adds the comment, after

the line from Homer, 'For he [Heraclitus] says that everything would

disappear.'
2

By saying that war is 'common' Heraclitus immediately links it

(more probably actually identifies it) with the Logos (p. 425, above).

At the same time he gets in another covert attack on Homer, who had

also called war 'common
5

. Homer's Iine3 says that war strikes down all

alike: 'he that hath slain shall himself be slain
5

. It is no respecter of

persons, but deals its blows impartially all round, 'Common', as we

now know, has a deeper meaning for Heraclitus, and by alluding to

Homer's use of the same word he hints that its profundity had escaped

him. War is common because the Logos that is the law of all becoming

(fr. i) is a law of strife, of simultaneous opposite tensions. 'That strife

is universal follows from the assumption that whatever exists is in

change with the added assumption that all change is strife.** In saying

that justice (or right) is strife he probably shows himself aware also of

Anaximander's teaching (pp. y^ff., above), which branded the war

fare of the opposites as a series of acts of injustice. On the contrary,

1 Horn. //. xvin, 107.
2 For later versions of Heraclitus's rebuke, which omit the reference to high and low, male

and female, see Kirk, 243.
3 //. xvin, 309 fuv6$ 'Evu<5cXios xot TS KTOCV&DVTCC Koaijcrcc. The phrase was copied by Archi-

lochus (fr. 38 Diehl). Possibly this is one reason for the censure of Homer and Archilochus

together in fr. 42 that they could utter such words and yet remain ignorant of the true Logos.
4
Vlastos, AJP, 1955, 357-
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retorts Heraclitus, it is the highest justice.
Once again an erring pre

decessor is tacitly corrected.
1

The kernel of Heraclitus's quarrel with other thinkers seems to lie

in his revolt against their ideal of a peaceful and harmonious world.

This was in particular the ideal of Pythagoras, of whom, it is relevant

to remember, he speaks more than once with particular harshness

(see especially p. 417, above). For Pythagoras the best state was

one in which opposite qualities were so blended by a law of proportion

that their oppositions were neutralized and they produced, for example,

euphony in music, health in the body, kosmos order and beauty in

the Universe as a whole. These states of peace between elements which

had been at war, brought about by the imposition of limit (peras) on

a chaotic apeiron, he and his followers called good. Their opposites

discord, disease, strife were evil?

Heraclitus rejects all these value judgments, which seem to him

pusillanimous. Rest and quiet? Leave them to the dead, where they

belong' (Aet. I, 23, 7, DK, 22A6). Health, peace, rest, he says, are in

themselves no more good than their opposites, and their goodness

only appears when set against these opposites. The co-existence of

what a Pythagorean would regard as good and bad states is necessary

and right.
' To God all things are good and fair and just/ In fact it is

all a matter of point of view, and good and bad are entirely relative

notions. Sea-water is pure and good to fishes, foul and poisonous to

men.

The Pythagoreans spoke as if the opposites exhibited no reluctance

to be blended in a harmonia, but found restf and, as one might say,

contentment when they were contributing to a perfect krasis, as in a

1
This possibility is strengthened by the addition of the words Kotl r6 xpecov at the end of the

fr., if (a) this is the correct text and (5) the words KoerdcTd xpecbv in Anaximander's fr. i genuinely

belong to him.
1 Some scholars will say that we know too Httle of the opinions of Pythagoras to make

statements like this. That the ideas are Pythagorean they might admit, but would argue that

we cannot know whether they were current before the late fifth century. However, unless we

are going to deny any original ideas to Pythagoras himself (in which case it is a little difficult to

account for his reputation), his teaching must have been on these lines. The full justification
for

attributing them to Pythagoras (or at least an early generation of his followers, contemporary

with Heraclitus) lies of course in the earlier chapter on the Pythagoreans, where each reader must

assess it for himself. For a contrary view to that here given see Kirk, HCF, 218 f.

3 In the Pythagorean table of opposites (p. 245, above), 'resting* (fipenouv) is to be found on

the 'good* side, along with Trpo$, 9035, <Scyoc66v, etc.
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musical scale or a healthy body. But that is nonsense, says Heraclitus.

By the very fact of being opposites, they must be pulling opposite

ways, resisting all the time. Heat and cold, wet and dry, do not co

operate, they are mutually destructive. From their constant strife

there may result a temporary harmonia^ but equally well a disharmony
like disease. The causal factors are the same in both cases. If there is a

perfectly proportioned blend, it is only because the warring opposites

have reached a state of equal tension or balance of power in which

neither has the upper hand. Rest, cessation of effort, would mean the

opposite of kosmosj for it would result in the falling apart of the

opposites, whose union in an 'adjustment of opposite tensions'

locked, as it were, in an internecine struggle is what keeps in being the

world as we know it.

(ft) Everything is in continuous motion and change

The doctrine that 'harmony is of opposites
5

has already led to this

conclusion, which Heraclitus drives home once again with a familiar

illustration. A well-known drink or posset in Greece from Homer's

time onwards was the kykeon, made by taking a cup ofwine and stirring

into it barley and grated cheese. These of course would not dissolve,

so that the mixture had to be kept in motion until the moment it was

drunk. 'The kykeon\ he said, 'falls apart if it is not being stirred.'
1

Kirk's comment on this fragment cannot be improved on: 'The

fragment is of greater importance than at first appears: it is the only

direct quotation that asserts, even though only in an image* (but this

was Heraclitus's declared way of announcing the most fundamental

truths, p. 414, above), 'the consequences of an interruption in the

reciprocity of opposites.' The illustration itself was not so entirely

homely as it might seem, for in addition to other uses the kykeon was

drunk at the Eleusinian mysteries in commemoration of the myth of

Demeter, who would accept no other refreshment during her sad

search for the lost Persephone. This would give it a special significance

in Heraclitus's eyes.*

1
Fr. 125. On the text see Kirk, 25 5

a
Hom.HymnDem.2.io,Clf^M.Protr.i,i6St. >Nfaon,GescLGr.ReLiJ

6zz For Heraclitus

and the mysteries c p. 425, n. i, above.
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One of his most famous sayings is :

e You cannot step into the same

river twice.'
1 Plutarch (Qu. Nat. 9120) adds the explanation, which

may have been given by Heraclitus himself: 1 'for fresh waters are

flowing on'. Concerning the meaning of this parable our authorities

are pretty well agreed. Plato (Crat. 402 A) says that it is an allegory of

'existing things
5

in general, and its lesson is 'that everything moves on

and nothing is at rest'. That this was Heraclitus's belief he has already
stated (4010), and in the Theaetetus (1600) he repeats that in the view

of 'Homer and Heraclitus and all that crowd' all things move 'like

streamsV Plato, says Aristotle, while still a young man, became

familiar with Cratylus and 'the Heraclitean theories that all sensible

things are for ever flowing' j3 and reflexion on these theories led him to

the conclusion that knowledge of the sensible world was impossible.

Since he could not tolerate abandoning the possibility of knowledge

altogether, this gave rise to the characteristically Platonic doctrine of

transcendent Forms.

This Heraclitean doctrine of the flux of sensible things is mentioned

1
See Appendix, pp. 488 fT., below. The statement ofthe flux-doctrine which has become almost

canonical in later ages, TrcScvra
>et,

occurs in the ancient authorities only in Simplicius (Phys.

1313 . n), and is unlikely to have been a saying of Heraclitus.
*
Plato was fond of calling Homer the ancestor of certain philosophical theories because he

spoke of Oceanus and Tethys, gods of water, as parents of the gods and of all creatures (//. xiv,
201, 246; see Crat. 4023, Theaet. loc. cit., I52E, i8oc D). Aristotle followed him (Metaph. A,

983 b 30), and neither of them can be supposed to have been very serious in this. Plato, as Ross

remarks on the Metaphysics passage,
*

jestingly suggests that Heraclitus and his predecessors
derived their philosophy from Homer, Hesiod and Orpheus', and he adds that Aristotle himself

admits that the suggestion has no great historical value. (This is an understatement. See also

p. 56, n. i, above.) The reference to "Op^pov ml 'HpdKAsrrov ml TTOCV T6 TOIOUTOV 9GAov suggests a

similar levity, but the nature and frequency of Plato's allusions to the *flux* theory of Heraclitus

and his followers are a guarantee ofhis sincerity. Admittedly he liked to make game ofthem for it

(e.g. Theaet. lypE KCCT& T& auyypdpuara <ppovrcci; at 181 A he calls the philosophers themselves ot

>ovres), but there was a basis for his jibes. Moreover we have the testimony of Aristotle that he

took it seriously, and indeed that it was a formative influence on his own philosophy.
3
Metaph* 987a 32. Cratylus, Aristotle tells us (ibid. 1010313), carried the views of Heraclitus

to their logical extreme by correcting the sentence
*You can't step into the same river twice' to

'You can't step into it once'. Between the instant when your foot touched the surface and the

instant when it reached the bottom the river at that point had already changed. Cratylus was a

Heraclitean heretic (one ofTCOV 9aoK6vrcov fipockAeiTtjeiv as Aristotle calls^them) who was so carried

away by the idea ofuninterrupted change that in the end he thought it best not to speak (presum

ably because to make a statement about anythingwould give a spurious impression ofpermanence:
by the time the statement was out of his mouth its object would have changed), but only waggled
his finger 1 Although the continuous motion and change of sensible things was a dogma of

Heraclitus, it was not the whole story. On Cratylus and the reliability of Aristotle's account see

D. J. Allan in AJP, 1954, 271-84.
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more than once by Aristotle (e.g. Metaph. 1063 a 22, 35), but some of

his remarks are vitiated by his mistaken assumption that Heraclitus's

system was essentially Milesian, as he says in De Caelo, 298b 29:

They [sc. the earliest natural philosophers] held that in general everything is

in a state of becoming and flux, and that nothing is stable, but that there is

one substance which persists, out ofwhich all these things have evolved by
natural transformations. This seems to have been the meaning both of

Heraclitus of Ephesus and of many others.

(How Heraclitus would have wept to find himself included with the

polloi after all that he had done to cut himself off!) In the Physics he

says (253b9): 'Some assert, not that some things are in motion and

others not, but that everything is always moving, though this escapes

our perception.
3

Here we have the doctrine in its more strict and

particular form, which we must refer (with Simplicius) to the Hera-

cliteans, and, as Kirk says (p* 376), to Heraclitus in particular. Trying
to explain their meaning, Aristotle says it is like the argument (which

he thinks fallacious) about a stone being worn away by drops of water

or split by the roots of a plant. According to this argument, if we

notice that over a period of months the drops have made a visible

dint in the stone, it follows that each drop must have removed an

infinitesimal fraction too small to be seen. It is plain from Aristotle's

language, including his complaint that the thinkers in question
c

do not define the kind of motion they are talking about', that

this illustration was not used by Heraclitus. Nevertheless it seems

to represent just what he had in mind, although strictly speaking one

must imagine a continuous stream of water flowing over the rock

rather than separate drops. That the rock is changing every instantwe

cannot see with our eyes, but it is what their evidence suggests if we

apply 'minds that understand the language'/To supplement their

evidence we need that understanding (voo$) which few men have but

which is essential if the senses are not to lead us astray, for by itself

the eyesight is deceptive (frr. 107, 46, 40; and cf. iO4>/The continuous

imperceptible change is a natural inference from the observation/

Heraclitus did not use this simile, but he said the same thing by means

of the image of the bow and lyre. The strung bow appears static to the

eyes, but if the string should snap, that would be only the consequence
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of what the man whose mind was not 'barbarian' would have known

all the time: that its true condition had been a continuous putting forth

of effort in contrary directions, corresponding to the abrasive action of

the water and the resistance offered by the hardness of the stone. 1

The doctrine of the continuous change of physical things is closely

linked with that of the identity of opposites, as appeared in particular

from fr. 88 (p. 445, above). This is because the change is cyclic, from

a to I and back to a again, and to Heraclitus's mind what could ap

parently change into something else and then back into what it was

before must have been in a way the same all the time. He is drawing

fresh conclusions from a common Greek conception on which the

Milesians had already relied, the circularity of time, based on obser

vation of the recurrence of seasonal changes year after year. Cold

prevails over hot as summer gives way before winter, but nothing is

1
I am truly sorry to adopt an interpretation which in the eyes of Kirk is

*

very far indeed from

the truth* and 'entirely contrary to what Heraclitus tells us in the fragments' (pp. 3j6f.).
' Our

observation', he says,
*

tells us that this table or that rock are not changing at every instant; there

is nothing in nature to persuade us that they are so changing; the very idea would be repulsive

to Heraclitus.' The fragments that he cites in support of this are 107, 55, 101 a, and for comparison

17 and 72. 5 5 must, however, be read in the light of the important proviso in 107, and 17 and 72

seem to support the interpretation given here. The whole misunderstanding, Kirk thinks, arose

from Plato's assertion that according to the Heracliteans 'everything is undergoing every motion

all the time', which he considers a disastrous misinterpretation.

To speak of 'every motion' is no doubt to import distinctions which Heraclitus had not

consciously made: thinkers like him, says Aristotle, did not define the kind of motion they had

in mind. But with that trivial qualification I believe that Plato was right. This would seem the

place to say also that I believe not only that the flux doctrine was true for Heraclitus, but also that

it occupied a central position in his thought: in short that Plato, as knowledge ofhim would lead

one to expect, had a pretty good insight into Heraclitus's mind, and did not go seriously astray

even in the matter of emphasis.

I know that this will seem reactionary to more than one scholar forwhom I have great respect.

Snell for instance writes (Hermes, 1926, 376; I translate): *Only now will it become quite clear

how Heraclitus is misinterpreted when he is made the teacher of irdvra feV I can only say that

it has not become clear to me. Of course -rrcScvra >6l is not the whole of his message, but, as I hope
to show, the other side of the picture is the confining of change within measures, not (at least in

the sensible world) the exaltation of stability (for there is none) at the expense of change. 'The

dominating idea in Heraclitus is rest in change, not change in apparent stability.' So Kirk,

paraphrasing Reinhardt's view. But what Heraclitus says in fr. 840 is that for this world change

is rest, which, as I hope I have shown already, is something different.

To put it briefly, I find that from Plato onwards all our authorities attribute to Heraclitus the

doctrine ob$ dnrdvrcov TOOV aladryrcov del >e6vrcov. Those who take the primafade improbable line

that Plato grossly misunderstood him and every subsequent Greek interpreter meekly followed

his lead, in spite of possessing either Heraclitus's book or at least a much more comprehensive

collection of his sayings than we have, may be expected to produce incontrovertible evidence

from the fragments that their conclusion is inescapable. But in fact the extant fragments offer no

challenge to the universal ancient view. 1
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more certain than that the hot will have its turn again in the following

year. Anaximander spoke of the warfare and mutual 'injustice' of the

opposites, followed inevitably by reparation, and in Heraclitus it takes

a new turn. 1

Three passages in Stoic sources attribute to him a statement that

each of the four elements, as they were called later, 'lives the death* of

another, or that the death of one is birth for another. Marcus Aurelius

puts it that 'it is the death of earth to become water, and the death of

water to become aer, and of aer to become fire, and the reverse'. In

Maximus of Tyre we have:
e

Fire lives the death of earth and aer lives

the death of fire, water lives the death ofaer, earth that ofwater.' These

statements are rejected by most modern scholars, chiefly on the ground
that they include aer among the

'

elements
*, and it is generally believed

that this was first done by Empedocles. Its absence from frr. 31 and 36
is taken as confirmation of their inaccuracy, though this point has been

countered by Gigon.
2 Without necessarily sharing these doubts, we

may leave the statements in question in view of the impressive con

sensus of opinion against their authenticity, and turn to another set of

passages in which the cycle ofnatural changes is described, in particular

frr. 31 and 36.

However, we cannot well approach these fragments immediately.
At this point one feels acutely the difficulty of reducing the "barbed

1 A reference, devoid of context, to *the seasons which produce all things' may be an indi

cation that Heraclitus explicitly acknowledged the source of the general conception (see fr. 100,

discussed in detail by Kirk, 2945".).
*
Gigon, Unters. %u H. 99. The three passages (the third is from Plutarch) are grouped

together by DK as r. 76. The mention of c^p was held to condemn them by Zeller (ZN, 85o),
and although Nestle disagreed (85 i, n. i), most scholars have followed Zeller, including in recent

times Snell (Hermes, 1926, 361, n.) and Kirk (see his full discussion, 342fL), but not Gigon. The
three versions are differently worded, and there is no means of knowing whether any one of

them reproduces Heraclitus with complete verbal accuracy. Probably not, but I do not think the

mention of <3crjp is necessarily a blunder. Heraclitus had no theory of
*

elements *, whether three or

four. Only fire had a certain primacy, and in describing its transformations he may just as well

have mentioned di^p as earth or water. His description ofchange is based on observation, and in

particular on the phenomenon of evaporation, in which di^p has a natural place as an intermediate

stage between water and fire. The word need not, indeed most frequently does not, mean *air*.

The Loeb translator of Plutarch in the relevant passage (De JS, 3920) translates it with some

plausibility as
*
steam*.

Since this note was written Kahn's Anaximander has appeared. I agree with his defence of the

fragment on p. 152, n. i, where he writes: *The <5rfip is not Stoic, but Milesian, and the word is

used in the regular sense by Xenophanes, Anaxagoras, and Empedocles.' See the whole note and

its context.
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arrows' of Heraclitus to an exposition in continuous prose, which of

necessity deals with points successively, one at a time, when what is

wanted is a simultaneous advance on several fronts at once. I spoke

earlier of three tenets, the second of which was that everything is

constantly changing, while the third described the cosmos as fire. In

fact these are different aspects of the same truth, but to state them

together calls for the style of the Delphic oracle or Heraclitus himself.

It will therefore be best to introduce now the notion of the cosmic
fire,

in terms of which the further statements of the law of change between

opposites are made.1

(c) The world an ever-livingfire

Fr. 30 is a pronouncement 'solemn, elaborate, and portentous,

which reveals its origins in heroic verse The monumental style

probably indicates that the pronouncement was considered by Hera

clitus an especially important one' (Kirk, 311). It may be translated

thus:

This world-order [kosmos], the same for all,
2 none of the gods nor of men

has made,
3 but it was always and is and shall be:4 an ever-living fire, which is

being kindled in measures and extinguished in measures.

1
Cf. Walzer, EracKto, 71 : 'Soltanto merce" la dottrina delle cose opposte il fuoco diviene una

entita equivalente al cosmo.'
2 TOV ocirriv drrdvroov. Rejected by Reinhardt, whom Kirk follows, but Vlastos (AJP9 1955,

345 with n. 1 8) believes thewords genuine. For the genitivecf.5uv6voc7rdvrcovinfr.il4. Drawing
attention to this fragment, Vlastos takes dirdvrcov as masculine. The real world is 'the same for

all*, as opposed to the dream-worlds which most men make up for themselves (pp. 430 , above).

Gigon (Unters. 55) understood the phrase more widely: this order is 'the same for everything*

(aUe existierende Weseri), i.e. for all the things comprehended in it. Kirk (309) asks what then

will be the point of T&V ocOr6v. I think myself that this translation quite probably represents

Heraclitus's mind, and it is the pne which occurred to me independently. The 'order' in question

is, as we know, an arrangement of opposite and warring tensions, a 'harmony of opposites*
which is universal (T6v ocCrriv &rrdvTcov). To emphasize its universality is not superfluous because

the ordinary man perceives it only in a few things and is quite unaware of it in others. He cuts

himself off from 'the common'.
3 x6apov. . .ferrotrjae

= 5iEK6anTio
>

(Walzer, p. 70, n. 4), as in Anaxagoras, fr. 12, iroVra SieKda-

p-noE vovj. What is denied here is not of course creation ex ruhUo^ an idea quite foreign to Greek

- thought, but onlythe creation ofK6d|jos out ofprevious disorder. The denial is no doubt primarily

aimed at the parcelling out of the world into sky, sea and earth, symbolized by the distribution

(8occrii6$) between the chief gods, ofwhich the old poets spoke (//. xv, 187 ff., Hes. Th. 74, 885).

This is the kind of thing that the masses believe because they have no more sense than to listen

to the popular bards (fr. 104).

Kirk (311) rightly notes that the addition of dvOpdbmov is formulaic and has no significance.
4 The reasons adduced by Kirk (3iof.) for punctuating with a colon after <JTOCI seem

convincing.
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Ever-living Fire

The meaning of kosmos has been discussed earlier
(p. 208, n. i). It

is 'the natural world and the order in it' (Kirk, 317). The notion of
order or arrangement is still essential, and that is one reason why this

fragment seems decisive against the Stoic assumption, derived from

Theophrastus and pervading all later accounts of
Heraclitus, that he

believed in a periodic destruction of the world by a general con

flagration. The formulation of Diogenes Laertius (ix, 8) may be taken

as typical:
* The cosmos is born out of fire and again resolved into fire

in alternate periods for ever/ It could be argued that the essential

substance of the universe, which Heraclitus after all called 'fire', was
not destroyed or brought into being by the alternation of conflagra
tion and renewal of the world, but only altered in its manifestations.

Of this type of cosmogony Aristotle wrote (De Caelo, 280an): 'As

for the view that the world is alternately put together and dissolved,

that is just the same as making it eternal, only changing its shape. It is

as if one were to regard the coming-to-be of a man from a child and

a child from a man as involving at one stage destruction and at another

existence.' Yet however true that may be of the primary substance,

once that substance is equated with the kosmos of the existing world it

becomes impossible to call it 'ever-living' and at the same time speak
of a cosmic conflagration, which, whatever it did to the arche, would

certainly destroy 'this cosmos'.

Although the question whether Heraclitus believed in a periodic

ecpyrosis (destruction of the cosmos by fire) is a difficult one, on which

universal agreement will never be reached, the view will be taken here

that fr. 30 is decisively incompatible with ecpyrosis and must override

all later testimony, and that certain obscurer fragments, which have

been thought to imply ecpyrosis, must be interpreted in its light. Such

are fr. 65, which says that Heraclitus called fire 'want and satiety', and

66 :

'

For fire, he says, will come and judge and convict all things.' There

is also the phrase 'from all things one and from one all things' in the

difficult fr. 10. Fr. 65 seems to be no more than another statement of

the identity of opposites, like the list in fr. 67, where 'the god' (who

may be safely equated with the living fire) is identified with satiety and

hunger among many other pairs.
Fr. 66 was with some reason sus

pected by Reinhardt of being an addition of Hippolytus (see Kirk,
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359-61). Its language is in any case figurative, and if Heraclitus wrote

it he need only have meant to emphasize the primacy of fire and the

truth that at some time everything must become fire, which shows up
the impurities of other states of matter. (Plato in the Cratylus, 4133,

speaks of an unnamed thinker, who must be Heraclitus, equating fire

with justice.)
In the same way Aristotle, when he wrote (Phys. 205 a3)

that Heraclitus 'said that everything at some time becomes fire', need

not have had ecpyrosis in mind. 1

The originality of Heraclitus (I would repeat) was such, and his

expression of it so difficult, that any hint of a less usual interpretation

may be given extra prominence against the mass of later testimony

which would make him conform to the expected. Such a hint is Aet. n,

4, 3 (DK, 22Aio): 'Heraclitus says that the cosmos is subject to

generation not in time but conceptually/ The later phrasing reflects the

controversy over the genesis of the world in Plato's Timaeus

whether Plato intended it literally or figuratively and the difference

between chronological and logical generation belongs of course to a

more sophisticated philosopher than Heraclitus. But it is interesting

that, in spite of the general opinion from Aristotle onwards, Heraclitus's

words did suggest to someone at least that the cosmos was not at any

time brought into being from a different state of things. Plutarch, too,

1 Whether or not Cherniss is right (ACP, 29, n. 108) in taking m/p as subject and <3ciroorra as

predicate, there is no necessary reference to ecpyrosis, for even without it everything at some time

becomes fire (note the present) in the course of the constant change that is going on in the

cosmos. That Aristotle did, however, adopt the ecpyrosis view of Heraclitus is very probable.

Cf. Kirk, 321 f. Certainly that view was taken by Theophrastus and after him by the Stoics, who

adopted it as their own (Kirk, 318 IF.). On pp. 335ff. Kirk summarizes the arguments for and

against it. He himself believes it impossible. Since he wrote, ecpyrosis in Heraclitus has been

defended once again by Mondolfo in Phronesis, 1958, 75-82. One of the strongest pieces of

evidence against it has always been Plato, SopL 2420 (p. 437, above, and see Burnet, EGP,

i58f.). Mondolfo endeavours to argue that even this passage is consistent with ecpyrosis, on the

ground that fire is in itself a unity of opposites for Heraclitus, therefore the simultaneous con

vergence and divergence insisted on by Plato would in fact be maintained even iffire had absorbed

all other states of matter in a literal conflagration. The interpretation is subtle, but does not quite

convince. Part at least of the evidence for the contradictions inherent in fire, in Heraclitus's eyes,

was the everlasting maintenance of balance (iirpcc) in its changes, whereby an absorption into

literal fire in one part of the cosmos is inevitably counteracted by a quenching of it into vapour or

water in another part. A destruction of this balance would be incompatible with the unity of

opposites in fire, and is therefore unthinkable for Heraclitus. (Kirk has replied to Mondolfo in

Phronesis, 1959, 73-6.)
That HeracHtus believed in a temporal beginning and end ofthe present cosmos has been most

recently argued by Kahn (Anaximander, 225 f.). He, however, is convinced that the eternity of

the world-order is a purely Aristotelian invention, a thesis that is difficult to sustain.
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9

makes a character in a dialogue say:
C

I see the Stoic ecpyrosis spreading
over the works of Hesiod as over those of Heraclitus and Orpheus'
(Def. Or. 41 5 F).

Moreover, Theophrastus and the writers who Mowed him would
have quoted supporting statements from Heraclitus himself if they
could

;
but what they do quote seems rather to weaken their view. In

Simplicius for instance we find this: 1

Hippasus of Metapontum and Heraclitus of Ephesus also believed the
substance of the universe to be single, in motion, and finite; but they posited
fire as the arche and make existing things out offire by condensation and rare

faction, and resolve them again into fire, regarding it as the one underlying
substance; for Heraclitus says that everything is an exchange for fire.

The statement that all things are an exchange for (or exchanged for)
fire is quoted as Heraclitus's by other authorities (see fr. 90, discussed

below, pp. 460 ), and would hardly be adduced today to support the

view that Heraclitus believed in an alternate destruction and rebirth of

the universe.

On general grounds also it is unlikely that anyone devising a cos

mology on Milesian lines would have chosen as arche an extreme like

fire. The arche of the Milesians was always something intermediate

between two opposites, owing to their assumption that it contained

and concealed both members of the pairs of opposites which could

therefore subsequently emerge from it and develop in opposite direc

tions. Such were water and air, and the apeiron of Anaximander was

described by later writers as 'something rarer than water but denser

than air'.
2 Whether or not he thought of the apeiron in this way (and

it seems a rather naive objectification of what was in fact a remarkably
subtle conception), it must be true that Anaximander regarded the

initial state of things as something neutral and therefore mediate: he

seems to have seen even more clearly than the others that it could not

be qualified by any one of the opposites in actuality.

Fire on the other hand is an opposite itself, an extreme, which does

not contain its own opposite, and could not, ifit ever existed solely in

1

Phys. 23 .33-24.4, quoted Dox. 475 f. as from Theophr. Phys. Opinions.
*
E.g. Alexander, in Metaph. 60.8 Hayduck: -rfiv *Avcc|indv8po\/ 56^ov, 5s dpxfiv 29ero ti\v

dpos T xod
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the form ofphysicalfire, divide into two opposites. Here our surmises

of what Heraclitus could or could not have thought are reinforced by
his own statements of the inevitable coexistence of opposites.

1

Some, of whom Zeller was one, have connected the ecpyrosis with

the idea of a Great Year, mentioned earlier in connexion with the

Pythagoreans (p. 282, above). It is attested for Heraclitus by more than

one authority, and his estimate of its length is said to have been

10,800 years.
2 In giving this estimate of the Great Year along with

those of others, Censorinus also gives its definition as the time in which

the sun, moon and planets return together to the same positions as they

occupied at a given previous time.3 He then introduces into his account

the Stoic ecpyrosis^ saying that in the summer of the Great Year the

universe is burned up, and in the winter it is destroyed by flood.4

It is likely enough that Heraclitus himselfconnected the astronomical

cycle with ^a cyclic renewal of the universe, as did the Pythagoreans

with their disturbing notion of an exact repetition of history. If so,

he most probably had in mind, as Vlastos has put it, 'the time required

for every part ofthe fire which takes the
" downward" turn at any given

moment to return to its source, or, to look at it the other way round, the

interval after which every part of water and earth existing at any given

time will have been replaced '.5 Such a cycle can of course be imagined
1 That fire *is' the opposites does not invalidate this view, as I have argued against

Mondolfo on p. 456, n. i. The cosmic fire, equated with divinity, is day and night,

summer and winter, etc., precisely because it appears in these contrasting forms, 'kindled in

measures and extinguished in measures'. To equate it with physical fire alone is impossible.
3
Censorinus, De Die Nat. xvm, 1 1 and Act. n, 32, 3 (latter as emended byDiels,DK, 22A 13).

3 cum ad idem signum uli quondam simulfuerunt una referuntur. Even though Censorinus be

muddled in his examples, there is really no evidence at all for separating Heraclirus's Great Year

from the majority by giving it a human rather than a cosmic reference. See Kirk, 300 f. and

Vlastos, 4/P, 1955,311.
4 The connexion of the Flood with the winter of a Great Year occurs already in Aristotle,

Meteor. 3 52a 28 ff.

5 AJPy 1955, 311. The suggestion is a variant of an earlier one, made e.g. by Burnet. In

general I find Vlastos's account here of the Great Year in Heraclitus and the origin of the ecpyrosis

interpretation the most satisfactory, and readers may be referred to it for further details as to the

composition of the number 10,800. He thinks that the ease with which this cycle of world-

renewal could be mistaken for the commoner cycle of world-creation and destruction is probably
what led Aristotle astray. That Theophrastus was also misled he doubts, quoting as the only

words to be attributed to him on the subject these from Simpl. (Phys. 24 . 4) : TTOIE! 6 xcd T<5civ

TIV& Kod xp^vov obpicrnfrov Tfft TOU K6<ruov nerocpoAffr. This could indeed be a statement of what

we have just put forward as the actual belief of Heraclitus, but its context gives a rather different

impression. J. B. McDiarmid has also expressed the opinion that Theophrastus did not share

Aristotle's mistake (7%. on the Presoc. Causes, n. 28, pp. 137 f.).
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as starting and finishing at any moment that one likes to choose, a

feature which it shares with the astronomical parallel to which it was
tied.

Returning to fr. 30, we notice first that the fire which is the cosmos is

not only everlasting, but
ever-firag-, which prepares us for its identifi

cation with psyche, the
life-principle. The last clause of the fragment

shows how the paradoxical expressions of Heraclitus resulted from the

difficulty of the ideas he was trying to express. Fire in its normal

acceptation exists when it is kindled: extinguish it and there is no longer
fire. But fire in the generally accepted sense is not what Heraclitus

intends by the word: the verbal paradox tells us that he is not asking us

to accept a factual paradox, or flat contradiction of the evidence of our

senses, by supposing the world to be a perpetual bonfire like the burning
bush of Moses. The ever-living fire of the cosmos is being kindled (the

present participle is used) and extinguished in measures. I agree with

Kirk against Gigon (to mention only two of the latest partisans in a

long controversy) that the general sense of the fragment is all against

understanding these measures temporally as successive periods affecting

the whole world. Heraclitus is describing the cosmos in its present

state, which is sustained in two ways, to which we have already been

introduced as aspects of the identity of opposites. First, in different

parts of the world it is being alternately kindled (becoming fire in the

popular sense, or an even hotter vapour) and extinguished (taking the

form of water or earth), and all within fixed measures or limits which

ensure the balance of opposites necessary to the maintenance of uni

versal cosmic order. Secondly, it is maintained in the subtle way which

Heraclitus found so difficult to express and which is his peculiar contri

bution to cosmological theory: by the simultaneous interaction of

contrary forces tending in opposite directions, as in the structure of

the bow or lyre, or the
c

pain-curing pain' of the surgeon's knife.

(n) Final explanation ofthe theory ofchange: fire and soul

We must now grapple finallywith Heraclitus's description ofthe process
of change. To Theophrastus it was parallel to the Milesian scheme. He

took the words
c

all things are an exchange for fire' to mean that fire
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was the arche or element (oroixeiov; I am following the version of

D.L. ix
? 8), out of which other substances were formed, as in Anaxi-

menes, by condensation and rarefaction. Since he immediately adds:

'But he explains nothing clearly', we may feel justified in departing
from this interpretation if we will. Diogenes Laertius does however

reproduce some of Heraclitus's terminology, and we learn from him

that the 'way up and down', which Hippolytus tells us was 'one and

the same', was the name given by Heraclitus to the process of change.
1

Putting together these two references to the way up and down, we
find them echoed by Plato in the words :

'

Everything is always flowing

upwards and downwards.
5* In the light of other fragments (especially

51), and Plato's further testimony about the 'stricter Muses' in Soph.

2420 ('in drawing apart it is drawing together'), this must mean just

what it says not simply, as the prosaic and rational minds of some

later Greeks thought, that some things are on the upward path while

some are on the downward, but that all things are moving both up
wards and downwards. It is not surprising that Aristotle accused

Heraclitus of breaking the law of contradiction; or rather (since to his

logical mind such a thing seemed impossible) said that some people

supposed him to be doing so. 'It is impossible for anyone to suppose
that the same thing is and is not, as some people think Heraclitus said'

(MetapTi. 1005 b23).
3

The way up and down is that of the transformation of the various

forms of matter, and presumably things made by their mixture, into

one another. Heraclitus did not of course use the word 'element'

(crroixsTov) of fire, but the way in which he expressed its primacy is

also quoted by Diogenes, and more fully by Plutarch (fr. 90): 'All

ci . . .~rt\v ueraj3oAfiv 666v dvco K&TCD. I see no good evidence to make us reject this

statement as Kirk would have us do, though he says himself (p. 328) that 'the specific physical

application of these terms would not, it is true, be unsuitable".
a
Phttelus, 43A (not assigned by name to Heraclitus, but impossible to attribute to anyone

but him or his true followers). Kirk in his discussion of this sentence says that in its context it

refers to changes of fortune, but this is not correct: the reference is purely general. I have given
reasons already for trusting what Plato says about Heraclitus. The strongest is that from

Aristotle ^onwards most writers do their best to make him into a rather conventional thinker,

whereas Plato's remarks, casual though they are, give the clue to his originality; and that he

was original stares us in the face from every fragment.
3 Aristotle perhaps had in mind fr. 490:

*We step and do not step into the same rivers, we are

and are not', on which see Appendix, p. 490.
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things are an exchange for fire and fire for all things, as goods for gold
and gold for goods/

1 Once more he can only express himself by a

simile, and hence to some degree imprecisely, but if he had wanted to

describe fire as simply the basic substance which changed its shape or

appearance in becoming earth or water he would have used a different

comparison. (He could easily have said, for example, *as gold is

fashioned into coins, necklaces or cups
5

.) In mercantile transactions

the essential thing is parity of value: a certain quantity of gold will buy
a certain quantity of goods. This is no doubt the primary thought,

though he probably had in mind, as Kirk says, the single homo

geneous character of gold (fire) as opposed to the manifold kinds of

goods (physical things) for which it can be exchanged.

We need not expect Heraclitus's thought to be by our standards

completely logical or self-consistent. From what we know ofhim that

would be surprising. /He seems to be saying that although in the

cosmos as he sees it fire has a definite primacy, grounded in its divinity

and perpetual life, yet it is not a permanent substratum which, in

Aristotle's later formulation, remains essentially the same though

changing in its modifications. Such a permanent pTiysis would contra

dict the law of flux, and introduce rest and stability into a world from

which he thought they should be banished. There was law in the

universe, but it was not a law of permanence, only a law of change, or,

in something more like his own picturesque phraseology, the law of the

jungle, since everything comes into being 'by way of strife' and War is

lord of all. /
Fire was particularly well suited to embody this law. A flame may

appear steady and unchanging, as in a candle, but it is constantly re

newing itself by the destruction of the fuel, and giving off heat and

sometimes smoke. The river-statement expresses the same truth, of ap

parent, or formal, stability coupled with continuous change of material.*

Heraclitus also expresses his conception of change by saying that

1
See on this fr. Kirk, 345-8.

a
It is interesting that Aristotle, in what sounds like a reminiscence ofHeraclitus, links the flow

ofwater and offlame together in a comparison expressive of continuous change within the limits

of the same form and quantity: c5d yap fiAAo Kod SftAo ylyvercci TO^TOOV IKCKTTOV [sc. air, fresh water,

and fire], T6 6* elSos TOU irX^ous SK&rrou roOrcov nfrsi, Koc6<5arep T6 TCOV fc6vrcov u6<5cTcov Kod r6 -rife

, Meteor. 35?b3o (Kirk, 379 ).
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each form of matter makes its appearance by the death of another

(a natural result of the rule of War). We have seen this statement in

the various forms of the suspected fr. 76, and repeated in fr. 36, with

'souls' substituted for the expected 'fire
5

. None of the Milesians spoke
in this way of the death of the elements., although they contrasted the

eternal nature of the arche with the arising and passing away of the

transitory things which were formed by its modifications. Heraclitus

was clearly groping after something different, though to say 'groping'
is to betray the modern demand for rational and intellectual

justifi

cation. To himself he was one who had discovered the divinely-

appointed truth, and was therefore divinely charged to proclaim it.

He had not Aristotle's severe eye for the law of contradiction, and

uttered his paradoxes with relish.

We know that fire was living and rational, and that there is con

sequently a parallel throughout the cycle of change between physical

and psychical elements. When warm and dry the soul is at its most

intelligent and vital. The encroachment of moisture brings a dimming
of the flame of life, and these two threads of the physical elements

and of life are twisted together in fr. 36. Aristotle hits the mark (save

in his misconception of the arche) when he says that for Heraclitus the

arche was not only fire, but psyche, and that he described psyche as an

exhalation (De An. 405 a 25). This lastword is prominentin later accounts

of Heraclitus's physical theory, e.g. fr. 12 (p. 434, above): 'Souls are

exhaled from moist things.'
1

According to Diogenes, Heraclitus

'reduces nearly everything to exhalation from the sea', and this, he

says, is the upward way.* The sun, which Heraclitus believed to be

quenched every night and renewed the next day (fr. 6), and also the

stars, consist of 'bright exhalations' from the sea collected in certain

'bowls' or cavities in the sky, where they turn to flame (D.L. ix, 9).

If we may trust this, it gives us some idea of the process involved in

the
'

death and birth' ofthe elements mentioned in fr. 36, which seems to

1 Whether Heraclitus used the word dcvocOvutocais is doubtful. See Burnet, EGP, 151, n. 2

and Kirk, 274. Kirk thinks drifts a more probable word for him.
*
Diogenes continues with a reference to the theory (expounded by Aristotle) of two kinds

of exhalation, a bright one from the sea and a dark one from the land. Kirk (272 f.) suggests

that Heraclitus's theory was of a single exhalation (from the sea), and that Aristotle was respon
sible for its expansion into a two-exhalation scheme. Deichgraber (fhilol. 1938/9, 24f.) supports
the two exhalations for Heraclitus.
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be based (as in Anaximenes, and perhaps not independently) on a theo

retical extension of the observed process of evaporation. On the one

hand moist vapours are drawn up from the sea by the heat at the world's

circumference, become dry and bright themselves and renew the

heavenly bodies. On the other hand soul too arises out of moisture,
and is fed in the same way by exhalations from the watery element.

Fr. 36 showed the double nature of the way, up as well as down.
This entails that the death of anything, though it implies complete
loss of its character as that thing fire dies

1 and becomes mist or

vapour, soul dies and turns into water is nevertheless not complete
extinction. Nothing is permanent, not even death. Everything must

continue to move on the upward and downward path. Philo rightly

comments on fr. 36:
cWhat he calls death is not utter annihilation, but

change into another element/*

One can understand a circular path of becoming on which fire

changes to steam, then to water, then to earth, then back to fore through
the same stages reversed; and soul pursues a parallel series of trans

formations manifested in sleep and death. Anaximenes took a not dis

similar view. But Heraclitus is obviously struggling to say something

more, something harder. He ignores the law ofcontradiction, he insists

that opposites are identical. The way up and down is one and the same,

everything flows upwards and downwards simultaneously. This is why
(fr. 32) 'the one wise thing', i.e. the Logos which is also fire, 'is both

unwilling and willing to be called Zen
9

,
a name which means both

Zeus, the supreme god, and life; for life and death, Hades god of the

dead and Dionysus god of life, are one and the same (fr. 15). Another

important statement of the law of change, a part of fr. 31, may help

here:
'

The turnings of fire are: first sea, and of the sea half is earth and

half burning/
3 Sea is neverjust water, indeed there is no such thing as

1
Vlastos (AJP, 1955, 366) thinks that Heraclitus's choice of the word r^coov (ever-living)

rather than <5c6<5cvarov (deathless) in fir. 30 was motivated by his belief that
c

the condition of life

ever-lasting is not deathlessness but life endlessly renewed by death in a process where youth and

age are "the same" (s88)'. If so, this illustrates once more the extreme difficulty of putting

into words his novel conception of change.
a

P. 480, n. i, below.
3 Half earth and half TrpTiarVip. This word has aroused much discussion. Burnet calls it *a

hurricane accompanied by a fiery water-spout' (EGP, 149), referring to Hdt. vii, 42, and Sen.

Q.7V". ii, 56 igneus turbo. Kirk considers this
*

absurd', and doubts whether Heraclitus would

have chosen an uncommon phenomenon as a regular means of change between water and fire, or
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water. That would introduce rest (stasis) and contradict the law of

flux and struggle. Water is only a momentary stage on the upward and

downward path, and, by saying that sea is half earth and half a burning

substance, Heraclitus seems to be telling us, in his Delphic manner,
that it is being transformed upward and downward at the same time,
*

drawn apart and drawn together*.

In the light of this, fr. 62 may be assumed to refer to this continuous

transformation, a transformation of the physical bodies and of soul in

one and the same process. It is quoted in various forms, but, assuming
with Kirk (p. 144) that Hippolytus's version is the most accurate, it

runs: 'Immortal mortals, mortal immortals (or 'Immortals are mortal,

mortals are immortar), living the death of the others and dying their

life/ It reads like an echo of fr. 36. It has, however, been interpreted,

both in ancient and in modern times, as implying the whole Pytha

gorean and Orphic doctrine of the soul as an immortal being for which

this earthly life is a kind of death and the body a tomb, because it only

enjoys full life when discarnate. Men may be described as mortal

immortals, gods or daimons temporarily incarcerated in mortal bodies.

Undoubtedly the language is impressive, especially considering the

equivalence of 'immortar and 'god' in Greek usage, but the question

of the nature and fate of the human soul must be considered separately

later. (See pp. 473 ff., below.)

(12) Change and stability: the concept ofmeasure

We have not yet done justice to the presence of 'measures' in the

account of change. The reference in fr. 30 to the measures in which the

cosmic fire is kindled and extinguished is amplified by the second

quotation made by Clement of Alexandria in the passage cited as fr. 31.

(Clement interprets both as descriptions of the formation of a cosmos

even a symbol of such change. He thinks it simply a synonym for fire, like Kepocuv6s in fr. 64.

On the other hand Heraclitus seems to have been interested in TrprjarfipEs, and thought them

worthy of an explanation ('ignition and quenching of clouds') alongside such common pheno
mena as thunder and lightning (Aetius, in, 3,9, DK, A 14). Moreover a man is more likelyto beim

pressed by a rare phenomenon, and regard it as significant, if it happens to supporthisownviews;

and, as Diels saw, a waterspout accompaniedby lightning CWindhosemitelektrischerEntladung',
and so LSJ) was ideal as ocular demonstration of the link binding fire and water in the process of

reciprocal change (Diels, fferakleitos, 24, quot. Reinhardt, Farm. 178, n. i). In any case Heraclitus

means that half the sea is reverting to fire,
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in time and its subsequent destruction by fire; and their inappropriate-

ness to such a conception inclines one stiU further to reject it.)

*

Earth

is liquefied as sea, and is measured in the same proportion* the word

is logos 'as existed before it became earth/ 1 The last sentence has been

well explained by Vlastos. Any part of earth which becomes water

retains throughout all its changes a pre-existing logos^ it is measured in

that logos. In other words, though it changes in appearance it is equi

valent throughout in quantity or value, judged by an independent

standard, which is that of fire; for all things are an exchange for fire,

as goods for gold (fr. 90). This 'identifies fire as the thing that remains

constant in all transformations and implies that its measure is the same

or common measure in all things
5

. 'Each member of the whole series

represents the same amount of fire, which is the common thing TO

uvov in all the different things that compose the series. . . . The in-

variance of its measures is what accounts for the observance of the

metron in all things, and fire is therefore that which "governs" or

"steers all things
3"

(frr. 41 and 64).*

The idea of measure is introduced also in fr. 94: 'The sun will not

overstep his measures; otherwise the Erinyes, servants of Justice, will

find him out/ 'Measures' should be taken here in a general sense (cf.

Kirk, 285) so that to overstep them means to deviate in any way
from the normal course. The sun is set to follow a measured path in

the sky in a measured time, giving out a measured amount of heat.

If he were to depart from it in any way (as for example in the

myth of Phaethon, when he came too near the earth), the cosmic

balance would be upset, and this is never allowed to happen.3

The emphasis laid in this account on Heraclitus's doctrine of flux

and contrary motions ('strife* or 'warfare') has been disallowed by

Kirk, who ^writes (p. 370) that
'

Heraclitus did not deny stability to the

natural world; on the contrary, his main purpose seems to be to assert

such a stability, which according to him underlies all change, and most

notably change between opposites Reinhardt is right in em-

1

Accepting DK's text, with <yfft inserted before 0<&a<jcra, on which see Kirk, 331 , Vlastos,

AJP, 1955, 359, n. 46. Vlastos adopts a suggestion of Cherniss that the last three words of the

fragment are a gloss (&uL 360, n. 47).
3
Vlastos in AJP* I955> 359-61 -

3 For the difficult fr. 120, which Kirk connects with the measures ofthe sun, see his pp. 289-93.
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phasizing that there never was anything approaching a Flusslehre in

Heraclitus himself.' 1 That the change was always contained withinlimits,
the battle swaying to and fro so that the global balance is always pre

served, is of course essential to the maintenance of the cosmos. Never

theless his main purpose seems to be to show that all stability in the

world is merely apparent, since if observed with understanding as well

as with the senses it proves to be only a resultant of unremitting strife

and tension. This is the tenor both of the fragments and of other

testimony, in particular that of Plato, whose remarks consort well with

the fragments themselves. Perhaps the strongest evidence of all is the

primacy given to fire. Since it becomes all things, one might ask why
one of the others water or earth might not serve equally well as

the standard of measurement and the ruling force. Heraclitus, who is

seeking for poetical or religious as much as logical truth, gives a two

fold answer-. First, as Aristotle said (De An. 405 a 5), fire is the most

subtle element, which most nearly approaches the incorporeal, is itself

in motion and imparts motion to other things. Secondly (a consequence
of the first, as Aristotle knew), it is the same as psyche, the vehicle of

life.
'

Heraclitus says the arche is soul, i.e. the exhalation out of which

he composes other things. It is the least corporeal of substances and is

in constant flux' (Hid. 25). For soul we may read fire.

In the identification ofsoul and fire he was perhaps at his least original.

It was a popular Greek belief that aither, the substance which filled the

upper heaven above the less pure aer about the earth and of which the

celestial bodies were made, was alive and divine; and until the time of

Aristotle, or a very little before him (pp. 270 ff., above), aither and fire

had not been clearly distinguished. Moreover in the fifth century, and

no doubt earlier, there was a widespread idea that the soul was immortal

because it consisted of an imprisoned spark of aither, which at death

would rejoin its like. Seeing that aither was believed to fill all the upper

regions, it was not only the visibly fiery substance of the sun and stars,

and this doubtless helped Heraclitus in his supposition that the 'fire'

of his own system was not flame but a hot dry vapour.
2

1
Reinhardt's view (Hermes, 1942, 18) has been contested by Nestle in ZN, 798, n.

*
Aither is divine in Aesch. P. V. 88 and Eur. fr. 839 N. In Eur. fr. 877 it is equated with Zeus.

Cf. also other passages adduced by Kirk and Raven, 200, n. i. For the connexion between soul

and aither see Eur. HeL ioi4flf., Suppl. 533 , fr. 971 (Guthrie, Greeks and their Goo's, 262f.)
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An observation may be permissible on the wider significance of

Heraclitus's doctrine of change. A fundamental distinction in specu
lation about the reality of things has always lain between those who see

it in matter and those who see it in form. This distinction is very obvious

in Greek thought, but is of course by no means confined to it. Now
Heraclitus's statement about the river, that it is not the same river the

second time you step into it, illustrates the culmination of materialist

belief. We speak of a river as the same river from day to day, although
we know that ifwe stand on its banks tomorrow we shall be looking at

entirely different water from that which we see there today. Similarly

we commonly regard our bodies as having continuity even though we

may be told, and believe, that their material constituents are constantly

changing and will have renewed themselves entirely within a period of

seven years. Our justification for this habit of thought is that the form

remains the same: the water or other matter as it comes in is poured,
as it were, into the same mould, by which token we recognize it as

having the same identity.

Through their mathematical studies, Pythagoras and his school

achieved with remarkable suddenness a rational conception of the

significance of form, and were much blamed by their successors for

ignoring the material side. For them reality lay in form, for others in

matter. Both views have persisted, and whatever may be their respec

tive merits, in anything like a developed scheme of thought only those

who see reality in form can find any permanence in the world. The

logical outcome of materialism is the doctrine ofuninterrupted flux, as

Heraclitus had the intelligence to perceive and the courage to assert;

for the matter of things is in fact always changing, and the only

permanent thing is form, which can be expressed in the timeless lan

guage of mathematical equations.

The logical outcome of form-philosophy, on the other hand, is

Platonism or something resembling it: a belief in absolutes, or 'forms'

of things, existing eternally in a region beyond the reach of space or

time. On the nature of the physica ]world Plato agreed with Hera

clitus. He makes the wise Diotima say to Socrates:

Even during the period for which any living being is said to live and retain

his identity as a man, for example, is called the same man from boyhood
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to old age he does not in fact retain the same attributes, although he is

called the same person: he is always becoming a new being and undergoing
a process of loss and reparation, which affects his hair, his flesh, his bones,
his blood and his whole body. And not only his body, but his soul as well

No man's character, habits, opinions, desires, pleasures, pains and fears

remain always the same : new ones come into existence and old ones disappear.
1

In what way the flux ofbecoming was for Heraclitus limited or qualified

by the existence of a permanent and stable reality is a question that

needs further consideration.

Aristotle, as we know, represented Plato's doctrine of immutable

forms as having been the outcome of, among other things, 'the

Heraclitean opinions that all sensible things are continually flowing and

there is no knowledge of them'. Impressed by this, but unwilling to

accept the impossibility of knowledge, Plato posited a permanent

reality outside the physical world. It is usually assumed (a) that these

opinions were Heraclitus's own (although Aristotle mentions Cratylus

by name as Plato's informant), and () that although they are explicitly

confined to the sensible world, this for Heraclitus constituted the total

sum of reality.

Cratylus carried the consequences of the flux-doctrine to absurd

lengths. Nevertheless we have seen evidence in the primacy of War
and Strife, in the similes of the bow and lyre and elsewhere, that for

Heraclitus the essence of wisdom lay in recognizing unceasing motion,

unceasing struggle and effort in the exertion of contrary tensions, as

necessary conditions for the continuance of the physical world-order.

It seems accurate enough to describe this, with Plato, as a doctrine of

the everlasting flux of physical things, and to illustrate it by the simile

of the river into which one cannot step twice.

Over against this, however, stands the Logos, whose permanence
Heraclitus emphasizes in fr. i by the use of the word is or exists, in

contrast to the changing phenomena which become according to its

laws. Because ofthese laws, the order and balance (kosmos) ofthe world

are also constant and everlasting (fr. 30), though no particle of its

internal components earth, sea or visible flame is the same for two

instants together. It is here that a would-be interpreter is most acutely

1

Plato, Symp. 207D, trans. W. Hamilton.
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embarrassed by the curious stage of thought represented by Heraclitus,

which at this point is likely to have led him into what from our point of

view is an illogical
and inconsistent position.

* Spiritual
and material

forces are still united as aspects of one and the same entity, although in

fact they are becoming so far distinguished as to demand complete

separation/ Hence the mysterious conception of a 'rational fire', of a

Logos, a law of limit, measure or proportion, which takes a physical

form. In that aspect,
as fire, it would seem to be itself subject to the

all-pervading flux, yet in the eyes of Heraclitus there was a difference.

It was in some way a standard by which all things were measured and

evaluated (fr. 90, pp. 46o, above). In its aspect as Logos, the same

point is made by its appellation of 'the common' (pp. 42,5 fl, above).

(13) The complete world-picture: theology

Although not all will agree,
1 there seems no other way of explaining

this puzzling feature of Heraclitus's thought than by relating it to the

prevalent religious and philosophical world-picture of his time. In

spite
of important differences in detail, it may be said that most

thinkers of the sixth and fifth centuries shared, in outline, a common

1
Vlastos thinks that for Heraclitus there is no irepiixov, but the whole sum of existence is

contained within the cosmos (AJP, 1955, 39- His reason is that according to me doxographers

Heraclitus said that the arche, or fire, is finite. He cites Arist. Phys. 20531-4, Theophr. ap. SimpL

PAy,. 23 . *i (Z>o*. p. 275), andD^^
words K&V muHpaa^vov ascribe limitation of the primarysubstanceto Heraditushimse^

though

since Theophrastus did so it is probable that Aristotle did also. Theophrastus (who is die source

of Diogenes as well as Simplicius) divided the natural philosophers into two classes, those who

believed the arch* to be infinite and those who believed it finite, and put Heraclitus in the latter

class It may seem an easy way out of a difficulty to say that Theophrastus was simply wrong,

and I have at other times deprecated such a course. Heraclitus is, however, a rather special case,

and that he was misunderstood in antiquity is agreed by all It is Or to point out *at:m e

immediate context Diogenes attributes the following sramats to Heraclitus as weU: (a) foe

was the element (crroixelov)
out ofwhich all things were formed by rarefaction and condensation ,

Ac cosmos emerged fromfire and willbe reduced to fire agam, and so on alternately for ever,

*e way f*>m fire* cosmos beingc^^
agreement and peace. Vlastos would not accept the truth of ei&er of these

scents.
Why

Sax should we rely on their author for the finite extent of the arche in Heraditus? We know
;

tte

Mother respects Theophrastus wrongly
assimilated this

,r^(Hswordforit,notHerach^
s) to

those of other Presocratic thinkers. He even admits himself that he does not^mnd i^for
it is in this same passage that he makes me rather despairing comment: aa^ 5 ov5k fedtenn.

Apart from all this, even if it is true that Heraclitus denied the infinity of fire, it would not neces-

sarilv follow that he limited it to this cosmos.
.

I Lnot say that my suggestion about Heradims's conception of T* , is certainMtee:

a great deal of uncertainty about dns unique and obscure thinker, and Vlastos may be right.

But I give what seems to me the most probable hypothesis.
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notion ofthe universe.1 Heraclitus would accept this scheme just as even

an original and rebellious thinker in the Middle Ages would take for

granted the Aristotelian universe with the earth immobile at its centre.

There is the cosmic sphere, bounded by the sky, with the earth at its

centre, the fixed stars at the circumference, and the sun, moon and

planets circling in between. The contents of this cosmos are subject to

change and dissolution, being mainly composed ofelements or qualities

which conflict, and prey upon each other. But the cosmos is not the

whole of reality. There is also 'that which surrounds', a quantity of

the untransformed primal substance or arche which for some at least of

the Presocratics was infinite or indefinite in extent. This was of a purer,

higher nature than the 'opposites
5

within the cosmos, which had in

some way been 'separated out
5

or 'condensed
5

from it. It was ever

lasting, alive and active, itself the initiator of the changes which formed

the cosmos, which it not only surrounded but directed or 'steered'.

It was in fact divine. Aristotle describes it thus (Phys. 203 bio): 'It

appears to be the originator of all things, to surrdund and to direct

them. . . . And this, it seems, is the divine, for it is immortal and

indestructible, as Anaximander and most of the natural philosophers

say/ That this is a fair description of the apeiron of Anaximander we
have already seen. The living, sentient character of the arche was

especially emphasized by Anaximenes. Claiming that it was air, he not

only said that this surrounded the universe, but drew an explicit

parallel between it and the human soul (fr. 2, p. 131, above), as in

the fifth century did his follower Diogenes of Apollonia. The Pytha

goreans also spoke ofthe universe taking in breath from the surrounding
void (pp. 277 ff., above).

Although the arche only existed in purity and perfection outside or

at the circumference of the cosmos, it penetrated and was mingled with

its creatures, while inevitably suffering in the process some degree of

assimilation to their degraded character. This was the basis of the

Pythagorean belief in the kinship of all nature (pp. 200
ff., 278, above).

It can be seen also in those passages, philosophical or other, which

describe the fixed stars as made of aither, the incarnate soul as aer, and

* For a fuller account see Guthrie, 'The Presocratic World-picture', Harv. TheoL Rev.

1952, 87-104.
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say that the soul may become a star (as in Aristophanes, Peace^ 832-3),

or plunge into the aither, after death; for aer is an impure form oiaither-

fire. It was commonly believed that the souls of living creatures were

portions of the surrounding divine substance sullied by entry into

contact with the lower elements, an idea exploited a little later by

Empedocles. The prevalence of this nexus of beliefs in other than

philosophical circles makes it probable that it was part of the common

background of the philosophers rather than the individual and reasoned

theory of any one of them.

Ifwe suppose that Heraclitus had not emancipated himself from this

general conception which was common to the philosophical and

popular religious thought of his time, it is a little easier to make sense

of his cosmology and the part played in it by the Logos-fire. In fr. 30,

the ever-living fire that is "kindled in measures and extinguished in

measures' (i.e. involved in warfare and the 'way up and down') is

with some emphasis identified with 'this world-order of ours' (KOO-^OV

T6v8s) 5
which suggests the possibility that there exists something else

not so designated. This will be the Logos-fire (or either) surrounding

the cosmos in its purity, inextinguishable and invisible, mind and soul

in their highest form (though not yet conceived as wholly incorporeal).

Like the arche of other thinkers it
'

steers all things' (fr. 64).
1

It deter

mines the 'measures' which limit the extent of the 'ups and downs'

within the cosmos and ensure the persistence of the inconclusive

battle between its constituent parts, the guarantee of its continued life.

For Heraclitus as a child of his time it would be not illogical but

natural to think of the divine principle as immanent as well as external,

the standard or measure of change within the cosmos appearing in

physical form as cosmic fire. He would be quite likely to emphasize at

one time the all-pervading character of this principle and at another its

1

Perhaps 'all these things'. Dr H. Boeder has suggested (unpublished) that the fragment

begins T<5c5e ir<5cvra (not, as usually printed, T& SQ, corresponding to the x6cniov T<5v5e in fr. 30.

By calling the universal guiding principle 'thunderbolt* (*paw6s) in this fragment, Heraclitus

presumably means to 'indicate', in the symbolic language of prophecy which was his vehicle,

that it is both fiery and the supreme divinity; for the thunderbolt was the weapon of the chief

of the gods, who was even identified with it. Kirk (p. 354) quotes a fifth-century inscription from

Mantinea AIOZ KEPAYNO and later evidence. He notes that in all these identifications the name of

Zeus is attached to xepcwvds, but to omit it is entirely in keeping with the obliquity of Heraclitus's

Delphic style.
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transcendence. The latter may be the purport of fr. 108, where it is

asserted that 'wisdom is separate from all things'.
1

When Heraclitus spoke of 'god' or 'the divine', he clearly had in

mind the Logos-fire; but a final brief consideration is wanted of his

pronouncements containing the words. Frr. 5, 24 and 53 show that he

recognized gods in the traditional sense of Greek polytheism, and such

a pluralization is not surprising or difficult to understand. That he had

his own conception of divinity emerges from one or two of his many
rebukes to mankind :

'

Divine things for the most part escape recognition

because of unbelief (fr. 86). Again, in fr. 5, he condemns the practice

of praying to images, saying that the worshipper 'does not understand

what gods and heroes really are'. Divine wisdom and excellence are

contrasted with human lack of these qualities in frr. 78 and 79. There is

one divine law from which all human laws draw their sustenance

(fr. 114). God does not recognize the distinctions drawn by man
between just and unjust; to him all things are fair and good and just

(fr. 102, p. 448, above). In the light of fr. 67 (p. 444, above) we
can go further and say that this is because he comprehends all contraries

in himself. There was a sense in which the apeiron of Anaximander

and the air ofAnaximenes also 'were' the opposites, since the opposites

were produced from them. The inherent paradox of this conception
was made explicit by Heraclitus, though the identity of his Logos-fire

with the opposites was much more subtly conceived. In so far as it is

explicable, it has been explained earlier: the parallel shows only that

this identity is for a Presocratic thinker no hindrance to belief in a

primary, living and directive principle which exists both outside and

within the cosmos.
'

Zeus is all things and what is beyond them all.'*

The theology of Heraclitus included the notion of divine judgment.

'Justice', he says (fr. 28), 'will convict those who fabricate and testify-

to lies.' Justice is a person, as the sentence in fr. 94 about 'the servants

of Justice' shows, and in that fragment it is infringement of due
1 The omission of the article is not impossible for Heraclitus. See Kirk, 398. Walzer translates

it 'la sapienza*. For T& ao96v as the god or divine principle cf. fr. 32.

For die 'inconsistency* one may compare Anaxagoras on the point. The divine Mind (voOs),

he insists, is 'mingled with no thing, but is alone and by itself', and he gives reasons for this

(fr. 12). Nevertheless there is a qualification. 'In everything there is a portion of everything

except Mind; but in some things there is Mind also' (fr. u).
*
Aesch. fr. 70 ZeOs TOI T& irdvra \$m T65v8* CrnipTEpov.
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measure which they chastise. Justice again is equated with the cosmic

strife in fr. 80, and of this strife fire is the symbol. If fr. 66 is genuine/
its assertion that 'fire will come and judge and convict all things'
bears out this identification. As others associated Zeus with Justice,

so Heraclitus identified it with the divine fire that had taken the place
of Zeus, the War which is

*

father and king of all' (fr. 53; cf. Plato,

Crat. 4130, to be quoted shortly). For those who believe Heraclitus

taught ecpyrosis, fr. 66 refers to the final conflagration of the world, but

it can equally well apply to individuals. At any rate it is clear that

although he may have said 'good and evil are one' (p. 442, above),

this did not signify that no kind of behaviour was preferable to any
other. (The equivocal ways in which contraries

*

are one' have been ex

plained on pp. 445 f.) The particular sins that call down vengeance are

denying the truth (fr. 28) and exceeding the appointed measure (fr. 94).

How, if 'everything at some time becomes fire', this same fire can

judge, i.e. discriminate between the sinner and the just, is a question

which will be faced in the next section.

(14) Religion and the fate ofthe soul

What attitude did Heraclitus adopt to popular religious cults, and what

were his beliefs about the soul and its fate after death? The answers to

these two questions are closely linked, but I start with the evidence for

the first. Clement of Alexandria in his Protrepticus treats the Greek

mysteries to some heavy sarcasm. They reached their climax at night,

by the light of torches. Yes, he says, 'worthy of night-time are the

rites, and of fire, and ofthe great-hearted (or rather empty-headed) sons

of Erechtheus, and the other Hellenes too, whom there awaits, when

they die, what they do not expect' (an allusion to Heraclitus, fr. 27).
* To whom does Heraclitus of Ephesus direct his prophecies? To night-

wanderers, magi, bacchants, maenads, initiates. It is they whom he

threatens with the things after death, to whom he prophesies fire. For

impious is the initiation into the mysteries practised by men.'*

1
It is rejected by Reinhardt and Kirk (see Kirk, 359-61), but has been defended against them

by M. Marcovich (paper to 3rd Internat. Congr. of Class. Stud. 1959, publ. by Univ. of Merida,

Venezuela). Marcovich, however, adds that *of course the fragment cannot be an argument in

favour of the ecpyrosis-interpretation*.
2
See fr. 14 DK; the full text in Bywater, no. 124.
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It is doubtful whether, in referring to Heraclitus's 'prophecies of

fire
5

3
Clement had anything more to go on than fragments 16 and 66.

For the former he- himself is our only authority. It runs: 'How could

anyone escape the notice of that which never sets?' In all these quota
tions from Heraclitus Clement is doing his best to see a Judaic or

Christian meaning. This one he brings into connexion with Isaiah

xxix. 15: 'Their works are in the dark, and they say, Who seeth us?

and who knoweth us?' It is vague enough, but probably does refer to

the divine fire, which is always present, as opposed to the sun which,

ever since the time of Homer, was regarded as the 'mighty eye' (Soph.
Tr. 101), Helios who sees and hears everything (//. in, 277). With his

customary pleasure in showing up the stupidity of others, Heraclitus

points out that the actions ofmen after sunset are not carried out under

the eye of Helios. Some confirmation of this is found in Plato's

Cratylus (4136-0), where the reference can hardly be to anyone else.

Socrates says that, in his search for justice, someone has told him it is

the sun. Someone else, however, pours scorn on this, asking whether

justice disappears when the sun sets.
'And when I ask him what he in

his turn calls justice,
he says it is fire/

1 Fr. 66 has been quoted on the

previous page. Its context in Hippolytus is this: 'And he calls it [fire]

want and satiety [fr. 65], Want is in his view the ordering ofthe cosmos,
and the universal conflagration is satiety, for he says that fire will come

and judge and convict everything.' The sentence
'

fire is want and satiety'

has a genuine ring, for Heraclitus believed that fire embraced all the

opposites, but it is far from supporting the ec^?yro^y-interpretation of

the eschatologically-minded Christian bishop.

Clement's references to prophecies of fire demanded a slight digres

sion, but at present our concern is to note that according to him

Heraclitus uttered threats against the practitioners of mysteries and of

bacchic and kindred rites.*

Further criticism of established cult occurs in a fragment referred to

by several writers of late antiquity, which runs something like this

1
Cf. R. Mondolfo in Phronesis^ 1958, 76. On fr. 16 in general see Kirk, 362-6.

a
It is impossible to be certain that the last sentence, introduced by an explanatory ycJcp, and

saying that initiations are
*

impiously carried out' (<5cvigpcoorl IAUOUVTCCI), should be attributed to

Heraclitus; but the o\5v at the beginning of the following sentence suggests that it is, and that only
in that sentence does Clement resume the thread of his own argument.
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(fr. 5): 'They vainly purify themselves with blood when defiled with

it,
1 as if a man who had stepped into mud were to wash it off with

mud. He would be thought mad,
2
if anyone marked him acting thus/

Here he expresses disapproval of the general belief that a homicide,

whose hands were stained with blood, could be purged of the pollution

of the act by a ritual including animal sacrificed

Fr. 1 5
further criticizes Dionysiac religion, though with an important

qualification.
'If it were not for Dionysus that they hold processions

and sing hymns to the shameful parts [phalli], it would be a most

shameless act; but Hades and Dionysus are the same, in whose honour

they go mad and celebrate the bacchic rites/4 This is a hint that the

acts performed are only reprehensible when the performers do not

understand the significance of what they are doing. Here as usual it is

lack of insight that Heraclitus blames. It calls to mind a passage

in the Neoplatonist lamblichus: 'Thus I hold that of sacrifices also

there are two kinds : first, those of men completely purified, such as

might occur in one instance, as Heraclitus says, or among an easily-

counted few; secondly material, corporeal sacrifices, grounded in

mutability, such as befit those who are still in the grip of the body/5

lamblichus is drawing his own distinctions on familiar Neoplatonic

1
KoceccipovTcci 8* fiAXcos ocTuocri uiocivdjjEvoi MSS. of Aristocritus and Origen; <5AAcos om. Elias

and Bywater; &AAcp conj. H. Frankel; &AAcos<ctTuicc> ctfocm D. S. Robertson (Kirk and Raven, an).

M. Marcovich (CP, 1959, 259) defends the traditional text, with a comma after rfpccru He says:

(a) mcciv6uL6voi is absolute, containing the notion of cclncrn within it; cf. usance as t.t.; ($) uiccivo-

uevoi is perfect in sense; cf. De Mori. Sacr. i ad fin. (vi, 364 Littrd) l<Ti6vres Te TrepippocivdneOcc oux

obs uiociv6uevoi and Xen. An. in, 2, 17 ol. . .-npdo-div oOv fijitv TcrrnSpevoi vuv d<pecrn iKoccriv. This

interpretation has been followed in the translation above.

a We know that word-play had significance for Heraclitus, and here it is probably double:

(a) a pun on nodvea0ai-matvEaeai, () a play on the religious and non-religious uses of the

former. It meant to be out of one's senses, but to the worshipper of Dionysus it was the desired

climax of his religious experience, when ihe god had entered and taken possession of his soul.

Dionysus himself was called ncciv6nevos (//. vi, 132). The reference to washing in mud or clay

(701X65) may contain another hit at current religious practices, for certain ritual purifications

actually did involve smearing the person with clay. See Dem. De Cor. 259, Guthrie, Orph. and

Gk.Rel.2i2. ^ ^
3 Whatever the reading of the first clause, this seems to be its reference. Cf. the purifying ot

Orestes by the sacrifice of a pig at Delphi after the killing of Clytemnestra. Apollonius ofTyana

alludes to the saying as if it covered animal sacrifice in general.

4 Most scholars accept Schleiermacher's efpyaor' <5v for the MS. dpymrrou Wilamowitz

suspected further corruption, but does not attempt a translation (Gl. d. Hell. II, 209), and the

sense can hardly have been other than is normally supposed. For phallic processions in honour of

Dionysus see Hdt. n, 48, Nilsson, Gr. Feste, 263 ff.

5 De Myst. v, 15, 219. 12 Parthey. See Heraclitus, fr. 69.
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lines, but he evidently knew of a saying of Heraclitus that there was a

right and a wrong way of offering worship, and that very few men

chose the right way. Elsewhere he hints at a more favourable attitude

to purificatory and other religious rites. Such things then
',
he writes,

1

6

are introduced for the tendance of the soul in us and to keep within

bounds the evils which birth has caused to grow about it, to set us free

and release us from bonds. Hence Heraclitus rightly called them

"cures", as tending to cure our troubles and the disasters attendant on

generation/

The upshot is that Heraclitus was not hostile to initiations and

Dionysiac orgia as such, but deplored the fact that they were carried

out without any understanding of their true significance. This made

their performance wrong and impious, reducing phallic rites to mere

obscenity. Of the esoteric lesson to be learned from them we have

learned this much, that Hades and Dionysus the god of death and the

god of life are the same.

The mysteries, whether Eleusinian or other, taught of life after

death, not the colourless shadow-existence of the Homeric psyche, but

one in which full individuality was retained and rewards and punish

ments were possible. The emphasis on these was especially strong in

Orphic and Pythagorean circles (pp. 195 ff., above). Whether Hera

clitus believed in the immortality of the soul and in posthumous
rewards and punishments, or whether such ideas must be excluded as

incompatible with the process of flux, is an almost insoluble question

on which diametrically opposite views have been held. Soul, it has

been said, is subject to continuous change into the other elements, and

at death turns to water (fr. 36). How then can it have the permanence

necessary for the preservation of identity after death, still less through

several lives as the Pythagoreans taught?*

Whatever his views about the soul and its fate, we may be sure that

they will not be purely rational or without religious overtones. He

himself prepares us for this in fr. 45 : 'The limits of soul wouldst thou

not discover though thou shouldst travel every road: so deep a logos

1
Hid. i, 1 1, 40 . 8 Parthey. In so far as T& TOICCUTCC has a definite antecedent, it is T& v -rots tepois

0eA[KXTcc ml &KOOCTUCCTOC: 'the things seen and heard in sacred rites'.

1 This view was put most strongly and persuasively by Rohde in Psyche, Eng. tr. 3924.
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has it.'
1 We are not much helped by fir. 27:

*When men die there awaits

them what they do not expect or think
5

, though it certainly suggests
survival (and is interpreted by Clement as a threat of punishment).
So does the equally mystifying

*

Souls smell
[i.e. use the sense of smell]

in Hades/2

Other fragments must also be passed over if we are looking for a

positive doctrine of immortality, on the grounds that, although they

may seem to suggest it, it is impossible to say what precisely Heraclitus

meant by them. Such is fr. 21: 'What we see when awake is death,

what we see asleep is sleep.' Clement thought this an admission that

birth to earthly life is in reality death (
c

the body a tomb' as the Pytha

goreans said), but the apparent lack of real contrast between the two

clauses, when contrast is obviously intended, leaves the meaning
obscure. Sleep as a cognitive state seems to be condemned as at the end

of fr. i, but then one would expect the waking state to be contrasted

with it as better. Fr. 24
'

Gods and men honour those slain in war'

has also been adduced as evidence for posthumous survival and reward,

but need mean no more than that death in battle is thought glorious,

and the memory of the slain respected, by gods as it undoubtedly is by
their fellow-mortals.3

Somewhat in favour of an 'Orphic' strain in Heraclitus is a further

criticism of customary rites not yet mentioned: 'Corpses are more fit

to be cast out than dung' (fr. 96). In thus dismissing all funerary

practices and exhibiting the utmost contempt for the body, he might
be thought to imply the complementary belief in the eternal value of

the soul. The two certainly went together in Orphic and similar

religious teaching. In a medieval source he is quoted as saying (fr. 4) :

1

Having treated of A6yo$ fairly exhaustively, I will not add to the many meanings proposed

for it here: 'ground' (Grund, Diels), 'meaning* (Sinn, Kranz), 'cause* (Hicks), 'essence* (E.

Weerts), 'measure* (Burnet, Gigon, Kirk). Kirk thinks it refers to the soul as a representative

portion of the cosmic fire, 'which, compared with the individual, is obviously of vast extent'

(KR, 206); but poft/v X6yov xei would seem a rather recherch6 phrase to express simply 'so

extensive is it*.

a
Fr. 98. Kirk suggests a possible explanation at KR, 211.

3 Cf. title KAos Afrccov OVTITCOV of ol fipioroi in fr. 29. Fr. 26 is also best left out of the discussion.

The text is most uncertain (contrast e.g. Bywater*s version (fr. 77) withDK*s), andhowever settled

leaves the sense highly obscure. The same may be said about fr. 20, in which Clement understood

Heraclitus to be KCCK^COV -rf]v yiveoiv. For modern interpretations see Snell, Hermes, 1926, 369;

Gigon, Unters. %u H. I2if.
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c

lf happiness lay in the delights of the body, we should call cattle

happy when they find vetch to eat', and this ascetic attitude towards

bodily pleasures (reflected again in fr. 29?) finds a parallel in the same

circles. However, these sayings cannot be said to offer certainty.

One fragment however is much more positive (fr. 63): 'They arise

and become vigilant guardians of the living and the dead.' 1 There is

no reason to doubt its genuineness, of which its very unsuitability to

bear the reference Hippolytus gives it (to the Christian doctrine of the

resurrection of the body) is itself a guarantee. The words are a plain

allusion to Hesiod's Works and Days (121-5), where it is said that the

heroes of the Golden Race after their death became 'good spirits,

guardians of mortal men, roaming everywhere over the earth clad in

darkness'. In the light of this, fr. 62, which is in his best oracular style,

may also be thought to contain a promise of immortality: 'Immortal

mortals, mortal immortals, living the death of these and dying the life

of those.' V. Macchioro indeed interpreted the fragment in terms of the

complete Orphic doctrine of man: the immortal mortals are human

beings who are partly divine and may become wholly so, and 'mortal

immortals' refers to Dionysus who though a god was killed by the

Titans.2 The reference to the myth is highly unlikely, but the passage

could be a cryptic statement of the Orphic and Pythagorean doctrine

ofthe body as a tomb and the cycle ofbirths. This receives some support

from Sextus Empiricus (PyrrL Hyp. in, 230): 'Heraclitus says that

both life and death are in both our living and our dying; for when we

live our souls are dead and buried in us, but when we die our souls

revive and live.' It is difficult to know how much is Sextus's own

interpretation, and by itself the fragment might only be giving another

1
I omit the first letters evdaSeovn, the division and meaning of which are quite uncertain.

They cannot affect the sense of the rest. No definite subject is expressed.
a
Macchioro, Eraclito. Heraclitus's thought is also brought into close relation with the

mysteries by A. Delatte, Les Conceptions de I'enthousiasm^ 6-21.

As evidence for Orphism in Heraclitus, Macchioro also adduces fr. 52: 'Aion (Time?) is a

child playing, playing draughts: the kingdom is a child's.' Aion is identified with Dionysus in

Christian and Neoplatonic writers, and in the Orphic story the Titans who killed him beguiled

him with playthings (including Aorp&yo&oi which Macchioro mistakenly identifies with Treacrot).

But there are no pre-Christian references to Dionysus as Aion, and the interpretation is altogether

hazardous. (Philo seems to have taken Aion to be Chance, playing draughts with human lives.

There must surely be an echo of both this fragment and fr. 60 in his De Vita Mos. I, 6, iv,

107.9 Cohn: T0x"ns y&p <5ccrrcx9iAT)T6Tepov o08v &vco Kod KCCTCO T& dvOpcinreioc Trerra/oOcrns.) Of this

fragment I can only say with Gigon that it is one of those
'

vor denen wir kapitulieren mussen*.
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instance of the identity of opposites. One may compare fr. 88: 'Living
and dead are the same, and waking and sleeping and young and old;

for these when they have changed are those, and those, changing
once more, are these.

5

Assuming that the last clause is genuine (p. 445,
n. i, above), identity here implies no more than reciprocal succession,

as in fr. 67 (cf. fr. 126). That the change is reciprocal, however, is

difficult to explain without invoking the soul's survival after death and

rebirth into a new life. A die-hard sceptic might argue that 'living

comes from dead' means only that creatures are formed of what was

previously inanimate matter, but it is not so easy to explain away
'

old

changes and becomes young'. On the whole therefore this fragment
favours immortality and palingenesis, though by itself it would perhaps
not be conclusive.

The fragments provide no more direct statements on immortality.

What follows is inference, and lays no claim to certainty. I start from

the fact that Heraclitus was more of a religious prophet than a

rationalist, as the tone of his utterances abundantly proves. From
such a man one should not look for perfect consistency of thought on

the subject of the human soul. It is there if anywhere that he will be

influenced by unconscious presuppositions arising from the traditions

of his people, and the position taken here will be that his beliefs about

the soul derive from the general world-picture which has been tenta

tively ascribed to him. In that picture, macrocosm and microcosm

were integral parts of the same system, in which the world itself was

a living creature. Where in the following summary it is necessary to

repeat points previously made, this will be done as briefly as possible.

To exclude all permanence from his scheme ofthings is clearly wrong.

He believed in
*

the divine'. The Logos is eternal, and there is emphasis

on the related concepts oflaw and measure. That he did teach a doctrine

of flux, and regarded it as one of his prime discoveries, I have main

tained against some recent interpretation, but to call that the whole of

his teaching is a serious misunderstanding, which in antiquity may have

arisen from confusion with his followers. Flux and impermanence were

kept within the strict limits of the 'way up and down', and moreover

stopped, spatially, short of the confines of the cosmos. He shared

with popular belief the following ideas.
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The outermost part of the universe is made of fire. It is the substance

of the sun and stars, and fire in our part shows an upward tendency.

The heavenly bodies are alive and divine. So therefore is fire when

pure. Divinity to a Greek mind was synonymous with everlasting life,

therefore fire, the substance of divinity, is the principle of everlasting

life. In varying degrees of impurity this life-substance pervades our

own world and gives life to us and the animals. In its pure form it was

also called aither. When the Orphics and other early thinkers (cf. e.g.

Aristotle, De An. 410^27 and Aristoph. Clouds^ 227-30) said that soul

and mind were breathed in from the air, this is consistent, because aer

is the less pure form of the same thing, filling the lower atmosphere.

(In Heraclitean terms, the fire-soul suffers a certain degree ofmoistening

by the time it reaches mortal bodies.) The statement of Sextus that

according to Heraclitus 'we draw in the divine Logos by breathing'

belongs to this early scheme of thought, and need not be supposed a

Stoic distortion. In the same passage he compares the soul to coals or

embers which glow when brought near the fire but fade when removed

from it. This too may be a genuine Heraclitean reminiscence. Being
in its purest form aither, a soul, if it has cherished the flame of life,

may hope to join the heavenly aither at death (see the references on

p. 466, n. 2, above).

These beliefs were worked up by the Orphic sectaries and other

religious teachers in Greece into an elaborate doctrine of the 'wheel of

birth
5

,
but they arise naturally out of a background of folklore, seen

at its simplest in the
c

we become stars in the sky when we die' of the

slave in Aristophanes. Now in Heraclitus souls, like everything else,

are subject to the way up and down;'they are encroached on by the

other elements (fr. 36). But their real nature is fiery (hot and dry), and

death is due to the encroachment of the cold and moist.
*

It is death to

souls to become water'; 'the dry soul is wisest and best'. Death,

however, is not complete extinction,
1 for that would contradict the

law of unending and reciprocal change, and so we have *. . .but from

earth comes water, and from water soul'.

The parallel with Orphic notions is striking. Souls caught in the

1 As Philo saw, De Aet. Mundi, 21 (77.8 Cohn-Reiter, on fr. 36): Odvonrov ou i^v its <3orocv

<5cva(pecriv 6vou<5rcov, <5cM<3c Tfjv els SrEpov aroixetov uerapoAi
(

|v.
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cosmic 'way up and down' are in the position of those in the 'weary

wheel' of birth and rebirth ofwhich the religious teachers spoke.
1
Just

as they taught that a soul which had wholly purified itselfby the proper

rites and the right kind of life could escape from the wheel and unite

itself permanently with the divine, so also, we may conjecture, did

Heraclitus. If a soul lives a foolish, 'wet' life, neglecting the oppor
tunities to nourish itself by contact with its source, the fiery Logos,* it

goes the way of water and its circulation in the cosmic flux may be

endless. The wise soul on the other hand keeps itself dry, cherishes the

fiery element in it by worshipping the gods in the proper way (that is,

with understanding), listens to the Logos and grasps the truth that

wisdom is one thing and all opposites subsumed in a higher unity. It

would be in keeping with all the habits of early Greek thought that

such a soul should at the death ofthe body be assimilated to that Logos,

becoming pure fire, and escape from the cosmic cycle of becoming;

and if we may believe Macrobius, Heraclitus described the soul as

'a spark of the substance of the stars' (DK, A 15 scintillam stellaris

essentiae). Burnet and others have seen evidence in the fragments of a

'fiery death' as opposed to the death whereby souls become water. It

is supposed to be the death of those killed in battle, full of courage and

virtue as well as vigour, as opposed to those whose souls have been

weakened by disease (or, presumably, dissipation; cf. frr. 117, yy).
3

Such a view finds perhaps its strongest support not in any actual saying

of Heraclitus but in its consonance with the general picture. The nearest

to confirmation in Heraclitus himself is the gnomic assertion of fr. 25 :

'

Greater deaths win greater portions.'

This seems a reasonable account. But
*
the limits of soul thou wouldst

not discover though thou shouldst travel every road'. Heraclitus him

selfwould certainly scorn the notion that a twentieth-century barbarian

could fathom the depths of its logos, and would doubtless refer us to

1 The purified soul is taught to say, when it meets the guardians of the other world, K

S' ^hrrocv papuirev0o$ ApyaAfoio (gold plate from tomb at Thurii, see Guthrie, Orph. and Gk. Rel.

173). It adds: 'I am a child of earth and starry heaven, but my lineage is heavenly.'

3 In one fragment (115) Heraclitus says that soul has a A6yos aur6v aO^cov, a logos which

increases itself.

3 KR, 209 Direct evidence consists mainly of the metrical imitation of Heraclitus
SA^CCI

Apparel KoBaprfrnpoi fl vl voOaois (136 among the frr. in DK). This can be brought into relation

with frr. 24 and 25.
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his own advice :

*

Let us not make random conjectures about the greatest

matters' (fr. 47).

Some of his sayings are so good as they stand, and have so clearly

the character of isolated epigrams, that the attempt to fit them into a

general framework seems not only hazardous but misguided. Such is

the scarcely translatable fr. 119: fj0o$ dcvdpcbmo Socincov *A man's

individuality is his daimon . The daimon was the personal genius or

guardian angel which looked after an individual both in life and after

death (for which see especially Plato, Phaedo, 1070); the man with a

good daimon would be happy (suScciiJicov). This superstitious belief

Heraclitus reinterprets in a highly enlightened, rational, and ethical way.
1

It is, however, tempting to speculate further. Daimon was a word

of more than one use, with a whole world of popular beliefs behind it.

Sometimes it was simply a synonym for a god. But as we have seen,

from the time of Hesiod at least the immortal spirits of good men were

also daimones, and since he gives them the function of 'guardians', it

looks as if the daimones who looked after individual men were thought

of in this way. Heraclitus alludes to Hesiod in fr. 63 (p. 478, above),

and must have accepted this. Moreover in those religious circles which

taught that the soul survived the body, and underwent many incar

nations, it was looked upon as a fallen daimon which might rise again

to its proper godlike form. (This comes out most clearly in Empedocles,
fr. 115.) There is thus a further depth to this saying. It links up with

the belief in transmigration and means: 'A man's character is the

immortal and potentially divine part of him.' This lays a tremendous

emphasis on human responsibility and adds to the ethical content of

the sentence.

-
(15) Astronomy and meteorology

We are now acquainted with the most important and interesting parts

of Heraclitus's message, but may add some details for the sake of

completeness. He had some rather strange ideas on astronomy and

1
B. Snell has some valuable remarks on this fragment in Hermes, 1926, ^6^f. It seems to be

directed (at least in part) at the old belief, common to Homer and early lyric poetry, that idio

syncrasies and failings, particularly emotional outbursts, are the work of the gods. If Helen

leaves her husband for Paris, she is not to blame, for her infatuation was the work of Aphrodite:
Zeus can cause a man to act wrongly by making him angry or 'taking away his wits*.
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meteorology, which are thus summarized by Diogenes Laertius

(ix, 9-1 1):

Exhalations arise from both land and sea, the one sort bright and pure the
other dark. Fire is increased from the bright, and moisture from the others
The nature of the surrounding substance he does not explain, but says that
there are in it bowls with the inside turned towards us, in which the bright
exhalations are collected and produce flames which are the heavenly bodies
Brightest and hottest is the flame of the sun; for the other stars are farther
from the earth and for diat reason give less light and heat, whereas the moon,
though near the earth, does not move through a pure region. The sun on the
other hand is in a brilliant and uncontaminated region and at a suitable

1

distance from us, and therefore gives more heat and light. The sun and moon
are eclipsed when the bowls are turned upwards, and the monthly phases of
the moon are due to the gradual turning of its bowl.2

Day and night,
months, seasons and years, rain, winds and the like are brought about by
the various exhalations. The bright exhalation catching fire in the circle of
the sun causes day, whereas the predominance of the contrary one produces
night: summer is caused by an increase ofheat from the bright one, winter by
a preponderance of moisture from the dark. His explanation of the other

phenomena follows the same lines. On the other hand he offers no expla
nation of the nature of the earth, or even of the bowls.

This account does not seem very percipient, and throws together a

surprisingly diverse collection of phenomena under a single general
cause. Yet it would be characteristic of Heraclitus to be somewhat

impatient of detail, and he may himself have dismissed a number of
astronomical and other natural phenomena in a few aphorisms of the

sort with which we are familiar. His interest
lay, not like that of a

Milesian physikos in explaining all possible natural phenomena, but

solely in using them to support the doctrine of universal reciprocal

change (cf. Reinhardt, Farm. 181). Beyond a few remarks about the

sun, we have nothing but the late compiler's version of his views to

goby.
That the sun will not and must not 'overstep his measures' we have

already seen (fr. 94, p. 465, above). He also said: 'If there were no
1 Kirk (271) translates 'commensurate* and thinks the word is evidence of Peripatetic

expansion. But 'commensurate* does not fit the context, and the sense required is not

Peripatetic. Cf. rather Soph. (XT'. 84 ftfunerpc-s y&p cbs xAOeiv.
a

Literally 'to the bowl gradually turning in it'. I confess I cannot understand v oOrfj : the

only antecedent for the pronoun seems to be osX^vr].
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sun, with all the other stars it would be nightV a fragment whose

interpretation, says Kirk, 'remains somewhat precarious'. That is, of

course, if one expects a symbolic meaning, for there is no obscurity

about the factual commonplace which it states. With or without the

phrase about the stars, it is probably a straightforward statement.

Though as it stands it hardly seems worth making, itmay have found its

place in an account of the comparative brightness of sun, moon and

stars which went on to offer an explanation, on the lines paraphrased

by Diogenes, in terms of relative distance from the earth and purity

of atmosphere. Heraclitus may also have wished to emphasize that

day and night are the product of the same cause (the sun) according

as it is present or absent, thus emphasizing their essential unity as

expressed in fr. 57; but this seems a lot to get out of a very simple

sentence.
' The sun is new every day' (fr. 6), and Plato in the Republic (498 A)

says of those who have abandoned philosophy that 'they are much

more truly extinguished than the sun of Heraclit^ftScthey are never

rekindled
5

. Later commentators expand this. The sun passes below

the earth, and is extinguished either because the western regions are

cold (Olympiodorus) or because it plunges into the sea (scholiast on

the Republic} : when it rises the next morning it is rekindled in the east.*

It consists ofvapour collected in a 'bowl', which ignites when in a fiery

region, and no doubt acquires fuel from further vapours or
*

exhalations
'

which its heat sucks up from the earth. The doxography records it as

a belief of Heraclitus that 'the heavenly bodies are nourished by the

exhalation from the earth '.3

1
Fr. 99. Kirk (ifoff.) thinks it probable that the words IvacaTV &AXcov Acrrpcov (which occur

in Plut. De Fortuna, 980 but are omitted when Plutarch quotes the saying again in Aqu. etlgn.

Comp. 957 A) are an insertion by Plutarch.
a For texts see Kirk, 267, and in general cf. his long discussion of this fragment, 264-79.
3 Act. n, 17, 4, DK, 22A 1 1. It is hardly necessary to go into the troubled question ofwhether

Diogenes was right in attributing to Heraclitus a theory of two exhalations, bright from the sea

and dark from the earth, which Kirk (271 ff.) regards as an Aristotelian theory read back into

Heraclitus. A single-exhalation theory would certainly be adequate for his system, and seems

more probable. It would of course be dark and moist, or bright, dry and fiery, according to the

law of constant change, partaking in the 'way up and down*. This does not mean that the

description of Ae'tius (rift <5nr6 yfft dvoOum&recos) is wrong: it may quite well be general. The sun

draws up an exhalation from the earth, whether it comes from sea or land.

Kirk seems to go too far in saying (in KR, 204, n.): *The explanation of night and day (as

well as winter and summer) as due to the alternating prevalence of the dark and bright exhala-
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Heraclitus's conception of the sun evidently owes much to Xeno-

phanes's description of it as formed of ignited clouds, or a collection

of sparks from the moist exhalation; but since we are told that his sun

travels during the night beneath the earth from its setting-place in the

west to its rising-place in the east, he cannot have intended the daily

newness of the sun to be taken in the same radical sense. According to

Xenophanes the sun shot off into space in a straight line, and the

appearance of a circular course was illusory (p. 393, above). Heraclitus

speaks rather of renewal of the sun than of an entirely new sun, prob

ably with two points in mind: (a) as a heat- and light-giving body it is

new every day, since its flame is quenched at night, (fr)
like any other

flame (and indeed like everything else in the cosmos, which for that

reason he characterized as itself a fire), it is constantly being renewed by

the absorption of new matter. Aristotle complains (Meteor. 35 5
a 12)

that if the sun were 'nourished' like a flame, as 'some* say, then it

would not only be new every day, as Heraclitus asserts, but always

new at every moment. This of course is what Heraclitus did believe.

He did not, however, use the precise language of philosophy but the

isolated 'barbed arrows' of prophetic utterance, leaving his hearers to

interpret them. For his purpose, 'new every day' was an adequate

phrase, which those with civilized souls might understand.

The 'bowl' of the sun cannot be unconnected with the traditional

and poetic idea that at night the sun sailed in a golden bowl round the

rim of the world on the encircling stream of Oceanus from west to

east (Mimnermus, fr. 10, Stesichorus, fr. 6 Diehl). Heraclitus has

simplified things by making the bowl the vehicle of the sun in its daily

journey through the sky as well, thus getting rid of the obviously

mythical apparatus of chariot and horses; and the extension of the

notion of bowls to the moon and stars is an innovation. It looks, how

ever, as if,
in a matter so remote as the heavenly bodies, he had been

content with a superficial
rationalization which (as Kirk has noted) does

not even fit the phenomena; for the turning of the bowls which he

tions, . . .is absurd: Heraclitus knew as well as anyone that day is due to the sun/ Since the sun

itself consists of
*

the bright exhalation catching fire', there is no inconsistency in attributing day

both to the sun and to the bright exhalation; and whether or not Heraclitus said it, it is at least

reasonable that the quenching ofthe sun's fire, which produces night, should be due to the victory

of the dark (cold, moist) exhalation.
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invokes to explain eclipses and the phases of the moon would produce

an ellipse of light, not the 'bite' out of the solar and lunar circles,

leading ultimately to a crescent shape, which in fact appears. (It is

slightly amplified in Aet. n, 24, 3, DK, A 12 :

c

Eclipses are accounted for

by the turning of the bowl-shaped so that its hollow is turned upwards

and its convex part downwards towards our sight.') As for the com

position ofthe bowls themselves, we know no more than Diogenes and

must take his word for it that Heraclitus did not explain them further.

The subsequent account of seasonal and meteorological events is too

vague to make comment worth while. 1 Nor is it easy to see the signifi

cance of the only other pronouncement of Heraclitus about the sun

which has come down to us, namely that 'its breadth is the length of

a human foot' (fr. 3) or alternatively 'it is of the size that it appears to

be' (D.L. ix, 7). The first statement, though included in the actual

fragments by DK, reads like the second half of a hexameter and may
have been from a late metrical version of Heraclitus such as we know

to have existed.2 By itself, and without context as it is, it might be

supposed to refer only to appearances, as a reinforcement of the thesis

that the senses are misleading unless interpreted by the mind. But the

version in Diogenes expressly denies this. It is directly contradictory

to the example used by Aristotle in the De Anima (428 b 3) when he

wishes to illustrate the deceptiveness ofappearances even in cases where

we know better, 'as the sun appears to be a foot wide, though it is

recognized to be larger than the inhabited world'. It is hardly possible

that Heraclitus believed his statement to be literally true, and its

significance must remain mysterious.3 The same thing was said later by

Epicurus, for whom however it is the outcome of his peculiar doctrine

of the infallibility of sense-perception.

(16) Conclusion

Here we may leave this astonishing figure, in his proud isolation. The

thoughts in his mind were ahead of his time and language. In his own

1
It is amplified by what is said of thunder, lightning and TrpTiorfjpes in Aet. in, 3, 9, DK, A 14,

which, however, is hardly more satisfying.
a

It occurs in ordinary doxographical form in Theodoret, iv, 22 "HpdkAerros S iroSiccTov (Kirk,

280).
3
Attempted explanations are listed in Kirk, 281 f.
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estimation he was a prophet, bearer of the divine law which the mass of
men were incapable of grasping. He could only set it before them in

image and paradox. Practically all his language is metaphorical, and

only seldom does he attempt a brief train of argument. What is the use

of arguing with the self-satisfied many?
The truth that has flashed on him has two sides. First, we conceive

of the world of our experience as containing objects, possessed of a

certain stable and relatively permanent character. This seems to us also

a desirable state of affairs, so that we commend as good any apparently
harmonious arrangement which enables its product to stay quietly as

it is, and stigmatize disruptive forces as bad. The truth is far otherwise.

What we take for stability and rest is the outcome not of any har

monious agreement of parts but of an incessant struggle of opposing
forces which has happened to reach an equilibrium of tension. Exer

tion, motion, change are constantly though invisibly going on; strife

is the condition of existence: there is no rest, only unremitting change.
'Thunderbolt is at the helm', War is father and king, War is the true

peace; and all these things are good, for peace as popularly conceived

is death.

On the other side, however, this constant warfare is not allowed to

go on unregulated. If it were, it might some day cease. The cosmos has

existed for ever and will go on existing, and this could not be guaranteed
if there were a possibility of one of the contraries ever gaining a

permanent advantage. In fact no contrary can exist if its contrary

should disappear. Pre-eminent in the Heraclitean universe stands the

Logos, the divine law of measure and proportion. Everything is

always moving up and down the path of change, driven thereto by the

attacks of its opposites or its own attacks upon them, but all within

strict limits. The path is a circular one, on which 'beginning and end

are the same'.

In the unity of the Logos all opposing forces are contained and

transcended. It is the 'one wise', the god who is day and night, winter

and summer, war and peace: personal, then, and intelligent above all

else. At the same time, since nothing is yet divorced from matter, this

god is of a fiery nature, and in some degree pervades the whole world

like the Zeus-aither of Aeschylus. The world is a living organism, as
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it remained to Plato, and later to the Stoics. We too have our share in

it, we are knit into the cosmic unity; for the Logos is common to all,

our own souls are fiery and through the intermediate stage of air we

are in direct contact with the cosmic reason by breathing. Not even

when asleep can we be entirely cut off. We still live, though our bond

with 'the common' has become so tenuous, in the absence of sense-

perception to serve as material for our thought, that we are shut in

a private world of illusion. Heraclitus exhorts us not to carry over

this shameful condition into our waking hours. We must cultivate the

fiery nature of the soul so that when released from the damp fumes of

the body it may be ready to rejoin the Logos-fire. The road to this

goal is the road of understanding. Whether or not we carry out the

recognized rites of communion is immaterial. Performed without

understanding they are merely disgusting, but if they help us to grasp

the unity behind die flux and multiplicity of phenomena they can do

good.

NOTE. N9 mention has been made in this chapter ofany possible connexions

of Heraclitus's thought with Persia, in particular with Zoroastrianism. His

Logos has sometimes been compared with the Zoroastrian concepts of

Ahuna Vairya (as divine Word) and Vohu Mana (as universal Mind), and

it has been thought possible to find in Heraclitus (as Plutarch did) the same

dualism as in the Persian religion. All this has been omitted because in fact

there is no sure evidence of contact or affinities, but only a field for specu

lation and conjecture. At the same time it is true that Heraclitus was a subject

of King Darius and was traditionally believed to have been his friend; that

one of his fragments provides the earliest occurrence in Greek literature of

the title Magus; and that he accorded a supreme and divine status to fire.

Those interested may be referred to the brief and sober summary, with

bibliography, of S. Wikander in ldments orientaux dans la religion grecque

andenne, 57-9-

APPENDIX

The river-statement (see p. ^So)

The evidence that Heraclitus said (in whatever exact Greek words),

'You cannot step twice into the same river', is perhaps stronger than

that for the genuineness of any other fragment. There would be no

need to rehearse it again, were it not that a few scholars have questioned
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it in favour of the un-paradoxical and uncharacteristic form of words

which occurs only in Arius Didymus as quoted by Eusebius (DK,
22 B 12) :

'

Upon those who step into the same rivers different and again
different waters flow/ Since the claim that this sentence reproduces the

original words of Heraclitus has received the support of Kirk (whose
translation of it I have given), the evidence had better be set forth. But

since Kirk's arguments have already been countered by Vlastos (AJP^
J 955? 3 3 8-44)? ! shall content myself with doing little more.

(a) Plato, Crat. 402 A: *I believe Heraclitus says that everything moves on

and nothing is at rest, and comparing existing things to the flow of a river he

says that you cannot step into the same river twice.
5

Ayei TTOU 'HpdKAerros OTI Trdvroc X^pei Kol ou6ev [Jievsi, xocl iroTaiaoO pofj

onreiKd^cov TOC ovroc Ayei obs 61s $ TOV ocurov TroTanov OUK dv enpavns.

(3) Aristotle, Metaph. roioa 13 :
*

Cratylus criticized Heraclitus for saying
that it is impossible to step into the same river twice: in his opinion you could

not do so even once.'

KpcrruAos. . /HpaKAehxp ^ireri|Jia ehrovri OTI Sis TO) aurcp "rroTajjicp OUK

eariv [Ji|3fjvat
*

CCUTOS yocp WETO o05' oara^.

(c) Plutarch, De E^ 3923: 'According to Heraclitus it is not possible to

step into the same river twice, nor to lay hold twice of any mortal substance

in one permanent state.'

iroTccpicp yap OUK lariv ^pfjvai Sis TCO ocurcp Kocd*
e

HpdK?ViTov, ouSedvriTfis

ouafas 61s avyaaOca KOCTOC e^iv.

(cT) Qu. Nat. 91 2A: 'You cannot step twice into the same rivers, as

Heraclitus says, for fresh waters are flowing on.'

TTOTOCiJiois yap 61s TOIS aurots OUK dv enpafris, <2>S 9Tio-tv 'HpdKAerros* ercpa

yocp ^Trippel u6orra.

(e) Ser. Num. Vind. 5590: 'Before we know where we are, we shall have

thrown everything into Heraclitus's river, into which he says one does not

step twice, because nature in its changes moves and alters everything.
5

f| AfjcrojJiev els T6v 'HpocKAefreiov oorovra irp6cyiJaTa iTOTan6v

els 6v ou 91)0-1 61s n(3fjvat, TCO rrcfcvra KiveTv Kai erepoiouv TT^V 90aiv

(3c5cAAouGrav.

Plutarch quotes Heraclitus frequently, and clearly did not get his

quotations from Plato
j
and he leaves us in no doubt, as he himself was

in no doubt, of what Heraclitus said.

(/) Simplicius, Phys. 77.31 speaks of 'the continuous flow which

interchanges all things, which Heraclitus described in riddling terms in the
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sentence "You could not step twice into the same river", comparing be

coming to the continuous flow of a river, as having more of not-being than

of being'.

Tf)V ouvexfl pof^v Tqv TT&vra ^oAAccaaouaov, f|v 6 'Hp&KAsrros f|vionro 6icc

TOU
e

eis TOV CCUTOV TTOTOCHOV 61s |ar| ocv ejJipfjvar, TTJ Ev6eAexei TOU TTOTOCHOU

porj T-TIV ysveaiv oarEiKdjcov TrXHov TO pit) 6v exoucrav TOU OVTOS.

(g) Ibid. 1313 .8: 'The natural philosophers who follow Heraclitus, con

centrating on the continuous flow ofbecoming, . . .say naturally enough that

everything is always in flux and you cannot step twice into the same river.'

TOI!/S 6 irepi 'HpcScKAerrov 9uaioA6yous i$ ifjv iv5eAexf] TTJ$ yevecrecos pofjv

d9opcovras. . .etKos OTI Aeyeiv OTI orei Trocvra pel xal OTI els TOV ocurov

TroTapiov 61s OUK av sjji(3atrjs.

This, it will surely be admitted, is impressive evidence that in the eyes

of those most likely to know, whose testimony to the words of Hera

clitus we are inclined to accept on other occasions, he said 'You cannot

step (or it is impossible to step) into the same river twice'. What is the

evidence that he put it differently?

The first-century A.D. writer of a book on Homeric allegories (also

called Heraclitus but otherwise unknown), after seriously misquoting
fr. 62, proceeds: 'And again he says: "We step and do not step into

the same rivers, we are and are not'
35

(Heracl. Homer. Qu. Horn. 24,

fr. 49a DK: iroTajjioTs TOIS ccurol$ Ijjtpaivonev TE ml OUK n(3ocivonev,

eTjjieV T Kcci OUK efyev). With this may be compared Seneca, Ep.

58, 23: 'As Heraclitus says, into the same river we step and do not

step twice; for the name of the river remains the same, but the water

has flowed past* (hoc est quod ait Heraclitus: in idem flwnen bis de-

scendimus et non descendimus. manet enim idem fluminis nomen, aqua
transmissa est). In the first passage some editors suppose that 'twice'

(8is) has fallen out of the MSS. In any case the words TOIS ocurols show

that the meaning is the same, for apart from the nonsensical 'we step

into the same rivers' (i.e. each of us steps into the same rivers as the

others), 'the same' can only mean the same rivers as we have stepped
into before. Since our authorities agree that this allegory stood for an

essential of Heraclitus's thought, he himself may well have stated it

more than once in slightly different terms. It is certainly tempting to

suppose that what Vlastos has called the 'yes-and-no' form is his own

(cf. 'is not willing and is willing' in fr. 32, 'wholes and not wholes' in
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fr. 10). Seneca, a little heavy-footedly, improves on the explanation

given elsewhere, which may have been Heraclitus's own: one can step
twice into the same river say the Thames or the Cam but in

another sense it is not the same, for the water you step into the second
time was not there before. In this form therefore the saying is essentially
the same as in the other, in which it is regularly quoted from Plato

onwards, and which I believe to represent more exactly what Heraclitus

himself said.

The words
cwe are and are not' are irrelevant to this discussion, save

as they do or do not tend to discredit the preceding sentence. I agree
with Vlastos that, taking the verb in the full existential sense, they

express a thoroughly Heraclitean sentiment. They have been thought to

make an abrupt transition, and it is not improbable that Heraclitus's

unscholarly namesake should have thrown together two utterances

which did not come together in the philosopher himself. But he had

his reason for doing so, for they both illustrate the same Heraclitean

doctrine, that so-called natural entities or substances have no permanent

being but undergo a constant flux of change and renewal.

Finally there is the form cited by Arius Didymus, which it is

advisable to quote in its full context (fr. 12 DK, Dox. 470 ):

Concerning the soul, Cleanthes, putting the views of Zeno beside other

natural philosophers for comparison, says that Zeno calls the soul a sensitive

exhalation, like Heraclitus. For he, wishing to make the point that souls

continuously become intelligent by being vaporized,
1

compared them to

rivers, putting it like this: upon those who step into the same rivers different

and again different waters flow. And souls are exhaled from moist substances.

TTSpl S yuxfjs KAedvOris [Jiv TCC Zf|vcovo$ 56yiJicxToc 7rapari0iJievo$ irpos

aOyxptaiv nrf)V irp6s ToO$ aAAou$ 9vaiKou$ 91*1
aiv OTI Zf|vcov TT^V yv)(f|V Ayei

alaOr|TiKf)v dvocOupfaaiv, KaBdrop 'HpaxAerros. (3ouA6|Jievo$ yap iijupavfaai

OTI ocl yuxal dva0unicb|Jievai voepod dsl yivovrai, eiKccaev auras TOI$ TTOTaiJioIs

Aycov oOrcos
*

TTOTanoicri Totanv auroicriv Ijapatvouaiv irepa xai Irepa 05ara

IrnppeT, xal vyuxal 54 <5ar6 TCOV Oypcov dvaOuiaicovrau

Whether the last sentence is being directly attributed to Heraclitus is

doubtful, but as fr. 36 shows (
e

. . .from water comes soul'), it repre-

1 Or 'are continually renewed*. J. D. Meewaldt in Mnemos. 1951, 53-4 suggested veccpcrf for

voepocl, which makes excellent sense.
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sents his belief. The obvious difference between this passage and the

others is that here the saying about rivers is applied specifically to

souls, whereas in the others the reference is to everything alike. The
best solution is probably to accept Meewaldt's emendation (n. i on

previous page), in which case we see that the comparison is applied to

souls in respect ofa characteristic which they share with everything else,

namely that they are continuously being renewed, never
substantially

the same. The words
*

different and again different waters flow' occur

also in slightly shorter form in Plutarch (see above), and perhaps in

this form the explanation was added by Heraclitus himself (as possibly

also in fr. 88, p. 445, above). As to the statement as a whole, I can only

say (against Kirk) that the balance of the evidence is strongly in favour

of its being a condensed form of the quotation first, and correctly,

given us by Plato.
1

1 Whether Heraclitus actually wrote oOx &v inpotris or OVK SOTIV Supfjvai (as Aristotle gives it)

is a trivial question, nor can we decide it. It must be admitted that none of our ancient sources

had the passion for verbal accuracy which possesses the modern scholar. At least Vlastos has

shown that the potential form which Plato quotes was perfectly possible for Heraclitus

1955,
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239, 276; (1091316), 246; (1091317),
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273; (io92bi5), 238; (109331), 302;

(io933i 3 ff.), 303 n. 4; (1093329), 223 n.;

(1093 b 2), 224 n. 3

Meteor. (342b35), 219 n. 2; (349320), 106 n.;
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n. 2', (66ob28), 377 n. i

Phys. (185318), 73 n. 2; (iSybrw), 442;
(187312), 120; (187320), 77, 89; (193
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(8), 420
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Inst. Mus. i (10), 224 n. i
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Schneider), 185 n. i
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vn (7, 3), 137 n. i

CENSORINUS
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v (2ff.), 348
vi (4), 348
vii (2), 303 n. 5
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In Tim. (279), 349 and n.
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n (37, 118), 44 n., 122, 377; (39, 123), 328
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v (29, 87), 254
N.D. i (5, 10), 149 n. 2; (10, 25), 109; (10,
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350; (ii, 28), 378; (26, 74), 411
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XV (20), 489
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vin (83), 343
GALEN
De Usu Panlum x (4), 137 and n. i

In Hippocr. de not. horn. XV (25), 367 n. 1, 384

[GALEN]
Hist. Phil. (7), 377 n. i

In Hippocr. de hum. I (i), 54 n.
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Boldfigures in entries referring to modern scholars denote a main entry.

Abaris, 218, 319

Abraham, 403 n. i

abstention from animal flesh, Pythagorean,

iSyff.; Porphyry's work on, 193^

abstract, expression of by adjective and article,

ambiguity of, 79, n<5, 242

abstraction, attained by Greeks, 37 f.; of

number, not recognized by Pythagoreans,

242
Academic School, 22

Academy of Plato, 10

actuality and potentiality in Aristotle, 12

Acusmata (Symbota\ Pythagorean, i83fF.,

188

acusmatzci,

Adrastus, on Pythagorean musical theory, 228

aer (<W|p): earlier history of word, 126; among
elements, reputedly first in Empedocles,

453 ; as vapour, 81; in Heraclitus, 453 and

n. 2,- less pure form ofaitAer, 471, 480; in

Anaximander's cosmology, 92; and

pneuma, in Anaximenes, 131 and n.;

renders invisible but can be seen through,

95 n. i

Aeschylus, 3746, 400, 415

Aethalides, and Pythagoras, 159 n. i, 164

Aetius, as source, xiv

Agathemerus, 74 n.

Ahriman (Areimanios), 250
Ahuna VatTya^ 488
Ahura Mazdah, nature of, 2546.

Aion, 478 n. 2

air (see also aer), as a god, in Aristophanes, 130;
solidified in Empedocles, 136; as arche in

Anaximenes, njfF.; as source of life in

popular belief, 128 ,
cf. 480; divine, 130;

in Anaximenes, substance both of human
soul and divine universe, 13 if., 201;

parallel with human soul in Diogenes of

Apollonia, 470; surrounding air of

Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia,

470

dither, 466 and n. 2, 470, 480 j in Parmenides,

136; substance of the daimones in Plato,

pinomzs, 271 ; in Aristode, 271 ; as a fifth

element, 270, 271 ; equated with Zeus, 487

Alcmaeon ofCroton, 2326, 246, 247, 313, 341 fT.

treatise on by Aristotle, 233

date, 341-3? 342 n., 344 n. i, 3576.,- rela

tionship to Pythagoreans, 341- writings,

3445 range of interests, 344, 345- origi

nality of, 359
medical interests, 314, 344; empirical

approach, 345, 346, 349, 358; his physio

logy summarized by Theophrastus, 347
account of the senses, 347 f.; brain as central

organ, 348, 3495 hearing, 349; sleep, 349;

summary by Theophrastus, 343; dis

tinguished between sensation and

thought, 348
doctrine of opposites, 232^, 341; his pairs

not enumerated, 247, 345; their applica
tion to mankind, 345 f. j health depends on
balance of opposites, 313, 346, 436

on the soul, 3546%; in everlasting motion,
hence divine, 313, 350; soul-stuff ani

mates the cosmos, 355, with circular

motion, 354; motion impeded by crasser

material of body, 3565 fate after death,

354fF.: no evidence for belief in trans

migration, 354f., or in soul as incarnate

daimon, 355
human conjecture distinguished from divine

certainty, 344, 396

astronomy, 357; void identified with air,

280 n. i, 349 f.

relation to Empedocles, 348, 358, 359; to

Anaxagoras, 359; to Plato, 354

[Alexander of Aphrodisias], on Aristotle's

account of Pythagorean generation from

numbers, 257
Alexander the Great, 1 5

Alexander Polyhistor, 201 and n. 3, 244; and

Pythagorean commentaries, 249, 256, 289

Alexandria, i<5

Alexis (comic poet), 187, 189

Allan, D. J., 450 n. 3

Allman, G. J., 46 n. i

AXXofcocris, 89 n. 2

Alyattes, of Lydia, 32, 46

Amasis, 173

amber, 66
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ambiguity, of oracles, 414

Anacreon, 174

dvaQuntaaiS, 462 n. I

Anatolius, quoted, 292 f.

Anaxagoras, 5, 6, 88, 89 n. i, 96, 120, 286, 294,

300, 357; Mind in, 6, 143, 327, 454 n. 3,

472 n. i; spoke of dwelling-places in

moon, 285 n. 3; discovered illumination

of moon by sun, 286

Anaximander, 43, 71, 72 ff., 120, 279, 294, 337;

background, 29; Ionian spirit of historic,

43; date, 72; no mention of before

Aristotle, 72- taste for travel, 75; reputed

statue of, 75 and n. 3

works, 73, 75, 76 ; his map, 74, 99 n. 2; sun

dial, 74f.

cosmogonic views, 76 ff., 89 ff.; on basic stuff

of the cosmos, 279; account ofgenesis, 76;

the opposites, 78 ff, things rather than

qualities, 79; heat a first agent of genesis,

92; the gonimon of, 90, 278; arche the

Unlimited, 76; in eternal motion, 91;

cosmos formed by
*

separating off', 89 ff.;

'injustice' of elements, 766, 80, 101;

compared with Heraclitus, 447, 453;

meaning of apeiron, 82, 83ff.; nature of

apeiron, 109, 272; both indefinitely large

and having no beginning in time, 337f-;

the apeiron material, 242; apeiron living

and divine, 114, 470; equated with the

mixture of Empedocles and Anaxagoras,

77 n. 3 ; whether in fact a mixture, 87 and

n. 2j ultimate prevalence of fire over

water, 101 ; end ofthe cosmos, ico and n. 2

cosmology: numerical basis of, 219; astro-

jaomical achievements, 74; formation of

heavenly bodies, 93 f.; dimensions of

celestial objects, 95f.; sun, moon and

eclipses, 49, 93; shape and position of

eartii, 98; release from view that earth is

supported, 99; alleged view that earth is in

motion, 99; origin of sea, 92; sea will dry

up eventually, 92, 101, 388; 'innumer

able worlds', io6ff; the <5crreipoi oOpovoi

gods, 112

meteorology, 105; winds and rain, 105 and

n. 2

origin of life, xoiff.

Anaximenes, 43, 208 n. i, 279; background, 29;

date and writings, 115; use of simile,

I38f.; relation to Anaximander, 115;

influence on Xenophanes, 391; deduction

of his character, 139 f.; no mention of

before Aristotle, 72

cosmogony: no detailed working-out of

system, 134; influence ofmythical cosmo

gonies, 134; basic stuff of cosmos, 279;
his arche air, H5f.; arche alive, immortal
and eternal, 128; arche in eternal motion,

127; psyche its source of motion, 128;
association of air and life (psyche), 128;
rational motives for choice of air, ii9ff.;

unconscious and traditional reasons,

I27ff., 130; not retrogressive choice, 116;
rarefaction and condensation ofair, i2off.,

460; accounts by Simplicius and Hippo-

lytus, 121; natural evidences of the pro

cess, 124; linked with Anaximander's

doctrine of opposites, I24f.; 'offspring*

of air the other elements, 122; difficulty

of producing fire from air via earth, 134;

gods arisen from air, 130; analogy be

tween cosmic air and human soul, 131,

2OI, 428
formation of natural world : evidence lack

ing, 123; earth, shape and position, 133;

heavenly bodies originate from the earth,

i33f.; stars of nature of fire, containing

earthy bodies, 134; fixed in the crystalline,

or like fiery leaves, 135; possible distinc

tion of planets and fixed stars, 135; at

great distance from the earth, 138; sun

flat like leaf, 135; eclipses, 135; universe

in effect a hemisphere, 138; heavenly

bodies revolve round earth, not under,

I37f.; probably not thought divine, 131;

meteorology, 139
contrasted implicidy with pluralists by

Aristotle, 120; explanation of change,

1 196; reduces qualitative differences to

quantitative, 126

Andronicus, editor of Aristotle, 366 n. 2

animals, criterion of distinction from man, in

Alcmaeon, 348
animation of nature, general belief in, 350

anim(at)ism, 64, 66, 350

anthropomorphism, abandoned by Milesians,

44; attacked by Xenophanes, 371 ff.

Antiochus, teacher of Cicero, 22

Antiphanes, 187

Antisthenes of Rhodes, Successions; on Hera

clitus, 409 n. 2

apeiron (frrreipov), 77; uses ofword analysed by

Aristotle, 83; not necessarily 'infinite',

381 and n.; of indistinguishable parts,

85f.; 'having no beginning or end*

(MeUssus),337; used of spheres and rings,

85; also temporal aspect, 280; temporal
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apeiron (con*.)

and spatial senses not distinguished,

337; divine, Syf.j Aristotle's discussion,

241 ; in account of Xenophanes's god,
377f.; els frrreipov

*

indefinitely*, 378, 393
and n. 4. See also Anaximander

Aphrodite, 27, 70

apokrisis or ekkrisis (separation), as a cosmo-

gonic process, 89^*., 105, 119; of seed in

womb, 91

Apollo, 28, 44; particular patron of Pytha

goreans, 203, 2055 in Empedocles, 203
n. i ; Hyperborean, Pythagoras identified

with, 149, 231; Delphic, characterized by
Heraclitus, 414

Apollodorus, chronologist, 46; method of fix

ingfloruit, 49 f.; on date of Anaximander,

72; ofXenophanes, 362; of Heraclitus, 408

Apollonia, Milesian colony, 75

Apollonius of Tyana, 169

<5crr6ppTiTa (or &ppr\rct) y Pythagorean, 150

dmr6ppTiTos A6yos, in Phaedo, 310

Apsu, Babylonian male principle, 60

Aratus, quoted by S. Paul, 24
arche (c5cpx^), early search for, 28 f.; term first

used by Anaximander, 77; senses of, 57;

divinity of, 88, 89 n. i, 128; as reservoir

of all that exists, 82 and n. i ; cause of

changes in, 63 ; living and sentient ace. to

Anaximenes, i28ff., 470; as conscious

directive force, 88; in Milesians, always
intermediate between opposites, 457;
related to world as soul to body, 316; in

Alcmaeon, none, 345; in Anaximander,
76 f.; in Anaximenes, 115; in Hippasus,

320,- in Pythagoreans, the beginning of

number-series, the unit, 244; in Xeno-

phanes, 378

Archedemus, associate of Archytas, 334

Archelaus, on shape of earth, 294

Archilochus, 415; criticized by Heraclitus, 412
and n. i, 413, 447 n. 3

Archippus of Tarentum, Pythagorean, 180

Archytas of Tarentum, 147, 162 n. 2, 180, 273,

322, 333 ff.; date, 334; friendship with

Plato, 333; extent of interests, 33j;
public life, 333 f.; possible influence in

Plato's Republic, 333; contributions to

mathematics, 219, 335 and n. i; on infinite

extension, 336; on the Decad, 260;
mechanical applications, 33 5; theories on

sound, 226 ff.; ratios of musical scales

determined, 335; biology, 3365 genuine
ness of fragments, 335 and n. 3; on

calculation as ruling force in nature and

morals, 336

Areimanios, 249 n. 2

arete (dper^), as well-being of soul, 317
Aristarchus, heliocentric theory, 290, 293
Aristeas of Proconnesus, 159

aristocracy, in literal sense, under Pythagoras's

constitution, 175

aristocrats, character of in sixth century, 365

Aristophanes, 9, 106 n. i, 130

Aristophon (comic poet), 187
Aristotelian terminology, 56

Aristotle, survival of early ideas in, 2; philo

sophy of, I2ff.; on origin of philosophy,

30, 31; as historian of philosophy, 41 ff.,

56, 82, 120, 2i4f., 237; cautious attitude

on Thales, 54f.; abundance of surviving

work, 25; classificatory work, 14; scheme
of causation, 63, 236; classification of

motion, 382; modernity of outlook, 237;
definition of time, 338; on sensation and

thought, 348; Ethics, 13; Protrepticus,
1 54, 171 ; on Alcmaeon, 341 ; on Archytas,

334 n. i; on Heraclitus, 437, 451; on

Philolaus, 329; references to Pythagoras,

I53f.; on the Pythagoreans, 42, I54f.,

183, 200, 2i4ff., 229^; on Xenophanes,
366-7; relation to Democritus, 12; to

Plato, 12

Aristoxenus, 150, 169, 178 n 3, 188-9, I 9 I ? on

conformity with the divine, 199, 210; on

Pythagoras's enthusiasm for the study of

number, 177, 221; on Hippasus and con
cordant intervals, 322; on Philolaus, 329;
wrote life of Archytas, 334 n. i

SppTprcc (or <5ar6ppTiToc), of Pythagoreans, 150

Arta, in Persian religion, 255

Artemis, 44

Asclepius, 436

assumptions, popular scientific, 3 ; of philoso

phers, unconscious, n6ff.

Astyages, 46

ataraxia, 17

decScvorrov, quality of the divine only, 68

Athena, 28

Athens, 7, 8

cVruls, 462 n. i

atomism, ofLeucippus and Democritus, 5, 6f.,

129, 143; of Ecphantus, 325 ff; innumer
able worlds in, ii3f.

atoms, motion of, in Democritus and Epicurus,
1 8; numbers finite according to Ecphan
tus, 326f.

autarkeia, 17
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autarkes, of the Stoic Sage, 20

ccOrov, in Speusippus, 249

Babylonia, religious governance of practical
life in, 35; astronomy of, ^f. 9 138 n. 2;

mathematics, 346, 36, 217 f.; cosmology,
59f.

Bacchoi, 23 1 ; in Xenophanes, 372
Bacchus, properties of, 372

Baccou, R., 38 n. i, 96 n. i

Bailey, C., 116

Baldry, H. C., xii, 61 n., 62, 90, 133 n. i

Bathyllus, 344

beans, Pythagorean prohibition on eating:

explanations of, i84f.; rationalized

politically, 185; denied, 191; taboo else

where, 185 n. i

Beare, J. L, 347 n. 3, 348

Becker, O., 218 n., 265 n. 2

beginning and end, joining of (Alcmaeon), 353

being, potential and actual, in Aristotle, 13;
and becoming (Platonic), in relation to

Heraclitus, 441

Berger, H., 138 n. i

Berosus, 94

Berthelot, M., $8 n. 3

Bias of Priene, 412 n. 2

birth, analogous to cosmogony, in Anaxi-

mander, 90; in Pythagoreanism, 278 f.;

interest in, a feature of primitive thought,
62 n. 2

body as tomb or prison, Pythagorean and

Orphic view, 311, 331, 464; whether

found in Heraclitus, 477, 478

Boeckh, A., 328

Boeder, H., 420 n. i, 471 n.

Boehm, F., 183 n. i, 190

Boll, R, 46 n. i, 48 n. 3, 135

Bomer, F., 311 n. 3

Bonitz, H., 239 n. 2

Booth, N. B., 265 n. i, 408 n. 2

Bowra, C. M., 363 n., 364 n., 365

brain, as centre of sensation, in Alcmaeon and

Plato, 349

Brandis, C. A., 367 n. i

breath, universal, 200 n. 2, 278. See also

jpneuma, soul

breathing, of cosmos, in Pythagoreanism, 272,

277, 278 ff., 340

Breliier, E., 265 n. 2

Broad, C. D., 57

Broecker, W., 416 n. i

Bro(n)tinus, 319, 344 and n. i

Brugmann, C., 47 n. 2

Brunet, P., 221

Burch, G. B., 96 n. 2

Burnet, J. (selected references), 62, 65, 66 n. i,

84 n. 3, 112, 126, 131, 166 n. i, 204, 221,
222f., 285 n. i, 288, 299, 323, 369 n. 2, 481

Bywater, I., 171, 330 ff.

Cadmus, 50 and n.

Callimachus, 185 n. i, 189, 343
Cambridge Platonists, 24

Cambyses, 218, 253, 254

Cameron, A., 157 n., 161 n. i, 164 n., 165, 310
n. 2, 311 n. i, 330 n. 2

Campbell, L., 401 n. 2

Capek, M., 282 n. i

Cameades, 22

Casella, F., 387 n. 4

Catana, stay of Xenophanes at, 363
cause: Greek interest in causes, 36; in early

philosophers, contrasted with Aristotle's

scheme, 63 f.j Aristotelian senses of,

234, 236; moving cause, problem of, 6,
89, 145; ultimate cause, as chance or

necessity (Atomists, Empedocles), i43f.;
as

*

nature', mechanical and non-theo

logical, 144; mythological view of, 26 ff.,

40 f., 140 f.j logos as cause in Stoicism,
21

celature, 174

Celsus, 137

Celts, and Pythagoreans, 254

Cercops, Pythagorean, 319

Ceyx, wedding of, in Hesiod, 103

chance, and nature, Plato quoted on, 144

change, continuous and imperceptible, in

Heraclitus, 451

Cherniss, H., 52, 75, 84 n. 3, 87 n. 2, 97 n. 4,

120, I22f., 155 n. i, 215 n. 2, 229, 307
n. 3, 381, 456 n., 465 n. i

China, and Pythagoreanism, 25 if.

Christianity, interaction ofwithpagan thought,
>
?

Chrysippus, of Soli, 19, 20, 21, 202 n. i

Chrysogonus, flute-player, 423 n.

Cicero, on Epicurus, 19; on Carneades, 22;

on Anaximander, 75 n. 2; on Heraclitus,

411; De Officiis, 22; Somnium Scipionis,

297

circle, and beginning and end (Alcmaeon),

35iff.; beginning and end common

(Heraclitus), 427 (Parmenides), 427 n. i

circular motion, in Aristotle, 13; the only con

tinuous, 35if.; and psychic functions,

356
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circularity, connexion with life, 351 ff.; and

reason, 356; special perfection of, in

Aristotle, 2; and later, 3, 207; of time,

452; or cycle (irepfoSos), of the body, 353
cithara, 224

city, the natural unit for the Greek, 1 5 ; com
bination of cities into leagues, 1 5

city-states, after Alexander, 15

classification, neglected by early Greek

thinkers, 37
Claudianus Mamertus, on Hippasus, 321; on

Philolaus, 311

Cleanthes, 293 ; on soul in Heraclitus, 434, 491
Clement of Alexandria, 24; on mystery cults,

in Protrepticus, 473

Cleobulina, mother of Thales, 50

coagulation (irAyos), of air in Empedocles, 136

cocks, forbidden to epileptics, 190; to Britons,

190; white cocks forbidden to Pytha
goreans as sacred to lunar god, 188

Codrus, 409

Cohen, M. R. and Drabkin, I. E., 53 n. 2

coinage (incuse), in Croton and neighbour

hood, 176

Colophon, birth-place of Xenophanes, 363
comic poets, on Pythagoreans, i^f., 187

common, of Heraclitus's Logos, 42 ? ; use of
term in Heraclitus, 447 etc.

common sense, reaction to physical specula

tion, 9

concordance, in Greek music, 223
concordant intervals, see intervals

condensation and rarefaction of air, in Anaxi-

menes, 120 ffc, 460; alleged of Heraclitus's

fire, 460

conflagration. See ecpyrosis

Confucius, 175

contradiction, law of, broken by Heraclitus,

460, etc.

contraries. See opposites

convention, distinction of from nature, 9, 10

Cook, R. M., 47 n. 4

Copernicus, 207; encouraged by theories of

Philolaus, Heraclides, Ecphantus, 327
Cornford, F. M. (selected references), inf.,

118, 125, 172, 221, 242 nn., 244, 249, 250,

264, 265 n. i, 273 n. 2, 301 n. 2, 303,

309 n., 315, 323, 344, 381 n., 382 n. 2

corporeality (see also matter), emergence of
distinct notion of, 326

cosmogony, mythical, xi, 28
, 60, 68, 119,

141 ; creative and evolutionary contrasted,

142; design in, i42f.; Hebrew, 60; Baby
lonian, 59f.; Egyptian, 58f. ; in Diodorus,

68 ; given in terms of organic life in

earlier Greek speculation, 90 f.; stages in

Presocratics between arche and variety of

nature, i22f., 273; alternate creation and
dissolution of world, 28 if.

Cosmopolis, in Stoicism, 21

cosmos (see also kosmos, world), compared to

seven-stringed lyre, 298 ; in Pythagorean-
ism, is a harmony, 229, 308 ; living and

intelligent to Pythagoreans, 289; a god to

Xenophanes, 38iff., to Heraclides of

Pontus, 324; prevalent scheme of, in

sixth and fifth centuries, 470 in Zeno,
the work of a providence, 20,- views on its

destructibility, 389^
counter-earth, invented by Pythagoreans, 213,

282 ff., 288; attributed to Philolaus, 284;
to Hicetas, 328; meaning the moon, 290 f.

Crates, 93

Cratylus, acquaintance of Plato with, 450, 468;
a Heraclitean heretic, 450 n. 3- extreme

application of views of Heraclitus, ibid.\

and the river-statement, 489
creation, and evolution in ancient thought,

142; ex nihilo, foreign to Greek thought,
454 n. 3

creator, in Plato, 143; absence ofin early Greek

philosophy, 142

Critias, on progress in human culture, 400

Croesus, 32, 115; and Thales, 46,- and the

oracle, 414

Croton, migration ofPythagoras to, 174- home
of Alcmaeon, 341; medical school at, 174

n-3, 346f.

crystalline, meaning
*

viscous and transparent',
J37? question of, in Anaximenes, 13 5 f.

crystals, geometrical forms of, 226 n. 2, 269
cube, duplication of, by Archytas, 3355 fiery

monadic, 292 ; connected with element
earth by Pythagoreans, 267

cults (see also mystery-religions), agrarian, 197
curiosity, source of philosophy, 30

Cyaxares, 46

Cybele, cults of, 23

cycle, of births, Orphic and Pythagorean (see
also transmigration), 202f., 354, 478, 480;

parallel with Heraclitus, 480, 481 n. i
; of

the seasons, 80, 352; astronomical, and

cyclic renewal of the universe, in Hera

clitus, 458; of world-renewal and of
world creation and destruction, 458 n. 5

cyclic change, in Heraclitus, 433
Cylon, conspiracy and revolt of, 178 , 320
Cynic School, 10, 187
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Cyrenaic School, 10

Cyrus, 32, 46, 362, 363

dalmon^ daimones, meanings ofword, 318, 482;
in Hesiod, etc., 3181*.; as divine atten

dants of Dionysus, 291 ; as divine element
in man, 3i8f.; in the Epinomis, 271

Damasias, archonship of, 47

Darius, 174 n. 3, 346, 362, 488

darkness, as a substance to early Greek mind,
126

Darsow, W., 75 n. 3
dasmos (Seconds), 29, 454 n. 3

death, in Empedocles, common to body and

soul, 314; one element living the death of
another (Heraclitus), 453; due to inability
to 'join the beginning to the end*

(Alcmaeon), 351, 354

decad, 153, 225, 260, 288

definition, 232; general definitions introduced

into philosophy by Socrates, Hid.-, in

terms of form, not matter (Pythagorean),

257

Deichgraber, K., 342 n., 366,377^2,379^ 2,

384 n., 385, 390 n. 2, 407, 462 n. 2

Delatte, A., 151 n. 2, 157 n., 161 n. i, 164 n.,

173 n. 3, 183 nn. i and 2, 184 n. 3, 193 n.,

200 n. 2, 202 n., 203 n. i, 225 n. i, 335
n. 3, 417 n. i, 478 n. 2

Delian League, 8

Delphic oracle, 414, 417, 418

Delphic precepts, 183

Demeter, 197, 449
Demetrius of Magnesia, 323 and n. 2; on

Philolaus, 330
Demetrius of Phaleron, 16

Democedes, of Croton, court physician to

Polycrates, 1745 his career, 346 f.

democratic government, in fifth-century

Athens, 8

Democritus,6f., 69 n. i, 89 n. i, 113, 232, 325,

326, 327, 357; book on Pythagoras, 155;

on soul, 129, 201 ; on shape of earth, 294;
simile of motes in air, 307; atomic system

adopted by Epicurus, 18; *the laughing

philosopher', 409 ; notion of microcosm

in, 208 n. i ; on human ignorance, 399

Dercyllides, on Anaximander, 98

design in nature, in Plato's Laws, 12, 144;

absence of in early Greek philosophy,

Deucalion, 388

development, human: two conflicting views in

classical Greece, 400; viewed as a pro
gress, 400 f.

SictKoapetv, 454 n. 3
dialectical method, 9

Dicaearchus, 169; on Pythagoreans, 151, 175,
186 and n. i; on soul, 315

Diels, H., xiiif., 47 n. 2, 48 n. 3, 107 n., no,
T/^T r\ T ft A <9J\'y n i/C/Ci-i T '+4LQ _^_^,

destructions, ofhuman race by fire, flood, etc.,

101, 388; ofworld, whether in Heraclitus,

455

408 n. 2, 423 n.

Dies, A., 377 n. 2

difficulties of earliest philosophers, 118

dimension, defined by Nicomachus, 261

Dingle, H., 3

Diogenes of Apollonia, 92, 121, 123, 131, 135
n. i, 294; follows Anaximenes on air and

soul, I29f.; restores unity of matter and

spirit, 143 ; draws parallel between air and
human soul, 470

Diogenes Laertius, as source, xiv,- on Pytha

gorean Acusmata^ 183; on meeting of

Philolaus and Plato, 329; on Alcmaeon,

344

Dionysius II of Syracuse, 334

Dionysus, 27, 478 and n. 2; phallic processions
in honour of, 475 n. 4; identified with

Hades by Heraclitus, 463, 475, 476

divinity, to Greeks synonymous with everlast

ing life, 480; conception of T6 foiov both

rationalist and mystic, 203; assimilation

to, 199, 318, (through knowledge accord

ing to Empedocles) 209
of cosmos, in Ecphantus, 326
of primary entity, 4; in Anaximander, 87 f.;

in Anaximenes, 128

of primary substance, in Milesians, 88

divisibility, infinite, 265 n. i

5f3T)uoci, meanings of, 418

Dodds, E. R., 159 n. i, 307 n. i

dodecahedron, in Pythagoreanism, assigned to

enveloping cosmos or ouranos, 266; and

Hippasus, 268; date of construction, 268;

equated with sphere, 268 f.; Etruscan of

sixth century B.C., 269 n. 2; pyrites

crystals in form of, 226 n. 2

Dome, H., 244 n. 4

Drabkin, I. E., see Cohen

Dreyer, J. L. E., 93 n., 95 n., 97 n. 2, 98, i3<5n. i,

294 n. i

Duchesne-Guillemin, J., 254f.

Dunbabin, T. J., 50 n. i, 174 n. 4, 175^ *7S

n. i

Diking, L, 171 n., 222 and n. 2
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dyad, indefinite, 202 n., 248, 264

dynamis (Servants), usage of the term, 325 n. I ;

of atoms, fresh conception of Ecphantus,

326

earth, shape of: in Anaximander, 98 ;
in

Anaximenes, 133; in Pythagoreans,

293 ff.; evidence of Aristotle on believers

in flat earth, 294; sphericity: date of dis

covery, 292 flf., 393 n. 2; first mentioned

in Plato's Ptiaedo, 295,- position: central,

in early Greek thought, 289; freely sus

pended (Anaximander), 98, 99 f.; central,

rotating about own axis (Ecphantes,

Heraclides), 327, (Hicetas), 328f. ; central

view adopted by Socrates, 100; a planet,

circling the centre, 282,- planetary notion

short-lived, 290 ;
called star by Pytha

goreans, because an instrument of time

(Aristotle), 290; earth substance not

taken as element by any who posit unity

(Aristotle), 385; whether so taken by

Xenophanes, 3830". j its generative power,

292; as mother of all life, 291, 385 ; as

Hestia (hearth of universe), 293

earthquakes, predicted by Anaximander, 75

and n. 2; storks give warning of, 75 n. 2;

according to Anaximenes, 139

earthy bodies in sky (Anaximenes), 134,

135

Echecrates, 169, 273, 310

eclipses, and date of Thales, 46-9; in Anaxi

mander, 96; in Anaximenes, 135; in

Leucippus, 138 n. 3; in Xenophanes,

393; in Alcmaeon, 357; according to

Heraclitus, 483, 486; prediction of, 33;

extent of Babylonian prediction, 48 ;
of

moon, 283 and n., 285, 286

ecliptic. See zodiac

Ecphantus, 200 and n. 3, 323 flf.; his existence

defended, 323 f.; date uncertain, but

apparently influenced by atomists, 325;

supposed work On Kingship, 324 n. 3;

evidence for his views, 324^; cosmology
reminiscent of the Timaeus, 326; his

cosmos unique, 326 f.; declared Pytha

gorean monads corporeal, 325 f.j atomic

theory distinct from Democritus's, 326;

his atoms limited in number, 325 and n. 2;

combination of genesis from numbers,
and atomism, 325; on impossibility of

knowledge, 399

ecpjyr<wzV(&rr\>pcns), 456 n., 473 and n. i, 4745

spread of idea back into earlier daought,

457; associated with Great Year, 458;

question of, in Heraclitus, 45 5 f.

Edelstein, L., 34^,357

effluences, Empedocles's theory of, 209

egg, the Orphic, 69, 90; wind-eggs, 90 n. 3,

129

Egypt, journeys to by early Greek philo

sophers, 32, 48, 217; scientific and tech

nological achievement of, 30, 32f- its

limitations, 34f.; cosmogony, ?8f.

Egyptian religion, supposed Greek borrow

ings from, 1 60

eicosahedron, connected with water by

Pythagoreans, 267

ekstatikos (KOTOTiK6s), 231

Elea, foundation of, 362 ; association with

name of Xenophanes, 363
Eleatic School, founded by Parmenides, 363;

reputedly by Xenophanes, 361, 363

elements, four explicitly distinguished by

Empedocles, 5, 267; but developing in

earlier thought, i22f.; geometrical struc

ture, in Timaeus^ 267; mutual transforma

tion, 276 n. I ; in Anaximander, swallowed

up by their opposites, 81; fifth element:

history of, 270 f.j five elements in Chinese

philosophy, 252
elenchtic methods, 9

Eleusinian mysteries, 1976, 199, 203, 425 n. i,

449

embryology: of Anaximander, 103; of Alc

maeon, 348

Empedocles, 5, 6, 120, 136, x<$5, 172, i77> *99

200 n. i, 267, 294; motive cause in, 88;

four elements in, I22f.; relationship with

Pythagoreans, i6o, 208 n. 2, 258; verses

on Pythagoras, i<So; on proportion of

elements in natural substances, 258, 275,

313; denial of empty space, 279; cosmos,

cyclic destruction and rebirth of, 389;

created by random interplay of elements,

144; cosmology: two suns, 286; shape of

earth, 294; fire at earth's centre, 292;

origin of life from within the earth, 292;

formation of organic substances, 313;

materialistic outlook on sensation and

thought, 318; theories of the soul, 3i3,
318; Love and Strife in, 305, 437; Apollo
in Empedocles, 203 n. 2; theories of

sensation and thought, 348; relation to

Heraclitus, 437; to Alcmaeon, 348, 3j8;
physis in, 82; speaks of

*
unlimited

sphere', 85; kinship of nature, 186, 208,

278; preached abstention from beans, 185,
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Empedocles (cont.)

189; from flesh, 195; believed all things
had consciousness, 200; god in Empedo
cles, 203 n. 2; claimed immortality, 206;
kosmos in, 208 n. i ; theory of effluences,

209

viour6$, etymology of, 47 n. 2

entheos (Iv0eo$), meaning of in connexion with

Bacchic rites, 231, 372

EnumaElish, 59f.

Epaminondas, 179

Ephesus, legendary foundation of, 409

Epicharmus, 244 n. i, 362, 426 n. i

Epictetus, 21

Epicureanism, xyff.j general later disapproval

of, 22

Epicurus, i8f., 25, 130, 407, 486; innumerable

worlds of, 108, 109, 113

Epimenides, 319; his Theogony, 39

epoptela (SiroTrTetoc), at Eleusis, 203

equality, human, in Stoicism, 20 f.

Eratosthenes, on Anaximander, 74

Eros, 28, (Si, 69, 88 n. 2 - ^
eternal recurrence. See repetition

eternity of world, 456 n.; in Pythagoreans,

281; in Xenophanes, 380, 389

Etna, 292

Euclid, 53 n. 2; construction of regular solids,

269
Eudemian Ethics, 329 n. 2

Eudemus, pupil of Aristotle, 49, 93, 98, 218;

his Astronomical History , 74, 334 n. i; on

eternal recurrence, 281; on Pythagoreans*

investigations into positions of planets,

95, 298

Eudorus, on pre-Platonic Pythagoreanism, 244

and n. 4, 247, 248 and n. 2

Eudoxus, 187, 253, 290, 393 n. 2

euharmostia, anharmostia, in the Republic, 317

Eupalinus, Samian engineer, 174, 219

Euphorbus, and Pythagoras, 159 n. i, 164, 231

Euripides, 293 ; on separation of heaven and

earth, 69; on progress, 400; imitates

Xenophanes, 373 and n.

Eurytus, 258, 273 ff.; meeting with Plato, 329

evolution, as opposed to creation, 142

Examyes, father of Thales: a Carian name,

50
exhalations. See Heraclitus

experiment, in early Greek philosophy, 37, 66

n. i, 125 f.j lack of, 9

extension, the matter of geometrical figures,

2575 see also space

eye, Alcmaeon's study of the, 347, 349

Farrington, B., 52 and n. i, 125

Favorinus, 294, 343

'felting*, in Anaximander, 90; in Anaximenes,
121 and n. 3, 133, 139; in Xenophanes,
391

Festugiere, A. J., 165 n. i, 202 n., 354, 358 n.

Field, G. C, 334 n. 3,335
fifth element. See elements

figures, origin of meaning 'numbers', 256 n.

fir, particular associations with Dionysus, 372
and n. 2

fire, itself an opposite, thus unsuited to be

Milesian-type arche, 457; substance of the

heaven in Parmenides and others, 136;
as rarefied air (Anaximenes), 12 if.;

'nourished* by moisture, 67, 8of., 97; as

creative power, 281 n. i ; by Pythagoreans

regarded with religious awe, 288; equated
with pyramid, 267, 268; related to aither

in Aristotle, 270; in Heraclitus, see Hera

clitus; popularly identified with aither,

466; power to become frozen or solidified,

in Empedocles, 290 f.; 'central fire', see

Pythagoreans; sphere of (Anaximander),

9*> 94

fish, and origin ofhuman life, io2; eating of,

103 n.; sacred fish not to be eaten, 188

flesh, abstention from enjoined in Orphic

writings, 195; Pythagorean prohibition

on, 1 87 ff.
; eating confined to some species,

1 88; or some parts, 189; prohibition

denied, i88f; sacrifice an exception,

195; eating of, and transmigration,

Empedocles on, 195 and n.

flood (see also destructions), connected with

Great Year, 458 n. 4

floruit
= 'was aged forty', 408

fluxion theory, of generation of geometrical

figures, 262 ff.; period of origin, 264;

Newton quoted, 264 n.

form, Greek discovery of, 36; study of, in

Italian branch of Presocratics, 4; recog

nition by Pythagoreans of its importance,

238, 317, 467; its permanence, 467 f.;

outcome of the philosophy of form, 467;

form and matter in Aristotle, 12; distinc

tion between them, 234; and teleology,

12; purely actual form, in Aristotle, is

God, 12

forms, in Plato, io, 210; origins of the doc

trine (Aristotle's account), 450, 468

fossils, ancient observations of, 387f., 387

n. 2

Fraenkel, E., 205 n. i
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Frank, E., 53 n. i, 1 50 n. 2, 181 n., 201 n. 2,

265 n. 2, 324, 330, 332, 335 n. 3

Frankel, H., x, Si n. i, 363 n. 3, 381 , 390 n. 2,

393 n. 2, 395 nn., 396 nn. i and 3, 397
and nn., 444 n. 2, 446

Frankfort, Henri, quoted, 28, 40 f., 141

Freeman, K., 219 n. 2, 335 n. i

free-will and swerve of atoms, in Epicurus, 18

Freudenthal, J., 385

Fritz, K. von, 170 n. 2, 171 n., 180, 202 n., 269
n. i, 373 n. 3, 426 n. i

Fung Yu Lan, 177 n. 2, 252

Gaetringen, H. von, 29 n. 2

Gaia, 28, 69, 123, 131, 386

Galen, 137; on Alcmaeon's supposed book On

Nature, 343; on Xenophanes, 384

galeus, dogfish or shark, 102, 103 and nn. i, 2

generalization, importance (and dangers) of,

3<>f.; in Thales, 54; and universals, neces

sary for philosophy, according to Aris

totle, 40

generation, logical and chronological, 239^
456; spontaneous, 59, 102 n. i, 386

genesis, problem of, 38 ; by separation according
to Anaximander, 76 f.; from numbers, 256

geocentric universe, in pre-Philolaic Pytha-

goreanism, 289

Gercke, A., 158 n. i

Getae, Thracian tribe, 158

Gigon, O., 29 n. i, 73, 131 n., 384 n., 407, 408
n. 2, 414 n. 3, 415, 428 n. 2, 433 nn. i and

4, 434, 444 n. 2, 445 n. 2, 453, 454 n. 2,

459, 477 n. 3, 478 n. 2

Gilbert, O., 105, 106 n.

Giordano Bruno, possible influence of

Ecphantus on, 327

gnomon, of sundial, 33, 74; Pythagorean use,

241 ; essentialmeanings ofterm, 242 and n.

god (see also anthropomorphism; divinity;

Heraclitus, theology), concern of gods
for human affairs, in early Greek thought,

27; held responsible for human failings,

26 f., 482 n.; neglected by lonians, 30;
assimilation to, see divinity; relation of
man to God, in Aristotle, 13; all things
full of gods (Thales), 65; the air a small

portion of, within us (Diog. Apoll.), 130;

spherical in Xenophanes, 376^., and
identified with the world, 38 iff.; in

Aristotle, 13

Goettling, C W., 183 nn. i and 3

gold plates, inscribed, of mystic sect in Magna
Graecia, 206, 481 n. i

Golden Race, heroes of, 400, 478

Gomperz, H., 65, 312 n.

gonimon, of Anaximander, 90, 278

good, according to Pythagoreans: in the table

of opposites, 245, 246; in the end, not the

beginning, 251; a peace produced by
imposition ofperas on apeiron, 448; good
and bad identified by Heraclitus, 442,

445

goodness, its true nature to be sought (Soc

rates), 10; question whether it has a true

nature, 10; as supreme form in Plato, 10

Gorgias, 73

Great Year (Perfect Year), 282 and n. 2, 353;
and periodic destructions of mankind,
101, 388; and ecpyrosis, 458

Greek language, later universality of, 23 f.

Griffiths, J. Gwyn, 35 n. i

yup6s, meaning of, 98f.

Guthrie, W. K. C., 40 n. i, 43 n. i, 69 n. 3, 102

n. i, 132 n. i, 137 n. 2, 182 n. 2, 203 n. i,

206 n., 272 n. r, 282 nn., 285 n. 3, 291 n. i,

386 n. i, 389 n. 2, 400 n. 3, 466 n. 2, 470

n., 475 n- *, 481 n. i

Hackforth, R., 293 n. 3, 311 n. i

Hades: equated with Dionysus (Heraclitus),

463, 475, 47<$; with Areimanios, 249 n. 2

Halley, Edmund, 47

narmonia, harmonie, harmony: account of the

word, 220, 223; as octave, 223, 288 n.,

298 n. 2; other senses:
*

proportion*

(Empedocles), 258; 'adjustment', 439 and
n. 3; in Heraclitus, the reverse of the

Pythagorean, 43 5 f., a precarious equili

brium, 440 (see further under Heraclitus);
soul as harmonia (Pythagorean), 307 f.

harmonic mean, 322
'harmonic motion', 227

harmonics, study of, in Plato, 214

harmony of the spheres, in Plato's Republic,

295; attested as Pythagorean, 167-, critical

account by Aristotle, 29 5 f.; Cicero's

account, 297; why not heard by us, 296,

297; heard however by Pythagoras, 297
n. 3; notes simultaneous yet concordant,

299

Harpagus the Mede, 363

head, the seat of intelligence (Alcmaeon), 348
health, as harmony of physical opposites, in

Alcmaeon, 346; in Western school of

medicine, 436; in Plato's Symposium,

435*"-

hearing, Alcmaeon's explanation of, 347, 349f.
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heart, seat of intelligence (Empedocles), 348;
common sensorium (Aristotle), 349

heat: connexion with life, <5i, 92, 291, (in

Anaximander) ioif., 105; explained by
decrease of density (Anaximenes), 121

,

I24f. See also fire

Heath, T., 46 n. i, 47, 49, 95 n., 97 nn., 135 and
n. 2, 138 n. i, 218 n., 265 n. 2, 269 n. i,

285 nn., 286 n. i, 288, 295 n. 2, 297 n. i,

298, 300 n. 4, 324, 335 n. i

heaven, separation from earth, 68 See also

Ouranos

heavenly bodies, living creatures in Aristotle,

2; divinity of, 350, 357 and n., 480

Hecataeus, 74, 157, 408

Heidel, W. A., 57 n. 2, 58 n. i, 67, 72 n. 3, 73
n. 2, 74f., 77 nn. i, 3, 4, 80 n., 82 n. i, 97
n. i, 100 n. 2, 118, 161 n. 2, 219 and n. 2,

232 f., 241, 294 n. 2, 323, 342 n., 374 n. 2,

391 n. i w*****^**

Heinimann, F., 5*5 n. i

heliocentric theory, 290, 293
Hellenistic civilisation, 1 5 ff.

van Helmont, J. B., 71
'

Hemera, 413 n. i

Henderson, Isobel, 161 n. 2

Hephaestus, 131

Heraclides of Pontus, 51, 290; on Pythagoras
and his school, i63f.; on Pythagoras and

philosophia, 204; relation to Hicetas and

Ecphantus, 323 f.
; cosmologicalviews, 324

Heraclitus, 4, 65 f., 83 n. i, 145, 4O3~92 ;

variety of modern interpretations, 403;

subject of King Darius, 488; membership
of royal clan at Ephesus, 408 f. ; date and

life, 408 ff.; anecdotes and sayings illus

trative of his character, 4096; the Veep-
ing* philosopher, 409 and n. i ; relation to

the prevalent world-picture of his time,

4<$9f., 479 f.

sources, 40 5 f.

writings, 406-8; doubt of extent of his own
actual words, 403; question whether he

wrote a book, 406 f. and n. 2; Aristotle's

evidence for its existence quoted, 407 f.; a

metrical version, 486
social relations: contempt for great majority

ofmankind, 412; for his own people, 409;

in particular, for philosophers and poets,

4i2f.; for *much learning', 412, 414;

aristocratic pride and rejection of

equality, 409 f.; respect for law, 410, 425;

on poverty of human knowledge, 413

relation to earlier philosophers, 41 5 f.;

censure of Homer, 413, 447; of Hesiod,

412, 413, 443; of Xenophanes, 412; of

Archilochus, 412 and n. i, 413; of

Pythagoras, 157, 412, 417, 448; criticized

by Parmenides, 408 and n. 2; ignored by
later, scientific, philosophers, 419; bor

rowings by Stoics, 404; misunderstood

by Aristotle to be essentially Milesian,

451; his appeal for other philosophers
and religious teachers, 403 and n.

style: his obscurity, 403, 410 ; due to

amalgamation of spiritual and material in

his expression, 428, 469; the 'Riddler',

41 1, 443 and n. 2; ancient references to his

obscurity, 41 1 ; due to contempt for man

kind, 410 ff.; anecdote concerning Soc

rates, 41 if.; oracular style, 414; picture-

language, paradox, parable, 410, 438, 461 ;

word-play, 425 n. 5, 475 n. 2; on occasion

brilliantly clear, 411 and n. 3

philosophical method: prophetic character

of his teaching, 413 ff., 414 and n. 2; self-

search, 414, 416, 4i7ff.; conclusions

based on intuition, 419
*

the common', 413, 425 , 428, 431, 447, 454
n. 2

the Logos, 419^-; its existence affirmed at

the outset, 419; independent of the

speaker, 424f.; permanent, 468; common,

425 , 428, 431; includes act of thinking

or reflexion, 426 and n. i; has material

embodiment, 428; in fire, 432; drawn in

physically through the senses, 430; by

breathing, 430, 480; both human thought
and governing ('steering') principle of

the universe, 428 ; both outside and within

the cosmos, 472; is H.*s nearest approach
to an arche, 428; the true Logos: 'all

things are One', 425, 444; identified with

war, 447; the Logos-fire, 471 ; summary
of conception, 434

the senses: H.'s mistrust of, 5; need to be

interpreted by the understanding, 415,

429, 451; but primary channels of com

munication with the Logos, 429 (c

431); effects of sleep, 427, 430 ; explana

tion of sleep, 433 and n. 3

war (strife, tension), the universal creative

and ruling force, 446ff.; common, like

the Logos, 447; peace and war identical,

444; Aristotle's account of the doctrine,

harmony: is of opposites, 435 ff-J simile of

bow and lyre, 439^ 45 lf-> 459> invisible
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Heraclitus (cant.)

and visible, 440 .; a balance of forces in

tension, 440; revolt against idea of peace
ful and harmonious world, 448; stability

of world only apparent, 466; harmony
and discord co-existent, 436 f.

opposites: co-existence of, 437, 441, 458; all

things made of them, 439; identity of,

442f, 445 f., 463; qualities valued

through their opposites, 448

way up and way down, the same, 443, 460,

461, 463
death: elements live by each others', 433,

453, 462f.; for soul means becoming
water, 433, 480; in battle, 466 n. 3, 481;
relation between life and death, 478 f.

change, 441, 444, 445- continuity of, 449 ff.,

452, 459 ff.; cyclic character of, 452; and

the concept of measure, 464f; fire the

measure of change, 465; cyclic change of

elements into each other, 433
fire: the cosmic fire, 454fT., 459; not flame,

but hot, dry vapour, 432, 466; world an

everlasting fire, 454 ff.; its kindling not

temporal, 459; in one sense the outermost

part of the universe, 480; alleged to be

H.'s arche, 432, 457, 459^; his 'first

cause* according to Aristotle, 432;

primacy of fire, 456; but not permanent

substratum, 461 ; the constant factor in all

transformations, 465 ; all things exchange
for, 457; as gold for goods, 461, 465, law

or measure of change, 461, 466; fire ever-

living, rational, divine, both immanent
and external, 432, 459, 462, 469, 471, 4745
identified with the Logos, 432, 471; with

psyche, 459, 462, 466; parallel changes of
of fire and soul, 459ff., 4635 its opposites,
cold and wet, connected with foolishness,

433
other pronouncements on fire: want and

satiety, 455, 474,- sea 'half earth and half

burning', 463 f. and n.; fire as judge or

justice, 473, 474

flux, doctrine of, 45of. and n. i, 452 n., 461,

4<58; essential to being, 449; illustration

of the kykeon, 4495 its influence on Plato,

450 and n. 25 denial ofthe doctrine, 452 n.,

4<S5 f.

the
*

river-statement', 450, 461, 467, 488 ff.;

passages bearing on the statement, 489 ff.;

variant forms of it, 490 f.

cosmology, astronomy, etc., 482 ff.; no par
ticular interest in natural phenomena, 483 ;

account of his cosmology by D.L., 483;
real world

*

the same for all', 454 and n. 2;
kosmos ofworld everlasting, though com
ponents never the same, 468; substance of
universe single, moving, finite (Simpli-
cius), 457; subject to generation not in

timebut conceptually (Aetius), 456 and n.
;

question ofecpyrosis in H., 455ff., 456 n.,

473; no theory of elements, 453 n. 2

exhalation, from sea, the origin of all things,

462; theory of exhalations, 452 f.; two
kinds ofexhalation, 462 n. 2, 483, 484 n. 3;
stars are exhalations from sea, 462; hea

venly bodies nourished by them, 484;

psyche an exhalation, 462

sun, 484^".; *one foot wide*, 486; renewed

daily, 462, 484 f.; will not overstep his

measures, 465
seasons

*

which produce all things', 453 n. i

estimate of Great Year, 458 and nn. 3, 5

meteorology vague, 486

soul, 476 f.; equated with fire, 433, 466, cf.

481 ; at death turns to water, 433, 476, 480;
nourished by moisture, 43 3 f., 463; de
scribed as exhalation, 462; question of

immortality, 476 flf. ; soul a spirit guardian,

478, cf. 482
traditional religion and morality: criticism

of established cult, 474 f.; of mysteries
and Dionysiac religion, 474 f.j of funeral

rites, 478; of praying to images, 472;

purificatory rites sometimes approved,
476; right and wrong ways of worship,
475 f.; his own ascetic attitude, 478

justice, 472 f. j identified with strife, 447, 473 ;

with fire, 473; Erinyes the servants of

justice, 465; just and unjust not distin

guished by God, 413, 442, 446, 448, 472

theology, 469 ff.; 'Orphic* strain, 477; gods
recognized in traditional sense, 472 ; God,
the divine, 444, 472; comprehends all

contraries in himself, 444, 472; our share

ofdivine force, got by physical means, 429
summary of H.'s scheme of things, 479 f.;

general summing up, 486 ff.

Heraclitus, school of, 410 and n. 2, 434, 451
Hermeias, Aristotle's poem on murder of, 215

Hermes, 164

Hermippus, knowledge of book of Philolaus,

33 2 n. i

Hermodorus, of Ephesus, 409 and n. 3

f)pnoo-u6vo$, of man who has sophrosyne, 317
Hermotimus, 218, 319; and Pythagoras, 164
Herodorus of Heraclea, 285 n. 3
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Herodotus, 294 n. i; on Pythagoras,
on Greek borrowing from Egyptians,
160

Hesiod, xi, 28, 39, 61, 69, 70, 1x2, 134, i4o,
183, 278, 318, 389, 396 n. 2, 400, 442, 478;
castigated by Xenophanes, 370 f.

Hestia, 293

h-ccipilcc, 176; Srccipeioci, Pythagorean, 178

fcToupos, 115 n.

Hicetas, 323 f., 327^".

Hiero of Syracuse, 362, 364

Hippasus of Metapontum, 192, 268, 32off.; no

writings, 320; sympathy with conspiracy

against Pythagoreans, 320; connexion
and confusion with Herachtus, 32of.; on
substance of the universe, 432, 457; his

first principle fire, 320, 432; discoveries

in music, 321 f.- his punishment, i49f.

Hippias, of Elis, 66

Hippocrates of Chios, 8; and mathematics,

219; duplication of cube, 335

Hippocratic writings, 8; criticism of philo

sophers in, 345, 358; OnAncient Medicine,

345; On the Nature of Man, 58 and
n. 2

Hippodamus, of Miletus, 219

Hippolytus, of Rome, his Refutations as a

source, xiv; on Pythagorean Acusmata,

183; on harmony of spheres, 298; on

Heraclitus, 405 f.

Hippon, of Samos, Pythagorean, 62 and n.; his

arche water, 345; on birth after seven

months, 303 n. 5

Hippys of Rhegium, 322
historical research, Alexandrian, i<5

historic, Ionian spirit of, 43, 71; attitude of

Heraclitus to, 417

Hobbes, Thomas, quoted, 31

6Axds, 6AK6s, 267 n. 2

Holscher, U., 60 n. 2, 77 n. i, 79 n. 2, 87 n. 2,

138 n. 2, 414 n. 2, 418 n. i

Homer, 126, 129, 132, 148, 393 n. i; the foun

dation of Greek education, 371; gods of,

1 8, 2,6 f.; characteristics of Homeric

religion, 196 f.; soul in, 196; Homeric

religion and the Ionian spirit, 196; a

philosophical precursor according to

Plato, 450 n. 2; with Hesiod, determined

for Greeks the nature of their gods, 370-
i and n. i; castigated by Xenophanes,

370 f., 374; by Heraclitus, 413, 447;

anecdote about, 443 n. 2; pTvysis in, 82

6uoios, ambiguity of, 305

hospitality, Greek, 361

humanitas, 23

hylrls, 8; Heraclitus's conception of, 410
typ6s, meanings of, 61 f.

hylozoism, 21, 63 f., 130, 350; inseparable from

evolutionary view of nature, i44f.

hypenantza, harmonic mean, 322

lamblichus, Neoplatonist, 177, 475; source for
life ofPythagoras, 23, 155 5 Pythagorean
Acusmata, 183; Protrepticus, 154, 171;
treats 'Pythagoreans' as

'

Pythagoras',
151; method of compilation, 171

[lamblichus], Theologumena Arithmeticae, on

Pythagoreans in Egypt, 217 f.

Iberians, and Pythagoreans, 253, 254
Ibycus, 174

identity, search for underlying, 56f.

ignorance, remedy sought by Socrates, 9

immortality, Thracian belief in compared with

Pythagorean, 159- aspiration of mystic
sect in Magna Graecia, 206; denial of, a

legacy from Homer, 196; in Herachtus,
476 f. See also cycle of births, divinity,

Orphics, Pythagoreans, soul, trans

migration

imperceptible, invoked to explain the per

ceptible, 78

incarnation, as punishment, 311

incommensurability, 149, 265
indefinite dyad, 202 n., 248, 264

India, 187; and Pythagoreanism, 25 if.

'indifference' and position of earth (Anaxi-

mander), 99

individual, problem of knowledge of, 41

infinite extension, beyond the cosmos,

Archytas on, 336
infinitesimal change, argument of, 451

infinity, concept of (see also apeiron), isolated

and grasped through work of Aristotle,

379

initiation, at Eleusis, 197^; of Orphics, 198;

attitude of Pythagoreans to, 149
innumerable worlds, 196^., 390

intelligence, centre of: the heart (Empedocles),

348; die head (Alcmaeon), 348; inter

changeable with sphere or circuit, in the

Timaeus, 356; in connexion with the

Logos (Heraclitus), 426

intermundia, Epicurean, 113

intervals, musical, 2i2ff.; concordant, 223;

discovered by Pythagoras himself, 221 fZ,

301 ; applied by him to cosmology, 247f.;

to distances between planets, 298, 300

Ion of Chios, 158, 182 n. 2
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Ionia, early seat of philosophy, 3 ; under rule"of

Lydia, 32; Ionian mathematics, 21 8 f.;

contrast between Ionian and Italian tradi

tions, see Italian philosophy

Iris, 139, 393

irrationals, 149, 218 n., 265 and n. i; date of

discovery, ibid. n. 2

Isis, cults of, 23

Isocrates, on Pythagoras and Pythagoreans,

151, 163, 173

isonomia, in Alcmaeon, 345 and n. 2

Italian philosophy, 196; contrasted with

Ionian, 4, 146, 172, 198, 250

Italians, in Aristotle, in sense of* Pythagoreans ',

154

Jaeger, W., 88 n. i, 115, 165, 208 n. i, 275
n- 2

> 343> 365 n., 366 n. i, 379 and n. i,

384 n.

James, William, 117

Jehovah, divine rivals and foes of, 375

Jesus, 413 n. 2, 438, 439

Joel, K., 140 n.

Jones, W.H.S., 358 n.

Jowett, B., 423

judgment, relative character of, 401

judgments, moral, in Stoicism, 20

Junge, G., 265 n. 2, 295 nn.

justice, opposite views of Anaximander and

Heraclitus, 447 ; personification of in

Heraclitus, 472; equated with a number

by Pythagoreans, 301, 302 ff.

Kahn, C. H., xiv, 41 n. 3, 44 n., Section in c

passim, 123 n. i, 314 n. i, 352 n. 2, 353,

374 n. 2, 375 n. 2, 390 n. i, 453 n. 2,

456 n.

Koup6s, 301 and n. 3, 304 n. 2

kanon (monochord), 224 and n. 2

Karpinsky, S., 35 n. 2

Karsten, S., 367 n. i

Kepler, Johannes, 3

Kerferd, G. B., 115 n., 363 n. 2

Kern, O., 40 n. i

Kerschensteiner, J., 404 n.

kinesis, scope of term, 382

kings, at Ephesus, 409

kinship, of all nature (see also microcosm-
macrocosm analogy), i86f., 200, 202,

205f., 209, 237, 246, 470; the foundation

ofPythagorean beliefs, 200, 205, 208, 250,

2785 of all animate nature, in Empedocles,
1 86, 208 ; ofallanimals toman (Porphyry),

195

Kirk, G. S., xii, xiii, 57 n. 2, 82 n. 3, 87 n. 2, 90
n. 5, 95, 105 n., H4f., i3if., 135 n. i,

157 n., 204 n. i, 208 n. i, 353 n. 2, 379,
382, 405 and n. i, 406E, 452 n., 489,
and Section vn passim

ktepsydra, 133 and n. 2

KAinoTcc, origin of term, 393 n. 2

knowledge, human, limitations of recognized

by Xenophanes, 398 and n.; emphasis on

personal search, 399; contrasted with
divine by Alcmaeon, 344; by poets,

Xenophanes, Parmenides, 398 j by Hera

clitus, 398, 413 j true knowledge of real

things impossible (Ecphantus), 326, 399-
of sensible world impossible: influence of

Cratylus on Plato, 450; contrast with
true wisdom, 41 5 ; knowledge and seem

ing: importanceof the distinction brought
out by Xenophanes, 399

Korybantes, 231

kosmiotes, 226

kosmos (see also cosmos), 206 ff., 448; history of
the term, uof., 131 n. i, 208 n. i, 305;
used of world first by Pythagoras, 208 ;

construction of in Pythagoreans, 247 f.;

according to Philolaus, 284 and n. 2; in

Heraclitus, 454 f.; element of, link be
tween the philosopher and the divine,

2iof., 288 ; kosmos, kosmoi, in the Timaeus,
211 j and adjective kosmios, 21 of.

Koster, W. J. W., 253

Kranz, Walther, 39, 47 n. 2, 131 n., 157 n., 158
n. 4, 208 n. i, 300, 327, 406 n. i, 408 n. 2

krasis, in Pythagoreanism, producing har-

monia, 448 f.

Kronos, 69, 70, 141

Kuretes, 231

Ku^Epvocv, in philosophic and religious thought,

88; in Diogenes of Apollonia, 130; in

Heraclitus, 429 n. i

kykeon, 425 n. i, 449

Kx/piou 56oci, of Epicurus, 25

Lane, Arthur, 37 n.

language: bilingual philosophers, 21; limita

tions imposed on philosophers by lan

guage, 118 (see also words)
Latins, and Pythagoras, 254

Leibniz, possible influence of Ecphantus on,

327

Lenin, 403 n. i

Lenschau, T., 173 n. 5

Leon, tyrant of Sicyon or Phlius, 164, 204
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Leon (Pythagorean), 344

Leucippus, 6, 91 n. 2, 95 n., 113, 138 n. 3, 232
LeVy, I., 161 n. i, 163 n. 3, 202 n.

life (see also soul) : in Milesians, stuff of world
instinct with life, 201; its essentials, in

popular thought, heat and moisture, 291,
in Anaximander, 103; and its origin
within the earth, ibid., belief in its spon
taneous origin, among Egyptians and in

Anaximander, 59, 102; as cosmogonic
force (Ecphantus), 326; after death, in

Eleusinian and other mysteries, 476 (see

also immortality etc.); the three types of

life (Pythagoras), 164, 21 if.; (Plato), 165
like: 'like to like*, 3; known by like, 206, 211;

Empedoclean doctrine, 209 f., 313, 318; in

contrast with Alcmaeon's, 348

limit, Greek ideal of, 205 ; seeperas, Pytha

goreans

line, relation to figures in Pythagoreanism, 257

Linforth, I. M., 160 n.

Lloyd, G. E. R., 342 n., 358 n.

Lobeck, C. A., 151, 372 n. i

Locri, 178 n. i

lodestone, soul attributed to by Thales, 65 f.

logic, for Aristotle, the tool (organon) of

philosophy, 14

logical and chronological priority, 239 f.

A6yov SiScSvoci, 38

logos (A6yo$), meanings of, 38, 205, 477 n. i;

survey of meanings current in fifth cen

tury or earlier, 419-24; in Heraclitus, 5,

272, 4i9fT.; use of term by Stoics, 21,

426 n. 2; particularly Zeno, 196
Love (see also Eros) and Strife, in Empedocles,

6

Lucretius, 386; on Heraclitus, 411

Lukas, F., 60 n. 2

Luynes, Due de, 176 n. i

Lyceum, 16

Lydia, conquest of by Cyrus, 363

lyre, structure of, 222 f., 224, 299 n., 301;

cosmos compared to, 298

Lysis, 179, 1 80

Macchioro, V., 406 n. i, 478 and n. 2

McDiarmid, J., 41 n. 3, 56 n. i, 62, 77 nn. i, 2,

4, 87 n. 2, I2O n., 121 n. i, 458 n. 5

Macdonald, C., 35 n. i

Magi, good and evil archai of, 249 n. 2; con

nexion ofPythagoras with, 173 n. 3, 253 f.

magic, sympathetic, i85f.

Magna Graecia, philosophers of, 5; connexions

with Miletus, 30

magnet. See lodestone

Magus, as title, 488

Malta, fossils found on, 387

map, Babylonian, 99 n. 2; ofAnaximander, 74,

99 n. 2

Marcovich, M., 387 n. 4, 473 n. i, 475 n. i

Marcus Aurelius, 453

marriage, equated with a number by Pytha
goreans, 302, 304

Martin, H., 299

Martin, T. H., 49

Mason, S. F., quoted, 36
material and formal, in Aristotle, 233

materialism, leads to belief in flux, 467; term

irrelevant to Milesian philosophy, 64

mathematics, division of Pythagoreans, dis

tinguished from acusmaticz, 191, 217 357,

mathematics, Egyptian, limitations of, 34^
Greek: its debt to Egypt and Babylon, 33,
218 n.; state of eastern mathematics at and

before time of Pythagoras, 2i7f.; Ionian,
21 8 f.; Pythagorean attitude to, 2i2f.;

religious significance for Plato, 2i3f.; for

Pythagoreans, I52f.; mathematics 'of

nature', 226, 237; relevance to morals,

(Plato) 305, (Archytas) 336; denied by
Aristotle, 209 n.

matter, in early Greek philosophers, not dead

and inert, 63 ; notion of, anachronistic,

64, 82, 89; meaning of the term in

Aristotle, 12; matter and form, 234, 237,

467; and spirit: relations between them,

6, 88f., 143, I44, 25?> 428, 4<$8; union

with mind in Stoicism (Zeno), 19

Maximus of Tyre, 453

Mazdaean religion, 253

mean, harrnonic, so named by Archytas and

Hippasus, 322

meat, abstention from. See flesh

mechanics : mathematicalprinciples firstapplied

by Archytas, 335
mechanistic theories of cosmogony, 144

medicine (see also Alcmaeon, Hippocratic

writings): Egyptian, 34; Greek, separ

ately treated by fifth century B.C., x;

awareness of fallibility in diagnosis, 344;

Western school and health as harmony,

436; quarrel with philosophers, 58, 345,

358

Meewaldt, J. D., 491 n.

Megarian School, 10

melancholia, meaning of word, 409 and n. i

Melissus, 73, 337, 37

Melissus, Xenophanes> Gorgias (treatise), 367^
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memory, power of lost in sleep (Heraclitus),

43

Menon, pupil of Aristotle, 278 n. 3, 312 n., 330

Mesopotamia, 58, 60; visited by early Greek

philosophers, 32
Messana (Zancle), 363 n. 4

Metapontum, 179

meteorites, 135 n. I

methexis, in Plato, and Pythagorean mimesis,

22.9

Metrodorus of Chios, 93

Meyer, E., 46 n. i, 60 n. 2

microcosm-macrocosm analogy (see also kin

ship ofall nature), 67, 90, 130, 131 f., 201 f.,

208 n. i, 209 ff., 278 f., 316, 35o, 470, 479

Mieli, A., 221

Milesian philosophers, 3f., 29 fT.; practical

character, 30; moved by curiosity, 30 f.;

acquaintance with Eastern countries, 32;

mythical predecessors, 39; scientific out

look, 40, 43, 70, 83; questions asked by,

44; how far a school, 43; summary and

appraisal, I4off.

Miletus, 121 n. 3; account of, 29; geographical

situation, 315 materialistic culture, 30

Milky Way, 94
Milo of Croton, 176, 179, 346

Milton, quoted on opposites, 79

mimesis, mimetes, mimos, meaning of, 230 f.

Mimnermus, 30

Minar, E. L., 153 n. r, 170 n. i and n. 2, 173

n. 2, 174 n. 2, 179 and n., 193 n., 329, 335
n. 3

mind, union ofwith matter in Zeno's Stoicism,

19; cosmogonic in Anaxagoras etc., 143,

326, 454 n. 3; in Ecphantus, 326

Minoans, 50 n. i

Mnesarchus of Samos, father of Pythagoras,

173
Mnesimachus (comic poet), 187

moisture, connexion with life, 61 f., 67, 71 f., 92,

101, 128, 386; bad for souls (Heraclitus),

433
monad. See unit

monarchia, in Alcmaeon, 345

Mondolfo, R., 115, 161 n. i, 330, 407, 456 n.,

474 n. i

monism, 70; in later Platonists and Neo-

pythagoreans, 244

monochord, 224
monotheism or polytheism, question unim

portant to Greeks, 375

moon, in Anaximander, 93 f. ; moon-rainbow in

Anaximenes, 139; moon in Philolaus, 285 -,

inhabitants of, 285 and n. 3; called

'counter-earth', 290; in Xenophanes,

392; cause of illumination, when dis

covered, 94 n. 2, 286; white cocks sacred

to moon-god, 188; eclipses of, see

eclipses

Moraux, P., 367 n.

Morrison, J. S., 16$ n. 2, 173 n. i, 294 n. 2, 295
n. i

mortality, thoughts of, enjoined by Herodotus,

tragedians, Pindar, 196, 205 f.; rejected by
Pythagoras etc., 206; contrasted with
*

assimilation to the god', 198 f.

Moschion, on progress in human culture,

400

motes, in air, constitute soul, 306 f.

motion: methodical classification of its types

by Aristotle, 382; in Greek philosophy,
*

covers every kind of change*, 381; this

generalization denied, 382; cause of, 6,
88f., 128, 145; initiation of, a psychic

property, 66, 350; eternal, 4, 350; (in

Anaximander), 76, 89, 91, 985 (in Anaxi

menes), 124, 127; continuous motion of

everything a doctrine among followers of

Heraclitus, 410

movement, denied by Parmenides, 279 (see also

motion)
mover and moved, not yet distinguished in

sixth century, 128

mullet, abstained from by Pythagoreans, 189

Musaeus, 69, 115

Museum, at Alexandria, 16

music (see also intervals, pitch, Pythagoreans) :

Greek music melodic, 162 n. 2, 223, 299 j

primary intervals, 223; in Pythagorean-

ism, provides paradigm for construction

of a kosmos, 247 f.; music and moral state

of the soul (Plato), 317
musical sounds, note on speed and pitch,

226rT.

mystery-religions (see also Eleusinian mys
teries), 152; in Hellenistic age, 17; and

Heraclitus, 425 n. i, 478 n. 2; sarcasm of

Clement of Alexandria, 473

myth, value and danger of, 2; Platonic, ibid.*,

demands particular causes, 40; sudden

dissipation of with rise of Milesians, 141

mythology, latent, in early Greek philosophy,
if.

n06os, 421 n.

Nabonidus, 46

Naster, P., 176 n. i
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natural forces, personal explanation of in early
Greek thought, 26

nature. Seephysis
'nature* and convention, 9

Naucratis, 29

Neanthes, 180, 209

necessity, irrational, in the Timaeus, 12;
in early Greek philosophical thinking, 27

Neoplatonism, 23, 155; and interaction be

tween Christianity and paganism, 24

Neopythagoreans, 23, 330; characteristics of

their evidence on Pythagoreanism, 156;
their picture of Pythagoras, 175

Nestle, W., 107, 131 n., 161 n. i, 313 n., 324
n. i

Neugebauer, O., 46 n. i, 47 nn. 2 and 4, 48,
218 and n.

Nicander, 91 n. 3

Nicolaus of Damascus, on the arche of Xeno-

phanes, 378
Nicomachus of Gerasa, Neopythagorean, 169,

1 80, 244 n. 3; Introduction to Arithmetic

quoted, 261

Nietzsche, 282 n. i; on philosophy as auto

biography, 117; on HeracHtus, 403 n.,

411 n. 3

Nigidius Figulus, 330

Nile, annual floods of, 59

Nilsson,M. P., 183 nn. i and 2, 449 n. 2, 475 n. 4
Ninon of Croton, 177, 320

Noetus, and HeracHtus, 405

non-perceptible, notion of, 78

nouns, abstract, relative lateness of, 79

nous, vous, v6os, in Anaxagoras, of primary
motive cause, 326; unmixed with matter,

6; in HeracHtus, essential to avoid error

due to senses, 45 1 ; survival of the term in

Aristotle, 14; of perceiving and recogniz

ing identity or significance, 426 n. i

number: soul a self-moving number (Xeno-

crates), 263 ; numerical order inherent in

world, 237. See also Pythagoreans

Nun, primordial waters, in Egyptian mytho

logy, 59

Nyx, 413 n. i

occupation of star by moon, 95 n.

Oceanus, 55, 6o, 123, 131, 391, 410 n. i

'Ocellus Lucanus', 332

octahedron, connected with air by the

Pythagoreans, 267; construction attri

buted to Theaetetus, 268

Oenopides of Chios, 74; quoted on gnomon,

242 n.

officium,a conception with a Roman history, 22

Olmstead, A. T., 31 n. 2, 60

Olympian reHgion, 196

Olympic games, 363 n. 2

Olympic gathering, illustrating types of Hfe,

164

Olympus: name for uppermost heaven in

Philolaus, 284

One, the (see also unit), 'All things come from

one', 69, 87 and n. i, 115; One and

Many, problem of, 132

Onesicritus, Cynic philosopher, 187

opinion (or seeming) contrasted with know
ledge, 13, 395 n. ?, 399

'Opinions', 56^oi, Placita, as source-material,
xiii

opportunity (Konp6s), equated with a number

by Pythagoreans, 301, 302, 303

opposites, 271, 470; evolved directly from
arche in Presocratic thought, 122, 273; in

Anaximander, 76 f., 78 ff., 89 etc.; can

originate from each other, 80 f. ; in Anaxi-

menes, 1 12 ; in Alcmaeon, see Alcmaeon;
in Pythagoreanism, 232, 245 fif.; see also

under HeracHtus; health as harmony of

opposites, 314 (and see Alcmaeon); in

medical prescription, 358

oracles, proceed by suggestion, 414

order, notion of, as beginning of philosophy,

26, 29, 44; behind phenomena, grasped

by Milesians, 141 f.; oftheworld (kosmos\

2o6; universal order reproduced in the

philosopher, 2io; see also kosmos

Orestes, 475 n. 3

organization, and the Hmit, 207

Orient, extent of influence of, on early Greek

philosophers, 3 if.; Greek attitude to,

252; Oriental elements in Pythagorean

ism, 25 iff.; later syncretism between

Oriental and Greek, 252

originaHty, in philosophic systems, 17
Ormuzd (Oromasdes), 250

Oroites, Persian, kills Polycrates, 346

Oromasdes, 249 n. 2

Orpheus, xi, 150

Orphics, 182, 203, 272, 331; cosmogony, xi,

39; theogonies, 69; relation to Pytha

goreans, 150, i98f., 254; problem ofOne
and Many in, 132; rivalry with Homer,

150; general doctrine, 198; doctrine of

man and immortaHty, 464, 478; the

'wheel ofbirth*, 480; rewards and punish
ments after death, 476; the soul as breath,

129, 201, 307, 480
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OsViecimski, S., 44 n., 66 n.

ouranosy oOpov6$, senses of distinguished, r 1 1 ;

according to Philolaus, 284 and n. 2; as

universe, not merely sky, 380 and n. i

Ouranos, 28, 69, 70, 112, 123, 278, 380 n. i, 386

Ovid, 79

Owen, G. E. L., 265 n. i, 408 n. 2

TToAlvrovos, mxMvrpOTTOj, 439 n. 3

Pamphila, 53

Panaetius of Rhodes, 22

-rrdvra
>eT, probably not words of Heraclitus,

450 n. i

pantheism, question of in Xenophanes, 381

parable, use of in Heraclitus, 438

Paracelsus, 71

parallax, how disposed of by Pythagoreans,

289

Parmenides, 70, 87, 95 n., 122, 136, 172, 294,

428, 429; on source of moon's light, 94
n. 2, 286; relationship to Xenophanes,

363, 379 and n. 2, 380; probably acquain
ted with Heraclitus's work, 408 and n. 2;

his
*

Way of Seeming*, 136; denied physi
cal movement and change, 4-5, 9;

influence of this denial, 145; denied

existence of void, 279; shape of earth

according to, 294; contrasted knowledge
and opinion, 399

Paron, Pythagorean, 319

Paros, plant-fossils on, 387 and n. 4

patripassianism, claimed to be rooted in the

philosophy of Heraclitus (Hippolytus),

405

Paul, Saint, 23

peras (see also Pythagoreans), 78 ; and apeiron,

contrasting Pythagorean principles, 207;

and kosmos, 206 ., imposed on apeiron,

producespeperasmenon, in construction of

a kosmos, 247 f.

-rrepiexeiv, Trepiexov, 'surrounding the world*,

134 n., 272; in Anaximander, 8?; in

Pythagoreanism, 281; allegedly none in

Heraclitus, 469 n.

Peripatetic School, continuation of, 22; its

approach to Heraclitus, 404 n.

Persephone, 197, 449
Persian religion, monotheistic or dualistic?,

254f.; and Pythagoreanism, 251-6
Persian Wars, 8

Persians, moral scheme of compared with

Pythagoreanism, 250; Persian influence

on Pythagoreanism, 252

pessimism, in Homer, 27

Petron,

Pfligersdorffer, G., 69 n. i

Phaethon, myth of, 388
Phanias of Eresus, 322

Phemius, 415

Pherecydes, xi, 29 n. i, 158

philiay
and the primal unity of the Italian

school, 250

Philip of Opus, 283

Philistion, physician, 359

Philolaus, 146, 155, 179, 201 n. 2, 233, 260, 268,

329ff.; place and date, 329; standing,

287 n.; question of writings, 330 ff.; frag

ments, controversy on genuineness,

330 ff.; and regular solids, 267, 269 f.; and

creation from regular solids, 267, 273; as

author of a Pythagorean cosmology,

284 f., 286 ; on the Great Year, 282;
Philolaic world-system probably due to

Ph. himself, 289; movement of the earth,

327; the counter-earth, 328; on animal

birth, 278 ; on the soul: passages quoted,

311; soul a harmorda, 3096, 312; on
wickedness of suicide, i62f., 167, 310;

summary of his views, 333

philosophic., philosophos, 31; account of the

words, 204 f.j new use of the term by
Pythagoras, 164, i65f., 204; term

'philosopher* applied especially to

Pythagoras and followers, 417

philosophy, effect of temperament on, 117; of

current thought, 118; wide sense of in

early period, x; relation of Greek philo

sophy to modern thought, i F. j summary
of Greek philosophy, 3 ff.; originality of,

3 iff.; European, origin in curiosity, 30;

denied, 117; origin of in abandonment of

mythological solutions, 29; early Greek,
two main streams in, 4, 172

Phlius, Pythagorean centre established at,

164 n., 179

<pAoi6s, 91, 102 n. 2

Phoenicians, 50 n. i, 51, 294 n. i

phosphorescence, 139

physical or
*

natural* view of universe, change
to with Thales, 43

physici or physiotogi, 40, 73

physis, 9&ns, meaning ofterm, 82; in Milesians,

as actual, material substance, y 5, 142; rrepl

(pOcrecos, as title ofPresocraticworks, 73 ; in

Heraclitus, 418; identified with 'what is*,

113

Piaget, J., 64 n. i

Pierce, C. S., 282 n. i
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iriAlov, in Anaximenes, 121 n. 3, 137, 138 n. i

Pindar, 319, 414

Pirithous, father of Alcmaeon, 344

pitch of notes, ancient theories of, 226 ff.

Pitts, W., 330 n. 2

Placita, dpoKovTcc, as source material, xiii

planets, in Anaximander, 94f.; in Anaximenes,

135 ; in Plato: relative positions and dis

tances, 298, 301; function of, 339; inde

pendent movement from west to east

(Alcmaeon), 357 and n.; orbits etc. in

Pythagoreanism, 285, 301; non-existent

planet invented by Pythagoreans, 213

Plato (see also forms, harmonics, soul),

xiv, 5, lofT., 25, 27, 8(5, 100, 189, 209,

334, 368, 395 n. 5, 400, 419, 43 5 f.,

436, 4375 on origin of philosophy, 30;

relations with Pythagoreanism, 153,

i<5irT., 170, 204, 214, 265, 334, c 213;

harmony of the spheres in, 29 5 , 301;

teleological and theistic view of nature,

1 1, 144; on mathematics and morals, 305 ;

religious attitude to mathematics, 213^
views on the soul, 308 ff., 311, 316, 317,

351; on knowledge as recollection, 167;

on connexion between intelligence and

circular motion, 35<$; methexis and

mimesis, 2295 on motion of planets, 357;

political theory, 1 1 , dilemma ofthe Meno,

395 n. 5; influence of other philosophers:

Alcmaeon, 351, 354; Heraclitus, 436f.,

450, 452 n., 467f.; doctrine of creation,

239, 456; Timaeus, II, 203 n., 210, 227,

267, 275, 291, 338, 349, 354, 388, 444 n- 2,

456
Platonic figures, or bodies, i.e. regular solids,

268

Platonism, its relation to earlier and later

Pythagoreanism, 170

Platonists, Protestant, 24

pleasure, nature of Epicurean, i8f.

Plotinus, and Neoplatonism, 23 ; entry of new

religious spirit with, 24; inexpressible

first principle of, 249; on Heraclitus, 411

pluralism, in Presocratic philosophy, 5

Plutarch, quotations from Heraclitus, 489

[Plutarch], Epitome, as source, xiii; Stromateis,

as source, xiv

pneuma, -rrveOna, in cosmogony of Anaximenes,

131 n., 132; of the Pythagorean Un

limited, I32f., 272, 278; of the soul as

breath, 307; in Zeno, as material represen

tation of logos, 20

Pohlenz, M., 82

Poincare", H., 281 n. i

point, according to Pythagoreans the smallest

magnitude, 261; graphic representation
of dimensions by points, 260

polar expressions, 375 and n. 2, 446
rroArreia and res pullica, 23

pollution, by bloodshed, 201 n. i

polos, time-measuring instrument, 33
Polycrates of Samos, 173 , 346

polydaemonism, in early Greek thought, 26

polymathie, iroAvpiaftT], condemned by Hera

clitus, 417, etc.

polytheism, 26; not rejected by Pythagoreans,

203; Xenophanes's attitude to, 375
Pontus, in mythology, 61

Porphyry, 24, 186; De Alstinentia, ic^t.; Life

of Pythagoras, 23, 155
* and Pytha

gorean Acusmata, 183

Poseidon, 44, 102

possession, in ecstatic worship, 231, 475 n. 2

potentiality and actuality, in
Ajristotle, 12

Potone, sister of Plato, mother of Speusippus,
260

Praechter, K., 131 n., 324

praeparatio evangelica, Greek philosophy
viewed as, 24

pre-philosophical thought, 26, 39

-rrpricrn'ip, 463 n. 3

presuppositions of philosophers, unconscious,
n6ff.

primary (and secondary), senses of, 248

priority, logical and chronological, not pro

perly distinguished by Pythagoreans, 240

progress, in human culture, 400; idea to be
attributed first to Xenophanes, 399 , 401

Prometheus, myth of, 387 n. i, 400

proof, mathematical, meaning of, 53 and

n. 2

proportion, Pythagorean insistence on, 205 ; in

combinations of elements, (Empedocles)

258, (Pythagorean) 275 and n. 2

Protagoras: his account of human origins in

Plato's dialogue, 400; autonomy of indi

vidual's sensations, 401, 431

psyche, yvtf\ (see also soul), inHomer, 196,476;
as cause of motion, 65, 67; self-mover, in

Anaximander, 128, in Plato etc., 351;

closely identified in general with physical

life, 315; fifth-century meaning not only a

soul but soul, 355

Ptolemy I of Egypt, 16

purification,
rites of, 188, 475 and nn. i and 2;

for Pythagoras, dependent onphilosophic,

204, 205
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pyramids, fire composed of (Pythagoreans),

267, 268; height of, calculated by Thales,

53; Great Pyramid, 33

Pythagoras, 4

life, 173-9; no sources before Aristotle,

149; date of birth, 173; evidence of con

nexion with rising mercantile class, 177;
his travels, 173, 217; migration to S.

Italy, 4, 174; perhaps responsible for

Crotoniate incuse coinage, i76ff.; gives
Italians a constitution, 175; banished

from Croton, 178 ; death at Metapontum,

i?9> 357
ancient picture: Aristotle's information on

Pythagoras, 154; known to contem

poraries as a polymath, 166; mentioned

with censure by Heraclitus, 157, 412, 417,

448; in Isocrates, 163; veneration,

heroization, canonization, 148; semi-

divine attributes, 149, 203, 231; legendary
elements: his successive incarnations

(Heraclides), 164; miracle-working, 166

alleged writings, accounts of, 155;
*

Mystical

Logos' attributed also to Hippasus, 320;
credited with writings in the name of

Orpheus, 150, 158; contrasted modern
views of, 181

teaching and interests: doctrines of school

attributed to the Master personally, 149;
interest in mathematics, little early evi

dence for, 1 68; connected with music,
220 ff.; with commerce, 222; theorem of,

53, 217, 265 ; his musical discovery, 220 ff.;

anecdotes on the subject, 223 ; religious

teacher as well as philosopher, 148; com
bination in him of scientific and religious,

181; said to have first called the world

kosmos, 208; his aim to discover kosmos in

the world, for imitation in the soul, 288;

taught transmigration of souls, 166; zeal

for reforming society in accordance with

his own moral ideas, 175

Pythagoreans and Pythagoreanism, i4<$ff.; re

lation to Oriental thought (India, China,

Persia), 25 iff.; difficulties in treating of,

146 ff.; the a priori method, 171 f.

sources: scantiness ofcontemporary sources,
1 53f.; sixth and fifth centuries, 157; sum

mary of early information, 166 ; general
account in Aristotle, 2i4f.; his lost book,

42; fourth-century sources exclusive of

Aristotle, i6iff., i<5<5ff.; most abundant

from time of revival, 155; later sources

and source-criticism, 1701*.

external history, i75ff.; revolt against

Pythagoreans, 178, 329; their emigration
to Greek mainland, 179; effect of scatter

ing of societies on continuity of tradition,

1 80

writings and sayings: no fragments from
before time of Philolaus, 155; examples of

Pythagorean Acusmata, i83; moral

interpretations of these, 184; commen
taries preserved and handed down by sur

viving exiles, i8of.; Pythagorean 'note

books', UTTOHVI
J

IHOCTOC, 201 andn. 3, 266, 289

organization: a distinctive society, 167; two

types of members, acusmatici and mathe-

matici, 191 ff.; secrecy, 147, ijoff., 167;

silence, of novitiate and of school in

general, 151

doctrine and aims, i8if.; pre-Platonic

Pythagoreanism, 147; respect for tradi

tion combined with progressive thought,

ibid., 216 f.; doctrines attributed to the

founder, 149^; not developed along
identical lines, 314; religious and moral

motives dominant, i8i; a way of life

sought, 148, 182; no real inconsistency
between rational and religious sides, 250;
these sides not to be treated in isolation,

306; scientific character of much of their

thought, 289; experts in astronomy,
harmonics and the science ofnumber, 167

religious preoccupation: religious view of

truth, 149; conformity with the divine,

199, 210; the kosmos, living and divine,

200
, 251; philosophy as basis for reli

gion, 152, 199; mathematics a religious

occupation, 1 73 ; resemblance to mystery-

religions, 149, ijo; tradition compared
with Orphic writings, 150; religious

teachings almost identical with Orphism,
182; kinship of all nature, x86, 200, etc.

(see under kinship); magical elements,

185; various bans and taboos, i63f., 167,

183; ban on flesh-eating, i87ff.; beauty
and goodness in end not beginning, 251;
on man and his place in nature, i82ff.

form, not matter, is permanent reality, 238,

317, 467
limit and unlimited: the ultimate notions,

207, 242; equated with good and evil, 207,

246; unlimited among sensible things,

241; itself a substance (Aristotle), 241;
void (unlimited) a tenuous form ofmatter,
280; identifications with breath, void,

time, 278, 280, 336, 340; limit imposed



General index

Pythagoreans (com.)

both spatially (proportion) and tem

porally (regular motions of heavenly

bodies), 337; mathematical aspect of the

unlimited: extension without number or

figure, 340; limit and unlimited the ele

ments of numbers, 240; associated with

odd and even respectively, 242 f. ; explana
tion of motion, 241

opposites: table of, 243, 245, 448 n. 3;

harmonious blend of, 448; in what sense

principles, 247 f.

Pythagorean mathematics, 2178.; numbers
and the cosmos, 212 ff.; its numerical ex

planation a generalization from Pytha-

goras's own discovery of musical ratios,

221; types of relation, 229; numbers, in

what sense arcAai, 273; independent
existence of, 213, 225 ; difficulty ofregard

ing as abstractions, 225; unit, both odd
and even, 240; outside the number-series,

244; treatment of Aristotle's account,

246 f.; equated with good, 246; One not

the sole principle, 248, 249; One
reverenced as divine, 248; Pythagorean-
ism dualistic, as distinct from Ionian sys

tems, 249; monistic theory Platonic, 249;
the primal One a seed, 278; numbers

represented as geometrical patterns, 242 f.,

256; structure of things dependent on

geometrical shapes and so on numbers,

25<Sff., 259, 266 ff.; numbers of point, line,

etc., 259; fluxion theory, 263 f.; elements

each assigned a regular solid, 266,- num
bers physically extended and independent,

213, 280; numbers as boundaries, 274 f.;

generation of things from numbers,

229 ff.; leap from abstraction to physical

bodies, 237, 2396., 266; mimesis, 229,

230 f.; evidence and objections of

Aristotle, 229, 233 ff., 236^, 258, 273 ;

integers as things incompatible with in

commensurable magnitudes, 265 ; numeri

cal correlations : abstractions as numbers,

213, 301 ff.; Aristotle's strictures on

Pythagorean number symbolism, 302 f.;

disagreement on which numbers, 303 ;

physical qualities explained by numerical

ratio, 275 ; world a harmonia, 287; con

structed according to a musical scale, 296;

harmony of the spheres, 295^.

soul : importance of, 195 f. ; nature of, 306 ff. ;

immortal because akin to divine, 202 f.,

306; divine because of numbers in har

mony, 309, 315; happiness and the num
bers of the soul, 164; soul as a harmony,
307 ff.; soul is a harmony, of its own

parts, 316; a state or arrangement of

numbers (Arist. Met.\ 316; yet death not

final extinction, 312; more material views

of medical members of school, 3i4f.;
deserts after death, 476; transmigration,

186; impediment of body, 2O2f., 312

cosmogony, 266 ff.; kosmos produced from

chaos, 25o, 279; no single system to dis

cover, 266; cosmogony of numbers criti

cized by Aristotle, 266; more physical

account, 276; cosmos everlasting, 281;

grows from seed, 278 ; from centre out

wards, 281; feeds on air, 281; the unit-

seed has nature of fire, 281

cosmology: wide scope of, 2i9f.; passages

descriptive of, 283 ff.; Philolaic scheme

(planetary earth), 282 ff., probably work
of Philolaus himself, 286 f.; central fire,

282, 287 , 290; relation ofsun to it, 282 ;

shape and position of earth, 282, 283, 289,

293 ff.; counter-earth, 282, 283 ; planetary

orbits and distances, 285, 298, 301; geo
centric scheme, 289 ff.; criticisms of

Aristotle, 287f., 340; time : drawn in from

the Unlimited, 277, 33<5ff.; identified with

void and breath, 280; a time before time,

338 f.; time as the enclosing sphere,

339

subsequent influence: formative influence

on Plato, 147; post-Platonic sources,

169^; revival in time of Cicero, 23;

Neopktonists, 155 ; early Pythagorean-
ism obscured by late accounts, 23

individual Pythagoreans, 3i9ff.

Pyxus (town in S, Italy), 177 n. i

qualitative differences, first reduced to quantita

tive by Anaximenes, 126 ; ignored by

Pythagoreans in favour of quantitative,

238

quantitative, characteristic of modern physical

treatment of things, 238; importance of,

discovered by Pythagoreans, 238

rainbow, Anaximenes's account, 139, 393 n. i;

observed by moonlight (Anaximenes),

139; in Xenophanes, 392f.

ratios, of musical harmony, 223 and n.; distin

guish different bodies, in Pythagoreans,

275 and n. 2, in Empedocles, 258

Rathmann, W., 161 n. i, 165 nn. 2 and 3
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Raven, J. E., 172, 215 n. 2, 216, 233 n. 2, 236
n. i, 244 n. 3, 248 n. 2, 249, 25 8 f., 262,

263 n. 2, 264, 269 n. i, 275 n. i, 276 n. i,

280 n. i, 302, 330 n. 2, 408 n. 2

reality, in form and in matter, 467

recurrence, of seasonal changes, 453; see also

repetition

Regenbogen, O., 407

regular solids, and elements, in Pythagorean-

ism, 267 , date of their theoretical con

struction, 269 and n. i

Reidemeister, K., 218 n.

Reinach, T., 297 n. i

reincarnation (see also cycle of births, trans

migration), 482, to solve Plato's problem
of knowing, 167

Reinhardt, K., 131 n., 366 n. i, 370, 381, 387
n. 3, 408 n. 2, 415, 444 n. 2, 454 n. 2, 455,
466 n. i, 473 n. i, 483

relativity of judgments, and Protagoras's

dictum, 401

religious background to Greek thought,
sketch of, i9<5fF.; religious explanations
the most plausible in earlier stages of

thought, 28

repetition, eternal and cyclic, of historical

events, 281, 282, 321, 352, 389; a Pytha
gorean view, 458; in modern thought,
282 n. i; of the whole cosmos, first

attested in Empedocles, 389; relation to

indestructibility of world, 282

respiration, as a god, 130; in Heraclitus, pre
serves life but not rationality in sleep, 430;
sole means of contact with Logos during
sleep, ibid,

res publica and TroAmtcc, 23

Rhapsodic Theogony, attributed to Orpheus,
39

Rhegium, Pythagorean society persists at,

179

Rhoecus, 174

Richter, G., 174 n. i

Ridgway, W., 226 n. 2

Rivaud, A., 335 n. 3

Robbins, F. E., 260 n. i

Robertson, D. S., 475 n. i

Rodier, G., 263

Rohde, E., 40 n. i, 161 n. i, 168, 169, 173 n. 2,

1 86 n. i, 193, 202 n.

Rome, philosophical influence of, 22

Ross, W. D., (52, 107 n., 153 n. 2, 239 n. 2,

243 nn., 259 n. 3, 303 n. i, 342, 343

Rostagni, A., 194 n. i, 219, 244 n. i, 267 n. 2,

272, 354*"-

Rostovtzeff, M., 15

Russell, Bertrand, 211 n. 2

Sabinus, 132 n. 2, 384

Sachs, E., 272

Saffrey, H. D., 245 n.

Sage. See Seven Sages

Sagra river, defeat of Crotoniates at, 174

salvation, ways of, 17, 199, 203

same, sense of, in Heraclitus, 443, 473

Samothrace, and Pythagoras, 254

Sandbach, F. H., xii, 158 n. 2, 297 n. 2, 305 n.

Santillana, G. de, 330 n. 2

sdr, saros, astronomical period, 47

scales, diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic,
investigations on by Archytas, 335

Sceptic School, 22 ; on Xenophanes, 395

Schiaparelli, G., 48 and n. i

scholarship, later Greek cultivation of, 16

scholastics, influence of Plato, Aristotle, and
Stoics on, 24

school, term as applied to Milesians, 43 f. and
n. 2

science, Greek development of oriental, 34;
Hellenistic application of to technology,
16

sea, drying up according to Anaximander, 92,
1 01, 388; encroached on land and vice

versa (Xenophanes), 387^5 exhalations

from (Heraclitus), 462 f.

seasons, cycle of, 80, 352, 452 f.

seed, in early philosophy, 278 n. 2; in Pytha
gorean cosmogony, 278, 292, 340;

spermata of matter in Anaxagoras, 6

self-motion, suggests presence of life, 306

self-taught, autodidaktos, state not incompatible
with divine inspiration, 41 j

Seltman, C. T., 174, 176, 177 n. i

sensation, relation of to thought, in early
Greek thought and Aristotle, 348; arises

from interaction of wnlikes (Alcrnaeon),

z&icL; distrust of, 394, 3976; see also

Heraclitus

separation, as cosmogonic process. See

apokrisis

seven, significance of number, 303 f.

Seven Sages, 183; earliest list of in Plato, 50;
Thales included in, 47, 49

sex, interest of primitive societies in, 62 n. 2;
sexual analogy in cosmogonies, 28, 70, 91

Sextus Empiricus, account of Heraclitus's

doctrine, 430

Shakespeare quoted, 297 n. 2, 435 n.

Sherrard, Philip, 212
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Sherrington, Sir Charles, on connexion of
water and life, 71 f.

Sibyl, the, 414
Sicilian expedition, 8

Silloi, of Xenophanes, 365 f.

similarity and identity, difficulty ofdifferentiat

ing, 230; cf. 54 n.

Simmias, in Plato's Phaedo, 309, 313

Simplicius, character of his scholarship, 367

singers, status of at symposia, 364
Siris (town in S. Italy), 177 n. i

Skemp, J. B., 324 n. 3, 342 n., 354 n. i

<TKiocypcc9ia, 274 n.

sleep, theory of Alcmaeon, 349; of Heraclitus,

430

Smith, G., 48 n. 2

Snell, B., 374 n. 3, 377 n. 2, 414 n. 2, 416 n. 3,

425 n. 5, 452 n., 477 n. 3, 482 n.

Socrates, 144, 232, 334, 403 n. i, 418 and n. 2;

marks new phase of philosophy, 76;
defence of absolute values, 9; later

influence, 9f., 22

solids, the regular, identified with elements by
Plato, 267; by Pythagoreans, 266 ff.; date

of construction of regular solids, 268 f.

Solon, 51, 1 66, 204, 388

solstices, 97, 135 n. 2

sophia, particular connexion with crafts, 31

n. i

cro9icm^s, applied to Pythagoras, i<56; meaning

'poet', 166 n. 3

Sophists, 8

Sophocles, 400

sophos, <ro96j, Sage, title given for practical

wisdom, 47, 50

sopkrosyne, in Plato, 317

Sotion, Successions, 320, 416

soul (see also psyche} : associated with breath,

I28ff., 184, 201, 307; with beans, 184,

187, 189; fate after death: belief in sixth

and fifth centuries, 470 f.; in Anaximenes,

13 if.; in Alcmaeon, 356,- in Heraclitus,

476 ff. (see also cycle of births, immor

tality); of same substance as stars, 481;

becomes a star at death, 350, 471, 480;

atomic or material view, 18, 307 n. i,

3i3f.; immortality of, 10, 201; Pytha

gorean notion of pre-existence not found

in Persian religion, 255; Empedocles on

its immortality, transmigration and

apotheosis, 314; and its dual nature, 318;

paramount importance of, to Pytha

goreans' thinking, 195; their account of

its nature, 203, 306 ff.; equated with a

number by Pythagoreans, 302, 304; as

self-moving number (Xenocrates), 263;
'numbers of the soul', 164, 168; taken as

a harmonia, 307^; this view criticized by
Aristotle, 308; fiarmonia theory used to

refute immortality, 308 ff. ;
'

an attunement
of the four elements* (Dicaearchus), 315;
later Pythagorean accounts, 321; con
nexion with motion, especially self-

motion, 263, 35o; with circular motion

(Plato), 354; in Heraclitus, substantial

identity with fire, 433 ; and exhaled from
moist things, 434; treatment by Plato, 1 1,

214, 315, 318; by Aristotle, 14

sound, theories of, 226 ff.

sources for Greek philosophy, xii, xiv, 25

space (see also void), in Pythagoreanism, be

longs to realm of the unlimited, 257;

empty, and Parmenides, 279; and body,
not distinguished by early philosophers,

113, 279; treatment ofby atomists, ii3f.,

279

Sparta, 8; Anaximander at, 75

Spenser, Edmund, quoted on opposites, 79

Speusippus, author of a monistic system, 249;
and fragments of Philolaus, 202 n., 332;
on Pythagorean Numbers, 260

sphere, constructed from pentagons and

equated with dodecahedron, 268; celestial,

constructed by Thales and Anaximander,

74; of different substance from the four

bodies (Pythagorean), 272

sphericity, special perfection of in Aristotle, 2;

compatible with lack of limit, 85; associ

ated with divinity, 114; of Xenophanes's

god, 377 and n. 2; of earth, when dis

covered, 293 f.

Spintharus, father of Aristoxenus, 334 n. i

spirit. See matter

spontaneous generation, 385 f.

square, in Pythagoreanism, belongs to the

limited, 243

stars, in Anaximander, 95, 1 13 ; in Anaximenes,

134, 135 ff., i37f.; substance of, the 'fifth

body* (Pythagorean), 270; the aither,

470; believed to be souls of dead men,

350, 471, 480; divinity of, 112, (Alc

maeon) 357; in Xenophanes, composed

of ignited clouds, renewed daily, 392

Stebbing, L. S., 56

steering (Kvpspvov, oloodseiv), in Diogenes of

Apollonia and Parmenides, 88; in Hera

clitus, 43 8 f.

Stella, L. A., 342'
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Stobaeus (John of Stobi), Physical Extracts,
as source, xiii

Stocks, J. L., 98 n. i, 107 n., i6j n. i, 204
n. i

oroixetov, Aristotelian term, 77; used for arche,

77, 4<5o

Stoicism, 10, 17, 19, 132, 202 n. i

Stoics, adopt and remould ideas of Heraclitus,

404

storks, foretell earthquakes, 73 n. 2

Strato, 1 6

Strife, and Love, in Empedocles, 6

stringed instruments, Greek: heptachord and

octachord, 299 n. See also lyre

Styx, oath of gods by, 5 5

substance, and quality, approach to distinction

of in Anaximenes, 116; substance in rela

tion to geometrical elements, 239 f.

substratum (OrroKdpevov), 55, 56, 77
successions (6ia5oxoct)j as sources, xiii

Suda, the (Suidas), 47 and n. 3, 73

suicide, condemned by Philolaus as contrary
to religion, 167, 310

sun, common belief in its nourishment by
moisture, 80; in Anaximenes, 134, 135;

description of by Philolaus, 284 f.; by
Empedocles, 286; by Xenophanes, 391 f.;

in Heraclitus, 434, 483 ff., 486; myth of

travel in golden boat, 138, 485; feeds on

moisture, 434; in Anaximander, same size

as earth, 96; eclipses of, see eclipses;

larger than the earth (Epinomis\ 296 n.;

all-seeing, 474

Sybaris, 176, 177

Symlola, or Acusmata^ Pythagorean, i83ff.

symbols, use of by Heraclitus, 439
cru^v^s, meaning of, 377 n. i

Syracuse, fossils found at, 387

taboos, beliefs underlying, 1 86

Tannery, P., 46 n., 48, 323, 394 n. i

Tate, J., 307 n. 3

Taylor, A. E., 94 n. 3, 124 n. i, 210, 221,
243 nn., 265 n. 2, 281, 316, 324, 338;

quoted on Plato's Timaeus, 211

techniques, fundamental in oriental civiliza

tions, 33; development of, as seen by
Greeks, 400

Teichmuller, G., 138 n. i

TeKjAodpco^oci, 344 n. 2

teleology (see also design), characteristic of
Aristotle's thought, 12

telos, ateles, teteion, 13, 207

Telys, demagogue at Sybaris, 176

temperament, influence of in individual

philosophies, 117
ten. See decad

tension, in Heraclitus, 438 and n. i

Terpander, 299 n.

Tertullian, hostility of to paganism, 24

Tethys, 55, 60, 410 n. i

tetractys, 225 and n., 277, 288 n., 301, 316
Thales of Miletus, i, 29, 40, 43, 45 fT.

date of, 46 ff.; ancestry, 50; length of life, 50;
character in tradition, 5of.; celestial

sphere of, 74

mythological precursors, 58fT., 68 fT.; as a

forerunner of philosophy, 45

question of written works, 54 and n.

statesmanship, trading, engineering, interest

in navigation and mensuration, 50; later

exaggeration of his astronomical know
ledge, 49; geometrical achievements

assigned to, 52f.

founder of 'physical* philosophy, according
to Aristotle, 40, 45; water as arche, 54 ff.;

evidence ofAristotle, 55 f.; earth floats on

water, 59; reasons for choice of water,

mythical, 58!?., rational, 6rf.; water and
life: hylozoism, 62 ff., 71 f.; psyche as the

cause of motion, 65; animate not dis

tinguished from inanimate, 66; all things
full of gods, 65, 68

summary of his thought and achievement,
67 ff.

Theaetetus, 219, 268

Thebes, Pythagorean centre established at, 179

Themistius, on Anaximander, 72
Theo of Smyrna, quoted on the monad, 244

theocracies, oriental, 32f.

Theodoret, xiii

Theodorus of Gyrene, 219, 265 n. 2

Theognis, 398 n. i

theogonies, mythical, xi

theologi, Aristotle's use of term, 40

Theologumena Arithmetical on the decad, 260

Theophrastus, 16, 25, 122, 274; as source, xiii;

on musical pitch, 228 f.

theoria, focoptoc, active contemplation, 212;
linked by Pythagoreans with transmigra

tion, i6jf.

TheslefT, H., 363

Thomists, 24

Thompson, D'Arcy W., 104 n. i

Thomson, G., 51 n. i, 177 n. 2, 221 n. i, 252,
4030.

Thomson, J. O., 393 n. 2

three, primacy of number, 2, 193
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thunder and lightning, in Anaximander, 106

and n.; in Anaximenes, 139

thunderbolt, in Heraclitus, 428, 471 n.

Timaeus, of Locri, *On the World-Soul'

forgery, 156, 332; Timaeus, of Plato,

alleged to be taken from book of Philo-

laus, 330

Timaeus, of Tauromenium, historian, on

Pyliiagoreans, 161, 170; on Xenophanes,

362

time, XP^v 5j senses of, in English and Greek,

33 8 f.; distinguished from mere succes

sion, 338; to Greeks unimaginable with

out ordered and recurrent motions, 280,

339; circularity of, 352, 452; relation to

cosmological order, 338; Pythagorean

conception of, 280; in Plato, to be identi

fied with planetary motions, 339; time

before time began, not absurd, 338; time

and the unlimited, 336 ff.

Timon of Phlius, 366, 411

Titans, 141

toys, mechanical, invented by Archytas, 335

traditional conceptions behind philosophies,

118

transmigration ofsouls (see also cycle ofbirths),

159, 1(35, 190, 354; a Greek doctrine, not

Egyptian, 160; taughtby Pythagorashim

self, i86, 306; excluded in Aristotle, 14

Tpoirccl, whether of solstices or revolutions, 97

truth, speaking, in relation to Pythagoras and

Persians, 254

turbans, 138

unit (monad), not itself a number (Pytha

goreans), 240, 244; both odd and even,

Hid.} primacy of; asserted by late writers

on Pythagoreanism, 244; Cornford's

theory on this, 244, 247, 250 f.; in

Pythagorean cosmogony, appears as a

sperma, 246; divinity of, (Xenophanes)

380 and n. i, (Pythagoreans) 248

unity, primal, in Milesians, 4, 70; search for

unity a universal phenomenon, 70; non-

dimensional, 261; no distinction between

logical and material unity in Xenophanes,

380; importance in Pythagoreanism, see

Pythagoreans

Untersteiner, M., 367 n. 2

Ure, P. N., 174 n. i

values, Socrates's defence of absolute, 9;

Pythagoreanism rooted in, unlike Ionian

philosophies, 246

vegetarianism, see abstention

verbal similarity, significance assigned to, 425

0.5
Verdam, H. D., 428 n. 2

Verdenius, W. J., 73 n. 2, 161 n. i

verification, standard of, 345 and n. i

virtue, relative view of, 9 ; in Epicureanism,

19; in Stoicism, 20

Vlastos, G., 77 n. i, 8l n. i, 89 n. i, 126 n., 131

n., 166 nn. 2 and 3, 208 n. i, 324, 345 n. 2,

408 n. 2, 416, 429, 433 n. 3, 439 nn. i and

3, 447 n. 4, 454 n. 2, 458 and n. 5, 463
n. i, 465, 465 n. i, 469 n., 489, 491, 492

Vohu Mana, universal Mind, Zoroastrian, 488

void, identified with air (Alcmaeon), 349, 358;
'drawn in* by the cosmos (Pythagorean),

277; identified with breath and the Un
limited, 278, 280, 340; separates numbers,

280; existence of denied by Parmenides

and reasserted by atomists, 7. See also

space

volcanoes, 292

vortex, universal, stars carried passively round

ty, 357

Voss, O., 323

Wachtler, J., 342 n., 343, 347 n. 3

Waerden, B. L. van der, 217 n., 218 n., 228,

265 nn., 282 n. 2, 287 n., 295 n. 2, 297 ru i,

328, 335 n. i, 357 n.

Walzer, B.., 454 nn., 472 n. i

Wasserstein, A., 265 n. 2

water, importance ofin Egyptian and Mesopo-
tamian river-cultures, 5 8 ; relation to life

in ancient and modern thought, 71 f.;

associated with foolishness, in Heraclitus,

433. See also Thales

way of life, religious, 4; the object of Pytha

goreanism, 148; Plato quoted on, ibid.

Webster, T. B. L., 344 n. 2

Wedberg, A., 265 n. i

Wehrli, F., 151 nn. i and 2, 170 n. i, 173 n. 3,

199 n. 2

Weizsacker, C. F. von, physicist, quoted, 70,

78, 225 f.

Wellmann, M., 202 n., 324, 342 n., 411 n.

wheel of birth, see cycle

"White, M., 176 n. i, 177 n. i

Whitehead, A. N., 56 n. i

Wightman, W. P. D., quoted, 33, (58, 706, 7*>

102, 238

Wilamowitz, U. von, 131 n., 202 n., 204 n. i,

267 n. 2, 309 n., 311 n. 3, 323, 332 n. 3,

47511.4
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Wilson, J. A., 102 n. i

wind, explanation ofby Anaximander, 105; by
Anaximenes, 139; as cause of impregna

tion, I28f.

Wind, E., xi

Woodbury, L., 81 n. i, 428 n. 2

wool, taboo on burial in, 160, 167

words, magical conception of, 86; significance

of word-play, 425 n. 5, 475 n. 2

world, as a kosmos, 207 f., 209; as a living

creature, 200 n. 2, 278 f., 4876 ; in Anaxi

menes, 137; as god (Xenophanes), 38off.;

according to all natural philosophers, had

a beginning in time (Aristotle), 390;

always existed (Xenophanes), ibid.

worlds, 'innumerable', question of in Anaxi

mander (Smipoi K6cr[iot or oOpocvol),

io6ff.; in the atomists, nsf.j in Epi

curus, 1 08, 109

world-soul, in the Timaeus, 316

Xanthus of Lydia, on fossils, 387 n. 2

Xenocrates, 222, 260, 264^ 270 f., 291 n. i;

called soul a self-moving number, 263

Xenophanes, 4, 58 n. 2, 360 ff.; tradition, 366!?. ;

date and life, 3621!.

connexion with Elea and Eleatic school,

363 f., 368, 370; relationship with Par-

menides, 369, 379

writings, 365^; poetical claims, 364; verse-

forms, 365 ; epics, 365 reported work
*

on

nature', 366; imitated by Timon of

Phlius, 366; disappearance of his works,

36?

opinions upon: of Heraclitus, 368, 408; of

Aristotle, 366, 369; of Theophrastus, 67,

modern views, 361 f.

social and political outlook, 364f.; dis

paragement of physical prowess, 364
destructive criticism, 370 ff.; condemns

luxury, 365; opposition to poets, especi

ally Homer and Hesiod, 370 f., 383 n.,

38<Sf.j objections to their portrayal of the

gods, and their anthropomorphism, 371,

373 ; expurgation of myths at symposia,

370; protests against impiety towards

gods, 371 ; satire on Pythagoras, 157;

opposition also to Thales and Epi-

menides, 370; denial of validity of divina

tions or prophecy, 373; unity, inter

preted in stricter sense than by Milesians,

368, 380, 383, 402
constructive theology, 373 fT.; question

whether theologian, 361 f.; whether

monotheist or polytheist, 361, 375 f., no

hierarchy of gods, 373; self-sufficiency of

deity implied, 373; God not like man
either in shape or in mind, 398 ; God has a

body, 376; of spherical shape, 376 f., 378,

379; and finite, 378; said in Cicero's

N.D. to be znfinitum; God identical with
the universe, 114, 377, 381 ff.; has no

separate organs ofperception, 375 ; is one,

375; single, whole, unmoving, 374; diffi

culties of immobile God, 38 if.; though
essentially one, yet manifested in many
forms, 376

cosmology: material and non-material, finite

and infinite, not distinguished, 369 and
n. 2; earth alleged to be taken as his arche,

384; the cosmos not infinite, 377f.; un-

generated, 380, 382, 386; nature of the

cosmos summarized, 382f.

astronomy and meteorology, 390$.; how far

dependent on Anaximander and Anaxi

menes, 391; no astronomy in extant

verses, 390; heavenly bodies are clouds

formed by evaporation from sea, 390, 392;

sun, 391 f.; movement of, 394; numerous
suns and moons, 3935 effect on Hera-

clitus's conception of the sun, 485 ; moon,
cloud 'felted', 392; earth flat-topped, 394;

importance of the sea, 391 ; observation of

fossils, 373, 387 and n. 2; alternation of

wet and dry ages, 3876^; origin of life

from the earth, 385$!

theory of knowledge, 395^.; emphasis on

personal search, 399^5 limitations of

human knowledge, 395 f. ; knowledge and

opinion (seeming), 395 and n. 5, 399;
no evidence of corresponding realms of

existence, 397; contrast of opinion with

divine certainty, 396 and n. 3, 397; distrust

of senses, 394, 3976; relative character

of judgment, 401; summing-up of his

significance, 401 f.

Xuthus, Pythagorean, 319

, 347 n. I

v See common

Yin-Yang, 252

Zalmoxis, i48f.; and Pythagoras,
Zancle (Messana), stay of Xenophanes at, 363
Zaratas (Zoroaster), 253

Zeller,E. (selected references), 107 n., 134 n. i,

202 n., 251,281, 298, 302, 3<S6n. i, 410 n. 2,

453 n- *
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General index

Zen, as both Zeus and life (Heraclitus), 463

Zeno of Citium, Stoic, 19, 491

Zeno of Elea, 204, 262, 264, 265 and n. i

Zephyr-eggs, 129

zero, unknown to Greeks, 240

Zeus, 27, 126, 129, 141, 196, 284, 287, 290, 374,

386, 429, 472 n. 2, 473 j equated with

Oromasdes, 249 n. 2

zodiac, discovery of obliquity of, 74, 97
n. i

30)1*1, distinguished from vyvxfi, 202

Zoroaster (Zoroastres), 173 n. 3, 184 n., 250,

253

Zoroastrianism and Pythagoreanism, resem

blances and differences, 254f.; and Hera

clitus, 488
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